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KI.NhT AUF KAPITOLES UOUEN KNCPFTEN Will UEN llEILGEN BUND,

ALS DU GEISTE.SRRAFTIG THATEST DORT DES HERREN WILLEN KUND :

ALS MIR CLALBIG UND IM STILLEN BAUTEN DIE GEMEINDE AUF,

DIE DER 5IENSCHUEIT OPFRUNG WEIHEND EWGES WIRKT IM ZEITENLAUP.

DREISSIG JAHRE, BALD VERFLOSSEN UNTER SORGEN UNTER MUHN,

SAUEN MANCHE HOFFNUNG SCHWINDEN, FRISCH" UND JUCENDKRAFT VERBliJHN ;

DOCH HAT IMMER SICH BEWAURET JUGENDSTHEBEN JENER ZEIT.

DAS JUT ERNST UNS WAR GERICUTET AUF DAS ZIEL DER EWIGKEIT.

TEST UND FRISCH 1ST AUCH GEBLIEBEN UNSRER HERZEN LIEBESBAND,

ZIEHEN BEID- IM GEIST VEREINET NACU DES GEISTES VATERLAND,

WISSEND DASS IN DIESER ERDE HAT GEZUNDET GEISTES BLITZ,

UND DASS EINST IHR KREIS SOLL WERDEN FREIEN GOTTESREICHES SITZ :

WISSEND AUCH DASS UNSREM VOLKE WARD EIN GOTTLICH UOHES PFAND.

DASS DER GEIST DES UERP.CN WEHET NOCH IM GROSSEN VATERLAND,

DASS ER HEILEN WILL WAS SIECHET, EINEN WAS ZERRISSEN WARD,

UND VERKLAREN SICU AUFS NEUE IN DER FREIEN DEUTSCHEN ART.

WAS NUR SICH GELEBT MUSS SINKEN UNBETRAURT IN TODES FLoTH,

DoCH M'AS SIENSCHUEIT AUCSGEPUAGET SCUWIMMET IN DF.R ARCUE HUTK .

WAS IM BILDE, WAS IM TONE, WAS IM WORTE GOTT VERKLART,

LEUCUTET DURCU DER ERDE NACUTE, SPATESTEN CESCILLECUTERN WEKTIl.

VON DEM TEMPEL, DEN WJR SCHAUTEN. IN DES GLAUBENS MORGENROTU,

IIAB' ICll STEINE MIK GERETTET AUS DER ZEITKN BITTUEN NOTH :

UK HIE DU. NAClI DEINEM BTLDE, SEl.BST DIR AUF DEN WUNDEKBAU.

DASS DER GEIST AUCU IN DEN TRLMMKRN NOCH DES URUILDS PLAN ERSCUAU.



PlIEPACE.

The work wliicli I venture to present to the public

is the development of the Philosophical Aphorisms,

which formed part of the First Edition of " Hippolytus

and his Age." Its object is to trace the Outhnes of

a Philosophy of Universal History, especially with a

view to discover and define the principle of progress,

and to apply these general principles to Language and

Religion as the two universal and primitive manifest-

ations of the human mind, upon which all subsequent

social and national development is based.

Such an inquiry necessarily contains two elements,

the historical and the speculative. Now as to the history

of Religion, and that of Christianity in particular, it

has been treated of in many works ancient and modern,

and I have had an opportunity of discussing the philoso-

phical and constitutional portion of the history of the

Primitive Christian Church in the new edition of

" Hippolytus and his Age."

It was, therefore, possible to allude simply to the

leading facts of that history of our religion, and to

confine the inquiry almost exclusively to the philoso-

phical principles, and their bearing upon the present

state of the world.

The only exception I have made regards the Author

of our religion himself. This exception was indispens-

[a3]
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able. All the controversies and misunderstandings re-

specting Christianity, and especially those relating to

the metaphysical points, must in the last instance be

reduced to the question what Christ thought and said

of his own person and of the object of his teaching, of

his relation to God and to mankind. All inquiries

into the history of the Church presuppose this basis,

and so especially does " Hippolytus and his Age."

The most authentic representation of this sublime

object seemed to me to be the one which might be

most easily brought within the compass and limits of

these volumes, and rendered most accessible to all my
Cliristian readers. The whole is compressed into two
short chapters. The first presents a sketch of Christ's

teaching, considered from the point of view of universal

history : the second contains the outline of Christ's

own theological teaching in particular, and the com-
ments upon it by St. Paul and St. John. This chapter

illustrates the principal passages relating to the meta-

physics of religion, by a juxtaposition of the Semitic

text and the Japhetic exponent— I mean by a transla-

tion from metaphorical into philosophical language.

As introductory to these translations I have prefixed to

them the specimen of a dictionary of the principal

metaphorical expressions in the New Testament for

spiritual (intellectual) notions with their ethical and
metaphysical exponents in the philosophical language

of Japhet, that is to say, in those terms with which we
reason since the days of Thales and Pythagoras, and
since those of Plato and Aristotle.

Tlie Philosophy of Language demanded a very

different treatment. There exists no work which gives

the leading facts of the languages of Asia and Europe,
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inclusive of those of Egypt and Ab3^ssinia, on the prin-

ciples of comparative philology, as they are now under-

stood. Besides, since the publication of Adelung's

Mithridates, and even since Pritchard's meritorious and

conscientious work, important discoveries have been

made as to the very facts of the grammatical and lexi-

cographical construction of the languages of Asia, to

say nothing of that of ancient Egypt, then entirely un-

known. Some of the most interesting fields of philo-

logical research, were thus to be opened here for the

first time, in order even to establish the facts.

This is the reason why the historical, and especially

the philological portion of the Philosophy of Language

has, in a certain sense, assumed the character of a fore-

runner of a new l^ithridates for Asia, Europe, and a

part of Africa. I say, in a certain sense: for the

analysis presented here gives in some respects less, in

some more, than such a Mithridates should contain.

The sketches offered in these volumes convey simply

the positive linguistic facts, and mention only cursorily

what is generally acknowledged as having been suffi-

ciently ascertained. They enter into details only in such

portions as are either entirely new, or at least have not

been considered under the point of view of universal

comparative philology. The method employed through-

out has, I beheve, the merits of simplicity and clearness.

In the whole arrangement I have endeavoured above

all to make one of the most important objects of uni-

versal interest accessible and attractive to all readers

of cultivated mind, by presenting in the most succinct

manner the essential facts, in order to enable the public

to deduce for themselves the surprising results which

flow from a combined historical and philosophical
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treatment of this youngest, and perhaps most pro-

mising branch of scientific inquiry.

I have endeavoured in a similar manner to divest

religious philosophy both of antiquarian pedantr}'', and

of theological conventionalism. Above all, it has been

my anxious wish to excite my readers to serious, and

therefore free reflection on Religion. The religious

sense of the European mind is undoubtedly more uni-

versal now than it has been for at least two cen-

turies. The noblest individuals and nations manifest

a thirst for religious knowledge, and a longing after

evangelical truth, as the only sure basis of liberal and

peaceable development. I must confess, however, that I

see no hope of that feeling taking the right course, and

that longing being satisfied, unless the great mass of

the thinking and sefious public make it, more than

hitherto has been done, the object both of research and

of thought ; not in order to build up new theological

systems, or find a fresh stimulus for intellectual excite-

ment, but in order to strengthen and restore inward

truth, and thence proceed to the reform of social and

public life.

Such an earnestness alone, flowing alike from the head

and from the heart, can restore the religious element of

European society, and make Christianity in truth the

means of general social reconstruction.

Carlton Terrace, 20 th April, 1854.
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THE HISTORY

OP

THE PHILOSOPHY OF HUMAN DESTINY

AND DEVELOPMENT.

FIRST CHAPTER.

THE BELIEF OF MAKKIND IN A. MORAL ORDER OP THE WORLD, AND

IN THE PROGRESS OF THE HUMAN RACE.

The noblest nations have ever believed in an immutable moral

order of the world, constituted by divine wisdom, and regulat-

ing the destinies of mankind ; and their wisest men have ever

expressed their conviction of the reality of this faith, in different

terms, but with marvellous harmony as to the substance.

If this general view of human destinies be right, if the uni-

versal faith of humanity and the holiest aspirations of philosophy

be not delusive, to draw the picture of an age is to write a

chapter of the universal history of mankind : and what is this,

but to recompose a canto of that most sacred epic or dramatic

poem, of which God is the poet, humanity the hero, and the

historian the prophetical interpreter ? Christianity has diffused

over the world the idea of the unity of the human race, once

the solitary belief of the Jews, and obscured by their national

exclusiveness ; the historical philosopher, starting from this idea,

has been enabled to view the development of mankind in this

light of Christianity ; the noblest minds of all Christian nations

have recognized a visible and traceable progress of the human

race towards truth, justice, and intelligence.

B 2
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There is a moral order of tlie world, and there is a progress.

These two articles of faith, modified by national and con-

fessional differences, may be considered as forming the basis of

all the inward, real, and efficacious religious feeling and con-

viction which exist in the thinking and cultivated minds of the

Christian world. Although in particular cases they may be

combined with an imperfect Christian belief, they are decidedly

Christian ; and there cannot be, in any religious society or na-

tion, a real Christian faith, where inditi'erence or materialism

has destroyed the acknowledgment of them.

Indeed, if there exist a divine rule of human destiny and

development in the history of mankind, a philosophy of tliat

history must be possible. For there is no divine rule svhich does

not originate in reason, and which is not essentially reason.

Whoever grants so much, must also allow that the historian, who

undertakes to interpret the great hieroglyphic of the times, and

restore the stray sibylline leaves of history, ought to believe,

with Pindar, in the divinely given beginning and end of man.

He must, at least, firmly believe that if there be laws regulating

the development of humanity, those laws must be founded in

eternal reason.

The truly philosophical historian, therefore, will believe that

there is an eternal order in the government of the world, to

which all might and power are to become, and do become, sub-

servient ; that truth, justice, wisdom, and moderation are sure

to triumph ; and that where, in the history of individual life,

the contrary appears to be the case, the fiuilt lies in our mis-

taking the middle for tlic end. But there scarcely can be any

doubt of this truth in the history of nations. There must be a

solution for every complication, as certainly as a dissonance

cannot form the conclusion of a musical composition. In other

words, tlie ))hilosopher who will understand and interpret history

must really believe that God, not the devil or his pulchinello.

Accident, governs the world.



HUMAN dp:stiny and development.

SECOND CHAPTER.

HELLENIC AND HEBREW BELIEF IN A MORAL ORDER OF THE WORLD.

In so far as religion, subjectively, rests upon that general belief

in a moral order of the world, ancient literature is more religious

than that of the Christian period ; unless modern writers on the

subject have only too well succeeded in disguising their belief.

The seers of religious Greece certainly were inspired by this

faith : the Iliad, as well as that model of novels, the Odyssey,

proclaims it loudly. The popular tradition of preceding cen-

turies, upon which the Iliad rests, is founded upon it. This

poem, to the formation of which the national mind contributed

no less than the genius of the man to whom we owe its ground-

work, would have been impossible, had there not been instinctive

consciousness of these laws. But no nation ever had a clearer

perception of the moral law ruling human affairs than the

Greek. It had become among them tlieir ethic religion, and

had acquired the keenness of an esthetic feeling, so that offence

against these laws was as much an outrage upon good taste, as

a sin against the religious instinct of humanity. Pindar and all

the great lyrical poets believed in a divine Nemesis ; but those

twins of the tragic Muse, ^schyhis and Sophocles, manifest

this view of human life in its most universal form. It was their

inmost religion, and formed the real centre of the religious

feeling of the Hellenic mind, ^schylus was philosophically

conscious of its essential truth ; for he opposes it expressly to

the terrible " old doctrine," to that despairing view of Asia,

according to which, not to be born at all is considered better

than existence, and to die better than to live. Is it not, then, time

at last to put a stop to that talk of German roinanti(5ists and
B 3
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indomanes, of Englisli Buddhists, and of all those who throughout

Europe now tend to revive and adopt the errors and follies of

the ancient Christian writers, respecting this subject, as to

Greek religion and wisdom beino; borrowed from the East ?

The same view of the destinies of man which makes the great

poets of Greece the prophets of humanity for all ages, and

stamps Herodotus as the first of its historians, shines with

heavenly light of religious faith in the galaxy of those heroes

of faith, the prophets of the Hebrew people. They proclaimed,

in an uninterrupted series during more than a thousand years

of national life, the fundamental truth of all philosophy of

liistory, that the divine principle of truth and justice, which is

visible in the social and political institutions of the nations, will

prevail, will expand without limit, and will finally make this

earth the kingdom of God. They do not undertake to prove

this truth ; they see it : they speak out of the fulness of their

intuitive belief in it, and suppose a corresponding belief in those

whom they addi'ess. But when the Jewish mind began to

philosophize, and endeavoured to produce dialectic proofs, its

theodicean philosophy, or justification of God, stopped, in the

Book of Job, at the avowal of the incomprehensibility of the

destinies of mankind. And when, after the loss of national

independence, and in the wane of prophetic spirit, the Eccle-

siastes, a pious and philosophical author of the Persian times,

tried to argue more strictly on dialectic principles, he found no

weapons against doubt, and no defence from despair, except

submission, and the keeping of God's commandments.
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THIRD CHAPTER.

CHRIST, THE APOSTLES, THE FATHERS, AND THE MIDDLE AGES.

The very foundation of the religion of Clirist is the faith in a

development of mankind towards a great and glorious triumph

of the eternal decree of love, identical with the moral order of

the world. That faith is to change the existing politics, Jewish

as well as Gentile,—both doomed to perdition,—into nations and

states governed by a law founded upon justice and charity, and

taking its highest inspirations from the love of God, as the

common father of all mankind. It is sufficient to point to the

Parable of the Guests invited to the king's meal (Luke, xiv.),

compared with that of the sower (Matt. xxii. and Mark, xiii. 38.).

("The field is the world.")

Although the Apostles had no clear view of the application

of that doctrine and of those promises to the age in which they

lived, they preached faithfully and eflpectually that divine,

world-renewing philosophy of the history of mankind, and by

doing so laid the foundations of a pui'ified revival of the hopes

and aspirations of the ancient world.

The fathers of the Christian Church had all hope in a world

to come, and none in that in which they lived and died ; but

they manfully maintained the doctrine of the good God's having

created, having ever governed, and still governing this world,

against the despair of Celsus, as well as against the Gnostic

denunciations of the Jewish dispensation, and against that

frightful dualism of the good and evil principle, the offspring of

the despair and effeteness of the nations of the world.

The middle ages are the chrysalis of the new world. They

appear in their first period as universal night and deadly sleep,

B 4
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and then as a crystallized formalism of corporations ; but we

now can recognize in them grand germs for that national re-

^generation which Christ had in view from the beginning. The

development of the Christian life had stopped there in the fourth

century, when Christianity became the religion of the Roman

Empire, simply because there was no national life remaining.

The new Germanic race was to be trained to moral responsi-

bility, and thus to national independence also, in religion.

For these reasons there was no great and sound philosophy of

the history of mankind possible from the second to the fifteenth

century. It was in this century, that the despair and im-

patience of mankind reached its highest pitch. There were

nations forming, civilization and science were expanding, the fine

arts were flourishing ; but the hopes of the thirteenth and four-

teenth centuries had not been realized : the free cities were cramped

into oligarchies ; the Italian republics w^ere crushed, with few

exceptions, and absolutism crept into Europe. But, above all,

the corruption of the higher and highest classes was almost

universal, and the mutual confidence between the different ele-

ments of society was becoming extinct.
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FOURTH CHAPTER.

THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY, THE REFORMEKS, SHAKSPEARE, AND BACON.

The leading men of the sixteenth century made a noble stand

to save mankind from despair, both by calling forth the divine

power of the Gospel, and by reforming the social and political

state of the world. The individual moral responsibility of man

was appealed to, as the test for distinguishing the real heart-

renewing faith from external religious practices ; and the king-

dom of God was prepared by applying its principles to the

reform of the existing state of things, in the family and in the

state, and in every sphere of social life. The philosophy of

human destinies thus took on the one side preeminently a theo-

logical and Semitic form, although with the decided tendency

towards a more general humanitary view, and, on the other, a

practical and political one. None of the reformers was an emi-

nent philosopher of history, but each of them had a faith in the

destinies of mankind and the regeneration of nations through the

Gospel. They led the way to a renewed state of society, which

might, and indeed must, and did already, to a certain degree,

become a sound basis for a hopeful and truly Christian view of

human destinies upon earth.

The great prophet of human destinies, on the awakening of

the new world, was William Shakspeare ; he was so, much

more, and in a higher sense, than Bacon. His " Histories " are

the only modern epos, in its true sense, as a poetical relation of

the working of the eternal moral order manifested in a great

national development. They are the Germanic " Nibelungen "

and the Romanic " Divina Commedia " both united and drama-

tized. The dramatic form was the natural organ of the epos

in an age ripe for the realities of life, and full of action.
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FIFTH CHAPTER.

TUE SEVENTEENTH AXD EIGHTEENTH CENTURIES.

When in the seventeenth century Europe emerged from tlie

blood and destruction into which the pope and the Cathohc or

CathoHcizing dynasties had plunged it, the world, which had

seen its double hope blighted, despaired almost both of religious

and civil liberty. The eighteenth century, not satisfied with the

conventional theodicea of that genius of compromise, Leibnitz,

found no universal organ for the philosophy of history, except

the French encyclopedic school ; and this school had no re-

generating and reconstructive idea, save that of perfectibility

and progress. But what is humanity without God? what is

natural religion ? what is progress without its goal ? These

philosophers were not without belief in the sublime mission of

mankind, but they w^anted ethical earnestness as much as real

learning and depth of thought. They pointed to civilization, as

to the goal of the race which mankind had to run. But civili-

zation is an empty word, and may be, as China and Byzantium

prove, a caput mortuum of real life, a mummy dressed up in

the semblance of living reality.

That century called certain self-complacent general reflec-

tions upon incomplete, incoherent, and often entirely spurious

materials, the " spirit of the age." It was indeed, as Faust

observes to Wagner, a spirit of an age ; but the spirit Avas that

embodied in the conceited writer, and the age was at best

nothing but an unsuccessful attempt to attain the perfection of

the eighteenth century.

" Was ihr den Geist dcr Zeiten heisst,

Das ist im Grund der Ilerren eigner Geist,

In dcin die Zeiten sicb bespiegeln."
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The liollowness of that view showed itself most conspicuously

in the climax of this whole philosophy, the " spirit of universal

history." That spirit exhibited the conceited and shallow cha-

racter of the age, whereas a truly historical picture ought, on

the contrary, to reflect the pure image of the past, and be a

true mirror to ourselves.
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SIXTH CHAPTER.

BOSSDET AND LEIBNITZ.

BossUET had tried to charm that spirit by cpicizing tlie

catechism, and concentrating the universal history of mankind

around tliat of Judaism, the Roman Catholic hierarchy, and the

raonarchs who protected and defended it. Thus, he reduced

ancient history, in so far as it was not Jewish, to episodes in

the history of that people, and Greek wisdom in things divine

to a confused apprehension of the Jewish traditions; while he

himself knew very little of that wisdom, and had a very con-

tracted view of the Jewish traditions. His method is neither

historical nor philosophical, nor indeed biblical. The result

is an eloquently told fable in ancient history, and an acute

sacerdotal special pleading in modern. This must be said, if

the truth is to be spoken ; and it may be said with all respect,

not only for the brilliant talents, but also for what was great

in the character, of that eminent man. Bossuct tried to evoke

the spirit of the history of mankind by scholastic formulas,

based upon Semitic expressions : the answers he received were

echo of the questions. The spirit of the past is not to be

evoked by such formulas, and neither can Louis le Grand nor

the Pope, nor even the uninterrupted hierarchy of the elect

of a given nation or class, form tlie centre of our universal

history. Even in his theological ideas, he can never divest

himself of the Semitic and scholastic form, nor rise to behold

the truth in its divine universality, which is the onlj- true

catholicity.

Leibnitz had an entirely Japhetic tendency and cast of

mind, and was a bclie\ ing Japhctite, attempting to combine
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with his Germanic element all that was Semitic ;
and moreover,

as much as seemed necessary at the time, all that was scholastic

or chrysahne in the distracted Christianity of Europe. The

belief in a moral order of the world, emanating from eternal

thought, and therefore intelligible to the meditating soul, is at

the bottom of his profound speculation, as well as of his vast

research and erudition. This fact is also the strongest basis

of his belief in Christianity, as represented by the confessions

of faith of the churches of Christendom. His theory of " the

best world" necessarily failed, because it was a not quite honest

compound of speculation and of divinity. Still his « Theo-

dicea" (1712), a justification of the ways of God, proved a great

consolation to many of the highest and best minds of the age,

wherever a dead formalism had not brutalized the intellect of

the higher classes, by rendering it unwilling to connect thought

and ethic faith with religion. An equally strong manifestation

of his Japhetic catholicity was the comparative philosophy of

language, to which he laid the foundation, both by thought and

by research.
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SEVENTH CHAPTER.

VOLTAIRE AND ROUSSEAU.

Voltaire is the incarnate negation both of Bossuet and of

Leibnitz. In opposing Bossuct's tendency, he endeavoured to

make the history of the past speak the language of the Encyclo-

pedists, whose philosophy he wished future generations to adopt

as their religion, he himself being its high priest. As to the

theodicean system of Leibnitz, he ridicules " the best of

worlds," but in his serious writings acknowledges a moral order

of the world, and a progress of mankind. His view of human

nature is less degrading and materialistic than Locke's. The

philosophical attempts are, however, more successful than his

historical essays, which are full of the most uncritical assertions,

and even of the most impudent inventions. His " Universal

History " is too heavy for a pamphlet, too light for a book :

his diatribes against Christianity are unworthy both of a philo-

sopher and of an historian. Nevertheless the idea of humanity

became, through him, more divested of Semitic peculiarities

and Hebrew forms ; and there is a progress in that, for wlien

the Judaic element becomes oppressive, it is, in modern society,

the vocation of literature, as the national element, to unjudaize

humanity.

The love of humanity and the faith in its progress is the

bright side in Rousseau's eloquent but morbid philosophy. He
is free from Voltaire's mephistophelic anti-christianism, and he

has something of that mindfulness which the Germans call

" gemuth" and which forms the lasting charm of his best

writings.
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EIGHTH CHAPTER.

THE ITALIANS AND VICO.

Dante had already been obliged to fly to Eternity for justifying

God's ways with man. The times indeed grew worse after him

:

the best men of Italy at the end of the fifteenth century lived,

more than those of any other nation, in hopeless despair as to their

country, and therefore of the. world. The great movement of the

sixteenth century, stirring up the European mind in every sphere,

called forth Platonic aspirations, but opened also the depth of

thorough unbelief in the moral order of the world, as the book of

Pomponazzo and the life of his many adherents show. Then

came the age of hierarchical and despotic reaction, till, in the

eighteenth century, all independence and resistance in the native

energies of the national mind was broken down. Despotism

could afford to be civilized, even the hierarchy to be tolerant.

It was in this period that Vico demonstrated (1725— 1744), in

his " Scienza nuova," that the organic development of certain

epochs, which are found in the social and political history of

every nation, contains stronger proof of the moral government

of the world, and a higher manifestation of order, of justice,

and of progress than any argument a 'priori can supply. This

leading idea is more important for the universal philosophy of

history than all his particular researches, which are mixed up

with fables and fancies, and few of which are now of any

interest, either historical or philosophical.
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NINTH CHAPTER.

HERDER.

Herder is the founder of the philosophy of history : nobody

before or after him has taken np the grand subject in its full

extent. This necessarily includes the physiological element,

that is to say, the physical philosophy of mankind ; and, on

this field. Herder surpassed Haller, and anticipated the great

Cuvier, who often said he had been inspired by his work.

Nevertheless, Herder, because he took man as he is, as the

microcosm of the universe, and considered his bodily organiza-

tion as the perfection of an ascending series of animal for-

mations as well as the organ of all intellectual development,

has been called by superficial critics, according to their fancies,

a fatalist, or a materialist. If he failed to refute entirely, and

satisfactorily to replace by a higher philosophy, the sensualism

and shallowness of the eighteenth century, it was because,

outrunning with a noble impetus his own strength, and some-

times filling up the chasms of his knowledge by poetical phrases,

he undertook to fight that century (whose child he was) with

its own weapons. It so happened besides, that he conceived

his great work at a moment when the social structure of the

European continent was to be shaken to its foundations, and

when the German mind was in the act of preparing better arms

for the intellectual fight, both by thought and research. Still

with all defects, and although incomplete and considered by

liimself " the most imperfect work man ever wrote," his " Ideas

on the Philosophy of the History of Mankind" (1784—1795)

will continue to live and to be studied, when ninety-nine out of

a hundred celebrities of this century and of the last shall have
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been forgotten. Herder stepped out of Romanic negativeness

into Germanic positiveness, and began to reconstruct. Himself

a theologian^ he universalized Semitic tradition and inspiration,

as well as he could, into Japhetic science and philosophy.

Religion and language are to him the primitive organic mani-

festations of the divine life in man. " Religion is the most

ancient and most holj tradition of the earth :
"— this is the

text of his ninth book. Man, according to him, evolves

Reason, Humanity, Religion, organically, in consequence of

the faculties divinely united in his mind ; and he does so under

divine guidance. Herder's ideas, though of course incomplete

and defective in their development, are great and profound.
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TENTH CHAPTER.

THE FKENCn PHILOSOPHY OF HUMAN DESTINIES, FROM CONDORCET

TO LA MENNAIS AND COUSIN, AND TO THE MODERN CATHOLIC

SCHOOL.

Modern France has taken a noble part in these highest as-

pirations of the European mind. As Montesquieu was its

patriarch, Condorcet is its martyr. His " Esquisse d'un Ta-

bleau histori(|ue des Progris de I'Esprit humain '" connects the

two periods : that of Condillac, and that of a higher philosophy.

It is however more remarkable as a testimony of his earnestness

of mind, and from being written in political imprisonment, with

the prospect of death before him, than as a lasting monument of

philosophy.

Since 1815 three eminent men have taken up this grand sub-

ject in the modern French school of philosophy : Cousin, in

three Essays or Fragments; and his disciples, Jouffroy and

Edgar Quinet, the former particularly in his " Lecture on the

human Destinies," the latter in his " Introduction to Herder's

Ideas." These writers are living proofs of the progress which

the French mind has made since Voltaire, in its view of the

destinies of man, and of the philosophy of history. It is to be

regretted that Cousin has not made the philosophy of history

the centre of his own philosophical system. There is at present

no connexion between his speculative principles and his histori-

cal views. His acute and methodic mind, by combining the

two, would have discovered that the formula at w^hich he and

his school have hitherto arrived, as to the relation between

philosophy and Christianity, between speculative research and

religious worship, is and will remain unsatisfactory, and cannot
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be the last expression of the philosophy of the mind. It is nega-

tive, and, like all negations, a dissonance. It looks at reality,

but it does not enter into it, as if it was an extraneous thing for

a philosopher, not the house of his own mind. A serious phi-

losopher, who acknowledges and respects Christianity, must

make its records and history the subject of critical inquiry, both

historical and philosophical, in order to find out in what form

it agrees or does not agree with philosophy. Having found

that form which appears to him the one most conformable to

the mind of its Divine Author, the philosopher ought not

merely to approve it theoretically, but to adopt it practically.

If not, either the philosopher will live without religion, or the

religious people without philosophy. A religiously disposed

philosopher nmst be a worshipper, and an active member of the

Christian fellowship. For it is a sad mistake, or a merely de-

fensive provisional position, to suppose that because in France

philosophy has now begun to take account of the religious ele-

ment, religion will cease and be replaced by religious philosophy.

Philosophy must go a step further, and the philosophic mind

join conscientiously in religious worship and congregational life,

proposing their reform, if reform appear necessary. But how

can it do so, without instituting an independent, conscientious,

and free inquiry into the claims and truths of Christianity?

This requires erudition, but Cousin has it.

This truth has been deeply felt by some younger philosophers

of the same school, such as Barthelemy de St. Hilaire, Ler-

minier, Jules Simon, and particularly by Saisset, in his " Essais

sur la Philosophie et la Religion du 19e siecle " (1848), especi-

ally in the second section, which treats of the philosophical

school of Alexandria. Through all these works there is visible

a very marked progress in the positive philosophy of history and

of religion. German philosophers and historians might learn

much from the method, clearness, and precision of such re-

searches as these,

C 2
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The thoughtful works of these theodicean apostles in France

exhibit undoubted signs of life. Nothing, on the other hand,

excepting only the reactionary clerical tendencies and produc-

,
tions, is more destructive and distracting than the popular

philosophy of France, as manifested in French novels. The

doctrines of the school of Victor Hugo, Balzac, and Alexandre

Dumas are built upon the despairing consciousness of a torn

and lacerated age, incapable of believing in anything, although

religion be made the principal spice to season their fictions.

These writers exert a marked influence over the reading public

of Europe ; and the rhapsodies of Eugene Sue have shown

what power the dark suspicion looming in the recesses of

society, exercises over the masses of the European people. The

spectre of despair, which pervades their songs of death, passes

into nine-tenths of the productions of the European stage, par-

ticularly into the ever new forms of that sad, barbarous change-

ling, that favourite of the highest classes of society, the opera,

which has been substituted for the ancient national drama.

There the rags of religion are thrown over the spectre of death.

Religion is used as a " sauce piquante " for the putrid dish of

incredulity. It is a sauce " au moyen age h la derni^re mode

de Paris." Organs on the stage instead of flutes, hymns instead

of sentimental songs, processions of monks or nuns instead of

military shows, are all symptoms of the same elements of de-

struction which are at Avork in the age. The public is treated

like an expiring frog, which requires galvanic shocks to restore

sensation, or make it exhibit symptoms of life : thus fulfilling a

prophecy of Lichtenberg's (about 1790), that the time would

come Avhen people would not eat their roast meat without

molten lead. This philosopher also prophesied that a time

would come when it would be thought as ridiculous to believe

in a God as it then was to believe in spectres : to which Hein-

rich Jacobi replied, that another time would come when men
would not believe in a God, but would believe in spectres

:
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Hie miglit have added) aye, and in spirits speaking through

wooden tables

!

In the same manner the innocent garrulity of historical genre

painting has been seasoned into a medieval religious compound of

uncritical history and impudent legends : a mixture of Scotch

novels and German romances of the school of Gorres, in perfect

keeping with the rococo style in art, which combines Byzantine

proportions, and Giottesque and Peruginesque countenances of

angels and saints, with the pigtail of Louis XV. : the bond of

union between these contradictions being hypocrisy and artistic

as well as moral impotence.

The opponents of the school of Cousin consist in part of the

clerical, or so-called Catholic school; in part of the independent

philosophers. Ballanche's noble aspirations are feeble and con-

fused both as to thought and knowledge. There is, among

much delusion, some real philosophy in Buchez. But consider-

able progress is visible in St. Bonnet ('' De I'Unite sj)irituelle,

ou de la Societe dans son but au-delk du Temps," 1841).

Pierre Leroux is dialectical in his polemics, but wild in his

reconstruction. Comte's Positivism has no place in the philo-

sophy of history. With his new worship, he is no more the

religious, than Romieu with his Imperialism is the political,

prophet of the age.

One can understand why Cousin's philosophy does not satisfy

the mind of reflecting religious persons in France ; and why the

popular views of philosophy, as to human history and the des-

tinies of mankind, inspire them with fear, if not with horror.

It must be confessed, however, that the arguments advanced

against them, by what is called the strictly Catholic party, is

certainly incapable of satisfying the thinking human mind, and

the cravings of the best spirits of that ingenious nation. Gui-

raud's "Philosophic Catholique de I'Histoire, ou I'Histoire ex-

pliqu^e " (to name one out of many) is a strange compound of

c 3
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scholastic dreams and gratuitous assumptions, imperfect and

blundering both as to speculation and facts, so that it must be

considered a retrograde step, either as compared with Bossuet

or with De Maistre's spirited, though very one-sided, views on

iiic subject.

Amid this distraction an isolated but remarkable position

has been taken up by De la Mennais, in his " Esquisse

d'une Philosophic" (4 vols.), published in 1840, but evidently

conceived and composed before 1831. This remarkable work

has passed almost unnoticed in France, on account, probably,

of the personal position of the author and of the hybrid nature

of the system. It is, however, incontestably, not only by ftir

the most important production of that deep thinker and powerful

writer, but one of the leading books of the age respecting the

human mind. Not that it can be called a philosophy of history.

It is simply a philosophical psychology, one which considers

man in his primitive relations to God and the universe. It

rectifies considerably the views which had been adopted in

France and partly in England, respecting first and secondary

causes, mind and matter (the latter he well defines as simply

expressing negative limitation), and respecting the productions

of art, as manifestations of the beautiful, which he takes to be

the True manifested in Form. The original conception of the

book excludes the philosophy of religion, and even of the state,

and presupposes a domain of revealed truth, to be believed on

traditional authority, by the side of the domain of reason or

philosophy. Such a separation is arbitrary and false, nor is it

in harmony with the philosophical position since taken up by

that classical writer. But the author still lives, and his work

is not finished.

As to Protestant France, Vinet has embodied, in various

articles and essays, deep thoughts and noble aspirations on the

philosophy of history. The only sign of life in this field, which

at present can be noticed, is the general view of Christian philo-
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sophy taken by the editors of the " Revue cle Theologie et de

Philosophie Chretienne
;
" in one of the last numbers of which

(July, 1851) there is an excellent fragment of an unpublished

article on the philosophy of history (" La Naissance de I'Eglise")

from the pen of M. Trottet.

O-k
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ELEVENTH CHAPTER.

THE I>UTCH, ENGLISH, SCOTCH, AND FLEMISH VIEWS OF THE PHI-

LOSOPHY OF UNIVERSAL HISTORY.

The nations which in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries

carried out the idea of Christian reforms in the sliape of the

Sovereignty of law over arbitrary power— the Dutch, the Eng-

lish, and the Scotch—have not shone preeminently by their

books on the philosophy of history. Their national philosophy

of history is written in the immortal pages of their public and

domestic institutions, and may daily be read in the sanctuary of a

pure family life and in the mutual trust which pervades all their

social relations. This is the living monument of their faith in a

moral order of the world. As to literature, the Dutch life had a

philosophical exponent of this faith in the younger Hemsterhuys.

The philosophical school of Flemish Belgium, Avhich took a part

in the movement of 1830 for national independence, was Flemish

Germanic, not of the Paris school. The year 1827, as the

era of the foundation of the Free University at Brussels, marks

a period in the history of the European mind, and in French

literature, in reference to the philosophy of history. The philo-

sophical school of Belgium is its most eminent product. The
patriarch of this school is Van Meenen, whose disciple, Van de

Weyer, the editor of the philosophical works of Hemsterhuys,

has not ceased to be its most illustrious member by entering

into public life. These men have taken up an original and highly

important position between the sensualism of Condillac and

his successors on one side, and abstract German metaphysics

on the other. The Belgian school has now a young and dis-

tinguished representative in Ticberghien, as is pro-s'cd by his
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"Essai th^orique et historique sur la G6ieration des Connais-

sances humaines."

As to Scotch philosophy, its ethic school, "which is its most

brilliant part, has chosen for its object the abstract notions of

the moral government of the world, rather than the task

of bringing under its scope the phenomena of the destinies of

mankind. However, we may still hope that the acute author

of the " Philosophy of the Conditioned," Sir William Hamilton,

will give us the application of his method to a problem which

must always have been before his mind. To throw down the

wall of separation between philosophy and Christianity will

necessarily be the first step in this direction.

England has in this century returned to the course indicated

rather than traced by Bacon. The first name which history

has to mention in this department is that of Coleridge, a man
greater by the influence of his inspiring genius, than by his

writings. The progress is marked, in two diverging directions,

by Frederick Maurice and by Thomas Carlyle.

The system of thought of the former of these writers, as laid

down principally in his " Kingdom of Christ," his Historj^ of

ethic philosophy, and his Lectures on the religions of the world,

may, with reference to the present inquiry, be said to have its

centre in the following ideas. He believes the conscience of

men at the present day to be at war with the popular theology,

and this theology, among Romanists as well as Protestants, in

England as well as on the Continent, to be ineffectual, because

it contemplates humanity, not as created and constituted in

Christ, but as a fallen evil state, out of which Christ came to

redeem a certain number of those who believe in Him. This,

theology he holds not to be that of the Bible, or of the Church,

as represented in the creeds of Christendom. The Bible repre-

sents Man as formed in the image of God; the Fall as the

rebellious effort of the individual man to deny that glory for

himself, i. e. to deny his human condition. This denial, be-
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ginning with the first man, is continued in all his descendants,

the flesh of each struggling against that law of kind under which

God has placed it. The Bible is an orderly history of God's

education of a particular race to understand the divine consti-

tution of humanity, and the possibility of a man, by ftiith, living

according to it. This education does not contradict the pagan

records, but explains them, and shows how the living Word was

in all places and in all times the light of man. Christ, not

Adam, rej)rcsents humanity. Christ's redemption is the revela-

tion of humanity in its true state and glory. The faith of a man

is in the privilege which God has conferred on his race. Since

the appearance of Christ, the kingdom of God is come and

coming: we live in it. The incarnation, death, resurrection,

and ascension of Christ, the gift of the Spirit, the formation of

Churches, were the preparation for a judgment upon the old

world— a judgment answering strictly to the anticipations of it

in the apostolical epistles. Then began the New Dispensation or

kingdom of God, based upon the full revelation of His name,

the name of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost— a king-

dom for men as Men. The baptized Church is the witness of

this kingdom. God has educated the nations by it, precisely in

the same sense and under the same limitations as he educated

the nations in the old world by the Jews. The Old Testament

remains to us an explanation of the conditions of national life,

which is just as precious and necessary in the New Dispensation

as in the Old. The New Testament explains the full law and

glory of humanity. If a nation cannot fulfil the idea of the Old

Testament, by acknowledging a righteous, invisible king over it,

it will sink into a godless absolutism. If humanity does not

acknowledge its constitution in Christ, it will sink into godless

democracy.

As Maurice may be called the Semitic exponent of the deepest

elements of English thought and life in this department, Carlyle,

as a philosopher on history, or rather a*? manifesting in his
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writings such a philosophy, may be designated its Anglo-

Germanic prophet. He considers it his principal vocation to

point out that all real progress and all development in history

are due, as far as man is concerned, to the inward truth and

reality in man, and in the highest degree to the " heroes " of

mankind. Both individuals and nations who act contrary to

that reality fulfil their destiny by perishing. Although his

exposition and that of Maurice may appear diametrically op-

posed to each other, the Continental inquirer will easily discern

in both the same national instinct to consider real life and action

as the final object of man, as the highest reality of thought, and

the safest, if not the only safe, standard of truth.

As to the works bearing directly upon the principal subject of

these aphorisms, Morell's "Philosophy of Religion" (1849)

exhibits not only a very marked improvement upon the " His-

tory of Philosophy " by the same author, but indicates, timidly

yet sincerely, the way in which the most aspiring minds of the

growing generation evidently strive to restore the alliance be-

tween Reason and Faith, between Thought and historical Belief,

between Philosophy and Religion.
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TWELFTH CHAPTER.

GERMA2J RESEARCH, AND SPECULATION ON THE PHILOSOPHT OF

UNIVERSAL HISTORY.

To find a universal, true, and positive, not negative, solution

of the problem of the philosophy of history, may be said to have

formed, and to continue to form, consciously and unconsciously,

the ultimate object of that great effort of the German mind,

which produced Goethe and Schiller in literature, Kant, Fichte,

Schelling and Hegel in philosophy, Lessing, Schlcgel, and Nie-

buhr in critical philosophy and historical research. Schiller and

Goethe, the Dioscuri of German literature, restored to Germany
(what Lessing's criticism had prepared) the religious tragedy

;

that is to say, the idea of real dramatic composition. As the

drama, no less than the epos, must have its centre in the belief

that there is a divine justice manifested in the history of man-

kind, its restoration was the acknowledgment of the divine order

of human destinies. This view, after having been revived for

the Christian world by Siiakspeare, and (although with fantas-

tical distortions and national idiosyncrasies) by Calderon, had

been conventionalized into passion and love-intrigue by the

French tragedians, and had died away under the impotent hands

of Addison and his cotemporaries. At the same time Kant

unfolded, in his critical review of the faculties of the mind, the

idea that positive religion presupposes reason, and manifests a

form of eternal truth, thus throwing down for ever, so far as

philosophy itself is concerned, that baneful and godless wall of

separation which has deprived history of the holiest historical

characters, philosophy of its most sublime object, religion, and

divinity of nothing less tlian of divine reason. Fichte and
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Schelliiig abolished the distinction which Kant, in his positive

system, had established between theoretical and practical reason;

and the latter insisted upon the acknowledgment of an identity

between the mind and the world, as the two sides of one and

the same divine manifestation. It is unnecessary to show how

the history of mankind, and consequently the history of the

human mind, Avere exalted by this view, and how specula-

tion was driven from abstract formulas into the reality both of

nature and history. Hegel undertook to complete this system,

by proving that all which exists or ever has existed in history

has an inward necessity in virtue of which alone it is enabled to

exist, and that it exhibits the laws of the universe, which, ac-

cording to him, are those of the human mind, embodied in

unconscious matter. Of these laws he takes the logical process

to be the metaphysical and dialectical exponent, as offering the

highest formula for every evolution in nature or history.

Whatever may be thought of the peculiar reconstructive

S])eculations of the masters of this German school, it is a fact

that their criticism of the philosophy of the mind has restored

the principle of free and responsible moral agency, and of the

primitiveness of reason and faith. In accomplishing this they

have done more than any other school to restore the inward

reverence for religion, and a belief in the higher destinies

of mankind. It is this school, especially, which has vindicated

inward religion from the materialism and scepticism of the philo-

sophers of England and France, and has formed in Germany an

invincible bulwark against that theory of human life which has

crept into most of the thinking minds of those countries. Eng-

lishmen who have written with contempt on the speculative

German school have betrayed either an entire ignorance of the

contents of the works they criticize, or a lamentable incapacity

of following strictly dialectical and systematic reasoning.

It is another question, whether the purely constructive or

formalizing system has laid hold of the realities of history more
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than of those of nature. Tliere is, particularly in the Hegelian

sj'stem, no bridge between the formulas of the logical ^irocess

on the one side, and the reality of existence on the other. Very

often there is not even a real connexion between that supreme

formula and the shape it takes in its application to a peculiar

subject, as, for instance, to the philosophy of universal history.

This being the case, such a philosophy of history necessarily

becomes a hybrid compound of history and speculation. Histo-

rical evidence is summoned in support of philosophical asser-

tions, not proved philosophically : and metaphysical demonstra-

tions are conjured up to prove facts, which at all events are not

thoroughly sifted, and very often not established at all, or of

which the very contrary has or may be proved. In no case can

history supply the defect of philosopliical argument, or philo-

sophy the want of evidence. Thus Plato's and Cicero's fanciful

etymologies do not become true, because they originate in

sound philosophical ideas : nor has scholastic subtlety been able

to give reality to a fable or a myth, a fiction or a misunder-

standing, although it may often have been connected with some

deep speculative truth.

The historian who regards the remarkable development of

thought in the German speculative school of this century from

a European point of view, will certainly be painfully struck by

the inferiority of the ethical to the i)hysical and merely specu-

lative development. The German mind seems overpowered by

the contemplation of God as Nature and as Thought. His

manifestation as conscious Spirit and Will is neglected, and the

realization of thought through action is lost sight of: abstract

reasoning absorbs the mystery of conscience, and destroys or

debilitates the feeling of reality.

The remedy has been prepared, however, by the theological

school. Daub and Schleiermachcr turned their deep minds to

the ethical principle, and to the religious precepts of Chris-

tianity, as its highest manifestation. Richard Kothc,. in his
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system of Christian Ethics, has gone still more profoundly into

the very heart of ethical speculation, and proved Christianity

to be the realization of the highest divine thoughts : he has

considered Christianity as a life, and shown the ethical and

metaphysical unity of the Bible.
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THIRTEENTH CHAPTER.

CONCLUDING WOUD AS TO A KEW METHOD FOR THE rUILOSOPHY OF

THE HISTORY OF MANIOND,

To unite the spirit of the Baconian system (for there is very

little to the purpose in the letter of Bacon's speculations) with

the categories of the German speculative philosophy of the mind,

would be a task hitherto unattempted. Bacon's intention and

vocation evidently were to sift facts by a complete classification,

and thus to prepare them for a truly philosophical investiga-

tion. Now, if this idea be examined more closely, it will

appear that such a classification must necessarily be a two-fold

one. The phenomena of mind (e. g. in language) must first be

treated as elements in themselves, considered as single facts

:

this would constitute the forms of what there is, or of evolved

existence. But all historical phenomena are connected with

each other by the law of cause and effect, subordinately or

collaterally : they are the elements of a process of evolution,

according to the special laws inherent in the nature of the

phenomenon ; therefore, in the case alluded to, of language.

The first process, therefore, would give us pui'e, sifted facts

:

the second would connect them as links of a chain of organic

development. The first process would be the strictly philo-

logical, the second the historical pi'operly so called ; and both

w ould be subservient to the highest form of philosophy. The

problem of such a philosophy would be, the reconstruction of

the idea by the evolution of its elements, and tlie explanation of

this evolution by the idea.
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INTRODUCTION.

THE PRINCIPLE OF DEVELOPMENT IN GENERAX.

There is no finite life except unto death ; no death except unto

higher life. This formula is the solution of the great tragedy

of human life. The individual no more exists for itself than

by itself ; but its real progress and destiny are intimately con-

nected with the progress and destiny of humanity.

The most primitive and best established proof of this truth is

the origin of language. Every language of which we know the

history owes its origin to the decay and decomposition of another.

But the principle equally applies to the history of religion, which,

with that of language, constitutes the primordial history of man-

kind. An element of life, once established, cannot perish as to

its principle ; but its forms perish in order to bring on a higher

development of that element.

Tribes and nations disappear after having prepared the ^yay

for others which are to solve a new and higher problem. In the

interval there may be much distraction and confusion : rude

ages may intervene between the old and new light ; but the

idea of humanity always finds its representative at last. A
new tribe appears on the stage, and takes up and carries on the

torch of divine light, which, in the noble race towards the great

goal, had dropped from the hands of the tribe that held it

before.

The highest speculative principle of development is this :

there must at the appointed time be an Evolution ( Werdeii) in a

finite form, of that which is in the divine Being (Seiii) as in-

finite Thought. This evolution is only possible by the play of

antagonisms. Division is antagonism ; and finite existence is

D 2
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limitation, therefore exclusion of its contrary. Universal his-

tory is the totality of that divine evolution. Whatever is in the

infinite mind undivided, exists in the finite mind and the world

successively, and under the principle of limitation.

The ethical solution of the tragedy of human life and of the

destinies of mankind (what Aristotle calls the purification,

xadupa-i;, and what is profoundly expressed by the German

Versohnung, atonement), is this : ethical effort may in any stage

of development realize finitely the divine totalit}', and thus ex-

hibit within that sphere the ideal of humanity. This applies to

individuals as Avell as to nations.

The intellectual development is either normal or abnormal,

exactly as the animal development is either physiological or

pathological. Tlie art of distinguishing between the two in history

is what diagnostic tact and skill are in medical observation. The

difference between them is diametrical. " For the one is a crisis of

life unto life, the other a crisis of disease unto death. Develop-

ment is normal, objectively, so far as it evolves reality, that is,

so far as it is the evolution of that wliicli is; subjectively, so far

as it is the evolution of a conscientious belief, existing in an

individual or a community. Every unreal external development

is pathological, abnormal, but it may wear the aspect of external

progressive life, which is called Civilization. Unreal civilization

is only one of the modes of individual and national death.

Whatever man produces in realizing, as his nature urges him,

the idea of the True, the Good, and the Beautiful, is the product

of the two factors of all creation, the infinite and the finite, which

are in this process the individual reason and the sensus coinmiinis,

that is, common sense in its primitive acceptation. But the pro-

portion of the two factors is different according to the nature of

what is to be realized. Consequently, the only proper method

of a philosophy of history will be, not only to investigate the

idea to be realized, but also the elements and laws of develop-

ment inherent in the particular nature of the thing developed.
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And these laws are first to Le considered under the category of

completed existence (geivordenes Sein), and then under that of

evolving existence (iverdendes Seiyi).

According to these differences, the part contributed by the

conscious activity of the individual will be greater or smaller.

Religion and language show, more than any other organic

activity of man, the preponderating activity of the sensus com-

munis. Neither word nor rite suggested by an individual would

otherwise be intelligible, and capable of being received or prac-

tised, as integrally their own, by a community. The composition

of works of art or of science shows, on the contrary, a pre-

valence of the individual factor; but the artist and man of

science know that their most individual works are expressions

of a common perception, and therefore independent of self.

The line of development in history is parallel with that mani-

fested in nature. History reproduces in time what the visible

creation displays in space— the triumph of the spirit, that is to

say, the progress from inorganic to organic, from unconscious to

conscious life.

D 3





THE HISTORY
OF

THE PHILOSOPHY OP LANGUAGE,
FROM LEIBNITZ TO WILLIAM VON HUMBOLDT.

OUTLINES.

INTRODUCTORY PERIOD.

FROM PYTHAGORAS, PLATO, AND ARISTOTLE, TO LEIBNITZ.

(From about 670 b. c. to 1700 a.d.)

The profound passage in Genesis (ii. 19.), "And out of the ground

the Lord God formed every beast of the field and every fowl of

the air, and brought them unto Adam to see ivliat he loould call

them ; and whatsoever Adam called every living creature, that

was the name thereof," finds its philosophical echo already in

Pythagoras. lamblichus and Proclus report the following as

one of his sayings : Having been asked what was the wisest

among things ? he answered, " Number ;

" and what next as

to wisdom? "The namegiver." This is explained by the ac-

count preserved in Clemens of Alexandria (Eel. Proph., i. 32.

;

compare Cic. Tusc, i. 25.), that Pythagoras thought of all wise

men he was not only the most rational, but also the most

ancient, who gave the names to things. Pythagoras, as well as

the Bible, supposes man to have formed language, and both con-

sider this act as primitive and analogous to that of the divine mind,

D 4
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by which there is order and measure in the universe. With
Heraclitus " the dark" and Dcmocritus, his cotemporary, begins

the antagonism which pervades the whole Greek and Latin philo-

sophy of language. Heraclitus considered the words of language

as the shadow of bodies, or the image reflected in the mirror—
types of objective reality ; whereas the other school saw in them

the product of convention : according to the one, language

existed by nature (objectively) ; according to the other, by

a positive, arbitrary act of man (subjectively). The first were,

according to another term, analogists ; the others, anomalists.

Plato, in his " Cratylus," and Aristotle, in his " Organon," may
be said, however, to be the men who, on the traces of their pre-

decessors, have laid the foundations of the philosophy of lan-

guage. Plato, following Pythagoras and Socrates, is an analo-

gist ; Aristotle tends to anomalism ; but, as Plato acknowledges

the positive or conventional element, so Aristotle does not deny

the objectivity which is at the bottom of language. He is

startled by the fact that the languages of men are so many and

so different, and therefore places the conventional element first

;

but, as he expressly says (De Anima, c. i.), that the sounds of

the voice are symbolical of the affections of the soul, we must not

interpret this only of the interjectional sounds, but also of the

words expressing things and thought, or of real language. The

speculations of Plato, when rightly understood, bear upon the

highest problems of the philosophy of language ; the categories

and definitions of Aristotle lay the logical foundations of our

grammatical system, and establish by themselves the great

principle, that language is the immediate product and expres-

sion, as it were the mirror, of logic and thought. In the specu-

lations of both we see the entire want of an abstract knowledge

of the etymological rules of their own language, and still more

of a system, or even a tendency, to compare the Greek tongue

with those of the barbarians. Nor did the later philosophers

and philologers of Greece and Home pursue such a course.
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Epicurus acknowledges expressly the two elements, and places

that which comes from nature through the affections of the soul

first, the positive element second. The Stoics originated the

grammar, and in particular proposed the first theory of the

Greek verb and its conjugation. Aristophanes, Aristarchus,

and Crates, and, at a later period, Apollonius Dyscolus, were the

acute and learned members of the Alexandrian Academy who
erected that fabric of grammatical definitions and terms, which,

brought nearer to us by Varro and the later Latin grammarians

(of whom Priscian and Donatus are known by name to our

schoolboys), has formed the basis of our grammatical system,

and through the Syrian christians of that of the Arabs. The

Indian grammar, however, is original and ancient.

As to the lexicographical inquiries and speculations of the

ancients, their blunders in both are proverbial, and constitute an

important fact in the history of the human mind. Their absurd

etymologies are the most striking proof of the impossibility of

man becoming conscious of his peculiarities, except by contrast

and comparison with those of others. They prove, moreover,

the incapacity of any nation to understand itself, without having

realized, understood, and appreciated the idea of humanity.

For a detailed history of the philosophy of language among

the Greeks and Romans our readers will find excellent and

complete materials, solid researches and sound judgment, in

Lersch's Philosophy of Language among the Ancients" (3

volumes, 1838 to 1841).

If the Roman world did little for the philosophy of language,

although even Caesar speculated and wrote upon it, the Byzan-

tine age, in this branch also, did nothing but preserve the

corpse of ancient science, reduced to formularies and epitomes,

such as ages, sinking into materialism or any other form of

barbarism, generally prefer to scientific and learned investiga-

tions.

The Germanic middle ages had not the means, and did not
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feel the vocation, for inquiring into realities, altliongli Christi-

anity had given them the idea of humanity as distinct from

nationality, and although the study of Latin, and afterwards of

Greek, and the acquaintance with the Saracens, led them

naturally to a greater knowledge of the properties and diversities

of languages.

The genial and free philology of the fifteenth century, which,

on the one hand, prepared the way for the great Reformation of

the sixteenth, gained, on the other, by this most memorable

event of modern history, an unrestrained liberty of inquiry and

the feeling of the sacredness of national tongues. It thus opened

the way to wider researches, at the same time that the dis-

coveries of the Spaniards and Portuguese laid a new world open

before the awakening European mind. Antonio Pignafetta, an

Italian, collected lists of words out of the tongues of the tribes

and nations through wdiich he had travelled.

But the only effective progress in linguistic philosophy and

knowledge made by the sixteenth century, Avas due to classical

philology combined with the study of Hebrew. The neces-

sity of explaining the Old Testament from its original lan-

guage led to the study and comparison of Arabic, Syriac, and

Aramaic ; and it is only necessary to know the two great lumi-

naries of France, Joseph Scaliger and Bochart, to form an idea

of the extent and importance of the progress made in this field

of science.

On this foundation the seventeenth century attempted to

build, as far as its struggles for religious and civil liberty would

allow. But, owing to the overwhelming power of the political

and ecclesiastical reaction in the greater part of that century,

all it achieved in this field was a cumbrous, uncritical super-

structure of lexicography. There was no philosophical principle

in the speculation of that century, nor any great historical

problem to guide its philology, which could have led cither
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towards physiological or philological discoveries concerning the

tribes and languages of mankind.

The mighty genius of Bacon was indeed aware of the im-

portance and mysterious nature of language. The first chapter

of the sixth book " De Augmentis Scientiarum " contains ample

proofs of both. He there enumerates among the desiderata, as a

portion of the doctrine De Organo Sermonis, a treatise, " De

Notis Rerum," by which he means a philosophical catalogue of

real signs {characteres reales) corresponding with the number of

radical toords— and also a philosophical grammar (Grammaticam

Philosophantem). There is enough for centuries in both these

problems. There is also much of wisdom implied in his general

invaluable principles of induction and analogy ; and it is to be

regretted that these germs have not been hitherto fully de-

veloped. But Bacon himself did nothing towards that object

with respect to l^guage. He neither developed the principles

of crrammar nor of the formation of words ; still less did he

attempt a classification of languages, or try to establish a method

of inquiry into their nature and origin.
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FIRST PERIOD OF LINGUISTIC SCIENCE.

FROM LEIBNITZ, THE FOUNDER, TO FRIEDRICH SCHLEGEL : LEIBNITZ

BLUMENBACU ADELUNG TRICUARD.

(1700—1807.)

1. LEIBNITZ.

Leibnitz was both the author of the comparative philosophy of

language, and the first successful classifier of the languages then

known. His principal object in the foundation of the Academy
of Sciences at Berlin was, as his memoir of 1700 proves, to in-

sure the progress of such a philosophy and classification of lan-

guages, and thereby to trace the genealogy of mankind. His

" Brevis designatio meditationum de originibus gentium, ductis

potissimum ex indicio linguarum*," and his letter to Tonzelf,

form an epoch in the history of our science. We may pro-

nounce his speculations and divinations equally prophetic, as to

language, as Kant's hints respecting the system of the celestial

bodies, pubhshod in 1755, were with reference to the astrono-

mical discoveries which are the boast and ornament of our o^vn

age.

The next step towards establishing a historical philosophy

of language was made in England. John Harris (1751), in

his "Hermes," a book'full of inoenious reasoninc: and learning

laid the foundation of grammatical^ philosophy, with reference

also to the Greek and Roman grannnarians.

* Leibuitii 0pp. ed. Dutens, IV. B. p. 186, seq. First published in

MisccU. Berolin. 1710. Sec Guhraucr, Leibnitz, ii. p. 129.

I GuLraucr, i. 1.
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2. BLUMENBACH.

The great philosopher of Konigsberg, in laying the founda-

tions of his speculative philosophy of the mind, entered also into

the nature of language and the definition of a race, and occu-

pied himself with the method and importance of a comparative

analysis of languages, partly in his philosophical works, partly

in his preface to a Lithuanian grammar. About the same time,

Albrecht Haller at Gottingen founded modern physiology, with

that special application to the races of mankind subsequently

developed by Blumenbach.

It was this latter truly learned man, however, who, in the year

1775, laid the foundation of the direct application of physiological

science to ethnology and historical linguistic research. His book,

" De nativa Generis Humani Unitate," afterwards ably supported

and illustrated by his comparative examinations of skulls accord-

ing to the different races or families of mankind (1796— 1828), is,

up to the present moment, a classical work on this grand sub-

ject. His two axioms, that the " principia," or origines, in

nature must not be multiplied beyond necessity, and that the

question about the unity of the human species must be decided

according to the general law of animal creation, and that such

a unity exists wherever a fruitful progeny is procreated —
cannot be shaken physiologically. If some recent physiologists

have endeavoured to weaken the latter axiom, they have either

brought forward supposed facts, long since exploded, or have

gone beyond physiology, and lost their scientific ground. It

must be gratifying and encouraging to the Christian, to the phi-

losopher, and to the philologist to see how an impartial apprecia-

tion of the physiological inquiries carried on from the time of

Blumenbach down to Cuvier and Johannes Midler, in their

combination with ethnological philology and history, has led the

two eminent authors who have combined physiological with phi-
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lological research, Dr. Pricliard and Alexander Von Humboldt,

to the conclusion, that physiological inquiry, although it can

never by itself arrive at any conclusive result, still decidedly

inclines, on the whole, towards the theory of the unity of the

human race.

Soon afterwards (1786), Home Tooke, the able opponent of

Harris, developed, amongst some doubtful speculative theories,

very pregnant views respecting the origin of inflexions, suffixes,

and formative words : a most important point for the comparative

analysis of languages. The ingenuity of Home Tooke's researches

on this head is, perhaps, equalled only by those of Bilderdyk,

the Dutch poet, on the origin of the three grammatical genders,

whicli have been entirely overlooked. But none of these three

writers has entered into the general subject of the classification

and comparison of languages. Nor does the elementary treatise

of the great Sylvestre de Sacy on universal grammar approach

this problem.

3. ADELUNG.

It was only in the early years of the nineteenth century, that

Adelung's "Mithridates" (commenced in 1806, and only completed

by Vater in 1817) exhibited for the first time on a general plan

as complete a review of all the languages of the globe as his mate-

rials enabled him to offer. This careful compilation far surpasses

all previous collections, such as those of Hervaz (1785), and of

William Marsden (1796), not only as to its completeness, but also

its method. Strange to say, he seems to have been unacquainted

with the researclics of Leibnitz ; but he follows out, in a certain

degree, Leibnitz's plan. He not only gives the traditional speci-

men of the Lord's Prayer, in every language, and more or less

complete lists of words, Avith the most characteristic grammatical

forms, wherever any existed and were known ; but he presents the

languages themselves for the first time in systematic order, and

classifies them, to a certain degree, according to their affinities.
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In tliis classification he proceeds from the fundamental distinction

of monosyllabic and polysyllabic languages, and acknowledges the

claim of the former to a higher antiquity. Without adopting a

theory respecting races and their origin, or establishing one of his

own, he attempts, and often successfully, to group together a vast

number of cognate languages. These qualities, and a sober,

though somewhat bald, style of writing and composition, have

made his work a great authority in Europe. One of the later

volumes, moreover, contains one of the most accurate specimens

of linguistic analysis which we possess, namely, William von

Humboldt's Essay on the Iberian or Basque language. Finally,

it must not be forgotten, that it was the study and review of the

" Mithridates " which gave Dr. Young, as he himself admitted,

the first idea of inquiring into the hieroglyphical system; a sub-

ject of no less interest for the philosophy of language than for

the history and chronology of antiquity.

But, judging the work by its bearings upon the definitive

problem of linguistic science, we must confess that Adelung was

merely a linguist, and neither an accurate philologer nor a deep

philosopher ; and that Vater, in his continuation, has not shown
himself either the one or the other. The results of their researches

are therefore only elementary and provisional. Even as a compi-

lation, the "Mithridates" is already superannuated. Not only are

its materials, in consequence of the copiousness of later disco-

veries and inquiries, lamentably defective ; but the method of

arranging and sifting those materials by no means commensurate

with the demands and necessities of the present state of science.

4. PRICHARD.

In 1808, two years after Adelung began to publish his "Mi-
thridates," a young English physician (Dr. Prichard) wrote an
inaugural dissertation on the varieties of the human race. In

1813, this dissertation was enlarged into a regular work, which.
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in its third edition (183G— 1847), comprises five volumes, under

the title " Researches into the Physical History of Mankind," de-

dicated to Blumenbach. This work of Dr. Prichard, whom a

premature death has taken away from us, but whose name will

not be forgotten in the annals of history, opens with the best

and clearest discussion of all the elements of natural philosophy

which bear upon the great question of the unity of the human

species. Up to the present moment there exists no book which

treats that question with equal depth and candour. The ethno-

logical inquiry itself, which commences in the second volume, is

conducted upon the basis of a clear geographical and ethnological

exposition, in which the critical reforms introduced by Charles

Ritter, Klaproth, and others, are adopted with independent

judgment. In the linguistic portion, Prichard did not content

himself with borrowing from Adelung, but availed himself gene-

rally of the researches of the critical German school, of which we

shall soon have to speak, in those languages wdiich had at that time

been subjected to a philological analysis, and, in all the rest, he

made use of the best materials which continental and English glos-

saries and observations offered to him. His great merit in this

point is his excellent good-sense and sound judgment. Dr.

Latham, in his " Natural History of the Varieties of Man

"

(1850), has, I think, misunderstood the real value of Prichard's

work, when he terms it unparalleled in scholarship as well as

physiology. Prichard had no such pretension : he was not a

scholar in any language, except Kymri (his own native tongue)

and English ; but he had a sound knowledge of Greek, Latin,

and German, and good taste in selecting and naming his masters,

and in learning where he could not teach. As it stands, his

work is the best of its kind ; infinitely superior, on the whole,

to Adelung's " Mithridates."

Thus, by the union of philosophy, philology, physiology, eth-

nology, and geography, and by the combined efforts of the

European nations, particularly of the German and English, the
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fundamental thought of Leibnitz had, within the course of a

century, been beneficially developed. But there was, as yet, a

wide breach between speculation and history. What was the

method of defining nearer and more distant relationship, and of

distinguishing between historical and accidental, original and

subsequent, connexion between the languages of the earth ? The

philosophers of the eighteenth century had scorned the idea of

the unity of the human race : and theologians had assisted

them in making the Bible say that God had created language as

he had created man, and that language was not the act and

work of man ; though, as we have seen, the Bible, as well as

reason, says the contrary.

The right step was made by a German ; and it was India and

the English researches into Sanskrit which called forth that

step.
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SECOND PERIOD OF LINGUISTIC SCIENCE.

FROM FREDERIC VON SCDLEGEL TO AVILLIAM A' ON HUMBOLDT :

SCHLEGEL— RASK— GRIMM— BOPP BURNOUF.

(1808—1835.)

I. FREDERIC VON SCHLEGEL.

In 1808, contemporaneous with Prichard's first appearance, two

years after the ]>ublication of the first volume of the " Mithri-

dates," a book appeared, small in extent, and on the whole a mere

sketch, but possessing all those properties which constitute an

epoch-making work— I mean Frederic Schlegel's " Essay on

the Language and Philosophy of the Hindoos (1808)." It

fully established the decisive importance and precedence which

grammatical forms ought to have over single words in proving

the affinities of languages. He based this claim on the primeval

and indestructible nature, and the unmistakeable evidence, of

the grammatical system as to the original formative principles

of language. By an application of this method, he triumphantly

showed the intimate historical connexion between the Sanskrit,

Persian, Greek, Roman, and Germanic languages. This con-

nexion had indeed been already observed by the active and

elegant mind of Sir William Jones ; but, unfortunately, with

so little philological accuracy and philosophical clearness, that

his remarks did not lead him or his friends and followers

to any historical classification of languages. To the impulse

given by Schlegel's work we are indebted in a high degree for

the ideas on which the new linguistic school of Germany has

proceeded. Its details have no longer any value, since the

publication of the elaborate and accurate works on Sanskrit
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etymology by A. W. von Sclilegel, Bopp, Rask, Burnouf,

Lassen, William von Humboldt, Pott, Benfey, Lepsius, Hofer,

Max Miiller, Weber, and others. All these writers have followed

up the tracing of the different branches of languages connected

with the Sanskrit. The unscientific expression of " Eastern Ian-

guages" was abandoned by the learned. The circle of Indo-

Germanic languages, as they were called, was gradually extended

to the Lithuanian, the Slavonic, and finally, by the combined

and independent researches of Prichard, Pictet, Bopp, and

Meyer, to all the languages of Celtic origin. Classical philology

was not the last to benefit by this great discovery: the gramma-

tical forms and roots of Greek and Latin began to be considered

under this new light by eminent Greek and Latin scholars.

Such a combination of linguistic researches with real and sound

philology is of the highest importance to the success of ethno-

logical researches. It is the only safeguard against unscientific

intrusions into ethnology. Linguists, employed merely upon

the classification of languages, are very apt to be drawn into

a superficial comparison of incomplete and crude materials.

The philological treatment of such languages as have a litera-

ture and possess literary documents of different periods is best

adapted to keep such mere linguists in the path of rational cri-

ticism, should they be tempted to decide hastily upon idioms of

savages and unexplored tongues, known only from incomplete

and undigested vocabularies or even accidental lists of a few

hundred words. In like manner, such a philological exercise of

linguistic criticism is of the greatest importance to the traveller

who purposes to communicate knowledge respecting the lan-

guages of savage and illiterate tribes. George Rosen, the worthy

brother of the late lamented Professor in the London University

College, and Richard Lepsius, when learning the Ossetic, Nubian,

and Meroitic languages from the lips of the natives, were able

to ask the inhabitants of the Caucasus and of the Upper Nile

many more questions than ordinary travellers could have done.

E 2
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Lepsius' analysis of these two Nilotic languages, collateral to the

Egyptian, will, it is to be hoped, soon be before the public as a

splendid specimen of this method. The genius of Castren, whose

bright star set too soon, but whose efforts will be continued by
his friend and countryman, Kellgren, was more competent to

ask questions of the uncivilized Turanic nations of Asia than

Csoma de Koros, the enthusiastic Magyar.

It is but justice to add, that Frederic Schlegel's half poetical,

half philosophical, volume gave the first impulse, and some of

the leading ideas, to all these important researches and dis-

coveries. But a Dane is the second, and ahuost contemporary,

hero of this conquest.

2. RASMUS RASK.

When, in 1808, Frederic Schlegel's book appeared, a young

Dane of great genius, had already conceived one of the vastest

plans of comparative ethnological philosophy, on the same prin-

ciple, which the history of this science records. Rasmus Rask

(from 1807— 1812) began with writing preparatory essays on

the Scandinavian lano-uao-es. Between 1813 and 1815, he

not only made himself master of the Icelandic, but also learned

the Finnic, with a view to ascertaining the principle of or-

ganization peculiar to either of the two families represented by

these languages. His principal work, " Ursprung der Altnor-

dischen oder Isllindischen Sprache," written in 1814, was

published in 1817. But, as early as 1816, he had set out upon

the great Asiatic journey after which his mind had been yearn-

ing from childhood : from Petersburg he penetrated into the

interior of Africa, as far as India, studying philologically, on his

way, and learning to speak the principal languages, and fixed

at last on the Zend and the sacred books of the Parsee in Bom-

bay. Returning with his treasures in 1821, he prepared a general

classification of what we now call the Turanian and Iranian Ian-
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guages ; but a premature death carried him away before he

could realize his magnificent plan. A complete edition of his

works, published and unpublished, with such critical notes and

references as the subject requires, in German, would be'a great

boon to the whole scientific world. Rask anticipated, to a cer-

tain degree, some of the greatest discoveries of Grimm, Bopp,

and Burnouf. In his Icelandic, Anglo-Saxon and Frisian Gram-

mars he expounded the laws of these languages in the greatest

possible completeness and with critical circumspection. In his

" Essay on the Thracian Class of Languages " (" Ueber die

Thrakische Sprachklasse," 1818), he first exhibited the elements

of the law of the transposition of sounds (Lautverschiebung),

and made the first, although still imperfect, attempt at a com-

parative exhibition of German, Greek, Latin, and Lithuanian

grammar. To Rask we owe our first real grammatical know-

ledge of Zend. He thus prepared the way and in part forestalled

the results of the researches of the three men who are the

leading stars of this period.

3. JACOB GRIMM.

Rask's genial works had already shown the immense im-

portance of the critical, philological, and historical treatment of

one whole branch of the Indo-Germanic languages, and that one

the branch most amply developed and most richly stored with

literary documents, as well as best known to ourselves— I mean

the Teutonic. But in Jacob Grimm's astonishing work, the Teu-

tonic Grammar, a whole family of languages has for the first time

found an expositor, and as it were a historiographer, placed on the

summit ofthe comparative linguistic analysis of our age. Grimm's

researches and discoveries have therefore exercised, and will

long continue to exercise, a decisive influence on all inquiries

into the organic laws of any given language which are not merely

superficial. His Teutonic Grammar (Vol. IV., 1819— 1837),

comprehending the Scandinavian as well as German languages

E 3
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in all their ramifications, reduces each of them to its most ancient

forms, and traces it down from that point through the whole

course of its developments. It is based principally on an al-

most uninterrupted series of documents through fifteen centuries

of German literature, from Ulfilas to Goethe. From its method

and results this colossal work forms not only an epoch in the

history of Germanic philology, hut of ethnological philology

in general. It furnishes a standard by which every other

research must be tested and all linguistic information gauged,

in order to judge of its approximation to accuracy and com-

pleteness. Grimm has adopted many of the elements of the

grammatical theory which w^e owe to the scientific know-

ledge of the Sanskrit language, and has shown throughout

his work that precision and critical accuracy which is the

great pride of classical scholarship. But he has also, in the

analysis of that richest, best understood, and most thriving

family of languages, employed terms and established princi-

ples which are more or less applicable to all the languages of

the Japhetic, Semitic, and Chamitic tribes, and these have already

been applied and followed out by Lepsius, Meyer, and others.

His terminology of anlaut, inlcmt, cmslaut, umlaut, of stromj and

weak declension and conjugation and similar expressions have been

found of decided use in the remotest parts of ethnological in-

quhy. I may be allowed to quote, as instances, Lepsius' and

my own Egyptian, and Dr. Meyer's Celtic and Cymric re-

searches, Scliott's Mongolian and Rosen's Ossetic Grammar.

But above all, his discovery of the law of correspondence of

sounds (Lautverschiebung) in Sanskrit, Greek, Roman, and

Gothic words, as compared with each other, is one of the most

fertile and triumphant discoveries of philological ethnology.

While the Schlegel-Bopp school based their proofs of the identity

of the Indo-Germanic languages principally upon the systematic

correspondence of their grammatical forms, Jacob Grimm dis-

covered, what Rask's genius had already attempted, and ex-
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tended to the High German the systematic correspondence in

the formation of most of the principal words in Sanskrit, Greek,

Latin, and German. According to this table, in the scale of

the labials

the Greek P corresponds with the Gothic F and the Old German B or (V)BP P
ji •^ » »»

-t* >» »t

"

In the scale of the dentals

the Greek T corresponds with the Gothic TH and the Old German D
>» •'-'»» >» -' »» 55

"

»» -•-t^ « »» L' »» JJ
-•

In the scale of the gutturals

the Greek K corresponds with the Gothic \ /-,
^^\'

> and the Old German G

» G „ „ K „ „ CH
„ rX (Greek) -I ^ ^
„ IH (Latin)/ » ^ „ „ JV

This simple table exhibits a most regular, and, therefore,

certainly not an accidental analogy in these languages ; by

which we are enabled to establish true etymologies, and, what is

still more important, to get rid of very many past, present, and

future, which are false. "We give in Appendix A. specimens of

this correspondence according to Grimm and Bopp.

Grimm's German Grammar shows the development of all the

Teutonic languages, from their first appearance to the present

time. Above all, he has become, by this immortal work, the

founder of the doctrine of sounds (Lautlehre), of which pre-

viously scarcely the elements existed, and which, even in the

Greek and Latin grammar, has not yet been so completely and

satisfactorily expounded as could be desired. It is by means of

this doctrine that he shows how the different Germanic dialects

have gradually been evolved out of the original unity. His
" Lautverschiebungsgesetz " became the test of all comparison

with cognate languages.

These purely linguistic discoveries are most successfully se-

• E 4
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conded and ap})lled to national liistorj in his " Kesearchcs into

Germanic Anti(|uities," his " Monuments of Ancient Law," and
his "Mythology." It has been shown that the consanguinity

and primitive community of life among the Germanic tribes, not

only among themselves, but also their Iranian brethren in Asia,

is not a mere empty sound, but a fact which pervades the primi-

tive faith as well as the first civil and social institutions of these

tribes. He has followed the same path in his interesting " Essay

on the Practice of the Self-sacrifice of Widows by Fire," a

custom heretofore supposed to be an isolated Brahminic institu-

tion. His last -work, the " History of the German Language,"

unites all these threads into one great historical picture ; and if,

on its first appearance, some of its historical conjectures did not

obtain the assent of men of science, we may confidently hope

that its great author will have time to spare from the gigantic

work, undertaken by him and his worthy brother and fellow-

labourer, William Grimm, that of forming a national German
dictionary, to enable him to recast that history, and render it in

all respects the crowning labour of his life, and an imperishable

monument of true historical linguistic philology.

4. FRANCIS BOPP.

What Frederic Schlegel had poetically sketched rather than

philologically carried out, was realized by Francis Bopp in a work

of prodigious learning and sagacity, his " Comparative Grammar

of the Sanskrit, Zend, Greek, Latin, Lithuanian, Old Slavonic,

Gothic, and German," published in six sections, between 1833

and 1852. This w^as the first demonstration that the forms of

declension and conjugation in the ancient languages of Bactria

and India, were essentially identical with those of the kindi'ed

nations of Europe, so that the key to the isolated forms which

cannot be explained by the documents of these European lan-

guages, is found, according to a constant law of analogy, in
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Sanskrit and Zend. As the leading features of this system will

be brought before my readers in the next section, it is useless to

enter here into details. It is an elevating spectacle to see the

long life of a man of science consecrated to carrying out a deep

and fertile idea, and producing a work of such magnitude and

lasting value, exactly at the time when it was wanted.

5. EUGENE BURNOUF.

What Grimm did for the Teutonic languages, Eugene Bur-

nout, hurried away by a premature death since the first pub-

lication of this Essay, achieved for the languages of Persia.

As this subject will soon be treated fully in a report upon the

latest results of the Persian researches, it will suffice here to

exhibit the table of correspondence which Burnouf has esta-

blished for Sanskrit and Zend in his profound works, particu-

larly his " Commentaire sur le Ya9na" (Vol. I. Paris, 1835).

The Sanskrit S (sharp dental) becomes H in Arian (as in

Greek and Kymri).

„ „ C (sharp S) „ S in Arian (K in all the

other Indo -Germanic

languages, except Ger-

man, where it becomes

H).

jj jj H „ Z.

To this period belong also the writings of Julius Klaproth,

whose "Asia Polyglotta " (1823, 2nd ed. 1829) contains valuable

materials for the lexicographal comparison of many of the Tura-

nian languages, and important researches concerning the Tatar

and Turkish tribes. His neglect, however, of the grammatical

element (a reaction against Schlegel) is a great drawback to

the usefulness of the philological researches of this acute and

ingenious man.
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THIRD PERIOD OF LINGUISTIC SCIENCE.

WILLIAM VON HUMBOLDT AND HIS POSTHUMOUS WORK ON THE

DIVERSITY OF THE FORMATION OF HUilAN LANGUAGE.

The desiderata of Bacon, and the general plan and fundamental

views of Leibnitz had, to a considerable degree, been carried

out in the course of this century. Bj a rare combination of

philosophical thought, of philological accuracy, and of linguistic

research, a method had been established for analyzing a given

language and detecting its affinities with another of the same

family. By this process, in the Semitic, and still more so in

the Japhetic languages, the general observations of preceding

philosophers on the characteristics and relative advantages or

imperfections of the languages of mankind had become entirely

obsolete, from being in part incomplete, in part erroneous, and

scientifically speaking, inaccurate. The great desideratum then

was, as a first step, to unite and examine philosophically

and methodically all the different forms of human language with

a full knowledge of all the modern discoveries. This Avant

was admirably supplied by the immortal posthumous work of

William von Humboldt (1835), the introduction to his analysis

of the Kawi language (1836). Its title is, "On the Diver-

sity of the Formation of Human Language, and its Influence

on the Intellectual Development of Mankind." Beginning with

the simplest elements of speech, the illustrious author gradually

proceeds to the construction of a sentence, as the expression of

intellect and thought. He then shows that the Chinese is a

perfect form in its kind. In examining, explaming, and com-

paring the different means used by different nations to render

single words susceptible of signs, destined to niaik their posi-
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tion ill a sentence, he shows that all accomplish this, more or

less imperfectly, with the exception of the Sanskritic family, in

which he gives the prize to the language of the Hellenes.

Thus he is brought at last irresistibly to the result, that the

Chinese language and the Sanskritic family represent the two

extremes of all known formations of speech. With respect to

the Semitic languages, he considers them as standing on the

same line with the Sanskritic, in consequence of their decided

tendency towards the sj^stem of inflexional forms ; other forma-

tions necessarily occupy, according to him, a place between those

two extremes.

In following out this great plan of comparative philosophy

respecting all the different phenomena of language, he does not

enter into a particular consideration of the historical problem

which is to occupy our attention. He considers it possible that

the different classes of formations constitute, as it were, the

stages of a continual development. It is also possible, he con-

ceives, that such different formations may be accompanied by

historical affinities, arising out of a common origin. But, he

adds, this must entirely depend upon historical research *
: a

question into which he does not enter, nor the method of

such an inquiry. He not only abstains from the historical

investigation, but seems to declare, in another passage, that a

complete and satisfactory classification of all languages is an

impossibility, on account of the numberless varieties of forma-

tions!. In another, later passage of his work, he expresses

his doubts whether there may not be a radical comiexion be-

tween the Chinese and Burmese languages %, and gives some

remarkable instances even of grammatical affinities. Now,

should such a radical affinity be established, it is clear that an

immense step would have been made towards proving that the

languages of the great majority of mankind have a common

* § 5. p. XXXV. § 7. p. Ixiii. f § 24. p. cccxlvi. \ Ibid. p. ccclxxxviii-
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origin. Humboldt, therefore, was far from denying such a pos-

sibility. Under these circumstances we think it safest to ex-

press the final result of his researches in the very words of the

concludino; sentence of his great work. These remarkable woi'ds

are as follows

:

" The result of what has been developed hitherto is this, as

far as the expression of grammatical relations by particular

signs, and the syllabic extent of words is concerned. If we

consider the Cliinese and the Sanskrit lano-uao-es as the extreme

points, there is in the other languages lying between those

points, whether they keep the syllables separate, or attempt

imperfectly to amalgamate them, a gradually increasing ten-

dency to make the grammatical expression more visible, and to

unite syllables to words more freely."

To have established this great result by a scientific method,

with copious, sound, and thoroughly digested materials, con-

stitutes, in my opinion, the lasting value of a work, which

claims, besides, an eminent rank as being the concentration of

the thoughts and researches of a man of sound judgment and

profound learning, who had dedicated a great part of his active

life partly to speculations on language in general, partly to

a critical and detailed analysis of a variety of tongues. As
to its bearing upon the great historical problem before us, al-

though, as already observed, the author purposely refrains

from entering upon the general question of the original unity or

diversity of races and languages, his work will nevertheless be

found to point out the most valuable landmarks for all who are

bold enough to sail on this wide and dangerous ocean. Its re-

searches belong to the Calculus sublhnis of linguistic theory.

It places William von Humboldt's name in universal compa-

rative ethnological philology by the side of that of Leibnitz.
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FIRST SECTIOI^.

THE LINGUISTIC AND ETHNOLOGICAL RESULTS OF THE MOST

RECENT IRANIAN, SEMITIC, AND CHAMITIC RESEARCHES

OF HISTORICAL PHILOLOGY.

With William von Humboldt's posthumous work commences

a new period for the great science of the philosophical history of

language, and consequently of the primitive stage of our race's

development. In my lecture of 1847, 1 accordingly stopped

there, contenting myself with illustrating single points of my
theory and method of historical investigation and the general

results I had ventured to draw from those materials, by refe-

rence to some isolated researches of the last few years, in-

cluding my own.

Since that time six years have elapsed, and much of what

was then mere conjecture has been matured into a demonstrable

fact. Whatever has been successfully achieved during that time

on behalf of linguistic science, has been obtained by the critical

method of philological analysis. While valuing all materials

for what they are worth. I do not think that crude glossaries

of languages not understood are proper materials for comparative

ethnology, and I consider all conjectures and systems built upon

such materials as below scientific consideration.

It is also, I think, now more generally acknowledged, and

indeed proved by incontestable facts, that all critical philological

results must remain incomplete and imperfect until they become

historical. All philology must end in history ; but the historical
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results of those linguistic researches are infinitely greater than

many learned historians imagine, and more impoi'tant even than

many of the authors of such researches have anticipated. It

seems to me time to bring before the cultivated European mind

a comprehensive sketch of those results, first linguistically and

ethnologically, and then from the point of view of universal

history. If I succeed in convincing my readers of the great

results of comparative philology for the universal history of

man and the philosophy of the human mind, the}^ will neces-

sarily feel the want of a comprehensive philosophical method for

this science. It is this conviction which has emboldened me
to call upon my younger friends and fellow-inquirers in tliis

path of investigation to assist me in laying before the public

the last results of scientific analysis in those different branches

of linguistic research which have been treated according to the

principles of historical philology.

If we examine the last of these inquiries we shall find that those

only which belong to what may be termed centrical ethnology,

based upon comparative philology, have furnished any conclusive

result. Almost all languages of nations which have a history

and a literature have been linguistically traced to Central Asia,

and the only natural method which can insure real progress

appears to be to increase this stock, by confronting progressively

isolated phenomena with the now historical centre. But this must

be done methodically. Wherever, in Asia, in Europe, in Africa or

elsewhere, we find family-groups of languages, we must, first of

all, try to define the respective position of each member or rela-

tion to the other portions of the same family. We then shall have

to ascertain methodically the relative position of the different

families. This relative position is a double one. First, that of the

members among each other. Thus we shall gradually obtain

African, American, and Polynesian groups, organically ai'ranged,

and prepared for being elevated into the sphere of universal

history. To find the proper place for each group in the general
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history of tongues, is the second aim of this comparative exami-

nation. In order to obtain the desired results for both purposes,

a twofold critical operation is required. First, a grammatical

analysis of every single language, based upon native composition

and speech, and undertaken by men conversant with the princi-

ples of ethnological philology. The second operation will be, to

gather round a common centre all such languages as by their

grammar and construction undeniably belong to one and the

same family, and to endeavour to discover which of its branches

exhibits the idiom in its greatest purity and perfection. The

most ancient and best preserved must be placed at the head, as

the representative of the family in the history ofmankind.

It is only when we have reached this point that we may knock

at the door of universal history and demand admission for the

hitherto isolated family into the historical stock, whether it be

(as I believe it will turn out) on behalf of a distant relative

or a collateral branch of one race—the human species.

The philological facts with which we open our researches will

be entirely confined to the languages of Asia and Europe, in-

cluding only two gi'eat Asiatic deposits in ancient Africa, the

Egyptian and the Abyssinian.

The first section will lay before the reader in six chapters

the last results of the researches bearing upon the origin and

history of the Arian and Semitic languages.

The first chapter will begin with a notice of the last results of

the Germanic researches, in their widest sense, as comprizing all

the members of the Teutonic stock. This is the safest as well

as nearest field, and the most accessible to all my readers.

We shall then proceed to the Italic researches, and point out the

result of the interesting and important inquiries first critically

established in this department by Niebuhr and Otfried Miiller.

From the Italic researches we shall pass on to the Arian or

Persian and Indian researches, in which the last ten years have

produced particularly interesting results; and from thence to

VOL. I. * E 8
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the Celtic family, as being the most ancient, and as it were

most remote, of tlie Indo-European or Arian stock.

Tlie sixth and last chapter will be consecrated to the most

recent results of comparative Semitic or Aramaic philology,

including the Chamitic researches.

The successful researches of Prof. Max Miiller enable us to

point out, in the second section, the progress of our science as

regards all the languages of Asia and Europe which are neither

Semitic nor Arian. I ventured in 1847 to unite all these

under the name of Turanian. Prof. INIiiller's discoveries will

prove the truth of this view beyond the most sanguine hopes

which could then be conceived. Moreover, the assumption of

a connexion between the Turanian and the Chinese will be

shown to be far from imaginary, although it is certain that

the same opposition exists between the two as there is between

inorganic and organic life.

Assuming these facts to be proved, we obtain a safe philo-

logical basis for some striking results respecting the universal

history of mankind. We here only formulize two

:

First: /Y\\e languages reducible to a common
centre in High Asia, are the only lan-

-guages w^hich possess a literature and

have a history.

Second: The nations who speak them arc the only

tribes who have hitherto taken a place

in the history of the world.

To complete and apply those philological proofs to universal

history, we must, however, first attempt to establish the prin-

ciples of a philosophical analysis of language, as to its origin,

])rogress, and decay. Both these researches, the philosophical

and the world-historical, will be reserved for the second volume

of our sketch.

Wo now begin the philological statements as to the Arian and

Semitic families.
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FIEST CHAPTER.

THE LAST RESULTS OF THE GERMANIC RESEARCHES.

(Reported by Dr. Aufkecht, Oxford.)

All comparison of Germanic tongues with cognate languages

must originate in Gothic. Not as though the other dialects

were dependent upon the Gothic, or of inferior importance,

but because we possess the Gothic translation of the Bible

of the fourth century, and no literary document of the other

German tribes before the eighth. In this period the vowels

underwent most important changes, particularly through the

umlaut, a phenomenon, the real nature and general law of which

we shall endeavour to fix with greater precision than has

been done hitherto. The consonants, likewise, were exposed

to changes and corruptions. But, above all, the flexional forms

suffered considerably in those four hundred years. In this

state of things the Gothic serves us as a standard, because

it enables us to reduce the irregularity to a law, the exception

to a rule, the difference of dialects to something common to

all, to clothe with flesh such forms as have shrunk to a ske-

leton, and to infuse into them new life. The Gothic is for the

Germanic languages what the Sanskrit is for the Indo-European

languages in general ; each in its own sphere is most perfect

and transparent, although they both, on the other hand, receive

from their sister-tongues light and illustration. In some in-

stances, the Gothic is even surpassed in purity by the forms of

other Germanic dialects, just as Greek and Latin, in single

points, have preserved the primitive form more faithfully than

the Sanskrit.

We shall first concentrate the most decisive proofs of the

identity and common origin of the Teutonic languages among

F
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themselves, and witli tlie Sanskrit and classical lano:uao;es. We
shall deduce these proofs from the numerals and from some

characteristic traits in the system of declension and conjugation,

and then bring forward still more striking facts from the most

primitive words of these languages, in order to show how com-

parative philology introduces us into the sanctuary of the

primitive religious, social, and political life of the noblest tribes

of mankind, and gives us facts instead of conjectures— reality

instead of dreams.

I.

The Numerals.

We compare the first cardinal numbers in Gothic, on the left

with Greek and Latin, on the right with Lithuanian and Sanskrit.
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Here, for instance, the identity of formation is very remarkable

in the feminines terminating in a

:

Greek. Latin. Osk. Umbr. Lithuanian. Gothic.

ffKtas, Familias, Tovtas, Totas, Dienos, Thiudos

;

from (TKid, familia, tovta (country), tota (country), diena (day), thiuda (people).

The ace. sing, has in all German tongues lost its primitive m; in

the ace. pi. the Gothic represents even a more ancient point of develop-

ment than any of the cognate languages. The primitive termination

of this case is ns. Now the Greek ovq stands for ore, as tvtttovctl for

TviTTovai ; the Latin 6s has likewise rejected the n, and by way of

compensation made the o long ; in the Oscan oss the n has been

assimilated to the s. The Sanskrit has dropped the final s. The

Argivian and Cretic dialects alone have forms like tovq TrpeiyevTayc,

for TOVQ TrpiiyEVTuc (Trpe(x[3evTac). In Gothic, on the contrary, the

primitive ns has, as a rule, been preserved. Compare

Gr. Cretic. Latin. Osk. Lituan. Sanskrit. Gothic.

XvKovs, KvKous, Lupos, Luposs, Wilkus, Verkan, Vulfans.

The nom. ace. pi. of the neuters ends in a. Compare

Greek. Latin. Gothic.

Sing. y6vv. Genu, Kniu.

PI. yovva., for ydvfa, Genua, Kniva,

As to the degrees of comparison, the comparative ends in iza, oza.

We shall show in the report on the Italic languages that this stands

for isa, osa, and agrees with the Latin ior for ios, and the Greek

ib)v for lovQ. The superlative has ists, identical with kjtoq. Com-

pare

Greek. Latin. Sanskrit. Gothic.

rj^vs, Suavis, Svadus, Sutis.

riSioov, Suavior, Svadiyans, Sutiza.

T^SitxTos, - - Svadishthas, Sutists.

TIL

The Verb.

As regards the verb the German languages have suffered severely.

They have only rescued two tenses, the present and perfect, and have

been obliged to supply the others by a composition with auxiliary

verbs. The Gothic is distinguished also in this respect more than

F 2
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the other dialects, by having a dual as well as some remains of a

passive formation. The personal terminations and the distinctions

of moods, again, are in exact harmony with the Greek and Latin.

Compare in pres. ind.

Greek. Latin. Gothic.

fSu, Edo, Ita.

fSeis, Edis, Itis.

e5€<T), Edit, Itith.

fSofiiv, Edimus, Itam.

fSfre, Editis, Itith.

(Sovai, Dor. tSopn. Edunt, Itand.

And in pres. conj., which answers to the Greek optative

Greek. Gothic.

eSoifit, Itau.

eSois, Itais.

«5oi, Itai.

eSoi/Ltev, Itaima.

eSoire, Itaith.

(Soiev, Itaina.

In the participle pres. we have

eStoj/ (from iSovT-s), Edens (from edent-s), Itand-s.

The first person of the pres. ind. terminated originally in ?ni ; e. g.,

Greek. Skr. Lit.

SiSufii, Dadami, Dumi.

An old High German conjugation has preserved ?« throughout;

6. g. hapem (liabeo), manem (nioneo). This is also the case in our

/ am, where m has kept its place for thousands of years through

all destructive changes. The reduplication of the perfect, which in

Greek is constant, in Latin only occasional (as tundo, tutudi
;

pello,

pepuli ; tango, tetigi), is not unfrequent in Gothic. Compare

Stautan (to push), staistaut.

Fahan (to catch), faifah,

Tekan (to touch), taitok.

A like system of reduplication extended originally through all the

German dialects, but became mutilated at a very early date. Who
would suppose that the preterites / let, I held, or the German icli

fiencf (I caught), are reduplicate forms, if we hud not the Gothic

lu'dot, haikuld,faifah to compare with them ?
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This is sufficient to prove, beyond the possibility of a doubt,

the original identity of Germanic inflexional forms with those of

the two classical languages, and to establish the Teutonic as one of

the noblest links in the chain of the Indo-European development.

Not less convincing are the proofs furnished by Bopp, Grimm,

Graff, and others, as to the identity of the Germanic roots and

words.

DieflPenbach, in his Gothic dictionary, compares, with critical

acumen, the totality of the Gothic words and the correspond-

ing forms in the other German dialects with the cognate lan-

guages. Grimm's law furnishes the test for deciding whether any

apparent agreement is real.

It is superfluous to adduce proofs of a fact which no man in his

senses can doubt. But there is a circumstance which, to a super-

ficial observer, may appear startling. There are some very simple

and primitive notions for which the Gothic has not the same words

which we find in the cognate languages. Compare

Gr.

Sl5oofji.i,

TTi-VdJ

(TreVw/co),

Ti9r)iJ.i,

fi/j.t,

fldov,

^evyvvfxi,

Lat.

Do,

Po-to

(Bibo),

Do
(in con -do),

Eo,

Video,

Clueo,

Jungo,

Lit.

Dumi,

Pu-ton

(Old Prussian),

Demi,

Eimi,

Wydau,

Klausu,

Jurglu,

Sanskr.

Dadami,

Pibami

(Pami),

Dadhami,

A
Emi,

^raiimi,

Yunajmi,

Gothic.

Giba (I give).

Drigka (I drink).

Tauja (I do),

or satja (I set).

Gagga (I go).

Saihva (I see).

Hausja (I hear).

Binda (I bind).

This fact, however, when examined a little more closely, is ca-

pable of easy explanation. It is natural to suppose that, for such

simple notions, language had originally more than one expression de-

rived from different sensations. One of these predominates in one

branch, another in another. "We find sometimes the fragments of

these different denominations pi'eserved in the different tenses of

the verb, in one and the same language; as in the Greek, 6pa<o,

o\pofxai, eidoy. But we can also prove that the German really pos-

sessed the roots which are apparently lost, d/ia, pd, i, vid, klu,

yug. These appear clearly in their derivatives. From dha comes

F 3
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Goth, deds, Engl, deed; from pa is derived Old Norse bjor, Ang.-S.

beor (beer) ; i is preserved in the Gothic irregular preterite, iddja,

belonging to the infinitive gaggan, to go (gang). Vid is found in

vitan (to know ; whence, to wit), where it need only be observed

that, like the Sanskrit vid, the word has already assumed the later

signification (to know, instead of to see). As to klu, we meet with

it in the Goth, hliuma (hearing); as we do with yug, in doih.juk,

Ang.-S. geoc (yoke). Thus, dd only remains unexplained ; a root,

from which but very few derivations are formed even in Greek and

Latin.*

It may not be unimportant to remark, that certain roots bear a

particular signification only in the Germanic and Lettish-Slavonic

family. These are

Lit.
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ae more particularly, the timlaut, because it affords an interesting

example of two languages, divided for thousands of years, being

still united in employing that peculiar contrivance. "We propose to

consider it under the historical point of view.

The true definition of umlaut seems to be this, that an A in the

radical syllable has become altered, and, as it were, dimmed by the

influence of an 1 in the next syllable. As a consequence of this

influence, the A becomes mixed with an /, but without a diphthong

being produced. If e. g., Goth, hadi (bed) becomes, in Old Norse

and Ang.-S., bed; in Old High German, hetti; we must explain this

as if it were ba-i-di; that is to say, as an approximation of A to /.

This phenomenon has gradually caused the disappearance of a number

of -4-sounds, particularly in the Old Norse. Here, by the influence of

a following /, not only A becomes E, but d also cb, 6 oe, u y, au ey ;

besides, A is transformed by a following U into O. Thus, e. g., the

Gothic vandus (rod) becomes vondr; or, as it is written in the most

ancient MSS., vaundr. This law explains the multiplicity of the

vowels in declension. We shall show this by the juxtaposition of

Old Norse mogr, and the Gothic magus (son).

Sing. Plur.

N. Mogr, Olderform Magus, Megir, Older form Magir.

G. Magar, „ Magas. Maga, „ Maga.

D. Megi „ Magi. Mogum, „ Magum.

A. Mog „ Magu. Mogu, „ Magu.

It is in consequence of the same law by which feet is formed from

foot; teeth, from tooth : in Anglo-Saxon itisyi?^, ^e^; tod, ted: fet

and ted are derived from fotis, todis, by the power of the umlaut.

Now, this same phenomenon Burnouf has proved to exist in Zend,

where an a is changed, by a following i, y, e, into ai ; by u, to au

or 6. Thus, the Sanskrit "bhavati" becomes in Zend baviati; "mad-

\\jvi" maidyha; " nare," /jatre; *' taruna," towrwwa ; ^^vsisn" vohu.

The above and similar instances of agreement prove that these

tribes must have lived together a considerable time, at a comparatively

recent age of ancient history ; indeed the immigration into Europe

is, comparatively speaking, a recent event. It is a fact, that, as Greek
V 4
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and Latia are niox'e intimately connected with each other, so the

Germanic and Shivonic tribes were in contact for a longer time, and

immigrated into Europe at a comparatively contemporaneous period.

This accounts also for some words being introduced from Slavonic into

German, and vice versa. It would almost seem as though the Germanic

tribes had received if not the first, at least a secondary, instruction

in agriculture from the Slavonics. Our plough ipjiug) is not our

own, but is borrowed from the Slavonic ping.*

We have thus already reached the historical ground to which we
were tending. Upon entering into the subject of primitive national

life, we find that the words expressive of the nearest family relations,

those for domestic animals, for the simplest articles of food, for

metals, for the great luminaries of the sky and similar striking

phenomena of nature, and the object or objects of religious worship

derived from these great phenomena, agree in most, frequently in all

the branches of the Iiido- Germanic family. It is impossible not to

see in this as direct proof of domestic communion in a peaceable,

patriarchal, pastoral, and even agricultural life, as we possess of any

event in history. This becomes still more significant, if we add

the negative consideration : that the names of wild animals are, with

few exceptions, different in those various branches ; as are also most

of the words expressing the instruments of war.

We shall bring this curious and undeniable fact before our readers

in some comparative tables, in which we intend to restrict ourselves

to such cases as can be proved by undeniable analogy, or as are self-

evident from their perfect identity.

THE WORDS FOR FAMILY RELATIONS.

1 . Father and Mother.

Greek. Latin. Germanic. Sanskrit.

rraTTip, Pater, Fadar, Pitar.

" the nourisher," from the root pa. Compare pabulum, pasco.

* Tacitus (Germ. c. 48.) states that the Northern Germanic tribes, the Quadi,

for instance, borrowed largely from the Sarmates, who are the ancient Slavonics.

BUNSKN.
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Greek. Lat. Germ. Skr.

ixijrrjp, Mater, Modar, Matar.

" the generating, producing," from the root md. In the Vedas mdtar

is still used as an adjective, in the sense of creating. Professor Busch-

mann, of Berlin, has supposed that the well-known fact o( pa and md

signifying in many other languages father and motlier, is a proof

that in the Indo-Germanic languages we have also to deal with simple

imitations of sounds which have no logical signification. This is

a very narrow view. The whole idea of the imitation of the sounds

of nature being the basis of speech is an absurdity. Pd and rnd may

be interjectional sounds in some savage tongues^ but the Indo-Ger-

manic mind used them as expressions of thought, and stamped upon

a sound of undefined meaning that notion which led to pd-tar and

md-tar. This was the work of the creative plastic power of mind.

2. Son and Daughter.

Greek. Lat. Germ. Skr.

vl6s, - - Sunus, Siinus.

" the born," from the root su, parere. The Latin filius, filia, stand

apart ; their meaning is, " the sucking ones," and they are cognate

with the Greek 5//Xwe and Ti^i]vr]. Fellare is a decent Old Latin ex-

pression for "to suck." Varro said, "fellare lac humanum." The

Umbrians sacrifice " sif feliuf," sucking pigs.

Siv'^dTt]p, ' - Dohtar, Duhitar,

The Sanskrit signifies either "she who milks;" or, "she who

sucks."

3. Brother and Sister.

(pparrip, Frater, Brothar. Bhratar.

" he who maintains, takes care of (the sister and mother)." We
have the same word in Greek {(pparrip), but there it signifies the

member of a corporation (of a brotherhood). The word for brother,

c\h\(p6c, t'l, is identical with the Sanskrit sagarbha, " come from one

womb."

„ Soror, Svistar, Svasar.

Here the etymology is obscure. The identity of the collateral words

leaves no doubt as to the existence of an analogous root. The possi-
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bility of the Greek lap, wife, being the same word, I throw out

merely as a conjecture ; but it is not so wild a one as it may at

first sight appear. The regular form of svasar in Greek would be

'faap, which, enfeebled, sounds 'foap. Two spirants cannot come

together : thus foap becomes regularly fvap, and thence cap. But

what is the meaning o{ svasar? Most probably something connected

with sva, suus, 6g, Goth, sves (property) : consequently that which

belongs or is attached to something. The metamorphosis of soror

into " cousin " is certain, and still more startling. Cousin is a cor-

ruption of consobrinus, which comes from soror, although not

even the principal part of sor-or is preserved in this instance.

4, Husband and Wife, Widow and Orphan.

Greek. Lat. Germ. Skr.

nSais, Potis, Faths, Patis.

" the lord, ruler " (just as husband = house-lord). The Latin potis

survives in the adj. = potens. " Quis potis ingentes oras evolvere

belli " says the poet Ennius, who had not quite forgotten his Old

Latin. Possum, pot-es, is potis sum, potis es. Potior, potissimum

are gradations of it. This same patis, potis, forms the latter part of

hospes, hospitis ; a word, the original meaning of which seems to be

the " lord of food." It is curious, that the Latin and Slavonic lan-

guages only have this evidently old term for ^erog. All Slavonic

dialects have tlie word in the form " gospodi," and so on. The Lithu-

anians have patis in the sense of a "lord," and also as a pronoun =
ipse. The feminine form, corresponding with patis,- is the Greek,

TTurria ; Skr. jxittii : we meet with it, somewhat disguised, in

hicTTcoiya ; Skr. ddsa-patni, " she who rules," gebicterin.

„ Vidua, Viduvo, Vidhava.

" she who is without her husband." Skr. vi-dhavd is, literally,

" a wife bereaved of her husband." " A widower " is unknown in the

original language ; and, etymologically analysed, would signify, " he

who has no husband." Xijpoc, X'/P"> means "he, she, who is bereaved."

6p<pav6s, Orbus, Arbja, Arbhas.

The Gothic word signifies " the heir ;" and the Skr. arbhas means,

as an adjective, " small ;" as a substantive, " child in general."
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5. Consanguinity and Affinity.

Greek. Lat Germ. Skr,

ave\pi6s, Nepos, Nefo, Napat, nap.

&ve\f/id, Neptis, Nift, Napti.

" the connecting," or " the connected." Napot, nap, means child,

generally. In Skr. a relation is called bandhus, " he who is con-

nected " (der verbundene).

iKvp6s, Socer, Svehra (Schwiegervater), Sva^uras.

eKvpd, Socrus, Svehro ( Schwiegf-rmutter), Sva^rus.

for these no etymology has as yet been found.

vv6s, ivvv6s, Nurus(/ta/. Nora), Snur (Schnur), Snusha.

" the connected."

7aA.Jwj, Glos.

yafM^p6s, Gener,

SttT^p, Levir, Tacor Devar.

flva.rr]p, Janitrix.

yvvi^, • - Quens (Queen), Gna.

*' she who brings forth children." " The queen " is therefore

"mater," /car' £^ox>/»', as it were, "landesmutter." In the same manner,

"king," in Anglo-Saxon "cyning," in Sanskrit "jahaka," means origi-

nally "the father," and contains the same root as the Latin "gignere."

B.

THE WORDS FOR THE DOMESTIC AND SOME OTHER ANIMALS.

Greek. Latin. Germ. Skr.

Beast, TTuv, Pecu, Fehu (Vieh), Pa9u.

Horse, 'Imro?, Equus, Ehvs, A9vas.

In the Latin form epus must have existed besides, as appears

from the name of the goddess Epona, and the noun proper, Epidius.

In Old Persian it was changed to asp : hence aspes as a termina-

tion in many nouns, as Hystaspes.

Steer, Tavpos, Taurus, Stiurs, Sthuras.

Ox, - - - - Ohsus (ox), Uxan.

Uxa?i stands for vaxan ; it is probable, therefore, that its fern, is

retained in the Latin vacca.

Bull, ^ovs, Bos, Ku, Gaus.
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The Latin aurum belongs to the same root as aurora, " the

shining."

Greek. Lat. Osk. Germ. Skr.

Silver, apyvpiov, Argentum, Aragetom, Rajata.

Brass, - Aes, Ais, Ayas.

The most ancient form in Latin was ahes; from which aheneus,

and the Umbrian form of the same, ahesnus, which is almost literally

the German ehern.

There is no analogy between the names of the other metals.

We now come to the most difficult, but also the most interest-

ing research — the origin of religious expressions. The national

Iranian religions originate, according to the evidence of their lan-

guage, in the worship of the natural powers and the phenomena of

nature, combined with the psychological element. Fire in its power-

ful agency, both destructive and beneficent— the lightning darting

from heaven, and the thunder-stroke which follows it— the alternate

change of day and night— the transition from the fine season to

winter— the revival of nature in spring— but, above all, the sky

with its great luminaries— these, and similar striking phenomena,

were to them not the cause of worship, but the symbols and repre-

sentatives of that Supreme Being and First Cause whose image,

however travestied, was impressed upon their minds, as well as those

of a number of superior ideal Beings, either friendly or hostile to

man. The theogony became more or less rich in proportion as the

sense of those phenomena and changes was more acute, and the

power of referring them to their respective causes more defective.

Gradually these primitive notions were divested of the sensuous

element which had led to their expression ; and the necessity of con-

necting and bringing them into a certain order and dependence,

produced a host of myths, in which the origin is disguised, until

historical philology tears away the veil. We may, however, assert

that all the Indo-Germanic nations have the fundamental texture of

their mythology in common, and that they all possess one common
point of departure, the original perception of natural phenomena.

Hence, we can explain, not only the harmonious agreement between
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the religious rites and myths of the different members of that great

family dispersed all over Asia and Europe, but also the identity of

the names of their original deities. To begin with the name of the

highest god : it is identical in all, and reducible to an apperception as

eimple as it is profound; Zivc, Aioc ; Jovis; Old Lat. and Osk, Djovis;

Goth. Tius, which is preserved in our Tuesday (Ang.-S. Tivesdiig);

Skr. Dyaus, "the resplendent starry sky." Zevc Trarjjp is Diespiter,

Jupiter = Ju-pater = Skr. Dyaushpitu. Likewise Old Norse, tivar,

"the gods;" -Jeoc, deus, Skr. deva (god, and, as adj. "resplendent").

But even the Latin "sub divo" proves that the original meaning

survived in the language.

The name of the great Germanic god, the son of Odin, Old Norse

Thorr, Old High Germ. Donar, "god of thunder," is the Latin

tonitru, Skr. tanyatu (thunder). But still the pyschological or

rational element is not wanting. The divine 3fa7i?ius, the ancestor

of the Germans, is absolutely identical with Manus, who, according

to an ancient Indian mythology, is the god who created man anew

after the Deluge, just as Deucalion did. His name signifies "the

thinking," and comes from the same root as /ie'ioc, Skr. ma-

nas, the Latin mens, whence Minerva = Minesva " the mindful."

(Compare ixe/jiora, memini.) According to Indian tradition, and in

perfect agreement with the etymology, men are called mamisha,

from manus, exactly as the German mensch (Old High German,

mannisco), is derived from Mannus.f

* The etymology of God is obscure. It cannot be derived from good; still

less can we compare it with the Persian hhoda, which conies from sva-dntta,

" he who establishes himself." The Gothic form yuth may be connected with

the name of the Goths. Some persons have connected it with the English " to

get " ( Angl.-S. getian), without considering, that the th cannot have been de-

veloped from the t.

t The common word for man in all German dialects is manna, containing the

same root as Skr. manusfui and manushya. The Latin homo is intimately con-

nected with humus and X"A*'»'. a°*l means the earthborn ; avepdnraip x"M«'7s«'«''«"',

says Pindar. But what is Hi'dpumos? Nearly as many etymologies of it exist as

etymologers. INIy own opinion is, that we must divide it into Hi/dpui and Htp.

The first I suppose to be an adverb formed from ava, and the affix tra, as we

have it in intra, extra, ultra ; in Sanskrit, tatra (there), yatra (where), devatra

(between the gods). The aspiration of the i was effected by the influence of the

following p, exactly as it is found in K\f7dpoi', nt\a0pov, fxihintdpov, ^(tdpov, com-
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The same identity is found in the names for the Sun, Moon, Stars,

as the foliowin «: list will show.

E.

SUN, MOON, STARS, SKY, AND GODS.

Sun, 7}Aioy, Homer r)e\ios, Dor. ae\tos.

According to Hesychius, afiKioe was the Cretan form of ijXiog :

this ufiXioQ stands for avcriXioc, and exhibits a great similarity to

Etrusk. usil ; in Lat. it is preserved in the name of the family of

the Ausel-ii (Aurelii).

Lat- Germ. Skr.

Sun, Sol, Sol, Surya.

Moon, - - - Mano, Mas.

The same word was originally the expression for month. Gr.

fif]!', -^olic fjetg, Lat. mensis, Gothic menoths, Skr. masas. Both
words come from the root ma (to measure). In ancient times, the

periodical return of the new moon furnished the simplest means of

measuring time.

Luna stands for Lucna, and is identical with lucina, from lucere.

On an Etruskan mirror the goddess of the moon is called Losna=
Lo9na. ^EXyrt] exhibits the same root as aiXac and helping (sol), that

is to say, " to shine." 'EXivrj is identical with ^eXijrr] (Com-
pare vQ=z(Tve) "the resplendent :" there is very probably a mytholo-

gical relation between them,

Da-wn,"Ea>y, Horn, tjccs, Dor. dcoj, Lak. p.Siis, afiis; Lat. aurora; Skr. ushas

;

is the same root as we have in the Germanic ostan (east, from which
comes Easter).

Star, ao-Tjj'p, Stella, Sterno, Star,

Here the Greek has preserved the most perfect form ; the root is

as, " to throw." Astar is the Sanskrit word for huntsman, marks-

man (Schiitze). The stars throw out beams (in German, " strah-

pared with fihpov, ^farpov, ^varpov. The a in the middle of the supposed avaOpw,

is dropped as in Si/Stxa, clvtoXt), &v0€to, &c. ; &vdpwtos is, according to this ex-
planation, the same as &.vca Tpfiroov rijy S)na, he who turns his face upwards, in

contrast with the brutes,which are looking downwards, or Karw-noi,
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Media, Persia, and Judea, and of the long and poetical communion

of life with them in those favoured lands of Asia, the cradle of

mankind.

The same comparative philology serves also to solve many of

the most interesting problems of that indigenous poetry common

to all Teutonic tribes, and now found embodied in the epos of the

Nibelungen, in the Edda, and in the Danish and Swedish ballads.

The poem of the Nibelungen, in its present form, is of about the

year 1200. Tlie account in the Edda was, perhaps, committed

to writing in the tenth century, and the traditions preserved in it

about Sigurd and Brynhild bear the old heathen impress, whereas

the German epos supposes the Germanic heroes to be Christians.

On the other hand, we have old German fragments of poetical

composition belonging to that epos (the account of Hildebrand and

Hadubrand, Theoderic's men), which evidently bear the stamp of high

antiquity. They cannot be much later than Charlemagne, who, as

we know, took care to have the ancient national poems of the deeds

of his ancestors recorded, that is to say, written down and collected.

But the philological analysis of the language, when applied to these

documents, removes all uncertainty, and points out what is really

historical in the old traditions of the nation.

The name of Sigurd has no meaning in Norse : it is only a cor-

ruption of SigufriSus, "peace after victory." Nor has Gunnar, the

Norse name of King Gunther, which is the modernised form of

Gundahari " war-host," " army," The name of Sigfrid's murderer

in the Edda is Gothormr (it ought to be at least Gopormr), which has

no meaning in Norse, except Goth-worm, and is indeed nothing

but a very corrupt mutilation of Godamar, " god-famed," the

name of the third brother of the Jukings, These Jukings have

among the Goths an incontestable historical foundation. The names

of the four Jukings are mentioned as the glorious ancestors of the

royal family and known historical personages in the Lex Burgun-

dionum of the sixth century, in the following words :
" Si quos apud

regiae memorise auctores, id est Gibicam, Godomarem, Gislahai'ium,

Gundaharium, liberos fuisae constiterit," etc. The test of freedom

was, that a family had been freemen under those kings. " Jor-

G
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nandes (in the same century) De Rebus Geticis, c. 24., narrates that

King Ermanrich having put to death his consort Svanhild, her two

brothers (the sons of Gu'Srun) revenged her.

Now, these documentary proofs of the origin of the epos among

the Goths are fully confirmed by the very admissions of the Scan-

dinavian account.

First, the localities are admitted to be German. In the Wieland-

song (Volundr), King NifiatSr asks Wieland how he had come into

possession of his treasures. Wieland answers, ironically, that he

has not found them in the air ; and adds :

" Gold was not on Grani's ways.

Far I thought our land from the Rhine-mountains."

The meaning of which is: "I had not Sigurd's horse, Grani (which

carried the treasures he had received from the Dwarfs), nor was I near

the Rhine where that treasure (der Nibelungen Hort) is submerged."

Gold is called, in the Edda, "the Rhine-metal;" and likewise (in

the poems of the Skalds) " the apple of discord of the Nibelungen."

(Edda, p. 118 b). " Sigurdr died south of the Rhine," says the same

poem (p. 126 a). When Gunther foresees the treason at KingEtzel's

court, he says to his sister GuSrun :

" Too late it is, sister, to gather the Nibelungen,

Far it is to bring up for help their host.

From the Rhine-mountains the fearless heroes."

Sigmund, Sigfrid's father is called, "king of the land of the Franks,"

(p. 97 a). To this country, southward, Sigurdr rides, (p. 113 a).

Now, these two last quotations are the work of the editor (diaskeu-

astes) of the Edda, who lived in the eleventh century ; but in the old

poem itself (p. 117 a) Sigfrid is called " SigurSr inn SuSrocni,"

" Sigurdr of the South."

The poem also states that Svanhild, GuSrun's daughter, is mar-

ried to "the King of the Goths, Jormunrekkr," that is to say, to

Ermanrich, the historical Gothic king of the sixth century (p. 160 a.

163 a).

In short, the real Nibelungen Saga had not grown on Scandina-

vian soil. In the German poem, their treasure is the chief cause

of the fight and extermination of the Burgundians; whereas the
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Edda relates that Sigurdr acquires that treasure; after which it dis-

appears, and has no further share in the development of the storj.

The only conclusion to be drawn from this would seem to be, that

the Northmen received the Nibelungen Saga in their warlike excur-
sions about the middle of the ninth century, probably from Loth-
ringen under Karlman and Arnulph. Dr. A.

Thus it can be proved by the science of language, not only that

the epic poetry of the Teutonic nations sprang up in gentile Ger-
many, but also that its deepest roots lie in the soil of Asia, with
those of Germanic speech and primitive philosophy. The Scandi-

navians preserved the principal features of the Sagas as they had
learned them as gentiles, whereas in the native country the poem
was cast into its modern, Christian form. The " Twenty Songs of

the Nibelungen," of about the jear 1100, received their present ex-

tension almost a century before the birth of Dante. The poem of the

Nibelungen is the Iliad of the Germanic tribes in the outward dress of

the age of Christian chivalry. It embodies in immortal verse not only

the catastrophe of the Burgundians and Theoderic the Great and
other heroes of the fifth and sixth centuries, but also primitive tradi-

tions, the shadows of gods and heroes whose deeds were sung at tlie

cradle, not only of Charlemagne, but also of Arminius and Thusnelda.
This national tale was first sung by the Skalds to princes and
warriors. When the romances of French chivalry had come into

fashion, " the blind men, " as one of those romances says, sang of

Sigfrid to the common people, who cared nothing for the imported
outlandish ("Welsh") fictions. The blind men in their turn also

disappeared, and the Saga was circulated only in a despised popular

book, "printed in this year," under the title of "The Horny (in-

vulnerable) Sigfrid," as I have seen it in my childhood hawked about
and read at the fairs of my native country, in the beginning of this

century. " Der Nibelungen Not" was printed, but not read, in

Frederick the Great's time. It was the rising national spirit which
made Ilagen's edition (1810) popular, and the work itself once more
the great national poem, which is now generally read throughout

Germany, in Simrock's modernized version or in the original. B.

G 2
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SECOND CHAPTER.

THE LAST RESULTS OF THE ITALIC RESEARCHES AS TO THE ORIGIN

AND RELATIVE POSITIONS OF THE ANCIENT INHABITANTS OF ITALY.

(Reported by Dr. Acfeecut, Oxford.)

Niebuiik's historical criticism had put an end to a host of

groundless and unscientific conjectures and dreams respecting the

languages of primitive Italy, and cleared the ground for solid

linguistic research. For, as linguistic research is blind ^yithout

philology, so is philology without history. Niebuhr's general

tendency in language was distinction ; and what he found to be

essentially heterogeneous was likely to appear to him autoch-

thonic and original from the beginning. This was the case witb

the Etruscan. Disgusted with the unscrupulous and rambling

method of Lanzi and his followers, who had ransacked the

Greek Dictionary, and drawn largely upon their own imagina-

tions and the credulity of their readers, in order to make the

Etruscan language, what its alphabet evidently is, an archaic

form of the Hellenic, Niebuhr maintained that the Etruscan

"was a purely barbarous language ; that it is wholly distinct

from the other more or less Latinizing tongues of Italy Proper,

of the Apennines, and even of the Alps ; that the ruling nations

of Etruria came from the North ; and that the roots of the lan-

guage must be looked for in Raetia. This verdict of Niebuhr,

so far from being shaken, is confirmed by all the serious and

connected jihilological or historical researches which have been

since instituted on the subject.*

* I have too niiich regard for the learned, ingenious, and critical author of

Varronianus, to consider Donaldson's opinion, that the Etruscan is Scandinavian,

anything but a joke which that acute English philologer has indulged in.
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It was, of course, this language which attracted, from the first

appearance of Niebuhr's " Roman History," the united efforts of

philologers and linguists. Ottfred Midler, in his truly learned

work " Die Etrusker" (1828), gave the first critical outlines of

the grammar, as well as of the alphabet. A general scrutiny of

all the Etruscan inscriptions was undertaken, under the au-

spices of the Archseological Institute of Rome, by O. Kellermann,

whose most conscientious and critical labours were interrupted

by his premature death in 183-4. In tlie lectures delivered by

me at the Archaeological Institute at Rome, in the year 1832

(some notices of which will be found in the " Annali dell' Insti-

tute" from 1832 to 1836), I advanced the theory I still maintain,

that the Etruscan bears strong marks of being a mixed language,

from the circumstance of such grammatical forms as have been

ascertained being evidently analogous to what we know of Indo-

Germanic flexions, whereas the greater part of the words which

occur in the inscriptions prove most provokingly heterogeneous.

On the other hand, the Tyrrhenic glosses in Hesychius (if they

are of any value), and the inscription found about 1836 at

Agylla, under the ruins of Etruscan Caere, and illustrated by

Lepsius, contain words much more akin to the Greco-Latin

stock. I do not think that the abundance of vowels can be

accounted for by the assumption that this and some similar

inscriptions represent a more ancient period. Until we possess

bilinguar inscriptions of some extent we shall be unable to

interpret them ; but we cannot be mistaken as to their sounding

less barbarous, or more like Greek or Latin, than the others.

If, then, we have in the Etruscan a Greco-Latinizing grammar

and a mixed vocabulary, and apply to this phenomenon the

general theory of mixed languages, it does not follow that the

We do not know Etnxscan, but we do know Icelandic. I must, however, confess

that such jokes are an anachronism in our days. Dr. Freund's strictures upon

him in a paper read before the Ethnological Society are seasonable ; and prove

that the few explanations he has attempted are inadmissible in themselves.

G 3
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barbarous lexicographical elements are entirely un-Indo-Ger-

manic; for Celtic^ though decidedly barbarous, still forms a part

of that family. But it does follow, from the analogy of all we

know, that the groundwork of the language is indicated by the

grammar, the indestructible badge of near kinship, and that in its

origin the Etruscan was much more akin to Greek and Latin and

the other Italic languages, than that element which forms in the

monuments (that of Agylla and some smaller ones excepted) the

predominant part of the vocabulary. A mixed language of this

kind would be the natural consequence of a non-Italic tribe

liaving taken possession of Tyrrhenia or the Mediterranean part

of Central Italy, subdued the Italic indigenous population, and

finally adopted their language, as the Norman conquerors did

that of the Saxons, or the Arabs that of Persia. The coinci-

dence of this result of an independent linguistic research with

NIebuhr's demonstration of the northern (Rtetian) origin of the

Etruscans, attested by inscriptions found in an uninterrupted

line, from that Alpine land and the Tyrol down to Tarquinii,

appeared to me remarkable : the two researches seem mutually

to confirm each other. The intrinsic nature of the language,

as we find it in the monuments, leads also to the conclusion

that the Greek words were a foreign element, received but not

undei'stood. IMaking every allowance for a different system of

vocalization, such changes as

Pultuke from Polynikes, Akhmiem from Agamemnon,

are unmistakeably barbarous, and betray an absolute ignorance

of the elements of which the Greek name is composed.

Thus " atrium " may have been inorganically formed from

aWpiov. But as to haruspex, which is also said to be an Etruscan

word, we shall see below that it is thoroughly Latin, and has its

Indo-Germanic root ; it may for all that have been Etruscan, but

it is not a corruption of IspoaKOTros. Both also may have been

words of the conquered Ilelleno-Italic population of Etruria.
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Indeed, vorsus " a square of one hundred feet," is quoted as be-

ing both Tuscan and Umbrian; and it is admitted that the

Umbrians originally occupied Tjrrhenia.

During the last fifteen years, German students of comparative

philology have made not only the Etruscan, but all the other

Italic dialects of which we possess monuments, the subject of

very scrupulous researches, especially Lepsius, Mommsen, and

Aufrecht. I have, therefore, requested the last-named distin-

guished scholar, whose scientific report on the German inquiries

my readers will have read with pleasure in the foregoing Chapter,

to condense into a few pages the last results of those researches,

in which he has taken so prominent a part by his Umbrian

Monuments.* Dr. Aufrecht having kindly complied with my
request, I have great pleasure in submitting to my readers his

report upon this subject.

I.

The Etruscan.

The convincing proofs of the Indo-European character of the

Etruscan grammar are principally the following facts :

1. On the Cippus Peuniuus, we find the following forms of the

word Velthina :

Velthina, Velthinas, Velthinam.

That s is the genitive termination, as in the other Indo-European

languages, is undeniable.

2. We find a, ia, the termination of female names, exactly as in

Greek and Latin.

3. al is the patronymic and metronymic termination ; which evi-

dently corresponds with the Latin alls, as in Australis, arvalis, tri-

umphalis.

* Die urabrischen SpracMenkmiiler. Von Th. Aufrecht und A. Kirchhoff.

Two voliunes : Berlin, 1849-1 85 L The first (linguistic) part is the work of Dr.
Aufrecht ; the second (antiquarian) of Dr. Kirchhoff.
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4. Sa added to a man's name indicates the name of his wife : thug,

Larthial-i-sa means the consort of the son of Larthius. This form

also bears the character of the Indo-Germanic languages, where that

syllable has a genitive signification. In a similar way, the Greek

genitive in oio, originally oglo, is not properly a case, but an adjective,

iTTTTo-tr-to^equestris. Indeed, a9va-sya in Sanskrit means originally

"belonging to the horse." The formative, sija, which is common

in Sanskrit, is also found in the Icelandic sja^ " this," as well as in

Latin, Umbrian, and Oscan.*

The barbarous sound of the words in the Etruscan inscriptions cer-

tainly cannot be explained by the accumulation of consonants alone;

for earlier inscriptions (that of Agylla and some shorter onest)

have many more vowels than the later. The only admissible ex-

planation of this phenomenon is the assumption, that the Etruscan

is a mixed language. We have abundant examples that the con-

sequence of a mixture of two very different languages is that they

both become decomposed and lose their former clearness lexically as

well as etymologically, I assume it to be a historical fact, that

tlie conquering Etruscans took Tyrrhenia from the Umbrians ; and

I deny the historical existence of Pelasgi in Italy, whether their lan-

guage were akin to Greek or not.

I have, therefore, adopted another mode of getting nearer to the

barbarous element in Etruscan. The Euganean inscriptions, which

are found in the southern part of Ea^tia, as well as in Lombardy,

particularly about Padua, and other ancient inscriijtions which have

come to light in that district, exhibit the same alphabet (except

that the occurs in them, which is unknown in Southern Etru-

In the Edda it occurs in the nominative singular, masculine and femi-

nine (p. 8 a and 61 b), and even in later works, for instance, " Korniak's Saga."

To this form corresponds the Gothic si, English she. In Latin, Umbrian. and

Oscan, it forms adjectives, as in boarium (forum), argentarius. Arius is = Asius,

•which ancient form is preserved in many proper names, as Cretasius, Domasius,

Planasia, Taurasia, Vespasius. In the Lex agraria of Spurius Thorius (1. 12.) -we

find ^'iasieis instead of Viariis. In Oscan, flusasios is = florarius. In Umbrian,

plenasios = pleuarius. There exists no connection between this form and aris,

alls ; and what Freund says about these terminations in the Preface to his Dictio-

nary is erroneous.

•f
Collected in Mommsen Unteritalische Dialekte, p. 17-1.
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ria), and a language which in its character bears strong resemblance

to the Etruscan. But I abstain from following up this conjecture

until new monuments come to our aid.*

II.

The Latin and its kindred Italic Languages— the Umbrian, Sabel-

lian, and Oscan.

Leaving out the Etruscans, and perhaps also the Messapii, in

Calabria, of whose language we shall treat hereafter, we find in

Italy Proper a chain of nations speaking Latinizing languages, and

having a decided connection with each other : indeed, dialects of

one and the same language.

According to the latest researches, we must comprise them under

three heads

:

Umbrian. Sabellian. Oscan.

Umbrian Latin. Volscian, Marsian.
proper.

* The language of Rsetia (for this is the true orthography, not Rhsetia) has, in

consequence of Niebuhr's suggestions, been made the subject of the learned

researches of Zeuss (1837), and of Steub (1843). Rsetia, in its greatest

extension, comprises the land of the Grisons, Tyrol, Voralsberg, and even

the Bavarian Highland. But it seems more advisable to apply Niebuhr's

assumption, as Zeuss does, in a much more limited sense, as referring to

some peculiar small communities on the southern declivity of the Alps, where,

in Roman times, we find the Euganeans, near the Lake of Garda ; the Camuni,

in Val Camonica ; and the Lepontii, at the Adula Mountain or the Gotthard.

It is only in these southern parts that we meet with Etruscan inscriptions.

The result of the last researches instituted on the specific Romanic language now-

spoken there has been, that, besides the ordinary Romanic words and some roots

bearing a Celtic character, there remains about one tenth which cannot be reduced

to either. This circumstance induced Dr. Freund, the learned author of the

" Latin-German Dictionary" (now engaged in compiling a Latin-English one

on the same plan), to examine more minutely that mysterious caput mortuum.

The Royal Academy of Science at Berlin furnished the means for undertaking

this expedition, from which Dr. Freund has just returned. He has discovered a

far greater number of the words of that primitive residue than he expected. As
long as we have no bilinguar monument of any extent, there will still be a difficulty

in identifying them ; but the fact of their existence is of great importance.—
BUNSEN.
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Not only have they many roots in common, but they contain even

a considerable quantity of identical words. Their inflexional forms

present throughout the same formative principle. The differences

consist partly in the system of sounds (Lautlehre), partly in the

circumstance, that what appears the exception in the one, is often

the rule in the other, both as to the inflexional forms and single

words. Of course, there remains a residue of words which we

cannot explain from the Italic. We must not, however, forget that,

the Latin excepted, we have but scanty monumental remains of any

of these languages ; and that as to the Latin itself, the literature of

which is before us, it may be asserted, without a paradox, that we

probably possess little more than the half of its words. Of the anti-

Ennian time, for instance, we have the fragments of the Carmen

Saliare, which Cicero understood no better than a merely Latin scholar

of our own days. They exhibit such dissimilarity from what we

know as Latin, that we are constantly reminded of the defectiveness

of our knowledge. Besides, how few words of common life, how few

technical expressions are preserved to us in books

!

We now proceed to examine these languages separately.

1. The Umhrian.

The Umbrians once occupied a great part of Etruria. Many Etrus-

can towns bore Umbrian names. The monuments of this language

are all found in Umbria Proper ; that is to say, in the Umbria of the

Romans (Romagna). The most important among them are the seven

Eugubine bronze tablets found in Iguvium (Gubbio). Of these, five

have a national alphabet, with the writing from right to left ; two use

the Latin alphabet, with the writing from left to right. The former

are by far the more ancient ; they belong to the fourth century of

Rome (about 400 B.C.), whereas those in Latin may be two centuries

later. The language is the same in both ; but the stage of deve-

lopment is different. In the old language, T K U stand also for D C O,

which the modern language distinguishes from them as the Latin

does.

S dwindles more and more into R.

Z becomes S.

A is often weakened into O.
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We are justified, therefore, in making a distinction between Old and

New Umbrian.

If the ancient Latin has assisted us in deciphering Umbrian words,

we are now also enabled to explain Latin forms from the Umbrian.

"We shall illustrate this by some examples.

In Umbrian, the D between two vowels passes into a specific R,

expressed in the national alphabet by a peculiar letter, in Latin by

RS. The discovery of this law has led to the decipherment of many

unintelligible words, as may be seen in the following fragments of a

prayer to Fisovis Sancius for the bipedes and quadrupedes (men and

cattle) of the town and country of Iguvium :

FISOVIE SANCIE DITU OCRE
Fisovi Sancie dato colli

FISI TOTE
Fisio (et) civitati

FISIE TOTAR
Fisii (et) civitatis

PETURPURSUS
quadrupedibus

The Umbrian and Latin have many peculiarities in common.

They both are averse to diphthongs. In both

AI becomes E. AU becomes O. 01 becomes O or I.

1'he Latin has frequently changed D into L or R :

dingua = lingua. odor = olere. ad = ar.

In a similar manner, the Umbrian regularly changes D, between

two vowels, into its peculiar lingual R

:

Tripodare, Ahtrepuraum.

Bipedibus, Dupursus.

Quadrupedibus, Peturpursus.

Callidus (a horse with a white forehead), Calerus.

Calato (from calare), Caritu.

Capidibus (from capis), Capirus.

Sedes, Seres.

lOVINE
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Both languages frequently change S between two vowels into R.

But the R in Umbrian goes even further than the Latin at the end

of words.

Both languages exhibit a tendency to throw off the final INI S D.

Many proofs might be adduced in support of the assertion that the

Umbrian represents a more ancient form of Italic speech than the

Latin. One of these is the fact of the Latin words which we recog-

nize in the Umbrian inscriptions being precisely those which we

find only in the oldest Latin. Another is, the circumstance of the

aspirate F being regularly preserved in the middle of the word

(Inlaut), where the Latin usually has only B.

In like manner, the Umbrian has retained the original S in the

declension :

Gen. Sing. Latin AE, Umbrian AS.

„ I, „ ES.

Norn. PI. „ I, „ OS.

It has also a Locativus both in the singular and plural, of which

the Latin has only retained a few traces.

The Umbrian consistently distinguishes the consonantic declen-

sion from the declension of stems terminating in I. The masculines

and feminines of the third declension, which terminate in a consonant,

are declined as follows :

Ace. Sing. 0. Dat. 1

Norn. Plural. OS. Ablat. j
^^''''"^- ^^'

We may compare Kvestur (quaestor) and Ocris (collis, mons)

:

Sing. Nom. Ace. PI. Xom. Lat. All.

Kvestur, Kvesturo, Kvesturor, Questurus.

Ocris, Ocrem, Ocres, Ocris.

K before I and E passes in Umbrian into a sibilant (C), the most

ancient instance of the phenomenon so prevalent in the Romanic
languages, when compared with the Latin (carus, cher—Kikero,

Cicerone).

The Umbrian monuments have been collected, critically examined,

and explained in "Die umbrischen Sprachdenkmaler," alluded to

above.
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2. The Sahellicm, or the Volscian and Marsian Languages.

For the decipherment of the Volscian language we have only two

inscriptions of small extent— the Tabula Veliterna (found near

Velletri), and the Tabula Antina (discovered in Civita d'Antino).

They are, however, sufficient to authorize us in saying, that this

branch bears a closer resemblance to the Umbrian-Latin than the

Oscan.

The Diphthongs are contracted

AI into E. OIS into IS.

The D of the imperative has been dropped in the Sabellian, as in

the Umbrian and Latin—
ESTU for ESTUD.

As to the Marsian, our materials are still more scanty. The princi-

pal inscription, the Bronze of Eapino, is now in the Berlin Museum.

All we can say about it is, that it stands between the Latin and

Oscan ; but its inflexional system approaches nearer to the Latin.

3. The Oscan.

The Oscan language extends over Samnium, Campania, Lucania,

Bruttium, and even as far as Messina. The central point of the

Osci is the land of the Sabines, the name of which (Samnium) is

merely a contraction of Sab-i-nium (in Oscan, Safinium).

The existence of a considerable number of inscriptions enables

us to reconstruct the Oscan language much more satisfactorily than

those which we have hitherto discussed. Its system of sounds is very

transparent.

AI and 01 having been preserved in the Oscan, the declension

of the dative case is entirely Greek :

Greek 9, aig, w, oiq.

Oscan AI, AIS, 01, OIS.

The vowels have also been well preserved, and not arbitrarily

changed, as in Umbrian and Latin. The final consonants in the

flexions have remained. The vocalism and consonantism stand in

good organic relation to each other. In the declension we have a
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proper Locative : the ablative singular has maintained its final D ; the

accusative plural SS is nearer to the primitive NS than the Latin S.

Yet we know the Oscan only in its period of decay. This is

proved by the frequent assimilations, and by the exaggerated aversion

to a combination of certain consonants. The systematic arrangement

of the language shows that the Oscans had a literature.

The Oscan is of the greatest importance for acquiring a real

knowledge of the Latin language.

The recently discovered Oscan inscriptions have been explained

by Dr. Aufrecht in the Journal for comparative philology, pub-

lished at Berlin — " Zeitschrift fiir vergleichende Sprachforschung.

Von Aufrecht und Ivuhn."

APPENDIX.

The Messapian Dialect.

In that part of Southern Italy which the Greeks called Messapia

(our Calabria), we find sepulchral inscriptions, exhibiting a language

rich in vowels, with Indo-Germanic forms. Unfortunately, we have

as yet no accurate copies of these inscriptions. The following pheno-

mena are certain

:

Nom. terminates in AS, OS
Gen. „ AIHI, IHI = aisi, isi = o((t)io.

For the S between two vowels passes into H, just as the spiritus

asper in Greek has sprung from S.

We possess a few Messapian glosses, most of which admit of an

Indo-Germanic solution.*

* wavds panis. Derived either from pak, coquere, haked ; or, in ray opinion,

from pd, to nourish.

PpfvSos or fipfVTiov Stag, or stag's-head. Tn Lithuanian hrCdis is the name for

the elk, and in some districts for the stag.

crlirTa aidira Ilesj'ch.

fiavpia (d-n'clling-place, house). Derived probably from the root <pv, fu, and

very like our bower.

)3iCT§7;, a sort of knife for cutting grapes.

Menzana, a surname of Jupiter.
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All the dialects of Southern Italy have been collected and examined

in the work alluded to above :
" Die unteritalischen Dialekte. Von

Theodor Mommsen. Leipzig, 1851."

III.

Some Philological Points of Latin explained by co^nparison tvitk

the other Italic Dialects.

1. The change ofD in the beginning of certain Latin tcords into B.

Phenomena like

Bonus, originally Duonus, _

Bellum, „ Duellum,

Bellona, „ Duellona,

Bidens, „ Duidens,

are certainly startling ; but the analogy exhibited by the examples

adduced is sufficient to prove that this change is an organic one.

The following explanation appears to be the most satisfactory:—
We observe, first, that duellum is bisyllabic = dvellum. Owing to

the Mute D exercising a hardening organic influence upon the V,

this becomes dbellum, as a transitional form ; and the D becoming too

heavy, they pronounced and then wrote the word, bellum. The

Greeks acted differently, and preferred throwing off the Digamma.

Thus the Sanskrit dvis becomes liq, in Latin bis. But even in

Greek theD in tiKotn {= twice 10) is dropped : the older form fiKaTi

still exists in the Tab. Heracl. and elsewhere. The Sanskrit has

vin^ati, while all the Teutonic dialects have preserved the D as T,

even our twenty.

The mollification of Gutturals, the hardest class of consonants, is

a perfectly analogous case ; thus

K(kh) becomes kv, G(gh) becomes gv.

The old inscriptions have pequnia, qura, oquoltus for pecunia, cura,

occultus : cum, even as a preposition, is written quom. Quiesco is =
KEiuai : quatio becomes in composition cutio. In Modern Umbrian

dequrio= decuria, pequ= pecus, peiqu= pico, but peico = picom.

In the same manner we find tinguo formed from tingo, urgueo
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from urgeo ; anguis is=Gr. t^tf, unguis = o>'v$: ungueo in

Sanskrit is pronounced an^r, the same root wliich is found in Anke

(Swiss German = butter).

On the other hand, the mute exercising its hardening influence, we

advance
from kp to p, from gb to b.

By this organic process we can explain some very startling transi-

tional forms.

The original form of the interrogative pronoun is KA. Its

different changes are

:

Latin.
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Remains of transition are visible in pcena, punire ; mcenia, nninire.

A long 1 stands for the old oi, in vinum, vicus ^oh'oc, o'ikoc. There

is a constant oscillation between au and 6 :

Aula and 011a. Plaustrum and Plostrum. Lautus and Lotus.

Instances of such contractions are particularly frequent in the

flexions IS (dat. abl. pi. of 1st and 2nd decl. = ais, ois, o dat. sing, of

2nd decl.)= w, Osc. oi :

Lat. Umbr. Oscan. Greek.

Viis, Vies, Viais, fiovaaig.

Tauro, Tore, Tauroi, ravpo).

Tauris, Toris, Taurois, -avpoiQ.

And in the conjugation :

Stes, .... Stais, larairjq.

3. The droppmg offinal Consonants.

Here also the different Italic dialects illustrate each other.

a. The terminal M was in old Latin arbitrarily retained and

dropped. The beginning of the sepulchral inscription of Lucius

Scipio in the Vatican furnishes an instance,

HONC. OIXO. PLOmUME. COSENTIONT. ROMANEI
hunc unum plurimi consentiunt Romani

DUONORO. OPTIMO. FUISE. VIRO.

bonorum optimum fuisse virum (for viroruni).

It had probably a nasal sound, like the French n.

b. The same liberty was taken witli the terminal S, as will appear

by reference to the classic writers.

Cicero in the Orator says :
" Ita enim loquebamur : Qui est oinnibu'

princeps, non omnibus princeps : et. Vita ilia digmi locoque, nou

dignus." Again Lucretius : I, 186.

"Nam fierent juvenes subito ex infantibu parvis."

The same occurs very frequently in older poets.

c. The abl. sing, originally terminated invariably in D. Thus

we read in the senatusconsultum de Bacchanalibus (of the year

of Rome 568) :

H
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Sententiad, = Sententia.

in oquoltod, = in occulto

in conventionid, = in conventione.

The new critical school has banished the dream of " D parago-

gicum." We find this ablative D in Oscan throughout ; the Old

Umbrian, which indeed goes much further than the Latin in drop-

ping the terminal consonants, has lost it altogether.

4. The Changes of S between two Vowels.

S between two vowels is apt in Latin and Umbrian to pass into R,

whereas the Oscan preserves it or changes it into Z. Thus the

Oscan is placed in the same antagonism to Latin and Umbrian

as the Gothic is to all other German dialects. The Greek in such

a position drops the S ; or to speak more accurately, first changes it

into the spiritus asper, and hence it is lost sight of. So the younger

Dorian has Mwa =: fxovaa, Troij/at ^ Trouiaai.

A knowledge of this process forms the basis of many well founded

comparisons ; for instance, in the formation of the gen. pi.

:

Osc. Lat. Umhr. Goth. Anr/l.-S. Greek.

(Subst.)Viazum,Viarum, Viarum, - - ^ovalnor.

(Pron.) Pazum, Quarum,Parum, Thizo, Thara, -awr.

(Compar.) Meliores „ Batizans,Pezzirun(OldG.),/3£Xr(ojfe

(Old, Melioses). =. fitkriovaic

= Skr. variyansas.

Thus we can combine :

JEolic, avujQ. Lat. Aurora. Skr. LTshas.

Greek, vvoq. „ Nurus. „ Snusha. (Germ. Schnur.)

There are instances of this change in Latin : Arbor. Honor,

instead of the Old, Arbos. Ilonos.

In the New Umbrian, we find it even in declension

:

Gen, sing. Totar Ijovinar (Civitatis Iguvinae).

Abl. pi. vesclcr adrer (vasculis atris).

In this it resembles on the one hand the Old Norse, (fiskr, Goth.

fisks), on the other the Laconic, wliich uses, au'ip for ^eog, vtKvp for

rtKVQ.
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IV.

General Results as to the Origin of the Latin Language, and

its Relation to the cognate Italic Tongues.

Niebuhr supposed the Latin to have been a mixed language, pos-

sessing a Greek element imported by the Pelasgi, and another ori-

ginally Italic tribe. He supported this assertion by a very acute and

essentially true observation. He remarked that, whereas the words

belonging to the sphere of peaceable rural life agree in Greek and

Latin, the Latin expressions for everything belonging to warfare,

arms, and hunting have no words corresponding to them in Greek.

The observation is correct, however it may have been impugned by

some linguistic etymologists. But if we consider this fact in the light of

comparative philology, we find it to be of general occurrence in the

Indo-Germanic languages. Our comparative tables in the last

Chapter show this. It must, therefore, be explained in a manner

applicable to all, that is to say, as we have done in the Report about

the Germanic researches, by tlie circumstance that all those nations

once lived as peaceable herdsmen, and, in part at least, as agricul-

turists, in their primitive Asiatic abodes. It is natural, that the names

of the most important domestic animals, and only a few of the wild

beasts, as wolf and bear, and the words for primitive wants (breadstuffs,

metals, names of consanguinity and aflinity in their farthest exten-

sions) should be identical, not only in Greek and Latin, but also in

the Germanic, Lithuanian and Slavonic languages. We subjoin some

additional illustrations, as to the words for family relations.

Mother: Osc. amma ; Old High Germ, amma; — compare Ger.

arame (nurse); Icelandic amma (grandmother); Sanskrit ama.

The Italic expression for man, in opposition to woman, is : Lat.

vir ; Umbr. veir ; Teut. ver ; in Skr. viras. Another name for

man in general is av»/p, Umbr. Osc. ner, Skr. nar, (The Ionic

declension of ('oZ/p is aripoc, aripi. The a is only prosthetiC; as it

often happens that a vowel is put before words beginning with a

nasal or liquid or double consonant, e.g. ot'ofia nomen, 6(pnvg-=eyQ-

brow, 8iC.).

H 2
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These words, therefore, are the Asiatic heirloom of the civilized

nations of Europe. This adherence to old forms, indeed, need not

surprise us. It is much more astonishing, and equally certain, al-

though but very lately remarked, that the only two Indo-Germanic

languages which have a free accent— that is to say, an accent inde-

pendent of quantity— have, in all identical words, preserved that

accentuation in the midst of so many changes ; which, being a general

rule, cannot be accidental.

Thus for instance :

Sanskrit. Greek.

Svadu, TjSuc*

Miidhu, fiidv.

'A^vas, 'iinroc^.

Patis, 7rd(Tt£.

Svapnas, vttvoq.

Pancan, trivTE,

Saptan, tTrra.

If, therefore, "we find in the different branches of that stock dif-

ferent words for the implements of hunting and warfare, we must

conclude that they were fixed after the separation took place.

But on inquiring more closely, we shall find, moreover, that the

diverging words, which were quoted by Niebuhr in proof of a mix-

ture, are generally reducible to roots common to all the branches.

"We exhibit tlie etymology of the very words chosen by him as

instances :

Sctctum is the Greek crKvrur, from the root sku, "to cover ;" from

which also come the German schuh (shoe), scheune, &c.

Parma, Trapfxt].

Jaculum, from jacere, Gr. JaTrrw.

Arma, for arcma from arcere, "that which defends, wards off, the

defence," Gr. upkeIv, aXaXKtir.

P'dum, the pestle, whence spear, from pinsere (conf. pistillnm)

Gi". 7rrt(T(Tw (tzt for tt just as in the Homeric tttuXiq, irroXe/.ioc, for

7rt5\ic» 7ro\f;uoc).

I^nncea, Xo-yyjj.

THum, tel:i (wliat is woven) conies from texcrC; and stands for
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texilla ; thus palus (pfahl) stands for paxillus, mala (cheek) for maxilla,

ala for axilla.

In the same manner telum is texillum from the root taksh, which

was not originally, like texere, limited to weaving, but applied to

all sorts of artificial work. Tvashtar, in the Vedas the name of the

Indian Vulcan, comes from the same root. Hence taxan, the Gr.

TiKTO)v, " carpenter ;" the same roots appear in ro^oc = wood shaped

Avith a knife or similar instrument.

Cli/peus, "shield," is intimately connected with the Gr. /caXwTrrw:

then with celare, old High Germ, haljan, Ger. heMen, compare /caXu^,

and old H. Ger. helawa, which both signify " the pod." The general

sense, therefore, of the root is " that which conceals," from which also

comes the German helm, helmet ; ensis, Skr. asis, perhaps = aop, uoj}.

As to dnellum, its original meaning seems to be hatred, enmity ;

from the Skr. dvish (odisse), Gr. oBvacrofxcu.

These examples are sufficient to show, that the metal out of which

these words were coined was taken from the same treasury, but

coined independently. None of the known languages of this stock

is the primitive one, neither the Greek, Latin, or Sanskrit. We must

reconstruct the primordial tongue by a critical analysis and comparison

of all the branches,

"We may, however, bear in mind generally, as already observed,

that the Greek and Latin have a closer affinity to each other, than to

any other cognate family; as have the German and the Slavonic.

The natural explanation seems to be that the Greeks and Romans

lived longer together, and took in common, about the same period, a

more southern direction ; whereas the Germans and Slavonics took

or kept in common a more northerly one.

V.

The Etymology of Annus^ Cena, Magister, Minister, and some other

old Italic words.

The Umbrian word for Annus is aknos. It seems impossible to

combine these two forms. But we know that the older form for

annus was amnus, as it is still preserved in sollemnis. This leads us

H 3
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to remark, that in many Latin words mn arose out of an assimi-

lation of jin or bn. Tlius somnus stands for sopnus (vtwoq sopio),

scamnum for .scabnum (of scabellum), Saraniuni for Sabnium (Osc.

Safinium), and Sanskrit etymology proves that am7iis stands for

apnis (Skr. <7/7, water), damnum for dabnum (Skr. dahh, to hurt).

We may therefore suppose that amniis had an older form apmis,

identical with the Umbrian aknus, with this difference, that the

Umbrian retains the older guttural, wliich in Latin is changed into

a labial—a change already explained. This correspondence becomes

evident from the coincidence of the Latin j)ere?inis and Umbrian

peraknis.

Ought we to write Ccena, ccena or cena ? Though there is

authority for each of these modes of writing, only one of them can

be correct. Those who write coena or ca3na I'ely on the etymology

of the word. They say it is derived from the Greek koh'oc, and

means a common meal. Some philologcrs, even at the present day,

consider it to be the Greek ^o/r//. Others derive it from eo-cdere,

"to dine together."

Now, all the inscriptions before the time of Augustus have

ce7ia, and this is the orthography of the old MSS., for example, of

Plautus. Still some doubt might be entertained, in the absence of

more direct proof; such, however, exists. Fcstus informs us that

" Scensas Sabini coenas dicebant." This gloss, however, seems to

be a corruption of the genuine form which exists in Umbrian. Here

the word, is pronounced cersna or cesna, and the Latin cenatns is

rendered by cersnatos. Though there be no plausible derivation of

this form, still we may learn from it, first, that the orthography with

e is the true one ; and secondly, that all the above-mentioned etymo-

logies are devoid of all probability.

Again, Suetonius informs us, that Nero, in the language of the

Sabines, meant "fortis ac strenuus," and Gcllius states that Neriene

or Nerio, the god of Avar, is of Sabine origin, " coque significatur

virtus et fortitude." In Umbrian we have iter, signifying a man,

KUT k^oxhy, a chief.

In a similar way the true etymology of Magisler and Miiiister is

to be found in the comparison of the Oscan, minster, "smaller" =
minus, and the Umbrian, mester, "greater "=magis. IVIinistor stands.
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therefore, for miaus-ter. Freund's and Ritschl's derivation of it

from manus, cannot therefore be maintained.*

Many later words, which we knoAV only from the old Lexico-

graphers, are common in Umbrian, e. g. ocris mons, cajns " a vessel

for sacrificial purposes." Festus has the old Avord 2)esestas in tlie

sense of " pestilentia ; " in Umbrian we have the verb pesere in the

sense of perdere. It seems strange that the Latin has no word cor-

responding to the Gr. irvp, and. fiur, Anglo-S. fyr (fir-e). In Umbrian

we only find pir, not ignis.

VI.

The Etymology ofItalia and Titienses, and of some words connected

with Religion.

As to Italia, we believe its older form to have been Vitalia

;

indeed the Oscan coins of the time of the Social War bear the

legend Vitelio. Its derivation from vitulus appears perfectly correct

;

it is the Greek hakog : a very appropriate name for a country pos-

sessing so much good pasture and sucli abundance of fine cattle.

As to the names of the three tribes of the Romulian city, Luceres,

Ramnenses, and Titienses, the last only has a certain etymology in the

name of the Sabine king, Titus Tatius. This Tatius is the diminutive

of tata f (father), therefore absolutely the same name as Attila (dear

father). With this word for " father" corresponds Acca for "mo-
ther." Acca Larentia means mother Larentia ; and in Sanskrit

there is identically the same name " Akka," for mother.

Religio is derived probably from relegere, not from religare. At least

this was the opinion of Cicero, who says, Nat. Deor. 2, 28.:— "Qui
omnia, quas ad cultum deorum pertinerent, diligentes retractarent et

tamquam relegerent, sunt dicti religiosi ex relegendo, ut elegantes

ex elegendo, tamquam a diligendo diligentes, ex intelligendo in-

* This had been observed by Pott long before Mr. Donaldson expressed a

similar opinion.

t The word Tata is still used for father in the popular Roman tongue ; as the

name of that good and pious layman Tata Giovanni shows, which (as every

Roman knows) means Father Giovanni. (Bunsen.)

n 4
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telligentes ; his eniin in verbis oiimibus iuest vis legendi eadem, quic

in religioso." Legere had probably a wider sense formerly, as appears

from the Greek Xiyuv and even the Latin lex, legis. Religere was

perhaps the same as secuni reputare, and then restricted to the sense

of revolving religious opinions. Religio, moreover, has never the

same extended meaning in Latin which we give to our word religion ;

it signifies rather " consideration" in a moral point of view.

Superstitio comes from superstare, " to stand over a thing," to be

puzzled by some occurrence, without any apparent reason ; hence

the signification of finding divine influence in accidents, which can be

traced to a natural source.

Indigitamenta are prayers offered to the Indigctes, the deified

heroes. Indiges comes from hide, the older form of in, and ges from

gigno.

As to Ilnruspex it has been already observed that this is one of

the Latin words said to be of Etruscan origin. It seems strange that

no etymology of it has been handed down from antiquity by the earlier

grammarians, such as Terentius Varro or Verrius Flnccus. Sup-

posing the word to have been borrowed from the Etruscans, together

with the institution of the haruspices, we should have expected that

authors, who obviously had an opportunity of mentioning it, would

have availed themselves of it ; fur instance, Cicero in his book " De

Divinatione." As it is, however, Servius and Donatus are the first

who attempt to explain the word, and even their views are evi-

dently discordant, because they had no tradition about it. Servius

(apud Apulejum Min. de nota aspir.) refutes the etymology proposed

by some who would derive aruspexivom ara and specere {(lionoaKoiroQ),

by the simple fact that the a in ara is long, whereas it is short in ha-

ruspex. He might have added that the older form of ara being asa, it

would be necessary to [)rove the same change in haru-spex. Servius

himself considers it as a combination of hara, which he interprets

as a sort of bird of augury, and specere. Now, with reference to

this etymology, in the first place, there is no ancient author who

mentions such a bird ; but if they did, the question would then arise,

what had the haruspices to do with the augures, the functions of the

two being quite distinct? Donatus ad Terent. I'hurni. iv. 4. 28.,

says: " Haruspex ab haruga nominatur. Nam haruga dicitur hostia
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ab hara, in qua concluilitur et servatur. Hara autem est, in qua

pecora iucluduntur." There may be some truth in this remark, at

all events in the first part of it, especially when we compare it with

Paul. Diac. excerp. :
'' Harviga dicebatur hostia, cujus adhaerentia

insi^iciebantur exta." It is, however, quite impossible to form haruspex

directly from harviga-spex or haruga-spex. A third etymology, pro-

posed by the learned Bishop Isidorus Hispalensis, from hora and

specere, is scarcely deserving of notice. Most modern philologers

adopt the etymology of Donatus. So does Otfr. Mllller in his work

on the Etruscans. He says (ii. 12.): "The word haruspices, in its

more restricted meaning, signifies beholders of sacrifice, although,

in a wider sense, it comprehends the interpreters of lightning and

diviners of prodigies. It is probably derived from aruga or arviga,

rather than from ara or hara." Others consider it as an Etruscan

corruption of leporrKOTTOQ. But, in the first place, 'itpocKoivoQ is a

comparatively late and rare word in Greek, being first met with

apparently in one of the Orphic poems, and then used chiefly as a

translation of haruspex. In the second place, in an Etruscan bilinguar

inscription found at Pisaurum, where a man is called " haruspex

fulguriator," the Etruscan expression is widely different from ha-

ruspex.

Before I propose my own derivation of hariispex, it will be neces-

sary to say a few words on the orthography. In several old MSS.

it is written haruspex as well as hariolus, without the h ; the MSS.

of Plautus, Terence, and Sallust, for instance. On the other hand,

in Virg. (^n. ii. 739.), the Medicean MS. reads harospex. Among
the inscriptions in which haruspex is found, I am not aware of any

which goes as far back as the time of the Republic. It is spelt both

haruspex and aruspex, but, in the greater number of inscriptions,

with the h. These contain also some remarkable forms ; namely :

harispcx, arispex, arespex, arrespex. The fluctuation between the

forms with h and without it only proves that the pronunciation of

the initial h began to be weakened at an early period, as is the case

in some other woi ds. In these instances, etymology alone can de-

cide. The word anser is a remarkable example, which is so written

by general consent ; although the ccimparison of x»/) , Sansk. hausa,

Germ, gans, is sufficient to prove that its original form must have
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been hanser. It would certainly be a great blunder to introduce

hanser into a classical work, contrary to the authority of inscrip-

tions, grammarians, and MSS. ; but at the same time it must be con-

fessed that orthography is dependent in a great degree upon time,

place, and opinion, especially when a language is on the decline, as

is evidently the case with the Latin. Nor is it a less blunder on the

part of those philologers who pretend to fix the original form of

Latin words by the authority of MSS. alone, not one of which goes

back beyond the fourth century. They would by this means fre-

quently run the risk of making the orthography of some particular

grammarian or scribe that of antiquity in general. It sounds like

a paradox, although it is not so in fact, that an inscription of early

date is better authority for the orthography of a word than all the

extant MSS. put together.

My own opinion is, that it should be written haruspex, and I shall

try to prove so by the connexion in which it stands to some Latin

words, and others in Greek and the cognate languages. First of all,

we cannot separate haruspex from hariohis and hariolari. They

are, indeed, very often connected by old authors.

Plaut. Mil. Gl. 3, 1, 99. (Ritschl)

:

" Da quod dem quinquatribiis

Prajcantrici, conjectrici, ariola; atque aruspicac."

Amphitr. 5. 2, 2. (Weise)

:

" Nihil est quod timeas, harlolos, haruspices

Mitte omnis : quce futura et qua; facta, eloquor."

Terent. Phorm. 4, 4, 24. (Bentley) :

" Quot res post ilia monstra evenerunt mibi ?

Introlit in wdis ater alienus canis :

Anguis in impluvium decidit de tegulis

:

Gallina cecinit : interdixit hariolus,

Aruspex vetuit."

Cicero de Nat. Deor. 1, 20. : Sequitur yuairic/; vestra, quai Latine

diviiiatio dicitur, qua tanta imbueremur superstitione, si vos audire

vellemus, ut haruspices, augures, harioli, vatcs et conjectores nobis

essent colendi." Hariolus is a fortune-teller, and hariolari means

to foretell future events. Compare Plaut. Rud. 4, 4, 95. (W.) :
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" Gr. Quid, si ista aut superstitiosa aut hariola est, atque omnia,

Quidquid insit, vera dicet? anne habebit hariola?

DcE. Non feret, nisi vera dicet, nequidquam hariolabitur."

Asin. ii. 2. 49. (W.).

" Ergo mirabar, quod dudum scapulae gestibant milii,

Hariolari quae occeperunt, sibi esse in mundo malum."

It is not distinctly stated what ""were the specific functions of the

harioli. I should imagine from the similarity of the names, it was the

same as haruspices. But the haruspices were public officers, and only

consulted about events which concerned the republic : the harioli, on

the contrary, were private persons who obtained their living by

fortune-telling.* The peasant mentioned by Pha3drus (3, 3.

Bentley),

" Alenti cuidam pecora pepererunt oves

Agnos humano capite. Monstro exterritus,

Ad consulendos currit moerens hariolos,"

could not go to the haruspices. The harioli soon fell into contempt,

and hariolari signifies also " to prattle, to talk foolishly." This last

derivation has given rise to the common etymology of hariolus from

fari, which is improbable from the different quantity of the two

words.

The principal business of the haruspices was to observe the

entrails of a sacrificed animal, and to foretell the future according

as the appearances were auspicious or inauspicious. Here they are

sometimes called simply extispices. Compare Cic. de Div. 1, 6. :

" Qua) est autem gens aut qua? civitas, quoe non aut extispicum, aut

monstra aut fulgura interpretantum .... pra3dictione moveatur."

lb. I, 16. : "Qui, quum Achivi coepissent

Inter se strepere aperteque artem obterere extispicum."

Ih. 1, 33.: "Quod Hetruscorum declarant et haruspicini et ful-

gurales, et tonitruales libri, vestri etiam augurales." Non. IMarcell.,

p. 16.

It is true, that the haruspices had also to interpret lightnings, and

we find a distinction between haruspices extispici and haruspices

* Cic. de Div. i. 458, :
" eos ; qui quaestus causa hariolentur."
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fulguratores. The latter function was indeed secondary, inasmuch

as it was exercised in the case of some great impending cahimity ;

whereas no important public enterprise was undertaken without the

extispicia. As the same person might be both extispex and fulgu-

rator, it is not astonishing to find them both called haruspices.

Haruspices is formed in the same manner as extispex, auspex, ex-

tispicus, vestispica (a servant, who had the care of the wardrobe

"quod vestem spiciat"). Haru, a woixl of the fourth declension,

must have had precisely the same meaning as exter, namely entrails.

It would be extraordinary should we be misled by the agreement of

the Greek, Teutonic, Lithuanian and Sanskrit languages in adopting

this opinion. In Greek we find xo'^"c ^J^*! X^'^'^' both meaning

bowels. x'^^'*''^e k(ftBai (Aristoph. Equit. 717.) seem to have been a

favourite dish of the Athenians. R and L are so easily interchange-

able, that no farther proof is necessary to show that haru, xoKag,

\6\i^ contain the same root, though differing in their terminations.

For the h and x ^^ Greek and Latin, we should expect a ^ in Teu-

tonic. In fact, we find in Old Norse garnir f. pi. bowels
;
garn-mor,

the fat which lies around the bowels. In the Edda 45. it is said that

Loki is bound by the gods with the bowels of his son: '^ gdrniim ins

hrimkalda magar." In Old High German we have the gloss mitti-

garni arvina, that is, fiEcrev-ipiov. In Lithuanian the same word is

found as zarna f. a gut, pi. zarnos, bowels. In many instances a

Lithuanian z corresponds to the Greek x find Latin h : zema, hiems,

y^uixwv ; wezii, veho, ox**^ 5 zmonis, homo ; zasis, yjfy. The Sanskrit

word shows a slight variation in the vowel, owing to the influence

of the following r, and is pronounced hird f. It occurs only in

the Vedas, and is explained by the Scholiast to Yajurveda, xxv. 9.,

as a tubular vessel of the body conveying food.*

This will be sufficient, I hope, to show that haruspex is nothing

more nor less than a priest, who had to observe and to interpret the

entrails of a hostia ; in one word, identical with extispex. The same

is expressed by hariolus. We must suppose that from haru a verb

haruor or hnrior (compare harispcx of the inscriptions) was formed,

* The -word being vei^ rare. 1 give tlie other passages ^^here it appears :

Atharvaveda, i, 4, 1, 3. vii, 35, 1.
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•which meant to observe the bowels, just" as from fulgur, we find

fulgurator, an interpreter of lightning, derived. , ^Fi'om this verb,

again, hariolus was derived, which gave rise to hariolari.

I cannot conclude this discussion, without adding that the Sans-

krit hird reminds us strongly of another Latin term 'for bowels;

namely, hirce. It is a rare word, found only once in^Plautus, Cure.

2, 1, 23. (W.) :

" Lien necat, renes dolent,

Pulmones distrahuatur, cruciatur jecur,

Radices cordispereunt, hirae omnes dolent."

It is mentioned again by Macrobius, Comm. in Somn. Scip. 1, 6.

(Fan.) :
" Et intestina principalia tria, quorum unum disseptura

vocatur, quod ventrem et cetera intestina secernit : alterum medium,

quod Graeci fieaEVTepiov dicunt : tertium, quod veteres hiram vocaruut,

habeturque prascipuum intestinorum omnium, et cibi retrimenta

ducit." And again by Paulus Diac. Excerp. :
" Hira qu^ deminutive

dicitur hilla, quam Grceci dicunt rijiTTii', intestinum est, quod Jejunum

vocant." A derivative of /lira is more common, hilla, standing for

hirifla. Compare Non.^Marc.p. 122.
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THIRD CHAPTER.

THE LAST RESULTS OF THE PERSIAN RESEARCHES IN COMPARATIVE

PHILOLOGT.

(Reported by Dr. IMax Mulleu )

By means of laws like that of the " correspondence of letters,"

discovered by Rask and Grimm, it has been possible to deter-

mine the exact form of words in Gothic, in cases where no

trace of them occurred in the literary documents of the Gothic

nation. Single words which were not to be found in Ulfilas

have been recovered by applying certain laws to their cor-

responding forms in Latin or Old High German, and thus

retranslating them into Gothic. But a much greater conquest

was achieved in Persia. Here comparative philology has

actually had to create and reanimate all the materials of lan-

guage on which it was afterwards to work. Nothing was

known of the language of Persia and Media previous to the

Shahnameh of Firdusi, composed about 1000 a.d., and it is

due entirely to the inductive method of comparative philology

that we have now before us contemporaneous documents of

three periods of Persian language, deciphered, translated, and

explained. We have the language of the Zoroastrians, the lan-

guage of the Achaemenians, and the language of the Sassanians,

which represent the history of the Persian tongue in three suc-

cessive periods— all now rendered intelligible by the aid of

comparative philology, while but fifty years ago their very name

and existence were questioned.

The labours of Anquctil Duperron, who first translated the
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Zendavesta, were those of a bold adventurer — not of a scholar.

Rask was the first who, with the materials collected by Duperron

and himself, analysed the language of the Avesta scientifically.

He proved—
1. That Zend was not a corrupted Sanskrit, as supposed by

W. Erskine, but that it differed from it as Greek, Latin, or

Lithuanian differed from one another and from Sanskrit.

2. That the modern Persian was really derived from Zend

as Italian was from Latin ; and

3. That the Avesta, or the works of Zoroaster, must have been

reduced to writing at least previous to Alexander's conquest.

The opinion that Zend was an artificial language (an opinion

held by men of great eminence in Oriental philology since the

days of Sir W. Jones) is passed over by Rask as not deserving

refutation.

The first edition of the Zend texts, the critical restitution of

the MSS., the outlines of a Zend grammar, with the transla-

tion and philological anatomy of considerable portions of the

Zoroastrian writings, were the work of the late Eugene Burnouf.

He was the real founder of Zend philology. It is clear from his

works, and from Bopp's valuable remarks in his Comparative

Grammar, that Zend in its grammar and dictionary is nearer to

Sanskrit than any other Indo-European language. Many Zend

words can be re-translated into Sanskrit simply by changing

the Zend letters into their corresponding forms in Sanskrit,

With regard to the "correspondence of letters" in Grimm's

sense of the word, Zend ranges with Sanskrit and the classical

languages. It differs from Sanskrit principally in its sibilants,

nasals, and aspirates. The Sanskrit s, for instance, is represented

by the Zend A, a change analogous to that of an original s into

the Greek aspirate, only that in Greek this change is not general.

Thus the geographical name, " hapta hendu," which occurs in the

Avesta, becomes intelligible, if we re-translate the Zend A into

the Sanskrit s. For " sapta sindhu," or the " Seven Rivers," is
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the old Vaidik name of India itself, derived from the five rivers

of the Penjtvb, together with the Indus, and the Sarasvati.

Where Sanskrit differs in words or grammatical peculiarities

from the northern members of the Arian family, it frequently

coincides Avith Zend. The numerals are the same in all

these l.inguages up to 100. The name for thousand, however,

(sahasra), is peculiar to Sanskrit, and does not occur in any of

the Indo-European dialects except in Zend, where it becomes

*hazanra.' In the same manner the German and Slavonic

languages have a word for thousand peculiar to tliomselves ; as

also in Greek and Latin we find many connnon words which we

look for in vain in any of the other Indo-European dialects. These

facts are full of historical meaning ; and with regard to Zend and

Sanskrit, they prove that these two languages continued together

long after they were separated from the common Indo-European

stock.

Still more striking is the similarity between Persia and

India in religion and mythology. Gods unknown to any

Indo-European nation are worshipped under the same names

in Sanskrit and Zend ; and the change of some of the most

sacred expressions in Sanskrit into names of evil spirits in Zend,

only serves to strengthen the conviction that we have here the

usual traces of a schism which separated a community that had

once been united.

Burnouf, who compared the language and religion of the

Avesta principally with the later classical Sanskrit, inclined at

first to the opinion that this schism took place in Persia, and

that the dissentino; Brahmans immis;rated afterwards into India.

This is still the prevailing opinion, but it requires to be

modified in accordance with new facts elicited from the Ycda.

Zend, if compared with classical Sanskrit, exhibits in many

points of grammar, features of a more primitive character tlian

Sanskrit. But it can now be shown, and Burnouf himself

admitted it, that when this is the case, the Vaidik differs on the
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very same points from tlie later Sanskrit, and has preserved

the same primitive and irregular form as the Zend. I still

hold that the very name of Zend was originally a cor-

ruption of the Sanskrit word " chandas " (i. e., metrical lan-

guage, cf. scandere), which is the name given to the language

of the Veda by Pa?iini and others. When we read in Ptlnini's

grammar that certain forms occur in " chandas " but not in the

classical language, we may almost always translate the word

"chandas" by Zend, for nearly all these rules a[)ply equally

to the language of the Avesta.

In mythology also, the " nomina and numina" of *the Avesta

appear at first sight more primitive than in Manu or the Mahab-

harata. But if regarded from a Vaidik point of view, this rela-

tion shifts at once, and the o;ods of the Zoroastrians come out

once more as mere reflections of the primitive and authentic gods

of the Veda. It can now be proved, even by geographical evidence,

that the Zoroastrians had been settled in India before they immi-

grated into Persia. I say the Zoroastrians, for we have no evidence

to bear us out in making the same assertion of the nations of

Persia and Media in general. That the Zoroastrians and their

ancestors started from India during the Vaidik period can be

proved as distinctly as that the inhabitants of Massilia started

from Greece. The geographical traditions in the first Fargard

of the Vendidad do not interfere with this opinion. If ancient

and genuine, they would embody a remembrance preserved by

the Zoroastrians, but forgotten by the Vaidik poets— a re-

membrance of times previous to their first common descent

into the country of the Seven Rivers. If of later origin, and

this is more likely, they may represent a geographical con-

ception of the Zoroastrians after they had become acquainted

with a larger sphere of countries and nations, subsequent to

their emigration from India.

These and similar questions of the highest importance for the

early history of the Arian language and mythology, however,

I
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must await their final decision, until the whole of the Veda

and the Avesta shall have heen published. Of this Burnouf

was fully aware, and this was the reason why he postponed the

publication of his researches into the antiquities of the Iranian

nation. The same conviction is shared by Westergaard and

Spiegel, who are each engaged in an edition of the Avesta, and

who, though they differ on many points, agree in considering the

Veda as the safest key to an understanding of the Avesta.

Professor Roth, of Tubingen, has well expressed the mutual

relation of the A^eda and Zendavesta under the following simile

:

" The Veda," he writes, " and the Zendavesta are two rivers

flowing from one fountain-head : the stream of the Veda is the

fuller and purer, and has remained truer to its original cha-

racter ; that of the Zendavesta has been in various ways pol-

luted, has altered its course, and cannot, with certainty, be

traced back to its source."

As to the language of the Achaemenians, presented to us

in the Persian text of the cuneiform inscriptions, there was no

room for doubt, as soon as it became legible at all, that it is

the same tongue as that of the Avesta, only in a second stage

of its continuous growth. The process of decyphering these

bundles of arrows b}'- means of Zend and Sanskrit has been very

much like decyphering an Italian inscription without a know-

ledge of Italian, simply by means of classical and mediaeval

Latin. It would have been impossible, even with the quick

perception and patient combination of a Grotefend, to read

more than the proper names and a few titles on the walls of the

Persian palaces, without the aid of Zend and Sanskrit ; and it

seems almost providential, as Lassen remarked, that these in-

scriptions, which at any previous period would have been, in the

eyes of either classical or oriental scholars, nothing but a quaint

conglomerate of nails, wedges, or arrows, should have been

rescued from the dust of centuries at the very moment when

the discovery and study of Sanskrit and Zend had enabled
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the scholars of Europe to grapple successfully with their diffi-

culties.

Upou a closer inspection of the language and grammar of

these mountain records of the Achaemenian dynasty, a curious

fact came to light which seemed to disturb the historical rela-

tion between the language of Zoroaster and the language of

Darius. At first, historians were satisfied with knowing that

the edicts of Darius could be explained by the language of the

Avesta, and that the difference between the two, which could

be proved to imply a considerable interval of time, was such as

to exclude for ever the supposed historical identity of Darius

Hystaspes and Gushtasp, the mythical pupil of Zoroaster. The

language of the Avesta, though certainly not the language of

Zarathustra*, displayed a grammar so much more luxuriant, and

forms so much more primitive than the inscriptions, that centuries

* Spiegel states the results of his last researches into the language of the

difTerent parts of the Avesta in the following words :

" We are now prepared to attempt an arrangement of the different portions

of the Zendavesta in the order of their antiquity. First, we place the second

part of the Yasna, as separated in respect to the language of the Zendavestu,

yet not composed by Zoroaster himself, since he is named in the third person

;

and indeed evei-ything intimates that neither he nor his disciple Gushtasp

was alive. The second place must unquestionably be assigned to the Ven-

didad. I do not believe that the book was originally composed as it now

stands : it has suflered both eai-lier and later interpolations ; still, its present

form may be traced to a considerable antiquity. The antiquity of the work

is proved by its contents, which distinctly show that the sacred literature

was not yet completed.

" The case is different with the writings of the last period, among which I

reckon the first part of the Yasna, and the whole of the Yeshts. Among
these a theological character is unmistakeable, the separate divinities having

their attributes and titles dogmatically fixed.

" Altogether, it is interesting to trace the progress of religion in Parsi

writings. It is a significant fact, that in the oldest, that is to say, the second

part of the Yasna, nothing is fixed in the doctrine regarding God. In the

writings of the second period, that is in the Vendidad, we trace the advance

to a theological, and, in its way, mild and scientific system. Out of this, in

the last place, there springs the stern and intolerant religion of the Sassnnian

epoch."— From the Rev. J. Murray Mitclu-lVs Translation.
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must have elapsed between the two periods represented by these

two strata of language. When, however, the forms of these

languages were subjected to a more and more searching ana-

lysis, it became evident that the phonetic system of the cunei-

form inscriptions was more primitive and regular than even that

of the earlier portions of the Avesta. This difficulty, however,

admits of a solution ; and, like many difficulties of the kind, it

tends to confirm, if rightly explained, the very facts and views

which at first it seemed to overthrow. The confusion in the pho-

netic system of the Zend grammar is no doubt owing to tlie in-

fluence of oral tradition. Oral tradition, particularly if coiffided

to the safeguard of a learned priesthood, is able to preserve, during

centuries of growth and change, the sacred accents of a dead

language ; but it is liable at least to the slow and imperceptible

influences of a corrupt pronunciation. There are no facts to

prove that the text of the Avesta, in the shape in which the

Parsees of Bombay and Yezd now possess it, was committed to

writing previous to the Sassanian dynasty (226 A. D.). After that

time it can indeed be traced and to a great extent be controlled

and checked by the Huzvaresh translations made under that

dynasty. Additions to it were made, as it seems, even after these

Huzvaresh translations ; but their number is small, and we have

no reason to doubt that the text of the Avesta, in the days of

Arda Yiraf, was on the whole exactly the same as at present.

At the time when these translations were made, it is clear from

their own evidence that the language of Zarathustra had already

suffered, and that the ideas of the Avesta were no longer fully

understood even by the learned. Before that time we may infer,

indeed, that the doctrine of Zoroaster had been committed to

writing, for Alexander is said to have destroyed the books of

the Zoroastrians. But whether on the revival of the Persian

religion and literature, that is to say 500 years after Alex-

ander, the works of Zoroaster were collected and restored

from extant MSS., or from oral tradition, must remain
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uncertain, and the disturbed state of the phonetic system

would rather lead us to suppose a long- continued influence of

oral tradition. What the Zend language might become, if en-

trusted to the guardianship of memory alone, unassisted by

grammatical study and archaeological research, may be seen

at the present day, when some of the Parsees, who are unable

either to read or write, still mutter hymns and prayers in

their temples, which, though to them mere sound, disclose to

the experienced ear of an European scholar the time-hallowed

accents of Zarathustra's speech.

Thus far the history of the Persian language had been re-

constructed by the genius and perseverance of Grotefend,

Burnouf, Lassen, and last, not least, by the comprehensive

labours of Rawlinson, from the ante-historical epoch of Zo-

roaster down to the age of Darius and Artaxerxes II. It might

have been expected that, after that time, the contemporaneous

historians of Greece would have supplied the sequel. Unfor-

tunately the Greeks cared nothing for any language except

their own ; and little for any other history except as

bearing on themselves. The history of the Persian lan-

guage after the Macedonian conquest and during the Parthian

occupation is indeed but a blank page. The next glimpse of

an authentic contemporaneous document is the inscription

of Ardeshir, the founder of the new national dynasty of the

Sassanians. It is written in what was once called Pehlevi, and

is now more commonly known as Huzvaresh, this being the

proper title of the language of the translations of the Avesta.

The legends of Sassanian coins, the bilinguar inscriptions of

Sassanian emperors, and the translation of the Avesta by Sas-

sanian reformers, represent the Persian language in its third

phase. To judge from the specimens given by Anquetil Du-

perron, it was not to be wondered at that this dialect, then

called Pehlevi, should have been pronounced an artificial jargon.

Even when more genuine specimens of it became known, the

1 3
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language seemed so overgrown with Semitic and barbarous

words, that it was expelled from the Iranian family. Sir W.
Jones pronounced it to be a dialect of Chaldaic. Spiegel, how-

ever, who is now publishing the text of these translations, has

established the fact tliat the language is truly Arian, neither

Semitic nor barbarous, but Persian in roots and grammar. He
accounts for the largo infusion of foreign terms by pointing to

the mixed elements in the intellectual a!id religious life of

Persia during and before that period. There was the Semitic

influence of Babylonia, clearly discernible even in the characters

of the Achaemenian inscriptions ; there was the slow infiltration

of Jewish ideas, customs, and expressions, working sometimes

in the palaces of Persian kings, and always in the bazars of

Persian cities, on high roads and in villages ; there was the

irresistible power of the Greek genius, which even under its rude

Macedonian garb emboldened oriental thinkers to a flight into

regions undreamed of in their philosophy ; there were the aca-

demies, the libraries, the works of art of the Seleucidae ; there

\vas Edessa on the Euphrates, a city where Plato and Aristotle

were studied, where Christian, Jewish, and Buddhist tenets were

discussed, where Ephracm Syrus taught, and Syriac translations

were circulated which have preserved to us the lost originals of

Greek and Christian writers. The title of the Avesta under

its Semitic form " Apestako," was known in Syria as well

as in Persia, and the true name of its author, Zarathustra,

is not yet changed in Syriac into the modern Zerdusht.

While this intellectual stream, principally flowing through

Semitic channels, was irrigating and inundating the west of Asia,

tlie Persian language had been left without literary cultivation.

Need we wonder, then, that the men, who at the rising of a

new national dynasty (226) became the reformers, teachers, and

prophets of Persia, should have formed their language and the

whole train of their ideas on a Semitic model. Motley as their

language may appear to a Persian scholar fresh from the Avesta
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or from Firdusi, there is hardly a language of modern Europe

which, if closely sifted, would not produce the same impression on

a scholar accustomed only to the pure idiom of Homer, Cicero,

Ulfilas, or Caedmon. Moreover, the soul of the Sassanian lan-

guage—I mean its grammar—is Persian and nothing but Persian

;

and though meagre when compared with the grammar of the

Avesta, it is richer in forms than the later Parsi, the Deri, or the

language of Firdusi. The supposition (once maintained) that

Pehlevi was the dialect of the western provinces of Persia is no

longer necessary. As well might we imagine, (it is Spiegel's

apposite remark), that a Turkish work, because it is full of

Arabic words, could only have been written on the frontiers of

Arabia. We may safely consider the Huzvaresh of the translations

of the Avesta as the language of the Sassanian court and hierarchy.

Works also like the Bundehesh and Minokhired belong by lan-

guage and thought to the same period of mystic incubation, when

India and Egypt, Babylonia and Greece, were sitting together

and gossiping like crazy old women, chattering with toothless

gums and silly brains about the dreams and joys of their youth,

yet unable to recall one single thought or feeling with that

vigour which once gave it life and truth. It was a period of

religious and metaphysical delirium, when everything became

everything, when Maya and Sophia, Mitra and Christ, Viraf and

Isaiah, Belus, Zarvan, and Kronos were mixed up in one jumbled

system of inane speculation, from which at last the East was

delivered by the positive doctrines of Mohammed, the West by

the pure Christianity of the Teutonic nations.

In order to judge fairly of the merits of the Huzvaresh as

a language, it must be remembered that we know it only

from these speculative works, and from translations made by

men whose very language had become technical and artificial

in the schools. The idiom spoken by the nation was probably

much less infected by this Semitic fashion. Even the translators

sometimes give the Semitic terms only as a paraphrase or more
I 4
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distinct expression side by side with the Persian. And, if

Spiegel's opinion be right that Parsi, and not Huzvaresli, was

the language of the later Sassanian eni})ire, it furnislies a clear

proof that Persian had recovered itself, had thrown off the

Semitic ingredients, and again become a pure and national

speech. This dialect (the Parsi) also exists only in translations

;

and we owe our knowledge of it to Spiegel, the author of the

first Parsi grammar.

This tliird period in the history of the Persian language, com-

prehending the Huzvaresh and Parsi, ends with the downfall of

the Sassanians. The Arab conquest quenched the last sparks

of Persian nationality; and the fire-altars of the Zoroastrians

were never to be lighted again, except in the oasis of Yezd and

on the soil of that country which the Zoroastrians had quitted

as the disinherited sons of Manu. Still the change did not take

place at once. IMohl, in his magnificent edition of the Shahnameh,

has treated this period admirably, and it is from him that I de-

rive the following facts. For a time, Persian religion, customs,

traditions, and songs survived in the hands of the Persian

nobility and landed gentry (Dihkans) who lived among the

people, particularly in the eastern provinces, remote from the

capital and the seats of foreign dominion, Baghdad, Xutah,

and Mosul. Where should Firdusi have collected the national

strains of ancient epic poetry Avhicli he revived in the Shah-

nameh (1000 A.D.), if the Persian peasant and the Persian

knight had not preserved the memory of their old heathen

heroes, even under the vigilant oppression of Mohammedan
zealots? True, the first collection of epic traditions was made

under the Sassanians. But the work commenced under Nu-

shirvan, and finished under Yezdegird, the last of the Sassa-

nians, was destroyed by Omar's command. Firdusi himself

tells us how this first collection was made by the Dihkan

Dariishver. " There was a Pehlevan," he says, " of the family

of the Dihkans, brave and powerful, wise and illustrious, who
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loved to study the ancient times, and to collect the stories of past

ages. He summoned from all the provinces old men who possessed

portions of (i. e. who knew) an ancient work in which many

stories were written. He asked them about the origin of kings

and illustrious heroes, and bow they governed the world which

they left to us in this wretched state. These old men re-

cited before him, one after the other, the traditions of the kings

and the changes in the empire. The Dilikan listened, and com-

posed a book worthy of his fame. This is the monument he left

to mankind, and great and small have celebrated his name."

The collector of this first epic poem, under Yezdegird, is called

a Dihkan by Firdusi. Dihkan, according to the Persian dic-

tionaries, means (1.) farmer, (2.) historian ; and the reason com-

monly assigned for this double meaning is, that the Persian

farmers happened to be well read in history. Quatremere, how-

ever, has proved that the Dihkans were the landed nobility of

Persia ; that they kept up a certain independence, even under

the sway of the Mohammedan Khalifs, and exercised in the

country a sort of jurisdiction in spite of the commissioners sent

from Baghdad, the seat of the government. Thus Danishver

even is called a Dihkan, although he lived previous to the Arab

conquest. With him, the title was only intended to show that it

was in the country and among the peasants that he picked up

the traditions and songs about Jemshid, Feridiin, and Rustem.

Of his work, however, we know nothing. It was destroyed by

Omar ; and, though it survived in an Arabic translation, even

this was lost in later times. The work, therefore, had to be

recommenced when in the eastern provinces of Persia a national,

though no longer a Zoroastrian, feeling began to revive. The

governors of these provinces became independent as soon as

tlie power of the Khalifs, after its rapid rise, begun to show

signs of weakness. Though the Mohammedan religion had

taken root, even among the national party, yet Arabic was no

longer countenanced by the governors of the eastern provinces.
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1 ersian was s])okc'n again at their courts, Persian poets were

encouraged, and ancient national traditions, stripped of their re-

ligious garb, began to be collected anew. It is said that Jacob,

the son of Leis (870), the first prince of Persian blood who de-

clared liiniself independent of the Khalifs, procured fragments of

Danishver's epic, and had it rearranged and continued. Then
followed the dynasty of the Samanians, who claimed descent

from the Sassanian kings. They, as well as the later dynasty of

the Gaznevides, pursued the same popular policy. They were

strong, because they rested on tlie support of a national Persian

spirit. The national epic poet of the Samanians was Dakiki, by
birth a Zoroastrian. Firdusi possessed fragments of his work,

and has given a specimen of it in the story of Gushtasp. The
final accomplishment, however, of an idea, first cherished by
Nushirvan, was reserved for Mahmud the Great, the second king

of the Gaznevide dynasty. By his command, collections of old

books were made all over the empire. Men who knew ancient

poems were summoned to the court. One of tliem was Ader
Berzin, who had spent his whole life in collecting popular accounts

of the ancient kings of Persia. Another was Serv Azad, from

]\Ierv, who claimed descent from Neriman, and knew all the tales

concerning Sara, Zal, and Rustem, which had been preserved by
liis famil}-. It was from tliese materials that Firdusi composed

his great epic, the Shalinameh. lie himself declares, in many
passages of his poem, that he always followed tradition. " Tradi-

tions," he says, " have been given by me ; nothing of what is

worth knowing has been forgotten. All that I shall say, others

liave said before me: they plucked before me the fruits in

the garden of knowledge." lie speaks in detail of his prede-

cessors : he even indicates the sources from which he derives

different episodes, and it is his constant endeavour to convince

his readers that what he relates are not poetical inventions of his

own. Thus only can wc account for the fact, first pointed out

by Burnouf, that many of the lierocs in the Shalmameh still ex-
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hibit the traits, sadly distorted, it is true, but still tinmistakeable,

of Vaidik deities, which had passed through the Zoroastrian

schism, the Achaemenian reign, the Macedonian occupation, the

Parthian wars, the Sassanian revival, and the Mohammedan

conquest, and of which the Dihkans could still sing and tell,

when Firdusi's poem impressed the last stamp on the language of

Zarathustra. Bopp had discovered already, in his edition of Nalas

(1832), that the Zend "Vivanghvat" was the same as the

Sanskrit " Vivasvat;" and Burnouf, in his " Observations sur la

Grammaire Comparee de M. Bopp," had identified a second per-

sonage, the Zend " Keres'as'pa" with the Sanskrit " Kris'as'va."

But the similarity between the Zend " Keres'as'pa" and the

"Garshasp" of the Shahnameh opened a new and wide prospect

to Burnouf, and afterwards led him on to the most striking and

valuable results. Some of these were published in his last work

on Zend, " Etudes sur la Langue et les Textes Zends." This

is a collection of articles published originally in the Journal

Asiatique between 1840 and 1846; and it is particularly the

fourth essay, "Le Dieu Homa," which opens an entirely new mine

for researches into the ancient state of religion and tradition com-

mon to the Arians before their schism. Burnouf showed that

three of the most famous names in the Shahnameh, " Jemshid,"

" Feridun," and " Garshasp," can be traced back to three heroes

mentioned in the Zendavesta as the representatives of the three

earliest generations of mankind, "Yima Kshacta," "Thraetana,"

and " Keres'as'pa," and that the prototypes of these Zoroastrian

heroes could be found again in the " Yama," " Trita," and

" Kris'as'va" of the Veda. He went even beyond this. He

showed that, as in Sanskrit, the father of Yama is " Yivasvat," the

father of Yima in the Avesta is " Vivanghvat." He showed that

as Thraetana in Persia is the son of "Athwya," the patronymic

of Trita in the Veda is "Aptya." He explained the ti-ansition

of Thraetana into Feridun by pointing to the Pehlevi form of

the name, as given by Ncrioscngh, Phrodiin. Tliis change of an
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aspirated dental Into an aspirated labial, which by many is con-

sidered a flaw in this argument, is of frequent occurrence. We
have only to think of

(f)7]p
and ^yjp, of dhiima and fumus, of

modern Greek (fysXco and ^sXco— nay Menenius's "first com-

plaint," would suffice to explain it. Burnouf again identified

Zolu'ik, the king of Persia, slain by Feridiin, whom even Firdusi

still knows by the name of "Ash dahak," with the "Aji dahaka,"

the biting serpent, as he translates it, destroyed by Thraetana in

the Avesta ; and with regard to the changes which these names,

and the ideas originally expressed by them, had to undergo on

the intellectual stage of the Arian nation, he says :
" 11 est sans

contredit fort curieux de voir une des Divinites indiennes les

plus venerees, donner son nom an premier souverain de la

dynastic ario-persanne ; c'est un des ftiits qui attestent le plus

evidemment I'intime union des deux branches de la grande

famille qui s'est etendue, bien de sieclcs avant notre ere, depuis

le Gauge jusqu'a I'Euphrate."

Some more minute coincidences, particularly in the story of

Feridun, have subsequently been added by Roth, Benfey, and

AVcber. The first, particularly, has devoted two most inte-

resting articles to the identification of Yama-Yima-Jemshid and

Trita-Thraetana-Feridun. Trita, who has generally been fixed

upon as the Vaidik original of Feridun, because Traitana, whose

name corresponds more accurately, occurs but once in the

Rig-Veda, is represented in India as one of the many divine

powers ruling the firmament, destroying darkness, and sending

rain, or, as the poets of the Veda are fond of expressing it,

rescuing the cows and slaying the demons that had carried

them off". These cows always move along the sky, some dark,

some bright-coloured. They low over their pasture ; they are

gathered by the winds ; and milked by the bright rays of the

sun, they drop from their heavy udders a fertilising milk

upon the parched and thirsty earth. But sometimes, the poet

says, they are carried ofi^ by robbers and kept in dark ca^•es
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near tlie vittermost ends of the sky. Then the earth is without

rain ; the pious worshipper offers up his prayer to Inclra, and

Indra rises to conquer the cows for him. He sends his dog to

find the scent of the cattle, and after she has heard their lowing,

she returns, and the battle commences. Indra hurls his thunder-

bolt; the Maruts ride at his side; the Rudras roar; till at last

the rock is cleft asunder, the demon destroyed, and the cows

brought back to their pasture. This is one of the oldest myths

or sayings current among the Arian nations. It appears again in

the mythology of Italy, in Greece, in Germany. In the Avesta,

the battle is fought between Thraetana and Aji dahaka, the de-

stroying serpent. Traitana takes the place of Indra in this battle

in one song of the Veda; more frequently it is Trita, but

other gods also share in the same honour. The demon, again,

who fights against the gods is likewise called Ahi, or the serpent,

in the Veda, But the characteristic change that has taken place

between the Veda and Avesta is that the battle is no longer a con-

flict of gods and demons for cows, nor of light and darkness for

rain. It is the battle of a pious man against the power of evil.

*' Le Zoroastrisme," as Burnouf says, " en se detachant plus

franchement de Dieu et de la nature, a certainement tenu plus

de compte de I'homme que n'a fait le Brahmanisme, et on peut

dire qu'il a regagne en profondeur ce qu'il perdait en etendue.

II ne m'appartient pas d'indiquer ici ce qu'un systeme qui tend

a developper les instincts les plus nobles de notre nature, et qui

impose a I'homme, comme le plus important de ses devoirs, celui

de lutter constamment contre le principe du mal, a pu exercer

d'influence sur les destinees des peuples de I'Asie, chez lesquels

il a ete adopte a diverses epoques. On peut cependant deja

dire que le caractere religieux et martial tout a la fois, qui

parait avec des traits si heroi'ques dans la plupart des Jeshts, n'a

pas du etre sans action sur la male discipline sous laquelle ont

grandi les commencements de la monarchic de Cyrus."

A thousand years after Cyrus (for Zohak is mentioned
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bj Moses of Khorcne in the fiftli century) we find all tliis

forgotten once more, and the vague rumours about Thraetana

and Aji Dahaka are gathered at last, and arranged and in-

to>.pvpted into something intelligible to later ages. Zoliak is

a three-headed tyrant on the throne of Persia—three-headed,

because the Vaidik Ahi was three-headed, only that one of

Zohak's heads has now become human. Zohak has killed Jemshid

of the Peshdadian dynasty: Feridun now conquers Zohak
on the banks of the Tigris. He then strikes him down with his

cow-headed mace, and is on the point of killing him, when, as

Firdusi says, a supernatural voice whispered in his ear *—

" Slay him not now, Lis time is not yet come,

His punishment must be prolonged awhile

;

And as he cannot now survive the wound,
Bind him with heavy chains—convey him straight

Upon the mountain, there within a cave,

Deep, dark, and horrible—with none to soothe

His suiferiugs, let the murderer lingering die.

The work of heaven performing, Feridun

First purified the world from sin and crime.

Yet Feridun was not an angel, nor

Composed of musk and ambergris. By justice

And generosity he gained his fame.

Do thou but exercise these princely virtues.

And thou wilt be renowned as Feridun."

As a last stage in the myth of the Vaidik Traitana, we may
mention versions like those given by Sir John Malcolm and
others, who see in Zohiik the representative of an Assvrian

invasion lasting during the thousand years of Zohak's reign, and

who change Feridun into Arbaces the INIede, the conqueror of

Sardanapalus. We may then look at the whole with the new
light which Burnoufs genius has slied over it, and watch the

retrograde changes of Arbaces into Feridun, of Feridun into

* Cf. Atkinson's Shabuameh, j). 4«.
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Phredun, of Phredun into Thraetana, of Tliraetana into

Traitana,— each a separate phase in the dissolving view of My-
thology.

As to the language of Persia, its biography is at an end with

the Shahnameh. What follows exhibits hardly any signs of

either growth or decay. The language becomes more and more

encumbered with foreign words ; but the grammar seems to

have arrived at its lowest ebb, and withstands further change.

From this state of grammatical numbness, lajiguages recover by

a secondary formation, which grows up slowly and imperceptibly

at first in the speech of the people; till at last the reviving

spirit rises upwards, and sweeps away, like the waters in spring,

the frozen surface of an effete government, priesthood, literature,

and grammar."

VOL. T. * 1 8
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FOURTH CHAPTER.

TUE LAST RESULTS OF THE SANSKRIT RESEARCHES IN COMPARATIVE

PHILOLOGY.

(Reported by Professor JMAx MUller.)

The only key to an understanding of the ancient literature of

Media and Persia is furnished by the language of India, and

more particularly by that primitive form of it which has been

preserved in the hymns of the Veda—the first literary monu-

ment of the Arian world.

The main stream of the Arian nations has always flowed

towards the north-west. No historian can tell us by Avhat im-

pulse these adventurous Nomads were driven on througli Asia

towards the isles and shores of Europe. The first start of this

world-wide migration belongs to a period far be3'ond the reach

of documentary history ; to times when the soil of Europe had

not been trodden by either Celts, Germans, Slavonians, Romans,

or Greeks. But whatever it was, the impulse was as irresistible

as the spell which, in our own times, sends the Celtic tribes

towards the prairies or the regions of gold across the Atlantic.

It requires a strong will, or a great amount of inertness, to be

able to withstand the impetus of such national, or rather ethnical,

movements. Few will stay behind when all are going. But to

let one's friends depart, and then to set out ourselves— to take

a road which, lead where it may, can never lead us to join those

again who speak our language and worship our gods— is a

course which only men of strong individuality and great self-

dcpcndcncc are capable of pursuing. It was the course a(l()i)ted
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by the southern branch of the Arian family, the Brahmanic

Aryas of India and the Zoroastrians of Iran.

At the first dawn of traditional history we see these Arian

tribes migrating across the snow of the Himalaya southward

toward the " Seven Rivers " (the Indus, the five rivers of the

Penjab and the Sarasvati), and ever since India has been called

their home. That before this time they had been living in more

northern regions, within the same precincts with the ancestors

of the Greeks, the Italians, Slavonians, Germans and Celts, is a

fact as firmly established as that the Normans of William the

Conqueror were the Northmen of Scandinavia. The evidence of

language is irrefragable, and it is the only evidence worth listen-

ing to with regard to ante-historical periods. It would have been

next to impossible to discover any traces of relationship between

the swarthy natives of India and their conquerors whether Alex-

ander or Clive, but for the testimony borne by language. What

other evidence could have reached back to times when Greece

was not yet peopled by Greeks, nor India by Hindus ? Yet these

are the times of which we are speaking. What authority would

have been strong enough to persuade the Grecian army, that

their gods and their hero ancestors were the same as those of

King Porus, or to convince the English soldier that the same

blood was running in his veins and in the veins of the dark

Bengalese ? And yet there is not an English jury now a days,

which, after examining the hoary documents of language, would

reject the claim of a common descent and a legitimate relation-

ship between Hindu, Greek, and Teuton. Many words still live

in India and in England, that have witnessed the first separation

of the northern and southern Arians, and these are witnesses not

to be shaken by any cross-examination. The terms for God,

for house, for father, mother, son, daughter, for dog and cow,

for heart and tears, for axe and tree, identical in all the Indo-

European idioms, are like the watchwords of soldiers. We
K
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challenge tlic seeming stranger ; and whether he answer with the

lips of a Greek, a German, or an Indian, we recognise him as one

of ourselves. Though the historian may shake his head, though

the physiologist may doubt, and the poet scorn the idea, all

must yield before the facts furnished by language. There was a

time when the ancestors of the Celts, the Gei*mans, the Slavo-

nians, the Greeks, and Italians, the Persians, and Hindus, were

living together beneath the same roof, separate from the ancestors

of the Semitic and Turanian races.

It is more difficult to prove that the Hindu was the last to

leave this common home, that he saw his brothers all depart

towards the setting sun, and that then, turning towards the

south and the east, he started alone in search of a new world.

But as in his language and in his grammar he has preserved

something of what seems peculiar to each of the northern dialects

singly, as he agrees with the Greek and the German Avhere

the Greek and the German seem to differ from all the rest, and

as no other lanc-uage has carried off so larse a share of the

common Arian heirloom— whether roots, grammar, words,

myths, or legends— it is natural to suppose that, though perhaps

the eldest brother, the Hindu was the last to leave the central

home of the Arian family.

The Arian nations who pursued a north-westerly direction,

stand before us in history as the principal nations of north-

western Asia and Europe. They have been the prominent

actors in the great drama of history, and have carried to their

fullest growth all the elements of active life with which our

nature is endowe«^. They have perfected society and morals, and

we learn from their literature and works of art the elements of

science, the laws of art, and the principles of philosophy. In

continual struggle with each other and with Semitic and

Chamitic races, these Arian nations have become the rulers of

history, and it seems to be their mission to link all parts of

the world together by the chains of civilisation, commerce, and
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religion. In a word, they represent the Arian man in his his-

torical character.

But while most of the members of the Arian family followed

this glorious path, the southern tribes were slowly migrating

towards the mountains which gird the north of India. After

crossing the narrow passes of the Hindukush or the Hima-

laya, they conquered or drove before them, as it seems without

much effort, the aboriginal inhabitants of the Trans-Himalayan

countries. They took for their guides the principal rivers

of Northern India, and were led by them to new homes in

their beautiful and fertile valleys. It seems as if the great

mountains in the north had afterwards closed for centuries

their Cyclopean gates against new immigrations, while, at the

same time, the waves of the Indian Ocean kept watch over

the southern borders of the peninsula. None of the great con-

querors of antiquity — Sesostris, Semiramis, Nebuchadnezzar,

or Cyrus, disturbed the peaceful seats of these Arian settlers.

Left to themselves in a world of their own, without a past,

and without a future before them, they had nothing but them-

selves to ponder on. Struggles there must have been in India

also. Old dynasties were destroyed, whole families annihi-

lated, and new empires founded. Yet the inward life of the

Hindu was not changed by these convulsions. His mind was

like the lotus leaf after a shower of rain has passed over it

;

his character remained the same, passive, meditative, quiet, and

thoughtful. A people of this peculiar stamp was never des-

tined to act a prominent part in the history of the world ; nay,

the exhausting atmosphere of transcendental ideas could not but

exercise a detrimental influence on the active and moral cha-

racter of the Indians. Social and political virtues were little

cultivated, and the ideas of the useful and the beautiful hardly

known to them. With all this, however, they had, what the

Greek was as little capable of imagining, as they were of realising,

the elements of Grecian life. They shut their eyes to this world

K 2
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of outward seeming and activity, to open tliera full on the \Yorld

of thought and rest. The ancient Hindus were a nation of philo-

sophers, such as could nowhere have existed except in India,

and even there in early times alone. It is Avith the Hindu mind

as if a seed were placed in a hothouse. It will grow rapidly, its

colours will be gorgeous, its perfume rich, its fruits precocious

and abundant. But never will it be like the oak growing in wind

and weather, and striking its roots into real earth, and stretching

its branches into real air beneath the stars and the sun of

heaven. Both are experiments, the hothouse flower and the

Hindu mind ; and as experiments, whether physiological or

psychological, both deserve to be studied.

\\"e may divide the whole Arian family into two branches,

the northern and the southern. The northern nations, Celts,

Greeks, Romans, Germans, and Slavonians, have each one act

allotted to them on the stage of history. They have each a

national character to support. Not so the southern tribes. They

are absorbed in the struggles of thought, their past is the

problem of creation, their future the problem of existence;

and the present, which ought to be the solution of both,

seems never to have attracted their attention, or called

forth their energies. There never was a iiation believing so

firmly in another world, and so little concerned about this.

Their condition on earth is to them a problem ; their real and

eternal life a simple fact. Though this is said chiefly with

reference to them before they were brought in contact with

foreign conquerors, traces of this character are still visible

in the Hindus, as described by the companions of Alexander,

nay, even in the Hindus of the present day. The only sphere

in which the Indian mind finds itself at liberty to act, to create,

and to worship, is the sphere of religion and philosophy ; and

nowhere have religious and metaphysical ideas struck root so

deep in the mind of a nation as in India. The shape which

these ideas took amongst the diflercnt classes of society, and at
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different periods of civilisation, naturally varies from coarse

superstition to sublime spiritualism. But, taken as a whole,

history supplies no second instance where the inward life of

the soul has so completely absorbed all the other faculties of

a i^eople.

It was natural, therefore, that the literary works of such a

nation, when first discovered in Sanskrit MSS. by Wilkins,

Sir W. Jones, and others, should have attracted the attention of

all interested in the history of the human race. A new page in

man's biography was laid open, and a literature as large as that

of Greece or Rome was to be studied. The laws of Manu, two

epic poems, the Ramayana and Mahabharata, six complete

systems of philosophy, works on astronomy and medicine, plays,

stories, fables, elegies, and lyrical effusions, were read with

intense interest, on account of their age not less than their

novelty.

Still this interest was confined to a small number of students,

and in a few cases only could Indian literature attract the eyes

of men who, from the summit of universal history, surveyed

the highest peaks of liuman excellence. Herder, Schlegel,

Humboldt, and Goethe, discovered what was really important

in Sanskrit literature. They sav.^ what was genuine and ori-

ginal, in spite of much that seemed artificial. For the artificial,

no doubt, has a wide place in Sanskrit literature. Every-

where we find systems, rules and models, castes and schools,

but nowhere individuality, no natural growth, and but few

signs of strong originality and genius.

There is, however, one period of Sanskrit literature which

forms an exception, and which will maintain its place in the

history of mankind, when the name of Kalidasa and Sakuntala

will have been long forgotten. It is the most ancient period,

the period of the Veda. There is, perhaps, a higher degree of

interest attaching to works of higher antiquity ; but in the Veda

we have inore than mere antiquity. We have ancient thought

K 3
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expressed in ancient language. Without insisting on tlie fact

that even chronologically the Veda is the first book of the Arian

nations, we have in it, at all events, a period in the intellectual

life of man to which there is no parallel in any other part of

the world. In the hymns of the Veda we see man left to him-

self to solve the riddle of this w^orld. We see him crawling on

like a creature of the earth with all the desires and weaknesses

of his animal nature. Food, wealth, and power, a large family

and a long life, are the theme of his daily prayers. But he begins

to lift up his eyes. He stares at the tent of heaven, and asks who

supports it? He opens his ears to the winds, and asks them

whence and whither ? He is awakened from darkness and

slumber by the light of the sun, and him whom his eyes cannot

behold, and who seems to grant him the daily pittance of his

existence, he calls "his life, his breath, his brilliant Lord and Pro-

tector." He gives names to all the powers of nature, and after

he has called the fire Agni, the sun-light Indra, the winds Ma-

ruts, and the dawn Ushas, they all seem to grow naturally into

beings like himself, nay, greater than himself. He invokes them,

he praises them, he worships them. But still with all these

goods around him, beneath him, and above him, the early poet

seems ill at rest within himself. There too, in his own breast, he

has discovered a power that Avants a name, a power nearer to him

than all the gods of nature, a power that is never mute when

he prays, never absent when he fears and trembles. It seems to

inspire his prayers, and yet to listen to them ; it seems to live

in him, and yet to support him and all around him. The only

name he can find for this mysterious power is Brahma ; for

bralima means originally force, will, wish, and the propulsive

power of creation. But this impersonal hrahma, too, as soon

as it is named, grows into something strange and divine. It

becomes Brahvianaspati, the Lord of power ; an epithet ap-

plicable to many gods in their toils and their victories. And
still the voice wilhin him has no real name; that power
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which is nothing but itself, which supports the gods, the

heavens, and every living being, floats before his mind, con-

ceived but not expressed. At last he calls it ^^ma; for dtma

means Self and Self alone— Selfwhether divine or human. Self

whether creating or suffering, Self whether one or all, but

always Self, independent and free. " Who has seen the first-

born," says the poet, " when he who has no bones (i. e. form)

bore him that had bones ? Where was the life, the blood, the

Self of the world ? Who went to ask this from any that knew it ?
"

This idea of a divine Self once expressed, everything else must

acknowledge its supremacy, " The gods themselves came later

into being—Who knows from whence this great creation sprang? "

This Atma also grew; but it grew, as it were, without

attributes. The sun is called the Self of all that moves and

rests, and still more frequently " self" becomes a mere pro-

noun. But Atma remained always free from myth and worship,

differing in this from the Brahma (neuter), who in later times

was worshipped as Bralimd (mascuL), together with Vishnu and

Siva, and other popular gods. The idea of the Atma or Self, like

a pure crystal, was too transparent for poetry, and therefore

was handed over to philosophy, which afterwards polished, and

turned, and watched it as the medium through which all is seen,

and in which all is reflected and known. But philosophy is

later than the Veda, and it is of the Vaidik period only I have

here to speak.

In the Veda, then, we can study a ''theogony" of which that

of Hesiod is but the last chapter. We can study man's natural

growth, and the results to which it maj^ lead under the most fii-

vourable conditions. All was given him that nature can bestow.

We see him blest with the choicest gifts of the earth, under that

glowing sky, surrounded by all the grandeur and all tlie riches

of nature, with a language " capable of giving soul to the

objects of sense, and body to the abstractions of metaphysics."

We have a right to expect much from him, only we must
K 4
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not expect in tliese youthful poems the philosophy of the nine-

teenth century, or the beauties of Pindar, or, with some again,

tlie truths of Christianity. Few understand children, still

fewer understand antiquity. If we look in the Veda for high

poetical diction, for striking comparisons, for bold combina-

tions, we sliall be disappointed. These early poets thought

more for themselves than for others. They souglit rather, in

their language, to be true to their own thought than to please

the imaoiination of their hearers. AVith them it was a great

work achieved for the first time to bind thoughts and words

together, to find expressions or to form new names. As to

similes, "we must look to the words themselves, which, if we

compare their radical and their nominal meaning, will be found

full of bold metaphors. No translation in any modern language

can do them justice. As to beauty, we must discover it in the

absence of all effort, and in the simplicity of their hearts. Prose

was, at that time, unknown, as well as the distinction between

prose and poetry. It was the attempted imitation of those ancient

natural strains of thought which in later times gave rise to poetry

in our sense of the word, that is to say, to poetry as an art, with

its counted syllables, its numerous epithets, its rhyme and rhythm,

and all tiie convcJitional attributes of " measured thought."

In the Veda itself, however— even if by Veda we mean the

Rig-Veda only (the otlier three, the Sama, Yajur, and Athar-

va72a, having solely a liturgical interest, and belonging to an

entirely different sphere)— in the Rig-Veda also, we find much

that is artificial, imitated, and therefore modern, if compared

with other hynms. It is true that all the 1017 hymns of the

Rig-Veda were comprised in a collection which existed as such

before one of tliosc elaborate theological commentaries, known

under the name of Rrahma??a, was written, that is to say, about

800 B. C. But before the date of their collection these must

have existed for centuries. In different songs the names of

different kings occur, and we see several generations of royal
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families pass away before us with difterent generations of poets.

Old songs are mentioned, and new songs. Poets whose compo-

sitions we possess are spoken of as the seers of olden times ; their

names in other hymns are surrounded by a legendary halo. In

some cases, whole books or chapters may be pointed out as more

modern and secondary, in thought and language. But on the

whole the Rig-Veda is a genuine document, even in its most

modern portions not later than the time of Lycurgus ; and it

exhibits one of the earliest and rudest phases in the history of

mankind ; disclosing in its full reality a period of which in

Greece we have but traditions and names, such as Orpheus and

Linus, and bringing us as near the beginnings in language,

thought, and mythology as literary documents can ever bring us

in the Arian Avorld.

Though much time and labour have been spent on the Veda,

in England and in Germany, the time is not yet come for

translating it as a whole. It is possible and interesting to trans-

late it literally, or in accordance with scholastic commentaries,

such as we find in India from Yaska in the 4th century B.C. down

to Saya?ia, in the 14th century of the Christian era. This is what

Professor Wilson has done in his translation of the first book of

the Rig-Veda ; and by strictly adhering to this principle and

excluding conjectural renderings even where they offered them-

selves most naturally, he has imparted to his work a definite

character and a lasting value. The grammar of the Veda,

though irregular, and still in a rather floating state, has almost

been mastered ; the etymology and the meaning of many words,

unknown in the later Sanskrit, have been discovered. ]\Iany

hynms, which are mere prayers for food, for cattle, or for a

long life, have been translated, and can leave no doubt as to

their real intention. But with the exception of these simple

petitions, the whole world of ideas is so entirely beyond our

own intellectual horizon, that instead of translating we can

as yet only guess and combine. Here it is no longer a mere
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question of skilful decyphering. Wc may collect all the passages

where an obscure word occurs, we may compare them and

look for a meaning which would be appropriate to all ; but

the difficulty lies in finding a sense which we can appropriate

and transfer by analogy into our own language and thought.

We must be able to translate our feelings and ideas into their

language at the same time that we translate their poems and

prayers into our language. We must not despair even where

their words seem meaningless and their ideas barren or wild.

AVhat seems at first childish may at a happier moment disclose

a sublime simplicity, and even in helpless expressions we may

recognise aspirations after some high and noble idea. When
the scholar has done his work, tlie poet and philosopher must

take it up and finish it. Let the scholar collect, collate, sift, and

reject— let him say what is possible or not according to the

laws of the Vaidik language— let him study the commentaries,

the Sutras, the Brahmanas, and even later Avorks, in order to

exhaust all the sources from which information can be derived.

He must not despise the tradition of the Brahmans, even where

their misconceptions and the causes of their misconceptions are

palpable. To know what a passage cannot mean is frequently

the key to its real meaning; and whatever reasons may be pleaded

for declining a careful perusal of the traditional interpretations of

Yaska or Saya/za, they can all be traced back to an ill-concealed

" argumentum paupertatis." Not a corner in the Brahmawas, the

Sutras, Yaska, and Sava?«a should be left unexplored before we
venture to propose a rendering of our own. Saya»a, though

tlie most modern, is on the whole the most sober interpreter.

Most of his etymological absurdities must be placed to Yaska's

account, and the optional renderings Avhich he allows for meta-

physical, theological, or ceremonial purposes, are mostly due to

his regard for the Brahma7?as. The Brahma?zas, though nearest

in time to the hymns of the Rig-Veda, indulge in the most fri-

volous and ill-judged interpretations. When the ancient Rishi
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exclaims with a troubled heart, " Who is the greatest of the

gods ? Who shall first be praised by our songs ?"—the author of

the Brahma?ia sees in the interrogative pronoun " Who " some

divine name, a place is allotted in the sacrificial invocations to a

god " Who," and hymns addressed to him are called "Whoish"

hymns. To make such misunderstandings possible, we must

assume a considerable interval between the composition of the

hymns and the Brahma/ias. As the authors of the Brahmanas

were blinded by theology, the authors of the still later Niruktas

were deceived by etymological fictions, and both conspired to

mislead by their authority later and more sensible commentators,

such as Saya?ia. Where Saya?ia has no authority to mislead

him, his commentary is at all events rational ; but still his scho-

lastic notions would never allow him to accept the free interpre-

tation which a comparative study of these venerable documents

forces iipon the unprejudiced scholar. We must therefore dis-

cover ourselves the real vestiges of these ancient poets ; and

if we follow them cautiously, we shall find that with some effort

we are still able to walk in their footsteps. We shall feel that

W'C are brought face to face and mind to mind with men yet

intellijiible to us, after we have freed ourselves from our

modern conceits. We shall not succeed always : words, verses,

nay, whole hymns in the Rig-Veda, will and must remain to us

a dead letter. But where we can inspire those early relics of

thought and devotion with new life, we shall have before us

more real antiquity than in all the inscriptions of Egypt or

Nineveh; not only old names and dates, and kingdoms and

battles, but old thoughts, old hopes, old faith, and old errors,

the old ''Man" altogether— old now, but then young and

fresh, and simple and real in his prayers and in his praises.

The thou2;htful bent of the Hindu mind is visible in the

Yeda also, but his mystic tendencies are not yet so fully de-

veloped. Of philosophy we find but little, and what we find

is still in its germ. The active side of life is more pro-»
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minent, and -we meet occasionally with wars of kings, with

rivalries of ministers, with triumphs and defeats, with war-

songs and imprecations. Moral sentiments and worldly Avisdom

are not yet absorbed by phantastic intuitions. Still the chikl

betrays the passions of the man, and there are hymns, tlioujudi

few in number, in the Veda, so full of thought and speculation

that at this early period no poet in any other nation could have

conceived them. I give but one specimen, the 129th hymn of

the tenth book of the Rig-Veda. It is a hvmn which long ago

attracted the attention of that eminent scholar, H. T. Colebrooke,

and of which, by the kind assistance of a friend, I am enabled

to offer a metrical translation. In judging it we should bear

in mind that it was not written by a Gnostic or by a 2:)an-

theistic philosopher, but by a poet who felt all these doubts and

problems as his own, without any wish to convince or to startle,

only uttering what had been weighing on his mind, just as later

poets would sing the doubts and sorrows of their love.

Nor Aught nor Nought existed ; yon bright sky

Was not, nor heaven's broad woof outstretclied above.

What covered all ? what sheltered ? what concealed ?

Was it the water's fathomless abyss ?

There was not death— yet was there nought immortal,

There was no confine hetwixt day and night
;

Tlie only One breathed breathless by itself.

Other than It there nothing since has been.

Darkness tliere was, and all at first was veiled

In gloom profound— an ocean Avithout light—
'J'he germ that still lay covered in the husk

Burst forth, one nature, from the fervent heat.

Then first came love upon it, the new sprin"'

Of mind— yea, poets in their hearts discerned,

Pondering, this bond between created things

And uncreated. Comes this spark from earth

Piercing and all-pervading, or from heaven?
Then seeds were sown, and mighty powers arose
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Nature beloAv, and power and will above—
"Who knows the secret ? who proclaimed it here.

Whence, whence this manifold creation sprang ?

The Gods themselves came later into beins—
Who knows from whence this great creation sprang .''

He from whom all this great creation came,

Whether his will created or was mute,

The Most High Seer that is in highest heaven,

He knows it— or perchance even He knows not.

The grammar of the Veda (to turn from the contents to the

structure of the work) is important in many respects. The

difference between it and the grammar of the epic poems would

be sufficient of itself to fix the distance between these two

periods of language and literature. Many words have pre-

served in these early hymns a more primitive form, and there-

fore agree more closely with cognate words in Greek or Latin.

Night, for instance, in the later Sanskrit is nis'd, which is a form

peculiarly Sanskritic, and agrees in its derivation neither with

nox nor with vv^. The Vaidik nak, night, is as near to Latin

as can be. Thus " mouse " in the common Sanskrit is muslias

or miishikd, both derivative forms if compared with the Latin

mus, muris. The Vaidik Sanskrit has preserved the same primi-

tive noun in the plural, mushas= mm:QS. There are other words

in the Veda which were lost altogether in the later Sanskrit,

while they were preserved in Greek and Latin. Dyaus, sky, does

not occur as a masculine in the ordinary Sanskrit; it occurs in

the Veda, and thus bears witness to the early Arian worship of

Dyaus, the Greek Zeus. Ushas, dawn, again in the later San-

skrit is neuter. In the Veda it is feminine; and even the

secondary Vaidik form UsMsd is proved to be of high antiquity

by the corresponding Latin form Aurora. Declension and con-

jugation are richer in forms and more unsettled in their usage.

It was a curious fact, for instance, tliat no subjunctive mood

existed in the common Sanskrit. The Greeks and Romans had
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it, and even the language of the Avesta showed clear traces of

it. There could be no doubt that the Sanskrit also once pos-

sessed this mood, and at last it was discovered in the hymns of

the Rig-Veda. Discoveries of this kind may seem trifling, but

they are as delightful to the grammarian as the appearance of a

star long expected and calculated is to the astronomer. They

prove that there is natural order in language, and that by a

careful induction laws can be established which enable us to

guess with great probability either at the form or meaning of

words where but scanty fragments of the tongue itself have

come down to us.
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FIFTH CHAPTER.

THE LAST RESULTS OF THE CELTIC RESEARCUES.

(Reported by Dr. Charles Meyer.)

To Dr. Pritchard the honour is due of having first applied

Bopp's principle of comparative grammatical analysis to the

Celtic family, in which he was followed by Bopp himself, and by

Adolphe Pictet (1837). Doctor Charles Meyer, in his Lecture

read before the British Association at Oxford in 1847, was,

however, the first to apply the whole machinery of linguistic

comparative philology to that ancient and important branch of

the Iranian stock. Having resided for some years among the

Kymri bards, and learned to read, speak, and write their lan-

guage, he was well qualified for treating it linguistically and

ethnologically. I have, therefore, thought it advisable to extract

from that Lecture (which has scarcely had any circulation beyond

the readers of the Transactions of the Association) everything

which appeared suitable for a Scientific Report such as was

required in this place.

It will be seen from this Essay that my excellent friend

has made a great step towards connecting the Celtic languages

with the problems and theories of the other branches of the

Indo-European family. Doctor Meyer has laid the foundation

of primitive Celtic ethnology. He has applied to this stock

Grimm's scale of sounds, and proposed an improvement upon that

law. He has been the first to discover the law which regulates

the Celtic transmutations of initial consonants, and that of the

vowels. By these two discoveries he has extended and im-

proved Bopp's method of grammatical comparison. Finally,

he has observed that the non-Sanskritic elements of Celtic form

the link by which the Indo-European family approaches the

Turanian formations. The truth and importance of this remark

will soon become apparent to my readers.
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It results, at all events, from these researches, as well as

from those of Diefenbach (Celtica, 1840), that the Celtic is the

least developed branch of the Indo-European family. It cannot

be considered as having, in the course of ages, been stripped of

that luxuriancy of forms which the Asian and Germanic lan-

guages exhibit. On the contrary, all the phenomena before us

lead us to conclude that the Celtic language crystallized before

that wonderful development of organic forms burst forth. This

view is not in contradiction 1o the assumption that, like all

other languages, the Celtic also has gradually been losing

forms, and using up and remodelling roots. On the contrary,

it is demonstrable from the monuments before us, tJiat such

changes have taken place in Celtic. Of this the Granunatica

Celtica of Zeuss, two volumes of which have just been pub-

lished, contains new proofs. Now this fact, once admitted,

must lead to some important conclusions as to the general

development of that great family of languages, and as to the

primordial history of mankind. What we see fixed in Celtic

must have been a floating point m the members of the family

of which Celtic forms an internal part, and must have been

a point of transition in all other tongues of that stock. The
phenomenon presented to us by the Egyptian language, if

compared with the Aramaic and Iranian, is therefore not an

isolated one, but appears rather to be the indication of some

general law of development. As to an alphabet, the Celts never

had any of their own; they brought none from the East, and

accj[uired none in Europe.

I.

Historical Introduction The Origin of the Celtic Tribes, ami their

Migrations and Tribes.

Modern Europe possesses two groat dialects or languages each

composed of three separate idioms, which exhibit what we may call
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tlie modern Celtic. The word Celtic I use as a generic name for all

the different idioms and dialects, evidently united amongst them-

selves by a systematic family-likeness of grammatical features, once

spoken by tlie different nations and tribes, which in the Greek and

Latin records of ancient history are usually designated under the

general name of KA-cu (KeX-oi) and Celta3*, and still spoken by

their descendants. The two great dialects of modern Celtic are

given, ear-h with its three subdivisions, of which only one is actually

extinct, in the following table :

1. Tlie Gallic or British, comprehending

a. The Cymric or "Welsh.

b. The Cornish (extinct).

c. Tiie Armorican or dialect of Brittany (Bas Breton).

2. The Gaelic (Gadhelic) or Erse, compi'ehending

a. The Fenic or Irish.

b. The Highland Scottish (Gaelic).

c. The Manx.t

It appears from this, that five of the modern Celtic dialects,

and four of tliose still extant, belong to this country, while the

sixth, the Armorican or the dialect of Brittany, belongs to a district

which, although situated in a foreign country, yet is British as to

population, having been entirely colonized by British settlers, in the

* Uckert's Geography, vol. ii. p. 186.

f This table is on the whole the same as that given by Dr. Prichard in his

^^ Eastern Origin of the Celtic Nation." I have only added the names Gallic and

Fenic, both of which are of too frequent occurrence, and of two significative

import in the ancient national records (particularly the Irish), not to find a

place in a pedigree of the Celtic. As for the etymology of the two principal

words of this pedigree, I derive the word Gitdhel, Gael (Irish : Gaodhal,

Gaoidhal, Gaedhil) from an old Celtic root gwi/Jli, kcqui, comitari,— preserved

(with the regular change of yw into,/") in the Irish words fuidh-im, sequor, comitor ;

feadhan, comitatus, clieiitela ; fcadlia, patronus ; feidhil, aliens— so as to give to the

word Gadhel, Gael the signification fullmvcr, with reference either to the nomadic

propensities and practices of the whole tribe, or to their habit of living in clan-

ships. The name Gall (Gallus, Gaul), although used by Irish writers in direct

opposition to that of Gael, to such an extent as to have acquired the general

signification of foreigner, I am still inclined to consider as another more muti-

lated form of the same word, namely, a contraction of Givadhal or Gwodhal.

(Cf. the name of 5. Vodoalus.)

L
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fourth and fiftli centuries of our era, and named by them after their

mother-country, the latter being henceforth distinguislied from its

colony by the name of Gi'cat Britain.* Hence a land which, as

Cajsar tells us, was once the acknowledged classical seat of Drui-

dical discipline, and, we may therefore infer, of the Druidical or

ancient Celtic language and literature, is also the principal seat of the

modern Celtic, which originated there exclusively.

English readers may perhaps be astonished to find that, in pro-

posing the scientific use of the c'x.iiVQ&^iXon Ancient and Modern Celtic,

and in explaining its meaning, I have tacitly assumed as fact a point

which, of all those left to the investigation of comparative Celtic

philology, obviously most requires to be proved, namely, the real

general identity of the two languages, or, to speak more accurately,

the two ages of language which we have called Ancient and

Modern Celtic. But every one, however slightly acquainted with

modern Celtological literature, must be aware that this identity has

already been made the subject of so many extensive investigations,

and has received so many clear demonstrations, as not to require

additional proof. The important fact that all tiie words, significative

names and phrases, occasionally quoted by Greek and Latin autliors

* This colonization of Brittany, -which in the historic records of the Cyuiry

(Trioecld, Yaughan, 7.) is attributed to Cynan Meiriadawc, contemporary of

Macsen Wledic (Emperor Maximus), has conferred upon this hero, in very early

legends preserved both in the Welsh and Gaelic literature, the renown of a

descent into hell and victory over the infernal spirits, a fiction which doubtless

originated in the supposed identity between the realms of death and the lands

beyond the sea. V. Gododin, v. 196. (^lyvyrian, i. p. 4.)

:

Ni dyvu o Vrython

Wr well no Chynon

Sarph Seri Alon.

(There did not come from the land of Britons a man better than Cynon, the sun-

like conqueror of the infernal spirits.) Cf God. v. 367. 545. 583. 586. ; Mackin-

intosh's Gaelic Proverbs (1819), pp. 24. 203.; AV. Scott's AYaverley, cap. 19.;

Macpherson's Ossian, vol. i. pp. 148. 154. The character, at once bold and good-

humoured, under which the Gaelic tradition represents Cynan or Conan, enables

us to recognize in him the type of several other legendary heroes of a similar

stamp, whose history is a copious and amusing theme for the nurserj'-tales of

nearly every country of Europe ; e. g. Der Schmied von Apolda ; Bruder Lustig
;

Frere Moustache ; V. Grimm's Deutsche IMiirchen, Notes, No. 81. ; Emile Sou-

vesire, Derniers Bretons, p. 176.
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from the language of the several Celtic tribes, occur, with nearly

the same specific form and meaning, and moreover, with their full

etymological explanations, in dialects which Ave are for this very

reason justified in calling modern Celtic— a fact which involves

the grammatical identity of the two languages in question—has for

several centuries engaged the attention of the learned. Noticed first

by Dii Fresne, and afterwards more strongly insisted on by the school

of the so-called CeJtomanians, wdio, with all their voluminous re-

searches, have not contributed to the elucidation of any other point,

it has since been brought befoi'e the public in a more compendious

and judicious form in several modern books, among Avhich I need

only mention Dr. Prichard's Ethnography of the Celtic Race, and

Diefenbach's Celtica.

When we consider the full import of this identity with refer-

ence to our knowledge of ancieat geography and ethnogra^jhy, we

see at once that it is of itself sufficient to render the study of

modern Celtic of the highest importance to the historian. The

Celtic nation, whose language is still a living one among the modern

Celtic tribes just enumerated, was, owing to its migratory instincts

and habits, one of the most widely spread of all the nations of

ancient and modern history, having at various periods covered with

its settlements, and perhaps even possessed simultaneously, an

extent of country reaching from the Pillars of Hercules to Asia Minor

and beyond the Caspian, and from the banks of the Tiber to the

Ultima Thide of Scotland and Greenland. Upon this considerable

portion of the world, as well as the historical records referring to it,

the Celtic nation has impressed a long series of names both of places

and persons, which are not fully intelligible without a comparison with

the modern Celtic.

I beg leave here to oiFer briefly my opinion as to the diiferent lines

of migration by which I conceive the Celtic race i^roceeded from

Asia to Europe and finally to this country, and as to the intimate

connexion which seems to exist between the difference of tliose

lines and the great division of the whole race into two separate

branches, corresponding with the two great dialects of modern Celtic,

namely, the Gallic and Gaelic branches. Although it is beyond tlie

scope of this Essay to give that opinion (the result of a long and

L 2
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consciontious comparative examination of the extant Celtic national

records) supported by all the arguments necessary to prove it, I

have still thought it right to introduce a summary of it here by way

of basis to the philological views I propose more particularly to

develop. By introducing the etymology of several of the names

which we shall have occasion to mention, this sketch of the history

of Celtic migration will at tlie same time afford an opportunity of

demonstrating the importance which we attribute to the study of the

Celtic language with reference to ancient and modern ethnography.

It seems to me, then, that the Celtic nation transported itself from

Asia, and more particuhuly from Asiatic Scythia, to Europe and to

this country by two principal routes, which it resumed at different

epochs, thus forming tw^o great streams of migration which flow as it

were periodically. The one, proceeding in a soutli-western direction,

through Syria and Egypt and thence along the northern coast of

Afi'ica, reached Euro[)e at the Pillars of Hercules, and passing on

through Spain to Gaul, tliere divided itself into three branches.

The northern branch terminated in Great Britain and Ireland ; tl:e

southern in Italy ; and the eastern, running along the Alps and the

Danube, terminated near the Black Sea, not far from the point

where the whole stream may probably have originated. The other

great stream, taking a moi'e direct course, reached Europe at its

eastern limit ; and passing through European Scythia, and from

thence partly through Scandinavia, partly along the Baltic, through

Prussia (the Polena of the Sagas and Pwyl of the Triads), and

through Nortiiern Germany, reached this country and hence the

more western and northern islands across the German Ocean or

hazy sea (^3Iortawcli).

Of these two streams or lines of Celtic migration, which, with

reference to this country, we may distinguish by the names of the

western and eastern stream, the former, althougli the less direct,

seems to be historically the more ancient, and to have reached tliis

country several centuries before tlie other. The principal nations

belonging to it are tlie KiXrui of Spain (to whom this name parti-

cularly refers) and the Galli, the hitter being the parent stock of the

three tribes which successively possessed this island and successively

bestowed upon it the three names by which it is mentioned in the
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records of classical and national literatui-e. They each correspond

Avith that of the tribe itself, being derived from the chief God

worshipped by each tribe, on whom they always bestowed a two-

fold character, a general one, as God of the sun, and a special one,

as their own warlike leader and protector— their heros eponymus.

These three tribes are the following :

1. The Alivani (Alauni, Alani), who derived their name from their

God Alw, after whom they called this island Alw-ion ('AXoutotj',

Albion), i. e. the island of Alw.*

2. The Aedui, whose name is derived from their god Aed (the Aedd

Mawr of the Triads), after whom they called this island Aeddon or

Eiddyn (Edin), a name preserved in that of the town of Edinburgh

(Welsh Caer or Dinas Eiddyn, Gaelic, Din Eidiii).\ The name

under which the Aedui of Great Britain and Ireland are most fre-

quently quoted, and which, contrasted with the other, may be called

their secular name, is Brigantes (identical with the Welsh family

name Brychan, and the Irish Breoghan), the derivation of which is

the Welsh word brych, Gaelic hreag, fuscus.

3. The Britons (Brython) whose name is derived from their god

Bryt or Pryd (the Prjalyn ap Aedd Mawr of the Triads), after wliom

they called this island Brytain, Prydain (Ynys Prydain), Great

Britain. \

* V. Baxter, s. v. Alauni, Alo-Brites. The memory of the God Alw is pre-

served by the Triads under the name of Alawn, and by Nenuius (2. 12. Gale)

under that of Alaunus, grandfather of Brutus (i. e. Pryd). In the Triads of

the three pillars of the British nation,— Triphost (? Tuisighin) Cenedl Ynys

Prydain— the name of the Cymric god Hu Gadarn has been fraudulently sub-

stituted for that of Alw. The signification of the name Alw is still warranted

by the Welsh word Alaw (light, music), and the Gaelic Aluin (bright, beautiful).

t V. Trioedd, Vaughan, 36. Trioedd, Rich. 79. cf. 50. Gododin, v. 155. (Eg.

cyntedd Eiddyn). Ricardus Corineus, cp. 16. Britannia after the Romans, p. 74.

\ Nennius, x. Britones venerunt in teitia atale Mundi ad Britanniam. The

word ain, in the compound Prijd-ain, which is synonymous with the words

ion (in Alw-ion) and yn (in Eidd-yii), signifies circle, enclosure, island. The

simple name of the god Pryd is preserved in one of the most ancient monu-

ments of "Welsh literature, a sacrificial hymn addressed to tlie god Pryd in his

character as god of the sun. The text of this poem, as printed in the My-

vyrlan, or Welsh Archaeology (vol. i. pp. 72, 73.), being very corrupt, I

subjoin a literal prose translation of it in English, and a close metrical one in

German :

L 3
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The respective order in which these tliree names were bestowed

upon the island, is also evident from the situation of those parts to

which they became gradually applied after having lost their general

signification, each tribe, which retreated on the arrival of fresh

conquerors to a more northern part, attaching to the district which

it occupied what had been once the name of the whole country. Thus

the name Albion, the most ancient of the three, finally retired, to-

gether Avith the tribe from which it originated, to the most northern

part of the country, Avhich, under tlie form Albain or Alban, it still

serves to designate : and the name rrydain itself, which has since

resumed its general signification, in the poems of the old Welsh

bards generally designates the western parts of the Scotch lowlands,

whither the Britons had retii'ed after the arrival of the Belgians.*

As the nations and tribes of this western migration are those to

which the name of Celts and Gauls more particularly refers, so to

them belong most of those characteristics and institutions of the

Celtic race— including the important one of Druidism— with which

we ai'e made acquainted by Caesar and Strabo. The language of

the western Celts is in its most distinctive features represented by

the British or Gallic branch of the modern Celtic.

Of the nations and tribes composing the eastern migration, the

most celebrated are the so-called Picti and Scoti, who, from the

" Pryd, god of Great Britain, spleudid IIu, listen to me ! King of heaven, do

not durir'g ,ny office hide thyself from me ! A fair repast is spread before thee

by the castle between the two lakes (a religious expression for Great Britain)

;

the lakes surround the wall, the wall surrounds the city, the city invokes thee,

king almighty : a pure offering stands before thee, a chosen victim in its sa-

crificial veil (instead of mrvijedig vain, lege vain vwyad) : O great serpent (a

common epithet of the sun, referring to its circuitous course), encircle from above

the place where the sacred vases stand."

" Pryd Prydain, Fest dir beut Schones Opfer

Herr im 8chein, Die Sceburg heut, Hier im Schleier

Hore mich : See um Wall Dir ich bring,

Himmelsfiirst, Wall um Burg Goldner Drache,

Nicht im Dlenst Burg dich ruft, Hold umfache

Umdiistre mich : Herr, mit Schall ! Den Opferring !

"

* V. Ymarwer Liidd Mawr, My v. i. p. .11. b. Gwawdd Ludd y Mawr, ib. i.

75. b. (Tra mor Tra Brython). Kerdd am Veib. Llyr, ib. i. G7. b. Bri-

tannia after the Romans.
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close of the third century of our era, have for a long period held

a leading place in the history of this island. These two names

correspond with analogous words in modern Gaelic : the one with

the Irish scuite, nomades (coll. W. ysgioyd, E. to scoiit)\ the other

witli the Gaelic pic-t-a, peic-t-ta (Welsh, peith), Jightimj man, from

the Gaelic j}ic {beic, heuc), Welsh, peith, to scream, to fight (cf.

Anc.-G. viht-an ; Lat. -pugn-a). Far more characteristic, how-

ever, than these two names are those by which the Picti and Scoti

are usually distinguished in the Welsh records. I mean the names

black and fair {red, white) Gaels, black and fair horde— Givyd-

dyl duon, llu du, ormes du and Gwyddyl gioyn, coch glas*—
inasmuch as, according to the analogy of several Asiatic tribes j,

this appellation seems to refer to a difference of blood, and to imply

that the black Picti exhibited in their physical appearance a less

pure Caucasian origin than \\\q fair Scoti. The name Fena itself,

under which the Scoti are almost invariably mentioned in their own

records— the old Irish annals and poems— signifies the fair ones,

being the plural of Fion, fair, which word is in this form the name

of the heros eponymus of the whole tribe, the celebrated Fion Mac

Cumhail (the Fion Gall of the Highlands). The ignorance of the

monkish chroniclers of Ireland, who did not understand the meaning

of the word Fena, was doubtless the cause of the wild notion, of

i\\e Phcenician origin of the Irish, being generally received— just as

the story of the celebrated hero 31ilesius, as a distinct person, grcAV

out of the ignorance of those chi-oniclers as to the true meaning of

an epithet by which Fion (the heros eponymus of the Fena) is fre-

* V. Myvyr. i. 67. a; 134. b ; 192. a; Triads, R., 8, 9. ; cf. Dr. Smith, Scan

Dana, p. 6. The earliest authors who mention the Gwyddyl duon under this name

are Ammianus Marcellinus (xvii. 8.) and Ptolemajus (ii.3.) ; cf. Zosim. p. 440.,

since the iovm. Du-Caledones {Di-Cdedones)hy y^\iic\i. they mention them, evi-

dently contains the Celtic word du or dubh, black, as the fii'st term of this com-

pound.

f The whole nation of the Tatars, for instance, were formerly divided into two

o-reat families, one of which, called the black, comprehended the Tatars of Mon-

golic race ; the other, called the u-hite, those of Caucasian. V. Ritter's Erdkunde,

ii. pp. 255. 435. 437. 439. The division of the Huns into a black and white

horde likewise refers to the same difference. Vide Guignes, ii. p. 235. Hum-

boldt's Kosmos, ii. p. 220.

t 4
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quently described by the old Irish bards, namely, the epithet " MHedh,'"

the warrior. As regards the Irish tradition of the Fena having

arrived from Spain and Africa, however, to say it has no foundation

in history would be inconsistent with what we ourselves have said of

the route of the western Celts. I have no hesitation in considering

this tradition to refer either to that migration or to an anterior one,

in which a nation of Scytlio-Celtic (Fhifw-Celdc) race, including the

ancient Iberi and the still extant Basque nation*, seems to have

passed likewise along the African coast, to Spain as well as this

country.

The time when the stream of this eastern migration first reached

this island appears to have been the sixth century a. c, at which

epoch, as we learn from Herodotus (iv. 13.), a general commotion

took place amongst the different tribes and nations of Asiatic

Scythia, similar to that which 400 years later became the primary

cause of the great migration of the Teutonic tribes in the fourth and

fifth century. This great commotion, described by Herodotus, which

precipitated the eastern on the western tribes, and extended itself

through the Cimmerii ^Kyniri, who then inhabited the shores of tiie

Caspian) to European Scythia, finally brought the eastern Celts, in

the central parts of Europe, into contact with the western, one of the

results of which was the incursion of the Galli into Italy.

Among the Fena, the most illustrious were the Ua-shi, i. e. light,

fair tribe, celebrated in Irish legends for its cultivation of the arts

alike of war and peace, and for the number of bards as well as heroes

it has produced. The beautiful poem of Oighidh Llainne Uisncch

(the Deatli of the Sons of Uasin) contains, in a mythological and

symbolical form, the story of the final destruction of this tribe in the

northern part of Ireland, in consequence of a long series of combats

between the warlike Fcnish tribe and the Picti or Cruithne. There

is no stronger proof of the poetic glory of the Ua-sin than the fact of

the two greatest poetical names in Gaelic and Gallic literature,

* We may see an allusion to this ante-Celtic population of Ireland in the

mythological genealogy of Fion, who is called the grandson of Base (Fion

Mac-Cumhail na Baisciie) ; although I do not know whether I shall weaken or

strengthen it by mentioning that the word Base itself is an old Irish synonym of

the word Fion, signifying red, fair.
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Oisin* (Ossian) and Taluesin t (Taliessin), being mere mythological

concentrations and personifications of the poetical activity and influ-

ence of this tribe ; the one, Ossian, as the representative of the bards

who-themselves belonged to it ; and the other, Taluesin, as that of the

bards of a neighbouring nation, who received from the Ua-sin the

impulse of their art and inspiration.

11.

Grimm's Laiv Scale of Consonants extended to the Celtic,

A knowledge of modern Celtic is indispensable, in order to detect

and appreciate, in many European languages, both ancient and mo-

dern, such of their heterogeneous elements as they acquii'ed owing

to their more or less intimate and lasting contact with the ancient

Celtic.

It is not only in the different Teutonic languages that this infusion

of Celtic elements is observable ; we find them in the Latin also,

into which they were introduced owing to the contact between the

Romans and the Umbrians and Galli ; and Ave find them to a con-

* The compound Ua-sin has been changed into " Oisin" by the regular pro-

cess, peculiar to the Celtic, of a retrogressive assimilation of the vowels, the u

accommodating itself to the following a by becoming o, and the a to the following

{, by becoming i itself. A similar process of change has taken place as regards

the word Tal-ue-sin, in which the a of ua has accommodated itself to the following

i by becoming e.

f The Tul, which in the name 7a/-ue-sz/r precedes the na, is merely a repetition

or explanation of this word, representing the word Tal,, tribe, family, once com-

mon to both the great Celtic dialects, of which the Gaelic has still retained it

;

whereas the modern Welsh, retaining it only in the two derived words Talaeth

and Talais, has for its simple form and meaning substituted the word Teulu,

•which is still derived from the same root. The contact between the Cymry and

Fena, to which the school of poetry personified in Taluesin owed its origin, does

not, as far as I see, refer to the Fena of Ireland, but to a Fenish tribe which, on

their way thither appears to have settled for some time on the western coast of

this island, opposite the Isle of Man. There at least, as it seems to me, we must

look for the Ua-Ffin mentioned by the Cynveirdd {e. g. My v. i. p. 40, Yn Mor-dai

Ua-Fjin), as well as for the land Argoed, of which the Fyn, celebrated amongst

the twelve mythological heroes of the Gododin (v. 803, Myv. p. 12), is said to

have been king.
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siderable extent in Spanish and French, into which they came through

the Latin, and in which they were retained through tlie con-

querors of the Iberians and Aquitanians. It is true, however, that

in the Teutonic languages the extent and influence of these Celtic

elements is much more considerable than in any of the three just

mentioned, which may be accounted for, by the fact of the Teutonic

tribes having found a Celtic population already established in nearly

all the countries which they conquered. In consequence of their

intermixture with this population, they necessarily adopted a great

number of terms, and even general modes of expression, connected

with a civilization which, mainly owing to the influence of the Dru-

idical discipline, was then superior to their own.

In undertaking, however, to separate these Celtic elements from

the great genuine mass of any other language, we must take care

not to claim as Celtic such w^ords and grammatical rules as both

languages possess in common, either in consequence of their being

branches of the great Japhetic stock, or of the primitive unity of

human speech in general. One of two cliaracteristics is always

requisite to enable us to pronounce with certainty that an element

found in another language, which seems to be Celtic, is so really.

These are, either an internal one, which consists in the incongruity

or imperfect connexion of that element witli the mass of the lan-

guage ; or an external one, consisting in the history of its intro-

duction, which is capable of being traced.

AVith reference to the first of these two clmracteristics, the

most unquestionable mark of the origin of very many Celtic words in

English and German is the fact of their exhibiting, by the mode in

which the strength (or quantity) and form of the one or several

consonants (mutes) which they contain are combined, the scale

of articulation which belongs to the Celtic and not to the Teu-

tonic. I allude to the interesting fact, discovered by Jacob Grimm,

that the Teutonic languages by a certain regular deviation from

the phonetico-etymological system of the Sanskritic languages—

a

deviation best known in this countiy under the appellation of

Grimr)\!s law— adopted a scale of articulation of their own, which

in one portion of the Teutonic dialects, the High German, under-

went a second regular alteration. I think it necessary, however, to
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correct one great error with respect to this law, one not less in

substance than in name, by which the demonstration of the law

referring to it has hitherto been obscured.* It consists in the inde-

finite and confused signification given to the terms tenuis, media,

aspirata. Instead of denoting, as they do, not only as regards the

nature of the substance, but also the definition given to them by

Greek and Latin grammarians, the three different degrees of strength

{^vvaixic) or quantity of air with which every letter may be uttered,

they are used by modern grammarians, the first and second {tenuis

and media) to denote the difference between the mrd and vocalform

of the consonant, and the third (aspirata) its alliance with a gut-

tural sound. This is done merely because in Greek and Latin,

according to the scale of articulation adopted by these two languages,

the tenuis, i. e. the feeble or short consonant, is, when a mute,

generally surd, the media, i. e. the consonant of middle strength or

quantity of air, generally vocal ; and the aspirata, i. e. tlie long or

strong consonant, generally affected by a guttural articulation. \

But a delicate ear will perceive at once that the English fh in thou,

and German d in du, are as much te?iues, i. e. feeble, as the French t

in tu ; and in like manner, that in the word deer, German thier,

Greek 0»';p, the three mutes d, th, d, are equally aspiratce, i. e. strong,

and that in the word two, French deux, German zwei, the three

mutes, t, d, z, are equally inedicc.

Now, if we apply Grimm's law, thus corrected, to the Celtic

languages, we shall find that they have retained, on the whole, the

scale of articulation belonging to the classical languages, more par-

ticularly the Sanskrit scale, with which they agree in attaching the

long quantity, not as the Greek and Latin do, to the surd form of

the mute, but to the vocal. I shall likewise illustrate this fact, with

reference to the English and German, by a table of comparative

examples.

* The author of this paper, as far as he knows, was the first to discover this

error. V. Miinchner Gelehrte Anzeigen, 1841, No. 238, p. 877.

f The case is not so even in the Sanskrit, where surd mutes allied with h are

generally tenues.
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We see from this table, that whenever the connexion between

an English or German word and the corresponding Celtic is na-

tural and organic, the mute or mutes which it contains, must differ

in a certain regular way from those of the Celtic word, according

to this scale :

Dentals.

Celtic t (tenuis), English th,

„ d (media),

„ d (aspirate),

Celtic c (tenuis),

„ g (media),

„ g (aspirate),

Celtic p (tenuis),

,, 11 (media),

,, b (aspirate),

Hiyh German d.
(Ancient and modern).

„ ts. (z.)

th.

Palatals.

English h,

>) *^)

Labials.

English f,

„ 1,

M b.

German \r,

„ A. k. h ; M. k.

„ A. k ; M. g.

German A. v
;

„ A. p

M. f. b.

M. b.

If, therefore, we find English and German words corresponding to

others in the Celtic, without exhibiting these regular features of

difference, we cannot be mistaken in concluding that their relation

to the Celtic is not natural and organic, but one which has arisen

through accident. As examples of this class of words in the two

languages, I shall mention the following, several of which it will be

seen were already introduced into the Gothic and Anglo-Saxon

:

German. Gothic. Celtic.

(Gaelic—Welsh

—

Irish.)

Tek-an G. tagh.

Tret-en Trud-an W. troed, Ir. troidh,

(.pes).

Tut-en W. twt-ach.

Ir. tap-ar, Sanskr. tap.

W. tym, tym-mor, Ir.

time, Lat. tempus.

Thurm W. twr, Lat. turris.

Sich kehrea Kar-jan W. car-u, /;•. car.

English.
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Eiir/lisft. Amjh- Saxon. German. Gothic.

Car, cart

Carp, carpet

Cup

To choose

To clepe

Pail

Feai"

Ccosan

Cliopan

Kan

Kiib-d

Kiosen

Kleff-en

Bir-ne

Celtic.

( Gaelic—WeUh -Irish.)

TT'^ Ir. car, cart, Lat.

currus-

W. carpi-aw, carp (vel-

lus), Ir. cearb.

W. cwp-an, Ir. cup-a,

KimfWov, Lnt. Cup-a.

Kius-an W. ceis-io, Lat. qua?s-o.

W. clepio.

W. padell, /;•. padhal,

Lat. patella.

W. per-an, Lat. piruin.

III.

Law of Transmutation of Initial Consonants.

The effect produced upon the Teutonic languages by their contact

with the Celtic is not limited to the introduction of a certain number

of words. It extends likewise over a portion of the general gram-

matical rules in the etymological and syntactical, as well as the

phonic department. I think I have detected, both in English and

German, such general Celtic influences; but I shall confine myself

here to the consideration of one of them belonging to the phonic

department, which is no other than that very change of articulation

alluded to above. This change seems to result from the adoption by

the Teutonic of a peculiarity of the Celtic, which, owing to the

primitive innate difference in the character of the two nations and

languages, could not be adopted without producing a complete

systematic revolution in- the phonic department of the Teutonic.

The peculiarity of the Celtic, here alluded to, is that curious law of

transmutation of the initial consonants by wliich that language is

distinguished from all others. As no correct explanation of this

law has yet been given in any of the AVeLsh and Irish grammars

extant*, I shall offer one here in as brief and succinct a manner

Such an explanation was first indicated by Bopp in his paper Ueber die
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as possible. Whenever a Celtic word which begins with one of the

mutes— or certain semi-vowels even— happens to be, either from

composition or syntax, preceded by, and at the same time gram-

matically connected with, another word which at present or formerly

ended with a vowel or the semi vowel n, the initial consonant of the

word so preceded and connected must accommodate itself, by a

systematic change, either \n/orm or shape, of its own articulation,

to that of the vowel or semi-vowel which preceded it. This must

be done in such a manner that, after a trowel, the mute shall become

either, under the influence of tlie guttural flatus inherent in all

vowels, an aspirate (in the common English sense of the word*), or,

under the influence of their vocal power, vocal when it is surd, and

a semi-vowel when already vocal ; and, in like manner, after the

semi-voivel », the mute, either influenced by its nasal articulation,

shall assume a nasal sound, or, influenced by its vocal power, turn

from surd into vocal—

For instance :

Amplified by the prefix a—
The Welsh trev (house, village) becomes a-threv.

The Ii-ish tan (fire) becomes a-than.

The JV. tail (house) becomes a-dail.

The /. bra (broiv) becomes a-bhra (6(ppve).

Affected with the negative particle di —
The IV. barn (judgment) becomes di-varn, void ofJudgment.

The /. gair (word) becomes di-ghair (speechless).

The W. marw (dead) becomes di-vartv (immortal).

Combined with the word og (ijoung)—
The /. bean {^icoman) becomes og-bhean (instead of og-a-

bhean), young woman, virgo.

Celtischen Sprachen (1838), and more fully developed by the author of this

Essay in his review of the works of Bopp and Pictet, in the "Wiener Jahrbiicher,

1844, June and July ; to which we would refer the learned reader for this

portion of our argument as well as for the remainder.

* Not in the sense of the Greek word 5oo-e?o (strong, long).
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With mawr, mar {grcaC)—
The W. clod {glory) becomes maivr-ylod (instead of maicr-a-

ylod).

The /. cln becomes mor-chlu.

Determined by the feminine article an (instead of an o), in Irish,

and y, yr (instead o^ yr-i), in IVdsh—
The /. bean becomes an hhean.

The JV. hen-w becomes y venw.

The IV. per-a?i {pear) becomes y bcran.

The /. peir-e becomes a7i pheire.

Preceded by the indefinite auxiliary verb a in ff'elsh, do in

Irish —
The verb can {canere) makes in TV. mi a gatwv; in /. (do)

chanaini {ca7io).

Affected with the negative particle an—
The JV. words car {friend), pech {sin) become an-nghar,

am-mhech ;

and with the transitive particle cy (instead of cyn)

The W. tes {heat) makes cy-nhesu {to heat).

Preceded by the numeral ^^re, JV. pump, I cuig, between which

and the following noun the genitive preposition n is understood,

the Welsh words hlynedd, diwrnod {year, day), and the corre-

sponding Irish bliadhna, de, become respectively mlynedd, niwrnod

(pump niwrwcxi ^instead o£ pump-n-diior?iod), and mbliadhna, nde

(cuig n de) : and preceded by the Irish article genitive plural na

after which the same genitive preposition n is understood, the Irish,

words treas, cailleach, pearsa, fear, become respectively dreas,

gailleach, bearsan, bear (na bear virorum, instead of na-7i bfear).

The assuming of the guttural aspiration on the part of the con-

sonant under the influence of the preceding vowel is the kind of

change regularly adopted in Irish, whereas in Welsh the vocali-

zation of the mute is now the general rule. It is unquestionable,

however, from the gradual and even now only partial adoption of

this rule in Welsh, that the Irish usage is the more ancient of the

two, as is still further proved by its striking analogy with that

of tlie Uagcsh lene in Hebrew, which may serve to corroborate
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the view founded in the physiology of sounds, that all mutes were

primitively allied with guttural aspirations, and consequently, when

they return to that alliance, only recover their full original power.

With regard to the two kinds of change admissible after n, that

resulting from the nasal power of the semi-vowel has been adopted

in all cases by the Welsh ; by the Irish only when the initial is a

vocal mute ; whereas, when it is a surd in Irish, it becomes affected,

by the vocal power of n. The following table will exhibit a com-

parative view of the diflPerent changes of the initial both in Welsh

and Irish :—

Radical Sounds -
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the entire system (vide examples mentioned above). The suppres-

sion of the feminine vowel and the genitive n in the Irish declension,

as well as the general suppression, both in Welsh and Irish, of the

vowels and the semi-vowel w, nearly in all cases of syntax where

the transmutation of the initial consonant takes place, I consider, so

far from being a defect in the whole system, rather one of its par-

ticular beauties, inasmuch as, by distinctly showing the cause in the

effect, it tends to husband the resources of the language, while it

adds to its energy, and to carry the whole system of transmutation,

the principle of which consists in a harmonious accordance of phonic

and etymological distinctions, to the highest degree of perfection.

The only phenomenon in universal grammar, known to me, to

which this system, in all its magical expressiveness can be compared

is the similar one of change of vowels in the so-called strovff con-

jugation in the Teutonic languages, the principle of which is to be

found likewise in the suppression of a termination which never-

theless is presei'ved, and as it were reflected, by the altered arti-

culation of the inherent vowel of the root.

The Celtic system of transmuted initials and suppressed suffixes

is, however, subject to one inconvenience; namely, that by tending

perhaps towards a too intimate coalescence of the phonic and

logical powers of speech, it may be mor§ likely than any method

of syntactical expression to obscure in the mind of the nation the

consciousness of those grammatical distinctions to which it owes

its origin. That such has been the case is evident from all the

Welsh and Irish grammars extant ; and how then can we wonder

at the misapplication given to this system by the Teutonic tribes ?

The manner in which I think such a misapplication on their part

gave rise to their altered scale of articulation is this :—
Those combinations of power, quantity, and form in the mute

deviating from the radical scale, which in Celtic are but of syntac-

tical import, and of occasional, although, of course, most frequent

occurrence, were adopted as radical and permanent by the Teutonic

tribes, who took the tenuis in its altered form as the basis of a

new scale of articulation, radically dilTercnt from the Sanskritic,

which they had till then retained. This explanation accounts also,

as will be easily seen, for the second altei*ation which the new scale
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underwent in High German, the hitter taking for a basis the vocal

tenuis ; whereas the Gothic had taken tlie aspirate, which as Ave

have observed, must be considered the more ancient of the two

forms of alteration. The Gothic, having adopted the th (y*) as the

short or feeble, and retained the d as the long or strong dental mute,

came to adopt the t as the middle (dental media) ; whex'eas the Old

High German, having made the d its short dental mute and tending

to follow out this new change by a complete deviation from the

Gothic scale, took the th or t as the long, and the z (ts) as the

middle mute. And perhaps this is not the only instance in which the

Teutonic mind has been misled into bestowing an absolute, instead of

a relative, value on principles derived from the Celtic nation.

IV.

The Non- Sanskritic Element in the Celtic, and the place of Celtic

in the Japhetic Languages.

One of the grandest results of modern comparative philology has

been to show, that all languages belonging to one stock—and we may

even say, enlarging this view, all languages of the earth— are but

scattered indications of that primitive state of human intellect, and

more particularly of the imitative faculty, under the highest excite-

ment of poetical inspiration, in which the language originated, and

with which every language remains connected, as well thi'ough the

physiological unity of the human race, as through the historical unity

of the family to which it more especially belongs. Of the divine art

by which man in that happy primitive state of intellectual activity

was enabled to understand the world and himself by means of imita-

tive movements of his voice, and, at the same time, of the sacred

treasure of ideas thus embodied in sound with which he then became

entrusted, a certain portion only has been preserved and developed

* The peculiar sound of the Gothic (and English) \> does not form an ob-

jection to this fact, since this sound is but the result of a local coalescence of the

t with the guttural flatus, the latter having accommodated itself to the former

by becoming dental. It is by a similar process that i)h and hh coalesce and pass

respectively into / (<?>) and ch (x).

M 2
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by each family of the human race, in accordance with its peculiar

character and history, its virtues and defects. The most beautiful

portion is undoubtedly that which has fallen to the lot of the Japhetic

family ; but this again lias been divided amongst several nations, each

of which possesses but one dialect of the great Japhetic languag.:*, and

this but fragmentary and imperfect ; and, in many of its parts not in-

telligible without a comparison of the sister dialects.

In consequence of the works of Dr. Prichard and M. Pictet*, the

Celtic has, since the appearance of Bopp's Comparative Grammar,

been acknowledged as the eighth of these sister languages, the other

seven being the Sanskrit, Old Persian, Greek, Latin, Lithuanian,

Sclavonic, and Teutonic. The entire circle of these languages, and

thereby the compai'ative understanding of each of them, seems thus

completed. Traces of the new light which has been thrown upon

this family by the acknowledgment of the Celtic as one of the Indo-

Teutonic dialects may already be perceived in several works of

modern philology, particularly in the last edition of Bopp's Diction-

ary. One great prejudice, however, seems still to be clinging to the

school to which we owe the scientific demonstration of the aflBnity of

the Celtic with the Sanskrit— intimately connected, perhaps, Avith

that very accuracy and soundness in its method of investigation for

which we admire it — which has hitherto prevented that demonstra-

tion from yielding all the immense advantages which science had

reason to expect from it. I mean, that the writers of this school are,

as it were, chained down to regard the Sanskrit both as the historical

and philosophical ?ie plus ultra of the comparative grammar of the

Japhetic dialects, and have, by an exclusive system of minute refer-

ences to this "Indo-Teutonic mother-tongue," as they call it, lost sight

of any stage of human speech independent of, and perhaps anterior to,

the Sanskrit, which may be involved in one of its sister dialects. Li

examining the Celtic, Pictet and Bopp easily discovered that this

language, while in one portion of its grammatical usages it exhibits

a systematic affinity with the Sanskrit, in another, exhibits an evi-

dent estrangement from it. But Pictet, instead of beginning his

* De TAffinito des Langiies Celtiqucs avec le Sanskrit. Par Adolplic Pictet.

Memoirc couronrn' par I'lnstitut. Paris, 1837.
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analysis with a comparison of these two portions, which he would

thus have found to form one inseparable living whole, limited him-

self to the analysis of the Sanskritic portion, putting aside the

other as a mere secondary admixture, the result, as he supposed, of

accidental contact with one of the non-Japhetic languages ; and, by

so doing, he placed himself in a position that could not but lead to a

misinterpretation of many features of even the Sanskritic portion.

Bopp, on his part, though he did enter on the analysis of the

non-Sanskritic portion, yet having confined his view to some isolated

features— particularly the Irish declension— and having examined

even these only under the influence of his Sanskritic prepossessions,

detected in them nothing but mutilated and degenerated forms of his

favourite tongue ; whereas, he might have seen that the Sanskrit, in

several of these very features which he analysed, exhibits, if not mu-

tilated forms, at least the caput mortuum of a Celtic element.

Of the leading features in which the Celtic differs from the San-

skrit, we have already mentioned one belonging to the phonic depart-

ment ; namely, the transmutations of initials : another, belonging to

the same department, is the transmutation of vowels. It is re-

gulated by laws similar to, but much more fully developed tlian,

those which determine the transmutation of primary and secondary

vowels {Umhlang and Abklang, or, with Grimm, Umlaut and

Ablaut) in the Teutonic.

The moral principle of language in which originate both these

features, may be said to consist in Jiexihility and elasticity. And if

I were to designate in the same way the principle of most of the

leading non-Sanskritic features in the etymological department, I

'&\\o\i\<i a^iSS. \t analytical distinctness : flexibility, elasticity, analytical

distinctness—and are not these the qualities which most nearly

represent the character of the whole Celtic nation ? But the idea

I have touched upon in the phrase analytical distinctness, requires

some farther explanation.

When we compare our modern European languages, the Eng-

lish and French for instance, with the ancient, especially the

Latin and Greek, we are struck by one marked difference in their

grammatical characters ; namely, the different manner in which they

express relative or incidental notions or ideas. By the term relative

M 3
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or bicideiital we designate and distinguish from the other great class

of notions, which we call substantive, all those notions or ideas which,

at the same time that they exclusively represent phenomena of a

certain general and categorical meaning, represent moreover each

of them, not with reference to itself, hut only to two or several other

phenomena which, of course, always belong to the class o{ substantive

notions. For instance, in the sentence, the horse is stnick by a

spear— equus tangitur telo, the three substantive notions of which,

as of its substantial elements, the proposition is composed, are ex-

pressed by the words horse, struck, spear; whereas the four particles

the, is, by, a, express the relative or incidental notions of the sentence,

Avhich evidently does not receive from them the addition of any

new independent element, but merely the connexion and determina-

tion of the three above mentioned. And the equivalent Latin sen-

tence which I have mentioned will at once have directed tlie

attention of my readers to the nature of the difference which we have

stated to exist between ancient and modern languages, in expressing

relative or incidental notions. The notions in tlie above sentence

belonging to that class are in English rendered by four separate and

a'Txiliary words placed beside the principal; wliercas in Latin they

are rendered through the inJJexion, as it is generally called, of the

latter. But what is iirftexion ? It is a system of etymological com-

binations, by which any one of those elementary parts of imitative

articulation which (by a metaphorical term referring to the analogy

existing between the development of plants and words) are usually

called roots, and more especially any one of those roots which

express substantive ideas, and which for this reason we may call

substantive roots, becomes, in connected speech, regularly allied

with one or several of another class of roots which differ from the

former, both in form and meaning, the one being generally slighter

than that of substantive roots, and consisting not, as most of those,

in a double, but in a simple articulation, the other (the meaning)

being always that of an incidental or relative idea. The place

occupied by the incidental root may be either before or after the sub-

stantive root : in the former case it is called prejt.r, and in the latter,

which is by far the more general, si/ffix. And having thus defined

the term inflexion— which in a more appropriate sense refers parti-
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cularlj to the mode of intei'cliange which takes place between several

incidental roots as becoming alternately attached to one substantive

root— we may say that the great difference alluded to, between

ancient and modern languages, consists in the foi'mer expressing

incidental notions by auxiliary loords, and the latter by auxiliary

roots : for instance, in the example above given, the notions ex-

pressed in English by the words the, is, by, a, are expressed in Latin

respectively by the three suffixes (one of them double) us, it-ur, o.

The comparative advantages and disadvantages of these two

methods may be easily understood. The one, uniting the inci-

dental with the substantive notion under the same emission and into-

nation of voice, and blending both, for the mind as well as the ear

and the eye, into one organized whole, composed, as it were, both

of an etymological and a phonic arsis and thesis, is more fit to

exercise the synthetic and artistic capabilities of the human intellect.

It moreover favours the development of the intellect, by perfecting

what may be called the objective beauty of language; inasmuch as,

through the varying union of a series of suffixes with one unchanging

root, it endues the process of inflexion with the appeai'ance of vital

activity. The other method, which gives distinct breath and accent

to each incidental notion, and so both to the corporeal and intel-

lectual eye is constantly renewing that difficult process of the under-

standing, through which the primitive root (which always involved

a full sentence) has decomposed itself into its logical elements, is

better calculated for the exercise of the analytical and discriminating

powers of the intellect. Besides, as it prevents the meaning even

of the slightest imitative sound from being obscured, it serves to

quicken the consciousness of each minute member of the sentence,

and thus to augment the subjectiveforce of the language.

And now which of these two methods is the more ancient ? In the

Teutonic languages it is certain that the analytical tendency which

now predominates in their etymological department, is not the primi-

tive one; inasmuch as it is not found in their most ancient dialect, the

Gothic, which has nearly all the synthetic habits of the Sanskrit

and the Latin : and hence, in every language in which the analy-

tical method of declension and conjugation has been observed, it has

M 4
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been suspected by modern philology to be the effect of decomposition.

But the case is different with the Celtic, which by its entire structure,

as well as by its history, lays claim to a much higher antiquity than

the Teutonic, and reaches back to an earlier epoch in the history of

human speech : an epoch anterior, as we may infer from philosophical

considerations, to that of the synthetic principle represented by the

Sanskrit, and during which the analytical principle must have pre-

vailed.

This conclusion is fully borne out, and confirmed as a fact, by one

of the greatest discoveries of modern philology, that of the Old

Egyptian. This language, at the same time that it shows in a con-

siderable portion of its grammatical features— especially the forma-

tion of roots, the choice and specification of their meaning, and the

system of conjugation— a decided primitive aflSnity to the Sanskrit,

in another manifests an almost total absence of the observances of

etymological synthesis, so systematically carried out by the younger

language, tlius proving that the decomposition which has taken place

in the Teutonic languages, with reference to the Sanskrit, is, with

reference to the more ancient mother-tongue, only a kind of return

to their original state. And I have no doubt that this return has

been effected, not more by their instinctive tendency to recover tlie

lost perception of the meaning of most of the incidental roots, than by

the influence of the Celtic, which in all its non-Sanskritic features

most strikingly corresponds with the Old Egyptian.

This correspondence refers, first, to a considerable number of spe-

cified roots and words, which, as far as I am awai'e, belong exclu-

sively to those two languages : e.g.—
Eg. ra, stin. Ir. la, day.

aah, moon. eagh, moon.

siw, star. W. syw, bright, clean, sew-yd,

stars, syw-ed, astronomy.

val, eye. gwel-ed, to see.

mas, to suckle, young, Ir. mens, child; fF.moeSy suckling

child. nursing, education (coll.

Z,at. mos).

rar, child. ail, child. {JV. oil, God. 762.)

man, to go. ff. myn-cd.
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Efj.m^xi, roe-stone. TV. mixen; Ir. main (coll. LaL

moenia'": Hebr. e-ben).

ex, to be thirsty. yv-ed, to drink (coll. Lat.

eb-r-ius).

neb, everij one. neb. ichatever.

neb, lord. nev (God. 151), nav, lord,

msi, place. nia, place.

Secondly, to several incidental roots of great import in the etymo-

logical department : e. g. —
3 pers. masc. Eg. ef, o ; TV. ev, o.

3 pers. suffix. Eg. f (ai-f, he goes) ;
TV. f (ai-ff).

2 pers. masc. singular and plural. Eg. k (ai-k, thou goest)
;

TT^.

ch (ae-ch, you ivere going) ; el-och, thou didst go.

Indefinite auxiliary verb. iJ^. ar, au (ar ai-f ) ; ^. yr,a(yrai-ff).

Thirdly, to the system of combining, in the form of suffixes, the

personal pronouns with the prepositions; a usage similar to that which

prevails in the Hebrew, where personal pronouns are suffixed to sub-

stantive nouns, but which is more remarkable in a linguistic point

of view, inasmuch as it implies the consciousness of the primitive

meaning of prepositions, which was always that of substantive

nouns : e. g.—
Eg. (a)r-of, ar-o, towards him. TV. ar-n-o (?^ is the genitive pre-

position), upon him.

°""""
(a)r-ok, towards thee. er-och, toivards you.

(a)n-ok, about thee. am-dan-och, about you.

hra-k, before thy face, rhag-och, before you.

"f
- before thee.

Fourthly and principally, it refers to the expressing of incidental

notions by roots, in the character of separate and independent words,

which are used in Sanskrit to express the same notions, but as suf-

fixes and prefixes, and in a much more limited signification. Thus,

iivthe conjugation of the verb, the three persons, which the Sanskrit

re"-ularly expresses by the personal pronouns combined, under the

form of suffixes, with the verbal root, are expressed in Celtic some-

times in the same way, but in other cases by the same pronominal

roots under the form of separate auxiliary words, which may be
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placed indifferently either before or after the verbal root: a flexibility

of expression to which the Egyptian supplies a parallel, the use of

the pronoun, as suffix, belonging to the sacred, and as prefix to the

demotic (popular), dialect of this language : e. g

Eg. sacred dialect, ai-f, ai-k, ai-a (it, is, eo).

demotic dialect, ef-ai, ek-ai, ei-ai.

W. can-a-vi (Godod. 612) or can-a-v {canam).

cen-i-t{\) (canes) ; can-o (cecinerit).

can-er vi, ti, evo (canor, caneris, canitur).

canu yr wyv (canere sum) alternating with can-ioyv (cano).

//• can-aim (cano); can-t-ar me (canor).

Thus the Welsh indefinite auxiliary verb a, to go, to he, which, even

as the corresponding Egyptian au (Coptic o), is placed before sub-

stantive verbs (verba concreta) to mark the indefinite mood, appears

in Sanskrit and Greek as the well-known augment : e. g.— Welsh, a

ddysgodd, lie did teach ; Sansk. a-diks'-a-ta ; llila^E.*

And thus also, to mention an instance which I have already al-

luded to, the word ??, which, alternating with m (and undoubtedly

identical with the word m, ma, place), serves in Egyptian as a pre-

position to denote all cases, though particularly the genitive, serves

in Celtic (where it is generally contained, as we have seen, in the

transmutation of the initial) to denote exclusively the genitive, and

more particularly the genitive plural, to which in Sanskrit, Greek,

and Latin, it has been regularly limited : c. g.—
Egypt. : nef n anach, breath of life ; sont w ataf, avenger of his

father ; fitw m ah-aya, yb?<r of oxen.

Welsh : Caer-n-arvon, toivn of Arvon ; ar-n-av (vide supra),

saith niwrnod (instead of " saith 71 diwrnod," scptcm

dierum).

Irish : iar, «-dilinn, after the deluge (originally i7i the bach, icest,

of the deluge), na-n-dia (pronounced na-n-ia), of the

days.

* The author of this Essay -was the first, as far as he knows, to indicate this

orighi of the augment, in an article on two ancient Italian inscriptions, inserted

in the INIiinchner Gelehrte Anzeigen, April, 1843, and afterwards in tlie Wiener

Jahrbiioher.
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Sansk. : dlu-n-am.

Lat : die-r-um (coll. Old High Ger. kep-Gn-o ; A.- Sax. giv-en-a,

ofthegiftsy

Now, weighing all these affinities of the Celtic with the Egyptian on

the one side, and the Sanskrit on the other, I believe we may be justified

in saying that it occupies a place in history between them both, and

marks an intermediate stage in the development of human language,

and more especially of the Japhetic, between the analytical fluidity of

its genial infancy and that beautiful synthetic consistence, so to speak,

of its vigorous maturity, as we find it represented in the Sanskrit.

The intermediate position which we have assigned to the Celtic,

with respect to the different epochs of the Japhetic languages, it still

holds, as regards the relation of this family with the Semitic and

Finish, both of which participate in many of its non-Sanskritic

features. It appears to be also by this internal relationship, much

more than by external contact, that we must explain the resemblance

of many Celtic elements with those of two languages, both of which

seem to belong to a Celto-Finish branch, I mean the Basque and

Etruscan.*

* As regards the advantage which may be derived from the Celtic for the elu-

cidation of the Etruscan, see the article last quoted in the Miinchncr Gelehrte

Anzeigen,
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SIXTH CHAPTER.

THE LAST RESULTS OF THE RESEARCHES RESPECTING THE RELATIVE

rOSITIOX OE THE SEMITIC LANGUAGES AMONG THEMSELVES, AND

TOWARDS THE INDO-GERMANIC FAMILY.

Historical Introduction.

The ruling critical Iranian school, reducing everything to, and

deducing everything from, Sanskrit, turned a deaf ear to all

questions, as to further affinities, even after the old Egyptian

language had become accessible to every scholar. The heads

of the critical Hebrew school, Gesenius and Ewald, had thrown

out a hint that, by the reduction of the triliteral Hebrew roots

to biliteral ones (proposed already in the seventeenth century),

we might find strong reason to suspect a radical affinity between

Hebrew and Sanskrit. Klaproth had pronounced, without

reserve, that it was so, and attempted a proof in the rarest of

all linguistic books (1828).* Ewald, without controverting

the assertion, observed, with his usual acuteness, that such

etymologies must go back beyond the historical age of Semitic

forms ; an observation in which Humboldt concurs f, but

which evidently does not settle the question. It was only

in 1838 and 1840 that two masters of the Hebrew tongue,

Fiirst of Leipzig (himself a Jew), and more especially Delitzsch

of Halle, endeavoured to break down the wall of partition.

Delitzsch accepts entirely the rules laid down, and the

method observed, by Indo-Germanic scholars : and rejects as

* Observations sur les Racines des Langues Semltiqties : quoted by

Humboldt. See the following note,

t P. ccccxi. and foil. Compare Ewald, Lehrb. § 4.
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strongly as they the former irregular and unscientific method

of etymological comparisons ; but he maintains and exemplifies

the constant and undeniable analogy between Indo-Germanic

and Semitic roots, and thus fully establishes the claims to a

further investigation upon a more extended plan.

llodiger, the successor of Gesenius at Halle, arrived at

similar conclusions by his own researches concerning the most

ancient Arabic forms. Perhaps he or Delitzsch would even have

been led to the establishment of a new and higher principle of

investigation, if the great facts which Egyptian philology at

that period had already revealed, by Champollion's grammar,

to those who were willing to learn, had not been so strangely

overlooked by all German scholars. Egypt is the connecting

link between them ; and the method of investigation, which the

peculiar nature of the Egyptian language demands in order to

be understood, cannot but be intimately connected with that

which seems requisite to establish the historical connexion

between the Semitic and Japhetic languages, by a new and

more profound investigation of their differences as well as of

their similarity. The rigid Indo-Germanic school has assumed,

but never even attempted to prove, that we must reject all

evidences of historical affinity which do not rest upon the identity

of inflexions and formative words. Now we agree with that

school in maintaining, that analogies in the musical element of

language (if we may so call whatever belongs to the peculiarities

of intonation, and the greater or less prevalence of one or the

other class of sounds) are in themselves as inconclusive reasons

for establishing a connexion in kind, as the varieties of colour,

the form of leaves, smell, and similar properties are for con-

stituting different species among plants, or as analogies in the

colour of hair or of feathers for denying the identity of species

among animals. But I can see no ground for the assumption

that, where identity or affinity is wanting in the grammatical

forms and their expression, there can be no radical affinity of
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languages. For it is on this narrow principle that those isolating

systems are designedly or unconsciously founded. Now we

ask (anticipating what we hope soon fully to establish), what

are (according to their own assumption or admission) the syllables

or words of inflexions but remnants of some of the substantial

roots or words (nouns and verbs), once taken out of the then

common stock of integral words, and by a conventional act

stamped to be pronouns, prepositions, or other particles, which

gradually dwindled into inflexional forms ? "We ask further,

this being the case, is it not on the contrary probable, that, as

some families are allied both by decayed and living roots,

others may be allied by living ones only? The formation of

roots must certainly precede their decay. Ought not, there-

fore, an agreement in the roots of nouns and verbs to be as good

evidence of a more remote, but still historical connexion and

consanguinity, as the agreement in inflexions is allowed to be

for the nearest relation between them? Languages related

by identity of forms (viz. by roots, once consecrated for gram-

matical purposes and then decayed) must have in common

the living roots, which are anterior to forms. There can

be no identity of grammaticized and therefore defunct roots,

without a historical connexion between the same lan^uaires in

verbs and nouns and their derivatives. But a general affinity

in the roots proves a common origin and a common history

anterior to that point in the development of a language at

which the grammatical forms took their origin ; therefore, a

more remote one.

We fully accept the principle as demonstrated and incon-

testable, that a near aftinity between languages is impossible

without an identity of structure in the inflexions and the for-

mative words or syllables in general. We feel grateful to those

who, by a combination of research and philoso})hical study, have

established a method of investigating this nearest affinity of

families. But why, I must ask those scholars, why should we
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despair of finding also a strictly scientific method for investigating

a more remote affinity by a comparison of the roots of their sub-

stantial words ? You have hitherto studied the natural history

of the most grammatical (and therefore, I believe, youngest) lan-

guages : you have thus found a method for understanding the

latest part in the formation, representing therefore, I suppose,

the most recent period in the history of human speech. Of

course this method will not carry you further; and that is the

reason why you have always signally failed whenever you

have attempted to classify languages beyond that narrow

family-connexion. Your method proved insufficient when you

attempted to establish an affinity between the Iranian stock and

a formation anterior to that individual system of forms, as for

instance the Basque language. Still we cannot proceed further

in comparative philology, and consequently in ethnology, without

investigating that problem. We must therefore ask two ques-

tions : why should there not be an affinity, where we find living,

although not decayed, roots in common? and if there is, why
should there not be found a method of establishino; it ?
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The Method.

If there be an incontestable (altliough more remote) affinity

traceable in languages beyond the inflexions and formative

words, what then, it may be asked, is the method of such an

investigation ?

To this question no answer is supplied by the Indo-Germanic

school, any more than by the Semitic disciples of the schools of

Gesenius and Ewald. The last-mentioned eminent scholar has

enunciated a profound principle, already adverted to, by as-

serting that the investigation of the undeniable affinity of

Sanskritic and Hebrew roots cannot be carried on without

going beyond these two languages. But ought they not to show

traces of their gradual formation ?* Some facts have been elicited

by Delitzsch, but these establish no method of investigation.

* I certainly agree with Ewakl, that Dr, E. Meyer has not succeeded

in solving (in his " Hebraisches Wurzel-Wurterbuch," 1845) the great pro-

blem of reducing the triliteral Hebrew roots to biliteral. It is impossible

not to do justice to the learning and acuteness of the young but aspiring

author, himself of Ewald's school ; but the principal part of this work

(with which I was not acquainted at the time of delivering my Lecture)

stands or falls with the fundamental assumption, that the third person

masculine of the triliteral Hebrew perfect becomes triliteral by a reduplica-

tion analogous to the Sanskrit and Greek perfect. Dr. Charles Meyer's view

of the case seems to me much nearer the truth- It is impossible to carry

out Dr. E. Meyer's theory without giving up at once the idea of re-

duplication. As to his view of the Egyptian and its relation to the Hebrew,

I confess my surprise at seeing a philologer of the German school,

and a man of undoubted talent and learning, treat the Egyptian as an

unorganic aggregate, and maintain that two languages, which are without

any original connexion with each other, can have the pronouns in common,

as he cannot deny the Egyptian and Hebrew have. I shall make no remark

on his etymologies of Egyptian words, and his derivation of the names of

the Egyptian gods and goddesses from Semitic divinities. They are far too

arbitrary to require a critical examination. Other remarks of his show,

that he sees clearly enough that the two languages must be most intimately

connected. The grapes hang high, but they are not sour.
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As already indicated above, the method so successfully fol-

lowed by Bopp in the narrow family circle of the Indo-

Germanic nations, cannot be applied to any further research.

The inflexions and formative words in the other two families

are precisely not the same as the Sanskritic : those of most or all

of the remainino- families of mankind still less so. Now is it not

a logical error in itself, to attempt to prove the remote affi-

nity of languages by the same method as that of the nearest of

kin ? Few philologers of the critical school will deny, that

inflexions and formative particles are the remains of roots;

therefore there was a time when those inflexions did not exist.

That time, and the relation of languages before that epoch,

cannot consequently be investigated without a methodical

inquiry into the living roots and their formation. The further

we proceed, the more will even the vestiges of the Sanskritic

inflexions disappear.

It seems to me to result from this preliminary view of the

nature of languages, that we must leave the strictly gram-

matical comparisons entirely out of the question, as soon as we

extend our researches beyond the nearest degree of affinity

;

otherwise we shall necessarily fail, and contradict ourselves.

We might as well try to base comparative anatomy upon prin-

ciples exclusively deduced from the affinities and differences of

the Mammalia, or to solve the Keplerian and Newtonian problems

by addition and subtraction and the Euclidean theorems of

plane geometry.

Lepsius, in his " Essay on the Numerals," and Dr. Charles

Meyer, both in his review of Champollion and Lepsius' " Hiero-

glyphic Researches," in his criticism on Pictet's " Celtic Gram-

mar," and now in the article which precedes this chapter, have

practically rendered evident the insufficiency of the old system.

They have established the fact beyond all doubt, that there ex-

ists an undeniable community of living roots between the two

families. They have shown that in many instances the Egyptian

N
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roots present the intermediate link between both, as well in

words as in forms. Lepsins has proved this as to the Numerals,

and INIever has clearly indicated other identical roots.

I shall now endeavour to apply the method I have hitherto fol-

lowed in my own linguistic investigations, first to the whole stock

of the Semitic languages, including the Egyptian or Chamitic.

My Semitic report will give a succinct, but, as fiir as possible,

complete, account of the Babylonian discoveries of the last few

years, which have added so largely to our knowledge of those

remarkable languages of the Semitic family, and will likewise

contain the elements and results of my Egyptian researches.

If the Indo-European languages exhibit undeniable proof of

the gradual extension of these races from the eastern part of

Central Asia, the Semitic tongues present no less striking evidence

of their being derived from the Avestern part of the primitive seat

of mankind. The range of the Semitic branch is less extended

than that of the Iranian, but it forms a more compact and not

less interesting mass. TJie Semitic tribes never extended into

Europe, except by temporary incursions; they have, however,

not lost their ground in Asia, Armenia excepted, and have pene-

trated into Africa at various epochs, even in the historical times,

in which assuredly no traces of Japhetic origin arc discernible.

It is a fiict to which I can here only allude, but which can be

philologically proved, that the Semitic formation forms the

groundwork of African languages from the INFediterrancan coast

of Africa into the interior of that mysterious country, even

beyond the equator, in an uninterrupted line.

If we ascribe any truth to the Hebrew records and to the

Babylonian traditions, we must assume that the first starting-

point of this family was that part of Armenia Avhere IMount

Ararat is situated. For there the cradle of their race is jtlaced

by those two traditions Avliich certainly are independent of each

other.

Indeed, the tenth chapter of Genesis presents to us three
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emigrating tribes out of five as having all started from different

parts of that mountainous region. Let us only cast a rapid

glance over these genealogies, interpreting them as reasonable

records, and therefore in a rational sense. Of the five sons of

Shem, three are represented as being without issue, that is to

say, three tribes did not leave the country where this family

first made its appearance. They are the following:

The first, Elam (Eilam), or the men of Susiana (Khusistan)

east of Lower Babylon. The Babylonian language may, there-

fore, be called Elamitic.

The second, Assur, or the Assyrians (Kurdistan). This re-

presents the language or dialect of Assyria proper, the Assyrian

in its strict sense.

The fourth, Lud, or the people of Lydia (in Asia IMinor),

which country, as we know, began at the Halys. We have no

linguistic records to be identified with Lud or Lydia.

The third and fifth branches alone form independent settle-

ments : Arpakhshad and Aram.

Arpakhsliad (the men of Arrapakhitis), after having gone in

the person of Eber into Mesopotamia, pass in the person of

Abraham into Palestine (Canaan). Joktan, the father of some very

ancient Arabian tribes, according to their tradition (Kahtan), is

also a son of Eber. The younger tribes arc derived from Ishmael.

Hebrew and Arabian are thus placed in very close connexion.

Aram (called in Greek, Syrians) extend in four geographically

disconnected branches, but all emanating from that centre. One

of these is entirely unknown, and the otlier three may be

identified with a part of the Nedjid or Northern Arabia (Uz),

with the Syrian plain under the Anti-Llbanon, and with that

part of Mesopotamia where Nisibis is situated. We have, there-

fore, no right to make Aramsean the general name for Semitic

lanfTuacjes.

Now, as to Arpakhshad or Arrapakhitis, we know from

Ptolemy that their country was situated between Armenia and

N 2
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Assyria, on tlie soutliern slope of the Gorclya?an mountains,

overhanging Assyria. This, therefore, we may consider as one

starting-point. As to the origin of Aram, we have the remark-

able passage of Amos (ix. 7.) :
" Have not I brought up Israel

out of the land of Egypt? and the Philistines from Kaphtor

(Crete) ? and the Aramasans (Syrians) from Kir ?" Kir is almost

universally allowed to denote the country through which the

Kur or Kyros of the ancients flows, on the other side of those

mountains, north of Armenia. The name of Armenia itself does

not occur in the Hebrew Scriptures, but Minni, Ararat, and

Togarmah are named as parts of that country, Armenia proper

thus appearing to be Ar-Minni, the land of Minni. ylr is an

ancient root for land, country, which wo meet with in Egyptian

as well as in Sanskrit. In Ar-pakh-schad it must be the first

of three roots, and it is so probably in Aram=:Ar-Am.
Now, as to Assur, Khurdistan is nothing but the southern

continuation of that central point, and we can easily understand

that their settlement was not considered as an emigration from

the cradle of the once-united family. Lud is the westernmost

branch ; and evidently was early crossed by the extension of

the chivalrous Japhetic tribes in Asia INlinor. As to Elam
(preserved in Elymais, eastward of Susiana, or the land of

Babel, Babylonia proper, on both sides of the Lower Euphrates),

this settlement certainly supposes an emigration, if our records

are historical, as I believe. But the Babylonian traditions and

the Egyptian language unite in proving, that such an emigration

must have been an ante-diluvian, that is to say, an ante-Noachian

one. Berosus says distinctly that the first civilization came from

the Red Sea, which means the Persian Gulf; and nature has

made that country the most fertile portion of the globe : Berosus

says that here wheat was found growing wild. Its fertility must

be general as soon as proper use is made of the water-courses

with which it abounds. Its metropolis is represented in the

Bible as the centre of the dispersion of mankind j and the native
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kings of a Babylonian empire are by thousands of years an-

terior to those of an Assyrian empire. The circumstance, there-

fore, of there being no record of an emigration of Elam, can

scarcely be explained otherwise than by assuming that these

emigrations were anterior to the Noachian period and to that

great physical revolution in the northern part of Central Asia

of which the later emigrations were the consequence.

It will, therefore, be necessary to consider the point of Lower

Babylonia as the one pole of the original axis, and the moun-

tains of the primordial seats, between the Black and Caspian

Seas, as the other. Among these mountains those which bear

a name derived from Chaldees or Babylonians (Khasdim in

Hebrew), the Kardukhian, that is to say, the northern part of

Kurdistan or the land of the Kurds, will indicate the more precise

northern locality. Indeed, Chaldees are mentioned from the

Caspian Sea down to the Persian Gulf, as D'Anville's map shows.

As to the post-Noachian emigrations, those to Arabia are as

likely to have started from the southern pole of this axis as

from the northern. From the first they would tend to South

Arabia, from the first they necessarily would lead to the Sinaitic

peninsula and to the Nedjid. The branching off into Asia

Minor must have come self-evidently from the north. For

Egypt the most natural bridge is Palestine, which supposes a

stream coming from Syria and Upper Mesopotamia. The

southern emigration would have had to cross over at Suez from

Sinaitic Arabia.

Thus far an unprejudiced view of this portion of the genealo-

gies contained in the tenth chapter of Genesis may lead us, but

no further. We have a basis for our nomenclature, and hints as

to the starting-points. The documents and records which are the

languages themselves must be our guides for the rest. We,

therefore, here leave tradition, reserving for another place a com-

plete examination and historical restoration of that venerable

record.

N 3
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In anticipation of what, in the pliilosopliical portion of our

inquiiy, we hope to establish as a general principle, flowing from

a very simple and therefore universal law, we shall take it for

granted that the substantial or particle-language is the most an-

cient possible, and that the relative position and succession of the

other languages will have to be made dependent upon its degree

of development. The less developed language will have branched

off from the original stock at an earlier period than that which

presents a higher degree of development. This forms the as-

cending line of development. When the language has arrived

at its culminating point as to its forms, the descending line will

begin, which is a gradual decay of those forms. The lan-

guages of the emigrating tribes, if we possess early documents,

will show us the state of development of which they are as it

were the deposit, and which decide the place they are to occupy

in the general scale.

But in applying these principles beyond the succession of the

great families of mankind, considerable difficulties arise. It is

easy to show that the Celtic family precedes the Germanic,

because its poverty of forms cannot be explained by supposing

that it had lost those forms which the Sanskrit exhibits in their

completeness. The Celtic never had the Sanskritic develop-

ment. But when we come to arrange the succession of the

branches of one and the same family, I am afraid none but the

Germanic, in its uninterrupted series of fifteen centuries, affords

sufficient documents for this purpose. Certainly, in the Semitic

stock, we are only able to establish the succession of the

principal branches of the family. As to the relative place of

Hebrew and Arabic, I think that the arguments are prepon-

derant for assuming that the Hebrew represents a later stage of

development, and that the Arabic is the Sanskrit or Zend of all

those branches of the Semitic family which are known to us by

literary documents. The Arabic forms exhibit a harmonious s^^s-

tem, of which we find some portions preserved in the Aranuean,
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some in the Hebrew, and the Arabic distinguishes roots con-

founded in Hebrew. Thus words which in Arabic have Ain or

Ghain, Zain or Dsal, appear in Hebrew only with Ain and Zain.

But if we examine them impartially we find that their union in

Hebrew is the result of a mere confusion of two originally

distinct apperceptions. The analogy of other languages is,

without exception, in favour of this assumption: organic distinc-

tion is older than inorganic unity. The Hebrew is, however, not

the daughter of Arabic : it appears in its monuments, on the

contrary, as the worn-off form of a collateral branch of the

Arabic, just as Old High German presupposes, as mother, a

branch collateral with Gothic and Old Norsk. In the same

manner, the literary Aramsean (Syrian and Chaldee) cannot be

considered as the daughter of Hebrew: the Chaldee of the

book of Daniel, and of the Targum, succeeded Hebrew in

Palestine, but was no more derived from it than modern High

German, in the north of Germany, was from the Low or Saxon

German spoken previously in those parts.

We shall, therefore, follow in our arrangement the infallible

o-uide of facts drawn from the records and monuments of the

several languages, reserving to ourselves at the end a retrospec-

tive crlance over the traditional account of the connexion between

the languages of Shem. It may then, perhaps, become more

intelligible and instructive than it was to us before.

We shall thus have the following series

:

A. Chamitism, or ante-historical Semitism : the Chamitic de-

posit in Egypt; its daughter, the Demotic Egyptian;

and the Coptic, its end.

B. The Chaldee: first, the original Babylonian, or the an-

cient sacred language of Babylonia and mother of his-

torical Semitism; secondly, the Chaldee of Babylonia

and Mesopotamia, or the most ancient North Semitic

stock ; thirdly, its latest phasis, the Jewish and Christian

N 4
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Chaldee in the language of the book of Daniel and the

Targum, and in the Christian Chaldee or the Syrian

(Aramasan).

C. TJie Arabic, or South Semitic stock, in its two branches :

the Himyaric, with its Abyssinian deposit ; and the lan-

guage of Northern Arabia, with the Amalekite dialect of

the Sinaitic inscriptions.

D. The Hebrew, or the language of the Bible from the ^Mosaic

records to the age of the Maccabees, with its dialect, the

Canaanite language (Phoenician and Carthaginian). It

forms the younger branch of the North Semitic stock.

We shall thus follow up each of these branches to its latest

forms, showing their relative position by exhibiting the decisive

facts of their organic structure as much as possible in a synop-

tical form.
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A.

THE CHAMITIC DEPOSIT IN EGYPT.

The facts I have collected in the first volume of my "Egypt" require

only to be applied to the principles of comparative historical phi-

lolo'-y, in order to establish that the Egyptian language is a forma-

tion" of primitive Western Asiatic life deposited in the valley of the

Nile, prior, however, to the development of historical Semitism.

The facts which prove this are mainly as follows :

. 1 The roots of the Egyptian language are, in the majority of cases,

monosyllabic, and, on the whole, identical with the corresponding

roots in Sanskrit and Hebrew. This is said advisedly. The proofs

will be given in the proper place. German scholars might have dis-

covered this long ago, had they been able to overcome their almost

invincible hieroglyphico-pbobia, which in many is nothing but a vis

inerti^e, ill concealed by gratuitous doubts, and, what is worse, by the

sneers of ignorance, assuming the airs of superior wisdom.

2. The grammatical forms have throughout analogous formations in

both : the pronominal system is, however, preponderantly Semitic.

Absolute Personal Pronouns.

L Anuk (=an-uk) "i

Isfuk^ VHeb. Anokhi (an-okh-i).

Nek J

Thou. Entek (= en-tek), m. Chald. Antah (an-teh).

Enta,/.

He. Entuf. Heb. Hu, (as Chald. and Heb. Enhu,

suffix) V. as suffix.

She. Entus.

We. Anen. „ Anahnu (compare Aram. Anan).

_ r Atem, m.
Ye. Entuten.

"JAten,/.

Theij. Entesen. „ Hem, m.

Sen. » Hen,/.

Affixed Personal Pronoims (Gen. or Accus.).

Me. A U. Heb.l (compai-e -4ra&. una= an-a).

Thee. eK, m. „ Kha, m.

eT, /. „ Kb,/.



Him.
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The genitive case is most frequently expressed by the particle an (en),

a preposition denoting of, by, to. That same particle marks also the

dative to, and ablative by, after a verb. This particle is evidently

connected with the indefinite relative pronoun enti (he who, sbe who,

they who), exactly as the sa of the Babylonians, and the she or ash

of the PhoBnicians and Ephraimites, are connected with the relative

pronouns. Sa is the Babylonian relative itself; she, clsh, is the same

as asher, the well-known Hebrew relative. But the genitive case, or

the status constructus, of the Semites can also be expressed by

single juxta-position : thus, for instance, in the expression of our

superlative

:

Usire, neter naa neter-u.

Osiris, deus magnus deorum (= maximus).

3, The Egyptian language, in forming a sentence, expresses the

copula (the junction between subject and predicate), either, as the

Semites do, by placing the personal pronoun of the third person be-

tween both ; or, as the Iranian language, by a particle denoting the

verb substantive.

Semitic Element in Egyptian.

The Copula is expressed by^a (demonst. pron.) between the sub-

ject and predicate. Thus in the passage of the Book of the Dead

:

(My loaves) pa em seri . t ubskh.

they of flower white = are of white flower.

Iranian Element in Egyptian,

The Copula is expressed by a prtepositive particle

:

^^' ®^'

I Indeclinable. The Babylonian ar, to " be."
Au J

Un Conjugated as verb (Compare wi'^ ov ?).

The substantial meaning of the particle un is clear enough, not only

in the Coptic, but still more in the ancient language, even in that

of the Old Empire. In the monuments of this period its original pro-,

nunciation is u."n, which is exactly the Coptic uon. Its original

signification is, shining, to shine, light; hence, to appear (from which

an hour of the day) ; thence, to open (to make appear). This idea of

expressing the verb substantive through that which shines forth,

which is manifest, is the same as the Greek expression, -&£oc (paiverai

wv dyadvQ, '' God is (manifestly) good."

The substantial meaning of au may likewise still be traced. Aic

means already in the language of the age of the Pyramids, a crook,
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a crane, for lifting up. This is its original sense. It corresponds

perfectly in sound to the Hebrew vav, which has exactly the same

signification. Analogous to this is the use of au, in the sense of born

of= the shoot of; and, curiously enough, au, as well as vav, signifies

a7id. The connexion between the primitive substantial and the latter

formal signification is not difficult to understand. The verb sub-

stantive unites or, as it were, hooks together the two substances into a

sentence affirming or negativing their relation to each other. Thus

does the connective particle ; it hooks together two sentences. A7id

(like German undj is connected with e?id, and denotes the abbre-

viated expression for a new sentence being added to what was said

before.

Negation is expressed by the pra3positive en, nen ; post-positive f«,

tern, with the personal affixes following. The sound of n for negation

is almost universal ; even in Semitic the Hebrew nu or heni, negare,

belongs to the same root.

In the conjugation of the concrete verb, the infinitive and all

persons and numbers of indefinite tense are expressed by the simple

root, iri, "to make."

' ^ ' ', !- Make, made, are making, will make.
We, you, they J

In short, the verbal root is a particle, stamped as a verb by its po-

sition, and, additionally, by the affixes.

The personal suffixes added to this root form the present tense.

/, Iri . a.

Thou, Iri . ek— et.

He, she, Iri . ef—es.

We, Iri . en.

You, Iri . ten.

They. Iri . sen.

The past tense is formed by placing en between the root and the

alBx.

Iri . en . a(u),— " I have made."

En is the particle mediating between the verb and the pronoun.

T\xQ future tense is expressed by prefixing au, followed by an affix,

and terminating with er (particle), meaning " towards." The sense

therefore is, esse versus (" essere per," ItaL).

Au . a . r . iri =1 shall make.

Esse ego versus facere. Sono per fare.

Abbreviated, au . a . iri.

Make, makest, makes,

make.
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It is neither accidental nor without meaning, that both in Egyptian
and in Semitic the future tense is indicated by the position of the

affix, as preceding the verbal root.

There is even tlie optative mood by prefixing mai (also ma),
which particle means, in Old Egyptian, " to come." This is indi-

cated very naively by the hieroglyphic of the optative mai, a man or

woman raising the hand (inviting to come). The sense of ma, both
in oldest Egyptian and in Hebrew, as place, is evidently connected
with the other signification. Instances of optative :—

Mai pai ba . a

(Possis volare anima mea).

Mai . rem . i.

(Possim flere ego).

These are germs of Iranian conjugation, that is to say, of the mo-
dification of the copula, whereas the Semitic modifies the predicate.

But the germs of the Semitic conjugation are not wanting. Every
verb may be made a causative (like the Hebrew Hiphil) by prefixino-

s, which, in the analogy between Egyptian and Hebrew sounds, cor-
responds exactly with the Hebrew h, as the pronouns suffice to

prove : the Aramaic has s and sh.

The imrticiph is formed by adding the personal suffixes of the
third person to the root (infinitive), or the particles ta, et.

Iri.f, "j Faciens (masc.

Iri.s, j" and fem.).

Stut. u (Copt, eu-stot),

trementes.

Anhh, to live :

A7ik . ta, living (he).

Seneha.et, valens.

Verbs ending with a liquid form the participle by adding iu, i, to

the root :

—

Tin, open : Un . iu, opening.

The passive participle is formed by adding ut. For instance :

Aa, to pray : aa.ut, prayed to.

Thence passive conjugation, by adding the suffix:

aa .iit.ef, he is prayed to.
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IIISTOEICAL RESULTS.

The foregoing decisive linguistic facts, the nature and consequences

of which will be fully developed in the last volume of "Egypt,"

suffice to prove the existence of an organic and primitive con-

nexion between the Egyptian and that stage of Asiatic language in

which the separation of the two great tribes, the western and the

eastern, was not yet fully established. We may also confidently

assert that this philological proof has a full correspondence in the

connexion discernible between the primitive structure of Egyptian,

Babylonian, and Phoenician mythology.

Tlio following historical facts are the corollary of this discovery.

First. The Semitic and the Iranian families are pri-

mitively connected with each other.

Secondly. The emigration from x\sia into Egypt is

ante-Noachian. This explains also the fact of the Egyptians having

no traditions respecting the Deluge; that is to say, the great catastrophe

which changed the climate of that primitive abode of mankind, the

land between the Caucasus and Ararat in the west, the Altai in the

east, and the Paropamisus in the south. Tiie Egyptian language is

already stereotyped in the fourth dynasty, or about 3000 years before

Christ, and must have been almost as much so when the era of Menes

began, which means the epoch of the foundation of Egypt as one

empire, about 500 years before our earliest contemporary monuments.

This epoch itself is anything but the beginning of Egyptian life,

which, on the contrary, had existed about 2000 years before Menes,

oro-anized already in districts (Nomes), and gradually merging into

the division of the Upper and Lower country. This period, again,

implies a long period during which the localization, and, as it were,

the Africanizing, of that race took place.

Thirdhj. The native name of Egypt is Khami, the black,

from Kham. The historical meaning of Kham, therefore, is

Egyptian. Khamitic is the first indistinct stage of Asiatic Semi-

tism. This fact is symbolically represented by Kham, as Shem's

elder brother, Japhet being the youngest of tlie three. Scripture calls

Shem the elder brother of Japhet, but not of Kham. The expression

that Canaan is the son of Kham must, therefore, be interpreted gee-
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graphically. The departure of Canaan out of Lower Egypt, as part

of the people of the Shepherd Kings, after a thousand years' sojourn in

that country, which took place in historical times, and his return to

the land named after him, may have frequently occurred before the

reign of the Hyksos. Geographically then, and historically, it is true

that Canaan was the son of Egypt : for the Canaanitic tribes which in-

habited historical Canaan came from Egypt. In the same sense, Nimrod

is called a Kushite, which means a man of the land of Kush. The Bible

mentions but one Kush, Ethiopia : an Asiatic Kush exists only in

the imagination of the interpreters, and is the child of tlieir despair.

Now, Nimrod was no more a Kushite by blood than Canaan was

an Egyptian; but the Turanian (Transoxanian) tribe, represented

by him, came as a devastating people, which had previously con-

quered that part of Africa, back into Asia, and there established the

first great empire. In every period of tlie world there has been

a flux and reflux of nations between Egypt on the one side, and

Arabia and Palestine on the other. Why should such a geogra-

phical origin not be expressed geographically, and why should it be

misinterpreted ?

Fourth!?/. This emigration came from Western Asia^but
whether from the northern or southern pole of our axis

is un certain. Much maybe said in favour of the supposition that it

came from the north, by Syria and Palestine, and thence spread over

the valley of the Nile as far as Syene— and not further; for Egypt

terminates here, and Egypt (Kham) is identical with the Egyptian

(Khamitic) language. There is a flux and reflux observable from

the Lower into the Upper, and from the Upper into the Lower

country; historical Thebes is younger than Memphis, but Memphis was

built by a powerful and civilized prince of Abydos in Upper Egypt. If

the stream came from Lower Babylonia, it must have entered through

Sinaitic Arabia, and the settlers may have easily passed into Egypt

by Suez, as before observed, without crossing at the Gulf, or opposite

to Kosseyr. The exploded notion as to an original connexion be-

tween India (the youngest child of Asia) and Egypt (the deposit of

primitive undivided Asia) is as groundless as it is absurd, and no

lonf^er requires refutation in tlie present state of historical investi-

gation. Nor had it ever any solid basis, philologically or historically.
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' Of this whole period no trace has been left in the native country.

The stream of development there rolled on, and the native energy of

Asiatic humanity led to such a gigantic development, that Kham
appeared, even to the Semite, only as an impure stranger. Of the

two families, the eastern took by far the higher flight, and its most

favoured branches attained a much more perfect organic structure in

language, art, and science than the western.

In all the other languages belonging to the family of Sem, the pure

historical Semitism appears already so perfectly formed, that there

would be an immense chasm left between Khamitism and Semitism

if the language of the cuneiform inscriptions did not most au-

spiciously furnish us with the bridge from that most ancient deposit

of the ante-Noachian idiom of primitive Asia to historical Semitism.

This important fact we are now going to lay before our readers.
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B.

THE ANCIENT CHALDEE,

OR THE LAKGUAGE OF THE CUNEIFORM INSCRIPTIONS OF BABYLONIA

AND ASSYRIA, AND ITS DAUGIIIERS.

I.

The Language of the Cuneiform Inscriptions of Babylonia.

In the paper read by me at Oxford, in 1847, the question was dis-

cussed whether the two great nations, the Babylonians and Assyrians,

were Semites or not, and the reasons were assigned which induced me
to decide this question in the affirmative. We have now obtained, by
the decipherment of the cuneiform inscriptions, documentary certainty

of this fact. It appears also, from these monuments, that, from tl)e

fifth to the ninth century B.C. at least, the cuneiform records of

Nineveh and of Babylon represent only slightly differing dialects,

more with orthographical than any otlier difference. But I believe,

besides, that we are now authorized in recognizing this lano-uafe

as the sacred language of the ancient Chaldeans. We may also call

it the ancient Chaldee, in opposition to the vulgar Chaldee which we
find in its last stage in the book of Daniel, the Targums, and the

Talmud, but which can be traced to a much higher age. From this

vulgar language, which is identical, in all essential points, with the

Syrian, that of the cuneiform inscriptions differs more widely than

the Old High German of the time of Charlemagne differs from the

High German of Goethe, and fully as much as ancient from modern
Greek. In ordt-r to justify these assertions, within the limits and for

the principal object of this book, I shall lay before my readers

sufficient grammatical and lexicographical facts to enable them to

judge for themselves. But, before proceeding to this exposition, I

shall first give the outlines of the history of the decipherment of this

class of cuneiform inscriptions, and then explain the elements of the

method adopted by me, and the historical results which I believe may
be deduced from them.

o
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1. Iiaivlinso7i and Hinchs.

It is generally known that we owe this great and most important

discovery to the sagacity and persevering zeal of Colonel Rawliuson,
and to the use he lias made of his own conquest, the trilingual in-

scription of Behistun (Bagistana). This inscription contains a recital

of the deeds of Darius, by himself, in Persian for the ruling nation

and the INIcdes, who had one language in common ; in Aramaic for the

inliabitants of conquered Babylonia and Assyria ; and (as Rawlin-
son had most sensibly guessed, and Mr. Norris has since proved) in

a Turanian language for the Transoxanian or Scythian populations.

Tiiis last writing is commonly called the second. Combined Avith the

tablets of Persepolis and Nakshi Rustam, the inscription gives a

very considerable number of proper names of persons, countries, and
nations. The Persian text having been most satisfactorily deciphered,

with the aid of Burnouf's and Lassen's alphabets, corrected and com-
pleted by Rawlinson, there was evidently but one safe process in

linding out the writing of the third. Enough was known of the

second text (generally called the ]\Iedian by a most unwarranted

assumption) to prove that its language was not Semitic ; Rawlinson,

therefore, most naturally brought the third into connexion with the

inscribed bricks and slabs of Nineveh and Babylon, which present

the same system, but in a more complicated form.

The proper names, thus identified, amounted to about ninety.

It is impossible not to see tliat this number was sufficient to identify

a very considerable number of signs. But these proper names are

generally connected with common nouns or verbs (as king, father,

son, or, he says, conquered, killed) which could be made out by the

signs already deciphered, at least as far as their meaning is concerned.

When, by a patient comparison of all the available texts, a sure phi-

lological basis had thus been obtained, the investigation of the otiier

words and the grammatical forms was commenced. The Semitic cha-

racter of the language soon became evident to Colonel Rawlinson.

But a great and almost insuperable difficulty presented itself. The
number of signs was found far to exceed the range of an alphabet

or of a syllabarium. There were thirty-nine Persian signs, all al-

pluibetical, besides a sign of distinction of punctuation, but the

Babylonian and Assyrian inscriptions furnished about 250 cha-
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racters. Of these, Colonel RawHnson identified about 100 by the

alphabet obtained through the proper names ; and fifty more by the

further analytical process. Of these 250 signs, he concluded that

the greatest part must, of course, be ideographic. He was thus

thrown upon the hieroglyphical system as the basis of Babylonian

writing ; a view which I heard Burnouf express in 1838, and which

he demonstrated to me upon a brick which contained signs of mixed

writing. But Rawlinson did not meet with the facilities of the

Egyptian system, which certainly, when once understood, is as simple

as it is ingenious. On the contrary, one and the same character was

evidently both phonetic and ideographic, and appeared to be even

pronounced in more than one way when used ideographically. Almost

all the names of gods and kings were found to be written ideogra-

phically ; and so strangely, too, that, if they had not been more or

less known through the Scriptures and the Greek writers, few could

have been identified except by mere guesses. Indeed, Sennakherib

and Sargina were at first guessed at, the one by Dr. Hincks, the other

by Dr. Loewenstein. Lastly, the knowledge that the language was
a, Semitic one did not furnish so much assistance here as the Coptic

did in Egyptological researches. The Coptic and the Old Egyptian

must have been, on the whole, one and the same language, that of

the same country : but what was the language of Babylonia and of

Assyria ? Were they the same ? were they Hebrew ? They cer-

tainly were not what is now called Chaldee, the language of Daniel

and of the Targums. There were ideogi'aphs for king and son, in-

dicated by the context : was king melek or sar ? was son beti or

bar ? or, perhaps, some third word ?

The first two chapters of the memoir on the Persian inscriptions at

Behistun, written at Bagdad in 1845, and published in 1846, prove

that Rawlinson, at that early date, recognized the Semitic character

of the third writing and the linguistic identity of the Babylonian

and Assyrian monuments. He had found out, moreover, the unsound-

ness of the Median hypothesis as to the second column, and gave

very good reasons for supposing the language to be Scythian and

therefore Turanian. As regards the Semitic inscriptions, these chap-

ters bear evidence to the fact that he intended to examine the lan-

guage, after he had obtained a solid groundwork by a greater number
of proper names (p. 29.). This he accomplished by patient inves-

tigation of identical or cognate texts. The general results of this

method are clearly stated in his lectures delivered in London, in

o 2
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January and p'ebruaiy 1850, by way of a popular introduction to the

interpretation of various lists of great historical interest, which he
had translated by the help of his key.

Dr. Hincks had already, in 1846 (Transactions of Eoyal Irish

Academy, vol. xxi.), given a list of seventy-six characters of the

third order, Avith their corresponding signs in the Babylonian monu-
ments. In an acute and learned dissertation on the Khorsabad in-

scriptions, read before the Royal Irish Academy, in June 1849, but

printed in 1850, the ingenious author adheres to his Babylonian

alphabet, with four, or rather two, exceptions. He acknowledges
the identity of all the Assyrian inscriptions with the third order of

the Achajmenidian inscriptions, and with the Babylonian texts.

The Van inscriptions he believes to belong to an Indo-European

idiom. As to the second Acha^menidian column, he attempts

to justify the name of Median, and claims for it the character of

an Iranian language, although, perhaps, mixed with a Tatar ele-

ment. Entering, then, into the discussion respecting eight Khor-

sabad characters, he shows some of them to be ideographic, having

also a phonetic value, some to be merely ideographic, and others to

represent sometimes, in addition, words with a complement. He re-

cognizes also the existence of phonetic characters, the ideographic

value of which has no phonetic relationship with their sound. As an

illustration, he quotes the letter I in English, which is used to denote

the ninth sound of the ali)habet, and read sometimes "one," sometimes

"the first." After adducing instances of these different kinds of signs,

he applies his al[)luibet to the royal names of the Assyrian dynasties
;

but, as he afterwards himself acknowledges, not very successfully.

Nubukodrossor (whose name had already been identified) reads, in

his interpretation, Nabie-cudurray-uchar : the builder of the south-

west palace at Nimroud A6ur-ka-dan, or ASur-k-aSur, which he iden-

tifies with Assaradinos of the Canon, or Assarhaddon of the Bible.

Of the name of his father, who built the palace of Koyunjik, and

who must have been Sennakherib, he identifies only the former part

as San-ka, or, allowing a plural sign, Sankayi, which might be Sanki,

which might be Sankin. As to Sennakherib's father (Sargon), he

thinks the true reading would be Ci-k'u-ab-aSur, which, however,

answers to no name; he therefore attempts to show that it might

also be read Kinnil-li-n'a, or Kinnil-li-n'u, Kinniladan of the Canon

(626—604 15. C), or rntlur Khinziros of Ttolemy's Canon (696—691).

To obviate the chronological diificulties. Dr. Ilincks proposes various
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corrections of the biblical and Greek texts. But those difficulties are,

indeed, insupei-able. Khinzir is in the Babylonian Canon the second
successor of Assarhaddon, who, as well as Khinzir, belongs to the

series of the Assyrian vice-kings of Babylon. This series, however,
has nothing to do with tliat of tlie monarchs of the Assyrian empire,
among whom Sargun now takes his place as the founder of a new
dynasty. In the Appendix, Dr. Hincks explains his Babylonian
syllabarium

; and this is the most important part of the lecture. He
assumes four vowels : if we combine them with the fifteen syllables
having a consonant as initials, we have sixty pure syllables. To
these are to be added nine syllables, terminating with a consonant,
which, combined with three of the vowels, would give twenty- seven,
or, together, eighty-seven syllables.

This syllabarium. Dr. Hincks maintains not to be of Semitic, but
of Iranian origin.

In the lecture of May 1850, "On the Assyrio-BabyIonian Phonetic
Eesearches" (22nd vol. of Transactions), Dr. Hincks insists most
strongly upon this point (p. 296), and then lays down the general
method to be finally adopted in the decipherment, in the following
words (p. 295. § 4.):—

" It has been taken for granted, that the only method of ascertaining the value
of the characters is the analysis of known proper names. It appears to me, how-
ever, that, the characters representing what I have just stated that they do, this
method can only lead to approximate, as distinguished from accurate, knowledge.
The way by which I have sought to obtain accurate knowledge is by analysing
verbs and nouns, especially such as have three radicals of which none is liable to
be omitted or altered. I assume two principles : first, that the characters which
occur in different inflexions of the same root, if they be not the same, must
contain the same consonant differently combined with a vowel ; secondly, that
characters which occur in the same situation, in like forms of different roots,
contain the same vowel in the same position, differing only in the consonant.
The former principle shows which characters express different functions of the
same consonant

; the latter shows which are like functions of different conso-
nants."

I must confess that, as these principles are here defined, they ap-
pear to me to involve some very doubtful assumptions. It is assumed,
in the first place, that the inflexions consist exclusively of vowels, which
however is not the case in any Semitic language ; secondly, that they
are always the same in different roots, which, again, is contrary to what
we know of the other dialects of this family. Neither the one nor the
other principle applies even to nouns, much less to verbs. In one

o 3
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word, such a system may be admitted as one of the means of subjec-

tive guessing ; but Dr. Hincks will not expect that it should be

recognized as a scientific method. The results of his own ingenious

guesses have, indeed, considerably varied, and I believe that few of

them, which were not already arrived at by Rawlinson, will be found

conclusive.

The details of this second lecture of Dr. Hincks consist, in part,

of a discussion of the syllabarium, and of an attack against single

points of the Babylonian alphabet, which had been published in the

mean time by Rawlinson ; in part, of a chronological discussion

respecting Sargon and jMerodach Baladan. As to the identification

of the latter with Mardokempad of the Canon, he declares that he

adopts that opinion advanced by myself.

The difference as to the phonetic values between Rawlinson and

Hincks is not inconsiderable ; not, however, so great as to stagger

the student. I confess I think Colonel Rawlinson's method the only

safe one, and that, as regards the value of the sounds, he is right on

the whole, although some remarks of Dr. Hincks' are as just as his

corrected reading of Sennakherib.

By frequently comparing the inscriptions upon the bricks dug

out of the ruins of Nineveh and other excavations, with each

other and with the inscriptions upon the monuments in the British

Museum, Rawlinson was enabled, as early as in 1849, to decipher

a considerable portion of the annals and other historical legends

inscribed upon them. The sense of a great number of ideographic

signs is perfectly well understood, although there may be a doubt

as to their reading. The specimens given by him of the first very

successful campaign of Sennakherib against Hezekiah, which is but

slightly mentioned in the Book of Kings, and of other events con-

nected with Jewish history, will appear perfectly credible, if these

circumstances are duly taken into consideration. It would indeed

cost but a few months' study to one of the eminent Semitic scholars

of Germany to ascertain the soundness and reality of the system, and

perhaps to supply its chasms, if one of them could take courage to study

anything except from printed books, and to learn anything monumental

except at second-hand. Of course, there are chasms in the inter-

pretation, although less than in the reading : but such is the stereo-

typed character of these annals, and so unique their simplicity, that

in every recently discovered inscription, analogous to that of Behistun,

that is to say, annalistic, or at least historical, the greater part of the
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groups recur. The number of such inscriptions existing on the mo-

numents in the Museum, or copied on the spot by Colonel Rawlinson,

Layard, and their friends, is so considerable that the documents

relating to Sennakherib and Nebukadnezzar alone would fill a folio

volume each by themselves. Among those of the latter king, ex-

chequer bonds on bricks, payable by the treasurer, are not the least

remarkable.

One of the greatest difficulties which presented themselves in the

course of these studies, arose from the curious circumstance that

before last year no sign had been discovered to indicate whether

a group was to be taken ideographically or phonetically. Such

a sign has, however, at last quite providentially been found on

fragments of a dictionary destined to supply the phonetic key,

perhaps even lexicograi^hical explanations for each ideograph. A
fragment of such a key-book in single bricks was discovered by

Layard, about a year ago, among the Assyrian slabs in the British

Museum, while, at the same time, Rawlinson found in Babylonia

numerous fragments of the same on bricks. One of these contains

the well-known numerical ideographs of the Babylonians, with

their phonetic value against them, separated by one and the same

sign, which therefore is the index of the phonetic character of the

groups : indeed it is found to occur regularly. Now, these phonetic

numerals, read with the alphabet published by Rawlinson two years

before, furnish the perfectly well-known Semitic names of the cor-

responding numerals. I owe to the kindness of our common friend,

Mr. E. Norris, the successful decipherer of the Scythian text of the

Behistun insci'iptions, the communication of the letter of Colonel

Rawlinson on this great discovery, dated Bagdad 5th July, 1853.

My readers may thus convince themselves that the comparative

table of the numerals in ancient and modern Chaldee and in Hebrew,

given below, is undeniable proof of the correctness of Rawlinson's

alphabet, and of our assertion regarding the identity of all the

Chaldee idioms.

To doubt the soundness of that alphabet, after such a test, would

prove perhaps a vast capacity for scepticism, but it would most cer-

tainly evince a total want of critical judgment, or deplorable indif-

ference to truth.

This discovery is important in more than one respect, besides

being strong evidence in favour of the correctness of the alphabet

and the soundness of the interpretations founded upon the assumption

o 4
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that the language of those inscriptions is substantially Chaldee. In the

first place, we have, among the nunaerals thus identified and thus read,

the word, siissu, for sixty, which has not only its organic analogy in

all the Semitic dialects, but even its simplest form in Khami or

Egyptian, where six is sil or siiu, the evident etymon of siis, the

Babylonian form. Here, then, we have an authentic explanation of

the sense of the word sossos, which is mentioned by Berosus, Eusebiu?,

Syncellus, and ITesychius, and commented upon by Scaliger, Freret,

Ideler, and Niebuhr, as the Babylonian term for their lowest astro-

nomical cyclus. Tliis sossos we know to have been a cyclus of sixty

years. In the second place, we may now safely affirm that the terms

for the two higher cycli, tier, or ten sossi, and sar, or six neri, are

not numerals at all ; for we have evidence enough 2)roving that the

Babylonian or primitive Chaldaian numerals are identical with those

of historical Semitism, to exclude any such hypothesis. "Whatever,

therefore, these terms (which are found in Babylonian) may have

been intended to denote *, it is certain that the fundamental cyclus

was neither one of 600 nor of 3600, but of sixty years, which is

still the cyclus of the Cliinese, and, as I shall prove in another place,

the basis of the patriarchal cyclus of 600 solar years, and the key

to the patriarchal epochs generally.

2. Problem proposed, and Method adopted.

I shall now endeavour to lay before my readers both the problem

which I proposed to myself when I undertook this research, which 1

did as soon as I had Ilawlinson's excellent materials before me, and

the method I adopted to arrive at its solution, with a peculiar regard

to the immediate subject of our research, linguistic and historical.

Tliere can be no doubt as to the language of tlie so-called third

inscription of Behistun, and that of the Babylonian and Nineveh

bricks, representing essentially one and the same tongue, and that

a Semitic tongue.

But it is also evident that this language, which must once have

been spoken by the Chaldees of Upper and Lower Babylonia, and

* Sar has been supposed to represent the Babylonian -word for moon, Chaldee

Sahara, Syr. suhara, Arab, she/ir. As it stands, it reads like the word for Prince,

King. Ncr may come from nahiir, servant (piier): as it stands, it moans, in

Chaldee and Hebrew, light, splendour.
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in Kurdistan, is neither Hebrew nor Aramaean (Syro-Chaldee). The
question then arises : Can it be said to be the mother of either of

these languages ? and was it really spoken, in the historical times,

as the vulgar Chaldoaan tongue ? If so, it must be essentially the

same as the Arama2an,"a name which applies equally to Mesopotamia
and to Syria, and which, from the days of Ezra, prevailed in Pales-

tine over the antiquated Hebrew. Now, this language is called by the

Septuagint Chaldee, an appellation afterwards loosely used even for

the language of the Jewish Scriptures, because the later Jews spoke

the universal language of Syria. Without attributing any authority

to the vulgar denomination of this language as Chaldee, there can
be no doubt that, as it is now spoken (as the Syrian dialect) by the
" Chalda^an Christians " in Kurdistan, called Nestorians, so at latest,

at the time when the Book of Genesis received its present complete

form (that is, in David's or Solomon's time), it was the language of

Mesopotamia. In Gen. xxxi. 47., the Hebrew and Aramaean names
of a place in Mesopotamia are mentioned in juxtaposition : the

Aramaean name, whifh Laban is recorded to have given it (Jegar-

Sahaduta, "the mound of witness"), is as pure Syro-Chaldee, as the

corresponding name given it by Jacob (Gal'ed) is pure Hebrew.
That chapter belongs to the older class of records, and I think it is

highly probable that these words were handed down from the earliest

records, and therefore from the ante-Mosaic age.*

An inscription on a sheet of lead found in a sepulchral jar at Abu-
Shadr in Lower Babylonia, copied by Rawlinson, deciphered by
Professor Dietrich, to whom Mr. Norris kindly communicated it,

and engraved on the second of the plates belonging to this chapter,

exhibits not only traces of the syllabic writing, which is a peculiar

feature of the phonetic cuneiform writing of Babylonia, but contains

also in the forms of the letters the germ of the so-called square
Hebrew of the Syrian and Arabic alphabet. The inscription cannot
be of a very late date, as Rawlinson says that it was found " among
ClialdfEan remains." The language itself is decidedly of the Syro-
Chaldoaan character, not that of the cuneiform inscriptions.

The most natural exi)lanation of these facts seems to be, that al-

ready in the time of Nebukadnezzar, and probably much earlier,

* The Aramaean verse in Jerem. x. 10. would furnish still more direct evidence
that the common Aramaean language of the time of Nebukadnezzar was exactly
that of Esdras, were it not evidently a gloss (although an old one) awkwardly
admitted into the text, in which it makes a break.
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there existed, besides the official and sacred language and writing,

a vulgar tongue, used for private purposes, and written exclusively

in phonetics. This language had an alphabet analogous to those of

the other historical Semitic nations, but with some remains of the

syllabic system, which constitutes the phonetic basis of the monu-

mental language.

The immense difference in the stage of development between this

alphabetically written language and that of Behistun, obliges us to

consider the language expressed by the cuneiform character as the

most ancient phasis of Asiatic Semitism, anterior to our historical

times. Indeed, many collateral circumstances compel us to assign to

it a very remote, perhaps a Noachian age, and to place it next to the

last Asiatic idiom preserved by the Egyptians. Tiie cuneiform

alphabet appears coeval with tlie history of the most ancient Babylo-

nian empire, and must have had its origin in Lower Babylonia.

The best method, tlierefore, to be adopted at the present stage of

the inquiry, and for the subject of our research, would seem to be

first to exhibit the alphabet, as far as it is ascertained ; secondly, to

examine the grammatical forms ; thirdly, such of the roots as appear

to have been ascertained beyond any doubt.
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n.

The Facts of the Language of the Cuneiform Inscriptions ofBabylon

and of Nineveh.

1. The Syllabarium.

The cuneiform mode of writing is most ancient in Babylonia : it

must have originated there, as will be shown more fully hereafter, be-

cause it is calculated for making impression on clay, and consequently

for being used on bricks, but not on stones.

In the general history of writing, it can only be considered as the

conventional fag-end of the hieroglyphical system, that is to say, of

the expression, not of sounds, but of things represented by images or

symbols.

The cuneiform system has fixed the language in the transition of

that writing to the phonetic system. Its phonetic alphabet is through-

out a syllabic one. I subjoin the tables of the syllabarium, as I had
constituted it in 1852, after the study of Rawlinson's tables, before

I had read Dr. Ilincks's lecture.

I find that the Babylonians had the following alphabetical system :

The three fundamental vowels - - A I U
Three diphthongs, of not quite certain -

pronunciation: I give what is re-

commended by the general laws of

sounds

:

Fourteen consonants :

n J T T b a J D £) V p -1 t:' n
h g d z I m n s p (^ q r sh t

(lingual) (ds) (sharp) (palatal
sharp s)

Omitting the diphthongs, as an element not sufficiently ascer-

tained, the combination of the fourteen letters, with the three vowels,

gives forty-five pure syllables : eight of those fourteen consonants,

namely,

I 7n n p q r s t

form also, with each of three vowels, impure syllables ; that is to

AA AI AU
or or

YA VA
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say, syllables ending with a consonant, which implies the suppression

of tliH inherent final vowel. Thus we get tlie following syllabariuni :

ba
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2. The Ideographic Signs.

All the remaining signs, about 180, are ideographic. Of some we
l<now the meaning, and not the sound; of some the sound also.
The ideographic, with unknown or uncertain sound, are, besides the
names of the gods, and those for Babel (Bab-ila, Gate of God,
or Ba-bel, house of God), Nineveh, and Assyria :

God, fire, sun (probably shamash), moon, earth, coast.
Time, year, month.

King (probably sarru), array, soldiers, war, battle.

Mankind, people, or tribe (probably lisanu, tongue), f\imily, name.
Father (probably eta), mother, son, brother, sheep.
House, door, cart, walls.

As determinatives, in the sense of the Egyptian alphabet, the fol-
lowing have been ascertained :

1. Determinative of:

Noun proper— man, young man, order or class.

Cattle, town, great city, place.

Fire or fiery, gold and silver, stones.

2. Signs for grammatical forms and numerals exist for :

Masculine, feminine, dual, relative (genitive), numeral signs
(units as fingers, ten as hand).

Preposition to {ad= ana).

Conjunctive particle : va (et).

Lastly, the following (and some more or less certain), are ideogra-
phic for ordinary words or roots :

1. Monosyllables, with a vowel between two consonants.

Bab, bil, bul, bar, bir, bat, bit.

Gap, gur.

Dak, dun, dem, dan.

Lak (lik ?), lah.

Maq, mar, uur.

Nis.

San, sap.

Par, pis.
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Cir, 9ur.

Qal (kal ?), qar (kar ?), katn, kim, kan, kin, kip, kur (kum ?).

Ivab (rab?), rap, rip, ral, ras, riq.

Sak, suk, sun (son?), sep, sar, sur, sas(?), sut.

Taq (tak ?) teq, tuq, tan, tap, tur.

2. A consonant, with a vowel before and after it

:

Hi, Ila.

This system of writing, as far as it is ideographic, points to a lan-

guage which has emerged fi'om the age of bare roots or particles,

but which still bears the marks of the pure hieroglyphical system

adapted for that stage. As far as it is a phonetic syllabarium, it

coincides, as we shall see, with the principle of the Ilimyaric move-

ment, which is still preserved in the Ethiopic. It certainly, therefore,

cannot be said to be foreign to the Semitic languages, whether we
look to facts or to the philosophical argument.
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3. The Roots of Ancient Chahlee.

We shall now show, that the old Babylonian language possessed,

if not exclusively, at least predominantly, biliteral roots, and that

these find their correspondent forms in the developed biliteral state,

according to the laws established by Professor Dietrich and Dr. Boet-

ticher in the Appendix.

gab (Rawlinson writes guv, but in the text always gab) to say, is

certainly not connected with the Arabic qala, he said ; but may be

compared with tlie Hebrew gab in gabah, elatum esse trans, effen'e :

compare ndsd, to heave up and to pronounce.

ten, to give, has nothing to do with the Sanscrit da, Greek cilovat,

and Latin dare (roots which have their Semitic analogy in the

Hebrew nedeh, /n/o-Owjua), but may be compared, as Colonel Rawlinson

has done, with the Hebrew ndtan, he gave. Natan and the altered

Syriac netal correspond with the Greek root tan in retrw.

ar, to be or become, identical with the Egyptian ar. Compare the

Coptic er or el, to be, and the Turkish dialects ol in olmek, &c.

dxik, " to smite or kill. Hebrew daq, Arab, daq, used exactly like

the Babylonian duk," Rawl. Compare Sanscrit </flf=: Greek haKvew.

rak, to go over. Colonel Rawlinson compares the Arabic ragi 'a,

he returned, but the root gives K and not G. Rather compare the

Hebrew drak, to extend, drek, long, and rdkal, to go about, rohel, the

travelling tradesman
;
perhaps also the Coptic aloch, foot.

mit, " to die, Hebrew miit," Rawl.

rad, " to go down, Hebrew yarad," Rawl.

ta and ba, " to come. Compare dtah and ho in Hebrew," Raid.
rii, to go. Arabic vi\h, to go, Hebr. arah, Sanscrit ruh. Compare

Greek ip-^-taQai, equal to a supposed Sanscrit root, rh. In Persian

tlie root is just the same, as the imperative, rav, go thou! proves

the infinitive to be raftan, to go. In Coptic we have perhaps a

derivation of the same root in the word 7-at, foot, formed, as Dr.

Boetticher thinks, by the suffix at, or ti.

el, "to go up or ascend, 'alah in Hebrew," Rawl.

her, " to cross over, 'abar in Hebrew," Raivl.

lak, " to reach, comp. Arabic laqay to reach, to meet, to obtain,"

RawL
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Jam, to appoint, establish, or do ; kun (rather konen) in Hebrew.

The Persian kardcm, to do, iniperat. Jam, is in Sanscrit kr, and the

derivation of the present participle is found in the Latin cerimonia=
id quod agitur.

^eb, to set up or fix, conip. ya^ub and na^ab in Hebrew, and

nn^aba in Arabic, Rcnvl. The root exists also in Syriac, ncgab.

sJiib, to dwell. Hebr. ydsJiab, he sat, Rawl.

men, to allot. Ilebr. mdnaJi, he divided, allotted, Rawl.

sJiar, to go out. Arab, sara, he went.

Triliteral Rootsfrom tJie BeJdstuii Inscription.

hannit, to do, make ; Heb. Chald. Arab, banah {exstruxit).

hiijasu, to be evil ; Heb. ba'ash (fa'tuit, mains fiiit), Chald. beT'sh {nialus fuit).

diniu, to help; Heb. din (re.vit,ju(licavit, tuitiis est), Chald. din (jiulicucit).

e/jHs, to make ; Heb. 'abad (co/««7, .sc/r/(7, Chald. Syr. _/t'C(<), Arab, abada (co/«<7).

/ifisud, to reach, arrive ; Arab qac;ada {inlendit, venit, prope fuif).

vahar, to rebel ; Heb. nakar {peregrinus fuit. Pi. repudiavit).

naqam, to vindicate, or rescue ; Heb. Arab, naqani, naqama (^tdtus est).

nasa, to bring ; Heb. nasa' (^tidit, attultt).

pat-as (parai^) to lie ; Heb. para9 {disrupit, violenter eglt).

piyali, to roll ; Heb. pul, or palal (volvit), Syr. palpel, the same.

sabat {(/ahat), to seize; Heb. oabat {corripuit, coUiynvit, Arab, urripuit).

sur (^ur), to protect; Heb. (;uv (rupes, refugium).

sava (frtw/), to belong, obej' ; Heb. 9avah, Pi. {co}istituit,jussit).

raJ"/^,toknow ; Heb. yada' (nofff), Ciiald. Syr. yeda' (AC«'f(7), Arab, vada'a (novU).

Otlier Triliteral Roots verified by Mr. E. JSvrris.

arali, to lengthen ; Heb. Syr. Arab, 'arak (e.vtoidit).

balla, to destroy ; Heb. balah (eollapsiis est. Pi. constimsit, Chald. aJJlijcW).

durak, to proceed ; Heb. Syr. Chald. darak (calcavit, ingiessus est).

hahtk, to go ; Heb. Chald. halak {ivil).

halUt, to hold, restrain ; Heb. Chald. Syr. Arab, kala' (clausit, coldbuit).

malla, to fill ; Heb. Chald. Syr. Arab, male' (plenum esse, Pi. replere).

sadar, to write ; Heb. sha)iar, Arab, sajiara (sciipsit).

sarap, to burn ; Heb. saraph (combiissit).

vara, or nra, to see ; Heb. Arab, ra'ah (vidlt).
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4. Gramtnatical Forms.

a. The Pronominal Forms.

First Person.

/. I. Anaku (an-ak-u). Egijpt. anuk, Heb. anoki, Chahl ana.
2. Tu (Compare the forms for second person in Heb. atta

= an-ta, Chald. &[, and the suffix of 1st pers. sino-.

perf. in Arab, tu, Heb. ti).

3. Attua (=an-tu-a).

Possessive Nominal Suffix.

1. A alone, Abu n. = Heb. Ab i, Harvp y^ov.

2. Ya, alone. I\Iati {terra), raati-ya {terra mea), pani-ya
{fades mea).

3. Tua, Ac^pana tua = Heb. '^dS (li-phen-ai), antefaciem
meam, ante me.

4. Combined form, attua . . . ya as the absolute pronoun
before, the suffix behind : Attua abua (as it were : my
father of me). In inverse order, yakhsa-ya attua
{genus meum, ego).

As suffix to the Verb, ni, inni,

pi. Uni {noster) : yakhas-uni {genus nostrum).

Second Person.

Ka {tuus).

Third Person and Demonstrative.

He, this, .Ae. rSuva, m. Heb. Zeh (HJ). Compare zu (ir) com.
{Suva, ni.

hie, hcec

Suat. f.•Suat,/. Heb. Zot (^^\).
As suffix to Noun, Su {ejus): akhi-su (frater ejus).

Other Demonstratives

:

Haga (compare agi, in Himyaric), m. {hie).

Hagata, f. {hcec).

Plaganut, pi. m. {hi).

Haganet, pi. fern.

Haga Suva, = he himself this there

r Anna ta, noyniyi. i

I Anna te, cas. obliq. J

r
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JV/io (Kclative pronoun). Su.

The relative construction is still fuller than in Hebrew :

Sa anaku yatsive inni = IJeb. asher. . . . li.

Qu(B me pertinent ad me.

They, their. Sunn (Rawl. finds also sunut).

Suna ( „ „ sunat).

As suffix, Sun {eorum).

b. Adverbs and Prepositions.

Ha-kannu {from haga) at this place, here.

Khe-bi,* In the place ^11 ). Instead. From among.

Ita lit, CorjTt, secundum quod.

A5. Bij, toith, of, in. Compare et Ucb.
A9 khebi. Of, from among.

Ac nana. "I ,^^L ^ .

Ac nani ( t^/ (inf^J<^cia)n 7)ieam.

In Assyrian inscriptions also :

A9 paniya (the fullfortn).

A9 yasm\, =1 per gratiuiu, voluntate (Ilormuzd(c). Compare

Ileb. V2V Gen. xi. 6.
; T

Makhri (corresponding with the Persian jxiru^ before.

(The word has originally the sense of ancient and of many).

^"^ ]Ad.
An
Ana anaku = ad me.

c. Flexional Forms of Noun.

Sing. nom. masc. U. Casus obliq. I, A. also by the pnep. ana, as :

Madatu (tribufum), raadata (eas. obi.).

Annata {hie), aniti (cas. obi.).

Plur. masc. ut.

fern. et.

* Rawlinson, (p. vi.) reads doubtfully eb-bi. But his note on the same passage

shows that the tirst character answers to the Hebrew ke or kh 3.
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Compare haganut {/li), liaganet {/ice), ellut (dii), diet (dea), madut
(jnulti), inadet {multce).

We have another termination in sunu {ii), from su or suva {is).

We find this termination of the plural increased by the article -a

suffixed to the noun, as is usual in Chaldee and Syriac, in Suraya
{Ti/rii), Sidunaya {Sidonii), Gebalaya {Gehahni).

d. The N^umerals.

Hehretv.

'ekhad, m. akhat,/.
sheiiajim, m. shetajim.

shcloshah, shalosh.

'arba'ah, 'arba'.

khamishshah, khamesh,
shishshah, shesh.

shibe'ah, sheba'.

shemonah, shemoneh.
tishe'ah, tesha'.

'asarah, 'eser.

khamesh 'esre.

'esrim.

sheloschim.

'arba'ira.

khamish^ira.
shishshim.

On the Assyrian weights, in the form of lions, in the British

Museum, we find, in old Phoenician characters, reba' (a quarter),

khamsha' (five), and khamsha-asar (fifteen). These weights are of
the time of the Assyrian empire ; one of them bears the name of
Tiglath-Pileser. My learned friend Mr. E. Norris will, it is to be
hoped, soon publish his lecture on those interesting monuments.

e. Flexional Forms of Verb.

There exists, as in the other dialects, a formative tense as per-
fect, and a preformative tense as future. The second is the tense
more frequently used. As to tlie forms, we find the Hebrew Kal
and Niphal, and the Chaldee Pael and Ethpaal, and others.

* The first three numerals are not yet found ; but three, four, and six may be
supplied from the corresponding forms of 30, 40, 60. Dr. Hincks reads shalishi,

rabbiti, and qanisi, for three, four, and five.

I.
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Forms of Imperfect verified.

Third Person.

Sing. U, preform, ja.

Pcrf. Gabu= lie speahs, spoke.

Iniperf. Yakbu (Kal), in Ileh. it would be yagbeli

Yagabbi (Rawl. in the table igabbi), from Paul.

Yaggabu (=yangabu), from Niphal.

Yatibus, egit, from ebus. As Ethpaal : also,

Yatba (vciiit).

Second Person.

U, preform, ta.

Tagabbu (Pacl), {tUxisti).

First Person.

A or I, preform, a.

Akbi (Kal).

Ilagabba (Pael).

(There occurs also QhQ^&n feci, from thus fecit).

Third Person.

1*1. Uni, U (as in Heb. U, compare Arab. Una.)

Yatipsu (Ethpaal Chaldee). Yatbuni (re;/c'r?<??^)
; yaprusu

{ifientili siaif), from parras {to lie) ; yatturun (Juerunt).

Yatibus.

First Person.

Nitibusu {fecimus), nitibir (transivimus).

Participle.

Iliiparrasu {mcntitifs), vaptarris (the same, from l[)Iitaal).

Formation of Sentctices.

Verb Substantive conci'ete.

Third Person. Sing. Yattur (fuit). Yatturun (facrunt).

First Ptjrson. Siii"r. Attur.
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Anna Sarru Yattur.

He King was.

Ana Sarru Attur.

1 King was.

Copula (verb subst. absol.) not expressed

:

Anaku Sarru.

Ego {sum) Rex.

f. Status Constructus.

Sa, (as relative) is placed before the noun, which is in the

genitive.

Sa Kambuziya hagasuva akliisu Barziya.

ToD Kafi^vtrov tovtov ddeXfoc BopS//c (Smerdes).

That the genitive is here placed before the nominative has an

analogy in the Mesopotamian towns, as Tigranocerta : but it may be

said that it is contrary to historical Semitism.

This explains the name Metu-sha-el, in the list of the patriarchs

= Metu-sa-el, Vir (qui) dei.

The other form, Metu-shelach, has evidently been resorted to

when the original (Babylonian) form had become unintelligible in

Hebrew. As to the ?/ as termination, we shall find it in Hebrew
names, Shemu-el, Achumai, Khamupal, Penuel, Re'uel.

As to the use of the relative instead of the status constructus, or

the affection of the first (nominative) of the two substantives, it

corresponds entirely with the Egyptian nti.

The Sa corresponds with the Hebrew sh (Shin), and is another

proof of the antiquity of this formative for asher in the northern

dialect. We find this formative also, in the same signification, in the

Phoenician inscriptions, as Gesenius first, in his " Monura. Phonic,"

and afterwards Movers, in his " Punic texts in Plautus," 1848,

pp. 79. 84., have amply demonstrated.

The expression in modern Chaldee, ^^ gebar or gabra' di Elaha"
(Syr. gebar de Eloho), for vir dei, is perfectly analogous : for di is the

Hebrew demonstrative Zeh. In the Carpentras Inscription this is

written zi.

p 3
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III.

The Position ofthe Language of the Cuneiform Inscriptions ofBaby-
lonia i?i the general Semitic Family.

Tlie facts we have laid before our readers enable us, I believe, to

prove that the language we have examined represents, indeed, us

we have assumed, tlie fixation of the earliest stage of Asiatic Semi-
tism, the phasis next to the Egyptian or Khamitic deposit. The
principal phenomena upon which we wish to fix their attention are

the following :

1. The system of sounds and the nature of the roots.— Most,

if not all, of the roots are biliteral, and occur in the other Semitic

idioms, generally in an enlarged form. This is an undoubted proof

of priority in favour of the Babylonian, as the whole history of the

formation of roots demonstrates. As to the relation between ancient

Babylonian and the later idioms, the nearest degree of kin is in the

Northern Semitic, the most remote in Arabic. Of the eighteen

bisyllabic roots exhibited, two only occur exclusively in Arabic ; all

the others are common to the Babylonian, with the Hebrew and
Syro-Chaldajan, but principally with the Hebrew. Two alone of

those sixteen {ar and gab) are not found even in Hebrew, but

can be more easily explained from this language than from any
other

: of the remaining fourteen, seven are found in Hebrew
exclusively, whereas the rest are met with both in Aramtean and in

Hebrew.*

* The following is the complete Comparative Table :

Hebrew (and Arabic). Aramaan.

AL, ascendere. 'alah, srlaq.
^kD,descendere. yarad (varad), nckhat.
T5A, venire. b'o, 'atah.
l\\\{,trunsire. 'abar, khalaf </»(/ 'ada.
'K\'ii,cri(iere,facere. kun, hekin, (sevcnil words).
SHIR, habitare. jTishab, yetob.
TAN, dare. nataii, yohab.

Natan is found only in the Chaldee books of the Riblo, and only in the future.
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Now, this is analogous to the relations which the Gothic bears to

the later German dialects : some of its roots are preserved in the

one, some in the other. The more ancient languages are not so

exclusive as to many differences which become afterwards distinctive

of the idiom. Thus we regularly find, in the Syro-Chaldee, t where

the Hebrew has sh, and the Arabic ts : still the old Babylonian has

s/iib and not tib, but sides with the Hebrew.*

The whole scale of sounds in Hebrew, Aramaean, and Arabic is

given in the Comparative Tables appended to this chapter ; it results

from this scale that the old Babylonian sides in most cases with the

Hebrew, which is one of many proofs of the tenacious character

of historical Hebrew, although it had, in a former stage, lost many
of the ancient forms.

2. The grammatical forms. — The pronouns are remarkable for

showing that whatever is not entirely different from the historical

Semitic is found exclusively, or at least best preserved, in Hebrew.

Thus 'anaku, Hebr. 'anokhi, Aram, 'ana (Hebr. ani). The antiquity

of the form anokhi is proved by the Egyptian.

As to the sign for the nominative, we find it only preserved in the

Arabic. In this language also is preserved that primitive system of

vocalism in the conjugation which must once have existed, according

to the view of the critical grammarians, in Hebrew and Araniivan.

Thus the form Pael or Paal is more ancient than the Hebrew form

Piel.

The ye in the formation of the future, which the Babylonian has

in common with the Hebrew and the later Chaldee, wliereas the

Syrian has ne, points probably to an original difference ; the two

forms are independent of each other.

A decisive proof of the paramount antiquity of the Babylonian,

is the final u in the future : it is found in Arabic, and the Hebrew

exhibits remains of it.

3. The status constriictus. — The antiquity of the Babylonian

method of expressing the relation between two substantives (as

Metu-sha-el), which we express by the genitive, is proved by the

analogy with the Egyptian. Tliey both approach nearer to the nature

of a particle-language than the methods employed by the historical

* Although tlie Aramaean avoids generally the assibilated dental (r), we meet

in the Palmyrene inscriptions, and in the Chaldaaan found in Egypt, with dzi

(demonstr.) and not <U.

p 4
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Semitic idioms. Another proof is the fact that remains of this for-

mation arc found as ruins, as isolated phenomena, in these idioms.

The startling form, analogous to " king's son " or " Cambysis

frater," reminds us of some of the most ancient fragments of Hebrew
speech.*

* Thus Ewaldin his Hebrew Grammar explains, Gen. xv. 2., the words Dam-
mesheq Elioser, Elieser Damasci = Damascenus ; and, in Amos (iii. 12.), Dam-
mesheq 'Eres, Damasci Sponda = Damascena. I would add that, wherever the

practice of placing the adjective before the substantive prevails, the system is

originally the same as where the genitive is placed before the nominative.
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IV.

The special Relation of the Chaldee in the Book of Daniel to the

Monumental and to the Historical Chaldee.

Nobody will maintain at the present day that the Chaldee of the

decree of Nebukadnezzar in the book of Daniel is the language of

the official decrees of that king. The two languages differ much
more than ancient and modern Greek.

But neither can it be maintained, that the Chaldee of Daniel is at

least as ancient as that found in Ezra, which it necessarily would

be if that book were written in the historical or vulgar Chaldee of

the time of that king. On the contrary, it is much younger, inde-

pendently even of the circumstance that it is already mixed up with

Persian and Greek words, which began to creep in under the

Persian empire, and in the Seleucidian epoch, and which go on

increasing in the Christian age. Of this we may quote the following

instances

:

Persian Words in Daniel.

sagan (from shikhna, prcpfectus).*

keraz (from keristen, prodamars).

pare Greek K-rjpvcraeif.

nebizba (from nuwaza, donatio).

Com-

Greek Words in Daniel.

qitharos,

sabb kha',

sumponyah,
pesanterin,

KiOapis.

aafj.€vK7).

avfj.(pa}via,

\l/a\T-l]pi,oy.

The following remarks will suffice to prove :f

First, that biblical Chaldaism differs materially from the later or

Targumic Chaldee.

Secondly, that the Chaldee of Ezra is older than that of Daniel.

* This word sagan occurs also iu the last chapter of Jeremiah— which, for

many other reasons, must be considered as an appendix— and in Ezra and

Nehemiah, as a term for the Persian prefect. Indeed the word cannot be

explained as a Semitic formation ; it is neither Babylonian, nor Hebrew, nor

Arabic.

t On the subject of this paragraph, and the arguments advanced in it, we
refer the reader to Dr. F. Dietrich's work " Dc Sermonis Chaldaici proprietatc,"

Marburff, 1838.
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We term biblical Chaldaism the language of documents and
narratives which occur in Ezra (iv, 8— vi. 18. and vii. 12 — 26.),

and in Daniel (ii. 4—vii. 28.), in order to distinguish tlie two writings

of the Ohl Testament from the Turcjum. This ditTercnce between

biblical and Targumic Chaldaism is mainly a twofold one :

1. Hebrew words and Hebrew formations occur more frequently

in the former, and

2. Some Archaisms of the Chaldce language are found in the

biblical passages which entirely disappear in the Targum.
It is evident that the substitution of the Aramaic for the Hebrew

among the Jews was, during the first centuries, an incomplete one,

and that, consequently, Hebrew words and grammatical forms would
frequently insinuate themselves into Aramaic writing. Thus the He-
brew termination im, for the plural of a substantive, actually occurs

once in a Chaldee passage of Ezra. The plural pronoun tUeh also

is found in Ezra, which belongs to Hebrew alone, and occurs in none

of the later Aramaic writings. One of many instances of a common
Hebrew verb remaining in use in Ezra, but giving place in the book

of Daniel to the Aramaic synonymc, is jetab, to please, for which

Daniel invariably uses shephnr. A very striking case is the almost

constant occurrence of the verbal conjugations Haphil, Ilitlqical, and

Hithpaal, instead of the Aramaic Aphel, Ithpeal, Ithpaal; likewise, of

the Hebrew passives, Niphal, and Hophal, instead of the Aramaic

Ithpeal and Ith-aphel (Itthaphal).

Instances of Aramaic archaism are the pi'onominal forms lekhom

(vobis) and lehom (iis), dC4vh (hie) and dakh (htec), frequently

occurring in Ezra. We refer, as to these forms, to the comparative

table below. A similar difference of older and later forms occurs in

the conjugation of the verb substantive:

1 1 1 •
i. 1 f r yeheveh, ei-it, sit.

leheveh instead of •{
•'

, ,' '

I meheveh, esse.

lehevon „ yehevon, enmt.

These Aramaic archaisms also are neither to be found in Hebrew
nor in any of the Targums, and therefore they represent the old

genuine Aramaic or Chaldee, although revived subsequently by

Kabbinical authors.

The biblical Chaldaism, as a whole, is therefore evidently an older

form of the same language than the idiom used in the Targums ; of

which the most ancient portions arc contemporaneous with Gamaliel

and the Apostles.
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But if we examine more closely into the subject, and compare

Ezra and the book of Daniel with each other, the latter forms evi-

dently a bridge towards the language of Onkelos and of the Targums

in general, exactly as the Targums, on the whole, form a bridge to

the language of the Talmud. We can prove this by the fact that, in

the instances above mentioned, and in many similar cases, the lan-

guage of the Chaldee passages in Daniel approaches more nearly

that of the Targums, and must therefore of necessity be considered

as more modern than the Chaldee in Ezra.

No traces are to be found in Daniel of such pure Hebraisms as

the im and the elleh, which Ave have just mentioned as still occurring

in Ezra. On the contrary, while the Chaldee of Ezra shows only the

Hebraizing verbal form Hithpeal, the book of Daniel gives us,

besides, several instances of the corresponding Ethpeal, which is

clearly Syriac.

The pronouns lekhom and lehom, dekh and dakh, are changed

throughout in Daniel, as they are in the Targums, into the modern

forms lekhon, lehon, den and da'. The plural pronoun generis

communis (hi, hae, haec), which is illekh and elleh in Ezra, is almost

constantly illen in Daniel and the Targums.

The following Comparative Table of Pronouns will show how

uniform and constant are the differences between the older Chaldee

of Ezra and the more modern of the book of Daniel.

Ezra.

ron. pers.

:

2ud pi., lekhom.

3rd pi., lehom.

Demonstrative:

Sing. m.
f.

com.

dekh.

dakh.
denali.

Plur. com. illekh, elleh.

Daniel and the Targums.

lekhon.

khon.

den.

da.

denah (dikken).

illcn (illekh). *

* The forms dikken and illekh occur rarely in Daniel, hut never in the

Tars;ums.
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c.

THE ARABIC,

THE CULMES'ATING POINT OF SEMITISM
;

OR

THE inivnrARic "vriTH its Abyssinian detosit, and the language

OF northern ARABIA WITH THAT OF THE INSCRIPTIONS IN THE

SINAITIC PENINSULA.

We have already discussed, in the introductory part of tliis

chapter, the intricate question : whether the Arabic is to be con-

sidered as a Later development of the stage represented in Northern

Semitisra by the Hebrew system; or whether Hebrew exhibits a

Northern-Semitic idiom, shorn of that variety and symmetry of

forms which it must have possessed in a prior stage of existence,

collateral with what literal Arabic is now.

A closer examination of the facts will confirm the decision wo

were led to by more general considerations.

As to these facts, we think it as unnecessary with Arabic as it is

with Hebrew to enter into details, as these languages are so generally

known, and the point at issue is not contested. The Comparative

Tables appended to this chapter contain all that is required for our

purpose.

But we must be more explicit as to linguistic facts respecting the

South Arabian settlements, which claim tlie first place, according to

chronological order.
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I.

The Himyarie or South Arabian settlement, and its deposit in

Africa.

Of the Arabian languages preserved to us, the Himyarie, or the lan-

guage of South Arabia, occupies the first place. Although so recently,

and still so imperfectly known, we may safely assert that it represents

the remains of a formation anterior to what we conventionally call

Arabic, that is to say, to the language of the Hedjaz.

According to the indigenous tradition, this language was that of

the second Adite empire. The first Adites are known to history

only by their fall; the historical period begins with the "second

Adites," who founded a mighty empire in the actual abodes of the

first (Yemen and Hadramaut).

As to what was known respecting the inscriptions discovered in

the seat of that once mighty and flourishing empire, down to the year

1843, I beg to refer to Frichard's report in his admirably clear article

on the Semitic languages, contained in the third volume of his work

published 1844, pp. 579—584.

The inscriptions found and copied by Seetzen (1810), by Lieut.

Wellsted (1830), by Fresnel (1830), and by Cruttenden and Button

(1838), were first made the object of philological analysis by Gesenius,

and then, more successfully, by Rodiger (1841). The inscriptions

seen and copied by the enterprising M. Arnaud in 1841, were pub-

lished by Mohl, with Fresnel's transcriptions and illustrations, in the

Journal Asiatique of 1845. In thefollowing year Ewald, who had

already, in 1843, recorded his somewhat different opinion upon certain

points (Zeitschrift fiir die Kunde des Morgenlandes), took up the

subject (in Hoefer's Zeitschrift fiir die Wissenschaft der Sprache)

with his usual profound learning and genial sagacity. He considers

the alphabet to be settled by Fresnel, who has principally based it

upon the Berlin Arabic manuscript, while he entertained, however,

some doubts as to the precise phonetic value of two or three of the

characters.

The identity of this alphabet with that of the Gheez or ancient

Abyssinian, the language of Axum, or the old Tigrani idiom, has never

been contested. We shall, in our Comparative Table at the end offer
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direct proof of this identity, and then show that they are both a branch

of the Phoenician alphabet. Ewald regrets that we possess as yet no

real fac-similes, and that many of Arnaud's copies are evidently

inaccurate or incomplete. Seetzen indeed seems to have been the

only one who made a real fac-simile copy of his Mareb stone, whicli

he probably brought with him to Cairo, and which has either perished

there, or is still hidden somewhere in Europe. It is strange that

Ewald persists in assuming that, as a general rule, the inscriptions run

from left to right, although he does not deny that there are some

written from right to left : but, indeed, all those which have hitherto

been deciphered by himself or others run from riglit to left. A few

only are written boustrophedon, that is to say, the beginning of the

second and fourth lines, and so on, following immediately after the end

of the first and third, and so throughout, liodiger's law on this point,

therefore, seems to hold good.

Ewald considers the following grammatical forms as established:

Ha, a causative preformant in verbs, like the Hebrew Hiphil

:

only that this ha, or li, pi. /m;?, appears also in the termination of the

so-called future or imperfect.

An, the sign of the plural, like the -ZEthiopic, both in the mas-

culine and feminine : beit, house ; heitan, houses. Rodiger's m (im)

for plural seems not quite certain.

By tlie side of this plural formation we find also the ordinary

Arabic form aktab, as :

Sheb, branch, tribe ; ashab, tribes.

The genitive is expressed by the status constructus, but sometimes

also, in the iEthiopic manner, by the interposition of d (iEth. za, Syr.

de, Chald. di). This d, ds, is originally, therefore, a demonstrative

and relative pronoun (like the Hebrew zeh).

Af/i, in the sense of relative pronoun, is still uncertain.

IJa is the article, as in Hebrew. We find hamlh Sba, the king of

Saba, as in Hebrew and Arabic before nouns proper.

The personal pronoun plural is generally /lumu {cortim), in the

reflective sense oi' ijjsorum. Ewald has pointed out the ibrm ib.

Such words as we have been able to identify with certainty or

with great probability, bear, like the grammatical forms, a greater

similarity to JEthiopic, Syriac, and Hebrew tlian to Arabic.

It must be an object of universal regret that, after Aden has been

for so many years a British possession, and officered by men of culti-

vated mind, if not of erudition, nothing has been done through the
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instrumentality of the English to bring to light monuments which

are of such high interest for the general history of mankind. We
must first have good and safe materials ; and they exist, without

doubt, in abundance. We are sure the Indian government will do

all that is required, as soon as the subject is brought before it.

We have the best authority for stating in the mean time, that a

great number of most important and well preserved inscriptions have

been found near the old dyke or lake of Locman, and secured in a

place where they will be safe against destruction for some years to

come.

As to the modern language of the Himyar, it is still spoken in

parts of South Arabia. Fresnel has given specimens of the language

of the inhabitants of Mahara, the province east of Hadramaut. It is

spoken in two dialects, of which he considers that of the territories

of the two cities of the eastern boundary, Dzafar or Dzofar * (the most

ancient Sephar of Saba?a) and Merbat, to be the purer. It appears

that it is also spoken in part of Yemen proper and of Hadramaut.

We are indebted fur our first knowledge of this remarkable language

to the indefatigable Fresnel, who calls it Ekkhili, the name by which

the inhabitants call themselves (free men). The only specimen we

have of it consists, howevei', in a fragment of a translation of the

24th chapter of Genesis, made by Krapff, and printed, together with

a short glossary compiled by that same excellent missionary, at the

end of Ew aid's Essay. The results of both Fresnel's and Krapif's

communications may be reduced to the following particulars

:

1. The present language of Himyar is the modern form of that

of the Himyaric inscriptions.

2. It has more in common with iEthiopic, Hebrew, and Syriac

than with Arabic, as to words and grammatical forms ; indeed, it is

called by Arab writers Sudani, that is, Syriac.

3. The conjugation is the following, according to the specimens

given by Fresnel, and some phrases contained in Krapff's Glossary

(p. 313.)

:

* In the historical times Dafar or Dzafar is certainly to be identified as the

well-known town in South Yemen ; but I agree with Niebuhr the traveller, and

Kitter, that the passage in Genesis x. 30., about the Joktanides (where Ha-

zarmaveth is Hadramaut ; Sheba, the Saba of the ancients), " Their dwelling was

from Mesha, as thou goest unto Sephar, a mount of the east," indicates the

western and eastern frontiers of the Himyarites, the mountain alluded to being

the thuriferous mountain near Dzafar of Maharah.
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Ilimijaric.

'

III. m. so\>

f. s6)'et

II. m. sok

f. soJ'esh

I. suHc

III. &o\>

II. m. sol'kuni

f. so|,ken

I. sut'en

III. m. yis6j>

f. tesoj)

II. 111. tesol'

J. tes6j>

I. es6>

III. m. yisol'

/ tesot'en

II m. teso})

/. tosol'en

I. ncsu)^

A.

Arabic.

I.

sa))a

sal'at

suhta

suj^ti

suhu

stJ'u'

sul'tum

su^tunna

sul'na

II.

yasulju

tasujju

tasujju

tasuHna

asiil'u

Tlie root Sof.

^thiopic.

Perfectum.

Singular.

soha

s6)>at

soka

s6))ki

s6)'ku

Plural,

m. soj.u

/. s6|.a

soj'k'mmu "j

s6j>k''n J
s6J>na

Imi'erfectum.

Singular.

y'sut"

t''sul>

fsub

Plural.

yasupuna

yasul^na

tasul'una

tasubna

nasu^u

1'}
y'^suhi

fsul^a J

n''su)i

Amhar

soha

sohach

sol'sba

soJhu

soJ'u

s6j>rifh''hu

y'soj,

t"^s6j>

"sot"

ysohu

t'SOj'U

B. The root Zagad.
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Dual.

III. m. zegedo zagad;i

/. zegideto zagadata

II. c. zegidetclii zagadtuma
I. c. zegidetclii wanting

wanting

Plural.

III. m. zeged
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bouiing dyke of Locnian, and the Black Castle (Ilissan Ghorab,

Wellsted's discovery), bears marks of great antiquity, the history

of the country increases the probability that we are here dealing

with a very ancient language. It can scarcely be doubted, after the

researches of Silvestre de Sacy and of Caussin de Perceval, that the

destruction of the old Adite empire of Locman by Yarob the Kah-

tanide took place in the middle of the 8th century before Christ.

Tliis is not only warranted by the unanimous records and calculations

of the Arab genealogists and historians, but also by the various points

of coincidence in the foreign expeditions of some of those later

sovereigns with the Sassanidan and other kings. Now, the Iliinyaric

dynasty of the second Adites in Yemen is comprised under the name
of Locman ; for the duration of the reign of a thousand years being

ascribed to him, is merely the mythical expression of the duration of

the dynasty : we know the names of some of his successors. The great

work of Arabia, the dyke north of Mareb, the ruins of which were men-

tioned to Niebuhr, and were seen and drawn in 1844 by Arnaud, is

attributed to Locman personally.* It is of the same nature as the Lake

of Mceris and probably the so-called Median wall, and was executed

with the same object. It was constructed of immense square blocks

of stone (part of which remain), and had sluices for letting off the

water as it Avas required for irrigation. The Arabian authors call it

El-Arim, or Sedd-Marib (the dyke of Mareb). The rupture of this dyke

in the 2nd century after Christ (150—170 according to Saoy, 120 ac-

cording to Perceval) formed such an epoch in the history of Yemen
that it gave rise to an era called Seyl-el-Arim (the era of the rupture

of the dyke). The dates, however, upon our monuments cannot be

ascribed to this era; because one of Ciuttenden's inscriptions of Sana

(the present metropolis of Yemen), that of Abd Kulalem, bears the date

of 576. Welbted's ten lines of inscription at Hissan Ghorab bear

even that of the year 604. Now, if these were dates from the rup-

ture of the dyke, they would bring us down to the middle of the

eighth century after Christ, a period when all the glory of Yemen
was long gone by and its era merged in that of the Hedjra. The
mention of idols also precludes the idea of so late a time. As it is im-

* CaussTn de Perceval, Histoire des Arabes, i. pp. 16-18. Journal de la Soc.

Asiat., Fevrier a Mai 1845. Ewald, in Hofer's Zeitschrift, p. 304. The original

plan has not yet appeared. The inscriptions from the d^ke are printed in the

Journal Asiat. Nos. 12—44.
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possible to connect the era of tlie SeleucidtE with this part of the world,

the only remaining supposition seems to be, that, as the rupture of the

djke constituted an era, so the erection of it had previously formed

one, which naturally ended with the structure itself, and was snc-

ceeded by the other. Indeed, the three inscriptions copied by j^rnaud

from the remains of that wonderful structure (in Fresnel's Collection,

12—14.*) speak of the royal overseers of the dyke and its waters ;

the one under a king of Saba, Sluhett Balaq, the other under a king

Ben Dhamarati. Neither of these names is found among the kings of

tlie later Ilimyaric empire ; and, combining this fact with the other, it

will not perhaps appear an unwarrantable assumption that the dates a

least of 604 and 573 are years of Locman's era, for the duration of

which we have thus documentary evidence as far as its 7tb century, or

down to the middle of the 5th century before Christ. Locman's era

must have begun about 1750, or four centuries before the Exodus.

Ewald, who refers those dates to the era of the rupture, adds, that at

all events he thinks the inscriptions bear the character of high anti-

quity. f I think, therefore, it requires further research to see whether

all those dates, of wliich one is of the year 30, may not belong to

the Locraan era. This is, in itself, the most reasonable assumption

:

otherwise, if the dates on the monuments in this place represent

two diiferent eras, there probably would have been some additional

mark for the second. But, besides, what occasion could there be for

inscriptions at these places after the destruction of the dyke?

If, then, we have a second Himyaric empire in the 18th century

before our era, perhaps with monuments and inscriptions from its com-

mencement, there is no difficulty in assuming that the first Joktanide

settlement, of which this empire forms the second period, was much

anterior to the Abrahamic movement, which (as I shall prove else-

where by cogent arguments) belongs to the 28th or 29th century b. c.

* Arnaud's 3rd in Fresnel's collection. See Rodiger, p. .38. Ewald, in Hofer's

Journal, p. 308.

t Ewald, in Hofer's Zeitschrift, 1846, p. 309. :
" Jadeal, lieutenant of Ben Sa-

mihati, King of Saba, does homage to the temple of Almaqa (probably a goddess of

the moon), day (number wanting) of the year 30. . . .

"
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ir.

T/ie North Arabian Settlement and the Sinaitic Liscriptions.

I. T/ie relative Antiquily of Arabic and Hebrew.

We have, companitively speaking, but few documents of the lan-

guage of the Koran anterior to Mohammed, and those remains are

not of a very early date, although tliey record remote events. All

was traditional among these tribes before Mohammed, and rested

upon memory. Tiiis circumstance, together with the highly intellec-

tual and proud character of the nation and the independence of

Arabian life, must account for the fact that the language, when it

appears in a literature, exhibits a fulness and richness of forms
wliich may be compared, in tliis sphere, to that of Sanskrit.

The following facts will sulfice to show tliat the system of sounds
is more primitive in Arabic than in Hebrew. The Comparative
Tables appended to this cliaptcr will exhibit proof of the higher

antiquity of the grammatical forms.

Comparatice Table of the System of Vocalization of Arabic and
Hebrew.

1. Long Vowels.

The long vowel A and the diphthongs exist in Arabic in the origi-

nal state, whilst Ilebi-ew gives them in a somewhat modified form.

Thus

:

Arabic a ai au corresponds to

Hebreio 6 (rarely a) e, va (rarely aji)
; 6 (rarely ave)

The vowels i and u occur in the same words in both languages.

The first of the above commutations, that of Arabic a, of Hebrew 6,

is the most important, because the 6 occurs in no part of any Arabic
word. The followitig may serve as examples of monosyllables

:

Arabic la (not) ra's(hcad) ^a'n (herd)

Hebrew 16 rosh (j-on
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likewise, in the first syllable of tlie bisyllabic derivations

:

Arabic qatel (part.) liatam (seal) 'alam (age)

Hebrew qofel liotam 'olani

and in the second syllable of the same :

Arabic salam (peace) dzira (arm) 'ephrah (young birds)

Hebrew sbalom zero' 'ephroah

in the syllable an, added to the root to form substantives

:

Arabic soUan (ruler) but rahman
Hebrew shikon rarahan

In Hebrew the syllables am and an at the end of substantives are

frequently found together with the later forms 6m and on.

2. Short Vowels.

The Arabic alphabet designates only the three original short

vowels, a, i, u. These three original vowels are found in the corre-

sponding Hebrew words only where the following consonant is doubled

and the accent of the word does not fall upon it, e. g.

Arabic kul (all) Hebretv kullam (they all)

sin (tooth) shinnam (their tooth)

yam (sea) yammim (the seas)

When these syllables stand alone and are accentuated, the i and the u

ai*e transformed into e and o. The a remains unchanged. In this

case the Hebrew a, e, o receive what I propose to call a half-lengi//,

which may be designated by a, e, 5. In the above cases

Arabic kul is changed into Hebrew kol

sin „ shen

yam
,^ yam

These half-long vowels are changed into short ones, as soon as they

lose their accents. Thus the Hebrew for

all days is kol-hayyamim

ivory „ shen-habbim (tooth of the elephant)

salt sea „ jam-hammalah

Lastly, even this small portion of vowel sound is very commonly
impaired almost to extinction, and the uniform half-vowel placed in its

Q 3
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stead^'which the old grammarians foolishly called shiva-mohile (literally,

movable rest). This is best exemplified by such common monosyl-

lables, as

Arabic ba (in) ka (as) la (to) wa (and) ya (prefix of future)

Hebreiv be ke le we ye

Vestiges of the original form are still preserved in Hebrew for each

of the monosyllables here mentioned. Thus bazeli (here) and kazeh

(so) are merely compounds of ba and ka with the demonstrative

pronoun zeh. Similarly, bo (in it, in him) and 16 (to it, to him) are

evident contractions of ba-hu and lu-hu, as is proved by the ex-

isting uncontracted form la hem (to them). The form wa still exists

in such compounds as tdh warn (good and evil), or in wayyomer
w^ayyiqra, &c. (he spoke, and he called, he). Lastly, the future pre-

fix ya is to be found in yaqum, yabin (he will rise, separate).

The same will apply to innumerable cases where the so-called

shwa mobile or half-vowel is introduced instead of a, i, u.

The following are a few instances, in the first syllable :

Arabic sabil (path) 'amanah (covenant) kitab (writing)

Hebi-eiv shebil 'amrmah ketab

in the second syllable :

Arabic qatalu qattalu yaqtulu-na yoqattilu-na

Hebreiv qaMu qa^Mu yiq^lu-n yeqa/Alu-n

"We subjoin a comprehensive table to show what changes the simple

Arabic vowels undergo in the Hebrew formations

:

Arabic a i u

.A.

Hebreiv a a, ii c, a e i, e e, a o u, o c, o

The half-vowels, which are put in the tliird jilace, are expressed by
smaller types.

A great multitude of Arabic short vowels are besides entirely

thrown off" and lost, particularly at the end of Hebrew words.
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II. Sinaitic Inscriptions.

1. The Alphabet and the Language.

The inscriptions on the rocks surrounding the road which lead on
the west side of the Sinaitic Peninsula to Mount Sinai, liad already
occupied the attention of Cosmos Indicopleustes, who noticed them
in the earlier part of the sixth century. He could find nobody
able to read the characters, and hence concluded them to be the re-

cords of the Israelites in their passage through the desert. Pococke
gave some specimens of them : Niebuhr divined their contents,

and scorned the idea that they could be anything but greetings and
memorials of travellers in different ages. Lepsius discovered thou-
sands of them on and round Mount Serbal which never had been
observed before, and Wellsted saw the mountain which closes the
Valley of Inscriptions ( Wadi Mokatteb) towards the south, the Djebel
Mokatteb, covered with similar ones towards the sea-side. It has
been the fashion of late years, particularly among English travellers

to sentimentalize upon these records ; but, since Grey's useful con-
tributions, none of them, as far as publications go, has taken the
trouble of copying them. Lepsius brought away with him more than
twice the number we previously possessed, and we may soon hope to

see them published and explained by Professor Tuch of Leipzio-,

whose treatise on those hitherto known (Zeitschrift der Deutschen
Morgenliindischen Gesellschaft, 14th Bd., 1849, pp. 129—215.) is

conclusive as to all the essential points.

The alphabet was discovered by Eduard Beer of Leipzig, who
gave an account of it in his " Inscriptiones veteres Litteris et Lingua
hue usque incognitis ad Montem Sinai servata3," (Fasc. I. Lips. 1840-

1843). He proceeded to decipher them so methodically and so suc-

cessfully, that Tuch, after the most searching inquiry and with fresh

materials, did not discover one single letter of Beer's alphabet which
required correction. The monument placed on his tomb, the cha-

racters of the Sinaitic alphabet, as found by himself, is therefore a
well-deserved trophy of this self-sacrificing inquirer, who lived and -

died in starvation, a martyr to his zeal for truth and science.

Supposing that this alphabet would bear a resemblance to the

Phoenician, the type and key of all the others, and that the lan^uao-e

Q 4
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Avould turn out to be a dialect of Arabic, he tested successively bis

decipherment by the inscriptions before him, till he satisfied himself

that the result corresponded both with the principle of his research

and its application. Any one, indeed, who looks at the alphabet in

the juxtaposition in which we have placed it at the end of this

Keport, will see at once, that it bears on the face of it all the cha-

racters of a real alphabet of a Semitic dialect.

The proof of the application of this alphabet was not less en-

couraging. Beer found everywhere good Arabic and good sense

;

generally speaking, Arabic proper names. Here, however, his indis-

putable success terminated. His notions about the Nabathoeans (a

vague name) who had lived here, recording their names as Christian

pilgrims to !RIount Sinai, encountered from the first many doubts

and objections, from Robinson, and particularly from Credner, who

first pointed out in a review the true way of solving the problem.

Tuch finally solved it. He found no difficulty in applying the

ali)habet to above two hundred inscriptions which had been brought

to lio'ht long after the composer of it had sunk beneath his labours.

Nor does Tuch differ from Beer as to the general explanation.

Travellers writing their names and greeting the reader, and desiring

to be remembered by him who passes by : such are the contents of

these inscriptions read according to that key. Among the Greek

inscriptions mixed up with those in Arabic, we read: "Remember

Moses Samuel," the writer of another which bears the identical names

(and those very peculiar ones) which frequently occur in the Arabic

inscriptions read by the same key: Audos Almobakkeros, Auda

Almobakr. Thus we possess a bilingual inscription which corroborates

to a certain extent the correctness of an alphabet methodically dis-

covered and successfully applied.

Three questions now arise : first, what is the language of these

inscriptions ? secondly, what is their probable age ? thirdly, what

was the occasion of the pilgrimages which seem to be recorded in

them ?

As to the first, it is easy to prove that it is a dialect of pure

Arabic, with some peculiarities of forms.

There is the Arabic article al, w^hich is not to be found in any

other Semitic dialect. It is never assimilated with the following

consonant, as is generally the case in Arabic. We read, for instance :

al-shakari, not ash-shakari. There is also a formation of adjecti\ es

peculiar to Arabic ; viz. forms like ahbaru, great, arlahit, (/j)/ifo\iu
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ashijahii, atammu. The same is the case with the diminutives, like

Ohaydu, Horayshu, Bushayru, Guraimu, &c.

The conjugation of the verbs offers no such prominent features,

because verbs are only found as participles in these short inscrip-

tions. We find as titles given to persons whose names are engraved

upon tlie rock : sha'iru, the poet, phdrtsu, the knight, 'alimu, the

wise man, kahinu, the priest, and, very often, zaii', the pilgrim.

Only one form of the second Arabic conjugation, the so-called Piel

of the Hebrew grammarians, occurs ; viz. al-imibaqqint, armamen-

tarius : and one form of the fourth form, or Hiphil : mu'inu, be-

nevolent.

As to the declension of nouns, the Nominative in the proper names

and titles ends in u, but this very restriction of a suffix once in general

use proves that the language had lost the consciousness of its own
laws. The same fact is proved by the circumstance of the sign of

the Nominative remaining unaltered when the nouns ai'e in the Ge-

nitive case, where the common Arabic grammar would require i or

a. The Genitive ends in i; but here, also, a pecuharity occurs,

the sign of the Genitive being only used when the nomen regens and

the nomen rectum are so closely connected as to form a compound

word, for instance, taym illahi = Qe6cov\oq. In common Arabic the

/ of the Genitive must be appended to every word.

Professor Tuch of Leipzig, in a recent letter to me, dated Leipzig,

29th January, 1854, adds the following interesting remarks of his, as

the result of his continued researches.

1. Neither in conjugation nor in derivation are the roots contain-

ing Jod as second or third radical confounded with those which have

Vau at the same place, as it is done in other dialects, but never in

Arabic.

2. Where the dialect of the inscriptions differs from the North

Arabic of literature, it betrays an ancient Aramaic influence. The
peculiar pronoun relative di, and the noun bar son, instead of he7i or

ibn, are signs of this influence. Archaistic is the feminine (termina-

tion at besides «', which later is the common form in Arabic. The
form which we find in the inscriptions continues in the mouth of the

Beduines of the peninsula.
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2. The Afje and Authors of the Inscriptions.

As to the age of the inscriptions, most of the writers of those of

which we possess correct copies must have been pagans. They have

names like the servant of Uzza or Venus, of Menuh or Fate, of Baal,

of Ilobal or Saturn. Tliey are called Germ el Ba'li or Sad el Ba'li,

wliicli means fearing Baal or the fortune of Baal.

There can scarcely be a doubt that thei*e are among them Christian

inscriptions. The fi-equent crosses leave no doubt about it. "What is

still called by ignorant people the crux ansata (the hieroglyphical

sign of a7ikh life) Avas probably intended to represent the Christian

monogram for Christ, which occurs so frequently in various forms

in the sepulchral inscriptions of the ancient Christians with the

A and 12 on each side of the vertical cross-beam. To this monogram
and to the cross, indeed, all the Christian emblems in those inscrip-

tions are easily reducible.

Dionysius of Alexandria, in the middle of the third century of

our era, speaks already of settlements, in those villages, of Christians

who had fled into the peninsula from Egypt. Antoninus in his

Itinerary (beginning of seventh century, contemporary with Cosmas)

relates how, at the foot of the Serbal, he and his friends were re-

ceived by Egyptian Christians, who met them in procession singing :

"Blessed be they who come in the name of the Lord!" Christians,

therefore, did at that time make pilgrimages to the Mountain of the

Law (then Serbal) : why might not Jews also ? why not pagans ?

And such pilgrims might also accord their names, as all pilgrims and

travellers like to do.

Already, in the time of Moses, the peninsula was inhabited by

jNIidianites and Amalekites. We know of Egyptian settlements in

the copper mines as early as the time of the Old Empire before the

Hyksos period : even in that of the Pyramids, indeed, or 2000 years

before Moses. Moses himself, perhaps, speaks of such pilgi-images to

Mount Serbal as of a known custom. The Amalekites occupied the

western part of the peninsula as the Midianites tlic eastern : is it

not likely that we have before us in these inscriptions, found only on

the western side, the Amalekite dialect? This trace is the more

precious because, according to the Arabian annals, the Amalika were

the conqueroi'S of Egypt in the very earliest times; that is to say, tlie

principal tribe of the shepherds who conquered Egypt, and destroyed

the old empire of the Pharaohs.
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We will now examine a little iiiorc closely the third question : who

were the writers of these inscriptions? and what was the object which

brought them to this part of the peninsula ? We have already

anticipated the only rational answer : Pilgrims, tribes going to

worship on Mount Serbal.

Diodorus and Strabo (xvi. 4. 18.) give an account of a sanctuary

in this part of Arabia ; their authority was Artemidorus, who
copied Agatharchides of the third century before Christ. Both

these were in connexion with the Ptolemies, and well- informed men.

That such was the origin of the account we are now about to give,

will appear by comparing Diodorus with Strabo, and it has been

fully proved by Heyne in his classical dissertations on the authorities

of Diodorus.

The following is the description given by this historian :
" Starting

from the southern promontory of the peninsula (Poseidion, now Ras

Mohammed), at no great distance from it, you pass not far from a

spot (he says) by the sea-side." (Strabo's expression is less strin-

gent and more accurate.) "It is held in high estimation by the

natives, on account of the advantages it affords. It is called the

Palmgrove (Phoinikon). It produces an incredible number of this

fruitful tree which affords excellent enjoyment and food. The
country round about has no springs of water, and is intolerably

hot on account of its southern position ; it is, therefore, very natural

that the barbarians should have made this plantation in the midst

of an inhospitable country, a sanctuary. There are many springs

and rivulets at this spot, not inferior in coolness to snow. There is

also an altar of solid stone, very old, inscribed with old unknGivn

letters. The overseers of this grove are a man and a woman, who
have the priesthood for life." Then follows a statement that the

further coasts towards the north were first inhabited by the Mara-
nteans, or Maranites, and afterwards by the Garyndeans.* They lived

not at the Phoinikon, but on the coast further north : and what follows

proves that they did not live at the Pharan, but went there as pilgrims.

f

Diodorus then relates that the neighbouring tribes held a sacred

* The later name I am disposed to agree with Tuch iu identifying as

Gharandel ; but the change of Meranites into Pharanites is not only too bold, as the •

reading is the same in two passages of Diodorus and the corresponding account of

Strabo, but it is also in contradiction with the statement of Diodorus as to the

residence of the Maranites.

f Cramer upon Strabo refers to Pliny (H. N. vi. 29.) Maran, in South Arabia.
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meeting or festival every fifth year in the Palmgrove, sacrificing

hecatombs of camels, and carrying with them the water of those cool

spring?, the drinking of which was traditionally believed to restore

healti). The Maranites having once undertaken a pilgrimage to that

festival, the Garyndanians took advantage of their absence to kill

those whom tliey had left behind ; and then waylaying the rest on

their return extirpated them, and divided the land among them.

Now, there is but one considerable palmgrove in the peninsula,

and that is in the Wady Feiran (Paran, Pharan of Scripture).

There we have the perennial springs by which MotCS refreshed the

lingering Israelites with water from the rock : ages before the his-

torical times had prepared the ground for this paradisiacal abun-

dance and comfort, the ground being, according to all appearance?,

the sediment of an ancient lake. When St. Nilus (about 390) fled

into these parts, he found Pharan a Christian town. About 120 years

later, the monk Antoninus found there a Christian congregation and

a chapel, the altar of wliicli was placed upon huge stones, tradi-

tionally referred to Moses (Exod. xviii. 12.) ; they very probably

belonged to the pagan altar of Diodorus. Pharan is a day's journey

from the coast ; but the western extremity of the Wady Feiran is in

latitude 28° 44', exactly one degree above tlie southern promontory,

but a few miles from the coast, very near the sea (as is best shown

in Zimmermann's great map of Palestine and the Sinaitic peninsula,

in fifteen sheets (Berlin, 1850) : and then leads to the king of

mountains, the majestic Serbal, the Sinai of the most ancient tradi-

tions and of the most recent criticism. All the various valleys

leading up to it are covered with inscriptions : one of the ascents

even has artificial steps leading to the steepest point. The names

of Seir, Serbal, Sinai, Paran are found together in those magnificent

verses of the Blessing of Moses and of Deborah's Song, as the place

from whence the Lord came to give the law

:

" The Lord came from Sinai

And rose up from Seir unto them,

He shined forth from Mount Paran."

Deideron. xxxiii. 2.

" Lord, when thou -wentest out from Se'ir :

When thou marchedst out of the field of Edom :

The mountains melted from before the Lord :

That Sinai from hefore the Lord God of Israel."

Juitgc.t, V. 4. 5.
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Seir (l^yji?) might therefore be Serbal, without the idol's name

(Baal).* At all events, the Serbal being thus situated, being besides

the most eminent formation of the peninsula, and proving to be, from
the earliest times, the object of religious awe and of pilgrimage

for Semitic tribes, is it not a natural supposition that this is the

mountain to which the Israelites begged, and once obtained, permis-

sion to go to sacrifice to their God ? three days' journey it is said to

have been from Egypt, and a three days' journey it may be styled.

"Whether the name of Baal form or not a part of the old, indigenous

name Serbal, the place certainly was of general sanctity among the

Arab tribes. It can scarcely be accidental that the great bulk of the

inscriptions which surround that majestic mountain, are on the

different roads leading to it : or that these inscriptions follow the

paths leading to the summit, and there stop, as it were, before the

mnjesty of that all out-topping mountain of the peninsula which,

as Tuch observes, with its five peaks (all above 6000 feet above the

sea), rising from the valley, miglit well be chosen as a symbol of the

Almighty, and appear to the pagan natives as the seat of the Derari,

" the resplendent," the five planets. We have two mountains called

Mountain of Inscriptions, Djebel Mokatteb, south and north of

Serbal. Indeed, as Ritter observes, the inscriptions ought to be

called the Serbal Inscriptions.

Here, therefore, we have positive facts : records of sanctuaries

frequented by the Arab tribes in the peninsula, perhaps long before

Moses— and probably even from Arabia Proper: here are inscrip-

* It can be objected that the y has disappeared in Sor-bal. But this abbrevia-

tion may be the consequence of the composition, with Baal. The Arabic name

of the southern part of Seir is Sheraf, which is a younger form for Serah with a

Sin, like the Hebrew. Professor Dietrich observes that Ser may also be from

the Arabic root Sar (Hebr. Shar), which means height, chain of mountains, and

occurs in Sii'-jon (Hebr. Shir-jon), the name of the great Hermon. EiJdiger's

explanation as Serb-Baal is rather a doubtfiU one, because there is no good au-

thority for the use of Serb as pahmjrove. We are certainly told in the dictionary

Qamus (used also by Freytag) that it has the signification of copia palmarum,

but the examples given prove only that Serb means agmen, a multitude of

gazelles, or birds, or women, and besides a track or path. On the other side, it

cannot be denied that the name Serb- Baal, as Baal's palmgrove, would have been

most appropriate. The only considerable palmgrove in the peninsula is stretching

towards the Serbal : it is a universal custom of the Arabs, as Lepsius observes,

to call the mountains after a distinctive quality of the Wadi or Wadis below

them.
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tions recording names of pngan Arabs, some calling themselves

pilgrims.

Such being the probable antiquity of a sanctuary in these places,

and of pilgrimages of Arab tribes to the same, who would deny a

priori that some of our inscriptions might have an origin, at least,

much anterior to the Ptolemaic times to which the Greek inscri[)tions

seem to point ? As yet, however, we have no proofs of it. All the

inscriptions which are not Greek, are of one character ; and as those

which have been copied present one language, and that Arabic, and

contain some pagan names found in the Arabic inscriptions; we may

very reasonably consider them either as belonging to the same age or

the centuries immediately preceding the Ptolemies. We have, in the

Greek inscriptions, even a Roman name mixed up with the Arabic.

It says : Remember Garmabalus (son of) Julius. The father's name,

as it appears, Garm-al-B'ali, a true Amalekite formation.* All this,

however, does not exclude that there exist still much more ancient

inscriptions and monuments in the peninsula. If some curious

traveller would look for Diodorus's altar, he might easily find it

with its " ancient" letters in the ruins of Pharan. At all events, we
shall know more about the inscription already copied when Tuch has

published Lepsius' very accurate copies (made by paper casts), which

contain richer materials than all that have hitherto come to light.

Much, also, may be expected from the manj'- hundred inscriptions

collected by M, de Laval, now deposited at the Louvre. We trust

they may both shortly appear.f

As to the Rev. C. Forster's enthusiastic and fanciful attempt to

make out of these inscriptions the journals of the people of Israel

on their way through the Sinaitic peninsula, an American writer,

Mr. Salesbury, of Newhaven, has taken the trouble of seriously re-

futing it (in the first volume of the American Ethnological Journal).

Science can only deeply deplore such unwarranted encroachments of

wild imagination and crude conjecture into the sacred domains of

history. Did we know nothing of Beer's alphabet (as tlie autlior,

indeed, confesses that he did not when he thus gave vent to his fancy),

• I owe this fact to the kind communication from Tuch, to which I have

allucled.

t I learn from Tuch that M. de Laval has announced his intention of sending

him those inscriptions. It would be desirable that all English travellers who are

in possession of good copies not yet i)ublislied, should do the same. A com-

prehensive, faithful, and learned publication may thus be secured.
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and coulil not we by means of that alphabet read intelligible names
and words in a known language, such an alphabet as that of Mr.
Forster, constructed as it is upon a very loose and fanciful re-

semblance between some of the characters and the modern Hebrew
characters (the Babylonian letters of Chaldee, adopted only after the

exile by the Jews, according to Jewish and Ciiristian tradition)

could have no claim to appear before the world under any other

title than that of a learned hallucination. Again, if such an un-

warranted alphabet could be admitted for a moment, the absolute

nonsense which the poor inscriptions are made to produce, when
read according to that false key, would be its strongest refutation, the

sentences, as made out by this fancy-alphabet, being as devoid of

grammar as they are of any but an imaginary meaning. If, finally,

such nonsense could be considered in any other light than as a

forcible proof of the absolute hollowness of the whole scheme, a

glance at the Hebrew of Moses would at once involve us in the

dilemma : either that we do not possess a single syllable of Moses or

a single genuine text in tlie Old Testament, or that Mr. Forster's

pretended language is not Hebrew, not the language of the childi'en

of Israel at tlie time of the Exodus. If Mr. Forster's language had

anj'- existence except in his own bi-ain, it would prove that the

Hebrew of that time was a branch of the Chinese language, that

is to say, an unknown tongue, in the state represented by the Chinese,

Avithout grammatical forms of any kind.

I have said nothing about Mr. Forster's former Himyaric dreams^

because I hope he has abandoned them, and because they are forgotten.

But as his recent attempt to ignore what science has gained by the

sweat of the brow of its true disciples, to despise method and

learning in a domain intimately connected with our religion and our

faith, and to throw discredit upon honest enquirers, it would

have been a dereliction of a public duty not to have recorded

here my solemn protest against such relapses into a strain of un-

critical conjectures, which, if not severely repudiated, must render

all philological researches ridiculous in the eyes of tlie public.
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D.

THE CANAANITIC SETTLEMENT,

OR THE

HEBREW AND PHCENICIAN.

1. Origin of Hehreio and Primitive Roots.

The next stage of development of Avliich monuments are extant, is

the language which derives its name from Eber, the father of Peleg

and Joktan, grandson of Arpaklisad (Arrapachitis). "We may
safely suppose him (as his name indicates) to have crossed the

Euphrates, and settled in that part of Chalda^a which we may call

Upper JNIesopotamia. We hear of this tribe moving from Ur in

Chaldtea, down to Padan-Aram (the plain of Aram, Middle Mesopo-

tamia), till Abraham resolved to settle in Palestine, where he found

the kindred Canaanite tribes themselves in different ranges of older

and more recent settlers. This cannot have happened later than the

28th century before Christ, as the chronology of Joseph proves

;

Avhose great-grandfather Abraham was, as certainly as Jacob (whom
he buried at Hebron and whose tomb may be extant) was his father.

Ewald has established the historical character of the account of

the warfare of the four kings against the five, contained in the

14th chapter of Genesis; and the Egyptian researches dispel the

last doubts as to the existence of the art of writing, and of his-

torical records, long prior to the time of Moses and the Exodus,

or the 14th century before Christ. We have, therefore, at all events

in the Decalogue, the langu.ige of Moses, supposing even that the

earlier reconls have been transmitted to us in the orthography of

the Mosaic or Davidic times. The link is carried on through the

age of the Judges by the Song of Deborah and similar composi-

tions. From the time of David we have an uninterrupted line of

Hebrew compositions down to the Persian epoch, or the age of Ilaggai

and IMalachi, and the Kohelet or Ecclesiastes. We distinguish, in

this chain of almost a thousand years, the different epochs, and even

the dialectic dilfei-ence of the northern (or Ephraimitic) and the

southern or, properly speaking, Judaic tongue. Finally, wc have, in
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the pronominal formations, and also in some proper names, reaching

up to the most primitive age and traditions, vestiges of forms which

once existed in Hebrew, but which have disappeared in the historical

times, and are only preserved in the sacred language of the Chaldeans.

It is known, even to those who are but superficially acquainted

with Hebrew, that it is much less rich in grammatical forms than

the Arabic. As to its relation to the Gheez, or the African deposit

of the Himyaric movement, it is not so easy to reduce the difference

between them to historical formulas. The Ethiopic undoubtedly has

preserved forms which we do not yet find in the Asiatic ; but I think

this is not to be explained by supposing the oi'iginal idiom of Chal-

dtean to be a more developed and therefore younger language than

Hebrew, at the period when the Himyaric, of which the Ethiopic is the

deposit, branched off from the Chaldaean stock. On the contrary, I

think that phenomenon must be accounted for by the Hebrew having

lost many of its forms. They were dropped in the course of tlie

settlement before literature fixed the written language in that state

in which we know it during a period of about a thousand years'

development.

Be this as it may, the Hebrew affords us, at all events, monuments
of much higher antiquity than either Arabic or Ethiopic. The
Hebrew nation, besides, is that which of all the Semitic tribes has

been most conservative and humanitarian in its recollections. Its

general traditions are infinitely better preserved than those of any

other nation in the world. We may, therefore, also assume the same

character for its language. This, however, does not preclude its

having undergone the natural process of all developments, the loss of

forms after a certain period. And certainly, although the Hebrew
dictionary is still poorer, compared with the Arabic, than its grammar,

we find in it more ancient formations than in any other Semitic

dialect.

The Semitic roots are uniformly triliteral, and therefore bisyllabic.

The Egyptian monuments, however, as well as the cognate Iranian

roots, suffice to prove that this form is only the consequence of a

comparatively late and peculiar organic development. But I believe

we can prove still more directly the original monosyllabic state of the

Hebrew roots. We have a considerable number of primitive mono-
syllabic Hebrew nouns, expressing the most primitive and original

perceptions and relations of mankind. We meet, likewise, with the

same character in the pronouns, if we decompose them. The fol-

R
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lowing tables show this at once. As to the first, we find that few of

these monosyllabic nouns have any correspondence in the dialects.

These have but few nouns of a decided primitive monosyllabic na-

ture ; that is to say, such monosyllables as are not simply the abbre-

viations of a triliteral root.
,

As to the Table of Pronouns, the objection may, of course, be urged,

that, these stems being only the wrecks of once substantial or real, not

formal or merely formative words, they may have existed previously

in a triliteral form. But then we cannot prove this to be the case,

even in one single instance. We find, moreover, some of these same
monosyllables already in Egyptian. And why should some pronouns

have preserved their triliteral character, and the others not, if all

were originally triliteral ? The best proof, I believe, will be found

in the tables themselves. That of the pronominal stems has been

made, by Dr. Boetticher, a more complete comparative review than

those of Fiirst and of Hupfeld.

The more ancient grammarians assumed triliteral roots in all cases,

and this theory has been revived to a certain degree by Rodiger.

In adopting such a theory, we must take great care not to hurry to a

wrong conclusion. Suppose we can make it probable that there

exists a correspondence between a monosyllabic noun and a triliteral

verbal root, the question arises, Avhether the qualitative idea expressed

by this root is not a secondary, more developed form of the primi-

tive biliteral root. If we allow primitive biliteral roots of verbs at

all, we shall have to consider the monosyllabic noun as a relic of this

primitive formation, and not as the wreck of a triliteral root. It is

difficult to suppose a systematic mutilation of roots in nouns express-

ing a substance. Verbs ending in a soft spirant {a or //) liave exception-

ally an abbreviation in the future tense. Sucli mutilations may occur

in a pronoun, which is in itself a particle in the wider sense of the

word, as it no longer represents a substance, but not so in a noun.

The whole controversy, therefore, is concentrated in the question

as to the primitive existence of biliteral or monosyllabic verbal

roots in general. Fiirst and Delitzsch*, having taken up this ques-

tion in favour of tlie existence of such roots, endeavoured to explain

tlie triliteral roots now extant mostly as compositions of two roots, and

in this process were obliged sometimes to invent roots of which there

are only traces in Sanskrit, Greek, or Latin. But, before them,

• Fiirst, Concordant iu Ilebraica, Lop. 1840, fol. Delitzsch, Jisuruii, 1838.
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Hupfeld* had already pointed out the right way by considering the

triliteral roots as the renewal of that same formative process which

liad produced, in a more primitive stage of development, the biliteral

roots. Professor Franz Dietrich, of the University of Marburg,

thinks that the whole formation of triliteral roots may be explained as a

derivation from the biliteral by a process analogous to the later means

of derivation, but a more powerful one. In two works f (1844 and

1846) he has prepared the way for a deeper investigation both into

the formation of the Hebrew roots themselves, and into the history of

the signification of the words derived from them.

The condensed essay by Dr. Paul Boetticher, in the Appendix,

represents, on the whole, the result of Professor Dietrich's researches.

This essay proves that we certainly cannot set up a formula by
which we can find infallibly the primitive biliteral form for every

triliteral root.| Indeed, there must exist, and do exist, triliteral

forms which cannot be reduced to a biliteral root. But it proves

besides, first, that this tendency of strengthening and modifying a

biliteral root, by the addition of an auxiliary consonant, runs through

the whole flexional as well as lexicographical system of the language;

and, secondly, that we can determine which letters may or may not

serve as auxiliary sounds, and that Ave can show that the number of

these modifying sounds is strictly limited.

Comparative philology leads irresistibly to the assumption that the

Semitic languages started from biliteral roots. Egyptian is still more
decisive on this point than Sanskrit.

The only method to be pursued, therefore, appears to me to be

this. We have first to endeavour to establish the primitive, sub-

stantial meaning of a given root : then to look for its corresponding

root in the Indo-Germanic languages, and therefore principally in

Egyptian and Sanskrit, but strictly according to the rules of analogy

of sound.

I have no doubt that, if this method be followed up, we shall arrive

in an overwhelming number of cases at a perfect correspondence

between tlie two great dialects of primitive humanity;

* Hupfeld, De Emendanda Ratione Lexicographise, 1830. Also in Exercita-

tiones ^thiopicse, published some years earlier.

t Dietrich, Abhandlungen fur Semitische Wortforschung, 1844. Abhandlungen
zur Hebriiischen Grammatik, 184 6.

J See in the Appendix B.

R 2
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2, The Relation of the Phoenician and Punic to the Hebrew.

The language of the Canaanites whom Abraham found ah-eady

settled in Palestine, and among whose cities Sidon, the Phoenician

metrepolis, stands preeminent, and Abraham's own tongue, that of the

Ilibri or Hebrews, are both called Canaanitic idioms. In Gen. ix. 8.,

and X. 6— 18., Canaan, the son of Kham (the Canaanites having come
out, as a settling tribe, from Lower Egypt at a very early period), is

called the father of Sidon and Kliet (the Ilittites, or the Kheta of the

Egyptian monuments). Sidon is Kham's firstborn ; the later political

origin of Tyrus is also known from other accounts. Now, in Isaiah

(xix. 18.) we find the Hebrew itself called the "language of Canaan."

Both languages must therefore have differed only as dialects.

Such indeed is the relation of Hebrew and Canaanitic as the

monuments of the latter represent it to us. Phoenician may be called

a tissue, in which Hebrew forms the woof and vSyrian the warp ; and

this Aramaian element is particulaily visible in the Punic. The
classical work of Gesenius (Inscriptiones Phoeniciae) illustrates this

definition from one end to the other.

We shall limit ourselves to exemplifying it by examples from tlie

roots, from the system of sounds, and from the forms of dei'ivation

and flexion.

The roots of a great number of Canaanitic proper nouns are cleaily

traced in Hebrew. Thus, Abi-melekh {pater regis), 'Adoni-bezek

{dominus Bezeq ; the name of this Canaanitic city of Bezeq is again

cognate witli the Hebrew root bazaq, yM/^»<r), 'Adoni-zedcq (dominus

justitice), 'Eshkol (uva), Mamre' (robur ; compare Ilebr. verb marii',

robiistuin esse), Melclii-zedeq (re.v Jt/slitice). The suffix -i, used in

many of these compound nouns at the end of the first word, is found

only in the Hebrew language.

In the system of sounds also, the Canaanitic remains can be proved

to follow tlie same rules as the Hebrew. According to these rules

(as will be seen fi-ora the Comparative Tables below, p. 246.) the He-
brew 9, sh, z, correspond to the Arabic ts, ts, dz, whilst the Aramaic
idioms invariably substitute t, t, d. "We have an instance of this

change in the Canaanitic name of a district, Bashan, as found at tlie

time of the Jewish conquest. The sh in this name was transformed

into t in the later Sjriac period, as we see from Barapaia in Josephus
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and from its corresponding Chaldee and Syriac spelling ; and in

Arabic writers the same district is called Batsanieh. A similar

system of changes can be traced in the indigenous Canaanitic name
of that city, called Dan by the Hebrews, which lay to the north of Pa-

lestine. This city "formerly" (Judges, xviii. 29.) was called Lajish

:

in Aramaic this final consonant became t, Lait ; and in Arabic it is

spelt Laits (Jeo). The city-name of Ashterot-Karnajim (Astarte's

Horned) would have been pronounced Atergat-Karnan in Aramaic

(as indeed we find it in the Maccabees, 'Arepyartc). The same rule

applies to the name of Tyrus, which is Tor in Syriac and Chaldee,

but (^6r in Ganaanitic, Hebrew, and Phoenician.

The derivative form -on is common to Canaanitic and to Hebrew,

whilst the Aramaic and Arabic languages invariably have -an. The
name of Ephron, the Hittite, may serve as an example ; also tlie

city-names of Jericho (Jerecho), 'Akko, &c., which are abbreviated

from Jerichon, 'Akkon, &c., terminate in a in Arabic. Besides these

affixes, there exist changes within the root, where the Hebrew and

Canaanitic 6 stands opposed to the Arabic and Aramaic a ; thus the

friend and ally of Abraham, Eshkol, is called 'Etskal in Arabic.

Finally, the principal/on^s ofjlexion are the same in Canaanitic as

in Hebi'ew. Thus the

Plur masc. is -im, Heb. and Can. ; -ina, Arab. ; in, Aram. : for in-

stance, 'Emeq-hassidim, the valley of Sodom and Gomorra,
Plur. fem. is -6t, Ifebr. and Can. ; -ac, Arab, and Aratn.

Dual: -ajim, Hebr. and Can.; -aini, Arab.; -in, Aram, (a rare

form).

Ashterot-Karnajim is an instance which exhibits both the latter

forms in Canaanitic*

* Professor Dietrich has pointed out to me, as exceptions, two highly interest-

ing cases, where the true Canaanitic dual appears to have been supplanted by the

Aramaic form in the northern districts of Canaan: Dotajin, Dotan (c?«o cisferna),

to the north of Samaria ; and Kartan, in the district inhabited by the tribe of

Naphthali. The latter name, Kartan, has its corresponding genuine Canaanitic

termination in the city of Kirjatajim {duplex oppidum) in Moab, and in the district

inhabited by the tribe of Reuben.

R 3
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E.

COMPARATIVE TABLES,

SHOWING

THE RELATION OF THE SEMITIC IDIOMS AMONG EACH OTHER.

T.

General Table of the System of Sounds.

Arabic d dz,
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and others. It is highly probable that some at least of these are
only written with Aleph, Vau, or Jod by mistake, in order to express
that the syllable is long ; but it is impossible to prove this in a given
case. It is to be remarked that most of these monosyllabic words
are not found in the other dialects. As to the monosyllable pronouns,
they are found in the General Table of Pronominal Terms. Of the
particles, the expression of the negation U only is monosyllabic.
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Christ. Aram. Jewish Aram. Hebrew. .^thiopic. Arabic.

mas. enun, innun.

/em. eneyn, inneyn.

h'nan.

7nas. we'tomu.

/em, we'ton.

IV.

Demonstrative Pronouns and Particles /ormed out of the Dental

Media.

Christ. Aram. Jewish Aram. Hebrew. ^thiopic. Arabic.

da a'vTTi, zii avTT], da ovtos.

di'6sa,ndgenit. di auTT;.

ZU nvTos, avTT] du 8 TOV,

Ss, 7J.

zarelat.genit.

(l^, relat. genit. d" relat. gcnit. z" ovtos.

zeh olroi, dihi, dihi, oCttj.

zoh avri].

zo't auTTj, zati aint], da'f" rj rov, ovcia.

day rh vndpxov.

dayta ovrus.

deyn outos.

d°na oi/TTj.

deyk, oStos,

*zay rdre, az Tfire,

aydo Tis 7111'^; avr-q,

bode (hodo) avT-rj,

hoydeyn t6t€,

hoydeyk tot*.

z'ntu OVTOS.

z''ku ovTOi, daka ovtos.

'da STTovSr]- id, ida rjre ore,

irore,

hada ovtos.

hadihi avri].

•dayin rSre.

heydcyn rSre,

V.

Demonstrative Pronouns and Particles formed out of the Dental

Tenuis.

Christ. Aram. Jewish Aram. Hebrew. ^thiopic.

ti enclit.

tu enclit.

Arabic.

ta aZri).

ti avTT)
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Christ. Aram. Jeivish Area,

tammon e/fe?.

t^non ifda.

tarn e/ce?,

Hebrew. JEthiopic.

she, sha = genit.

shay T(.

sham e'«6?.

esh (Phoen.) genit.

asher os, ri,
'6.

ematy irt^re
; eymatay Trdre.

aite TToi/.

Arabic.

tihi oi/TTj.

tamma e'/ce?.

tumma t(Jt6.

matay ir6Te.

VI.

Pronouns formed out of the Guttural Tern

ka oi/'t

k« ij

ken ovTws,

kak ovTctis,

eyk TTcDs oiy,

heyk oCraiy,

haka ovtws.

ki

CArw^. ^ram. J^ww/j Aram. Hehr
ko oy'rws,

k* us,

kay TTcos,

ken uvTcos,

ayk ttcDj ws,

ayko' TTwj,

aykan irus.

kokan oSrws.

[kut]

k'vot -»

ak'vot I ovruis.

hok'vot J

1/a.p.

k" Cos.

koh OVTdlS.

ken ovTitjs.

ak (xovovovxL

eykah ttwsi;

eykoh ttcDs;

^thiopic.

ka ojy,

kaha ovTws,

kahak ovtws.

Arabic.

ka ojy.

kay owus.

kayta oStws.
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vn.

Particlesformed out of the Labial Tenuis.

Christ. Aram. Hebrew.

p6 €/C€7.

p6'.

poh.

oph Kol,

epllO TTOV.

aph Kol OVKOVW.

jEthiopic.

•phu iraiv.

Arabic.

pha Koi (when the

sentence has a new

subject).

VIII.

Pronouns and Particles formed out of the Simplest Aspiration

Aleph.

Christ. Aram. Jewish Aram. Hebrew,

a' article (post- a' article (post-

poned), poned).

ayno ns

;

aydo Ti's yvvii

;

enun avToi, innon avrol,

eneyn ainat, inncyn avrai,

'lu ISovl

ayleyn.

rao rl

;

illeyn iKeivoi,

illeyk (Kelvoi.

•ru ISoi.

°rc oTi yip.

•rum oTj yip.

ma Ti

:

impi,

el avTol.

elleh o5to«.

^thiopic.

ay TTou; ay tu;

Arabic.

ayy"" irdrfpos.

an anna ei on.

in inna el on,

«m = Hebrew im am el.

f. min.

al 6, T], rS.

ila, ulay, ulai

avTol.

*lla e/cercoi,

°llu (Kf7vOt,

*llan-tu fKf7vat.

•llon-tu iKuvot,

alla-di ojtis.

ma ri;
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Christ. Aram.

mon rls ;

mun Tt
;

man ti's
;

Jew. Aram. Hebrew. ^thiopic. Arabic.

mi Ti's

;

mi ri
J

itSis
;

mah Ti

;

man t'is
;

man rfs

;

IX.

Pronouns and Particlesformed out of the Stronger Aspirate He.

Hebrew, .Mthiopic.Christ. Aram, Jewish Aram.

ho outJs, ha llov.

hu avrds,

hi avTTi,

hon eKeii/os,

[hen],

hu avrSs,

hi auTTj,

hen l5ov [tovto],

henun ourof, hinnon ahroi.

heneyn aura/, hinneyn auVoi.

hun suffix III,

Plur.

heyn suffix

ditto, Fern.

himmo abrai,

hal Sevpo.

hala, ovTos,

holeyn ovtoi, haleyn, ovtoi.

[hor]

horko iuravOa,

hortammon

e/ce?.

hu' aiirSsy

hi' avri],

ha, ha (article),

h''(interrogat.

particle).

hen (5oi!, aurof.

hinneh IZov.

hennah auraf.

Arabic,

ha tSoiJ.

huwa avT^s,

hiya avT-f],

[hana] in ha-

nada.

hana Scupo.

huna 5eCpo.

hon ainai.

hem oi)toi.

hemmah auTof, homu avTol,

bal'ah SeCpo.

halla-zeh ovTo<Tt.

halla-z ovTocri.

h'lom Sevpo, halumma Sivpo,
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Aramaan.

in. m. q^bal,

/. qeblat,

II. m. q'balt.

/. q^balty,

I. qeblet,

Plu. m. q^balw,

/. q"baly,-leyn,

II. m. q"'baltun,

f. q'balteyn,

I. q"baln,-lnan,

X.

The Simple Conjugation.

(Verb QBL, to live.)

Perfect.

Hebrew.

qabal,

qabeluh,

qabalta,

qabalt,

qabalti,

qabHu,

q^baltem,

q'balten,

qabalnu,

qab'la,

qab'^lat,

qabalka,

qabalki,

qabalku,

qab*"!!!,

qab'^la,

qabalk'mmu,

qabalk^n,

qabalna,

Arabic.

qabala.

qabalat.

qabalta.

qabalti.

qabaltu.

qabala, Dual, III. m.

qabalata, f.

qabaltuma, II.

qabalu'.

qabalna.

qabaltura.

qabaltunna.

qabalna.

IMPERFECT FtTTtTRE TENSE.

III. m. neqbul,

/. teqbul,-ly,

II. 711. teqbul,

/. teqb'lin,

i. eqbiil,

III. m. neqVlun,

f. neqb^on,

II. m. teqb'lun,

f. teqb'lon,

I. neqbul,

yiqbol,

tiqbol,

tiqbol,

tiqb'^li,

eqbol,

yiqb^lu,

tiqbolnah,

tiqb''lu,

tiqbolnah,

niqbol,

y^qb'l,

f^qb'l,

t'qb'^l,

t^qbni,

eqbn,

y-qb^lu,

y^qbia,

t'qb'lu,

fqb'la,

n^qb'I,

yaqbulu.

taqbulu.

taqbulu.

taqbulina.

aqbulu.

yaqbulani. Dual. III.

taqbulani,y. III.

taqbulani, II.

yaqbuluna.

yaqbulna.

taqbuluna.

taqbulna.

uaqbulu.
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XL

The Forms of Conjugation.

Arabic.
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F.

THE SEMITIC ALPHABETS.

If we discard the cuneiform inscriptions, all other alphabets of the

Semites (and through the Iranians of all European nations) are re-

ducible to the Phenician.

As to the cuneiform alphabet, it is evidently a mere conventional

monumental character, invented in a country were the people used

bricks instead of stones. Mr. James Nasmytli, of Manchester, was the

first who made this observation and sliowed the very mechanism

of impressing those characters. Indeed, if one takes a piece of wood, of

the length of five or six inches, cut as an equilateral triangle (thus. A),

and applies it, beginning with the top, to a piece of clay, it produces

exactly the lines of which the cuneiform inscriptions consist. Mr.

Nasmyth has even shown that some Babylonian bricks furnish by the

remains of penfimenti the direct proof that the letters were impressed

in this manner. Layard gives in his first Nineveh publication

(ii. p. 181), this same instrument placed upon an altar.

This fact proves that cuneiform writing must have been first

used in Lower Babylonia where all building is carried on by bricks,

and not in Assyria, rich in quarries.

For purposes of literature the Babylonians must have had a cursive

character ; there are, indeed, traces of such a one, and Klnproth

imagined he could discover in them the most ancient forms of Semitic

writing. But I cannot see in them anything but a cursive cuneiform

character. One of the most authentic documents is that given by

Layard, in his Nineveh and its Remains (vol. iv. p. 179). We have

here twenty-six charactei's, of which five occur twice, three even four

times, taking fifteen out of the twenty-six ; the remaining eleven

occur only once, which in itself is a si^n that we have not an alpha-

betic, but a mixed phonetic and ideographic writing before us;

besides, scarcely any have a resemblance to the Phoenician characters,

whereas two are unmistakeably cuneiform signs, and almost all the

others reducible only to the same origin.

The only plausible solution of this problem seems to mc to be
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presented by our assumption that the historical Chaldee language (the

two Aramaean dialects) had a very early root in the vulgar tongue

of Babylonia, and that to this tongue belonged an alphabet and a

system of writing analogous to the other idioms of historical Semi-

tism. The inscriptions found in a Babylonian tomb, among other

ancient remains, on a sheet of lead, which we publish in the Ap-

pendix, seems to me a specimen of that language and of that writing.

At all events, it is an important addition to the history of that

alphabet which we call the Phoenician.

As we possess now, through the Egyptian facts, a perfect know-

ledge of the syllabic and alphabetic elements in the most ancient,

ante-Noaehian phasis of Semitism, and as we know enough of the

syllabarium of that Chaldee language which represents the next

phasis, the Babylonian of the cuneiform inscriptions, it becomes the

duty of comparative historical philology to combine these new mate-

rials, and to bring them to bear upon the origin and history of tlie

historical alphabets of the Shemites, which hitherto have been con-

sidered without them. We thus are obliged to enter into one of the

most interesting, but also most complicated rcseai'clies of Semitic

and classical philology— tlie origin and history of wliat we must

call our own alphabet ; I mean to speak of the Plioonician alpha-

bet, from which all alphabets of the Hellenic and Italic nations

of antiquity are derived, and which shows itself in Lycia and

Phrygia either in an identical shape or as the basis of a more de-

veloped peculiar alphabet. The classical Avork of Kopp on the

alphabetic signs*, although now superannuated in some parts, and

defective, is still the foundation of modern critical paleography.

The researches of Ekhel, in his " Doctrina Numerum ; " of Boekh, in

the " Corpus Inscriptionum;" of Otfried Miiller, in his "Oichomenos,"

and in his " Etruscans ;
" and lastly, of Franz in his " Epigraphice,"

have delivered us for ever from the loose conjectures and in part

imaginary speculations of the eighteenth century. The founda-

tions of a solid classical palaeography have been laid for ever ; the

problem now is to consolidate and complete the work by trying to

reconstruct the primitive history of mankind upon them. As to the

field of Semitic philology, the basis of historical criticism will be

found in Gesenius's Classical History of the Hebrew Language and

Writing ; and in the most learned of his works, the " Monumenta

* Bildcr unci Sclirlft, 2 vols. 8vo., 1820.
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Phoeniciae," followed and connected as his researches have been by
Ilupfeld, Ewald, and Rodigen The Runic researches themselves

have been rescued from the dreams and fictions of provincial lucu-

brations. Thanks to the philological spirit of Miihlenholf, of AV.

Dietrich, and G. AY. Dasent, we now know that, of the sixteen old

Runes (to which the four with points were added), the greatest part,

perhaps all.wnth the exception of B, stand upon an original basis

of Asiatic, probably East Asiatic, growth, and represent rude hiero-

glyphics of objects, the words for which began with the letters in

question.

The genius of Lepsius shines brightly also in the sphere of general

palaeography, both by his researches on tlie formation of the Deva-

nagari alphabet of Sanskrit, and by his Essay " On the Order and

Connexion of the Semitic, Indian, Old Persian, Old Egyptian, and

Ethiopic Alphabets," read in the Royal Academy of Berlin, in 1835,

and published in its Memoirs of that year, and also as a separate

book. His researches have the great advantage of being based upon

a physiological examination of the organs and elements of speech,

and conducted with a comprehensive spirit and a peculiar tact for

finding out the genetic element or the principle of development.

This tact is not less necessary in the researches of comparative palae-

ography than in the field of comparative philology. Every system

of writing, as it appears fixed in writing, and as it establishes itself

as a traditional national heirloom, appears, to the nation which uses

it, as an independent creation, and is interpreted and systematized

according to the genius of the language which it was itself the first

means of fixing. But from the historical point of view it appears

quite different. Your modern alphabet rests upon that of the ancient

language ; and that came from another nation, even, originally, from

a quite different stock. "We still write Phoenician letters at London,

Paris, and Berlin. And, after all, may the most ancient alphabet

itself not be the improvement of a syllabarium? and was phonetism,

even in that least abstract form, anything but a scion of hieroglyphic

writing? Take care not to confound : do not lose sight of the pecu-

liarities of nations and ages ; but do not forget either tliat what is

fixed now must have once been floating and moveable, and that wliat

is fixed may have been so by a misunderstanding of the primitive

structure.

We are right in laughing at dreams and fictions of priests, and

at tlie hallucinations of learned men, as to the origin of alphabets,
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from the Chinese fables respecting Fo and the tortoise, and priests of

Thoth, who know that Hermes Thrice Great had brought the saci'ed

signs from heaven, down to Seyffert, who has found out that our

alphabet was form.ed by Noah on the 7th September of the year

3446 B.C. upon the zodiacus and the constellation of the seven planets.

But certainly we should not be justified in rejecting a hypothesis

which finds thought at the bottom of conventionalism, and ancient

reason behind modern blunder. I confess, wherever I discern reason,

I'have a difficulty not to suppose creative thought anterior to later

confusion— not a speculative theory, but the reproductive power of

inventive common sense beholding reality rationally and j)ractically.

All inventions come from individual thought, based upon the com-

mon stock of national and human instinct. The light spread by dis-

coveries which change the face of the earth do not proceed from

abstract theories or mystical hallucinations, but from the bright light

of productive thought turned upon reality, and is kindled at the

celestial fire which has its Promethean hearth in the human breast.

"We know the extent and order of the Phoenician alphabet through

the alphabetic psalms. Although none of the psalms arranged ac-

cording to our alphabet can be placed higher than the age of Jere-

miah, or the time of Nebukadnezar, we have every reason to believe

that this order is of the highest antiquity. The old Ionian alphabet

has the twenty-two letters of the Phojnician and Hebrew alphabet,

preserving, in the form and name of the numeral signs, those letters

which the genius of the Hellenes threw out as not expressing a sound

of their own. These signs are four

:

1. The Bav, F, Vau, the later digamma, and later F. It has re-

mained as the sign for six (vulgarly called Stigma, from its

modern form). It has therefore every thing, the form, the

place, and the numeric power of the Vav of the Hebrew
alphabet.

2. ^avTTi, % Sanpi. Its form shows an undeniable likeness with the

Phoenician and Hebrew Tsade, and with the Etruscan and

Umbrian sign :{: , found also in the Celtiberian inscriptions.

When this hardest of all sibilants was thrown out at the con-

stitution of our present Greek alphabet, the letter was placed

at the end, after the modern additional letters, of which the

last is Omega (800), to denote 900 ; an evident proof that the

numeral signs are older than their present power. The name
may have been corrupted, as Franz suggests, by the gram-

S
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marians, who fancied that they saw a Pi placed in the inside

of an S in the form of an invei'ted C, which they might

take to have been a San, although it was not. The name may
originally have been Zeta ; but what w-e know is, that the letter

Zeta stands in the place of Zain.

3. Set)', M, San, the Hebrew Schin (Sin). It Avas found useless on

account of the Zeta and Sigma (Samech) expressing the two

Greek sibilants ; and thus it was used as numeral, in its proper

place, corresponding to Sin ; and the Sigma having been used

as the form of the sharp S, it was transported to this place of

the alphabet, its old site being occupied instead by ,S. It is

preposterous to assume that this double Greek letter could

ever form part of the original alphabet. It is a stranger as v.ell

to the old Ionian alphabet as to the Phoenician.

4. KoTTTra, <p, A'o^jy;!'/, still visible on coins, but only before an O,

therefore corresponding to the Kof, Latin q = qu. It was

afterwards dropped as useless, in the alphabet, but preserved

in its original place as numeral.

Now the question for the historical critic is : Does there exist an

organic order observable in this alphabet ? Ewald had again posi-

tively denied it. Lepsius, however, thought the undeniably organic

order in

Beth, Gimel, Daleth,

as representing the labial, guttural, and dental mediae, and of the

three most primitive liquids;—
Lamed, JVIem, Nun,

could not well be accidrntal. Assuming the corresponding lines of

aspirates and tenues to be

F (Vau), KIi (Khet), Th (Thet),

and Pi, Kuf, Tau,

he again found that these letters followed each other in the order

required by his hypothesis— labial first, dental last, and the guttural

between. As to the primitive vowels, finally, the case is the same,

A, I, U.

The first is evidently represented by Aleph, which is a consonant

(like the other Phtcnician letters), expressing the softest spirant.
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Taking the U (including the 0) to have been originally represented

by the Ghain, the strongest spirant, and the I by ancient He (ex-

pressing as well the I sound as the E), he found them also succeeding

each other in the organic order ; for A is the primitive, most natural,

as it were central spirant, and I and U are the two opposite poles ;

the intermediate sound between A and I being E, and the inter-

mediate vowel between I and U, the sound U (as, in French, u); and
between U and A, O and <-> (French eu) are placed on the tonic

scale.

The primitive vowels cannot originally have been considered di-

vested from the aspiration connected with them ; they must have
been spirant consonants, full letters. Now, in placing them in their

traditional order, Lepsius received the following perfectly-organic

table— an alphabetical irirat,, with the three vowels as exponents—
1

A
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difficulties which present themselves on some points, I submit to mj
readers a synopsis of the complete historical alpliabet of Canaan, des-

tined to facilitate the understanding and remembrance of the preceding

remarks. I shall give it in the form of a Table {irlval), as the ancient

alphabets probably were written. My readers will observe that, in

dividing the alphabet into five lines, of which the highest comprises

the primitive first 4 letters ; the second, 5 ; the third, 6 ; the fourth,

7, we receive by this arrangement a conical Table, of which the first,

second, and third have as exponents the three spirants of the old

alphabet— the third has Jod or the representative of the I vowel,

separated from the E, which, according to this division, is now ex-

clusively represented by the He. I am far from taking this as a

farther proof of the basis of the system of Lepsius ; but I am certain

that the system of considering Aleph, Jod, and Vau as repre-

sentatives of the three vowels A, I, U or 0, is not primitive.12 3 4

Aleph, Beth, Gimel, Daleth,

A B r A

5 6 7 8 9

He, Vav, Dsain, Khet, Thet,

E B«i) Z II e
10 11 12 13 U 15

Jod, Kaph, Lamed, Mem, Nun, Samech,IK (20) A (30) M (40) N (50) 2 (2/y^«)
(replaced by B,) 60.

16 17 18 19 20 21 22

Ghain, Pe, Tsadc, Quf, Resch, Schin, Tau.

0(70) ri(80) Saj'TTi KoTTTra P (100) 2a»'(200) T(300).*
(yP-) (late Sigma.)

Whatever, then, be the original extent and order of that Phoeni-
cian alphabet, it certainly appears to have originated in a o-reat and
genial thought. It opened to the human mind a new road, quite dif-

ferent from the phoneticism which had slowly and imperfectly de-
veloped itself in Egypt and Babylon. The form has not the slightest

connection with the cuneiform mode of writing, but is undoubtedly
connected Avith hieroglyphics of Asiatic origin. No ingenuity, and

* The numerical series, calculated for the complete Greek alpbabet, proceed*
thus :

Y * X M' a ;^.

4W coo 6«) 700 800 (100
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scarcely any perversity, can reduce the cuneiform character groups

of Babylonia to anything like hieroglyphic writing ; of which the

most stringent proof is the ideographic groups of words like " king,"

"man," " sun," " moon," of all of which the figurative form cannot be

doubtful. Everything in this system leads to the supposition, either

of arbitrary arrangement, or of priestly contrivance invented on

purpose, and intended to make the writing of the official language a

mystery, because entirely conventional.

On the other side, it is impossible not to recognise the repre-

sentation of real objects in the ancient Phoenician letters, discernible

even in the square Babylonian writing, a branch of the demotic

writing of Babylonia and Syria, adopted by the Jews after the exile.

The following Table gives the most probable interpretation, founded

in particular upon the researches of Gesenius and Roediger.

I. Aleph
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We conclude this chapter with a lithographed Table exhibiting a

comparative list of the principal Semitic alphabets, with reference to

the preceding researches. In the Appendix C. my readers will find

the only known and inedited specimen of native Babylonian writing,

with the alphabet, as far as it can be extracted from one short in-

scription, and with the translation and explanatory notes of Professor

Dietrich.
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SECOND SECTION.

THE LAST RESULTS OF THE RESEARCHES RESPECTING THE

NON-IRANIAN AND NON-SEMITIC LANGUAGES OF ASIA OR

EUROPE, OR THE TURANIAN FAMILY OF LANGUAGE.

(Letter of Professor Max MIxler to Chevalier Bcnsen ; Oxford August, 1853 ;

on the Classification of the Turanian Languages.)

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.

*' Which of the languages of Hindustan belong to the Avian stock,

and ivJiich to the Indian family of languages prevalent before the

Iranian immigrations, is a disputed point, ichich we hope will be

brought nearer to a settlement by Dr. Mullei^^s lecture this day.''^

These were the words in which you did me the honour of

introducing me to the British Association at Oxford, in 1847,

when laying before the IMeeting of that Society the results of

your researches into the origin and affiliation of the languages

of mankind. But the hope you then expressed was not

realized ; and I fear that, if you have looked again over my
paper as it stands printed in the Transactions of the British

Association, it may have disappointed you. The great question,

the question of real historical interest, the connexion, namely,

of the southern languages of India with any other established

family of speech, was in my essay hardly touched on. I had

to confine myself there to a vindication of the Arian descent of

the northern languages of India— a task which to you may
s 4
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have appeared almost useless, and is indeed of small import-

ance if compared with that other problem, the origin of the

southern dialects.

I, therefore, gladly avail myself of your permission ; and,

in the space which you kindly allow me in your new work

on the philosophy of language, I shall endeavour to state my
view of this much controverted question, the origin of the

southern dialects of India. It is a question intimately con-

nected with some of the greatest problems of comparative phi-

lology, and its solution must depend not only on facts, but on

the establishment of principles which may or may not be appli-

cable to a classificatory study of languages. I fear, how-

ever, that at present I shall hardly be able to do justice to

a subject so difficult and comprehensive. During the last three

years my linguistic studies have necessarily taken a very dif-

ferent course, and I have directed my chief attention, away

from India and the Southern Peninsula of Asia, to that Western

Peninsula of the great Asiatic continent where all the languages,

religions, and arts of the old world seem to have been stored

up for the present, and formed into what we now call the

modern world of Europe. I must, therefore, crave your indul-

gence, and that of your readers, for this somewhat hurried com-

position ; materials collected several years ago and never

intended for publication : and, though I hope I shall be able to

defend what I have stated, either as fact or as theory, in the

course of this letter, I trust that others, more competent than

myself, will take up and will solve a problem that I have ven-

tured to state at your instance, and which, up to a certain point,

I hope to elucidate.

That it was not quite unnecessary to establish beyond rea-

sonable doubt the Sanskrit orio;in of the Bengali and the other

dialects of Northern India, is shown by a remark which a

writer of considei'ablc authority on ethnological subjects has

since made on tliat essay. In a work lately published on the
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Varieties of Mean, the autlior says :
" It is not likely any better

case will be made out for this (the Sanskrit origin of the

Bengali and its cognate dialects) than the one contained in a

Dissertation of Dr. Max Miiller. Yet it is so unsatisfactory

that it almost proves the question the other way." Now, it is

very true that these languages do contain many features which

are apt to deceive us about their real origin and character. There

are not only many words of Turanian and Semitic origin which,

through channels opened by Mohammedan and Mongolian con-

quests, have found their way into these dialects, but there is

also a whole layer of aboriginal words, words now belonging to

the south of India, but yet of every-day use, in the spoken dia-

lects of the north. Some of them have found their way even into

the dictionary of the Sanskrit.* Besides, and this is a more im-

portant feature, the very grammar of the northern dialects has

been infected by the same influences to an extent to which we find

analogies only in some of the modern languages of Europe. It is

very true that the grammatical system of a language repels foreign

intrusions, as every living organism repels mechanical influences.

But still the grammar of a language may, to a certain extent, ac-

commodate itself to the genius of a foreign tongue with which it

is brought into constant contact. It may imitate, though it does

not adopt or borrow. Instances of this occur in the English of the

Norman period f ; and in medieval chronicles we find Latin ter-

minations occasionally appended to German words. In Albanian

and Bulgarian the peculiarity of placing the article at the end,

and not at the beginning of a substantive, was probably bor-

rowed from the Wallachian, in which domnul, i. e. dominus ille,

* See several articles by Dr. Stevenson in the Journals of the Asiatic Societies

of Madras and Bombay.

f See Thommerel, Recherches sur la Fusion du Franco-Normand et de

1'Anglo- Saxon, 1841. In phrases such as " zour honorabile lettres contenrtwc?," or
" brekrtjjf^Hhe trewis" (Let. de G. Douglas a Richard II., 1385), -we actually find

a French grammatical termination, though its introduction may have been facili-

tated by the similarity of the Anglo-Saxon termination of the gerunds in ende.
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liad become fixed instead of il domnu, i. e. ille dominus. The

Latin of Ennius also offers a case in point, and even Cicero uses

Greek terminations, not onlj^ after Greek, but also after Latin

words* W. von Humboldt, in bis posthumous work " On the

Diversity of the Construction of Human Language, and its

Lifluence on the Intellectual Development of Mankind," speaks

of the same thing, where he determines the influence which the

sacred language of the Buddhists— the Pali— exercised on the

spoken Burmese (p. 380.). But we have, perhaps, the most

striking instance in Persian, which, in such forms as "gul-i-

keniz," the rose of the maid, " dil-i-mcn," or " dilem," my heart,

has adopted, no doubt after Semitic models, a syntactical prin-

ciple not only at variance with, but diametrically opposed to,

all Lido-European grammar. On this more hereafter.

Lifluences of the same kind are traceable in the northern

languages of India; and to a superficial observer they are

likely to prove dangerous, and lead to false conclusions or un-

founded scepticism. To give an instance: It is a charac-

teristic feature of the southern languages of India, that they

distinguish the plural from the singular by adding to the

* The following Greek terminations occur in Latin
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noun a suffix expressive of plurality. In order to form the

cases of the plural, they affix afterwards the same termina-

tions which form the different cases of the singular. This is

a grammatical expedient foreign to the Arian languages, even

in their secondary stages, though, in itself, it is by no means

incompatible with any of the leading features of Arian grammar.

In Asamese, " manuh " is man, and without an affix to limit

its signification it may be used either for the singular or plural.

It may mean man, a man, the man ; men, or the men.

The Genitive is manuh-or

;

Dative, manuh-oloi;

Accusative, manuh-ok

;

Locative, manuh-ot

;

Ablative, manuh-e.

If we want to express the plural distinctly, we must add bilak,

hont, or bur, particles expressive of plurality ; and by affixing

ihe same terminations as in the singular, we get

Nominative, manuh-bilak

;

Genitive, manuh-bilak -or

;

Dative, manuh-bilak-oloi

;

Accusative, manuh-bilak-ok;

Locative, manuh-bilak-ot

;

Ablative, manuh-bilak-e.*

We can easily imagine how people speaking the modern

Sanskrit dialects, in which the old terminations by which the

plural was distinguished from the singular had been worn off

almost entirely, should, when again feeling a want to express

the idea of plurality more distinctly, have fixed upon a gram-

matical expedient which, from their daily intercourse with

their aboriginal neighbours, had long been familiar to their

* See N. Brown's Grammatical Notices of the Asamese Language : Sibsagor,

1848.
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ear and to their minds. The words which they used as the

exponents of plurality were of course taken from the resources

of their own language ; but the idea of using such words for

such a purpose seems to have been suggested by a foreign

example.

It was necessary, therefore, to state the case fully, and to

prove, once for all, that the Bengali, the Asamese, the language

of the Odra, the Hindi and Hindustani, the Mahratti, the lan-

guage of Konkana, the Guzerati and Sindhi, the Khasiya or Par-

batiya, and the language of Kashmir, are all of Arian descent;

that the blood which circulates in their grammar, is Arian blood.

If I have succeeded in proving this (and if proved for the Ben-

gali, it is proved for all the rest), I consider it established, at

the same time, that the other languages of India, spoken princi-

pally south of the Krishna, are of different origin. But beyond

this I did not venture to go. My conviction was then, and is

now still more strongly, that these southern dialects belong to

the Turanian family of languages ; that in their dictionary, how-

ever, as well as in their grammar, they are largely indebted to

their Arian neighbours. But, although I was satisfied myself

on this point, I felt at the same time that it involved questions

of so great importance that the subject should not be taken up

lightly. Nay, I Avas afraid my advocacy might prejudice the

question rather unfavourably, and I thought it ought to be left

to persons better qualified than myself to solve this lino-uistic

and ethnological problem.

Even now, in answer to your kind inquiries, I should rather

have adopted the negative method of arguing ; I mean, I should

rather have exhausted possibilities, and proved that these same

languages cannot be referred to any other race from which, as

far as history and geography go, they might possibly have

sprung. I might have endeavoured to show they are neither

Semitic, nor Chinese, nor Indo-Chinese, nor INFalay, nor idioms

transplanted from the cast coast of Africa. The characteristic
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features of all these languages, with the exception, perhaps, of
the last, are sufficiently well known to make it possible to jDrove

their absence in the languages of the Dekhan. However, as

you wish it, I shall lay my case before you in a more positive

form, leaving it to you to judge whether, even in its imperfect
state, it deserves the consideration which you were kind enough
to accord to it.
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FIRST CHAPTER.

First Sectiox.

History of Turanian Philology.

It is necessary for our purpose, to begin with a general statement

on the Turanian family of speech, and to give a short sketch of

the progress of Turanian philology. It is a branch of study in-

volving problems of the higlicst importance for the early history

of mankind, and which no doubt Avould have found greater favour in

the eyes of comparative philologists, if the number of languages

belonging to this family had not been so large as to make an accurate

and philological study of the whole stock an impossibility. The

maxim, not to write about a language if one cannot write in it, is

certainly a most salutary one ; but it must be given up in so com-

prehensive a subject as that of Turanian speech in its endless

ramifications. In all classificatory sciences the same allowance is

made ; and if a comparative anatomist is able to arrange by general

characteristics animals of which he has seen but slight sketches, and of

which he hardly remembers or can pronounce the names, perhaps it

may be possible also to classify the Turanian languages without

possessing so familiar a knowledge of them as is required for more

special or practical i)urposes.

L GYARMATHL

The connexion and family-resemblance of some of the widely

separated branches of the Turanian stock, had been discovered and

established at a time when the name of the Arian or Indo-European

family was still unknown. The close relationship between Ilunn-arian,

Finnic, Lapponic, and Esthonic was fully proved by Gyarmathi * in

1799; and he quotes one work, published by Sajnovits in 1770

* Affinitas Linguae Hungarica; cum Linguis Fennica; Originis grammaticc dc-

moustrata. Auctore Sauiuelo Gyarmathi, M. D. : Gottinga;, 1799.
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('' Demonstratio Itlioma Ilungaricum et Lapponicum idem esse"),

and another, published by Hagei- in 1793, as books of authority in

which this point had been established before. If we consider that

Gyarmathi's work was written before even the foundation of the

science of comparative philology was 'laid, he deserves to occupy

a very high rank among the founders of this science. His com-

parisons are not mere comparisons of words. In order to establish

the common origin of his own language and those of Finland and

Lapland, he derives his arguments from their similarity in derivative

suffixes, the system of declension and conjugation, the pronouns and.

their various employments, the postpositions and adverbs, the

syntactical rules ; and in the last instance only, as he says, from the

" similitudo vocabulorum raultorum, quod quidem momentum mihi

semper ultimum in istiusmodi disquisitionibus esse solet." Indeed,

his parallel columns of grammatical forms from Hungarian, Finnic,

Esthonic, and Lapponic can leave no reasonable doubt as to the

original identity of these idioms. He rejects, however, distinctly the

idea of a similar connexion between these languages and Turkish.

The number of words common to both, as collected by Gyarmathi, is

considerable ; but, as he could not discover any similarity in their

grammatical system, he repudiated the idea of a Finno-Tataric

family. A contrary opinion was expressed at the same time by

Kollar, who maintained that Turkish and Hungarian agreed in

the leading features of their grammar, but denied the similarity

of their vocables. It should be mentioned at once that the

principal argument which Gyarmathi brings forward against the

grammatical affinity of Hungarian and Turkish, is derived from the

pronominal elements, which, he says, differ so much as to exclude for

ever the possibility of a common origin. We shall see, however,

that exactly in the pronominal elements the most striking coincidences

have since been established.

2. KLAPROTH, REMUSAT, ARNDT.

The first step in advance after Gyarmathi was made by Klaproth*,

who proved that the languages of the Caucasus, with the exception

* Klaproth, Reise iu den Kaukasus, 1814. Asia Polyglotta, 1823, p. IS''.
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of the Ossetic, have a great similarity with the Samoiedic or North

Asiatic dialects ; while Kemusat, though in a different way, con-

tributed toward the solution of the same problem by his " Recherches

sur les Langues Tartares " (1820).*

Remusat denied the affinity of the Turkish, Mongol, and Mandshu
languages. He says ("Recherches," p. 138.) :

" La ressemblance de

quelques expressions Turkes, Mongoles, et Mandshoues entre elles ne

doit pas faire penser qu'il existe entre les trois langues une analogie

essentielle et fondamentale. II y a entre elles plus de differences

qu'il n'y en a entre le Russe, I'ltalien, et I'AUemand." This, as is

well known now, might be admitted without any prejudice to the

question at issue.

Arndtf, in 1819, tried to prove that the Bask, in the western-

most corner of Europe, belonged to the same family with the Finnic

and Samoiedic ; nay, that Celtic also clung with some of its roots to

the same ancient stratum of speech.

3. RASK

The first, however, to trace with a bold hand the broad outlines of

Turanian, or, as he called it, Scythian philology, was Rask,| He
proved that Finnic had once been spoken in the northern extremities

of Europe, and that allied languages extended like a girdle over the

north of Asia, Europe, and America. In his inquiries into the origia

of the Old Norse, he endeavoured to link the idioms of Asia and

America together by means of the Grunland language, which, he

maintains, is a scion of the Scythian or Turanian stock, spreading

its branches over the north of America, and thus indicating the

ante-diluvian bridge between the continents of Europe and America.

According to Rask, therefore, the Scythian Avould form a layer of

language extending in Asia from the White Sea to the valleys of

* Abel-Remusat, Recherches sur les Langues Tnrtares, 1820.

f Ch. G. Yon Arndt, Uber den Ursprung der Europiiischen Sprachen, pub-

lished 1817, and again 1827 ; but -written about 1800, during the Russian period

of comparative philology.

X R. K. Rask, Ueber die Thrakische Sprachclasse, 1818 ; R. Rask, Ueber das

Alter und die Echtheit der Zend-Sprachc, deutsch von II. von der Hagen, 1826.
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Caucasus, in Aaierica from Gronland southward, and in Europe

(as Rask accepts Arndt's views) from Finland as far as Britain,

Gaul, and Spain. This original substratum was broken up and over-

whelmed first by Celtic inroads, secondly by Gothic, and thirdly by

Slavonic immigrations ; so that its traces appear like the peaks of

mountains and promontories out of a general inundation. Only on

the north of Asia and its central plains, probably the oi-iginal hive

of the Scythic stock, has the race maintained itself in compact

masses, and sent forth even in historical times those swarms of

soldiers who made the walls of every capital in the Arian world

tremble before them. Rask maintains distinctly the affinity of the

Finnic and Tataric idioms, and he denies that the coincidences

between the two are simply of a lexicographic character. Again,

the three races of Tatars, Mongols, and Tungusians, whom even

Klaproth, after admitting a connexion between the languages of the

Caucasus and Siberia, considered as distinct, are traced back by Rask

to one common type of language and grammar. In maintaining the

relationship of these and the Finnic races, great stress is laid by him

on what were then considered mixed races of Tatar and Finnic

descent,— the Woguls, Wotiaks, and Tsheremissians. Rask denies

their mixed character ; because, he says, these tribes are peculiarly

exclusive in their marriages, and hardly allow members of different

tribes to reside among them. Their languages should, therefore

(to give Rask's conclusion), be considered, not mixed dialects, but

intermediate links in one great chain of speech.

Rask proposed the following division of the Scythian race

:

1. North Asiatic. 3. Tatar.

2. North American. 4. Mongol and Tungusian.

4. SCHOTT, CASTREN.

Unfortunately, Rask did not live to fill in the grand outlines of

this ethnological cartoon. But, as, for his more minute researches

into the grammatical growth of the Teutonic languages, he found a

worthy successor in Grimm, his attempts to explore the large area of

the Scythian world were ably continued by Schott and by Castren.

In Germany, Schott's articles kept alive an interest in these re-

T
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searches. In his essay on tlic Tataric hinguages (183G) he stated

the problem boldly, and in his work on the Altaic or Finno-

Tataric race (1849) he has collected all the evidence that could

be brought to bear on its solution. But a new era in the history of

Turanian philology begins with one who, though in delicate health,

left his study, travelled for years alone in his sledge through the

snowy deserts of Siberia, coasted along the borders of the Polar Sea,

lived for whole winters in caves of ice or in the smoky huts of

greasy Samoieds, then braved the sand-clouds of Mongolia, passed

the Baikal, and returned from the frontiers of China to his duties as

Professor at Helsingfors— to die, after he had given to the world

but a few specimens of his treasures. This heroic grammarian was

Alexander Casti'cn.* The general I'csults at which he arrived, though

based ou fuller materials and nioi'e accurate research, tend on the

whole to confirm Rask's views.

Casti'en establishes five divisions of the Turanian family, in place

of the four given by llask. Besides, as Castren leaves the North

American dialects altogether out of consideration, his researches have

really added two new distinctions, the North Asiatic and the Mongol

class having each been split by him into two. Thus we have, ac-

cording to Castren, the following classes : —

„* o • J- }- North Asiatic according to Rask.
2. Samoiedic }
3. Turkic Tatar according to Rask. ;

_*
rri ° . } INIongol-Tungusic according to Rask.

5. lungusic J

In the subdivision also diiferences occur. The Tshudic class,

* Castren, Elemcnta Granimatices Syrja^nsp. Helsingforsia:, 1844.

„ Elementa Granimatices Tsclieremiss;r. Kiiopio, 1845.

„ Vom Einfluss des Accents in der Lappliindischen Sprache.

Petersburg, 1845.

„ Versticb eiiier Ostjakisclien Spraclilehre. Petersburg, 1849.

„ De Affixis Personalibus Linguarum Altalcarum. Ilelsingforsia?,

1850.

„ Reiseerinnerungeu aus den Jaliren, 1838 — 1844. Petersburg,

1853.
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wliich is the name given by Rask to the Finnic, liad been divided by
him into I. the Finnic ; II. the Ugric ; III. the Byarmic stock

:

I. The Finnic stock, according to Rask, hasJive branches,

a. Tsheremissian, d. Lapponian,
A, Mordvinian, c. Esthonian.
c. Suomian {i. e. Finnish),

11. The Ugric, three,

a. Hungarian, b. Vogulian, c. Ostiakian.

III. The Byarmic, three,

a. Permian, b. Syrianian, c. Votiakian.

To this Castrea demurs. He insists on separating I. a, and I. b,
the Tsheremissian and Mordvinian, and considers that the two (to
which he formerly added the Tshuvashian) constitute a new branch.
According to Castren, tiierefore, we get the following stemma of the
Finnic stock :

1. Finnic.

I. Ugric. II. Btdgaric. HI. Permic. lY. Tshudic.
a. Hungarian, a. Tsheremissian, 1. Permian, 1. Lapponian,
b. Vogulian, b. Mordvinian, 2. Synanian, 2. Suomian
c. Ugro-Ostiakian. 3. Wotiakian, 3. Esthonian.

The second, or Samoiedic class, is divided by Castren into a
Northern and an Eastern stock :

2. Samoiedic.

I. The Northern comprises : 11. The Eastern comprises •

a Yurazian,
«. Ostiako-Samoiedian,

b, Tawgian,
5. Kamassian.

c. Yeniseian.

The Turkic or Tataric class, to which Gastrin has devoted less
T 2
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attention, is given here after Beresin. He establishes three stocks,

each with a number of branches :

I. Tshagataic

(South-East).

a. Uigui'ian,

b. Komanian,

c. Tshagataian,

d. Usbekian,

€. Turkomanian,

f. Kasanian,

3. Tataric.

11. Tataric

(North).

a. Kirgisian,

b. Bashkirian,

c. Nogaian,

d. Kumian,

e. Karatshaian,

f. Karakalpakian,

g. Meshtsheryakian,

h. Siberian (Yakutian

on the Lena).

III. Turkish

(West).

a. Derbendian,

b. Aderbidshanian,

c. Krimmian,

d. Anatolian (Asia

Minor),

c. Rumelian (Con-

stantinople).

The Mongolic class has likewise been divided into three stocks,

Castren in his travels came into special contact with the Mon-

gols about the Baikal, where he studied the language of the

Buriates

:

I. Eastern

Mongols.

a. Sharra-Mongols,

b. Khalkhas,

c. Sharaigol (Tibet).

4. Mongolic.

II. Western HI, Baikal-

Mongols (Olot). Mongols,

'Kalmiiks, a. Buriates.

Choshot,

Dsungar,

Torgod, and

L Durbct,

b. Aimaks (North of Persia),

c. Tokpas (North-East of Tibet).

The fifth class, the Tungiisic, is principally represented by the

Maiuhhu. This language received its name when it became of poli-

tical and literary importance, after the Tungusian conquest of China,
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in the iTtli century. Tungusian dialects are spoken by the Tsha-

pofjires and Orotongs in the west, and the Lamutes in the east, of

Siberia. Castren studied the dialect of Nyertshinsk.

Thus we have

:

5. TUNGUSIC.

I. Western. 11. Eastern.

a. Tshapogii'es, a. Lamutes,

b. Orotongs, b. Mandshu (in China).

c. Nyertshintk dialect (Castren).

Castren, in his dissertation " De Affixis Personalibus Linguarum

Altaicarum" (1850), after tracing minutely one of the most cha-

racteristic features of Turanian grammar through all the branches of

what he calls the Altaic [i. e. Turanian) race, concludes with the

following remarks :
" What has been brought forward about the

origin, the formation, the sound, and the whole character of these

personal affixes, seems to prove that all the Altaic dialects are more

or less related to one another. Some of them are certainly widely

distant ; as, for instance, the dialects of the Finnic nations in the west,

and of the Mongolic and Tungusic tribes in the east. But their

difference is not greater than could easily have originated in the

course of a thousand years, and these must have elapsed since the

separation of these nations took place. During the same time almost

all the Altaic tribes came in contact with foreign nations, and received

fi'om them the seeds of their present civilisation. New ideas created

new woi'ds and new forms— nay, a new principle— in the evolution

of these languages. Many things were adopted, many things framed

after the type of other tongues. It is the office of comparative philo-

logy to find out in every language what owes its origin to a modern

evolution. And only after this has been done, will a disquisition

on the affinity of languages become safe and profitable. I am fully per-

suaded that an intercoraparison of the Altaic languages Avould as yet

be premature ; and I have, therefore, in my dissertation attended prin-

cipally to the single languages, and only mentioned coincidences

in the formation of the personal affixes incidentally. Perhaps it

will be my lot at another time to demonstrate the affinity of the

Altaic languages in a more convincing manner."

T 3
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We see, ia these woixls, Castren's conviction on tlie affinity of all

the Altaic languages expressed clearly, though with caution and

modesty. Another passage in the same dissertation bears on

this point. He says :
" After studying for a long number of years

Finnic, Samoiedic, Turkic, Mongolic, and Tungusic dialects, it

seems, as far as I can see from my own researches, that we must not

look in them for so close a relationship as that by which the Indo-

Germanic languages are held together like so many branches of one

and the same stock. But that there exists between them both a

formal and a material congruence, particularly between Finnic,

Samoiedic, and Turkic, I maintain still, as I stated it some time ago.

Whether this congruence is so great as to enable us to trace all

these dialects back to one common source, is a question which

the next generation may hope to answer. To us it seems that

these idioms branch off together, and dissolve themselves into dif-

ferent stems or families, but that they still belong to one class or

race. Certain it is, that they are more related to one another than to

any of the Indo-European languages."

5. VON DER GABELENTZ.

Von der Gabelentz has treated the same question in his gramma-

tical outlines, and in several articles devoted to Turanian philology

published in the " Zeitschrift fUr die Kunde des Morgenlands." By a

previous study of the Arian languages. Von der Gabelentz was ad-

mirably prepared for this larger sphere of linguistic research, and his

works give full evidence of his great power of observation and a

most comprehensive grasp in arranging. According to his opinion

also, the Turanian languages— Tataric, Mongolic, Tungusic, and

Finnic— constitute one family. This at least seems to be his last

conviction, at which he ari'ived after a continued study of these

idioms ; and it is the more valuable, because in his earlier works

— for instance, in his Mandshu grammar (1832)— he entertained

a different view : admitting the striking resemblance between the

grammatical and phonetic systems of the Mandshu, Tataric, and

Mongolic dialects, but not allowing their affinity.
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6. BOEIITLINGK.

If we may quote Von dcr Gabclentz as a liigli authority in favour

of the common origin of the Turanian languages, there is another

scholar, of no less weight, particularly where questions of gramma-

tical detail are concerned, who has lately thrown considerable doubt

on this subject ; I mean Professor Boehtlingk, in his work " Uber die

Sprache der Jakuten " (1851). It is a work of the most massive

industry, and it bids fair to raise the science of Tataric grammar to

the level of Greek and Sanskrit philology. It is particulaidy important

for the more special study of the Tataric languages, because, accord-

ing to Professor Boehtlingk, the Yakute dialect became separated at

a very early time from the still undivided Turko-Tataric speech, and

therefore exhibits a most primitive specimen of what he proposes to

call, instead of Turkic or Tataric, the Yakuto-Turkic class. An
admixture of Mongolian words in Yakutian, and an adoption even of

Mongolian grammatical terminations, is explained by a long-continued

historical contact between Yakutic and Buriatic tribes. But this

work throws also much light on questions of a more general bearing.

The Introduction particularly contains most valuable remarks on

the true principles which ought to guide us in the classification of

languages. Professor Boehtlingk afterwards enters more particularly

into the question of the affinity between the Finnic, Samoiedic, and

Tataric classes of the Turanian race. On this point he has been

engaged in a long controversy with Professor Schott of Berlin, a

controversy carried on with an animosity something more than Attic.

Professor Boehtlingk stands up for the principle that it is dangerous

to write on languages of which we do not possess the most accurate

knowledge. Professor Schott, on the contrary, thinks that a limited

knowledge is sufficient for settling the general question as to the

common origin of languages. No doubt Professor Boehtlingk has

proved that several words and forms which Pi'ofessor Schott supposed

to be mutually related are diffijrent in origin, and that, with his

method, he cannot guard altogether against similar mistakes. In so

comprehensive a comparison of the Turanian idioms as Professor

Schott undertakes, errors must occur which, in the present state of

comparative philology, an Arian scholar can easily avoid in his more

limited and more matured researches.

T 4
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No one who lias studied in the school of Bopp and Pott would think

of comparing araXoyoc with German "iihnlich," Persian "bchter" with

English " better," German " ei," egg, with English " eje ; " or even

Greek toe, poison, with }oc, arrow; Greek yiio and riu), Latin "nare"

and "nere." In a comparison of Turanian dialects, erroneous com-

parisons like these would be more difficult to avoid. Nor would it

be possible always, in the present state of Turanian philology, to

discover that words so different as "mr-me" and " semetipsissimus,"

"larme"and "tear," "redemption" and "ran^on," "age" and "eternity,'

"cousin" and "sister," were originally identical. There are certainly

some very strong points which Professor Boehtlingk has established

against Professor Schott; as, for instance, his comparison of the pos-

sessive affix lyk (Tataric) and ly (Osmanli) with the Teutonic lich,

lik, and ly in "friendly." Yet, after his philological fury is relieved,

Professor Boehtlingk never represses a natural impulse of honesty

and fairness. He says :
" If Professor Schott, in his work on the

' Altaic or Finuo-Tataric Languages,' had no other purpose than by a

massive collection of words and roots, apparently connected, to make

it seem likely that the Ural-Altaic languages stand to each other in a

nearer degree of relationship than to other languages, one cannot help

admitting that he has gained his point. But, after this is admitted,

we must insist all the more strongly, that, before the single classes

have been studied more accurately and raised to the standard of

comparative grammar, an end should be put to further labours of

this kind."

It is evident from this, that, while Professor Boehtlingk from his

point of view considers such preliminary researches as without the

pale of science (" unwissenschaftlich "), he forgets that they involve

questions of great and pressing importance, and that, on the threshold

of every science, attempts of this kind are necessary, nay useful.

"Without Frederick Schlegel, we should have had no Bopp and Pott

;

without Sir William Jones, no Colebrooke and Wilson. "We are but

too much inclined, particularly when science becomes a profession, to

mistake the means for the object, and to lose sight of those problems

to which our professional studies are but subservient. It should be

remembered tliat what is now called comparative philology is, after

all, only a means toward a solution of some of the most important

philosophical and historical questions.
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However, the great question here before us may be stated in a dif-

ferent manner, and the answer that can be given even now will be

such as to satisfy all purposes of ethnological research. The first

question is this : " Supposing the Finnic, Samoiedic, Tataric,

Mongolic, and Tungusic languages had no original afiinity, is it

possible to account for the coincidences which have already been

pointed out between them ?" If not, the next question is: " Supposing

they had one and the same source, can we account for the difierences

such as have been pointed out between them ?" To this latter question,

I think, the answer will be in the affirmative, if we consider for a

moment the relation between languages such as Portuguese and

Sanskrit, and if we take into consideration the peculiar circumstances

under which the dialects of the Turanian nations have grown up.

It is this latter point which requires a more particular consideration.

Second Section.

General Division of Languages into Family, Nomad, and State

Languages.

The Turanian languages may be characterised as nomadic, in

opposition to the Arian languages, which, in their grammatical and

etymological economy, partake of what may be called a political

character. A similar idea is expressed etymologically, though perhaps

not intentionally, in the very names of Turanian and Arian— the

former being derived from a root meaning " to be swift," '' to roam

about ;" the latter, from a root which is best known to us in the Latin

arare, the Greek apow. From this ancient root, AR, we have in San-

skrit, arya*, which meant originally a husbandman, a man of the third

caste, a Vai«ya; then took the sense of lord of the soil, "assiduus;"

and lastly, in its derivative form oi Arya, became the name of honour

in which the Brahmanic Indians delighted as early as the times of

the Veda. This climax of meaning may seem peculiar, and peculiar

it may perhaps be called if we remember that "peculiaris" is derived

from " peculium" and " pecus," chattel and cattle, and that therefore it

means what is proper, right, though it be strange to others. Now it

* See Pan. iii. 1, 103.
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is a well-known fact, — well known, at least, since "Wilbelm von

Humboldt explained and proved it,—that language is tlie outward ex-

pression of what he calls the spiritor individuality of a nation. Starting

from this point of view, and resting on the principles which Humboldt

established, I propose to divide languages, according to the same prin-

ciples on which we divide the different forms of political societies, into

three general classes, into "iv/waVy," "Nomad," and "State" lan-

guages. These three divisions correspond very nearly with Humboldt's

morphological classification, as formularised by Pott, where we find the

three classes of "isolating," " agglut'matlve" and " inflectionaV lan-

guages. Pott adds a fourth class, which he calls {ransnormal or

incorporative, i.e. the polysynthetic American dialects. Humboldt

adds ^an intermediate class between the monosyllabic and aggluti-

native. But there really exists no language which is entirely mono-

syllabic, or entirely agglutinative, or entirely inflectional. In most

languages, traces can still be discovered which show that every one

of these three formative principles has at one time been at Avork in it,

although the general character is sufficiently fixed by the preponde-

rating influence of the one or the other. Humboldt, however, con-

siders these three classes as perfectly distinct, and denies, or at

least does not venture to assert, the possibility of historical transi-

tion between them. He establishes in an earlier work the following

four principles.*

" I. Language expresses originally objects only, and leaves the

understanding to supply the connecting form. Language endeavours

to facilitate this supplementary act by the position of Avords and by

expressions which, though originally indicative of objects and things,

may be understood as referring to relation and form. Thus, in the

lowest stage, grammatical articulation is represented by phrases and

sentences.

IL These expedients are reduced to a certain regularity ; the

position of words becomes fixed; the words in question lose their

independent character, their material sense, often their original

sound. Thus, in the second stage, grammatical articulation is

* Ubcr das Entstehen dcr grammatischcu Tornicn und ilirtn Einfluss auf die

Ideenentwickelun'^ : 1822.
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conveyed by fixed construction, and by words wliose iiieaniug is half

material, half formal.

III. The position of words becomes uniform ; formal words are

brought in contact with material words, and become affixes. Their

connexion, however, is not yet inseparable : the sutures are visible •

the whole is an aggregate, but not yet an unity. Thus, grammatical

articulation in the third stage is conveyed by what is analogous to

form, but not yet formal.

IV. Formal elements at last prevail. The word becomes one,

modified only by a change of inflectional sound, according to its

grammatical position. Every word belongs to a category, and has

not only a lexicological, but also a grammatical individuality. Words
expressive of form have no disturbing secondary meaning, but are

pure expressions of relationship. Thus, in the highest stage gram-
matical articulation is conveyed by true form, by inflection, by purely

grammatical words."

Third Section.

Mutual Relation of the three Forms of Language, progressive and
retrogressive.

HUMBOLDT, BUNSEN.

After this lucid statement of the gradual growth of grammatical
forms, it is extraordinary that Humboldt should still have doubted
a possible historical transition between the diflerent forms. Pro-
fessor Boehtlingk's words on this point deserve to be quoted to-

gether with Humboldt's. " It is inconceivable," he writes, " how,
with such a view on the origin of inflection, any one can doubt for a
moment about the possibility of two such languages as Chinese and
Sanskrit having the same origin. I say the possibility, not the
historical reality, because all attempts at proving such a common
origin ought from the very beginning to be stigmatised as vain,

futile, and therefore unprofessional."

With the exception of the last clause, this expresses exactly
the point at issue between Humboldt's view and your own convic-
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tion on the historical scale of languages enforced in your lecture

deliveretl at Oxford in 1847. Pott also, as Boehtlingk remarks,

is on your side, and expressed his opinion in 1836 in the follow-

ing words :
" It is certainly conceivable that the formation of the

Sanskrit language, as it is handed down to us, may have been preceded

by a state of the greatest simplicity and entire absence of inflections,

such as is exhibited up to the present day by the Chinese and other

monosyllabic languages."

I should say, that, in the same manner as in every body-politic,

traces of a former nomadic or even family life can be discovered, -we

may really discover in all Arian languages traces of a Turanian and

Chinese formation through which they had passed. Nay, during

periods of anarchy, conquest, and migration, political languages seem

to relapse into nomadic unsettledness, and during periods of apathy

and stagnation nomadic languages may fall back into a state of

Chinese helplessness. But what interests us here is the ascending

scale, the primary growth of languages, not their secondary forma-

tions and reformations.

§ 1. Character of Family Languages. Chinese.

In a family, though at first it only lives in and for itself, occa-

sional starts of nomadic dispersion must naturally take place; and

history again shows us occasionally, in nomadic tribes, incipient traces

of apolitical concentration. Tlie same is the case in language. In

Chinese, though it may properly be called the most perfect type ot

a family language, we see that the expediency of agglutinative forms

began to be felt. This is most palpable in the spoken dialects of China,

and in other languages, commonly called monosyllabic. In the

Shanghai dialect, wo is to speak, as a verb ; ico-da, a word. Tf'oda

would be tlie nominative, loodaha the genitive, pcJa woda the dative,

fa7ig woda the ablative.* The characteristic feature, however,

which is impressed on the face of the old Chinese language, is just

what we may observe among ourselves in the conversation of friends

accustomed to speak together on familiar subjects. It is a style

* The Gospel of St. John in the Chinese Language according to the Dialect of

Shanghai, by Professor J. Summers, 1853.
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of thouglit and speech, not unusual even now between husband

and wife, between mother and daugbtei*. The one generally knows

beforehand what the other is going to say, and words are used

more to indicate than to describe thought. Long sentences are

hardly thought of, because misapprehensions are not possible, and

particular intonations, familiar accents, are suflScient to prepare

the mind of the hearer for Avhat he has to expect. These intona-

tions even have been fixed and preserved in Chinese, though ori-

ginally they may have been nothing else than what we may ob-

serve in our own parlance, when, for instance, in dictating to a

writer, we tell him " Right," or " "Write." Sometimes, hoAvever,

the Chinese, particularly the old Chinese, approaches to a style of

speech such as only a solitary thinker could frame in his conversations

with himself; a kind of algebraic chain, intelligible to the initiated!

but not to others. It has been truly said, therefore, that, as a lan-

guage, Chinese is admirably fitted for meditation and reflection. It

is a language of Brahmanic Munis, but unfit for the forum ; and,

though it would convey a false idea to characterise the Chinese as a

*' parler enfantin," it may truly be compared to the short-hand con-

versation of a small and rather monosyllabic family.

§ 2. Character of Nomad Languages.

The Turanian language goes a step beyond this. It expresses in

words, not only ideas, but the relation of ideas. The Turanian

life is no longer a family life, or the life of a troglodyte Muni. It is

the life of tribes, where the individual and the family are separated

only by the floating walls of tents, and in daily intercourse with

their clansmen. It is an indispensable requirement in every no-

madic language, that it should be intelligible to many, though their

intercourse be but scanty. The introduction, therefore, of elements

expressing as clearly as possible the grammatical relation of words,

the invention of signs, whether natural or conventional, for distin-

guishing between nominal and verbal roots, the avoidance of every-

thing that might obscure the meaning of words or the intention 'of

their grammatical exponents, distinguishes the Turanian from the

Chinese.
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§ 3. Character of State Languages.

The difference between the Turanian and the Arian, between the

nomadic and the political languages, is not less characteristic. In

the Turanian dialects, as long as they remain purely nomadic, the

suffixes, whether in themselves intelligible or not, are felt as modify-

ing elements, and as distinct from the words to which they arc

attached or " glued." In the Arian languages, the modifications of

sense produced by pi-efixes and suffixes are perceived ; but the

suffixes themselves are no longer felt as the sole cause of these mo-

difications. The difference is the same as between a compositor

and a I'eader. The compositor puts the s to the end of a word and

looks on the type s in his hand as producing the change of pound

into pounds. To the reader the s has no separate existence (except

on scientific reflection) ; the wliole word expresses to him the modified

idea, and in his perception the same change is pi'oduced by " penny"

and " pence " as by " pound" and " pounds."

It is a mistake to imagine that it is a distinguishing mark of the

Turanian languages to express tlie relations of grammar by inde-

pendent words. Most of the Turanian suffixes must originally have

been independent words ; but the same applies to the Arian and the

modern Chinese languages, and, as far as etymological science is con-

cerned, more of the Arian than of the Turanian suffixes have as yet

been traced back to their original form and, independent meaning.

Humboldt admits this, and he says that even in Burmese, which is

half-brother to Chinese, the case terminations can but rarely be traced

back to their original meaning. The sign of the plural " to," for

instance, can be explained only if, disregarding the accent, we derive

it from "to," to increase, to add. Professor Boethlingk has established

the same by abundant evidence.

Fourth Section.

General Features of Nomad or Turanian Languages.

§ 1. Integrity of Roots.

TiTKRE has been an instinctive feeling in the Turanian nations,

which led them to preserve their roots unchanged, although they
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allowed them to be siirrounded by a large number of prefixes and

affixes. The radical and significative portion of their words always

stands out in distinct relief, like a living nucleus, and it is never

obscured or absorbed, as frequently in the Arian languages. Age,

in French, for instance, is ear/c and edcKje in Old French ; cdagc

is a corruption corresponding to a Latin cBtaticum ; cBtaticiim is a

derivation of atas, cetas an abbreviation of cevitas, and in (Bvum

(B only is the radical portion, containing the germ from which, all

the other words derive their life and meaning. What trace of ce

{ciiei, al-wv, Sk. ayus) is there left in age '} Turanian languages

cannot afford to retain such words as age in their living dictionaries
;

and perhaps, from a linguistic point of view, such words can hardly

be considered as an ornament to any language. In the few cases

where Turanian civilization has reached the point at which the

language of the race becomes the object of philosophical and

historical reseai'ch, in the few cases where we meet with Turanian

grammarians, Turanians giving their own thoughts on the pe-

culiarities of their own language, the distinctness of the radical

elements in every word is generally pointed out by them as a feature

which they consider essential to all language, and for the absence of

which, in the Arian dialects, they find it difficult to account. The

Bask, which is in this respect the very type and perfection of a Tu-

ranian language, has produced several grammarians ; and one of them,

Darrigol, dwells very strongly on this point. He says (p. 18.) :

" Comme c'est un vice dans le langage que les syllabes radicales,

sans le concours des inflexions accidentelles, soient souvent impuis-

santes pour faire un sens meme generique ; ce serait aussi une autre

extrcmite vicieuse, qu'un mot primitif, par la meme qu'il aurait un

sens, fut necessairement determine a un sens specifique, adjectif,

substantif, advei-bial, &c. La monosyllable az, par exemple, repond

a peu pres a I'infinitif nourrir ; je dis a peu pres, parce que le sens

qu'elle presente est encore plus vaste et plus indefinie que celui de

I'infinitif fran§ais. La monosyllable az est une radicale sur laquelle

nous etablissons naturellement :

az-te (iioui'rir), az-cor (iiourrissani),

az-le (nourricier), az-curri (iiom^riture),

az*cai (nourrissoyi), az-i (nourri), &c."
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In Turkish, also, the root is never obscured, though surrounded by

a luxuriant growth of conjugational derivatives. We have

sev-mek, to love,

sev-me-mek, not to love,

sev-e-me-mek, 7iot to be able to love,

sev-dir-mek, to make love (causative),

sev-dir-me-mek, not to make love,

sev-dir-e-me-mek, not to be able to make love,

sev-dir-ish-mek, to make one love one another,

sev-dir-isb-me-mek, not to make one love one anotkev,

sev-dir-ish-e-me-mek, not to be able to make one love one another.

In all these forms the radical element " sev" is distinct and pro-

minent, and so it is in all Turanian languages ; while in Semitic, and

still more in Arian formations, the root may be aifected and changed

to such an extent that even an experienced scholar has difficulty in

disentanglino; it.

§ 2. Formative Syllablesfelt as distinctive Elements.

It is not necessary for the purposes of Turanian grammar, that

the suffixes should retain their etymological signification ; but

it is essential that they should be felt as distinct from the

word to wliicli they are appended. It requires tradition, society,

and literature to keep up forms which can no longer be analyzed,

and in which the formal elements cannot at once be separated

from the base. The Arian verb, for instance, contains many forms

where the personal pronoun is no longer felt distinctly. Still

tradition, custom, and law keep up the understanding of these veteran

words, and make us feel unwilling to part with them. This would

be incompatible with the ever-shifting state of a nomadic society and

language. Ko debased coin can there be tolerated, no obscure legend

accepted on trust: the metal must be pure, and the legend distinct;

that the one may be weighed, and the other, if not deciphered, at

least recognized as a well-known guarantee. A Turanian might tole-

rate the Sanskrit

:
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as-mi, a-si,
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§ 3. FacUity in producing neio Forms.

Hence we may understand how tlie Turanian languages continue

to retain their creative power of producing new grammatical forms.

A Turanian, to a certain extent, holds himself responsible for his

grammar. Though he does not spontaneously create every gram-

matical form as he is using it, still he participates to a certain extent

in its formation, inasmuch as he not only forms his words into a

sentence, but also his roots and suffixes into words. A language

containing this grammatical consciousness may live and grow, and

may produce analogous forms, after discarding forms which had be-

come corrupt, dead, and unintelligible.

Castren, in his dissertation " De Affixis Personalibus " (page

13.), bears witness to the fact that, while the literary language of the

Mongolians has no pronominal affixes, whether subjective or pre-

dicative, this characteristic feature of the Turanian family has but

lately broken out in the spoken dialect of the Buriates, and in

the Tungusic idiom spoken near Nyertshinsk, in Siberia. We must

guard here against a mistake. These primary formations of Tura-

nian grammar are different in principle from the secondary or analy-

tical formations in the Arian languages which they resemble. The

Turanian appends his terminations again and again to verbal or

nominal bases, thus forming new grammatical compounds ; while

modern Arian dialects retain the corrupt matter of a former orga-

nism, and form small sentences by putting explanatory prepositions

and pronouns befoi-e words worn-out by use.

If we consider that in Turanian grammar the adoption of the

pronominal suffixes, subjective and predicative (as it has taken place

but lately in some Tungusic and Mongolic dialects), means really

the introduction of a new conjugation and the remodelling of the

principal part of declension, we must allow that the Arian languages

can show nothing similar to this power, not of renovation only, but

of regeneration,

§ 4. Scarcity of irregular Forms.

"While the Arian languages, compared with the Turanian, are

weak on this point, they are, on the other side, strong in what no-
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madic races possess hardly at all:— irregular and dialectical

forms. To keep up such forms in grammar, language requires

tradition and different social elements, which the plains of Central

Asia and the taciturnity of Mongolian tribes could not furnish.

Without an uninterrupted continuity between successive phases of

speech, without a mutual intercourse of dialects, nothing irregular

can maintain itself in language. Thus, as most Turanian languages

are the languages of the day ; as they are, so to say, in the power

of each generation ; as they cannot resist change, cannot pi'eserve

wdiat is not continually revived and used, we may understand

why they are so extremely regular and monotonous, without any

of those strange anomalies which, in the Arian languages, harass

the student, but delight the scholar. Professor Boehtlingk's state-

ment fully confirms this view. " In the agglutinative languages,"

he says *, " we find that one and the same grammatical relation is

always expressed in the same manner, making allowance only for

purely euplionic changes, which are regulated by very general laws.

In the Indo- Germanic languages, one and the same relation is fre-

quently expressed very differently, varying according to the words or

whole classes of words to which they refer. It is impossible there

to account for the difference of termination by general euphonic

laws. In the Ural-Altaic languages, on the contrary, we have one

declension and one conjugation, and only a very small number of

irregular forms. In the Indo-Germanic, we meet with several de-

clensions and conjugations, and a mass of irregular forms, which all

point to a long-continued life, or at least to a life of intense indi-

viduality in grammatical formation."

§ 5. Rapid Divergence of Dialects.

Another feature of the Turanian family of languages, intimately

connected with the two which have just been pointed out (their

power of renovation, and their regularity of formation), is the

great variety of grammatical growth to which the members of this

family are liable if once split and separated for any length of

time. If a nation retains the consciousness of its grammar, if the

* Introduction, p. xxiv.

u 2
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idea wliich it connects, for instance, with a plural is only that of a

noun followed by a syllable indicative of plurality, it is evident that

many forms are possible to realize this idea. In Tibetan the plural

may be expressed by thamtche (all), tha-ded (each), koun (many),

as in Chinese by tchou, ko, tchoung. (Remusat, " Lang. Tart.," p. 362.)

The same applies to several of the modern languages of India ; and

in some these plurals of substantives are so clearly felt as compounds,

like " animal-mass" or " stone-heap," instead of " animals," " stones,"

that the verb after them is put in the singular and not in the plural.

Nay, even after a suffix expressive of plurality has again been ob-

scured, and can no longer be identified with any collective noun, we
may still perceive its original nature by seeing that plurals formed on

this principle continue to have the verb in the singular. The same

applies to the plural of Greek neuters, which were originally collec-

tive nouns, i. e. feminines in the singular. If the ablative is expressed

by an additional syllable, expressive of removal, distance, or cause,

many syllables would equally answer the purpose. Thus we find in

Bengali, kartrik, hetuk, pfirvak, diya, rahit, sange, sati, hoite, &c.

all used in the sense of the Latin ablative. However, in one and the

same clan during one and the same period, one suffix would most

likely become popular and be fixed for certain grammatical cate-

gories. Thus, out of a large mass of possible formations, a small

number only would become customary and technical, so as in the

end to lead to a scheme of declension such as w^e find in political

languages. Different hordes, however, as they became separated

would feel themselves at liberty to repeat the same process, and

might thus fix in their different idioms different phases of gram-

matical life, which, if confined to one and the same tribe, would have

disappeared without leaving any traces. Thus the power of self-

conscious renovation which, as confined to one and the same dialect,

had only the effect of discarding old and irregular forms, may, if ex-

ercised on diverging dialects, produce such a total difference between

idioms most closely related, as to make them appear entirely dis-

connected.
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§ 6. Contrast between the Progress and Growth of Turanian and

Avian Languages.

If we try to put the life and growth of such languages clearly

before us, we shall find that in a nomadic language the sudden rise

of a family or of a small association may produce an effect which,

in political languages, can only be produced by the ascendancy of a

town or a province, a race or a religious sect. The peculiax'ities of

a family may there change the whole surface of a language, and the

accent of a successful Khan may leave its stamp on the gram-

mar of his whole tribe. When one of the great Tatar chiefs pro-

ceeds on an expedition, he, as Marco Polo tells us in the fourteenth

century, puts himself at the head of an army of a hundred thousand

horse, and organizes them in the following manner. He appoints an

officer to the command of every ten men, and others to command a

hundred, a thousand, and ten thousand men respectively. Thus, ten of

the officers commanding ten men take their orders from him who com-

mands a hundred ; of these, each ten from him who commands a

thousand ; and each ten of these latter from him who commands ten

thousand. By this arrangement each officer has only to attend to

the management of ten men, or ten bodies of men, and the word of

command is spread from the Khan to the last common soldiers in a

hundred thousand, after passing through not more than four mouths.

This is characteristic, linguistically as well as politically.

In political languages, a change ofgrammar is generally preceded by

a political revolution, by war of races and conquest. Such changes,

whether they happen in the steppes of Tatary or in the capitals of

Europe, we are accustomed to call the growth of languages, because

we generally look only at the surface of languages and are hardly

able to discover the continual undergrowth of individual expressions,

family words, cockneyisms, provincialisms, and dialects. But lan-

guages really cannot be said to grow in the sense of continually

advancing and rising. Grammatical forms have no substantive

existence (ovaia). They exist as forms in the speech of nations, and

tlie speech of a nation again has its existence in the speech of

individuals. It is, therefore, in the case of phonetic changes only that

u 3
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we can speak of one word being changed into anotl-.er ; but old forms

never grow into new ones. Old leaves fall and new leaves ap-

pear. Out of many possible forms and varieties some rise to the

surface ; while others, which had been classical for a time, are blown

away. But the new forms existed long before, and the old forgotten

forms may sometimes reappear. When the language of Germany

ceased to be Gothic and became High German, it was not because

Low German had grown into High German. The people who spoke

Gotliic liad passed away from the literary or political stage of Ger-

many; few only lingered behind: large masses of Franks pressed on,

and soon the language of the church, of the court, and of the poet

Avas High German and no longer Gothic. But High German existed

long before; just as Italian existed long before Dante, and Italia-

nizing forms may be discovered as vulgarisms as early as the time of

Cato.

There are two changes in grammar which must be distinguished.

The one is produced suddenly by conquest or migration, and we may

call it a dislocation of language. Tiius Gothic was dislocated by

High German ; and the effects are clearly visible not only in grammar,

but also in the regular dislocation (verschiebung) of tlie plionetical

system. The other change is wrought without any violent con-

cussion; as it were, by the wear and tear of a language in its own

wox'king. A number of possible analogous forms rise slowly and

imperceptibly into existence and use ; individual words or modes of

expression become popular and general, and dialects intermix and

exchan"'e. This may be called a secondary formation in language.

Frequently a dislocation of language brings out more manifestly the

accumulated effects of a previous process of secondary formation

;

because, if the higher ranks of society are broken and literary occu-

])ations for a time discontinued, the spoken language has an oppor-

tunity for throwing off the fetters of literary usage, and legitimizes

at once its numerous natural offspring. Arian languages, parti-

cularly in modern times, change principally by the former,

Turanian by the latter process.
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Fifth Section.

On the Principles of Formation and Derivation in the Turanian
Languages.

We have hitherto considered the nomadic state of language in its

general effects on grammar. It is necessary noAv to consider how
the same nomadic spirit would act more particularly on the formation
of grammatical categories and the derivation of words.

§ 1. Scarcity of Synonymes and Homonymes.

As most words are originally appellatives or predicates expressive
of distinguishing qualities, one object was capable of many names in
the ancient languages. In the course of time, however, the greater
portion of these synonymes became unintelligible and useless, and
they were mostly replaced by one fixed name which might be called
the proper name of such objects. The more ancient a language, the
richer it is in synonymes. Synonymes, again, if used cons°tantly,
naturally give rise to a number of homonymes. If we may call the
sun by fifty different names expressive of different qualities, it is

clear that some of these names will be applicable to other objects also
which happen to possess the same qualities. These different objects
would then be called by one and the same name ; they would become
homonymes. It is clear that this luxuriant growth of poetical ap»
pellatives must lead to confusion

; and it is only in small and compact
communities, and by the help of national poetry, epic or sacred, that
synonymes and homonymes can be kept up for any length of time. They
do exist in the ancient Arian languages, and form a peculiar charm in
their poetry

;
but even there, even in political languages, they become

more and more embarrassing. In the Veda the earth is called " Urvi "

(wide), - Prithvi" (broad), " Mahi" (great), and many more names, of
which the Nighantu mentions twenty-one. These twenty-one words
would be synonymes. But Urvi, again, is not only a name of the
earth, but it also means a river. Prithvi or prithivi means not only
earth, but sky and dawn. Mahi is used for speech and cow, as well
as for earth. Therefore earth, river, sky, dawn, speech, and cow

u 4
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would become homonymes. To tlie genius of nomadic languages the

continuance of such words is utterly repugnant. Most of these

old terms, thrown out by language at the first burst of youth-

ful poetry, are based on bold metaphors. These metaphors once

forgotten, or the meaning of roots from which the words were

derived once dimmed and changed, the words themselves become

insignificant. This would not matter so much in Arian languages,

where people soon learn to look upon nouns as symbolic signs, with-

out much reference to their etymological meaning. But in the Tura-

nian languages, properly so called, the number of nouns belonging

to this class must always be comparatively small.

§ 2. Adjectives, Substantives, and Verbs 7iot always distinct.

In the Turanian languages many words are still uncertain between

substantives, adjectives, and verbs ; that is to say, their radical mea7i'

iiig is still so free and general that they can be used as subjects and

as predicates, and, therefore, as nouns, adjectives, and verbs. Thus

we read in Boehtlingk's Yakute Grammar (§ 238.) :
" The sub-

stantive is not treated as separate from the adjective, because

they are frequently the same." If the adjective takes the termina-

tions of declension, it becomes a substantive ; as adjective it has no

grammatical suffix, but is put before the substantive, as in a Sanskrit

compound. For instance, Hungarian A szep virdgok, the beautiful

flowers. Here the plural termination {k) is put to the substantive

only. But A' kdsck eletleneh, the knives are blunt. Here the plural

is expressed both after the substantive and the predicate. We may-

compare such phrases as "our knives" and "the knives are ours ;'

but they are different in origin. The same process which in the

Turanian languages raises an adjective to a substantive, may also

transform it into a verb. In Hungarian, according to Revay, fagij

signifies both "frost" and "it freezes." Lak (now only used in

composition) meant " habitation ;" and if followed by a pronoun, it

becomes a verb, lak-ik, habitat. "In the infancy of language," to quote

Revuy's explanation of these forms, " the forms fagg-cu, fagy-te,

fagy-6, arose from the inartificial annexation of the pronoun, the

radical having both the force of the noun and of the verb, when
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predicated of persons t primarily denoting gelu ego, tu, ille, instead of

gelu meum, tuum, suum, and then gelasco, gelascis, gelascit. After-

wards, by a more perfect formation which is still in use, a distinction

was made between them in this way; namely, ih.Viifagy-om, fagy-od,

fagy-a ov ja, my cold, thy cold, his cold, lak-om, lak-od, lak-ja, my
place, thy place, his place, were employed as nouns, and fagy-oky

fagy-oz, fagy, I freeze, thou freezest, he freezes, lak-om, lak-ol, lak'

ik, I dwell, thou dwellest, he dwells, as verbs." The insufficiency

of this explanation has been pointed out by Garnett, and we shall

have to examine it hereafter; but still Revay's observations are

valuable. In Yakutic, "frozen" is ton; but followed by subjective

suffixes, it also means " to freeze." Tin, in the same dialect, means

breath ; but followed by verbal terminations, it becomes a verb, to

breathe. Substantives even which have lost their appellative na-

ture, and are real nouns, are verbalized by the mere addition of these

subjective suffixes. " Agha" in Yakute means father ; the same word
is raised to a verb, " I am father," by simply appending the subjective

pronouns, without any intermediate verbal derivative. "Min
agha-bin," means I am father; "tin agha-ghin," thou art father;

"kini agha," he (is) father. In the same manner the root sana,

which as a root may mean thinking, thought, or thinker, is conjugated

sani-bin, I think, sani-gin, thou thinkest, &c. The only difference here

consists in the final vowel of the base. Even inflected bases are-

carried along by the powerful current of verbal formations in these

dialects. For instance, " jiii," in Yakute, means house ;
" jiiigha," in

the house ; hence " kiniliir jiiighiilar," they are at home (Yakute

Grammar, § 419.). In Mandshu, the number of words which have

no distinctive termination is considerable, and the same bases may
be used there as nouns, verbs, adverbs, and even as particles (Gabe-

lentz, p. 19.). In Chinese, owing to the absence of all derivative

elements, the identity of verbal and nominal bases is absolute. Not
so, however, in the modern Chinese dialects. In the Shanghai dia-

lect the use of a noun to express the verbal idea, and vice versa, is

rather an exception than a rule. A noun is not transformed into a

verb without its proper change of form by suffix, not merely by
change of tone, as in the general language of the country. And in

like manner the verb does not take the form of the verbal noun, ex-
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cept by the addition of a formative particle.* The Bhota and Bho-

tanta languages have certain distinctive particles for nouns and verbs;

yet many words are still nominal as well as verbal. In Burmese, nc

means to remain, to last, and the sun ; mai, to be dark, to threaten,

and the indigo plant. Humboldt, when speaking of these Burmese

roots, says (p. 345.): " They are really Chinese roots, but they show

unmistakably an approaching similarity to Sanskrit roots. Frequently

these so-called roots have without any change, a nominal meaning, but

their verbal meaning shines through more or less distinctly." This

similarity with Sanskrit roots may seem a bold assertion ; but traces

of the same indeterminate character of bases, nominal and verbal,

can really be discovered in Sanskrit, though, of course, on a limited

scale. Ya^, in Sanskrit, if followed by the case terminations,

means speech
;
genitive, va/<-as ; dat., va^-i ; abl., vak-shu. Va/i, if

followed by subjective suffixes, becomes a verb and means to speak
;

va^-mi, vak-shi, vak-ti, I speak, thou speakest, he speaks. In com-

position the same word vaA is used almost like an adjective. For

instance, kalaha, disturbance ; vak-kalaha, quarrel. The difference

between verbal and nominal bases is marked hereonly by the quantity

of the radical vowel. In Latin also the same observation may still be

made with regard to voc-s, voc-is, on one side, and voc-o, voc-a-s,

voc-a-t, on the other; only that in voc-a-s and voc-a-t the inter-

mediate a indicates the verbal nature of the compound, and thus

distinguishes noun and verb.

§ 3. Pronominal Affixes, subjective and predicative.

Now, it should be observed that, in the Arian languages, where, with

few exceptions, tlie distinction between nominal and verbal bases is

drawn most carefully, there was really much less necessity for it, be-

cause these languages never employ possessive or predicative suffixes

after nominal bases. A base, therefore, if followed by a pronoun,

would at once be recognized as a predicate in these languages, and no

anibiguity could ever arise, even if the base by itself might mean
" speech," " speaker," and " to speak." The compound, i. e. the base,

• Cf. J. Summers's Translation of St. John, p. vi.
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together with the pronoun, would always mean " I speak," and never

'• my speech." Every base followed by a personal pronoun in the

Arian languages is verbal. An ambiguity arises, however, in the

Turanian and Semitic languages. Here two sets of pronominal

suffixes ai'e used ; the one subjective, added to verbs, the other

predicative or possessive, added to nouns. I call subjective the

pronominal suffixes which Castren calls predicative, and predi-

cative those which he calls possessive. The reason for this change

of terminology is obvious. A pronoun, if appended to a noun sub-

stantive or used as a possessive suffix, is always predicative. This

applies to every language without exception. In the Egyptian si-f,

his son, si, son, is the subject,y is the predicate. But if a pronoun

is attached to a base really verbal, or if it is used as what is com-

monly, but erroneously, called a predicative suffix, the pronoun is

always the subject, and the verbal base is the predicate. In the Egyp-

tian iri-ef, he does, ef, he, is the subject, which is qualified by iri,

doing. "\Ye may change the verb, and the subject remains the same ;

but the subject shifts as soon as we change the pronoun.

The Semitic languages also employ their pronominal affixes to

mark the persons of the verb : I love, thou lovest, he loves ; and to

express the persons of the noun : my house, thy house, his house.

The one and the other class of pronominal affixes are attached to the

end of words, and in some cases they differ but slightly, or not at all,

as in the third person feminine of the singular, which is " ah" both

after nouns and verbs.

',Tlie Arian languages, on the contrary, have never possessed more than

one set of pronominal affixes, and these are used to mark the persons

of the verb. Instead of predicative affixes, they use their genitives,

l-iov, aov, or independent possessive adjectives, /.iuq, croc. Compounds

such as Egyptian si-k, son-thou, i. e. son of thee, thy son ; or Hebrew,

lebush-ka, dress (of) thee ; or Hungarian atya-m, atya-d, atya, my,

thy, his father, are impossible, nay inconceivable, to an Arian mind.

If a compound is to be formed wherein the pronoun is the predicate^

the Arian mind is forced to put the pronoun first, and thus we find,

indeed, in Sanskrit, but in no other Arian dialect, predicative pro-

nominal prejixes, such as, mat-putra, tvat-putra, tat-putra, my, thy,

his son ; but never predicative affixes.
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There is one solitary exception to this general rule, which

deserves to be pointed out, tlie Persian. The Persian is the

only instance of an Arian language where in all compounds the

predicate can be put first. We say in Persian "puser-i-dost,"

tlie son of the friend, which, if expressed as a compound in any

other Arian dialect, would have to be expressed by " dost-i-

puser." The only way to account for this direct violation of the

genius of the Arian grammar in Persian is to ascribe it to the in-

fluence which the Semitic language and literature exercised on the

inhabitants of Persia from the time of Cyrus up to that of Firdusi.

If the Persian could once break his mind into the Semitic fashion of

placing the subject in a compound first and the predicate last, it was

but another step in this direction to do the same where the predicate

is a pronoun, and thus we find in Persian a set of predicative affixes

attached to nouns in the same manner as in Semitic languages. We
say in Persian, not only dil-i-keniz, the heart of the maid, but

dil-i-men, my heart,

dil-i-tu, thy heart,

dil-i-o, his heart.

Here *' men," " tu," " o," are the regular personal pronouns. These,

however, may be abbreviated again, and in some instances be replaced

by distinct pronominal affixes, so as to give

dil-em, my heart,

dil-et, thy heart,

dil-esh, his heart.

Another instance where predicative pronominal affixes seem to occur

in an Arian dialect, is an exception only in appearance, for it would

be wrong to compare these really anomalous forms with expressions

such as we find in the secondary formations of the Arian languages :

I mean the Italian " fratelmo," my brother, " patremo," my fiither.

Though "fratelmo" may seem a compound hardly differing in prin-

ciple from the Persian " dilimen," my heart, it is necessary to observe

that " fratelmo" is only an abbreviation and corruption of "fratellus

mcus," or rather of " fratellum meum." Now it is clear that, as soon

as two words have once been articulated by indicatory terminations
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such as " us," tlie speaker is at full liberty to place the predicate

either before or after the subject. Even if the pronoun is not yet an

adjective, agreeing in gender, number, and case with its subject, but

is distinguished only by the termination of the genitive, all restric-

tions which were felt with regard to the collocation of words in com-

pounds, will naturally disappear. Let us only consider what is meant

by what we call a genitive, and we shall see that a language which

expresses the genitive at all is as free with regard to its collocation

as it is with adjectives.

The genitive in most languages is an adjective, only as yet without

terminations to mai'k case and gender. But the adjective again is

generally a derivative where, by means of a pronominal affix, the

quality, action, &c. expressed by a noun is grafted on a pronominal

subject. In Sanskrit, "dakshi?«a" means the south; and if we add

to it the pronominal base "tya"(syas, sya, tyad), we get "dakshi-

na-tyas," he from, of, or in the south, i. e. southern. JloXig in

Greek means city ; and if we add to it the same pronominal deriva-

tive, we get TToX/rr/c, " urbanus," " civis.'' Sometimes this pronominal

derivative is only a short a ; as Sk. manas, mind, miinas-as, what

belongs to the mind, Greek ttIcttic, trust, ttictti-os, trusty. The dif-

ference between a genitive and an adjective can best be shown in

Sanskrit. In Sanskrit the neuter sahas, strength, forms the genitive

sahasas. This genitive is the most general predicate, and its ter-

mination remains the same, whether the subject to which it refers

be in the singular or plural, masculine or feminine, nominative or

accusative. "We may say " sahasas patis," the lord of power, and

"sahasas patim," the lord of power (accus.), the genitive only ex-

pressing sahas, power, as a predicate of something. But if we express

in siihas-as, not only the predicate, but gender, number, and case, the

genitive becomes changed into an adjective ; and instead of saying

" sahasas patim," the lord of strength (accus.), we now say " sahasam

patim," the lord_ powerful, both words being in the accusative. The
regular genitive of words like iricrriQ would be TrlerTi-og (instead of

TTtcrrfwe) ; and if we make this genitive express gender and case,

we get TTiariog, la, lov. The usual Sanskrit genitive in "sya" is

probably but another form of the pronominal base " tya," which we
had in dakshi/za-tya, only that the former cannot be raised to an
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adjective, while the latter takes the exponents of gender and case.

What we express is nearly the same, whether we say a bird of the

water, or an aquatic bird. The adjective aquatic we should express

in Sanskrit by ap (water) + tya (aptyas, a, am) ; the genitive,

by udaka, water, + sya, " udakasya," of the water. Both forms,

genitive as well as adjective, mean originally and etymologically

"water-there," and "water-there-he, she, it," taking the local adverb

" thei'c," as the nearest approach to the radical meaning of the de-

monstrative pronoun. Here, then, we clearly see the contrast

between Semitic and Arian grammar. In Hebrew we can say

first, as it were by one act of intuition, malk-i-zedek, king-justice.

Fn Sanskrit we say dharma-rar/a, justice-king. Secondly, we can

turn it into a phrase and say in Hebrew, ben o Beor, the son-he

Beor, i. e. the son of Beor ; or still more clearly in Ethiopic, anqaz

enta samay, "porta ea coeli," anqaz being feminine, and "enta"

being the feminine pronoun. In Sanskrit, on the contrary, we

add the pronoun to the predicate, and say r%a dharma-sya, " the

king justice-there," i.e. the king of justice; or we actually form

an adjective (and every genitive in Maliratti, for instance, is an

adjective distinguishing gender and case), and say "rex Justus,"

or "regina justa." If a language has once formed genitives and

adjectives, it is no longer under the restraint of what we might call

the national logic diifering thus in the Semitic and the Arian race.

"Without grammatical exponents the Hindu can only say " raf/a-

putras," king-son, or " tvat-putras," thy son. But as soon as we

form the genitive, we may say " tava putras," or " putras tava ;" and

with the adjective, tavakas putras or putras tiivakas, or, in Latin,

frater meus and mens frater. Phonetic corruption may afterwards

reduce the adjective to the state where instead of " meus, mea,

meum," for instance, we have only "mo" for all cases and genders.

Still "mo," in fratelmo, occupies its place only as a degenerate de-

scendant of " meus." It follows the subject as a pronominal adjec-

tive, but it does not enter as a predicative pronoun into composition

with a substantive, like the Persian dil-em, my heart.

What has been said with regard to fratelmo applies with equal

force to such compounds as " Hotel-Dieu." They may be used to

illustrate the Semitic mode of thinking; but grammatically " Dieu,"
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in " Hotel-Dieu," is the Romance genitive or casus obliquus, and only

as such could it remain in a few expressions without requiring the

new sign of the genitive, de. In the Oath of Strassburg we have

"pro deo amur," "deo" being the casus obliquus, while in the same

document the nominative is "deus."*

With the exception of Persian, therefore, and after the discovery

of the cuneiform inscriptions, we may say, with the excej)tion of

modern Persian, no Arian language employs personal pronominal

affixes except after verbs.

§ 4. Means of distinguishing nominal (md verbal Bases in Ticraniayi

Languages.

To avoid the confusion, which would naturally arise if roots can be

used nominally and verbally, and if pronouns can be attached to them

as subjects and as predicates, languages have at a very early period

resorted to various expedients. Instances occur where languages

really do not distinguish between asinus ego and asinus inei. For

instance, when the definite conjugation is employed in Hungarian,

ir-oni may mean unguentum mei, or ^criho ; lep-em, tegimen iuei or

tego. In modern Hungarian, esb denotes jihivia, and es-ik, pluit

;

but in the fifteentli century the simple root es was employed in both

senses. There can be little doubt, as Garnett remarks, that at an early

period this identity of the verbal root with the noun was a general

law of the language. At present the abstract noun in Hungarian

commonly differs from the simplest form of the verb by the addition

of a syllable, usually as or at: e. gr. ir, scribit ; iras, scriptio ; ir-ut,

scriptum. In languages without a formal distinction between no-

minal and verbal roots, care has generally been taken not to use a

root, once sanctioned as nominal, for verbal purposes. Thus it happens

that a root is sometimes used in one dialect for verbal, in another for

nominal purposes only, but not for both in one and the same dialect.

(See Yakute Grammar, § 236. note 71.) The pronominal suffixes

might by themselves have served as a guarantee against a confusion

of nouns and verbs, if their subjective and predicative forms had been

kept sufficiently distinct, because, as a general rule, bases followed

* Diez, Altromanlsche Sprachdcnkmale, 1846
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by predicative suffixes would be nominal ; if followed by subjective

suffixes, verbal. But to do this was almost impossible, from the very

nature of the pronominal suffixes. In some languages they are iden-

tically the same, whether used as subjects or as predicates, or, as we

should say, as nominatives or as genitives. In the Tungusic class,

no distinction exists, so far as the pronominal affixes are concerned,

between pay of me, i.e. my 'pay, and pay I, i. e. Ipay. But again,

even where there is a formal difference between these two sets of

pronominal suffixes, this difference could never be very considerable,

because both, after all, must be dei'ived from the same pronouns ; the

subjectives mostly from the nominative, the predicatives from an

oblique case.

Languages, therefore, as soon as they began to care at all for

logical distinctness, were obliged to put a stop to the promiscuous

use of nominal and verbal bases. They were driven to distinguish

in every root the verbal from the nominal pole by some mark more

distinct than what was furnished by the slight variations of prono-

minal suffixes. In the Turanian family the Yakute language makes a

most favourable exception, for in it final letters are in most cases

sufficient to mark the verbal or nominal character of a base. In

Turkish we can only distinguish by accent between " gUzelim," my
handsome one, and " giizelim," I am handsome.

§ 5. Means of disti?iguishing nominal and verbal Bases in Ariati

Languages.

In the Arian languages, although none but subjective suffixes were

used, it was felt expedient to distinguish a verbal from a nominal base.

The most primitive tenses in Sanskrit are the perfect and the aorist.

They are formed from the root not burdened as yet by any Yikarawas,

i. c. distinguishing verbal marks. The perfect in Sanskrit was origi-

nally a present ; it became the perfect, in our sense of the word, only

after the introduction of a new special form of the present. Every

Sanskrit root, in order to be used for verbal purposes, was originally

raised to a perfect ; that is to say, its initial letter was reduplicated.

This is as clear in Greek as in Sanskrit, and the number of perfects

not restricted as yet to a past tense is considerable in both languages.

In Sanskrit we have a root tan, to stretch. If employed for verbal
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formations, this root was originally reclnplicated and became tatan.

To this verbal base subjective pronouns were attached, thus giving

tatdn-a, tatan-tha, tatdn-a, I stretch, thou stretchest, he stretches,

restricted as yet in time neither to the present nor to the past. In

Greek, if we take the root MNA, to remember, we see that, in order

to adapt it for verbal employment, it has to be reduplicated first,

after which subjective pi-onominal suffixes are added, and the new
compound yu£^)'?/-/xcu takes the sense o^ I remember.

But although this process of producing verbal bases as distinct

from nominal bases was probably one of the most ancient, it Avas

by no means the only one employed, in the Arian languages. Every
one of the numerous Vikarawas in Sanskrit, Greek, and Latin is really

a derivative element ( a verbal Uwadi, as Pamni might call it) put

aside for verbal purposes. If we add to the root tan, in Sanskrit,

the Vikarawa of the eighth class, we get tan-u, which again, fol-

lowed by subjective pronouns, gives us tano-mi, tano-shi, tano-ti, or

tan-e, tanu-she, tanu-te, in the sense of I stretch, thou stretchest, he

stretches. The same in Greek, where from the root TAN we get

not only ravvu), but, by other Vikarawas, reivw (i. e. tevlw), nrali'io,

&c. These Greek Vikarawas have been exhibited in a most lucid

arrangement by Geo. Curtius. ("Bildung der Tempera und Modi,

1846.") It was owing to the introduction of these new bases, such as

for instance tvtt-t-u) instead of rsTvcpa (i. e. re-rvn-a), that the old

reduplicated forms took the sense of perfects. It was the absence in

them of all distinguishing marks which excluded the old reduplicated

forms from the present Kare^oxm', while most of the Vikarawas, ex-

pressing either inchoative activity, or participal quality, or motion,

or continuity, were eminently fitted for expressing an action actually

present.

Without entering as yet into the formation of the real preterite of

the Arian languages,— I mean what is called the second aorist in

Greek, and the multiform preterite in Sanskrit, — it would be of

interest to see how other languages gained the same point, — that of

forming the first verbal base—which the Arian accomplished by redu-

plication of the initial letter. In Chinese, we have no right to expect

anything of this kind ; but in the Turanian family, the Yakut has

already been mentioned with distinction, in so far as it fixed some

X
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and discountenanced other vowels at the end of verbal bases as a

means of distinojuisliing nominal and verbal radicals.

§ 6. Means of distinguishing nominal and verbal Bases in Semitic

Languages.

In Tibetan, and its cognate languages spoken in the Sub-hima-

layan districts, many nominal bases become verbal by a mere repe-

tition of tlie final letter : as nag, black, nag-go, it is black ; sum,

three, sum-mn, it is three. The present definite is always formed by

reduplication of the final letter, whether consonant or vowel: as

ji/cd, to do, nga jrjed-do, I am doing. However distant these dialects

may appear from the language of Homer, I am inclined to consider

their final reduplication as prompted by the same motive which led

the Arians to the reduplication of the initial letter of their roots.

The repetition of the whole or part of a root was felt as the most natural

expedient to express continuity, activity, or motion ; in fact, to express

what Aristotle calls the distinctive point between vci'b and substan-

tive, time.*

If then the Arian languages, though they used pronominal suffixes

after verbal bases only, if the Sub-himalayan languages, though they

used hardly any pronominal sutfixes (excepting only some more

advanced member, like the Naga dialects), were driven to invent

distinctions between nominal and verbal bases, much more must

this want have been felt by the Semitic nations. With the little

difference between their subjective and predicative suffixes, measures

of a much more general character were necessary, if confusion was to

be avoided. Might not, therefore, the extraordinary idea taken up

by the Semitic languages evidently at a very early period, — for it is

common to all Semitic ti'ibes,— of reducing all vei'bal bases alike to

a triliteral appearance, be accounted for by the same motive ? It is

against the genius of Shem to reduplicate an initial consonant, and

there is no real Semitic root beginning with twice the same letter.

But the final letter could be reduplicated, and the verbs ghain-ghaiu

* See Aristotle, Poetic, c. 20. De Interpr. c. 2. Lersch, Sprach-Philosophie dcr

Alten, ii. p. 13. "Oi^o/ua yikv ovv (pwy^ crr^fxavTiK^ Kara ffur6iJKr]v &yev xP^''ov. 'Pw"»

6t icTTt rb TTpoaarifxa.'ivov xp^^ov. In German the only word for verb is " Zeitwort."
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show how frequently it was. I do not say that reduplication was the

only means of distinguishing verbal and nominal bases in Hebrew.

Other expedients were at hand, as various as the Vikarawas of the

Arian languages. In the Arian languages these Vikara?«as are

generally put at the end of a root ; but nasals, and nasals with vowels,

are inserted in the middle of roots, in order to transform them into

new vei-bal bases. Thus yu^, to join, becomes yu-na-^r-mi, I join. The

same and many other ways were open to the Semitic dialects. Now it

is, I believe, admitted by all Semitic scholars, that the radicals of the

Semitic family were originally biliteral ; the point on which they

differ is only the method by which triliteral roots can be traced back

to their more primitive biliteral state. Furst adopts the rather severe

process of simply beheading the triliteral roots ; Klaproth adopts

the other alternative, and proposes to cut off their tails. The best that

can be said on the subject was said by Ewald, in 1827. " It is even

possible," jhe says (Grammar, § 95.), " to reduce the full-grown

triliteral bases to shorter radicals, from which all secondai'y bases

were derived, as theii' meaning became more and more different.

For instance, the triliteral roots, qajaj, qajah, qajab, qajar, may all

have sprung from the short qaj, to cut. And here it should be

observed, that roots, where only the final letter is reduplicated or

where a soft consonant has been added, stand nearer to the primitive

radical and are more related to one another than those which are

distinguished by the addition of a strong consonant. A comparison

of such roots, carried out with ingenuity and caution, would lead to

many new results ; but it should be remembered that, in etymological

researches of this kind, we transcend the limits of the peculiarly

Semitic language and grammar."

Now, it is true that, in the present state of Semitic language, all

bases, whether verbal or nominal, are alike triliteral, and that there-

fore it might seem as if the reason assigned above for the creation

of triliteral roots were not commensurate to its effect. But while

there is not a single biliteral verbal root in actual use among the

Semitic tribes, there still exist some biliteral forms ; and they belong

invariably to old nouns, or to still older pronouns. Some of these

nouns are without any verbal analogy or etymology. Others are now

derived from verba geminantia, hamzata, quiescentia ; but with them,
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if there is any real ground for derivation, the opposite process would

generally be the more natural. No scholar could seriously think of

deriving ah, father, from abah, voluit; ben, son, from banah, tcdihcavit;

kol, all, from kalal, circumdedit. After tlie Semitic mind had

once imbibed the triliteral character of its predicative roots, biliteral

roots were eliminated in the most sweeping manner. Even pro-

nominal bases were made triliteral, whether by additional syllables,

or by changing mere vowels into semivowels. New substantives

couldj of course, be formed from verbal roots to any amount ; and as

these new words were more expressive and intelligible, and could be

sufficiently distinguished by peculiar vocalization from the different

forms of conjugation, they well nigh supplanted all ancient mono-

syllabic nouns. Now, there must have been a reason for this thorough-

going change; and I cannot believe that the first start can be ex-

plained simply on phonetic or rhythmical grounds. It is true that

peculiar features in a language arc sometimes perpetuated which

owe their origin to the mere fancies or crotchets of one patriarchal

i. e. specific, (eioottoioc) individual. But in the case before us we

may observe analogous tendencies in languages not Semitic in their

origin ; and I venture, therefore, to rest my argument for the original

i7erZ»a/ character of triliteral roots on these four points:—
I. According to the Semitic system of grammar and orthography,

there is now not a single root which is not triliteral.

II. Nouns and pronouns exist which sometimes in writing, and

more frequently in pronunciation, are decidedly biliteral.

III. Triliteral nouns are mostly secondary verbal formations, and

therefore in many cases not absolutely identical in all Semitic dia-

lects. They mostly differ in diffex'ent dialects by verbal derivation

and vocalisation.

IV. In many cases the character of the additional litera tcrtia,

whether initial, medial, or final, is sufficiently marked by this, that

it is either a semi-vowel, or nasal, or sibilant, or a reduplicated

letter. It frequently varies in different Semitic dialects, whil'

the two radical letters remain the same. I shall give one instanc(

— one not the less instructive because it has been pointed out

many times before, and first, I believe, by Klaproth.* If we

* Priucipes de rKfiide Comparative des Langues, par le Baron de Merian ; suivis
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take the usual Hebrew paradigm qaial, lie strikes, it can easily

be proved that the I, as a semi-vowel, is here the litera tertia, and

must give way. This leaves us qa^, which in Hebrew shows itself

again in ^efel, destruction, and with the change of Tet into 3^^^»

as qajah, qa^aj, qajab, qajar, &c. In Arabic this root has been most

prolific. We get qa«a, qafeba, qa^a'ha, qafafa, qa^ala, qa^ama, qadda,

qadhdha, qaththa, qajja, qasama, qajaba, qajada, qajara, qajama,

qajmala, qajja qajqaja, qajaba,— all in the sense of cutting, striking,

killing, dividing, breaking, biting, &c. How true it is, as Ewald

remarks, that, by following out etymological researches of this kind,

we transcend the limits of language, peculiarly Semitic, is shown by

this very instance. The Hungai'ian kes, knife, the Mongolic kese,

to cut, chasu (tailler), the Turkish kesmek, cutting, the Garo kethali,

knife, show us that we are on ground common to the Turanian ; the

Sanskrit sas, and Latin csedo, that we are on ground common to the

Arian languages. This is by no means a solitary instance where a

root, after removing its various increments, or, so to say, divesting it

of its national di'ess, can be reduced to that form in which it may

be considered as a radical, common to all human speech. We must

not expect to find roots common to Semitic, Arian, and Turanian

languages, except those which express the simplest material impres-

sions. But roots like LAK, to lick, BIAR, to decay, ZAR, to tear,

TAR, to transgress, SAR, to go, TAN, to give, &c., may safely be

considered as common property. No doubt they approach, in this

abstract form, very near to interjections, or mere phonetic imita-

tions ; but still there is a well-marked difference between these roots

and interjections. An interjection never grows, but is but the mo-

mentary outcry of a material impulse ; while a root is the conscious

and intentional expression of an impression, remembered and fixed

on the human mind. It is owing to this ideal character that a root

is capable of entering into the most various processes of assimilation

and combination. The root LAK, for instance, in Hebrew has taken

the triliteral form laqaq. In Arabic we have

:

la'hiqa, to lick. lasama, to taste.

la"ha, to speak. la^a'ha, to lick,

d'Observations sur lesRacincs des Langues Scmitiques, par M. Klaproth.— Paris,

1828.

X 3
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lahata, to exercise the tongue. lasa, to taste,

lagana, to lick. lahasa, to lick,

lassa, to lick. lisn, the tongue,

lasaba, to lick. lasa'ha, to be maligned.

The same root exists as"lih"in Sanskrit, as Xtt'xw in Greek, as

" laigon" in Gothic, as " ligh" in Celtic, and in Latin "lingua." Again,

with the frequent transition of /, the dental semi-vowel, into d, the

dental media, we find, corresponding to the Latin lingua, or dingua,

the Gothic " tuggo," and the English "tongue." That the word " glos-

sary "should have grown out of this root LAK, may seem startling;

still there is not a link wanting to connect the two words either in

their form or in their meaning. Turning to the Turanian languages,

we find the Finnic lakkia, to lick, though it may be doubted whether

Mangu leke, to polish, Finnic laaha, the same, or Finnic lau, to

speak, could safely be referred to the same source.

S 7. The three different Directions of Grammar, Turanian, Semitic,

and Arian, represented by the three Sons of Feridun, Tur, Silim,

and Irij.

A. Ttir.

As we have thus been carried back to times when we see the

three principal tongues, which we may represent as the three sons

of Feridun, as not yet separated, it may be of interest to catch at

least one glimpse of them as they are leaving their common home

and startin"- off in different directions. What they carried away fi'om

home were roots and pronouns. Two of them, Silim and Irij, seem

both to have held the secret how a root could be divided and

changed so that it might be used as a subject or as a predicate. Tur

also may have known it ; but he either forgot it, or he did not like

to tamper with those sacred relics which he had carried away

from his father's house. Under his care they remained the same,

without addition or diminution ; and when they had to be used, they

were only set and framed like precious jewels, but neither divided

nor polished down.* Now there were at least four things which

Tur had to express with his roots and pronouns. If he possessed a

* f'onf. pag. '281).
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root for cutting, lie Avanted to say, I cut (present) ; I cut (past) ;

cutter, i. e. knife ; and my cutter, i. e. my knife. These four little

phrases were indispensable for him if he wished to get on in the

world. As long as he was aloiie with his family and children, he no

doubt could make them understand by some expi'essive accent when

ngo.ta (moi battre) meant " I beat," and when ngo-ta meant " my
stick" (moi-baton). Wliat followed would generally remove all un-

certainty, if it existed; for ngo.ta.ni, Lstrike-thou (moi battre vous),

could only mean " I strike thee." Again, as he could express to-day

by " this light," and yesterday by " that light," perhaps his wife and

children were not slow in understanding when he said kin-tien

ngo.ta, this day I strike, i. e. I strike now (tout a I'heure moi battre) ;

or tso-tien ngo.ta, that day I strike, i. e. I struck (jadis moi battre).*

All this may seem so natural, as far as construction goes, that at

first one hardly discovers any thing peculiar in these different modes

of expression. Still, in the construction of these two expressions,

ngo.ta, I beat, and ngo-ta, my stick, there is something so individual

and peculiar, that neither Silim nor Irij could imitate it. This is

the liberty of putting the predicate first in one sentence and last

in another. Silim could say ngo.ta, I beat (e'.q^ol), but never ngo-ta,

my stick. He would have to put the predicate last in both phrases,

and say ta-ngo, stick of me, like e.q^ol, I-striking. Irij again, at least

in his early youth, could say ngo-ta, my stick (mad-daw<^a), but never

ngo.ta, I-striking. Instead of this he had to say striking-I (tuda.mi).

This peculiarity by which Tur put the predicate sometimes first, some-

times last, may originally have been involuntary. As his roots were

not yet distinguished as nominal and verbal, as subjective and pre-

dicative, his ngo.ta, I strike, may not have been meant for I striking,

but, like ngo-ta, my stick, for my-sti'iking. Still we shall see that,

among his descendants, even after they had learned to distinguish

between nominal and verbal roots, and between subjective and pre-

* "Qu'un etranger me dise, *Moi avoir soif, moi vouloii- boire, moi desirer man-
ger,' je comprends celangagc-, mais je ne puis m'empecher de sentir que c'est un
langage sans vie, sans nerf, sans liaison. Poui-quoi ? Parce que I'ame du discouis,

la force unitive, le nceud de la proposition, I'essence du jugement, le verbe en un
mot s'y fait desirer, malgre la presence de I'infinitif."

—

Dissertation Critique, par

VAbbe Darrighl, p. 97.

X 4
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dicative pronominal affixes, some retained the power of putting the

subject first as well as last ; such as agha-m, father of me, i. e. my
father, and sani.bin, knowing-I, i. e. I know. This applies, however,

only to the Nor-Western descendants of Tur ; his other descendants

place the predicate first always.

B. Silim.

Silim, as we saw, started from home fully aware that his roots

might be made to answer two purposes. He therefore divided his

roots into simple nouns and fuller verbs ; also, lie kept one set of his

pronouns, which had already grown and multiplied around him, for

his verbs, and another for his nouns. He had only one difficulty,

which, with all his acuteness, he could not overcome : he could never

think a predicate without first having thought his subject. There-

fore he could say wrath (of) God, and wrath (of) me, but not God (s)

wrath, and my-wrath. He also could say beating (of or to) me, i. e.

I did beat, and I-beating, i. e. I beat, but not beating-I, i. e. I beat.

The opportunity, however, which he had of forming at least these

two verbal compounds, beating (of) me, and I-beating, was not lost

by Silim ; and as he found it essential to make his friends understand

cither that he had paid or that he meant to pay, he took the first

form, paying (of) me, i. e. paying (belonging to me, or possessed and

had by me), in the sense of the preterite, while the mere assertion of

I-paying was left to answer the purpose of a present or a future

payment.

C. Irij.

The mind of Irij was more comprehensive than that of Silim. He
was able to think, as it were by one grasp, ideas such as "gold-

piece," " God's love," &c., and he expressed them by a compound

word, in which the predicate being second in thought, and therefore

more present to his mind, came first in language. Now, as he could

say God's love, /uTjrp-o-TroXte, fiither-land, Maha-r«<7a, always putting

the predicate first*, he could also say, I-love, I-wife, but only in the

* 'Iiriro7r<JTO;uos, vhicli is generally mentioned as an exception, is only a literal

translation of an Egyptian word. On the difference between ^AvZp6<pt\os and ^iKav-

5f>(i5,Ti/udOtoy and 0€tiT(yuoj, ^wpAQios and @i6Za>pos, see Pott, Pcrsonennanien, p. 88.
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sense of my love, and my wife, because his first word is always the

predicate. South of the " Snows" his descendants retained this

manner of expression for many centuries. They said, mat-putra,

tvat-putra, asmad-putra, my-son, thy-son, our-son. Their Northern
brethren, however, found it more expedient to express the predicative

nature of these pronouns more distinctly than could be done by mere
position. They therefore formed an independent predicative form,

whether genitive or adjective. This they were able to handle with
greater freedom, so that they might now say rt'/cj'ov Ifxov as well as

kixov tIicvov. As to his verbal compounds, Trij had two ways opened
before him, only just in the contrary direction to those of Silim. He
could say loving-I, i. e. I love ; and he did say so, after his verbal base
had been qualified by reduplication or by Vikarawas. This com-
pound phrase, however, was a mere predication, and could therefore

hardly be restricted to any point in time, Avhether past, present, or

future. It simply asserted a quality or an action. How then could
Irij express his preterite ? As he had as yet no auxiliary possessive

verb, like the "habere" and "tenere" of his descendants, he could
only use his possessive pronouns. But his possessive pronouns he
could only use before a verbal base, while he was accustomed to
mark all other formal changes at the end of words. Silim, when he
found himself in the same dilemma, simply divided his pronouns in
two, and put half before and half after the verb.* Irij had to do the
same

;
but as he was putting his pronoun before the word, trying

to pronounce ma-ga, my-going, i. e. I went, the pronouns were so
strongly attracted towards the end of the root, that all that remained
in the place originally intended for the whole predicative pronoun
was not even a distinctive consonant, as in Hebrew, but only a

* Ewald (§ 1 52.) explains the formation of the Hebrew Aorist in the following
manner :—" The prefixes had to be pronounced as short as possible : one conso-
nant, not even followed by a vowel, was all that remained of the prefixed pro-
noun. This consonant happened to be the same for several persons ; confusion
would inevitably have arisen, unless, by a very natural expedient, the pronominal
prefix had been divided, so that the characteristic letters only remained as prefix,
while the rest were thrown towards the end of the word. The pronoun of the
second person sing. fem. being a-tin, atin was divided into at+in. At was
shortened into t and prefixed, while in was suffixed, thus giving ti.q<el.i(n),

thou (woman) killest.
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strongly accented vowel, common to all these pronominal prefixes,

and now called the augment : while the consonants, without their

final vowels, were suffixed and placed at the end of the root. Thus,

if there was a root lip, to write or paint, it could first be raised to a

verbal base by reduplication. This verbal base Ulej), writing, fol-

lowed by predicative suffixes, would then give an aoristic compound,

lilep-a, writing-I, I write, lilep-itha, writing-thou, thou writest. If

afterwards a new and more actual verbal base was produced by the

insertion of a nasal, such as limp, then, by the addition of predicative

suffixes, limpdmi, limpasi, liinpati, might be formed ; and as these

forms would express the present act of I am actually writing, the

old pi-esent lilepa would in time take the sense of a perfect, 1 have

wi'itten. The same root lip, however, being used as a subject, and

not as a predicate, participating, therefore, more in the nature of a

substantive than of an adjective, would, if preceded by possessive

pronouns, express my-writing, i. e. writing belonging to me, i. e. I

wrote, and thus ii-lip-am (instead of ma-lip) would form the simplest

and most primitive Arian preterite.

D. The DeseeJidants of Tur divided according to their Emj)loyme7it

of the Pronomi7ial Affixes.

We have still to see how Tur proceeded in his verbal formations,

as it is not likely that he could be satisfied with the Chinese juxta-

position of pronouns and words. Some of his descendants in Bhota

and Bhotiinta introduced formal elements to indicate the predicative

or verbal nature of their roots ; they formed their verbal bases, as

we saw, by reduplication. They also used formal elements to indi-

cate the predicative nature of their pronouns, and thus formed geni-

tives, or pronominal adjectives. la Chinese already we have ngo-ti-

sin, my heart. In ngo-ti-sin, ti, though oi'iginally it may have been

a pronoun, cannot be compared with the Hebrew aser, or the

Ethiopic za (masc.) and enta (fern.). In the Ethiopic mazmor za

Dawith, za is the masculine demonstrative or relative pronoun, re-

ferring to mazmor. It means the psalm which (to) David. But the

Chinese min-li or min-ti-li expresses not the people which (is)

power, i. c. the people of power, but people's power, where people's

is the predicate, and therefore to be expressed either as the first
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part of a compound or as an adjective. The late B. Garnett, in his

valuable treatise on the origin of the Genitive, has not perceived

this marked difference between Shem, on one side, and Japhet and

Tur, on the other, and has tried to explain the Semitic and Arian geni-

tive as the expression of one and the same logical process. In this

he could not succeed ; still his essay, like all he has written on com-

parative grammar, is very useful and important.

The Turanians, before they began to use their pronouns as suffixes

or prefixes, could only form these two grammatical propositions—
I-going (Bhot. nga dd-o), and mei pater (Mandshu, mi-ni ama). But

after this period of their grammatical childhood was over, we are

able to distinguish three divisions among the descendants of Tur,

each marked by the peculiar manner in which they employed their

pronominal affixes.

The first is the Tamulian, where subjective pronouns are always

suffixed, and predicative pronouns always prefixed ; where they say,

as in Telugu, vaguta.nu, vaguta.vu, vaguta.du, speaking-I, thou,

he, for I, thou, he speaks ; and na-tandri, as it were me-pater, i. e.

my father.

The second is the Caucasian, where likewise predicative pronouns

are prefixed and subjective pronouns suffixed. For instance, Suanian,

s-ab, w-ab, i-ab, my, thy, his father ; and b-chask.a, chask.a, chask.as,

I dig, thou diggest, he digs. In the first person of the verb, however,

we see the pronoun put twice, prefixed as well as suffixed ; and we also

meet with a second verbal formation, where, as far as the very per-

plexing changes and additions of the Caucasian verbs allow us to judge,

the pronoun was used throughout as a prefix ; I mean such forms as

the Lazian ma-zun, ga-zun, a-zun + asere, I ail, thou ailest, he ails.

If in this verbal compound, the pronoun was originally and inten-

tionally used as a prefix, we must take it as a possessive or predica-

tive pronoun, and the tense itself for a preterite. The analogy in the

formative process of Sansk. mat-pitar and Suanian s-ab, my father

;

Sansk. Khana.ti and Suanian chask.as, he digs ; and Sansk. (m)

agam.am and Lazian ma.zun, I ail, would then be complete. But

whether this is so, or whether the Lazian mazun is altogether an

impersonal formation, must remain uncertain until we get more

ample information about the living languages of Colchis.
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The third division is tliat of the Altaic Turanians, In them the

method of joining roots and pronouns together is most intelligible

and instructive. With the exception of the Saraoiedic dialects, we
liardly require new materials to enable us to judge of the mechanism
of the Altaic sufRxes. Castren's work, " De Affixis Personalibus Lin-

guarum Altaicarum" (1850), gives all the evidence that is required,

carefully collected and arranged. I differ from hira in one point

only, and one which can easily be settled. All personal suffixes, if

attached to nouns, he considers eo ipso as possessive, while all other

suffixes are put down by him as predicative. These predicative

suffixes, whether used after adverbs (as ende (here) + bi (I) = cn-

debi ; I am here) or after verbs (as tud.ok, I know), or after verbal

adjectives (as sever.im, I love), I call suhjective, because they contain

always the subject of a logical proposition. This, however, would only

be a difference of terminology. But where I really differ from Castren

is in what he calls the second set of predicative, i. e. subjective,

suffixes. These suffixes, whether they are used to express the preterite

tense, or as exponents of transitive or definite verbs, are always (I

only except the Samoiedic, of which too little is known to form an

opinion) possessive suffixes, or predicative suffixes, in the sense in

which I use this word, and they ought to be considered as a second

set of possessive suffixes used after verbs, or rather after verbal

nouns. In form they agree with the possessive suffixes, wherever

these differ from subjective suffixes.

After this exposition, the mechanism of the Altaic pronouns is as

simple, and at the same time as ingenious as can be. Tiie Altaic

Turanians differ from their brethren in so far as they put the predi-

cative or possessive pronouns after the subject to which they belong.

They say, as for instance in Hungarian and Tataric,

kcs-em, my knife. u"hlu-m, vuj son.

kos-ed, thy knife. ^iftligi-ng, thy estate.

kcs-e, his knife. a"ha^-i, his tree ; ana-si, his mother.

kc'S-ilnk, our knife. ii"hlu-muz, our son.

kc'S-tek, yonr knife. ^iftligi-ngiz, your estate.

kus-ok, their knife. a"ha(/-ilari, their trees; ar\a-]aT\, their mothers.

This applies to all Altaic languages, for not one of them puts pre-

dicative suffixes before the word. Tliey agree ^therefore on this
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point with Shem, and differ alike from Japbet and from the other

descendants of Tur. For the latter even in their earliest days, though

they allowed themselves the liberty of putting the subjective pronoun

before the verbal predicate, never ventured to place the predicative

pronoun after its nominal subject ; and on the heights of Pamer, as

well as in the sub-Himalayan basins of the feeders of the Ganges,

they rather formed pronominal genitives and adjectives, which, as in

Greek, allowed of a freer construction, but they never pronounced

a predicate, even where it was a mei-e pronoun, after the subject.

With regard to the subjective pronouns, the Altaic Turanians

agree with the rest. Subjective pronouns, without exception, are

placed after their predicates, the verbs. Thus we say

in Turkish \/sev, to love, in Hungarian, -v/hall, to hear,

ben sewer-im, / love. hallok, / hear.

sen sewer-sen, thou lovest. hallasz, thou hearest.

ol sewer, he loves. hall, he hears.

biz sewer-iz, we love. hallunk, we hear.

siz sewer-siz, you love. hallatok, you hear.

onlar sewer-ler, they love. hallanak, they hear.

These forms, with subjective suffixes, invariably express the present

;

but they are also put to other uses, wliich vary according to the

genius of different dialects. Before, however, we enter into this, it will

be necessary to state another general feature of these languages. It

is this, that "where they do employ different suffixes for the preterite.,

these suffixes are always originally possessive or predicative." This

is what Professor Boehtlingk remarks, with regard to the Yakut

predicative, when he says that the possessive affixes form the

(predicative) affixes of the preterite ; as min suoghum, my absence,

or I was absent. For instance.

Tataric.
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Hungarian.

var-t-am,
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is distinctly perceptible only in the second person plural. The dif-

ference of the tenses must then be expressed by derivative elements

attached to the verbal base. In Lapponian the possessives belong to

the preterites, tbe predicatives to the preseat.

Before leaving this subject, which I confess has carried me
away beyond the limits it ought to occupy in a general description

of the prominent features of Tur, yet in truth of great importance,

not only for Turanian grammar, but for grammar in general, I

must still mention one fact, to show how the spirit of analogy runs

through the whole system of conjugation and declension. We have

seen that in Hungarian suffixed pronominal possessives could be

used for forming definite verbs. If we knew nothing of the history

of that large family of languages to which the Hungarian belongs,

and if we only saw, that en varok meant I wait, en varom, I expect

(something), we should say, like most Hungarian grammarians, that

ok was the exponent of indefiniteness, om of definiteness. Its

origin once forgotten, it would become, as it were, the " definite

article of the verb." Now what is the origin of the definite article or

the definite form in nouns ? Lata in Samoiedic means " board ;

"

latada, " the board," and the final da is the possessive suffix of the

third person, so that originally it meant, his board. But this has

been forgotten,— and if we now want to express his board, we have

to say, puda latada, which is really, he-his board-his.* (Castren,

De affixis, pag. 11, Syrjaen. Grammar, p. 55.) In Syrja3nian again,

what has been taken for the termination of the accusative, is really the

possessive pronoun not of the third, but of the first person. Adzja

mortas, now means, I see the man, but originally meant I see

my man ; and that it was so, we can still see in the second and third

person. For while adzya meam mort-iis, means " I see my man,

"

I see thy man, would be adzya tead mort-tii ; I take his knife, bosti

sya purt-sii.

* Cf. Castren. Ostiake Grammar §.61. Boehtlingk, Yakut Grammar, p. 10.
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Sixth Section.

Etymological Peculiarities of the Turanian Languages.

But it is time to leave the history of these formal elements, and to

proceed to a consideration of the matter of the Turanian languages.

I suppose we may carry away with us the conviction that many

things in language which now seem formal were originally sub-

stantial.

§ 1. Radical Meaning generally discernible.

We saw above how the Turanian roots were kept as integers, i. e.

intact and uninjured, though framed, enclosed, and grouped to-

gether in various styles, and fitted to express verbs, adjectives, nouns,

together with the most abstract and derivative ideas. The etymologi-

cal meaning of Turanian words is therefore more palpable than in the

Arian languages. Still the dictionary of the Turanians also had gone

through many editions before it fell into our hands, and we find in

it dead and petrified words just as in their grammar : and many of

them more difficult to decipher and to revive than the pi'onomiual

compounds which we examined just now.

§ 2. Scarcity of ancient Words common to all Turanian Languages,

and identical in Form and Meaning.

"What are called dead or petrified words are in general the most

ancient parts of a language ; they can-y us back to that period during

which they were young and full of life ; and in cases where a separation

of languages took place, they frequently constitute the common heir-

loom of different dialects, and serve as the strongest indication for

determining and settling the exact degree of relationship between

cognate tongues. The general aversion which the Turanian languages

have against any thing unintelligible, dead, or corrupt in grammar

or dictionary, explains the small amount of these ingredients in

most of them. It is well known, for instance, that in the several

branches of the Arian family, difi'erent degrees of family-life, from
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fatlier and son, down to brother-in-law and sister-in-law, Lave, in many
-cases, preserved their common Arian name. These words agree,
not only in root and meaning, but — and this is important — in their
individual derivative suffixes also. The word for father is not only
derived, in all the Arian languages, from the same root, pu, to
protect, — not only was the meaning of this root raised in the same
manner from that of protector to that of father,_ but the same
derivative suffix also, tar, was preserved by all the descendants of
Japhet, thus distinguishing the language of Japhet from the Chinese
fu and mu (father and mother), the Tibetan po and mo (male and
female), the Subhimalayan 'ba and md (father and mother), the Bur-
mese />/i« and ami, the Siamese po and me, and from all words similar
in sound and meaning, whether in Asia, Europe, or Africa.
Many derivations from this root pa were possible, such as San-

skrit palaka, protector, Vaidik payu, pavan, &c. Pd-tar, there-
fore, must be considered entirely as the result of one individual
choice. To maintain a word of this kind, even when its origin
became dim, not to allow it to be replaced by a new and more in-
telligible expression, was possible in an Arian, i. e. a social state of
language, not among nomadic tribes, who lived only for the present,
little concerned about past or future, without history and without
ambition. Thus we find that in the Turanian dialects the number
of common words is small. Eemusat, in speaking of the Mangu,
says, " Je distingue trois sortes de mots dans la langue Mandchoue

:

les premiers lui sont communs avec celle des Tongous; ils expriment
des idees simples, ou designent des objets de premiere necessite.
Quoiqu'ils soient en assf-z petit nombre, ils n'en forment pas moins
le fond de la langue. Une petite liste de mots essentiels mettra hors
de doute I'identite du Mandchou et des differens dialectes des
Tongous. La ressemblance d'un petit nombre de mots dans les langues
des Mandchous et des Tongous, est d'un tout autre poids pour
prouver leur communaute d'origine, que ne pourraient I't^-tre les
differences d'un plus grand nombre d'autres mots, si Ton vouloit en
deduire la consequence opposee." Professor Schott applies the same
principle, only on a much larger scale, and for a different purpose : —
" We ought not to despair about the affinity of these four great
branches of languages (Tungusic, Mongolic, Turkic, and Finnic),"

X
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he says, " although the words for the most necessary ideas in them

ai*e sometimes essentially different. The same remark might be made

if we compare languages acknowledged to be sisters, nay, even

dialects of the same speech. Tungusic as well as Finnic languages

offer the most striking evidence." (page 44.) In a former article

Professor Schott had pointed out the same fact in Indo-European

languages. There, also, ideas and objects of daily occurrence have

sometimes been found under different names in dialects, the close

relationship of which cannot be doubted. For instance,

Sanskrit.
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gamar,
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the Sanskrit and Latin would have agreed. But it was our object to

sliow liow by the very fact of coUateral expressions, or by the under-

growth of new popular names, the same diversity which strikes us

in closely allied nomadic idioms can be detected, though in a smaller

degree, between the members of the Arian family, nay, even be-

tween such languages as Italian and Latin. If the sudden irruption

of a stream of nomadic tribes over the ruins of the Roman empire

could stir up the whole basis of the Latin, and bring out again the

long-repressed nomadic tendencies of an Arian language to such an

extent as to change the whole surface of its words and its grammar,

why should we feel surprised at similar results in languages where

no literary or political centralisation has ever checked the super-

fetative tendencies of the human tongue? And further, if in the

Arian words we had chosen our instances, not from the leading

literary languages, like the Latin of Cicero and the English of

Shakspeare, but from provincial dialects, under whose protection

the nomadic life of a language continues often unobserved up to the

present day, we should have been able to show a still greater ap-

proach between Arian fluctuation and Turanian unsettledness.

Grimm, when speaking of the earliest periods of the German

language, describes this most beautifully.* "The idiom of Nomads,"

he says, " contains an abundant wealth of manifold expressions for

sword and weapons, and for the different stages in the life of their

cattle. In a more highly cultivated language, these expressions

become burdensome and superfluous. But, in a peasant's mouth,

the covering, bearing, calving, falling, and killing of almost every

animal, lias its own peculiar term, as the sportsman delights in calling

the gait and members of game by different names. The eye of these

shepherds, who live in the free air, sees farther, their ear hears

more sharply,—why should their speech not have gained that living

truth and variety ?"

§ 3. Tui'mmm Numerals.

The Turanian Numerals, if considered from this point of view,

tend lo ilUistrnte and confirm the principles which we bifore tried

* History of the Gorman I.anpuape, p. 20.
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to establish. They do so particularly if contrasted with Arian
nuaierals

.
The Ariaa nations, it is well known, have preserved their

ancient common numerals as the most precious gifts of their childhood.
Even when rust and decay had disfigured and obscured their value
and meaning, they were never parted with or replaced by new-
coined words. The Turanian languages, though more careful of their

numerals than of other words which could be thrown away at ran-
dom, and replaced instantaneously, have not been able to preserve in
every instance thosb common terms by which they first counted from
one to ten. At first sight, a general similarity between the Turanian
numerals is undeniable, unless we extend the limits of chance to an
unprecedented extent. But, on closer inspection, it becomes clear
that some dialects have lost their ancient numerals altogether, wliile
others have lost them partially, and made good their losses by new-
formed words. In some cases, the words particularly for one and
two, we may admit the original existence of synonymes, from which
each dialect selected its own pecular term. The same applies to
the Arian languages, for, although a comparison of Sanskrit and
Hindustani * numerals would convince every one how faithfully the
Arian dialects in general maintain their linguistic conservatism, yet
Sanskrit dilTers with regard to the words for " one," even from
its nearest relative, the Zend, and both from Greek and Latin.
The same applies to the Latin secundus, Greek dev-apoc, and San-
skrit dvitiya,— nay, perhaps to the Slavonic word for nine, — though
here the difference may be explained on phonetic grounds.

That there are coincidences in the numerals even between Ariau
and Semitic languages, has frequently been pointed out ; tlie difficulty

has been to explain why these coincidences should be so palpable
for six and seven, and hardly perceptible in other cases. But this

admits of the same solution as the diiferences between several
Turanian dialects, only on a larger scale. Some numerals were re-
tained, and thus account for coincidences ; others were entirely lost,

and replaced after the separation of tribes or whole families, such as
the Arian and Semitic. In the Brahvi we have, according to Pro-

* Sann/ifil ekaduA-a = Hind, 'igarc/i, eleven.

dvadaiu = „ bareA, ttvctve.

uuaviiiAati = „ 'mils, nineteen.

y .'i
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fessor Lassen's researches, a clear case of a language preserving its

numerals for one, two, and three, but adopting all the rest from a

forcisn source. In the Magar language, the numerals from one to

five have been preserved, and the rest taken from the Parvatiya.

In tlie languages of the Dekhan, the native numerals and Sanskrit

numerals are used promiscuously, which in time may lead to similar

results.

§ 4. On Phonetic Coi-ruption.

The numerals common to several dialects of the Turanian family

are also instructive with regard to the extent to which phonetic

corruption can be carried in a nomadic state of language. The rea-

son why, with numerals and pronouns, the Turanian languages

submit to a greater amount of phonetic corruption than they would

tolerate in other words, is simply this, that notliing would be more

diflScult to re-express by any composition or derivation, than tlie

simple ideas embodied in pronouns and numerals. Even where tlicir

body is emaciated, and their features distorted, they are retained,

because even so more easily recognised by all than newly-invented

substitutes would be. In the Turanian numerals, therefore, if

compared together, we have wl^at we could not expect to find other-

wise in any of these ephemeral languages,— historical deposits of

the progress and change of Turanian speech. While in the Arian

languages, we may study the changes of letters, by comparing dif-

ferent phases of one and the same dialect,— as Sanskrit, Hindustani,

Gothic, and English, we must here rest satisfied with comparing

diff'erent dialects, even though the respective date when each has

been fixed may remain indeterminate : we must compare languages

which perhaps stand to one another as, for instance, Pali to

Italian, — two Arian dialects, which, though distant in time, are

so anah)gous in their phonetic changes, that, if examined on

phonetic grounds only, we might take them for twins. The pos-

sible phonetic changes in the Turanian dialects, are, of course, to

their full extent, not yet determined, though much lias been done

for this by Professor Schott. And Professor Boehtlingk, in his

Yakut grammar, has succeeded in reducing these phonetic ciianges
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to something like law and order. Sometimes they seem greater than

those admissible between Arian languages. Castren, in his " Dis-

sertatio de Affixis personalibus," considers k = t (p. 43.). He says

(p. 49.) that a final t may be softened into a breathing, and this

breathing again be hardened into a k. He frequently considers t

and n interchangeable (p. 49.), and seems to hold the plural ter-

minations, t, k (h), je', safi, siin, la, and ', identical in origin. In

his Syriane grammar (§ 26.), he derives jas from as, and com-

pares this final s with Lapp, h, and Finn. t. Changes like these

may appear fanciful, and, if transitions of gutturals into dentals,

aspirates, and sibilants, were admitted as general principles ap-

^plicable to every word at random, there would be an end to all

scientific etymology. But there is a vast difference between the

historical and the unhistorical application of such principles. Ar-

menian hayr is the same as Latin pater, not because, as a general

principle, p is changeable into h, but because it can be proved by

facts to be so in Armenian, where pes (foot) is het ;
prithu (broad)

is harth
; pan^a, five, is hing ; TriJp, fire, is hour. Again, as mater

becomes mayr, in Armenian and French, pater in Armenian must,

or at least can be hayr. If we know tliat languages are histori-

cally connected, as, for instance, Latin and French, we can state

as a fact, that lacryma can be changed into larme. We may even go

a step beyond, and say that ca^pv tear, and larme are all derived

from the same root. But if, on the strength of this, we were to

assume that cuk: could always be changed into lar, and hence identify

the Turkish plural lar wilh the Tibetan plural daff, we should no

longer be on historical ground, nor should we be working " in the

spirit of Bopp's system."*

What has been said with regard to the numerals, applies, to a great

extent, to the pronouns also. In the Arian languages, we know that

the pronouns deviate considerably from the analogy of other nouns.

Their terminations are called irregular, and in many cases their origin

and meaning cannot be deciphered even by the help of Comparative

Philology. The reason is, that in the declension of the pronouns the

* Cf. Hodgson, Journal of the A. S. B., 1853, p. 31, -wliere what is meant hy

the "spirit of Bopp's system," refers, I suppose, to Bopp's Comparative Grammar,

and not to his Articles on the Caucasian and Malay Languages.

Y 4
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Allan languages preserved some ancient relics of grammar, while in

the declension of nouns the power of analogy tended to eliminate

similar husky asperities. The pronouns being used continually, and

having less of a material meaning than other nouns, had bi.come

fixed, formal, or inorganic, long before the rest of the grammar was

consolidated. Hence, in their further dispersion, the Arian dialects

were unable to pi'eserve for the pronouns the same amount of vital

growth which in Greece, for instance, formed the common Arian

grammar into its Greek type, or which in Germany gave its

Teutonic expression. Pronominal forms had arrived at a state of

grammatical numbness before the separation of the Arian family.

Hence, on the one hand, the striking similarity of pronouns in all

Arian tongues, and, on the other, their liability to merely phonetic

corruption. To this it is owing— to mere awkwardne^^s in pro-

nunciation, and not to any regular modification — that Latin etjo

becomes yo in Spanish, eu\n Portuguese, io in Italian, ^e in French;

and thus also Sk. ahum, ego, became finally / in English. Yet even

here we can discover rules, or at least broad analogies, according to

which certain letters in one language are generally changed into the

same letters in another. We find that Sanskrit s becomes Zend h,

and Sanskrit h becomes Zend z ; therefore the change of Sk. saliasra,

thousand, into Zend hazanra is perfectly regular. According to the

same analogy, Sk. aham, I, must in Zend be azem ; and as in Ar-

menian this Zend z is frequently represented by s, there is nothing

irregular in the Armenian* es, I; nor shall we be obliged to go to

Mongolian dialects in order to explain the Ossetic az, I, whatever

Tataric or Tartaric scholars may say to the contrary.

The Turanian languages, though they preserved the vitality of their

grammar to a much larger extent than any Arian dialect, yet were

unable to avert altogether the same disorganizing influence from

their pronouns. Some of their pronominal forms are therefore en-

tirely Arian in principle, that is to say, anomalous and unintelligible
;

and what has generally been considered (wrongly, as has been shown)

a distinguishing feature of Arian grammar, that "by some unknown

process, forms are evolved from the body of a noun like branches of

* See \Vindi;»chinaiiirs classical Essay " On the Arian Basis of tlie Armenian."'
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a tree springing from the stem," would in this case seem to apply

with real force to the Turanian languages. If we take Turanian

grammar, even in its least developed state, we find, for instance, in

Man-g-u, forms which, so far as the principle of their formation is

concerned, would have to be pronounced Arian, according to Schlegel's

definition of this term, We find hi, I ; mini, mine ; he, we ; si, thou ;

soue, you ; i, he ; tchc, they ; that is to say, we find different bases

for the same pronoun, and different forms of the same base produced^

not by agglutination, but by what has been called a principle of

" inward growth," What difference, as far as the principle of de-

clension goes, is there between Greek 6 changed in the plural to o'l,

and Mandshu hi, I, changed in the plural to be, we ?* Many similar

cases will be seen in an appendix containing a comparative list of

pronouns. It is hopeless to attempt to discover in these inor"^anie

forms the elements of agglutination. The same applies to the dis-

tinction of gender, wliich, though in most cases marked by additional

syllables, whether nominal or pronominal, is sometimes expressed

in such a manner that we can only explain it by ascribing an ex-

pressive jjower to the more or less obscure sound of vowels. Ukko,

in Finnic, is an old man; akka, an old woman (in Canarese, akka,

elder sister). In Man-gu, cbacha is mas (Mong. acha, Turkish agha,

elder brother, uncle) ; cheche, feraina. Again, ama in Mangu is

father, eme, mother ; amcha, father-in-law (Mongol, abaglia), emche,

mother-in-law (Mongol, emeke, grandmother). The same change

of vowels expresses in other languages remoteness or proximity, as in

Canarese, where "ivanu" is hie, "avanu" ille, and where, according

* Mr. Hodgson, for instance, analyses the Mandshu tese, they (or, as he -writes,

te-se-t) into te, he, and se, thou ; and he denies that in Mandshu the plural can be

formed by an additional se, because it is not always formed so, and because, as he

says, a regular pluralizing particle would be uniformly applied and wear one shape.

Now, this is not quite true either in Arian or Turanian grammar, and particularly

not with regard to pronouns. Sivas in the plural makes sivas ; sarvas makes sarve
;

ego makes nos ; Mandshu bi makes be. But in tese, se certainly seems the regular

plural termination, only that after nouns it is restricted to words expressive of living

beings. Thus, dchoui, child, makes dchouse, children ; wany, king, ivangsa, kings

;

morin, horse, morisa, horses. (See Gabelentz, § 24). The se in tese is most likely,

therefore, the same se which we find in ese, hi, from ere, hie ; and not the pronoun
of the second person glued to that of the first, as Mr. Hodgson supposes. (J. A.
S. B. 1853. p. 69. seq.)
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to Wcigle, there existed formerly a third intermediate pronoun,

uvanu.

AV'hat ^Y0 have here said proves that in the Turanian languages

also, a greater allowance should be made for phonetic influences,

whether accidental, as in phonetic corruption, or intentional, as in

phonetic distinctions. Though our conviction may be that in an

earlier state of language these formal changes also had a material

origin, yet their analysis must baffle all ingenuity, and shows the

truth of the saying, "Boni grammatici est nonnulla etiam nescire."*

§ 5. 0?i scarce TVords.

After considering words which are of daily use and frequent oc-

currence, and which, therefore, even in so porous a state of society

as that of nomadic hordes, have a chance of remaining on the sur-

face, we have still for a moment to bring before ourselves the effects

which the same state of society would have on words of rare occur-

rence. Even at the present day, with all the speaking, preaching and

reading we have to undergo, many men never use half the words

which belong to their own language. Writers, again, are so little

aware occasionally of the existence of certain words in their own

language, that they coin new ones, though there is really no demand

for them. If the new, however, become current, the old are melted

down altogether, unless preserved in dictionaries, or revived by

new editions of old books. But let us think for a moment of all

the changes and chances of nomadic tribes,— of the small sphere

of ideas and words in which their language moves permanently and

continuously,— of the little support which expressions of a higher

range, or names of a poetical tinge, though used once or twice by

a poet or a king, would receive in Asiatic steppes, where men

spend their life between hunting, fighting and eating, and women

are kept only for breeding children and feeding cattle ! It is rather

surprising, that so many words should have remained for centuries

in the sieve of languages like the Mongolians; and we have no right

to expect that between tribes separated probably as early as any of

* Sec Schott, p. 45,
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the Arian nations, words belonging to the higher ranges of thought

shoukl be found to agree entirely.

Seventh Section.

On Turanian Languages approaching to an Arian Type,

§ 1. Arian Elements in Hungarian, Turkish, Finnish.

If the unsettled state of grammar and dictionary in the Turanian

languages is the result of that nomadic state of society in which they

grew up and live, we should expect that this effect would cease

whenever nomadic races enter into a state of political consolidation.

This is indeed the case. Wherever there is a written literature and

fixed standard of grammar kept up by the higher classes, the Tura-

nian character approaches more and more to an Arian type. For the

same reason, we expect a larger number of formal coincidences between

Hungarian and Turkish, or between Hungarian and Finnish, than

between the Samoieds of the Lake Altin and the Aimaks of Persia.

In Turanian languages which have received a literary cultivation,

as Finnish, Turkish, and Hungarian, forms occur which are cor-

rupted into something very much like inflection : and here the

separate stones of the grammatical mosaic can hardly now be

taken to pieces. Irregular forms become fi-equent, and words partake

more of a conventional and historical than of an etymological cha-

racter. We see here how a Turanian may nearly become an Arian

language ; and, in looking at the earliest specimens of Arian gram-

mar, such as Sanskrit, Ave may observe in an Arian language traces

of an evanescent Turianism. In Sanskrit, although grammatical

forms have been regulated and reduced by a sound economy, instances

occur of superfluous distinctions, successfully comprehended by the

Greek genius within more general categories. Iq Finnish, for in-

stance, every imaginable relation of noun to noun and noun to verb

can be expressed by what is called a case termination. We find a

different suffix for the objective case when I beat a child, or when

I strike it on a certain part of its body,— resembling thus the Greek

genitive and accusative after verbs of a similar meaning. Thei'e
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en, L

nek-em, to me.

en-g-em-et, rae(oreng-em).

ei't-em, on my account,

vel-em, with me.

are no less than fifteen cases in Finnish, and yet no pure accusative!*

All these cases are expressed by suffixes, some even by compound

suffixes, to exhibit more complicated relations. The following table

will give an idea of Hungarian declension : kes, as we saw before, was

knife ; kesem, my knife. This is declined

:

1. Kesem, ray knife.

2. Ivesemnek, of my knife.

3. Kesemnek, to my knife.

4. Kesemet, my knife.

5. Kesemert, on account of my knife.

6. Kesemmel, with my knife.

7. Kesemme, toward my knife.

8. Kesem iil, as my knife.

9. Kesemkent, like my knife.

10. Kesembe, into my knife.

11. Kesemben, inside my knife.

12. Kesembul, from within my knife.

13. Kesemre, upon my knife (coming).

14. Kesemen, on my knife (resting),

15. Kesemrul, down from my knife.

16. Kesemhez, toward my knife.

17. Kesemuel, near my knife.

18. Kesemtul, away from my knife.

19. Kesemig, as far as my knife.

It is true that many of these terminations are only postpositions,

and might therefore be compared rather with the prepositions

than with the case terminations of the Arian languages. Yet the

case is somewhat diffijrent. The noun, together with these post-

positions, forms, in Hungarian, a phonetic unity ; it has but one

accent, and the harmony of vowels connects the two still more

closely. The real difference is this, that the Arian case terminations

* Mr. Hodgson makes a sunilar remark with regard to the verb :
" A Tartar,"

he says, (J. A. S. ]J., 1853, p. 129.) " cannot endure that confusion of the preca-

tive, optative and imperative which our imperative mood exhibits. Hut he

remedies the defect, not by the multiplication of grammatical forms, but by the use

of distinct words, or distinct multiplications of the same word. Thus, Dam, so-

licits, Davonij, commands, ct sic de ca-toris.

benn-em, in me.

bil-em, in me.

r-am, upon me.

rol-am, from me.

hozzam, toward me.

nal-am, near me.

tiil-em, away from me.
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can no longer be used separately, while many of these postpositions

occur as prepositions also. This may be seen in looking at the de-

clension of the personal pronoun in Hungarian, which, therefore, I

have put side by side with the nominal paradigm.

§ 2. Turanian Elements in Sanskrit.

As we aee the tendency of the Arian languages to reduce the

variety of their terminations, Ave may suppose that even the richest

grammatical language, the Sanskrit, was, at a period previous to

the Vaidik, and beyond our knowledge, richer still. In the dual, for

instance, the genitive and ablative might each have had a distinctive

form, as in the singular ; and the same power of concentration, ab-

straction and method, which made the Greek feel satisfied with two

cases in the dual, may have led the Hindu to divest himself of what

he began to feel as an "embarras de richesse." After a time, how-

ever, this sound economy of the Arian languages seems to lead to

an involuntary raeagerness. By causes quite unintentional— cor-

rupt' pronunciation, for instance— cases become identical, and are

no longer distinguishable even where their distinction is necessary

for logical purposes. A principle reappears then at work in modern

languages, which apparently may be called Turanian,— the prin-

ciple of periphrastic, or, as it has been called, analytical formation.

The phrase "de illo philosopho," the French " du philosophe,"

instead of "philosopho," is to a certain extent Turanian, though

not entirely, because the distinguishing words are put before, not

after the word they determine. Its modern contraction again, " du

philosophe," is not purely Arian. Du does not stand to le in the

same relation as rov to 6. Du, instead of " de illo," is produced by

a corruption of words which had before been articulated grammati-

cally ; — it is the remnant of a phrase; while rov is the corruption

of a compound, the component parts of which were pure radicals, not

yet determined by grammatical terminations. The same applies to

the periphrastic form "j'aimer-ai,^'' I have to love, which even in

its contraction j'aimerai can only be called quasi-Arian, because it

rests on a different principle of formation from that which pro-

duced ama-bo. There is a distinction between these secondary Arian
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and the primary Turanian formations, as there is also a vast differ-

ence between the reduced state of Avian grammar in the middle

ages and the undeveloped state of Turanian grammar in the Tun-

gusic and Mongolic branches.

§ 3. Asceiiding Scale in the Turanian Languages.

Tliere is an ascending scale in the grammatical life of Turanian

languages, running nearly parallel with the political and literary posi-

tion of these nations. This has been pointed out by Schott and

by Castren. The Tnngusic branch is the lowest ; its grammar is not

much richer than Chinese, and in the structure there is an absence

of that architectonic order which in Chinese unites the Cyclopean

stones of their language without further cement. This applies,

however, principally to the Man-gu ; other Tungusic dialects spoken,

not in China, but in the original seats of the Donkis, are said to

be richer in form. The Mongolic dialects excel the Tungusic, but,

particularly in their written language, the different members of

speech are hardly as yet articulated. The spoken idioms of Tungu-

sians, as well as Mongolians, are evidently still struggling towards a

more organic life. Professor Schott's i-emark, " that the Turanian

verb which in Mang-u and Mongolian seems, as it were, inanimate,

and receives its life only in Turkish, by means of a connection of

roots and pronouns," requires modification, since Castren brought

evidence of an incipient life in the grammar of the Buriiits and the

dialect of Nyer/dnsk. The mere juxtaposition of a pronoun and a

root, as we find it in Maii-gu :

bi khoachambi, 1 feed,

si khoachambi, thou feedest,

ere niyalma khoachambi, this man feeds,

is hardly as yet grammatical. But Castren assures us that instead

of the invariable khoachambi through all the persons and numbers,

he heard among Tungusic tribes distinctly the following termi-

nations :

Singular. Plural.12 3 12 3

u, f. s. n. wun. sun. 1.
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resolved as it were again into simple matter, while in the Tungusic

verb, grammatical form is produced for the first time by the mere

connection of material elements.

Eighth Section.

Evidence of the common Origin of the Turanian Languages

summed up.

If after these considerations we look again at the problem of the

affinity of the Turanian languages, and compare the evidence brought

forward by Gyarmathi, Rask, Scliott, and Castren, with the amount

which, from the nature of the case, we have a right to expect, most

scholars, I think, will admit, that so far as it can be proved, proof

of this affinity has been given. No doubt it may still be more

fully confirmed, and many important questions remain for solution.

But it may be regarded as no less proved than the affinity of the

Indo-European languages was in the days of Sir W. Jones and

Frederick Schlegel.

With regard to roots and wo7'ds, in their primary and secondary

meanings, Schott's " Essay on the Altaic Race," making every reason-

able allowance for waste, is conclusive as to ilwiv natural affinity.

Differences, such as exist in Turanian language.'*, between identical

dialects, if spoken in diffi^rent valleys, we must be prepared to find

in cognate idioms, separated so far and so long— by centuries and

by continents.

With regard to pronominal roofs, Castren has proved their identity,

not only in character but in sound, with such accuracy that more

on this point can scarcely be expected.

With regard to grammaticalforms, we must consider that nearly

the whole grammatical structure of the Turanian languages is built

up from pronominal elements, which pervade not only tlie con-

jugation but the declension, nay, even the syntax of these dialects.

As to the other grammatical elements, postpositions I mean princi-

pally, or similar particles, they also exhibit salient coincidences in

some points, while their divei'sity on others does not mean more
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than when we see in Italian an ablative formed by da {de a), and

in French by de ; or where, as in "Wallachian, the genitive is formed

by a, the accusative by pre (per), the ablative by dela, the dative

taking no preposition at all : while further in the same Romanic

idiom the article is put behind the substantive, reversing the order

of its cognate dialects. Coincidences in these grammatical exponents

will have to be mentioned when we point out their similarity with

the case-terminations of the Dekhan dialects.

The syntactical character of the Turanian languages is also

strongly marked, whether we look at their method of connecting

roots and grammatical exponents into words, or words into sentences.

In the first case all grammatical exponents must be added to the end

of a base : bases tolerate no initial changes or additions. The gramma-

tical terminations, though joined to roots, and this even euphonically,

can with few exceptions be separated from the base. They are

sometimes written separately, and admit intermediate elements, such

as kesnek and kes-em-nek. In the second case, as a general rule, the

governed or determining always precedes the governing or deter-

mined word. Therefore jorepositions governing a noun are impos-

sible in Turanian languages. Conjunctions are scarce, the connec-

tion of sentences being marked by gerunds, or other verbal forms,

with postpositions.

With regard to tlie phonetic character, the law of the " harmony

of vowels" pervading these languages, and manifesting itself most

strongly where artificial influences, such as writing, have least inter-

fered, is a family feature not less strongly marked. It can only be

compared with the triliteral character of the Semitic, or the pecu-

liar accents and intonations of the so-called monosyllabic languages.*

* That these accents occur in languages more polysyllabic in their structure

than either Greek or English, is shown by Hodgson and Robinson. The latter de-

scribes four accents in Gangetic and Lohitic dialects:

—

" These intonations, depending as they do only on a modified action of those

parts of the larynx which most immediately affect the voice, are, in general, ex-

ceedingly difficult for au European practically to distinguish. On a careful exa-

mination, however, it will be found that these tones do not in reality exceed/oi^',

and that they are the same as those described by Chinese philologists.

" T\l& first of these may be said to be pronounced naturally, as a middle tone,

even and moderate, neither raised nor deepened by any peculiar effort.

Z
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Like these numerous accents, the harmony of vowels is such as can

liardly he presented accurately in writing ; nay, even in speaking it

requires a practised ear to distinguish, and a throat still more prac-

tised to imitate it. This law exists in the Tungusic, Mongolic, Tataric,

and Finnic classes, thougli it does not influence all their dialects witli

equal force. Traces of a certain vocalic equilibrium occur, however,

also in other classes of the Turanian family, as may be seen from

the examples quoted by Mr. Hodgson from the Gyarung dialect.

(J. A. S.B. 1853, p. 30.).

With regard to the historical evidence, I need not repeat the lead-

ing characteristics common to these nations, so powerfully stated in

your Lecture. But I shall conclude with an extract from Abulghasi's

History of the Tatars, which has been discussed by Deguignes,

Klaproth, Remusat, Gabelentz, and Schott, and as a tradition is cer-

tainly curious, hecause it shows that even in later time.*, when Mon-

golic and Tataric had by mistake become the names of two races,

differing in languages, religion, and manners, a feeling prevailed

among themselves as to their common descent, which could hardly owe

its origin to any pi'econceived ethnological opinion entertuined by

Abulghasi, the Khan of Khiva, the descendant of Chinghiskhan, and

contemporary of Sanang-Setsen (1664). He relates that all the nations

of Central and Northern Asia descended from one ancestor called

Turk, who was the son of Japhet, who was the son of Noah. Among
his descendants two brothers are mentioned, Mongol and Tatar. It

seems probable that Turk, though at Constantinople it has now become

a name of abuse, was in truth one of the oldest collective names of the

Turanian race. Chinese authors recognised it in the 5th century

n.C, when speaking of the Tukiuei, as a branch of the Hiung-uu.

The etymology they give is ftuiciful ; for Turk, however it may have

been explained afterwards, whether by the Turks themselves or by

" The second is a strong, rough, and vehement sound, produced by strongly

exciting the action of the glottis in emitting it.

" The third tone is formed by raising the action of the glottis, as in forming the

second tone, and then somewhat relaxing it, which, while it lengthens the sound,

makes it end rather feebly.

" The fourth tone may be characterised as a short, thick, hasty sound, wliich

seems to re-enter the throat, so as at length to be stopped in it." (Sec J. A. S. B,,

184'J, p. 192.)
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Chinese writers, was originally a corruption of Tdra, Turvasa, Tur-

ushka, all names given by the Arians to equestrian Nomads and Indo-

Scythian tribes north of the Himjllaya. One of the sons of Feridun,

wo may further notice, was called Tur ; and when the fjither divided

his kingdom between the children, he gave Tunin to Tur, Iran to Irij,

and Rum and Khawer to Silim. Irij is killed by his brothers ; but

the kings of Persia descend alternately from the three brothers,—
Menuchihr being an Iranian, Afnisiyab a Turanian, Garshasp a

Silimian. The names, therefoi^e, Arian and Turanian, though now
confined to scientific use, have yet a history of their own, which in

its general bearing answers well with the technical objects for which

they are at present employed.

Such is the case for the affinity of the Turanian languages. I

have been here able to state the argument only in general : for

matters of detail I must refer to Sehott, Castren, Gabelentz and

Boehtlingk. To the objections raised by the last-named philologist

I have paid particular attention ; but although modifying some of

the supposed characteristics of the Turanian languages, and recom-

mending caution and more definite argumentation, they cannot be

held to invalidate the conclusions arrived at in common by men

like Eask, Gabelentz, Sehott and Castren.

If the principles here laid down are considered valid for esta-

blishing the relationship of languages, I am inclined to maintain that,

similarly with these five classes, Finnic, Samoiedic, Tataric, Mongolic,

and Tungusic, the Tamulic, Bhotiya, Tai, and Malay languages also

belong to the same Turanian race.

z 2
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SECOND CHAPTER.

on the turanian character of the tamulic languages.

First Section.

The Avian Settlers and Aboriginal Races of India.

The name by which the whole class of the aboriginal languages

of India is best known to us, was given it by the Brahmans.

" D e k h a n" is a corruption of the Sanskrit " d a k s h i » a," which

means " right " (dexter). To the Brahman who, in fixing his posi-

tion, always imagined himself looking toward the rise of the sun,

whatever lay to the south of his own country, was "dakshi«a" or "to

the right." As the frontiers of the Brahraanic settlements were

gradually extended, the meaning of Dakshi?za or Dakshiwapatha

became moi'e definite, till at last the chain of the Vindhya-mountains

was fixed upon as the natural frontier between what the Brahman

called his holy-land and the Dekhan. It is now generally admitted

til at this holy-land of the Brahmans, even within its earliest and

narrowest limits, between the Sarasvati and Dnshadvati, was not the

birthplace of the sons of Manu. The Arians were strangers in the

land of the Indus and Ganges, but no one can now determine the

exact spot whence they came and where they had been previously

settled. Traditions, current among the Brahmans as to the

northern regions, considered the seats of the blessed, may be con-

strued into something like a recollection of their northern immigra-

tion— holy places along the rivers of Northern India, where even in

later times Brahmans went to learn the purest Sanskrit, may mark

the stations of their onward course— the principal capitals of their

ancient kingdoms may prove the slow but steady progress toward

the mouths of the principal rivers of India— but Avith the sources

of those rivers the homes of the Arian strangers vanish from our

sight, even after we have reached the highest points of view acces-

sible on Indian ground.
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The countries which the Brahmans took possession of, or rather

over which they gained their priestly ascendancy, were inhabited by

races of men, who are sometimes represented to us by the Brahmans

as mere monkeys or bush-men, sometimes as uncouth giants, some-

times, as in the case of Bribu and Hanuman, as useful allies and

faithful servants. In the social scheme of the Brahmans, however,

these races could never rise beyond the position of a *S'udra. Excep-

tions like that of the Ribhus or Rathakaras, are very scarce and con-

fined to the Vaidik age. No ^Sudra again, as long as Manu's laws

prevailed, could ever rise to the dignity of a twice-born man, and

though even as a >S'udra, he had caste, yet the distance between him

and the poorest Brahman was so wide and unsurmountable in the

eyes of both parties, that we can only explain it by a difference of

race, such as we find between the Spaniard and the Negro.

In ancient times the distinction between the twice-born Arians

and the /Sudra was probably a distinction of colour also. The

very name of caste in Sanskrit is var^a, colour. Distinctions of

colour, however, fade away and sometimes disappear altogether,

even in despite of such barriers as the strict "lex c o n n u b i i,"

interposed between the different ranks of Hindu society. Besides,

these laws were not always observed, nor similarly respected in

different parts of India. India was conquered and devastated several

times—Greeks, Scythians, Arabs and Mongolians, mingled their blood

with that of the conquered race, and as the priesthood and their

nobility lost strength, it was easier even for the lowest ranks to

claim a position, secured not by birth, but by wealth and power.

Again, there is that long interval in the history of India, during

which caste, at least in its religious sense, was altogether ignored.

As long as Buddhism was the state religion of a great portion of

India, that is to say from the third century before, to perhaps the

sixth century after Christ, the different ranks of society could only

be held apart by social prejudice and custom, and not by priestly

authority. But in spite of all these changes and social commotions,

the traveller in India to the present day, though he would look in

vain for the distinctive features of a Brahman, a Kshattriya, or a

Vaisya, feels the conviction irresistibly growing upon him, as he

passes along the streets of cities, or the roads of villages, whether
z 3
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north or south of tlie Vindhya, that everywhere he is brought in

contact with at least two races of man, distinct in mind as well as in

body. "No sojourner in India," says Dr. Stevenson, in the Journal of

'the Bombay Branch, January 1852, "can have paid any attention to

the physiognomy of the higher and lower orders of natives without

being struck with the remarkable difference that exists in the shape

of the head, the build of tlie body, and the colour of the skin, be-

tween the Iiigher and lower castes into wliich the Hindu population

is divided. The higli forelicad, the stout build, and the light copper

colour of the Brahmans and other castes allied to them, appear in

strong contrast with the somewhat low and wide heads, slight make,

and dark bronze of the low castes."

The name of "Dekhan languages," to signify the non-Arian

dialects of India, is therefore inconvenient in one respect. According

to its etymological and geographical meaning, it can only refer to

nations and languages to the right of the Vindhya, while we evi-

dently want a name sufficiently comprehensive to stand for all ab-

original inhabitants of India, wherever they are met with, from the

Snows to Cape Comorin. Our highest living authority and best in-

formant on the ethnology and phonology of the native races of India,

INIr. B. II. Hodgson, of Darjiling, uses "Tamulian" as the general

name for all non-Arian races. I have adopted this name, though it

is not altogether free from objections, because it may be used in

three different meanings. Originally it would mean one of the lan-

guages in the Dekhan, the Tamil ; secondly, the Dekhan languages

in general ; and thirdly, all the aboriginal dialects of India, Mr.

Hodgson himself uses it in the second and third senses. I sliould

prefer, therefore, as a general name for all the native languages of

India, Nishada-languages. Nishada is the oldest name given by

the Brahmans to their non-Arian neighbours. It means A s s i d u u s or

AnsJissig, and is therefore the most appropriate name for people

who occupied the soil of India, before they were dispersed by the

Arians. It is true the word Nishada does not occur in the Rigveda,

but at the time of Yaska, in the fourth century b. c, the "five races,"

frequently mentioned in the Veda, are always explained as the four

castes and the Nishadas. In the Brahmawas also and in the epic

poems, the word occurs as a general term together with Mle/;//a.
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" TamuHc " might, if this were used, be retained as the general name

of the Linguages now principally spoken south of the Vindhya.*

Historical Traces of Nishadas, or aboriginal Races in India.

On the ethnological state of India during the Vaidik periods, it is

very difficult to form a correct opinion, because the scanty allusions

to this subject which occur in the hymns are at variance with one

another in different portions of the Rigveda. It is a fact, that the

four castes existed previous to the collection of the Rigveda ;—and

* The materials -whicli I have used are almost entirely contained in the Jour-

nal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. I subjoin a list of the articles to which I

shall have most frequent occasion to refer

:

Vol. 1847. p. 1235. B. H. Hodgson, On the Aborigines of the Sub-Himalayas ;

p. 1245. B. H. H., Comparative Vocabulary of the several Languages and Dialects

of the Eastern Sub-Himalayas, from the Kali or Ghogra to the Dhansri (Suban-

shiri ?).

Vol. 1848. 1. p. 73. Addenda and Corrigenda of the paper on Aborigines, etc.;

p.544. B. H. H. Ethnography and Geography of the Sub-Himalayas.

Vol. 1848. 2. p. 222. B. H. H. On the Tibetan Type of Mankind; p. 550. B.

H. H. The Aborigines of Central India
; p. 650. B. H. H. On the Chepang and

Kusundu Tribes of Nepal.

Vol. 1849. 1. p. 238. B. H. H. A Brief Note on Indian Ethnology; p. 350. B.

H. H. Aborigines of Southern India; p. 451. B. H. H. On the Aborigines of

North Eastern India.

Vol. 1849. 2. p. 702. B. H. H. On the Origin of the Kocch, Bodo and Dhimal
Tribes

; p. 761. B. H. H. On the Physical Geography of the Himalayas; p. 967.

B. H. H. On the Aborigines of the Eastern Frontier.

Vol. 1850. 1. p. 309. B. H. H. Aborigines of the North East Frontier
; p. 461.

B. H. H. Aborigines of the South.

While engaged in carrying this Essay through the press, I had the pleasure of

making Mr. Hodgson's personal acquaintance in England, and I received at the

same time his two important articles published in the Asiatic Journal of Bengal,

1853, Nos. I. and II.

Besides Mr. Hodgson's articles we find in the same Journal some very useful

Essays by W. Robinson. " Notes on the Languages spoken by the various Tribes

inhabiting the Valley of Asam and its Mountain Confines," vol. 1849. 1. p. 183.

and 310.

Mr. Walter Elliot's Observations on the language of Goands, published as

early as November 1847, in the same Journal, are well known, and have been

honoured by a translation by Professor Lassen.

The Rev. J. Stevenson's articles are principally published in the Journal of the

Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society.

z 4
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therefore previous to any other written autliority in India, which

miglit be quoted to disprove their early existence. The hymn in

the tentli Miuidah, where the castes are mentioned with their tech-

nical names, though it may have a modern appearance, if compared

with other hymns, is still the most ancient authority we can appeal to,

and more ancient than any hymn in the other collections, oranyBrah-

mana or Sutra. And further the four social ranks, priests, warriors,

house-holders and servants, are cleai'ly distinguishable in many of the

hymns of the Rigveda, and in the Brahma?2as the >S'udra also is

mentioned by name. Tiiough lie belongs to a caste, and there-

fore lias rights as well as duties, he is distinctly called non-Arian,

for Aryas, as the ^Satapatha-bi-ahmawa says, are only Brahmans,

Kshattriyas and VaiAyas. In addition to tliese four castes, who
formed the body politic in India as early as the times of VasishMa

and Visvaniitra, we find in the hymns frequent allusions to the

Dasyus. Dasyu means simply enemy, for instance, when Indra is

praised because "he destroyed the Dasyus and protected the

Arian colour." The "Dasyus" in the Veda may mean non-Arian

races in many hymns
; yet the mere fact of tribes being called

enemies of certain kings or priests, can hardly be said to prove their

barbarian origin. VasishMa himself, the very type of the Arian

Brahman, when in feud with Visvamitra, is called not only an enemy,

but a "Yatudhana," and other names which in common parlance ai'e

only bestowed on barbarian savages and evil spirits. "We still have

the very hymn in which Vasish^a deprecates such charges with

powerful indignation. He says :

" If I had worshipped false gods, or if I had called upon the gods

in vain— But why art thou angry with me, o Gutavedas? May
vain talkers fall into thy destruction."

" May I die at once, if I be a Yatudhana, or if I hurt tlie life of

any man. But may he be cut off from his ten friends, who falsely

called me a Yatudhana."

" He who called me a Yatudhana, or who said I am a bright devil

— may Indra strike him down with his great weapon, may he fall

the lowest of all beings."

In other passages, the word also which I have here translated by

devil (rakshas), is clearly applied to barbarous nations. Originally
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rakshas meant strong and powerful, but it soon took tlie sense of

giant and barbarian, and in this sense it occurs in the Veda together

with Yatudhana.

Another Vaidik epithet applied as it seems to wild tribes, infesting

the seats of the Aryas, is " anagnitra," they who do not keep the fire.

Thus we read, " Agni, drive away from us the enemies,—tribes who

heep no sacred fires came to attack us. Come again to the earth,

sacred god with all the immortals, come to our libation."

The same races are called " Kravy^d," or flesh-eaters. In a

famous hymn of Vasish^Aa we read :
" Indra and Soma, burn the

Rakshas, destroy them, throw them down, ye two Bulls, the people

that grow in darkness. Hew down the madmen, suffocate them, kill

them, hurl them away and slay the voracious."

" Indra and Soma, up together against the cursing demon ! May
he burn and hiss like an oblation in the fire ! Put your everlasting

hatred upon the villain, who hates the Brahman, who eats flesh, and

whose look is abominable.

" Indra and Soma, hurl the evil-doer into the pit, into unfathomed

darkness. May your strength be full of wrath to hold out, that no

one may come out again."

Kravyad, flesh-eater, means people who eat raw meat, ^-pgo^ayot,

and they are also called amadas, w/io^ayot, or raw-eaters, for the cook-

ing of meat was a distinguishing feature of civilized nations, and

frequently invested with a sacrificial character. Agni, who in the

Veda is the type of the sacrifice, and with it of civilization and social

virtues, takes an entirely different character in his capacity of

"Kravyad," or flesh-eater. He is represented under a form as

hideous as the beings he is invoked to devour. He sharpens

his two iron-tusks, puts the enemies into his mouth and swallows

them. He heats the edges of his shafts, and sends them into the

hearts of the Rakshas. He tears their skin, minces their members,

and throws them before the wolves to be eaten by them or

by the shrieking vultures. These Rakshas are themselves called

" a^itas," mad, and " miiradevas," worshippers of mad gods. Nay
they are even taunted with eating human flesh, and are called

"asutripas,"' as enjoying the life of other men. In the Rigveda, we

read, '^ The Yatudhanas who gloat on the bloody flesh of men or
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horses, and steal the milk of the cow, o Agni, cut off their heads with

tliy fiery sword."

All these epithets seem to apply to hostile, and most likely

aboriginal races, but they are too general to allow us the infer-

ence of any ethnological conclusions. The Vaidik Rishis certainly

distinguish between Arian and non-Arian enemies. The gods are

praised for destroying enemies, Arian as well as barbarian (dasa ka

v/itra hatam, aryawi /<a), and we frequently find the expression,

'•' Kill our Arian enemies, and the Dasa enemies, yea, kill all our

enemies." But there is no allusion to any distinct physical features

such as we find in later writings. The only expression that miglit

be interpreted in this way is that of " susipra," as applied to Arian

gods. It means " with a beautiful nose." As people are fain to

transfer the qualities which they are most proud of in themselves, to

their gods, and as they do not become aware of their own good qua-

lities except by way of contrast, we might conclude that the beautiful

nose of Indra was suggested by the flat-noses of the aboriginal races.

Tribes with flat or with even no noses at all, are mentioned by Alex-

ander's companions in India, and in the hymns of the Rigvcda Mann
is said to have conquered Vi-*i*ipra (Pada-text, visi-^ipra), which

may be translated by " nose-less." The Dasa or barbarian is also

called vrishasipra in the Veda, which seems to mean goat or bull-

nosed, and the " Anasas" enemies whom Indra killed with his weapon

(Rv. V, 29, 10), are probably meant for noseless (a-nasas), not, as the

commentator supposes, for faceless (an-asas) people.

In the Brahmawas, which represent a new period of Vaidik litera-

ture, the Nishadas occur under more distinct features. In the

Aitareya-brahma«a, they are once mentioned in the same category

with thieves and criminals, who attack men in forests, throw

them into wells, and run away with their goods (Nishada va, Se/aga

va, papakrito vti).

In some of the later Brahmawas also, the PanAavinsa, for in-

stance, the Nishadas occur, and we there fiiul, that they now live

not only in forests but in villages. But there also, they are dis-

tinct from the castes as well as from the great mass of tlie people,

the latter, though not under Brahmanic discipline, being yet con-

sidered as of Arian origin. This latter class, the Vratyas, are de-
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scribed as differing from the Brahmanic laity in laws, customs, and

pronunciation, but not in language. They could be readmitted into

the Brahmanic community after performing certain rites and pe-

nances prescribed by law. Their name is Vratya, but never Nishada

In the Taittiriya-brclhma?^aJ we find after the four castes (Brahmawa,

Ra^iranya, Vai^ya and ^Sudra), other names, such asMagadha, Sailusha,

Naishada, Vratya, Kaivarta, Kirata, Kandala, etc., but again no

description of their physical peculiarities.

This is very different in later works. In the Vislmu-purawa (page

100, ed. Wilson), the type of the Nishada is given,—"a being of

the complexion of a charred stake, with flattened features, and of

dwarfish stature." The inhabitants of the Vindhya mountains are

called his descendants. According to the Matsya-purawa, they were

as black as collyrium. According to the Bhagavata-pura??a, they had

short arms and legs, were black as a crow, with projecting chin,

broad and flat nose, red eyes, and tawny hair. The Padma-purawa

adds a wide mouth, large ears, and a protuberant belly, and particu-

larises their posterity as Kiratas, Bhillas, Bahanakas, Bhramaras,

and Pulindas.

From the most ancient times therefore to the period of the Purawas,

we meet everywhere with indications, moi'e or less distinct, of two

races brought into contact in the Indian peninsula. A most vivid

description of their physical peculiarities at the present time is given

by Mr. Hodgson. In one of his articles published in the Journal of

the Asiatic Society of Bengal (1849, p. 710), he writes :
—

" A practised eye will distinguish at a glance between the Arian

and Tamulian (i. e. Nishada) style of features and form—a practised

pen will readily make the distinction felt—but to perceive and to make

others perceive, by pen or pencil, the physical traits that separate

each group or people of Arian or of Tamulian (Nishada) extraction

from each other group, would be a task indeed ! In the Arian form

there is height, symmetry, lightness and flexibility : in the Arian face

an oval contour with ample forehead and moderate jaws and mouth

a round chin, perpendicular with the forehead, a regular set of distinct

and fine features ; a well-raised and unexpanded nose, with elliptic

nares ; a well-sized and freely opened eye, running directly across the

face ; no want of eye-brows, eye-lash, or beard ; and lastly, a clear
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brunet complexion ; often not darker than that of the most southern

Europeans.

" In the Tamulian (Nishada) form, on the contrary, there is less

height, less symmetry, more dumpiness and flesh : in the Tamulian

face, a somewhat lozenge contour caused by the large cheek

bones ; less perpendicularity in the featui-es to the front, occasioned

not so much by defect of forehead or chin, as by excess of jaws and

mouth ; a larger proportion of face to head, and less roundness in

the latter ; a broader, flatter face, with features less symmetrical, but

perhaps more expression, at least of individuality; a shorter,

wider nose, often clubbed at the end and furnished with round nos-

trils ; eyes less, and less fully opened, and less evenly crossing the

face by their line of aperture ; ears larger ; lips thicker ; beard defi-

cient ; colour brunet as in the last, but darker on the whole, and, as in

it, various. Such is the general description of the Indian Arians and

Turanians."

In other places Mr. Hodgson undertakes indeed to give some charac-

teristic marks by which the principal sub-divisions of this Non-Arian,

or Nishada, stock might be distinguished in different parts of India.

But though they would suffice to indicate at once the Nishada in the

Dekhan or in the jungles of Gondvan, in the slopes of the Vindliya or

in the valleys of the Brahmaputra, in the Tarai or in the Ghats of the

Himalaya, from his Arian neighbour, they are hardly sufficient to

separate the Tamulian proper from the Kol, the Kol from the Garo,

the Garo from the Lepcha, the Lepcha from the Bhotiya. Mr.

Hodgson also, admits, in several places, that, on the whole, there is

but one stamp impressed on all the Aborigines of India, that will

admit of scientific definition. This stamp, he says, is the Mongolian

" Look steadfastly at any man of an aboriginal race (an ubiquitarian

Dhanger for instance), and say if a Mongol origin is not palpably in-

scribed on his face".
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Second Section.

Ethnology v. Phonology.

Ethnology, tlierefore, as a physical science, would hardly bring us
beyond a general conviction that India is inhabited by two different

races of men. Nor should we, in our phonological studies, eitlier

expect or desire more than general hints from physical ethnology,
The proper and rational connection between these two sciences
is that of mutual advice and suggestion, but nothing more. Much
of the confusion of terms and indistinctness of principles, both in
ethnology and phonology, are due to the combined study of these
heterogeneous sciences. Ethnological race and phonological race are
not commensurate, except in ante-historical times, or perhaps at the
very dawn of history. With the migrations of tribes, their wars,
their colonies, their conquests and alliances, which, if we may judge
from the effects, must have been much more violent in the ethnfc,
than ever in the political periods of history, it is impossible to imagine
that race and language should continue to run parallel. The phy-
siologist should pursue his own science unconcerned about language.
Let him see how far the skulls, or the hair, or the colour, or the skin
of different tribes admit of classification

; but to the sound of their
words his ear should be as deaf as the ornithologist's to the notes of
caged birds. If his Caucasian class includes nations or individuals
speaking Arian (Greek), Turanian (Turk), and Semitic (Hebrew)
languages, it is not his fault. His system must not be altered in order
to suit another system. There is a better solution both for his diffi-

culties and for those of the phonologist than mutual compromise.
The phonologist should collect his evidence, arrange his classes,

divide and combine, as if no Blumenbach had ever looked at skulls,

as if no Camper had measured facial angles, as if no Owen had
examined the basis of a cranium. His evidence is the evidence of
language, and nothing else; this he must follow, even though it be
in the teeth of history, physical or political. Would he scruple to
call the language of England Teutonic, and class it with the Low
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German dialects, because the physiologist could tell him that the

skull, the bodilv habitat of such language, is of a Celtic type, or

because the genealogist can prove that the arms of the family con-

versing in this idiom are of Norman origin ? "With the phonologist,

English is Teutonic, and nothing but Teutonic, and that because what
we may call its soul— the grammar— is Teutonic. Ethnological sug-

gestions as to an early substratum of Celtic inhabitants in Britain,

or historical information as to a Norman conquest, will always be

thankfully received by the phonologist ; but if every record were

burnt, and every skull pulverised, the spoken language of the present

day alone would enable the phonologist to say that English, as well

as Dutch and Frisic, belongs to the Low German branch—this, toge-

ther with the High German and Scandinavian, a branch of the Teutonic

stock—this, together with the Celtic, Slavonic, Hellenic, Italic, Iranic

and Indie, a member of the Arian family. The phonologist can detect

by himself the ingredients of Celtic, a large admixture of Norman, a

considerable infusion of Latin and even Greek in the English of the

present day, although he would gladly admit that it frequently saves

him time and trouble, if eitlier historian or physiologist have indicated

what residuum lies for analysis in his crucible. The same applies to

our case. No pliysiological or historical evidence was necessary to

convince the phonologist that the language of India was not one

uniform language. Indeed, this difference was observed even be-

fore the difference of race had attracted attention, and ethnology

was in this case led, and therefore misled, by phonology. The ethno-

logical division of Arian and non-Arian inhabitants of India was at

first chiefly based on linguistic evidence. Tribes that spoke Sanskrit

dialects wei'e set down as Arian; others speaking a non-Sanskritic

tongue w^ere classed as members of the Turanian race. This has led to

much confusion and useless discussion. On one hand it was impossible

to deny the fact, that in the North of India millions of people speak

modern Sanskrit dialects, though their physical type is decidedly

Taraulian ; on the other no doubt could exist that many of the Brah-

mans of the Dekhan, now speaking Taniulian dialects, were of

Arian extraction. The fact ought to have been stated plainly, for it

is a fact to wliich there are analogies all over the world, and which

scholars ought to have been familiar with by the knowledge that the
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Normans, who spoke, every man, a Teutonic dialect, when they took

possession of the North of France, spoke a Romance dialect, every

knight and wight, when they conquered England. Attempts have

instead been made to prove that Bengali and Hindustani were languages

Tamulian in grammar ; or, in an opposite direction, that tribes, like

those who now inhabit the valley of Asam and speak Asamese, i. e.

a Sanskritic dialect, had Caucasian blood in their veins, and were

Caucasians modified and deteriorated by the influence of climate and

of diet. But although the majority of people who speak Bengali

may be of Tamulian extraction, does it follow that the grammar of

their language is Tamulian ? Or does it follow that the original

inhabitants of Asam were Arians, because the language at present

spoken in that country is Sanskritic in its grammar ? In fact, after

Asam was brahmanised in language and thought, it Avas again

conquered by the Ahoms.* These overspread and conquered the

country, and now constitute a large proportion of the population.

Yet scarcely a single term in present use is tx'aceable to the ancient

Ahom, a language closely allied to the Shan and Siamese, and now

understood only by a few Ahom priests who preserve their old religion.

There ought to be no compromise of any sort between ethnological

and phonological science. It is only by stating the glaring contradic-

tions between the two sciences that truth can be elicited. I feel no

doubt that the only natural solution of the problem would have been

found and accepted long ago, had it not been for this baneful spirit

of accommodation and mutual concessions. Ever since Bluraenbach

tried to establish his five races of men (Caucasian, Mongolian, Ame-

rican, Ethiopian, and Malay), which Cuvier reduced to three

(Caucasian, Ethiopian, and Mongolian), while Prichard raised them to

seven (Iranian, Turanian, American, Hottentots, Negroes, Papuas,

and Alfourous), it was felt that these physiological classifications could

not be brought to harmonize with the evidence of language. Blumen-

bach's Caucasian race, for instance, was a congeries of at least three

phonological races— the Greeks (Arian), Jews (Semitic), and Turks

(Turanian). Yet this point was never urged with sufficient strength,

* Ahom is the same -word as Asam. It is said to be the Sanskrit Asama,
unequalled, which pronounced according to the Bengali fashion is Asam, accord-

ing to native pronunciation Ohom or Ahom. Cf. N. Brown's Grammatical Notices.
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till at last Humboldt in his Kosmos (I. 353.) stated it as a plain fact,

that, even fi'om a physiological point of view, it is impossible to re-

cognise in the groups of Blumenbach any true typical distinction, any

general and consistent natural principle. From a physiological point

of view, we may speak of varieties of man,— no longer of races.

Physiologically the unity of tlie human species is a fact established as

firmly as the unity of any other animal species. So much, then, but

no more, the phonologist should learn from the physiologist. He
should know that in the present state of physiological science it is

impossible to admit more than one beginning of the human race. He
should bear in mind that Man is a species, created once, and divided

in none of its varieties by specific distinctions; in fact, that the com-

mon origin of the Negro and the Greek admits of as little doubt as

that of the poodle and the greyhound. No argument, derived from

the diversity of language, will shake the physiologist in this convic-

tion ; and the phonologist must keep it in view if he wishes to secure

his science that honourable place which Humboldt assigned to it, as

the connecting link between the physical and intellectual Kosmos.

The interval between the first beginnings of the natural history of

man, and the times to which we can ascend through the evidence of

language, may be so great as to make it impossible to gather up the

threads of the one, and connect them with those of the other period.

It maybe—nay, if we consider the few facts here within reach of even

inductive reasoning, most likely it will be—impossible to strengthen

the arguments of physical science in favour of a common origin of

mankind, by evidence derived from phonological researches ; but it

should not be attempted again to disprove the unity of the human

race by arguments derived from the apparent diversity of human

speech. On one side the phonologist need no longer feel hampered by

the classifications of a Blumenbach and a Cuvier *, with regard to

* Cf. Synopsis of the Physiological Series in the Christ Church Museum, p. 2.

Dr. Henry Acland defines the relation of physiology and linguistic ethnology (pho-

nology) with exactness and fairness. The crania, he says, will furnish the student

with examples of the modification of form of which the human skull is capable.

In these forms, sufficient data will not be found for constructing natural groups of

the nations ; inasmuch as the researches of ethnologists tend to show, with more
and more certainty, that these alliances are to be discovered by linguistic investi-

gations alone. But the study of changes which occur in anatomical structure,
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his classification of languages ; on the other, he ought to beai- in

mind, that, if it is impossible to trace the convergence towards one

common source of all the dialects of the human species, it will be

necessary at least to explain the possibility of their divergence, and

to account by analogy for the fact of their apparent diversity.

Thikd Section.

Subdivision of the Nishdda or aboriginal Languages of India.

Accepting for our starting point the general distinction between

Aryas and Nishadas, which, whether suggested by physical features,

or proved by the evidence of grammar, may be considered as an un-

disputed fact, we have now to see if all Nishadas are really of one

stock; and if so, whether they can be subdivided into distinct

groups.

" The physical aspect of the Nishadas," says Mr. Hodgson, in a

passage which just catches my eye, "is of that osculant and vague

stamp which indicates rather than proves anything, or rather what

it does prove is general, not particular." Their linguistic aspect,

however, is more satisfactory, and no doubt the evidence to be de-

rived from it will become still more convincing and more distinct if

the collections and researches to which Mr. Hodgson has given so

powerful a stimulus and so successful an example are continued with

an equal zest and in the same spirit. It is, no doubt, a difficult and

not always pleasant task to collect words and phrases from the mouths

of people whom few would choose for the companions of their studies
;

but it is a task that promises to reward most amply the labour ex-

pended on it. Ml'. Hodgson's plan of inviting cooperation all over

India is good ; but I am afraid he will not find that every " collector
"

is able to collect words or grammars. Mr. Hodgson's instructions

also are practical ; but it will require much philological tact, and

painstaking scholarship to carry them out successfully. One point,

perhaps, ought to be put forward still more prominently. Wherever

according to modes of origio, of life, of climate, and of society, will remain among
the most interesting problems in the natural history of man, and of the animals,

the co-tenants of our jjlanet.

A A
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it is possible (and it should never be impossible), a grammatical

outline of each dialect should be given, such as can be deduced

from a number of phrases written down and compared with one

another. Even the largest vocabulary will not make up for the ab-

sence of grammatical paradigms. But if time and leisure are wanting

for this more tedious task, let the collection of Avords, at all events,

reach the numbers which Mr. Hodgson originally fixed. Tlie small

vocabularies which have lately been published, for instance, of the

Kole tribes, are not satisfactory, particularly as they involve a great

problem. They hardly indicate, still less do they prove, any relation-

ship between these dialects and any other. With the exception of

Uraon and Ra^mahal, which seem Tamulic in the narrower sense

of the word, the other lists should certainly be re-raade.

The chief objection to mere lists of words as proofs of the relation-

ship of languages is felt where we have to deal with tribes whose

})revious history we have no means of knowing. It is impossible

to say whether words collected among one tribe have been adopted

from another ; and even where we know that a language is mixed,

we have no means of determining, without the assistance of gram-

matical forms, which of the two portions represents the original

stock, and which tlie later additions. If a Brahman came to Europe,

and without knowing much of the history and the languages of the

continent, collected a number of words in AYales, in London and in

Paris, he would no doubt, on his return home, discover a considerable

quantity of words identically the same in his Welsh, English and

French lists. Or, to take a more extreme case, if he collected words

at Bayonne, some from Spaniards, others from Basks, he would here

again find the majority of words, which he is likely to ask for, iden-

tically the same in both lists.* The differences in some words he

would account for as he accounts in his own country for difierences

between Bengali and Hindustani, and, on a prima facie evidence,

he would feel himself justified in arranging Spanish and Bask as

cognate tongues.

* Bask -words taken from Latin or Spanish : gorputz, body ; dcmpora, times;

prcsuna, person ; ariraa, soul ; bekatua, sin ; botua^ vote ; acceptatcea, to accept

;

affligitcca, to afflict; mendecoste, pentecost; cliza, church; aingeru, angel; ar-

rosa, rose ; artea, art; arrapostua, answer; azucrea, sugar; donceila, lady.
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No doubt there are essential words which one nation very seldom
adopts from another, such as pronouns, numerals, prepositions and
conjunctions. But these again are generally short words, and very
liable to corruption. Now, the chances of accidental coincidences,
particularly with short words, are much greater than commoni;
supposed and it will be useful to bear this in mind where we have to
deal wzth scanty lists. The rainbow, in Georgian, is Iris. This may
or -ay not have been taken from Greek. But the fingers, in Georgian,
aie called thith, .n Lapponian tiute, in Syrianian tyute, in Italian diti
{t. e. d>giti). Here we have a coincidence, the result of mere chance.
Compare, besides, Georgian,

qirili, clamour, and Latin, querela.
did), great, and Lithuanian, did is.

qeli, throat, and German, kehle.
khata, cat, and Latin, catus.

nawi, boat, and Latin, navis.

suli, soul, and German, seele.

uremi, carriage, and Greek, apfia.

ghwino, wine, and Latin, vinum.
^izi, to know, and German, wissen.

It would be difficult to say, unless we regarded the Georgian as amember of the Arian family, which of these words are taken from
Persian, Russian or Greek, and which are the result of accidental
coincidence. But let us take languages between which no inter-
course can be imagined, such as Mandshu and the classical languages,
and the following list will give an idea how far phonetic coincidences
may be produced by chance*:—

Mandshu.* Greek and Latin,
akha, rain

; aqua,
aniya, year; annus,
toma, grave; tumulus,
ilengu, tongue; lingua
sengi, blood

; sanguis
cholo, idleness; crxoArf.

unun, weight; onus.

koro, care
; cura.

amuran, smitten

;

amoureux.
furu, rage; fm-or.

ako, not; ow.
baru, before; TrpJ.

* Cf. Von der Gabelentz, Grammaire Mandchoue.
A A 2
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Here we Jiave confined ourselves to a collation of the classical lan-

guages ; but if we allowed our eyes to wander over the whole surface

of spoken languages, if we looked into American, African, Malay,

Indo-Chinese and Siberian dictionaries, I believe that there is hardly

a word in any language, to which, making the usual allowance for

change of form and meaning, some other word might not be found

almost identical. I take some instances from Klaproth's Asia

Polyglotta :
—
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Fourth Section.

The Bhotiya Class.

To begin with the latter, which was recognised by Mr. Hodgson

as a distinct class of dialects as early as 1828, there can be no doubt

now that it is closely connected with the language of Tibet. Nu-
merals, pronouns, and the terminations, or rather postpositions,

which occur in these languages, are frequently identically the same

as in Tibetan. As far as the evidence of language goes, no doubt

can remain on this point. Nor is it difficult to account for it, whether

ethnologically, historically, or geographically.

1. Ethnological Evidence.

Ethnologically, the Tibetan character is to be read on the face

of all these tribes. " Their physiognomy exhibits generally and

normally the Scythic or Mongolian type (Blumenbach) of human
kind; but the type is much softened and modified, and even fre-

quently passes into a near approach to the full Caucasian dignity

and beauty of head and face ; though among the Cis or Trans-

Himalayans there is never seen any greater advance towai'd the

Teutonic blond complexion than such as consists in occasional ruddy

moustaches and grey eyes among the men, and a good deal of occa-

sional bloom upon the cheeks of the children and women. A pure

white skin is unknown, and the tint is not much less decided than

in the high caste Hindus ; but all are of this pale brown or Isabelline

blue in Tibet and the Sub-Himalayas, whilst the many in the plains

of India are much darker." (Dec. 1847. )

2. Historical Evidence.

Historically we can never expect much documentary evidence on

the past history of nations who had no literature, no alphabet, no monu-

ments. But an inference may be drawn, as Mr. Hodgson believes,

that these Sub-Himalayan tribes were separated from their Tibetan

A A 3
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brethren at least before the introduction of Buddhism from India into

Tibet. Indian letters, Indian literature, customs and ideas were carried

into Tibet by Buddhist missionaries in the seventh century, and no

traces of it are visible in the texture of the Sub-Himalayan dialects.

Their own traditions, as Mr. Hodgson affirms, indicate a transit of the

Himalaya from thirty- five to forty generations back (1000 to 1300

years) ; but their original separation may have taken place long before.

Some of these tribes have preserved the same names which they

have in the Mahabhiirata. The position there assigned to the Kiratas

and Ki/akas is the same which the Kirantis and Ki^akas now hold,

and they are no doubt the same people with whom the heroes of the

Mahabharata, Ar^una and Bhima, are represented as fighting. This

point has been admirably treated by Professor Lassen in his ethno-

logical articles in the Zeitschrift fiir die Kunde des Morgenlandes,

and again in his Indian Antiquities. It has been proved that the

name Kirata was known to the author of the Periplus of the Ery-

threan, and to Ptolemy ; and, what is important, this name was known
to them east of the mouth of the Ganges and Brahmaputra. The
SabaraB of Ptolemy also are as far east as the Ganges, and they have

been identified by Lassen with the modern Saur, the ancient *S^avaras,

i. 6. Mle^^as, names expressive of a pale rather than black colour.

The physical description of these tribes, as given by the Greeks,

agrees with the low Tibetan type, particularly if the Skirata3 of

Megasthenes might be identified with the Kiratre. They had flat

noses, or, as Megasthenes likes to say, no noses at all. Certain it is

that these low Turanian nomad races are mentioned on the frontiers

of India so soon as any of the Arian nations come within historical

sight.

In some cases, however, these Sub-Himalayan tribes have preserved

a recollection of their former Trans-Himalayan homes— a fact which

would seem to point to later immigrations than those which opened the

first channel to the Trans-Himalayan population of Northern India.

The Limb us for instance, are called Chong by the Lepchas, and the

province of Chung in Tibet, south of Lhassa, is said by the Limbus to

have been their original country. The Murmis speak of themselves

as having at some remote period crossed the Snows, and they main-

tain that they preserved their language and religion (?) unchanged
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since their arrival. ADewan of the Sikkim Raja, who conversed with

Mr. A. Campbell, told him that he crossed the original country of the

Murmis on his way from Sikkim to Lhassa. (I. A. S. B. 1842, p. 4.)

3. Geographical Evidence.

Geographically we must look upon the Himalaya not as an un-

broken chain or unsurmountable barrier to separate the high plains

of Asia from the basins of the Indus and Ganges, but rather as

mountain gates, opening to the bold adventurer a hundred different

passes into the gardens of India. Here also we owe much to Hodg-

son's genius. His map of the natural divisions of the Himalaya is

in truth a grammaire raisonnee of this irregular mountain-utterance.

In order to give an idea of its organism in as short a space as pos-

sible, we might venture to compare the large mass of mountains

between India and Tibet, in the North-East, to a hand with its five

fingers expanded towards India. Every interval between two of these

fingers marks the basin of one of the four of the principal rivers of

Northern India, and each river draws its feeders east and west from

the two ridges by which it is included. The four knuckles would

represent the five highest peaks, which are the articulations of five

mountain ridges projecting to the plains of India. If we look

upon these ridges as the five fingers of a left hand, the knuckles,

beginning with that of the little finger, would correspond to the

following peaks :
—

1. Chumalari 23929, 27° 52', 89° 18' (Almalhari).

2. Kangchang, 28176, 27° 42', 88° 10' (Kan/^in^inga).

3. Gosain-than, 24700, 28° 20' 86° (Gosvamisthana).

4. Dhoula-giri, 27600, 29° 10' 83° (Dhavala-giri).

o. Nandadevi, 25589, 30° 22' 79° 50'.

Between these five peaks, and included by their rib-like continua-

tions, we obtain the following four river-basins :
—

Between 5 and 4, the basin of the Sarayvt (Karnali).

Between 4 and 3, the basin of the Gandaki.

Between 3 and 2, the basin of the Kau^iki.

Between 2 and 1, the basin of the Tista.

A A 4
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All these basins from ^Yest to East are successively drained by the

Ganges, which takes first the Sarayu, then the Gandaki, Kausiki

and Tista, with their respective tributaries. The Ganges itself flows

from a basin formed on its eastern side by the Nanda-devi, or the

thumb, on the western by the Gangavatari and Yamunavatari ridge

(25669, 30° 55', 78° 12'). It has absorbed its western feeder, the

Yamuna, before it reaches the Sarayii. The next basin, after the

Gangetic, in the "West, is that of the .Satadru, or Sutlej. It is the

first river which is absorbed by the Indus. On the east, the next

basin, independent of the Ganges, is formed by the Manasa, the

first river absorbed by the Brahmaputra. With the .Satadru, there-

fore, in the West, and the Manasa in the East, two new systems

begin. The sources of these two rivers, the Indus and Brahma-

putra, are on the roof of the same hand, Avhich, by its five, or,

if we include the Ganges, its six knuckles, forms tlie sources of the

Gangetic system. The courses of the Indus and Brahmaputra are

determined by the northern declivity of the watershed between

Tibet and India. They run, the Brahmaputra, alias Hladini or

Sanpu, towards the East, swallowing all the waters (iManasa and

Subhansri), on the left side of the Chumalari, or the little finger, and

disgorging them near the tropic into the Bay of Bengal ; the Indus,

towards the West, absorbing the rivers of the Penjab and all the

water on the right side of Yamunavatari, and disgorging them near

the tropic into the Bay of Cutch.

Tiie whole length of the Himalaya, from where it is outflanked

by the Indus and its tributaries to where it is taken in the rear

by the Brahmaputra, is 1800 miles, the mean breadth being ninety

miles. Though this proportion would be ill represented by that of

the palm to the fingers, there is one featjjre in the conformation of

these mountainous slopes which again it is easy to represent and to

remember, by looking at a hand with its fingers slightly inclined.

There are tlu'ee transverse climatic divisions, which ]Mr. Hodgson

established as early as 1847, and which he has since worked out

more completely, assisted by Dr. Hooker. Each division takes about

thirty miles. The first is called the Upper region from the crest of

the snowy range, 16,000 (?) down to 10,000 feet above the sea. The

second is the Central region, from 10,000 to 1000 feet above the
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sea. The third is tlie Lower region, extending from 4000 feet to the

level of the plains. These three regions, in their gradual decline,

correspond in many respects with the arctic, the temperate and

tropical zones. The lower region only, which would be the third

joint of our fingers, requires and admits a new subdivision, into

I. The sandstone range (Dhuns or Maris)
;

11. The Bhaver or Saul forests (Jhari) ; and

III. The Tarai swamps.

It was necessary to give this short outline, in order to explain the

position of the Sub-Himalayan races in their relation to Tibet and

India. The Upper region of the Himalayas forms the outskirts of

Tibet. Tiiis country stretches on a level of about 10,000 feet,

towards Bucharia and China, and forms a triangular plateau, having

for its longest side the whole chain of the Himalayas,

The Upper or Cachar region of the Himalaya is therefore natu-

rally occupied by the Bhotiyas, who extend along the whole line

of the Ghats (mountain passes), and with the name, have retained

the lingual and physical characteristics of their tramontane brethren.

They may be called Bhotiyas, or by more special names, Rong bo,

Siena, or Bhotia, Serpa, &c. Their language can be studied by

means of the Tibetan proper, and by specimens of the Sarpa dialect.

The Central or temperate regions are distributed among the several

Sub-Himalayan races in the following order. Between the Brahma-

putra, or rather its tributary the Subhanshiri and the Chumalari ridge,

that is to say, within the aqueous system of the Brahmaputra, we meet

vpith the Mishmis, Bors, and Abors, Akas and Dophlas. The
next or Tistean basin is the fatherland of the Dijondmaro (vel

Dinjong-maro, man of Dinjong or Sikkim?), and of the Pluh or

L h p a, that is L e p c h a and B h u t a n c s e. The Kosean basin is the

abode of the Kirantins and Limbus. Between the Kosean and

Gandakean basins, we have the high level space of Nepal, peopled by

Newars and Murmis. The next or Gandakean basin is the seat

of the Sunvars, the Gurungs and Ma gars. The distribution of

these tribes, according to the different river basins, is given entirely

on Mv. Hodgson's authority. But as most of them lead a very

unsettled life, we must not expect to find their names always confined
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to the " locale" here assigned to them. Another source of confusion

is the variety of synonymous names given to the same tribe by dif-

ferent people. The Lepclia, for instance, whom Mr. Hodgson

places in the Tistean basin, occupy, according to A. Campbell *, an

extent of about 120 miles, bounded on the west by the Tarabar

branch of the Kuri, and in tlie east by the mountains of Bhutan.

They are found in Nepal, Sikkim, and about fifty miles beyond the

Tistd. They call themselves Lepcha, but are divided into two races,

called Rong and Khamba. The latter state, that about 200 years ago

they came together with the first ancestor of the Sikkim Raja, from

Kham, a province of China, or rather Tibet, while the Rong have

lost all recollection of their Trans-Himalayan origin. In a route

from Cathmandu in Nepal to Tazedo, on the Chinese frontier, com-

municated by Mr. B. H. Hodgson, Amir, the interpreter, mentions

Khambas and Kumis as Bhotiya inhabitants of Pochuzan, close

to the frontier of Tibet and China. The Lepcha have an alphabet,

whose character Csomo Korosi pronounced to be not-Tibetan. Tiieir

religion, however, is Buddhist.

The Limb us again, whose principal habitat, according to jSIr.

Hodgson, is the Kosean basin, are found, according to A> Campbell,

not only between the Dud-kusi and the Kanki rivers, but, though in

smaller numbers, eastwards to the Mechi river, which forms the

boundary of Nepal and Sikkim. They exist even in Sikkim, and as

far east as the Tista. Tlieir name, Limbu, is said to be a corruption

of "Ek thumb a," and other tribes, the Kirantis, the Eakas
(between Arun and Konki), and Rais are sometimes included in the

generic term " Limbu." The Lirabus are ranged under two great

divisions, viz. Hung and Rai, each subdivided into many clans.

Tlieir original religion is neither Buddhist nor Brahmanic.

The Murmis again, of the Gandakean basin, are said to extend

west as far as the Mechi, east through Sikkim as far as the Tista.

They are also divided into several clans.

West of the Gandakean basin, in the basins of the Sarayu and the

Ganges, the pure Tibetan type ceases, mongrel and mixed races

occupy the central regions, the north-west parts excepted, where the

Rong bo or Cis-Nivean Bhotias, tlic Garhwalis, and the in-

* Cf. A. Campbell, Journal A. S. 13. 1S40. p. 379.
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habitants of Kan aver and Hung rang are said to be of Tibetan

extraction, although their language is no longer Tibetan. The prin-

cipal names of these mixed races northward to Gilgit are Khas or

Khasias, Kohlis, Garhwalis, Kakkas, Bambas, Gakars,

Khatirs, Awans, and Janjuhs. In the central regions we find

also the Domes, the Helots of Kumaon.

In the third or Lower region, the following names occur ; theK o c c h,

Bodo, Dhimal, Mecha, Kichak, Tharu, Denwar, Pallah,

Boksar, Hayu (in the central and lower ranges between Arun and

Konki), Chepang, Kusunda, Durre, Bramho, and other ti'ibes,

who alone can live and breathe the malarious effluvia of these swamps

and forests without injury to their health. Some of them, as for

instance the Thar us, extend westward as far as the Ganges.

4. PJwnological Evidence.

It is a point of importance to determine whether these tribes all

belong to the Tibetic stock. To judge from their outward appear-

ance, particularly in the case of the Chepang, Kusunda, and Haiyus

(outcasts in the second and the third regions), they seem to be of

Tamulic extraction in the narrower sense of the word, that is to

say, resembling in form and colour the aborigines of the plains.

But the language of the Chepangs, when carefully collected and

collated, proved to be of Tibetic origin. Hodgson found it possible

to reconcile the contradiction, and account for the apparent physical

differences between Bhotia and Chepang, by the deteriorating in-

fluences to which these outcast tribes had been for centuries sub-

mitted. As far, therefore, as physical evidence goes, we are free to

look upon the darker colour and slender frame of all the tribes in-

habiting the malarious region, as marks still reconcilable with their

Tibetic origin ; and lingual evidence is certainly in favour of this

view. If we had mere lists of words, collected among the inhabitants

of the lower region, there might still be a suspicion, that where their

words happen to agree with the Tibetan, they were, in many cases,

adopted. But the little we know about the grammar of the dialects

of the third region, is sufficient to sliow that they belong to the

Bhotiya, and not, as has been supposed, to the Tamulic class. If we
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take the numerals of the Bodo and Dliiraal, and compare them

with Tibetan and Burmese numei'als, and afterwards with those

of the real Tamulians in the south, their coincidences with the latter

are of a veiy general nature, while they agree with the former in

such a manner as to leave no doubt about their common origin. The

same applies to the pronoun, although here there is a family likeness

even between the Tamulic and Tibetic tongues. This general rela-

tionship makes it difficult sometimes to distinguish at once the

members of every different branch, all finally referable to one common

stock. The Tibetic brancli stands to the southern Tamulic in much

the same relation as the Mongolic to the Ugric. The roots and words

may often be the same, but they difler vastly in the degree of gram-

matical perfection attained by each. The Mongolic has no terminations

as yet to express the different persons of the verb, neither have the

Tibetan and Burmese. Exceptions like the Naga dialect of Namsang,

where we find the first signs of a verbal growth, are like the Mongolic

dialects lately studied by Castrcn, where a similar grammatical phe-

nomenon was observed. The Tamulic branch, on the contrary, par-

ticularly in its loading dialects, has a system of verbal affixes as com-

plete as the Ugric. Another distinguishing fea'ture of the Tamulic,

consists in the loss, or, at all events, in the absence of the intonations

common to the Bhotiya and Chinese branch. Mr. Robinson describes

four different accents or intonations prevalent in all the languages

spoken by the tribes bordering on the valley of Asam, which includes

Mr. Hodgson's Garos, Miri?, Abor-Miris, and Kacharis, the last being

taken as a general name, and comprehending the Borros (Bodos),

Hojai-Kacharis, Kochis (Modai-Koehis, Phul-guriyas, and Hermias),

the Mechis, Dhimal, and Kabhas. Mr. Hodgson, in his last articles,

thinks that traces of musical intonation can be discovered even in

more western dialects. None however exist in the Tamulic lan-

guages, and it may be stated as a fact, that of real Tamulic
grammar, in the proper sense of the word, no trace has

as yet been discovered north of the Ganges.
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Trans-Himalayan Dialects.

Before we proceed to trace the southern ramifications of the Bho-

tiya class in India, it may be well to cast a glance on what may be

called the Trans-Himalayan dialects of Tibet.

The Trans-Himalayan members of the Bhotiya class of lan-

guages do not properly lie within the limits of Indian phonology.

They are mostly, however, dialects of that language which forms the

type or norm of the whole Bhotiya class, the literary language of

Tibet, and as such they have a certain importance for a study of the

whole class. It should be borne in mind, that what we call a literary

language, is, after all, only one out of many dialects, which politically

may have been more successful than the rest, but which linguistically

has no more right to be considered the sole rei^resentative o*

one body of living speech than any other of its dialect. Nay,

in many cases, though literary dialects may be richer in words,

they have been shown to be more reduced in grammar than their

less cultivated sisters ; and comparative philology has elicited more

secrets from the lips of vulgar idioms than from classical writings

of literary celebrities. Besides, with regard to Tibet, Mr. Hodgson

tells us, that what we, after Csoma de Coros, consider as the

standard of Tibetan grammar, is positively repudiated by the people

of Tibet (1853, p. 125.), so that any new collateral light on this

subject will be useful and important.

Tibet, bounded in the north by the Kuenlun, in the south by

the Himalaya^ is divided again by a third prominent chain, which

Mr. Hodgson calls the " Nyenchhen-thangla." This chain, which is

pai'tially indicated by Ritter's Nian tsin tangla, is considerably ex-

tended by Hodgson, and forms, according to him, the barrier be-

tween the north and south, or between the nomadic and civilised

portions of Tibet. Between this range and the northern borders of

Tibet, we find three large nomad races, the Horpa in the west,

the Sokpa in the east, and the Drokpa in the central portion.

The Horpa (Ritter's Khor) reach into Little Bucharia and Songaria,

where they call themselves Ighurs ; the Sokpa extend as far as
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tlie Kokonur and Tangut, and their country is called Sokyeul.*

Besides the Drokpa (Brogpa), remain other nomadic tribes known

by the names of Kazzak and Chakpa. The general name of these

nomads of Tibet is Horsok, in contradistinction to the settled

inhabitants of the southern provinces, who are known by the general

name of Bodpa,

Some of these nomadic tribes coming into frequent contact or

collision with the south, speak the pure Tibetan ; others speak dia-

lects. Mr, Hodgson gives a specimen of the Horpa in the west, which

is a Bliotiya dialect ; while the Sokpa in the east speak a IMongolic

idiom. The language of the central Drokpa is not yet known.

Another tract of language, first explored by Mr. Hodgson, extends

from the Sokpa on the north-eastern frontier of Tibet, along the con-

fines of Tibet and China, toward the south, as far as Yunan. We
have here the Amdoans, the Thochu, Gyarung, and Manyak, The

first speak simply Tibetan ; the other three speak dialects first col-

lected by Mr. Hodgson. Another language, equally a Tibetan dia-

lect, is spoken by the Takpa (Ritter's Gakpo, Gangpo, and Dakpo),

not, however, on the eastern frontier of Tibet, but Avest of Kwombo,

in the central province of Tibet. These tribes, with the exception

of the last, are known in Chinese by the general name of Sifan, or

western aliens. Finally Mr. Hodgson gives us one dialect spoken in

the immediate neighbourhood of the Sifan, the Gyami ; and tliis

is no longer Tibetan, but Chinese.

The information which we possess regarding these languages is

as yet extremely scanty, particularly with respect to their grammar.

The vocabularies published by Mr. Hodgson are here less trust-

worthy than in other tribes. He says so himself, particularly with

regard to the Sokpa and Gyami vocables. Still the linguistic evi-

dence, incomplete as it is, is sufficient to warrant the classification

of the Sokpa with the Mongolian dialects. The identity in the

* Of the two lists of words, respectively ascribed to the Sokpa and Ilorpa, the

Sokpa words are ^longolian, the Horpa, Bhotiya. Sok and Soh-bo is the usual

Tibetan name for Mongolian tribes ; those who live in Northern Tibet and Tangut,

nay all Mongolians between Tibet and the towns of Little Bucharia, call them-

selves Sharaiyol, and are sometimes called Chor by the Tibetans, Chor being

given as a synonymc of Tata (i. e. Mongol) in the Chinese-Tibetan dictionary of

Peking.
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numerals is surprising ; but in the absence of a complete set of

pronouns or pronominal affixes, it is impossible to enter into de-

tails. The Horpa language is more ambiguous. By its pronouns

and numerals it is Bhotiya, and I have accordingly ranged it with

the Trans-Himalayan Bhotiya dialects : forming their most western

branch. Mr. Hodgson, however, refers the Horpa to the Tux'kish

family, and he derives his argument " not only from the vocables

but from the complex structure of Horpa verbs." The plural

termination also, which is riggi in Horpa, sounds like Tataric

grammar; for instance, the Horpa gna, I, gnariggi, we; as com-

pared with the Tataric ben, I, and bisigi, we. Nay, the Thochu

also, with its plural termination lar, the Manyak with its dur, and

the Takpa with its ra, have at first sight a Tataric appearance. But

w^e must wait until Mr. Hodgson will give us all his materials, before

these Trans-Himalayan dialects can be classified with anything like

safety, and I therefore give my own classification only as provisional

and open to correction. Of the eastern languages of Tibet, that of

the Amdoans is said to be purely Tibetan. The Thochu, Gyarung,

and Manyak dialects are also connected with Tibetan ; but again

the scantiness of linguistic evidence is such as to make further

identifications extremely problematic. The Gyarung, for instance,

to judge from occasional instances given by Mr. Hodgson, seems far

to surpass the literary Tibetan in grammatical forms. The Gyarung

clearly possesses predicative pronominal prefixes, which in the

Bhotiya class are confined to some of the Naga dialects. They are

used on the principle of composition represented in my table by /3a,

and, therefore, find analogies in the Caucasus, the Dekhan, and in

Sanskrit. Mr. Hodgson points out himself the striking similarity

between the Circassian and the Gyarung in the use of these prono-

minal prefixes, and he contrasts the

Circassian sara (I), wara (thou), ui (he),

s-ab (my father), w-ab (thy father), t-ab (his father),

with

Gyarung nga (I), nanre (thou), watu (he),

nga-pe (my father), na-pe (thy father), wa-pe (his father).

Mr. Hodgson maintains that the same principle prevails in the
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Ilayu, Kuswar, Kiranti, and Limbu languages of the Himalaya, and

in the Uraon, Ho, Sontal, and Gondi tongues of Tamulian India

!

Unfortunately, he has not published his grammatical outlines of

these idioms, which no doubt would throw more light on the intri-

cate problem of the exact relationship of these tongues than pages

and pages of mere vocables. As far as our information of these

Indian dialects goes at present, I should feel inclined to doubt any

connexion between the Gyarung and such languages as the Ho.

There is a grammar, by Philipps, of the Sontal language, but it could

not be procured for the present Essay. "With regard to the Ho lan-

guage, in which, according to Mr. Hodgson, similar possessive prefixes

exist, I can only say, that in Tickell's account of this dialect I looked

for them in vain. Tickell gives possessive pronouns, but no pos-

sessive pronominal prefixes.

But there are other features in the Gyarung grammar, to which

I remember nothing parallel in Tibetan or any other Bhotiya

dialects. I give the forms, as well as their explanation, on Mr.

Hodgson's authority, who occasionally quotes them in his notes. A
verbal root admits of a number of prefixes without any change of

meaning. Thus, to go is not only ching, but also y aching,

kaching, daching, taching, and naching. These are all used

in a present sense. The past is formed by putting ta between the

prefix and the root. Thus we get y a-t a-c h i n g, k a-t a-e h i n g, d a-t a-

ching, t a t a c h i n g, n a t a c h i n g, all in the sense of " I went." Causal

verbs are formed by putting sa between the prefix and the root.

For instance, zo, to eat; ta-sa-zo, to feed. By using ma instead of

the first prefix, we get a negative verb. Thus, ma-ta-ching, I went

not; ma sa zo, I did not feed. Sometimes, we are told, two or three

indifferent prefixes may be used, for instance, da-na-ra-gyuk, instead

of simple gyuk, to run. The causal form of this would be again

da-na-ra-sa-gy uk, to cause to run ; and from this again the negative,

ma-da-na-ra-sa-gy uk, not to cause to run. This a kind of gram-

matical mosaic of which one should hardly have expected a Bhotiya

language to be capable. But, on the other hand, it cannot be

said to be Turkic ; because there the verbal root always maintains

its place at the beginning, and though it allows a number of suflixes,

in some cases even the same as those in Gyarung, at the end of
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words, on the contrary, it excludes most rigoi'ously any prefixes.

The same applies to Burmese and its cognate tongues. They are full

of modifying verbal suffixes ; but the only verbal form which admits

of a prefix is the negative, formed by ma. Thus, in Bui'mese,

thAva, to go, forms its causal, thwa-za, cause to go ; its past, th wa-

bhu-the, I went. Its negative, however, is, ma-thwa-bhu, he

goes not.

A more complete grammatical analysis of the Sifim and Horsok

tongues will be invaluable for determining the frontiers between

Chinese, Mongolic, Tataric and Bhotiya dialects ; and there is reason

to hope that Mr. Hodgson will continue his researches in this direc-

tion. With the present evidence we must be satisfied to know that,

besides the literary Tibetan, many dialects continue to be spoken,

particularly in the north of Tibet, which in their vocables are re-

lated to Tibetan, and through it to the Sub-Himalayan idioms. The

Sokpa dialect, however, seems to form an exception, for we can

hardly be mistaken is treating it as a Mongolic dialect introduced

into Tibet from Mongolia by nomadic tribes.

Fifth Section.

Further Extension of the Bhotiya Class, and its Subdivision into

Sub-Himalayan ( Gangetic) and Lohitic Dialects.

After this somewhat unsatisfactory survey of the northern mem-

bers of the Bhotiya family, we return to India, to trace there the

further spreading of the same speech south of the Himalaya. One

imaginary barrier, which seemed to separate the languages of the

second and third regions of the Sub-Himalayans, and which consti-

tuted the Kocch and Dhimal Tamulian, in contradistinction to the

Tibetan immigi-ants, such as Limbu, Murmi, &c., has already been

removed. These two groups of dialects once comprehended by one

general title (Bhotiya), it will be easier to advance another step,

and to include within the same class, many of the tribes of Asam
B B
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and Burmah wliich have been considered of Tamulic or of Ta'i

origin. If the Kachari dialects are once admitted to be Bhotiya,

and not Tamulic, the Burmese also cannot be kept separate, and

with it all its cognate tongues, such as Singpho, Naga, Mikir,

Abor, 8cc., have to follow. They are all non-Tamulic, and non-Tai.

They show none of the features which are peculiar either to the

cultivated or the uncultivated Tamulic dialects, either to Tamil or

Gond ; and where they seem to share in a common expression with

the Tamulic or Tai idioms, it must be explained by that more

distant relationship which once united all the members of the Tu-

ranian family, but which has left such few and solitary traces, that

we frequently hesitate whether to treat them as the result of acci-

dent or of a primitive community.

It has been said that in Turanian philology neither numerals

nor pronouns were of much weight to prove the relationship of lan-

guages, and that therefore the principles of comparative philology

which v.ve applicable to the Arian languages would have to be mo-

dified in tlieir application to Turanian dialects. This is true only

to a certain extent. It is true that it would be impossible to prove

the common origin of the Tataric and Finnic, for instance, by means

of their numerals and pronouns alone. "We must admit that the

fertility of the Turanian idioms continued after their separation, even

with regard to these the most simple parts of speech. We have

only to look at the Samoiedic and Mongolic numerals, and compare

them with the Finnic and Tataric, in order to appreciate the truth

of this remark. But though the numerals in all these languages

are less useful for the purposes of generalisation, they are most

advantageous for the purposes of subdivison. The Tchuvashian, for

instance, formerly considered a branch of the Finnic stock, and

arranged together with the Tcheremissian and Mordvinian, shows

distinctly by its numerals that it belongs to the Tataric branch,

to which it has accordingly been referred. In the same manner a

comparative list of numerals is sufficient to show that the Kachari

dialects do not, as at first classified, belong to the Tamulic stock,

but to the Bhotiya. This is confirmed by an examination of

their grammar, even with so slight a sketch as that given by

Hobinson of the Kachari dialect. Nothing, indeed, shows tlie
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peculiar relation of the Tamulic and Bhotiya languages so dis-

tinctly as their numerals. They are instructive in two respects.

We may learn fi-om them in how high a degree the different classes

of the Turanian family possess that independence, and that power

of creating new forms and new words., which in some cases obliterates

almost entirely all traces of their common origin. But we learn, at

the same time, tliat in smaller spheres these dialects are as tenacious

of their common words as any members of the Arian family. The

grounds on wliich the general relationship of Turanian languages

can be proved Avill always lie in the general principles of their

grammar, so diiFerent from the grammar of both the Semitic and

Arian nations. But the mass of languages which on such grounds

would have to be referred to one family, is too unwieldy for any

scientific purposes. They require to be divided again, to be classified

and arranged so as to form an organic and well articulated whole.

It is here that pronouns, numerals, grammatical peculiax'ities and

irregularities assume their highest importance.

The Bhotiya languages, even after their separation from the Ta-

mulic class, require a more accurate subdivision ; but the materials

are hardly sufficient as yet to enable us to pronounce definitely on

this point. I shall first give a list of all the languages, which, together

with the Burmese, must be included within the limits of the Bhotiya

class. Afterwards I shall attempt to show that though they all form

but one class, in the most general sense, they cannot be treated as

such in the same sense in which, for instance, the Tamulic dialects

are all but varieties of one common type.

1. Lohitic Dialects.

Geographically, the languages which we have here to consider, and

which, with the exception of the Burmese, have been all collected from

the mouth of uncivilised tribes, might be called Lohitic, in contra-

distinction to the foi-mer division of Bhotiya languages, which might

very properly be designated by the name of Gangetic instead of

Sub-Himalayan. Lohita is another name for Brahmaputra in San-

skrit; only it is used here in a narrower sense, as the name of the Yaru

or Sanpu after its entrance into India. Under this geographical deno-

B B 2
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mination, however, the dialects now spoken in tlie third regions of the

Himalayas also will be comprised, Altliough Kocch tribes are scattered

at present along the Tistean, and Korean, and Gandakean basins, and

included, therefore, within the limits of the Gangetic system, their

proper aqueous habitat and source seem to be in the system of the

Lohita, on both sides of the valley of Asam ; and there the majority

of these tribes yet resides. One stream of Bhotiya population would

seem to have reached India by way of Utsang, following the

trans-nivcan feeders of the Ganges ; the other by way of Kham,

following the course of the Lohita and its Indian tributaries, which

east of the Chumalhari are kept, by the watershed formed by that

ridge from falling into the Ganges. These races extended toward

the East into Burmah, and toward the West along the Tarai,

Saul, and Mari regions of the Gangetic system. That here their

dominion, in times within the reach of historical memory, extended

considerably toward the South, is proved by the Koech-kingdom,

which was absorbed by the Company in 1773. Its limits were from

25° to 27° North lat., and from 88° to 93^° E. long., Kocch Behar

being its metropolis. The Gangetic tribes also, as we saw before,

must formerly have extended much more to the South, if we may

identify with the present Kirantis the Kirrhadas, whom Ptolemy

recognized on the Bay of Bengal. One of the ancient names of the

Ganges is Kirati.

The first language spoken in the valley of the Lohita is the

Asamese, a sister-dialect of the Bengali, and therefore of Ai'ian

extraction. That it is a sister, and not a daughter, a collateral for-

mation, and not a corruption of Bengali, has been proved by the Rev.

N. Brown, in his excellent Grammatical Notices on the Asamese

Language,

With the exception of the Asamese, all other dialects spoken east

of Bengal constitute a separate class, of which the Burmese is the

only language which has been fixed and regulated by literary culti-

vation. As a political language, it is now the language of Burmah

Proper, and as a medium of political transactions used by the iNIons of

Pegu and by the Mugs of Aracan (annexed lS2o), and wherever the

supremacy of the Burmese conquerors was once acknowledged. Pre-

vious to the foundation of the Burmese empire the language of the
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Myamma* was but one of the innui.erable dialects spoken in the
peninsula of the Iravati (pronounced Enuvadi), many of which have
mamtained themselves up to the present day, owing to the peculiar
character of the country, which in its intricate mountain ranges
affords safe refuge to races fond of independence in speech and
customs. Even the Burmese, however, though a literary language,
IS liable to the most violent dialectical corruptions. The word
tor "say," pronounced rak in Aracan, is sounded like Yet by the
Burmese; ri, the word for water in Aracan, sounds ye in Burmah.
The Burmese consider an indistinct pronunciation fashionable, and
always "chew betel and spices while speaking." The changes whichPah words adopted into Burmese have undergone may give an idea
of the ravages to which their own words are liable : _

Sanskrit vy an^an a, consonant Burmese, b y i

/.akra, .^heel
; (Pali, yJakka) „ j e k and je or tse.marga, road ;( Pali, maga) „ mag.

It seems, on the whole, that the pronunciation in Aracan is more
correct and distinct than in Burmah Proper. The Rukheng race, as
Leyden says (As. Res., X., 222.), is admitted to be of the same radical
stock as the Barmas or Birmans, and is understood to have greatly
preceded that nation in civilization. The Barmas, indeed, derive
their own origin from the Rukheng, whom they generally deno-
"unate Barmakyi, or the great Barmas, and they consider the
Kukheng the most ancient and original dialect of the Burma lan-
guage. It would therefore be of much greater utility to the philo-
logist. '

It is impossible to enumerate all the small tribes whose names have
been collected by travellers and missionaries. Captain Gordon alone
cohected not less than twelve dialects in the neighbourhood of Ma-

* Myan>ma or Bomma, or Byamnia, is the Burmese pronunciation ofMarumma, the national name of the Rukheng race. The Rukhen. velAracanese are considered as the ancestors of the Burmese. As Aracan isa corruption of Rukheng, Burma is a corruption of Marumma, which a^ain

^
said to be a corruption of the Sanskrit Mahavarma, the honorary titl^ of

Sn! 7' 711 ' "• ' """^ ^^^^" *^ ''^ ^"^^^^'-^^ of Rukhen'gbytheBengal
.

Rukheng is originally the name of the country, and derived from
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nipura: the Manipuri, Songpu, Kapwi, Koreng, ]Maram,

Champliung, Lahuppa, North-Tangkhul, Central-Tang-

kliul, South-Tangkhul, Khoibu and Maring dialects, some

of tlicm spoken by not more than thirty or forty families, yet so

different from the rest as to be unintelligible to the nearest neigh-

bours. I shall only endeavour to indicate the localities of those

tribes whose languages have been comprehended in the lists at the

end of this letter. The principal authorities I follow are again Mr.

Hodgson and the Rev. N. Brown. With regard to grammatical

questions, Mr. Ivobinson's articles are of the highest value. Short

outlines of grammar, like those given by him, for various tribes in-

habiting the valley of Asam and its mountain confines, will be

indispensable if we wish to arrive at anything like definite results

on the phonology of the country between India and China.

Tribes which have already been mentioned as inhabiting the

malarious districts of the third Himalayan region, and which will

have to be included within the Lohitic class of Bhotija languages,

are, starting from Govalpara in Asam, and proceeding as far as Ali-

gang in Morang, the Kocch, Bodo, Dhimal, Rabha, Hajong,

Kudi, BatarorBor, Kebrat, Pallah, Gangai, Mariiha, and

Dhanuk. Of most of these tribes we know only the names, but the

three first have been made familiar to all ethnologists through a

very able treatise by Mr. Hodgson. The kingdom of the Kocch

once extended in the ^Yest to the Konki, which joins the Ganges

near Ra<7mahal. Their proper name is said to be Kava^n, prakri-

tised into Kocch. They are called Hasa by the Kacharis of Asam,

Kamal by the Dhimal?, and Kocch by the Mecch. In Asam they

are divided into Kamthali and Madai or S liar a, and Kolita or

K holt a. The mass of the Kocch people have become Mohammedans,

and the higher grades Hindiis ; both style themselves Ra^ van si.

Few only adhere to the language, creed, and customs of their fore-

fathers, so vividly described by Hodgson. The language of the un-

converted Kocch has not yet been published.

The northern and eastern skirts of the Kocch country are inha-

bited by Bodo and Dhimal. The Dhimal are to be found as far

west as the Konki ; their numbers are small, and they are generally

mixed with the Bodos. These are very numerous, and extend eastward
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to the Dhansri (Subanshiri ?), or even beyond, and occupy besides

a large proportion of Central and Lower Asam. They are also called

Kachiiris, and Borros, which probably is the same word asBodos.

Their principal locale is said to be Chatgari, where they amount to

about 30,000 souls. The whole number is estimated at between

150,000 and 200,000, which includes the Mechis of the West, and the

Kacharis of the East and South. Sometimes Kachari is used in a

more general sense, comprising the Hogai Kacharis of the plains, the

Ivochis (including Modai Kochis, Phulguriyas and Hermias), the

Mechis, Dhimals and Rabhas. Hodgson has given lists of words

of the Bodo and Dhimal ; Robinson a grammar of the Kachari

dialect, which is the same as Hodgson's Bodo. Robinson's Kachari

words were supplied by Captain Gordon.

If we can trust the traditions of the Kacharis, their ancient name

was not Kachari, but Rangtsa, and the country from which they came

was situated north-east of Asam. They are said to have conquered

the old kingdom of Kamarupa, and to have founded there the royal

Dynasty of the " Ha-tsung-tsa." This Ha-tsung-tsa Dynasty was

expelled again by the Ra^as of Kocch Behar, and maintained itself

in Hirumbha alone to 1130. Now, as in the twelfth century, at

the commencement of the Ahom Dynasty in Upper Asam, Kamarup

was already in the hands of Kocch-Behar princes, the Kachari

Dynasty may have been founded, as the Kachari chiefs assert, about

a thousand years ago. Captain Fisher, who collected this information

during his residence in Kachar, also asserts that the few remaining

traces of tlie former religion of the Kacharis resemble the system of

Confucius more than anything else. Brahmanism was introduced into

Asam in the sixteenth centurj^, but in Kachar Proper, or Hirumbha,

its diffusion commenced not more than sixty years ago.

The Garos also are sometimes classed with the Kacharis, with

whom no doubt they are closely allied physically and linguistically.

They live, however, in a completely savage state : occupying a trian-

gular extent of mountainous counti-y between the left bank of the

Lohita and the Khassia Hills. Garo words published by the Rev. N.

Brown and Mr. Hodgson, the grammar by Robinson.

The Changlo, who are only known by Robinson's researches,

occupy a portion of the northern frontier of the valley of the Lohita,

B B 4
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extending from the Binji Duwar to the conflnes of the Kuriapara

Duwar. Their northern limit is unknown. Changlo in their lan-

guage means black. Their grammar has been published by Robinson.

The Mir is seem to have their chief seats in the low hills

nortli of Banokotta and Lukimpur, whence they were pressed into the

plains of Asara by their formidable neighbours, the Abors. Gram-

mar published by Robinson ; words collected by Robinson, and another

list by the Rev. N. Brown of Sibsagor, published by Mr. Hodgson.

Robinson's Miri numerals coincide more with Captain Smith's Abor

Miri, than with those dictated by a Miri, at Sibsagor, to N. Brown.

The Mir is are said to resemble the Karens (see page 379.) more

than any people in the valley of the Brahmaputra. According to

Mr. Cutter, their dress is precisely the Karen. They live in small

villages in high raised houses like the Karens, but never stop

more than a year in a place. They are scattered along the banks of

tlie river from Bisnath up to Sadiya, and some distance up the

Dihing. They speak the language of the Abors, a numerous and

powerful race, inhabiting the highest ranges of mountains on the

horth bank of the Brahmaputra, between Jorhat and Sadiya.

The Abors or Bo r- Abors occupy an extensive range of moun-

tainous country along the southern exposure of the Himalaya chain,

reaching, it is said, as far as Tibet and China. They are to be found

on each side of the river Sampu. Of them we have only lists

of words, published by Robinson, after materials furnished by the

Rev. N. Brown; and by Mr. Hodgson as Abor Miri words, from a

vocabulary by Captain E. F. Smith. The lists do not exactly coin-

cide. The Rev. N. Brown gives specimens of a language called Aka,

and closely connected with the Abor. The language of the Mishimi

also, spoken east of the Abor countr}' along the Sampu, has been

examined by tlie same active missionary. It consists of three dialects,

and is connected with Abor and Aka languages.

The territories of tlie Singphos extend from the Patkoi range to

the Lohita, and from the frontier of Asam to the Langtang mountains

in the east. Singpho is the language of extensive tribes occupying

the northern portions of the Burmese empire. The grammar is pub-

lished by Robinson, with the assistance of the Rev. M. Bronson.

Lists of words are given by JMr. Hodgson after a vocabulary published
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by the same. According to Mr. Robinson, one-fourth of the vocables

in Singpho are allied to the Burmese, and an equal proportion to the

dialect of Manipur. As a dialect of the Singpho, the Jili language

is mentioned by the Rev. N. Brown. This tribe was driven out of

their seats by the Singpho, and is now nearly extinct.

The Dophla s inhabit the southern face of the Himalaya from 92°

.50' to about 94° north latitude, which forms the northern boundary of

the valley of Asam, from the Kuriapara Duwar to where the Suban-

shiri debouches into the plains. They call themselves Bangni, men.

—Grammar and vocabulary published by Robinson. (J. A. S. B.

1851. p. 126.)

The Mikir occupy a tract of hilly country situated within the

boundaries of the district of Nowgong (New-village) in central Asam.

Numerous families are scattered in the south of Asam.—Grammar

and vocabulary published by Robinson.

The N a g a tribes are most difficult to localize. They are divided

into many branches and scattered over a large extent of country.

Robinson circumscribes their habitat on the west by the Kopili

river, the great southern bend of the Barak and the eastern frontier

of Tipperah, in nearly east longitude 93°
; on the north, by the valley

of Asam ; on the east and south-east, by the hills dividing Asam from

the Bor-Khamti country in longitude 97°, and the valley of the Kyen-

drens ; and on the south, by an imaginary line nearly corresponding

with the 23rd degree of north latitude. Their name "Naga" seems

to have been given to them by the Brahmans. Their own name is

"Kwaphi."
The Namsangiya-Nagas occupy the hills near the sources of the

Buri Dihing river. Their grammar and vocables have been published

by Robinson with the assistance of the Rev. M. Bronson. Of other

Naga tribes we have vocabularies only. 'JVo taken down by the Rev.

N. Brown from two Nagas at Nowgong, and published by Mr. Hodg-

son as Nowgong and Tengsa Naga. Four more were published

afterwards from the same sources. Of them the Mi than or Tab-

lung Nagas reside on the hills east and north of Sibsagor. Their

neighbours the Jaboka s and Banfer as speak nearly similar tongues.

The Khar is descend upon the plains near Jorhat. The Angamis
occupy the southern end of the Naga counti-y. The Naga tribes are
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scattered, but not migratory like the Kacharis and Kukis. The
lattei-, called also Kunjye, are generally reckoned as Nagas, but

differ from the Nagas in customs and appearance. The Kukis

are not robbers only, but murderers by profession, and they are ac-

cused of cannibalism. Another name of the Kukis is Lunkta, i. c

naked, and the name of the Nagas is likewise explained as if derived

from the Sanskrit " Nagna," naked.

The last contributions towards the phonology of these countries

consist in vocabularies of languages spoken by the tribes in Arakan

(vel Rakheng), collected by Captain Pliayre*, and published by
Mr. Hodgson. They contain no grammatical outlines. The geogra-

phical position of these tribes is here laid down according to Captain

Phayre's indications. Ra-khoing-pyi, or the country of Aracan, lies

between 20' and 21° 10' jST. lat. on the sea-coast; in the interior it

extends to about 21° 40'.

The Khyeng live in the high range of mountains called Yuma,
separating Aracan from the valley of the Iravati. They seem to be the

same as Dr. Buchanan's Kiayn, only that according to him they

term themselves Kolun, but according to Captain Phayre, Shy u.

Karieng or Karayn also seem to be mere variants of Khyeng, r

and y being frequently intei'changeable in these dialects.

The Karens have lately attracted much attention by their em-

bracing Christianity with high zeal and earnestness. The laboui's of

the American Baptist missionaries seem to have met with a success

hardly precedented in the annals of missionary enterprise. I take

the following notices from an interesting memoir by a Karen mis-

sionary, " The Karens, or Memoir of Ko Thah-Byu, Tavoy, 1843."

The Karens have well-defined traditions of being comparatively

recent emigrants in Tavoy. They say, " Tiie elders said, we came

down from the upper country. At first we settled on tlie Attaran
;

next Ave came to Ya ; and finally to Tavoy." Though their dialects,

as spoken at Tavoy and INIaulmain, differ, the Karens on Belu Island

at the mouth of the Salwen, are said to speak precisely the same

dialect as that of Tavoy.

All Karen tribes seem to agree that tliey have not been long in

* All Arakanese are termed IMugs by the people in India, although the Mugs
are only a very small race in Aracan, and not of pure Myani-uia descent.
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Siam, nor are there any Karens in Siana except on the western side

of the Meinam. Tliere are but few in Aracan, and these confined

to the southern province of Sandoway. The valleys of the Irrawaddy

and Salwen bear the most distinct traces of their gradual progress.

But beyond this, all is tradition, Avhich points, however, to Tibet as

the original home of the Karens.

I quote a very interesting and important testimony from a work

by Mr. Kincaid. The result of all my inquiries, he says, is that

Kakhyen is only another name for the Karens. All these moun-

tain tribes, through the whole extent of the Shyan country, and

fux'ther north into Tibet, are called Kakhyens, except in the Flukong

valley, between Mogaung and Asam, where they are called Thing

bau-Kakyen. The whole mountain country between Mogaung and

Cathay is inhabited by the same people. Around the Martaban

gulf, and thence inland as far as the Burman population has ever

extended, the mountain tribes are called Karens. Between Rangun

and Tung-u, and between Tung-u and Ava, they are very nu-

merous: also between Tung-u and Monay, a Shyan city, about

250 miles east of Ava. There are some tribes scattered along be-

tween Burmah and the Shyan states, called Karen-ni, red Karens,

and these extend as far as Zimmay. These are less civilized than

those who live in the vicinity of Burman cities. Some have erro-

neously considered them as belonging to the Shyan family. Their

language and everything else pertaining to them is Karen. In ad-

dition to this, the south-east part of Tibet is inhabited by Ka-Khyens;

at least I have reason to believe so, as the Shyans, who live in the

most northern part of Burmah, and adjoining Tibet, call the country,

" the Kakhyen country." This is partly confirmed by Malte Brun,

who, arguing from the accounts of Marco Polo, says, " Thus the

country of Caride is the south-east point of Tibet, and, perhaps, the

country of the nation of the Cariaines, which is spread over Ava.

It will be seen, then, that these mountain tribes are scattered over a

vast extent of country, and their population is estimated at about five

millions."

*' Tin," the Chinese appellation for the Divinity, exists in Karen

poetry as the name of a false god, whom they regard as worshipped

by a people with whom they were formerly in contact.
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The similarity of tlie Karens and tlie IMiris lias been mentioned

before, and in a vocabulary of seventy words published to illustrate

the language of the Miris and similar tribes, about fifty, with slight

modifications, were found in one or otlier of the Karen dialects.

Their country extends from about the 19° to the 20° X. lat.

The Kami (vel Kimi) and Kumi are two divisions of a race

inhabiting the hills along the river called Kuladan (limit of the

Kulas or foreigners?) by the Aracanese, Ye-man by the Kamis,

and Yan pan by the Kumis. The Aracanese distinguish the two

tribes as Awa Kumi and Aphya Kumi. They are tribes press-

ing onward in a south-western direction. They inhabited formerly

the seats now held by the Khyeng, and drove the Mru out of the

country which they themselves now occupy. The Kami language has

been reduced to writing by the Rev. Mr. Stilson, of the American

Baptist mission.

The Mru (vel Myu, vel Tung Mru) driven westward by the

Kami, now inhabit the hills on the border between Aracan and Chit-

tagong. According to the ''Ra^/avan^a," the history of the Aracanese

kings, the Mru were in the country when the Myamma or Burmese

entered, and one of their tribe was king of Aracan in the 17th century.

The Sak (vel Thock) inhabit the eastern branch of the Nauf

river, and are called Chatn and Chanmas by the Bengalis.

There is another curious tribe, called Lung-khe, first mentioned

by Lieutenant Phayre in his account of Arakan, They live on the

upper course of the Kuladan, and generally west of that river. They

are sometimes called Boung-ju. (Bunzus ?) Both Lungkhes and

Boungjus, it seems, were conquered, and are now governed by

a third tribe, called Shindus by the Kumis, but by themselves

Illing-ju. Their chief, Leng-Kung, who was examined, shortly

before he was poisoned, by Lieutenant Pha3r(', gloried in his descent

from that powerful tribe wliose seat is N. E. of the Lung-khes, and

whose country is fifteen days' journey in extent. He said that the

Lung-khe and Shindu languages are nearly alike. Perhaps we have

a specimen of this very language in Captain Tickell's article on the

Ileuma or Shend li s (J. A. S. B. 1852, p. 207.). Their country is

placed by Captain Tickell between lat. 22^ and 23*^ N., and long.

93° and 94°. Some of the particulars mentioned by Ltng-kung of
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the Shindus, and by Lebbey of the Shendus, agree. Both bury

their dead, while the Kumis burn them. The Shendu, according to

Lebbey, make their houses of timber ; the poorer classes only, of

bamboo. The Shindus build their houses entirely of plank ; nay,

Leng-kung declared that there were no bamboos in the Shindu

country, a fact doubted by Captain Phayre. The Shendus and Shindus

tliatch with grass. Both infest the neighbourhood of Chittagong. The

names of their clans, however, differ, and there are other facts men-

tioned which make it doubtful whether the Shendus are really iden-

tical with the Shindus. The Shendus, for instance, are stated to buy

salt ; the Shindus manufacture it from brine-springs in their own

country.

Other tribes are mentioned by Captain Phayre, such as the Daing-

nak (speaking a corrupt Bengali), Moung, and Khyau, but no

vocabularies for them have as yet been published. The only addition

to our knowledge of these dialects is a list of words of the Tung-
1 h o collected by Dr. Morton, and published by Mr. Hodgson. The

Tung-lho live in the Tenasserim provinces, and were recognised

at once by Mr. Hodgson as dislocated aborigines driven to the

wilds, or as broken and dispersed tribes like the Khyeng, Kami,

Kumi, Mru and Sak of Aracan. Leyden also knew that the T a n-

engsari, or language of the Tanaserim districts, denominated

Tinnaw by the Siamese, is only a rough dialect of the common
Burmese.

2. General Coincide7ices betivcen the Suh Himalayan {Gangetic)

and Lohitic Divisions of the Bhotiya Branch.

If it be asked why all these dialects from the Tista to the Iravati

are referred to one class, I can here only point to their numerals for

an answer, and to the comparative lists of words given in Mr.

Hodgson's last articles. The grammatical genius also of these dialects,

so far as it can be discovered from the scanty grammatical outlines

of a few of them, is uniformly the same. The system of accents

or intonations is common to all, and, with the exception of the

Niiga dialects, none distinguishes the persons of the verb by either

affixes or prefixes. In some of these idioms, the meaning of words.
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whether nouns or verbs, is modified by additional syllables placed at

the end of the substantive or the I'oot, while the persons of the verb

have no such distinction. The actual coincidences in the expressions

for gender, number, cases, and verbal derivatives are numerous, but

it would require too much space here to place them in their proper

light. I shall only mention a few which are, of course, restricted to

those dialects of which Robinson has given us grammatical outlines.

But, judging from the general similarity of words between all,

I believe that the same remarks will be found to apply to the

other dialects belonging to this class of which as yet we possess

vocabularies only.

Gender in all Lohitic and' Sub-Himalayan (Gangetic) dialects, with

the exception of foreign terms, is expressed by separate words, and

is always restricted to the expression of natural sex. The usual terms

for male and female are pa and ma (nya), though other expressions

occur, and in some dialects pa and ma are restricted to a certain

class of animals. For instance :

—

Tibetan

:
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to express tlie plural. It should be observed, however, that both

Singpho and Mikir have plural affixes for their pronouns. Now,

with regard to the syllables employed to express plurality, we find

dag in Tibetan, tham eh a in Changlo, and ki-ding in Miri.

Tibetan and Changlo both employ nam ; and Gai'o and Miri co-

incide in another plural affix, rang and arang. This rang seems

to be the same as the Aracanese ro ; and as the Burmese cannot

pronounce the r, their do may come from tlie same source, though

generally a Rukheng r corresponds to a Burmese y.

With regard to the case-terminations, or rather the post-positions

fixed upon to express the relation of noun to noun, it is extremely

difficult to institute comparisons. There are no fixed cases, such as

genitive, dative, ablative, and the same post-position has adopted a

variety of meanings in various dialects. As by in English may
mean near to or by means of, and therefore correspond to a

locative and to an instrumental, the same particle in these Lohitic

dialects is sometimes made to serve opposite purposes. Still even

here coincidences are not wanting if we examine carefully the

paradigms given by Robinson. What is called, for instance, the in-

strumental, is expressed, in Tibetan by kyi,

Changlo by gyi,

Garo by chi,

Miri by koki,

Burmese by si.*

With respect to adjectives, it may be observed that in all these

dialects, with the exception of the Burmese, they are either usually,

or in some, invariably, placed after the word they serve to modify.

* I cannot help thinking that in some cases these post-positions, although they

form part of the grammar, are words taken from Sanskrit or Asamese. In Asa-

mese, pa ra, a Sanskrit word, is used as an ablative post-position. In Mikir, the

sign of the ablative is para; in Kachari, phra'i ; in Burmese, phraen. Now,

that in Burmese Sanskrit post-positions are used becomes almost palpable in the

case of kraun. Kraun is in Burmese the sign of the instrumental and the

ablative. Both might be expressed by the Sanskrit karana, cause, means ; and in

Asamese, karane is actually used as an instrumental post-position. But the same

kraun in Burmese is used as sign of the infinitive, and there again the Sanskrit

karana, which originally means " doing," would be in its proper place. Coinci-

dences like these can hardly be accidental.
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Tibetan

:
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of the Gangetic and Lohitic dialects, would be sufficient in Ariun

philology to shake our confidence as to the common origin of these

two classes of speech. This need not be, where we have to deal

with Turanian dialects. For in them even the pronouns, in other

respects the most abstract and therefore most firmly settled parts of

speech, are affected by that lingual superfetation which likes to

express by two and more words the different aspects even of the

most simple ideas. Some Turanian languages revel in a variety

of pronominal foi-ms shading them according to the light in which

they look upon the person addressed, or wish to be looked at by him.

Some of these pronouns are only ceremonial expressions ; others,

however, have become real pronominal bases. In the case before us,

we find that the Chinese, which is a model of pronominal politeness,

possesses two real bases for the pi'onoun of the second person, one

consisting of the dental nasal, the other of the aspirated guttural

:

the former, ni, being used in the Kuanhoa; the latter, ghou, in the

ancient Kuwen.

The numerals in the Lohitic and Gangetic dialects do not disguise

their common origin. Their pronunciation no doubt varies con-

siderably, but it never exceeds the bounds of analogy. In both

classes, but more particularly in the Lohitic, the numerals have

been encumbered Avith prefixes and affixes, which sometimes distort

the features of the original numerals to an extent that renders their

appearance entirely different. Still here also, analogy helps us to

separate what is additional from the primitive root. These various

changes, whether produced by corrupt pronunciation or by addi-

tional syllables known as " generic particles," make it impossible to

discover any broad features by which a set of Gangetic could at once

be distinguished from a set of Lohitic numerals. If the Tibetan

and Burmese numerals could be used as types and representatives

of the two classes, Gangetic and Lohitic, it would be easy to point

out characteristic distinctions between the two. But if we look at

the variations to which both the Tibetan and Burmese numerals

are liable, in the endless ramifications of their living progeny, or

rather of their kin, what seemed at first characteristic and distin-

guishing marks of the two, disappear again before tiie general like-

ness of the whole family. I have no doubt, however, that a more

C C
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intimate acquaintance with the grammar of the literary language of

Tibet and Burmah will enable other scholars to discover the distin-

guishiug features of these two languages in those ruder dialects

also which are spoken between India and China, and which, though

they may ultimately flow from the same fountain-head, have under-

gone considerable modification in their respective courses.

Sixth Section.

Tax Branch.

§ 1. Survey of Tai Languages.

There is another class of languages spoken on the confines of

Eastern India and "Western China, which might be passed over as

foreign to our present inquiry, if some of the dialects belonging to it

had not been mixed up with the Lohitic class. In so vast a subject

as that of the Turanian family of speech, we must guard most

carefully against confusion, which will necessarily arise unless we

succeed in subdividing this large domain of philology. Now, with

regard to the Tai languages, it can not be denied that by their

roots they cling to the same soil from which the Bhotiya, or the

Gangetic and Lohitic, dialects sprang. But as we distinguish in

a tree between its roots, its trunk, its stems and branches, we

must try to do the same for language. No scholar would compare

Sanskrit and Italian, Celtic and Hindustani, although ultimately

they can be traced back to the same origin. Still less could

the Naga dialects be classed -with Khamti, as Mr. Robinson pro-

poses. For if it be a peculiar feature in the Tai languages, that

they are monosyllabic and destitute of inflections, surely the Naga

dialects are the very last to be brought under the same category.

Mr. Hodgson, therefore, was right when, in his lists of words, he kept

the Khamti distinct from the Niiga dialects, and his correspondent,
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the Rev. N. BroAva, declares emphatically that he does not even
believe in any very close radical connection between Khamti and
Burmese. " This affinity," he says, " seems always to have been taken
for granted, as a matter of course, but without any just ground. It
IS true there are a considerable number of Burman words in the
Khamti, but they bear the marks of recent introduction, and are not
to be found in the old Ahom, the parent Shyan, nor in the Siamese,
with which the Ahom was nearly, if not exactly, identical."
The languages which belong to the Tai class, and interest us

with reference to their Lohitic neighbours, are the Siamese, Ahom
(Shyan), Laos, Khamti, and Kassia. The Siamese lan-ua-e
was formerly, and is still called Sayama phasa, or the Sayam Ian-
guage, sayam being, according to Bishop Pallegoix, the sa^e as the
Sanskrit *yama, brownish, which is said to be the original name of
Siam. Shyan seems to be a corruption of this name. But the same
language is more frequently called phasa thai, which means
"language of Free-men," a name which the Siamese assumed after
shaking off the yoke of Kamboja. Hence the whole class of these
dialects has received the general title of Tai or Taic languages.
This title may seem not very appropriate, considering its original
meaning. But as it has already become a usual term, it may be
retained for the present. Most of these languages have alphabets of
their own. There is a Khamti and Shyan alphabet, both derived
from the Burmese; and a Laos alphabet, derived from the same
source, but better adapted to the wants of the language ; and the
Siamese alphabet, also related, but more distantly, to the Burmese.
A comparative table of these alphabets, promised by Mr. Robinson,
has not yet been published.

The Rev. N. Brown has first drawn attention to the curious
contrast between the Naga and the Tai dialects. While the former
exhibit an extraordinary exemplification of the manner in which an
unwritten language may be broken up even upon a small extent of
territory, the great Tai family offers a not less striking instance of
the preservation of language, in almost its original integrity and
purity, through many centuries, and in spite of a vast t°erritorial

diffusion. For from Bankok to Sadiya, along the Menam, Salwen,
Irawadi, and Kyendwen rivers, up to the sources of the L-awadi'

cc 2
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through 14 degrees of latitude, there is but one kinguage, not-

withstanding the diversity of governments under which the speakers

live.

The discrepancies between the Khamti and Siamese, spoken at the

two extremities of this linguistic area, seem to be very trifling. Nine-

tenths of the fundamental words, according to the Rev. N. Brown^s

calculations, are the same in these dialects, with the exception of

slight variations in pronunciation.

The localities of the Tai languages mentioned above are known with

tolerable accuracy. While the Lohitic languages seem to spread in a

southern direction, the Siamese dialects have at present rather a ten-

dency toward the north. The Siamese conquered Asam. The proper

name of these conquerors was Shy an* (or Shan), but the conquered

nations gave them the name of Ahom (the Sanskrit asama), which in

Asamese means "unequalled." What is called the Ahom language is

now nearly extinct. Though the present Ahoms of Asam, the de-

scendants of the conquerors, still form one of the largest portions of

its population, they have relinquished their language and their

religion for that of the Hindus. The Ahom is now understood only

by a few Aliom priests who still preserve their old religion.f

The Khamti is the most northern branch of the Tai family. Its

position among Lohitic dialects becomes intelligible if we suppose that

the Khauitis Avere driven northward by the same impulse which

brought the Siamese as conquerors into Asam. Though separated from

the Ahom, it is only through it that the Khamti can be historically

linked to the Siamese, to which no doubt it belongs linguistically.

The same applies to the Kassia (or Khyi) language, which is

spoken in the mountain territory surrounded in the north by the

valley of Asam ; in the west by the Garo hills ; in the south by the

district of Sylhet ; and in the east by Kachar. Of the Kassia we

have a grammatical sketch by Mr. Robinson. Captain Fisher, in his

ISIemoir of Sylhet, says that their language exhibits no affinity with

any of the languages of the neighbourhood, but that a people re-

sembling the Khyi in some particulars formerly occupied a position

on the south bank of the Brahmaputra, at Measpara, wliere they were

* N. Brown's Grammatical Notices, xxvi. f Ibid., p. iv.
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called Mek, and that these came originally from the frontiers of

Butan and Nepal.

As the conquerors of Asam were Siamese, we may understand

how the ancient Ahora came to be so closely allied to the Shyan or

Siamese, According to the Rev. N. Brown, the Ahom was nearly,

if not exactly, identical with the Siamese. Grammarians distinguish

between a vulgar, a high, and a sacred dialect of the Siamese. The

vulgar dialect admits but few foreign words, from Chinese, Malay, Lao,

and Kamboja sources. The high and sacred dialects are full of

Sanskrit and Pali words, changed according to the genius of the

Siamese tongue. It is extraordinary how, after this exposition.

Bishop Pallegoix, the author of a Thai grammar, could maintain

that the Thai and Lao languages derived their origin from two

Brahmans who founded the town of Sangkhalok in the year 150

Phra Khodom, i. e. 393 b. c. The language of Siam is surrounded

by five or six different classes of language. In the west it is included

by the Burmese and cognate Lohitic dialects. At the northern

point its frontier line touches the Arian territory, the Asamese.

Hence, turning round toward the east, it comes in contact with

Gangetic dialects, while the whole eastern frontier is formed by

the Chinese and Cochinchinese languages. The most southern

limit of the Siamese touches the realm of the Malayan speech, while

the language of Pegu, the Mon*, the south-eastern neighbour

of the Siamese, is still of unknown origin.

The name of Laos on our maps, in the interior of the country

between the Menam and Mekhong rivers, indicates the locality of the

Lao language. The language is only known by collections of words,

which are very like the Siamese. It is a language rich in literature,

and a country full of relics of a former civilisation and Buddhist

hierarchy.

* A list of words given by Dr. Morton, of the Mon or Talien, shows coinci-

dences with Kamboja words from the Mekhong river. The Burmese and Siamese

both affirm that the Mon language has no affinity with their own speech.

c c 3
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§ 2. Relation of the Ta'i to the Lohitic Languages, and their

Connection with the Bhotiya Class and Chinese.

We have now to consider some of the grammatical features which

nre peculiar to these languages, and by 'which they are held together

as a class, and kept distinct from their Lohitic neighbours. The

materials available for this purpose are small. There are lists of

words of all of these dialects ; but it is only of the Khamti, the

Ivassia, and Siamese, that we possess grammatical outlines, and those

again but very slight.

If there are languages which can properly be characterised as

monosyllabic, this title may be applied to the Tai languages.

Certainly the Bhotiya dialects, whether Gangetic or Lohitic, cannot

lay claim to this title, though it is usually bestowed on them. If

from a Burmese root or a base, "kung," which means good, or to

be good, we may derive a-kung, good, kung-khyeng, goodness,

and kung-than, good — we cannot call a language like this mono-

syllabic. If monosyllabic means only a language which by a more

or less difficult analysis can be reduced to monosyllabic elements,

then Sanskrit is monosyllabic also. But if it means a language in

which the speaker feels every syllable as a distinct sound, expressive

of a distinct meaning, then I doubt whether even the Chinese can be

called entirely monosyllabic. No languages, however, come nearer,

or, I should say, no dialects are less removed, from the Chinese status

of grammar than the Ta'i languages.

The system of musical accents or intonations, though it exists in

the Gangetic and Lohitic* dialects also, is said to be much more

* Mr. Hodgson (1853. p. 128) says, the principle of the tonic or accentual va-

riant has most erroneously been supposed to be exclusively Chinese and Indo-

Chinese, whereas it prevails far and wide, only more or less developed ; most,

where the servile particles and so-called silent letters are least in use ; least,

where they are most in use; so that the differential and equivalent function of all

three peculiarities—that is, of e m p t y w o r d s, of silent letters, and of t o n e s

—is placed in a clear light.—The language of Nepal Proper is remarkable for its

numerous tones and its scanty serviles, whether literal or syllabic. According to

the llev. N. Brown, Chinese distinguishes eight, the Tai languages five or six, the

Karen five or six, the IJurniese three accents. In the modern Chinese, as, for in-

stance, in the dialect of Shanghai, eight tone-accents are observed.
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marked in the Tai class. This would be so of necessity, because

these dialects abound in sounds organically the same, but expressing

ideas totally different. In Khamti, for instance,

m a with the rising tone signifies a dog,

ma with the falling tone signifies to come,

ma with an abrupt termination signifies a horse.

In Siamese, khai, as it is pronounced with different intonations,

may mean, who ?, e^g, fever, to open, rough, camp, to sell. The

number of accents in Siamese is fixed at five, tonus rectus,*

circumflexus, demissus, gravis, and altus.

This system of accents, however, by no means excludes the

possibility of composition. "We are apt to imagine that as long as

every syllable has an accent of its own it remains independent, and

does not enter into composition. This is true with regard to our

accent, which is of a logical or etymological nature ; but it does

not apply to accents like those in Chinese and Siamese. The

Chinese themselves distinguish between full words (shi tse) and

empty words (hiu tse). These empty words, although they have

an accent, have no independent meaning of their own, but determine

and modify the meaning of other words. The same applies to

Chinese compounds. Here also, two words form but one logical

idea. Ce "gin is not tongue -f man, but man of the tongue, i. e. an

interpreter. "Gi tse is not sun + son, but the son of the sun, i. e. day.

Discarding compound and polysyllabic words, which the Siamese

have borrowed from the vulgar Sanskrit, the Pali, or the sacred

language of the Buddhists, we find even Siamese words joined toge-

ther to express one idea. For instance, nam chai, water (of the)

heart, i. e. will; kan suk, opus belli, i.e. bellatio. Abstract words

* The accents are thus represented by Pallegoix in musical notation :

Rectus Circumflexus Demissus Gravis Altus

Kong Kong Kong K^ong Kong

Leyden compares the modulation of these accents with the chanting of the

Samaveda in India.

c c 4
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are formed by prefixes expressive of " heart," " matter," etc. ; and in

a similar manner substitutes are found to express approximately

number, gender, and case. However, Siamese, no doubt, may be

called monosyllabic in the only sense in which any human language

can be so, in so far as it shows very few traces of compounds in

which one part has entirely lost its original form and meaning. In

this sense the Tai languages are monosyllabic, and the Lohitic

are not.

There are other fundamental principles by which the gramma-

tical system of tlic Tai differs from the Lohitic dialects. We saw

that in the Lohitic dialects all words expressive of case, number,

and gender were put at the end of words. It is just the contrary in

the Tai languages, so far as known to us. Gender only may form

an exception, because it may be expressed by an adjective, and

the adjective in the Tai, as well as in the Lohitic dialects, follows

the substantive. Thus ma in Khamti is horse ; ma-thuk, a stallion,

ma-me, a mare ; miau, a cat ; miau-thuk, and miau-me, a male and

female cat. In Kassia, however, gender is expressed by prepositive

particles; for instance, u- tan ga, husband, k a- tan ga, wife ; u-kapa,

father, ka-kami, mother.— Number, where it is expressed at all, is

expressed by prepositive words. In Kassia the plural is expressed

by the preposition ki ; for instance, sing, u-mon ; plural, kimon.

In Siamese the plural is expressed by a prefix, meaning many.

Bishop Pallegoix, in his Thai grammar, gives a complete paradigm of

a declension in Siamese. In it all cases, with the exception of the

vocative, are expressed by prepositions. It is the same in Robinson's

Kassia and Khamti grammars, and we find there that all other local,

or temporal, or causal relations, which in the Lohitic dialects are

invariably expressed by postpositions, are here rendered^ by a large

array of prepositions.

A grammatical feature like this marks the family-likeness of the

Tai languages better than even tlie striking similarity of their

numerals ; and it establishes the more distant degree of relation-

ship between the Tai and and Lohitic dialects, indicated, though

less distinctly, by the variations to be observed with regard to the

numerals in each class. Numerals as well, if not more oven than

Other words, are exposed to phonetic accident and fiuctuation, which,
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in the absence of historical documents in these Eastern dialects, will

hardly ever be reduced to the same rules as the phonetic changes of

the Arian languages. We have only to compare lists of words col-

lected among identically the same tribes by different persons, in order

to convince ourselves what vague and unmanageable materials we

have to deal with. In Siamese, r and 1 are said to be pronounced

like n in the close of a syllable ; ma and ba, ty a and chga, are often

of difficult distinction when pronounced, as are ya and ja, kye and

chye. We saw before how mangled an appearance Sanskrit words

have if adopted in Burmese. The same applies to Sanskrit words in

Siamese. We should hardly recognise in the adventures of Pram
and his brother Pra-lak, and in their wars with Totsa-kan, who

carried offNang Seda, the stories of Rama, Lakshma?ia, Dasa-

kantha and Stta. Nor would the Buddhists of India easily dis-

cover their Buddha Siddartha, and Suddhodana in the Bugda,

Theik-dhat, and Sugdo of the Siamese. It is on account of the

phonetic vagueness of these monosyllables, and also on account of

the strange corruptions to which words taken down auricularly

are exposed, that I abstain from giving long comparative lists.

There can be no doubt that many identifications of Gangetic,

Lohitic, and Tai words, given by Buchanan, by Leyden, and more

recently and completely by Mr. Hodgson, are true. But still they are

only persuasive, not convincing. Is it possible, in the present state

of our knowledge, to discover the foreign words adopted in one or all

of these dialects, if we consider the great changes to which, as we

have seen, these foreign words are liable? And still more difficult

it is to say, in each case, whether a Siamese word which we compare

with a Burmese may not have been taken simply as a foreign word

by one of the two languages, instead of belonging to that common

Turanian stock of words from which all these dialects originally

descended.

It will be an interesting problem, to be solved hereafter, how far

the Chinese contains, in its most ancient and best authenticated

form, the radical elements from which the Bhotiya, as well as the

Tai languages, branched off at different periods. Unfortunately,

Chinese civilisation has so powerfully reacted on these languages,

in periods within reach of history, that it will always be extremely
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difficult to ascend on safe ground to ante-historical times, in which

alone a radical community between these idioms and the Chinese

could have existed. The numerals hold out a strong hope that

the problem will be solved in the affirmative ; the pronouns also

contain similar indications. But principles will first have to be

established by which we can tell foreign and adopted from natural

and common words in these dialects. We can tell in French whether

a word was taken from Italian, or whether both French and Italian

derived it from Latin. The same will have to be done for the

TaT, Lohitic, and Gangetic dialects, in their relation to Chinese.

The use of prepositions in the Ta'i declension, and of postpositions

in the Lohitic declension, are unmistakeable signs of different stages

of grammatical growth respectively attained. They are features as

distinct as the use of prepositions and articles in the modern Romanic

languages contrasted with the final terminations in Sanskrit or Greek.

Grammatical features of this kind must serve as landmarks in the

linguistic survey of these countries, and as eras in the historical ar-

rangement of their growth and difi'usion.

I subjoin a few instances of similar words in the Chinese, Burmese,

and Tibetan, in order to show that they deserve attention, though I

quite agree with what Schleiermacher says of them in his Grammaire

Barmane, " de telles comparaisons de mots monosyllabiques isoles

presentent toujours beaucoup de vague." The question is whether,

according to the nature of the case, we have a right to expect more

definite proofs.

Chinese, ncng 1
^^

Burmese, nham j *^

Chinese, cM
j ^^j^^

Burmese, si j

Chinese, cha; Canton, chat "1
„• , .

T,
'

> occiderc.
Burmese, sat J
Chinese, che 1
r> > removere.
Burmese, scey J

Chinese, nieou "1
,

Burmese, nuah j

mese, o
\^ affixum numerale, aliquis.

Burmese, khu J
^

Chinese, tchi, ti ^ x- i

Burmese, si / P^^icula possessiva ;
genitive.
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Many more words might be added, particularly if we compare the

Chinese spoken nearest to India,—I mean the Chinese of Canton,

—

with Siamese, Burmese, and the spoken Tibetan. But who could say,

in each individual case, whether the following words, for instance,

are ancient common words in Burmese, Siamese, and Chinese, or

whether the one language borrowed them from the other ?

I.
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Bhotiya arid Ta'i Numerals.

There are two things which we must bear in mind in looking

at the compartive table of the Tai and Bhotiya numerals, including

under the latter term the Gangetic and Lohitic dialects.

It is true that, with the exeption of the Tai" idioms, which agree

better in this respect than any two dialects of Greece or Italy, they

do not offer at first sight very striking coincidences. But we must re-

member, first, by whom these numerals were collected ; secondly, by

whom they are used. They were collected by men, not always

familiar with the sounds which they tried to write down and

translate into the Roman alphabet. It is very difficult to catch the

mere sound of a language, if we do not understand its meaning ; and

if two travellers in foreign countries endeavour to write down the

words uttered by the same individual, their phonetic sketches are

likely to vary as much as two portraits taken under different effects

of light.

In two lists of the Kuki numerals, we find katka=keaka ; nika=

panika ; like= ta; rungaka=nga ; ruka=koo ; and in all these

cases, I believe, the same sound was meant to be represented. Ka
is one of those generic numeral affixes which attaches itself to all

the Kuki numerals, but may be suppressed if other words follow.

The word for "one," I suppose, therefore, to be kat ; but t before

k becomes obscure,—as, for instance, in the Burmese name of a

magistrate, which Judson writes Sit-kai; Cox, chikoy; Symes,

chekey ; and it is the same in octo and otto. Hence katka=keaka.

In panika =nika, pa can be proved to be an usual numeral prefix.

In lika— ta, we have one of the frequent instances where the strong

aspirated 1 has been mistaken for a t, while in other cases the

same sound is represented by an rh, or d, or zh. In Burmese, for

instance, t h y o and r h o, pronounced sh o, are all the same word for to

wash. In runga= nga, the r u is simply the guttural arsis which natu-

rally precedes the deep nga, but was not meant to be sounded sepa-

rately. The same applies to ruk a vice koo. The greatest difficulty

consists in catching the sound of final letters. In Burmese, as Schleier-

macher (§ 31.) says, " on est souvent hors d'etat de distinguer si c'est

un p ou un t qu'on entcnd prononcer ;" and the same grammarian
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writes (§ 26.) with regai-d to tlie final A, that ak is sounded like

a k or a t. We need not be surprised, therefore, if the Limbu word

for one is written t e e k by Campbell, and t h i t by Mi'. Hodgson,

On the other hand, we must also take into account the status of the

people who speak these languages. Some are brought in contact

with civilisation, whether English, Chinese, Hindu, or Burmese, and

in their commercial transactions have to use foreign terms. Thus it

happens that tribes who possess numerals of their own, prefer to

show their knowledge of the Hindustani numerals, when they are

questioned on the subject by an English official.

Among themselves, also, the most powerful and governing race

probably exercises a certain influence on the languages of subject

tribes, and in their bartering transactions Burmese numerals, for

instance, would form a common medium between distant hordes sub-

ject to the Burmese government. Again, many of these tribes

migrate, some are conquered and carried off into slavery. The

language of the conquerors has to be learnt by the conquered, who

again in turn conquer their conquerors and retaliate on them.

Lastly, the numerals in all these languages are known to have

this peculiarity, that they change according to the object numbered.

In Burmese n h i t is two ; but

two men, is lu (man) nhit-yauk,

two fowls, is kyet (fowl) nhit-gaung,

two pagodas, is tsadi (pagoda) nhit-chu.

In Kachari these determinative syllables are prefixed. When nu-

merals are applied to human beings, the particle s a is prefixed to

the numerals ; when applied to other animals, ma; to inanimate

objects, thai; to trees, p h a n g ; to articles enumerated by pieces,

gang. For instance, m a n s e sa nai, twomen;burma mabre,

four goats ;
phitai thai ro, six fruits.

In Mikir, again (where the simple numerals only go as far as six,

thorchi, 7, being thorok 6 + ichi 1 ; merkep, 8=10— 2; chirkep 9

= 10—1), the word bang is prefixed when individuals are enume-

rated; jon when inferior animals ; hong and pap when inanimate

objects. For instance, ate bang h in i, two brothers
; jon phongo

achorong, five cows, i.e. piece-five cow. The same applies to
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Khamti and Siamese, and to the IMalay, where these generic particles

are put at the end of the numerals. In Malay, for instance, ekor

means tail, and is used as a generic exponent for cattle. Sa=one,

kerra=monkey ; one monkey=sa ekor kerra. Lima=5, kuda,

horse; five horses—kud a lima ekor. Now, some of these sutfixes

and prefixes, if used frequently, and particularly if deprived of their

original meaning, coalesce with the numerals. In this manner we

must account for long being added to all Dhimal numerals, for

s h and s h i at the end of the Limbu numerals, for z h o in Chepang.

In Miri, ko is aifixed and a prefixed. The Shendus prefix me,

the Gyarung k a ; the Manyak aftix b i, the Gyami k u. In other

cases we find some numerals with, others without sufiixes ; sometimes

we are told that this sufiix must be dropped if a substantive follows,

sometimes that another suffix must take its place. All these changes

are based on one and the same principle of determinative syllables,

which in monosyllabic languages are for the speaker what deter-

minatives are for the writer in Egyptian and partly in Chinese.*

After these preliminary remarks, we may venture to trace some of

these numerals to their original form and common type. We shall

meet with extreme cases, such as, for instance, Naga vanram, three,

being the same as Miri aomko, three. But we know that va or

van in Naga is a prefix, as well as a in Miri; and we also know

that k o in Miri is an affix. This leaves us ram=om. Now, the

r in vanram or varam stands between two vowels, where, as,

for instance, in the name of the Burmese capital, Amaapuya, i. e.

Amarapura, it is dropped in pronunciation. Hence ram and om,

both preceded by a vowel, are the same, and so are their secondary

forms, van ram and aomko.

We may at once proceed to a consideration of the other words for

three, and take " two " afterwards ; because " three " is common

to the whole class, while " two " will help us to distinguish the Tai

from the Bliotiya class. The original type of "three" in these lan-

guages was " Sam." Sum, som, san, sun, son, sang, sung, song, are

simply varieties of the same sound. This brings together Chinese, all

the Tai (exc. Kassia), eleven Gangetic dialects, and one Lohitic.

Making allowance for the evanescent final nasal (as in Uraon and

• See Humboldt's Complete Works, vi. p. 402.
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Urao), we may include Horpa and Angara! Naga ; and considering the

difficulty of distinguishing between the four names of the frontier river

between the English provinces and Burmah, (it is written San-luen,

Salwen, Saluoen and Thalueyn,) we may also include the words with

initial th (hts, shy). Thus we embrace the Shan, Burmese, Bodo,

Khyeng, Mru, Sak, Tunglhu, and with t=th, the Kumi tum. In

composition we have still to make allowance for s being changed

into r, r into 1, or its being dropped altogether. The phonetic pro-

cess of these changes is well known from Sanskrit and other dialects.

We now take the prefixes

:

With ka, we have, Gyarung, k a-s a m. Mikir, k a-t h a m.

Kami, ka-tun.

gi, Garo, gi-tham.

a, Dophla, a am. Abor, angom (i.e. a-ong).

Naga, azam and asam.

ma, Singpho, ma sum. Shendu, me-thas.

van, Naga, van ram.

With suffixes we have

—

ku : Gyami, san ku. Kuki, tum ka.

ri : Thochu, kshi ri.

bi : Mangak, si bi.

shi : Limbu, syum sh.

ya: Kiranti, sum ya.

zho : Chepang, sum zho.

lang: Dhimal, sum lang.

With suffixes and prefixes—
a-ko : Miri, a|um|ko. aomko.

a-a : S. INIiri, a|um|a.

Thus, out of fifty-four dialects, there is but one, the Kassia lai,

which resists classification, though here the Naga lem might serve

as a link. Even if the value of these comparisons could be tested

simply by phonetic similai'ity, if the common origin of these nu-

merals was simply a question of phonetic possibility, I should think

even then the chain of changes which connects the Chinese word for

three with all the rest less complicated by far than that by which

Professor Bopp has tried to connect the Caucasian semi, sumi.

sami, jum, with Sanskrit tray as.
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I do not attempt a comparison of the words for one, for reasons

stated above, though the number of independent radicals to express

one, is not so great as might be expected. The same applies to the

words for two. Here also the power of forming new words, such

as couple, pair, brace, has not been carried to a great extent; and

in its limited operation it becomes useful and instructive,' because

it assists us in establishing lines of demarcation between the Tai, and

the other dialects. The type for two was NYA, with a decided

tendency, however, towards the vowel i. The softened or mouille

sound of ny, is sometimes expressed by gn, sometimes ])y ng; nh

also seems intended to indicate the same sound. In other dialects

this mouille letter becomes evanescent, and the simple nasal only re-

mains. It may seem doubtful whether instead of NYA, the original

form might not have been NYAT. Several forms occur with a final

t. But as there are other forms with a final s, it seems more plau-

sible to look on both t and s as additional letters, though their

occurrence in distant dialects may be taken as a sign that this ad-

ditional consonant dates from an early period. After these remarks,

seventeen dialects can be traced back to nya or nyat, without affix or

prefix. The affixes and prefixes used in the other dialects are the

same as for "three." The only new ones are kching in Changlo,

and pan in Khyeng. Anomalous forms are Kiranti, has at, Naga, ih,

Miri, pre. It is important as a distinction that the Tai dialects

have their own Avord for "two," which is the same as "three," only

with a final guttural nasal, sang, instead of the labial nasal in sam

(three). We may conclude from this that the separation of the Tai dia-

lects from the common stock took place previous to the separation of

Tibetan and Burmese. A third base for "two" is ar in Gyami and

Kassia; it may be connected with the Chinese eul.

The original base of "four" was "Chi," a sound which in these

dialects is sometimes palatal, sometimes lingual, sometimes sub-

dental, accordingly as it is produced by bringing the tongue in contact

with the palate, the root of the teeth, the gum, or the teeth, without,

however, allowing it to become a pure dental or a pure guttural sound.

From chi this sound may pass to zhi, and from zhi it may run into

a soft s. It may also approach a lingual d, and then merge into the

lingual r and I. Similar changes have been pointed out before. Al-

though, therefore, the written words foi- "four" vary considerably in
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appearance, yet it is frequently the same sound wliieh was meant to be

represented, oidy tliat it is a vague sound, and a sound for which the

European alphabets have no distinct sign. Chinese and Tai have a

decided s, followed by i, with the exception of the Kassia, which has

sau instead of si.

Zh occurs five times, or eight times if we include the soft initial </,

the Sanskrit d (^). The hi, which is the Sanskrit dh (^), and which

is also written Ui or /, occurs eleven times, including the cases where
it is joined by common prefixes. But there is one prefix which
occurs so frequently that it seems to be more than a prefix. It may
have been by itself a word for " four," which, as is usual in mono-
syllabic languages, was joined to the other word for "four," in order

to make the intended meaning more apparent.* This word is pi, and

it occurs by itself as the word for four in Newar, pi, Changlo, phi,

Miri, a-pi-ko, and Abor, a-pi. Together with Ihi or rhi, we find

it in Takpa, p|li, Garung, p|li, Magar, bu [li, Murmi, b|li, Lepcha,

phajli, Chepang, p|loi|zho, Mikir, phili, Dophla, alp|li, Naga,

phajle, plipa|li, pi|li, Kumi, palu, Shendii, pujlli, and in Bodo,

b|re, Garo, b|ri, Naga, pa|zr, and Sak, p|ri. What raises a doubt,

however, as to the origin and meaning of the initial labial sound in

these words, is that the same labial prefix occurs sometimes before

" five" in the same dialects which add it to " four," though they do not

use it before any other numerals. In two cases "five" is expressed

by the single labial, ba, me-pa. In Tibetan, as pointed out by
Mr. Hodgson (1853, p. 59), zhi (four) is written bzhi.

"Five" in Tai is HA, except the Kassia san. In the other

Bhotiya dialects the original base of "five" was GNA. This may
be contained in the Chinese ung, for GNA can also be represented

by NGA. In the Bhotiya class GNA is so little disguised, that no

explanation is required. We might naturally expect na and ga, in-

stead of nga ; but we also find more violent changes, such as gwa
and wa; and still more anomalous, ma in pu-ma. Among the

prefixes the constant labial has been already mentioned. This is

sometimes followed by 1, so as to render the origin of forms such as

pi-li-ngo-ko rather problematical.

* All analogous feature of the Malay languages is pointed out in Mr. Crawfurd's

Malay Grammar, page 81.

D D
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Six" in the T;iT languages is EUK, IIUK, and in Chinese LU
and LOK. Now it will easily be seen that the various forms of

one and the same numeral in the Ta'i languages are nothing but

phonetic varieties of the same word. Nor is it difficult to account

for the transition of r into 1, or for the omission or addition of a

final k. (See page 396.) With all these allowances, however, we do

not obtain a base which will explain all the corruptions of the Bho-

tiya words for "six." A base which would account for most, would

be RHU, only that we should have to admit two prefixes, t and k.

The simple RIIU would account for forms like ru and ro, and also

for dhu and thii, if these two are meant as lingual a.«pirat(>s. The

prefix t would then explain forms like ta ru, tau, tar ok, thorok,

and soru ; and the prefix k would account for the rest, such

as kro, krukzho, khyauk (ray in Burmese). Still even thus

a residuum remains, which it is better not to attempt to analyse

until we receive more accurate lists than those which we have at

present, where, as for instance in Garo, "six" is given in one list as

krok, in another as dok.

For th«. same reason I abstain at present from tracing the re-

maining numerals from seven to ten back to their original types

Their general likeness leaves no doubt that they also proceeded

from one common .«ouroe. "We find, in spite of occasional deviations,

a sufficient number of almost identical words for seven, eight, nine,

and ten in the most distant members of the Bhotiya family to be sa-

tisfied as to their common origin. We must make allowance, however,

for this, that some languages express seven by 6+1, as for instance

there hi, which stands for thorok-|-chi. Again, eight is ex-

pressed by a compound 10—2, and nine by 10— 1 ; for instance, in

jMikir, where 10 is kip, 9 chirkep, 8 nirkep. Yet, with all these

exceptions, anomalies, and corruptions, this one important fact re-

mains established, that the Bhotiya and Tai members of the

Tuianian family show in their numerals their former unity and con-

tinuity as distinctly as the languages of Arian origin.
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Seventh Section.

The Malay Languages.

In the first part of this Letter I endeavoured to show that, where

the means are wanting to enable us to trace the genealogical connec-

tion of large groups of languages, it is yet possible to classify them on

grounds merely morphological. In a nomadic state of language words

are liable to such rapid changes, and those ai'ising not from phonetical

corruption, but from actual loss and a continued reproduction of

words, that, after some generations, one language maybe split into two

dialects, in which the most common objects are expressed by ditFei'ent

terms. Nomadic languages shed their words almost in every century
;

while political languages keep their plumage for thousands of years.

It would be hopeless, therefore, to attempt to test the relationship of

nomadic dialects by the same agencies that bring out the affinities of

political languages ; nor would it be right to deny their proper weight

to coincidences in the leading principles of grammatical formation,

which, like a natural instinct, may live on where all external signs

of relationship ai'e obliterated. "A language," as Humboldt says,

" cannot be looked upon as a mere aggregate of words. Every

language is a system by which the mind embodies an idea in audible

expression. It is the business of the philologist to discover the key to

this system. It will then appear that races not only express their

ideas in the same manner, but follow the same path in their forms

of speech."

§ 1. Formal Coincidences leiiceen the Malay and Ta'i Languages.

It is from this point of view that the Tai" and Malay languages may

be ranged together, as coinciding most strikingly in some of the most

characteristic features of their grammar. It is not the geographical

proximity of the Malays and Siamese races which suggests this idea.

The settlement of the Malays on the continent of Malacca is generally

considered as of modern date. Nor is it a mere community of words

which led to this supposition. Here again, unless our comparison
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extended over the wliole dictionary of these two races, it would be

impossible to say whether the Siamese had borrowed from the Malays,

or the Malays from tlie Siamese. Nor do I wish to prove that Siamese

and Malay are lineal descendants of the same parent. But there exists

in their grammar an instinct so peculiar and constant, that it is in vain

to try to account for it without the admission, that before the dispersion

of the descendants of Tur, the nomads of the Pacific received their

first grammatical impressions together with the rost of the Turanian

family ; that after their first separation they continued for a long time

together with that branch of the southern Turanian division which

occupies the valley of the Brahmaputra and extends to the peninsula

of Malacca; while all that seems to be Arian in their grammar and

dictionary, and has been used by Bopp to prove the original connection

of the Malay and Arian languages, was simply imported during a later

political and religious intercourse between the Arian colonists of India

and the Turanian inhabitants of the Indian Archipelago.

The following are some of the leading features whicli the INIalay

share in common with the Tai languages. For the Malay I refer to

Mr. Crawfurd's Grammar ; for the Tai, to the Grammatical Outlines

of Mr, Robinson, chiefly taken from the Khamti. " This," to quote

Mr. Robinson's words, " in common with the Siamese, Laos, Shyan,

and Ahom, is only a dialect of the language usually known as the Tai';

a language more or less prevalent through all that wide tract of

country extending from Siam to the valley of the Brahmaputra. In

a language so extensive in its use, it might be conjectured that local

peculiarities would have given rise to a great diversity of dialects,

so that the Klunnti and Siamese, spoken at the extremities, would have

presented but few links of connection. On the contrary, however,

we find that the discrepancies between the two are very trifling."

This shows that the Tai must once have passed through a period

of literary cultivation and grammatical concentration, and that the

Tai dialects spoken at the present day are but varieties of one com-

mon type.

Mr. Brown's investigations led him to the conclusion, that upwards

of nine tenths of the fundamental words are the same in Siamese

and Khamti, with the exception of a few slight variations of jironun-

ciation. These variations are mostly confined to a few lettei's : viz.
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ch, which the nortliern tribes change to ts; d, for wliich they use

1 or n ; r, wliich becomes h ; and u a, which is changed for long o.

"Different systems of writing," as Mr. Robinson remarks, "have

been introduced to express the sounds of the different dialects of the

Tai. The Khamti and Shyan alphabets are derived from the Bur-

mese ; the Laos is nearly related to Burmese, but more complete and

better adapted to the wants of the language than the Shyan ; whilst

the Siamese character bears only a remote resemblance to Burmese."

1. In Khamti, inflections are unknown, and the accidents of case,

mood, and tense are expressed by means of particles.

In Malay, there are no inflections to express gender, number,

person, time, or mood.

2. Words or particles which serve as the exponents of these gram-

matical relations, and which in the Ural-Altaic languages are always

placed after the root, may, both in Malay and Ta'i, be used as pre-

positions as well as postpositions.

3. The relation of the genitive may be expressed by mere juxta-

position. But while in Chinese the first word is understood to be in

the genitive, the governed word, or what we call the genitive, stands

last both in Malay and Ta'i.

Examples : Tai: Hang, a tail; pa, a fish,

hang pa, a fish's tail.

Malay: Tuwan, master •, amba, slave.

T u w a n amba, the master of the slave ;

amba tuwan, the slave of the master.

4. The accusative takes no preposition in Khamti and Malay; in the

latter, pada (to) may be added.

The accusative follows the verb in Siamese and Malay.

5. The other cases, if cases they can be called, are formed in Tai

and Malay by prepositions.

a. Dative in Tai: Hang.
2 3 1 _

1 2 3

Ex, Hang man hau da. Give to him.

a. Dative in IMalay : ka, kapuda.

Ex. !Maka kata raja kapada estrina, The king said to his

spouse (stri).
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b. Ablative in Tai : luk, from.

in Malay: dari, ka-lmvar, from.

c. Locative in Ta'i : ti, in.

in ]\Ialay : di, in.

Ex. Di nagri Tringanu, The country of Tringganu.

6. The Khamti noun admits of no plural. The singular, where

necessary, may be expressed by the addition of the numeral one in

Siamese and Malay. Plurality in Malay is expressed by an adjective

having this sense : as, b a u a k, many ; s a g a 1 a and s a k a 1 i a n, all ;
and

tlie numerals. In Khamti, in those instances where the noun does not

express a collective or plural idea, a numeral added to it renders the

expression sufficiently intelligible.

7. Gender is not expressed ; but to indicate the difference of sex in

the inferior animals, the term thuk is used to denote the male, and

me the female in Khamti.

Ex. A horse : Masc. ma thuk ; Fcm. ma me.

A cat : Masc. miau thuk ; Fem. miau me.

In Malay, a male of the lower animals is expressed by the

adjective j a n t a n ; a female, by b a t i n a.

Ex. A horse : Masc. kuda jantan ; Fem. kuda batina.

A cat : Masc. kuching jantan ; Fem. kuching batina.

For individuals of the human family different words are used in

Ta'i and Malay: sau and ying, in the former; laki and param-

pUan or estri (Sanskrit), in the latter.

Ex. Tai" : Luk sau, son ; luk ying, daughter.

Malay : Anak laki, son ; anak parampiian, daughter.

Tai": Pi sau, brother; pi ying, sister.

Malay : Saudara laki, brother ; saudara parampiian, -sister.

Exceptions where distinct words are used, arc,

Malay : Pa, father ; ma, mother.

Tai" : Po, father ; me, mother.

8. In Tai", the adjective follows the substantive.

Ex. Kun ni, a good man.

Ma ma-ni, a bad (not-good) dog.
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In Malay, an adjective, by its form, is not distinguishable from tlie

noun ; for the same word is often cither, according to position. It is

its place, following the noun, which murks the word as expressing

quality.

Ex. Putish kayin, the whiteness of cloth.

Kayin putish, white cloth.

9. In forming the comparative degi'ee of the adjective in Kliamti,

the word leu, beyond, is added to it in its positive form.

In Malay, the comparative is expressed by daripada; dari mean-

ing from, pada, with.

1,231 2 3 1,2
Ex. Khamti: Yaii leu hiin, great beyond the house; or, Noi sung

3 4 1
, , 2 3 4

,

leu peun, a mountain high beyond all ; i. e. the highest mountain.

Malay: Bayik daripada samuwaiia, good from with all; or, Labih

bajik daripada samuvafia, very good from Avith all, i. e. best.

10. In the numerals, no coincidences can be pointed out between

Malay and Tai ; and the great similarity of the Tai numerals with

Chinese, makes it not improbable they were actually adopted from

Chinese. But the Malay numerals participate in a feature pecu-

liarly Turanian, that of forming the words for eight and nine, by

10—2 and 10— 1. Dulapan, eight, contains du, 2; sambilan,

nine, contains sa, 1; as determinative elements. If salapan is used

for eight, this can only be explained as a mistake ; and in the Sunda

dialect of Java, salapan has retained its original meaning of nine,

dalapan, of eight. Different etymologies have been given of lap an,

and bilan, which may be seen in Humboldt, Bo{)p, and Buchanan
;

but they do not affect our argument as to the Turanian character of

these formations.

11. Another feature deserves to be pointed out with regard to the

numerals, connecting the Tai languages most closely with the Malay.

Mr. Crawfurd describes it in the following manner

:

In the enumeration of certain objects, the Malay has a peculiar

idiom, which, as f;ir as I know, does not exist in any other language

of the Archipelago. It is of the same nature as the word "head," as

we use it in the tale of cattle; or "sail," in the enumeration of ships

;

but in Malay, it extends to many familiar objects.

D D 4
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Alai, of wliich the original meaning has not been ascertained, is

applied to such tenuous objects, as leaves, grasses, hairs, and feathers.

B a tang, meaning stem or trunk, to trees, logs, spars, spears, and

javelins.

Bantak, of wliich the meaning has not been ascertained, to such

objects as rings.

Bidang, which means spreading or spacious, to mats, carpets,

thatch, sails, skins, and hides,

Biji, seed, to corn, seeds, stones, pebbles, gems, eggs, the eyes of

animals, lamps, and candlesticks.

Bilah, which means a pale or stake, to cutting instruments, as

knives, daggers, and swords.

Butir, a grain, to pepper, beads, cushions, pillows, and, strangely

enough, to brooks and rivers.

Buwah, fruit, to fruit, loaves, cakes, mountains, countries, lakes,

boats and ships, houses, palaces and temples.

Ekor, tail, to beasts, birds, fishes, and reptiles.

Kayu, which means wood, to any object rolled up, as a piece of

cloth.

Keping, a sheet, to any foliacious object, as a sheet of paper.

Orang, man or person, to human beings

Puchuk, which means literally top, to cannon and small-arms, to

candles and torches, and to lettei's or missives.

Rawan, which is literally gristle or cartilage, to all descriptions

of cordage.

Ex. Ada siiorang saudagar kapada sabuwah nagri. There was one-

man merchant, in one fruit (of a) country.

Bad'il limapuluh puchuk, dan pad-ang lima ratus bilah, Fire-arms,

fifty pieces, and sword five-hundred stake.

Let us now compare the Kliamti. Here, according to Mr. Ro-

binson, numeral affixes, or as they have sometimes been called, ge-

neric particles, are in common use. Tiiese particles are affixed to

numeral adjectives, and serve to point out the genus to which the

preceding substantive belongs.

To is the numeral affix applied to animals, "When the number to

be expressed is one, the generic particle precedes the numeral ; in

every other case it follows :
—
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21 5 3 4 12345
Hx. Pe nan luk on yang soiig-to. That goat has two kids.

Bai is the numeral affix applied to such nouns as leaf, paper,

umbrella.

Nue is applied to things round.

Thep, and phen, to flat substances.

Phlin, to pieces of cloth.

Sen, to things having length.

II 0, to bundles, packets, and the like.

Sem, to sticks, posts, spears.

Khot, to ropes, and such articles as can be coiled up.

Ban, to villages, hamlets, and towns.

The use of these numeral affixes is evidently based on a pe-

culiarity of conception, remarkable as any in the grammar of

nations. The nations who employ these generic exponents, were in-

capable of conceiving quantity in the abstract ; a defect in their

logical powers more suggestive to the ethnologist than any peculiarity

in the anatomical structure of their skull. We find the same ge-

neric particles in Burmese, where, as in Malay and Tai, they are

placed after the numerals ; while, in Kachari and IVIikir, they are

placed before. In its most developed state, we find the same

custom in Chinese. There also the numerical exponent stands after

the numeral and before the substantive, except in accounts, when, as

in Burmese, the noun is put first, then the numeral, and last the

generic term. These generic terms were collected by P. Basilius in

liis Dictionnaire (p. 933), and by Morrison in his Chinese Gram-

mar (pp. 37—59), and alphabetically arranged by Endlicher, in his

Chinese Grammar. Humboldt discusses them in his work on the

Kavi language (p. 428). Besides the Cliinese, the Ta'i, Burmese,

and Malay languages, the Mexican also employs similar generic

exponents.

12. The pronouns in Khamti are the only words which have a

separate form for tlie plural

:

Kau, I, becomes Hau, we.

Mali, thou, „ Mali su, you.

Man, he, ,, Man khau, they.
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In Malay, tlie pronouns afford the only instance of a distinction

of number which exists in the language :

Ku, I, becomes Ki-ta, we.

Mu, thou, „ Ka-nii, you.

Na, he, ,, Marika, they.

The coincidence of the radical portion of the pronouns, particularly

in the first and second persons, requires no comment.

13. Malay and Siamese are botli distinguished by an extraordinary

number of pronouns of the first and second persons, which are used

according to the rank which the speaker or the person addressed is

supposed to hold. They are in reality not pronouns, but substan-

tives, meaning servant, lord, etc.

14. The relative pronoun in Khamti is Yang; in IMalay, Yang.

15. The Malay has possessive pronominal suffixes, which are

really the personal pronouns in their shortest forms, appended to

nouns.

For instance : arta-ku, my property,

urta-mu, thy property,

arta-fia, her property.

The same phrases can be formed in Khamti, where

mil, is hand, man, he ; and

mil man, his hand.

16. Demonstrative pronouns :

Malay: Ini, this. Khamti: Annai, this.

Itu or nun, that. Annan, that.

17. Interrogative pronouns

:

Malay: Apa, who? Khamti: Phaii, Avho?

18. The verb in Malay and Ta'i is so simple that we can hardly

expect many coincidences between these two languages, which might

not be pointed out in other dialects standing on the same low level

of grammatical development. A few, however, may here be men-

tioned. There are no terminations in either, to express the persons

of the verb ; the root remains the same whatever pronoun may pre-

cede it; and even the particles used to indicate the past or future,

the transitive or intransitive, tlie potential or subjunctive mood,
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are frequently omitted, particularly in <;onversation. "In Malay," as

Mr. Crawfurd says, " we can fancy a period in the history of the

language, in which these particles may not have been used at all,

the single radicals being found sufficient for all the ideas of a rude

people and an uncouth tongue." During this state of language the

absence of all formal distinction between nouns and verbs, would

naturally bring out that other feature of Turanian grammar to which

we have frequently alluded before, and which Mr. Crawfurd describes

in the following terms:— "With the exception of some pronouns,

nouns representing material objects, the prepositions which stand for

the cases of languages of complex structure, and a few conjunctions

and adverbs, any part of speech may, by the application of in-

separable particles, be converted into a verb. Thus the nouns ati,

the heart, tuwan, master, prang, war; the adjectives, bayik,

good, b a t u 1, straight, p u t i h, white ; the pronouns, a k u, I, and d i • r i,

self; the prepositions ad'ap, before, balakang, behind, ampir,

near; and the adverbs lakas and sigra, quickly; are all convertible

into verbs by the application of certain inseparable particles."

19. Three tenses can be traced in Kharati ; the present, the past, and

the futui'e. In the present "\ve have the verb in its complete state; in

the past, a particle is added, denoting completion or fulfilment ; and

another particle^ expressing will or determination, makes the future :

Ex. Kau kin, I eat.

Kau kin yau, I have eaten.

Kau ta kin, I shall eat.

In Malay, time is often left to be inferred ; but when it becomes

necessary to state present time, such adverbs as sakarang, now, or

the verb ad a*, to be, are employed. A preterite or past time is

expressed by the adddition of ttilah, past, sudah, enough, abis,

ended, 1 al u, gone. Future time is expressed by the vci'bs m a u, to will,

and andak, to desire ; and by the preposition akan, to, for instance,

Aku kan, I eat.

Aku kan lalu, I have eaten.

Aku akan kan, I shall eat.

* In Siamese, the verb to be, ayu, is used to form the present:.
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20. A potential mood is commonly expressed in Kliamti by pa,

can

:

Ex. Kau kin pa, I can eat, I could eat.

In Malay, a potential mood is expressed by the verbs bulih and

dap at, used as auxiliaries ; and which, literally translated; mean to

can or be able, and to get or find ; but Avliich have the English sense

of can or may :

Ex. Aku kan dapat, I can eat.

21. Nouns are derived from verbs in IVlalay, by ap[)l}'ing to a

radical the affix an, or the prefix pa, or both together:

Ex. Dagang, to trade ; pa-dagang, a trader,

suruh, to order ; suruh-an, a messenger,

a sap, to smoke; par-asap-an, a censer.

In Khamti the participial form is denoted by the particle an, put

before the verb :

Ex. An-kin, eating.

A language which shares so many grammatical principles in

common witli Kliamti and Siamese, and differs from Sanskrit on

every essential point of grammar, can no longer be counted as a de-

graded member of the Arian fiiiiiily, however great the authority of

him who first endeavoured to link Sanskrit and Malay together.

Without entering into the question of the spreading of the Malay

dialects, and the connection of the Malay and the other Polynesian

idioms, we may safely assert that the grammatical fibres of the Tai

and the Malay languages hold closely together ; and that the Malays,

whatever their later wanderings may have been, must, in their first

state, be traced to the Continent of Asia, and to the same home

from which the inhabitants of the whole Eastern peninsula proceeded

southward in times unreached by history or by tradition. If the Malay

is thus secured to tlie Turanian f;amily, the whole question of its

connection with the Polynesian languages will have to be viewed in

a new light, and the conflicting opinions of Humboldt and Crawfurd

may receive a solution consistent both with that fundamental unity

which struck the comprehensive genius of the former, and the startling

discrepancy of local varieties that attracted the notice of so patient a

collector and so careful an invcstijrator as Mr. Crawfurd.
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§ 2. Humholdis and Crawfurd's Views on the Languages of Poly-

nesia and the Indian Archipelago.

The following extracts from Humboldt's and Crawford's works

will show the present state of this disputed question. I have availed

myself of an excellent article " On the conflicting Views of European

Scholars, as to the Races inhabiting Polynesia and the Indian

Archipelago," by the Honourable Sir Erskine Perry, in which the

evidence on both sides is summed up with fairness and lucidity. Sir

Erskine gives the passages from Humboldt in so masterly a trans-

lation, that we hope he may soon publish a more complete translation,

which, he tells us, he has prepared for educational purposes. Hum-
boldt's view on the Malay language, as given in his posthumous work,

" On the Varieties of Human Language and its Influence on the

Mental Development of Mankind," may be stated in his own words,

as follows :

" The races of Malay origin, with respect to locality, government,

history, and, above all, language, are perhaps more singularly con-

nected with races of different cultivation than any other people in

the world. They inhabit only islands and island groups, but these

extend over so wide a range as to afford unmistakeable testimony to

their early acquaintance with navigation. Their settlement on the

Continent at Malacca scarcely deserves to be mentioned here, as it is

of modern date, and proceeded from Sumatra, and that on the coasts

of the China Sea, and of the Gulf of Siam, at Champa, was a still

later occurrence. With these exceptions, we are unable to trace,

Avith any certainty, even in the most remote history, the existence of

Malays on the mainland. If from these races we separate those who

in a strict sense deserve the name of Malays, and who, according to

undeniable grammatical researches, speak closely allied tongues, easily

intelligible to one another, we shall find them settled (only mentioning

those points where the inquiry into languages has had sufficient ma-

terials to work on) in the Philippine?,— where the language is to be

found in the richest development of forms, and in its most original

condition, — in Java, Sumatra, Malacca, and Madagascar. A large

number of words, however, of unquestionable relationship, and even
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the names of a considerable number of islands, betoken that tlie

islands in the neighbourhood of the above localities are peopled by a

similar race, and that even the more strictly so-called Malay lan-

guage extends itself over all that portion of the South Pacific which

reaches from the Philippines southerly to the West Coast of New
Guinea, and, more westerly, to the chain of islands which joins the

eastern point of Java, and runs up between Java and Sumatra to

the Straits of IMalacca. It is a matter for regret that the large

islands of Borneo and Celebes, to which probably all that has been

said above may apply, have not yet had their languages sufficiently

examined to allow of any conclusion being drawn on grammatical

grounds.

" To the eastward of the zone here drawn of the pure Malay lan-

guage, from New Zealand to Easter Island, thence northerly to the

Sandwich Islands, and then-back again westwards to theThilippines, a

race of islanders is to be found, who display most unquestionable traces

of an old connection in blood with the Malays. This is proved by

the number of similar words, and essential coincidences of physical

structure, in the languages whose grammar we know intimately, such

as those of New Zealand, Tahiti, the Sandwich Islands, and Tongu.

A like similarity is to be found in manners and customs, especially

where pure IVIalay customs are recognisable, unadulterated by Indian

usages. "Whether the races to the north-'west in this part of the

Pacific belong wholly or in part to the latter division, or to the Malays

in the strict sense ; or whether they form a connecting link between

the two, cannot yet be decided with our present materials, as even the

researches which have been set on foot with respect to the language

of the Mariana Group have not yet been made public. The whole
ot these races possess social institutions sufficiently complicated to

make it improper to exclude them wholly from the class of civilized

nations. They have a well-established, and by no means simple

system of government, of religious doctrines, and of usages, and
some of them possess a species of spiritual government ; they display

skill in various arts, and are bold and experienced seamen. We find

amongst them in several spots the remains of a sacred language, un-

intelligible even to themselves ; and their custom of recalling formally

obsolete expressions into life on certain occasions, speaks not only to
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tlie richness, age, and depth of the language, but also to tlieir powers

of observation as to the efFeet of time in modifying circumstances.

With all this they allowed, and still partly allow, barbarous prac-

tices inconsistent with civilisation.* Tliey appear never to have

acquired the art of writing, and, consequently, are deprived of all

that literature which is founded upon it, although they are by no

means wanting in fanciful legends, impressive eloquence, and poetry

in defined rhythmical cadence. Their languages, however, have not

sprung out of any corruption or cliange of the Malay tongue of the

narrower zone, but we may rather trace in them an uniform and

original condition of the latter.

" Along with the race thus described in the two divisions of the

Great Southern Archipelago, we meet, on some of the islands, with

people who, from their appearance, must be attributed to a wholly

different stock. Both the Malays in the stricter sense, and the more

eastern inhabitants of the South Sea, belong without doubt to the

same human family, and they form, if one makes an accurate division

by colours, the class passing from the light brown into white. The

races of whom we are now speaking approximate, by their black

skin, occasionally by their wcolly frizzled hair, and by their peculiar

features and build, to the African Negro, although, according to the

most trustworthy evidence, they are nevertheless essentially different,

and can by no means^be considered as the same race. AVriters on

these countries, in order to distinguish them fi-om Negroes, call them

either Negritoes or Austral-Negroes, and but few of them exist.

Both in the islands inhabited by the Malay races, and in the Philip-

pines, they usually occupy the middle of the island, and inaccessible

hills, to which they appear to have been gradually driven by the

more numerous and powerful white race. We must carefully, how-

ever, distinguish them from the Haraforas, or Alfuris, the Turajos of

Celebes, who are to be found in Borneo, Celebes, the Moluccas,

IMindenao, and some otlier islands. These latter appear to have been

driven out in a similar manner by their neighbours, but belong to

the light brown race ; and Mursden attributes their disappearance

* Mr. Crawfurd mentions a somewhat cultivated race in Sumatra, -well ac-

quainted with letters, who appear to be the only literary cannibals recorded in

history. — E. P.
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from the coast to Maliomcdan persecution. In wildness tliey ap-

proximate to the black race, and they constitute a population of

uniformly low development. Other islands, amongst which are some

large ones, like New Guinea, New Britain, New Zealand, and some

of the Hebrides, contain these Negro races only, and the inhabitants

of the large continents of New Holland and Van Dieman's Land, so

far as there has been hitherto opportunity of becoming acquainted

with them, belong to the same race. But although this race in all

the localities here indicated displays general marks of similarity and

relationship, it is by no means thoroughly establislied how far es-

sential differences of race exist among them, for tlieir language has

not yet been investigated so as to satisfy the exigencies of a thorough

grammatical inquiry. We have only the materials collected by the

Missionary Trelkeld as to one race in New South Wales, by which

Ave are enabled to form any judgment as to its organic and gram-

matical structure. The race everywhere distinguishes itself by a

greater wiUlncss and barbarism than appears in the lighter races
;

and the differences herein relate solely to their greater or less in-

tercourse Avith the latter. The inliabitants of New Holland and

Van Dieman's Land appear to stand on the lowest grade of civiliza-

tion which has ever yet been occupied by mankind. It is a remark-

able phenomenon to meet, even on the peninsula of Malacca, the

light and dark races in contact with one another ; for the Semang?,

who occupy part of the mountain range of that country, are by most

unquestionable testimony, a woolly-haired Negrito race. As this

is the only point of the mainland of Asia where the fact occurs, it

is unquestionable that immigration must have taken place here at a

comparatively recent period. Among the lighter races, also, as the

Malay expression orang henna (men of the country) appears to

prove, more than one immigration seems to have occurred. Both

occurrences only show, therefore, that the same kind of connection

between countries at different periods brings about similar historical

facts, and, consequently, to this extent there is nothing remarkable

in them. In reference to the state of culture of the dilferent races of

mankind in this Archipelago, however, any explanation by means of

colonization becomes deceptive. To enterprising nations, the sea

offers rather a means of easy connection than of distinct separation.
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and the general diffusion of bold active seamen, like the Malays, ex-

plains itself in this way, by short trips from island to island, some-

times intentionally made, and sometimes by their being driven away

through the violence of the prevailing winds ; for activity, expert-

ness, and knowledge of sea-craft, are not characteristics of the proper

Malay only, but are to be found amongst the whole of the light brown

race. I need only mention here the Bugis of Celebes, and the South

Sea Islanders. But if this description of the Negritoes, and of their

diffusion from New Holland to the Philippines, and from New Guinea

to the Andamann?, is correct, these races must hava deteriorated

more than is usually supposed from a more civilized condition, and

have become wild. Their present condition rather favours the

hypothesis, which is not in itself improbable, of revolutions of

nature, old traditions of which still exist in Java, by which a popu-

lous continent became broken up into the present island groups.

Men, like ruins, might, so far as mankind could survive such con-

vulsions, have remained on the scattered island tops. Both of these

explanations, perhaps, if united, so as to consider the dislocation by

the powers of nature as occurring during a lapse of centuries, and dis-

tinguished from the connection through human colonization, might

perhaps afibrd us some sort of account of the various races which now

appear.

" Tanna, one of the Hebrides, but a word of Malay origin. New
Caledonia, Timor, Ende, and some other islands, possess a population

which is left doubtful after inquiry whether we are to reckon it, with

Crawfurd, as a third race, or, with Marsden, as a mixture of the two

others ; for the inhabitants, in their physical moke, woolliness of hair,

and colour of skin, occupy a middle place between the light brown

and black races. If, at the same time, a similar affirmation can be

made as to their language, this circumstance would tell authoritatively

for their being a mixed race. There still remains an important

question, but one very difficult to decide from the materials at hand,

viz., how far older and more intimate mixtures of the white and

black races have occurred in these countries, and how far gradual

changes may thereupon have ensued in language, and even in colour

and growth of hair, the woolliness of which, moreover, in some

localities, is cultivated as an ornament. To judge correctly of the

E E
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Negro races in their pure foriiij we must always commence with the

inhabitants of the Great Southern Continent, as between these and

tl-'e brown races no direct contact is conceivable, and according to

their present condition it is difficult to suppose any kind even of in-

direct connection. The remarkable fact still remains, that many

words in the languages of these races, although we certainly possess

only a few of them, bear an evident likeness to the words of the

South Sea Islands.

" Amid these geographical relations, in some instances amounting

to close neiglibourhood, certain INIalay races adopted Indian civiliza-

tion to such an extent that perhaps no similar example is to be found

of a nation undergoing sucli a complete infusion of the national

spirit of another race, without losing its own independence. The

phenomenon as a whole is very intelligible. A large part of the

Archipelago, and the most attractive from its climate and fertilit}',

lay at a very short distance from the great continent of India —
opportunities and points of contact were consequently abundant. But

wliere such occurred, the preponderating iniluence of a civilization so

ancient, and so diffused through every branch of human activity as

the Hindu, could not fail to attract towards it other nations of

active and impressionable temperaments. This was rather a moral

than a political revolution. "We recognise it in its consequences in

the Hindu elements, whicli undeniably present themselves to view

in a certain range of Malay races ; but how did this mixture arise ?

On this point, even amongst the Malays, as we shall see, nothing but

obscure and doubtful traditions exist. If inroads of powerful races

and extensive conquests had produced this state of things, clearer

traces of such political events would have been preserved. Intel-

lectual and moral causes work, like nature herself, in silence, and their

operation is similar to the growth of a seed, eluding observation.

The modus operandi in which Hinduism struck root amongst the

INIalay races, proves that as a mental spring of action it excited the

inia'nnation, and became powerful through the impressions of wonder

which it produced in races susceptible of culture. In India itself, so

far as I know, Ave find no mention of the South-eastern Archipelago in

Hindu history or literature. Even if Laidui were perhaps considered

to extend further than the limits of Ceylon, this was only dark and
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uncertain surmising-, or mere poetical license. From the Arcliipelago

itself, on the other hand, as wc may well conceive, nothing proceeded

which could have any influence on the mainland. It was India that

exerted a substantial influence, and perhaps even by colonization,

which was not intended to keep the mother country in view as a

home, or to preserve relations witli it. Reasons for establishing set-

tlements might be various. How far Buddhist persecution might

have co-operated, I shall have to discuss hereafter.

" But to explain properly the mixture of Malay and Hindu ele-

ments, and the influence of India on the whole of the Indian Archi-

pelago, we must discriminate between its different modes of opera-

tion, and thereby commence with that which, early as it may have

began, has continued to the latest times, and consequently has left

the clearest and most indelible traces. It is not only the influence

of a spoken foreign language which in this case, as in all mixtures

of nations, operates powerfully, but also the whole of the mental

culture which springs out of it. Tliis phenomenon is unquestion-

ably apparent in the introduction of Indian language, literature,

myths, and religious philosophy into Java. The whole purport of

the following work is to discuss this question, but principally with

reference to language, — I therefore must content myself here with

this mere allusion. This species of influence aflfected only the Indian

Archipelago, properly so called, and the Malay zone in its stricter

sense; but possibly not even the whole of the latter, and certainly

not to an equal extent. The focus was so undoubtedly Java, that

Ave may reasonably doubt whether that island was not the immediate

source fromwhicli it extended itself over the rest of the Archipelago.

Independent of Java, we find, however, distinct and complete proofs

of Indian civilisation amongst the proper Malays and Bugis of

Celebes. A true literature, from the essential elements of the form-

ation of language, is only capable of existing contemporaneously

with a written character which is in daily use. It is an important

fact, therefore, for the mental development ot the South-eastern

Archipelago, that just that portion of the island group which has

been designated as strictly Malay possesses an alphabetic character.

A distinction not to be overlooked, however, here occurs. The al-

phabetic character in this part of the world is Indian. This arose

E E 2
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naturally from the intellectual relations of these countries, and is

visible in most of their alphabets, with the exception, perhaps, of the

Bugis, in the similarity of the letters, not to mention their arrange-

ment to designate sounds, which undoubtedly docs not furnish any

decisive proof, as it might have been adopted subsequently to a

foreign alphabet. Nevertheless, a complete similarity, with merely

an adaptation to the simpler phonetic system of the indigenous

tongues, occurs only in Java, and perhaps at Sumatra. The cha-

racter of the Tagalis and of the Bugis is so different, that it may be

regarded as an example of alphabetic invention. In Madagascar the

Arabic character has planted itself, as the Indian has done in the

centre of the Archipelago. At what period this occurred is uncer-

tain. And there does not appear to be any trace of an original

character which it displaced. The use of the Arabic character

amongst the Malays proper decides nothing as to their intellectual

relations, which we ai-e now discussing, for it is notoriously a modern

introduction. I have already mentioned the total want of all writing

in the South Sea Islands, and amongst the woolly-haii\'d races.

The traces of Hinduism which we have here in sight are so distinct

that we may recognise them everywhere without difficulty, and we

can distinguish them as foreign elements. No true intermixture or

amalgamation is here discernible, but a mere mosaic union of foreign

and native. So far as relates to manners and customs, we may clearly

recognise in Indian antiquity the foreign words in the Smskrit de-

scended to us, and which have not entirely lost their grammatical

forms : we may even discover the laws which governed the trans-

plantation of foreign elements of speech into a native soil. Tliis is

the foundation of the cultivated and poetic language of Java, and is

closely connected with the introduction of literature and religion.

All that has been said above undoubtedly has not operated with the

language of the people, and still less can it be affirmed, that merely

because Indian words are to be found in it, they were introduced in

a similar manner. In thus tracing minutely the operations of the

different modes of Indian influence, two deeply-seated questions

arise, suggested by actual phenomena, but which are extremely dif-

ficult to answer accurately, viz. whether the whole of the ci\iiisation

of the Archipelago is traceable to an Indian origin ; and whether.
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from a period anterior to the rise of literature, and to the last and most

complete development of the language, any connection existed between

the Malay and Sanskrit languages, which is still capable of being

traced in the social elements of speech ?

" I am inclined to answer the former of these questions in the

negative. It appears to me to be made out that the brown race had

an original civilization of their own. It is still to be found in the

Eastern portion, and is not altogether unrecognizable in Java. It

may, indeed, be said, that the population of the Archipelago prin-

cipally issued from its centre, where the influence of India was most

powerful, and extended itself thence towards the east and west, so that

the distinct Hindu element becomes more diluted at each extremity.

This proposition, however, is supported, less by any distinct simi-

larity than by remarkable coincidences in manners, which have

nothing specially Indian to distinguish them, amongst the races of

the central and eastern parts of the Archipelago. One sees also no

reason why Ave should deny to a race like the Malay a self-developed

civilization, in Avhatever subsequent direction the march of population,

and their gradual culture may have been. A proof is even afforded

by the readiness of the different tribes belonging to the race to adopt

the Hinduism imported among them, and, still further, by the manner

in which they still retain the indigenous element, and scarcely ever

allow its peculiar form to merge in the Indian. The contrary would

have happened if these races had been wild, uncultivated savages,

when Indian colonization first came in contact with them. When I

speak here of Hindus, I of course only mean people speaking the

Sanskrit language, and not the inhabitants of the continent of India

generally. How far the one race came in contact with, and was,

perhaps, driven out by the other, I do not now enter upon, as my
purpose is only to show the different elements of civilization by which

the Malay races were influenced.

" The second question, which alone relates to language, must, 1

conceive, be answered in the affirmative. In this respect the limits

of Hindu influence have a wider range. Without mentioning the

Tagali, which contains a tolerable number of Sanskrit words, with

completely different meanings, there are to be found, even in the

languages of Madagascar and the South Sea Islands, both words and

E E 3
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sounds belonging to the Sanskrit, and in such an elementary part of

speech as the pronoun ; and even the modes of change of sound,

which may be looked upon as a good comparative test of the period

of introduction, are different in the languages of the narrower Malay

zone, in which, as in the Javanese, it is notorious that the influences

of Hindu literature and language displayed themselves at a much

later period. It becomes, therefore, a matter of great difficulty to ex-

plain tliis phenomenon, and to ascertain what reciprocal operation

these two great families of languages have on one another. At the

end of this essay I will return to the subject, as it is sufficient for me
here to call attention to the influence of Sanskrit on the I\Ialay lan-

guages, whicli appears to be distinct from the subsequently intro-

duced mental cultivation and literature, and. to belong to a much

earlier period, and to different connections between tlie two races.

I shall subsequently toucli on the languages of the Negro race, but

must make the preliminary remark now, that if- in some of these

tongues, as in the Papuan of New Guinea, for example, similarities-

witli Sanskrit words are to be found, this does not at all prove any

immediate connection between India and those islands, as such common

words might have been inti'oduced through the commerce of tlie

Malays, just as we see now with Arabic terms.

" On seeking, therefore, to take a general view of the state of the

civilization of the great Archipelago, we And the Malay populations to

be hemmed in, as it were, between influences and characteristics

which are strongly contrasted. On the same islands and island groups,

which still contain races on the lowest level of civilization, or where

at all events such tribes once existed, Ave find a very ancient state of

culture, wliieh luul borne choice fruits, and wliieh, derived from India,

had become indigenous. The Malay races have appropriated this cul-

ture, in nearly all its parts, to themselves. Herein they may be jjcr-

ceived to be connected in race to the inhabitants of the South Sea

Islands, who, compared to them, may be looked on as savages ; and it

is even doubtful whether their language is altogether strange to the

Negro races. The South Sea Islanders have kept themselves distinct

from those rude races by institutions peculiar to themselves, and by a

language which in their present form is quite their own. The popu-

lation of the Great Archipelago, which, according to our present
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knowledge, canuot be traced to the continent of Asia, is found in

places Avliere all foreign influence must be left out of consideration,

in a most rude and savage state, or on tbe lowest step of civilization.

This is especially true if we regard only the Negro races and the

South Sea Islanders, and exclude the Malay races, strictly so called,

although no very sufficient ground presents itself for ascribing to

these races a much higher station in civilization before Indian in-

fluences had operated upon them. We still find, even with the

Battas of Sumatra, whose myths and religion display unmistakcable

traces of Hindu influence, the barbarous custom of cannibalism on

certain occasions. The Great Archipelago, however, extends itself

along the whole coast-line of Asia, and connects itself with both its

extremities, stopped only by Africa on one side, and America on the

other. Its centre lies at a considerable distance, so far as navigation

is concerned, from the neai'est point of the continent of Asia. At

different times, therefore, it has been acted upon from the three great

focuses of the earliest awakening of the human mind amongst man-

kind— China, India, and the seat of the Semitic races- It has felt

the diflerent influences of all of them at proportionately remote

periods. To its earlier progress India alone contributed anything of

importance ; Arabia nothing, even if we except Madagascar ; and

China just as little of importance, notwithstanding its early settle-

ments."

While, as these extracts show, the philosophical mind of Hum-
boldt was always turned toward the problem of the unity of lan-

guage, and bent on the discovery of the few remaining threads that

would hold the vast tissue of the Polynesian dialects together, Mr.

Crawfurd approaches the subject from the very o^jposite point, as a

careful observer, awake to all that is peculiar in each dialect, and

anxious rather to distinguish than to combine. Nothing is more use-

ful to the progress of scientific discovery than the cooperation of

men following principles so antagonistic. They mutually check

and correct one another. While Humboldt thought already of

linking the whole Polynesian family with the Arian through the me-

dium of Sanskrit, Mr. Crawfurd shows that the Polynesian dialects

themselves have not yet been delinilely traced to one common source.

But the disparity of di;ilects whieli rivets Mr. Crawfurd's eye, dis-

E K 4
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appears in great part under the compreliensive grasp of a scholar like

Humboldt, Their methods, tliough different, will tend in the end to

elicit the fact, that languages apparently unconnected in grammar and

dictionary, can yet be reclaimed and comprehended under one common

name by the discovery of a few charactfjristic features, -whicli it would

be impossible to consider as the result of mere accident.

Mr. Crawfurd holds, 1st, that there is no foundation for the pre-

valent idea that, Negroes excepted, all the descriptions of men in the

limits above described belong to the same race ; on the contrary, there

are several races.

2nd. He also contends that many of the nations belonging to the

same race, for example, the Malays and Javanese, speak distinct

languages.

3rd. He holds that the black race, the Austral-Negroes, or Negri-

toes, are not identical, and that their languages, like their races, are

also distinct.

4th. He admits that the Polynesians speak one very largely diffused

language, with dialectic differences, but maintains that it is quite

distinct from JMalay.

As to identity of words being an indication of relationship between

languages, Mr. Crawfurd denies it. "In the Malay and Polynesian

languages," he says, " well sounding foreign words very readily gain

admission. Instead of words expressing simple ideas being excluded,

I should, on the whole, owing to the familiar and frequent use of the

ideas, consider them the most amenable to adoption of any class of

words whatsoever. Accordingly, such words will be Ibund to liavc

supplanted native terms altogether, or to be used as familiar terms

along with them. Thus, to give some examples in INIahiy : the most

familiar words for the head, the shoulder, the face, a limb, a hair, a

pile, brother, house, elephant, the day, to speak, to talk, are all

Sanskrit.

" In Javanese, we have from the same Sanskrit : the head, the

shoulders, the throat, the hand, the face, father, brother, son, daughter

woman, house, buffalo, elephant, with synonynies for the dog, and,

hog, the sun, the moon, the sea, and a mountain.

" In the language of Bali, the name for sun in most familiar use is
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Sanskrit, and a word of the same language is the only one in use for

the numeral ten.

"It is on the same principle that I account for the existence of a

similar class of Malayan words in the Tagala* of the Philippines,

although the whole number of Malayan words does not exceed one

fiftieth part of the language.

" In the Maori or New Zealand, the words forehead, sky, great,

stone, point, to drink, to die, are Malay or Javanese; yet of these

two tongues there are not a hundred words in the whole language.

" As to the personal pronouns, which have often been referred to as

evidence of a common tongue, in as far as concerns the language

under examination, they are certainly the most interchangeable of

words, and cannot possibly be received as evidence. Some of them,

for example, are found in the Polynesian dialects, where, in a voca-

bulary of five thousand words, a hundred Malayan terras do not

exist.

" The numerals must surely be considered as out of the category

of early invented words, for they imply a very considerable social

advancement, and seem to be just the class of words most likely to

be adopted by any savages of tolerable natural capacity. The Aus-

tralians are not savages of sucli capacity, and although with the op-

portunity of borrowing the Malayan numerals, they have not done

so, and in their own languages count only as far as ' two.'

"

All these principles thus laid down by Mr. Crawfurd, are, of course,

liable to considerable limitation, according to the language and people

which form the subject of our reseai'ches
;

yet, as a general thesis, it

must no doubt be admitted that mere similarity of words does not

prove the common origin of languages. It follows, on the other

hand, that mere dissimilarity of words does not prove the absence of

* In a Tagala Dictionary of 16,482 words, published by Father Juan de Nouda,

Mr. Crawfurd discovers not more than

Malay and Javanese words - - 399

Sanskrit - - - - - 33

Arabic ----- 7

Persian - - - " - 2

Telinga ----- l

442
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an original connection of languages. As these points 1ms been dis-

cussed before, we shall proceed at once to give wliat I\Ir. CrawFurd

considers as the safest test of a common origin of languages. He

says, "The words which appear to me most lit to test the unity of

languages are those indispensable to their structure, which con-

stitute, as it were, their framework, and without which they cannot

be spoken or written. These are the prei)ositions, which represent

the cases of language of complex structure, and the auxiliaries, wliich

represent times and moods. If a sentence can be constructed by

words of the same origin in two or more languages, such languages

may be safely considered as sister-tongues,— to be, in fact, dialects, or

to have sprung from the same root. In applying this test, it is not

necessary that the sentence so constructed should be grammatical, or

that the parties speaking sister-tongues should be intelligible to each

other. The languages of the south of Europe can be written with

words common to them all, derived from the Latin witliout the assist-

ance of any of the foreign words which all of them contain. The

common stock, therefore, from which they are derived is Latin, and

tliey are sister-tongues. English can be written with great ease with

words entirely Anglo-Saxon, and without any French words, although

Frencli forms a sixth part of the whole body of its words, but no

sentence can he constructed consisting of French tvords 07ili/y

So far as this is meant as an acknowledgment tliat grammatical

(elements are the only safe basis for a classification of languages,

nothing could be said against it. But first of all, languages do borrow

even prepositions and conjunctions. In Turkish, every preposition

in tlie true sense of the word, I mean every preposition standing

before the noun which it governs, is Persian, Turkish* prepositions

being always placed after the noun. Many conjunctions in Turkish

are of Persian and Arabic origin.f Secondly, sentences can be

constructed in English, consisting of French, .i e. Latin, words only.

If I say " avarice produces misery," every word is Romanic, but it

does not follow that, therefore, English is a Romanic language. In

fact, the single letter s, used as the exponent of tlie tliird person sin-

* Cf. Redhouse, Grammaire de la langue Ottomane, § 994.

t <'r. Rcdliouso, Grammaire. § 090. seq.
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giilar, is suflicient to stamp the language in which such a sentence

can be framed as non-Romanic. Nothing, therefore, but grammatical

forms can settle the rclationslnp of languages definitely, and even gram-

matical forms have occasionally been transferred from one language

into another. But in no instance has an entire grammatical system,

a complete set of terminations of declension or conjugation, been ap-

propriated by a foreign tongue, and where these terminations coincide

as a whole, we may be sure that we have to deal with cognate idioms.

Next to the evidence of grammatical terminations, come pronouns,

then numerals; then conjunctions and prepositions; and, lastly, words

expressive of the simplest ideas and the most common objects of every

day's life. There are instances wh'ere even such words as father and

mother, brother and sister, have been replaced by foreign appellations,

or by words newly formed in members of the same family of lan-

guages. But, on the whole, owang to the familiar and frequent use

of these words, people are unwilling to part with them and afraid to

replace them by foreign terms not intelligible at first to the whole

community. The Saxons learned to use many foreign words, yet

their household words remained on the w^hole Saxon. So did their

numerals without exception, so did their pronouns, and so did in the

highest degree their grammatical terminations.

But although we cannot agree with the somewhat too general prin-

ciples by which Mr. Crawfurd tests the relationship of languages, we
shall give the results to which his method has led him with regard

to the Polynesian languages.

" Applying this test to the Malayan languages, it wnll be found,''

Mr. Crawfurd maintains, " that a sentence of Malay can be constructed

without the assistance of Javanese words, or of Javanese without

the assistance of Malay words. Of course, either of these two lan-

guages can be written or spoken without the least difficulty, without

a word of Sanskrit or Arabic. The Malay and Javanese, then, al-

though a large proportion of their words be in common, are distinct

languages, and as to their Sanskrit and Arabic element, they are ex-

trinsic and unessential. When the test is applied to the Polynesian

languages, we find an opposite result. A sentence in the Maori and

Tahitian can be written in words common to both, and without the

help of one Avord of the Malayan which tliey contain, just as a sen-
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tcnce of Welsh or Irish can be constructed without the help of Latin,

although of this language they contain at least as large a proportion

of words as [Maori or Tahiti.in do of Malayan. The Maori and

Tahitian are therefore essentially the same language, and their

Malayan ingredient is extrinsic."

The Malayan races, according to Mr. Crawfurd, have diffused

themselves, and the civilization which they attained by self-derived

culture, from two distinct and independent centres. " The Malay-

speaking ]\Ialays from the rich table-lands of the interior of Sumatra,

— Sumatra, which, from its physical gifts, and large proportion of

coast line abutting on placid seas, would be at once seized on by the

geographer as a focus of civilization. And the Javanese-speaking

Malays from Java, an island not less riclily endowed in physical

advantages."

Into the question of the common origin of the language of the

]\Ial:iy, the inhabitants of the more eastern islands of the South Sea,

the Negritoes, and Ilaraforas, we cannot enter at present, though we

believe that Humboldt's work has laid open so many traces of re-

lationship, that even after his theory with regard to a distant con-

nection of the ]\Ialay with Sanskrit and the other Arian languages

is dropped, much remains to encourage the comparative philologist

to work that mine of philological research Avhich the genius of

Humboldt has opened, but not yet exhausted.

The formal coincidences between the ISIalay and Ta'i grammar

here pointed out for the first time, furnish a link between Asia and

Polynesia, which, even by itself, is strong enough to hold two of

the mightiest chains of languages together ; the Nomads of the sea,

extending from the cast coast of Africa to the west coast of Ame-

rica ; the Nomads of the Continent swarming from the south-east to

the north-west of Asia. But further researches will strengthen this

link, and add new traces of their common origin, though Ave have

hardly a right to expect many, considering that we have to deal with

languages, in which grammatical elements, arc, as it were, at the mercy

of every speaker, in which roots are of the vaguest character, and

can, by means of accents and determinate syllables, be made to express

every conceivable shade of nn^aning— languages which had received

no indivi<lual impress before their fust separation, and have grown up
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since under the guidance of but few logical or grammatical principle?,

so as to make us sometimes doubt whether we should call them works

of art or products of nature, or mere conglomerates of an irrational

chance. While in political languages, comparative philology has to es-

tablish a principle by which to account for coincidences such as Asmi,

I am, of the Veda, and Esmi, I am, used by tlie Lithuanian peasant of

the present day, a principle must be found in nomadic dialects to ac-

count for differences such as we find between Mandshu and Finnish,

Chinese and Tibetan, the Ta'i and Malay languages. Tiiese differences

must be explained by analogies to be derived from American, Indo-Chi-

nese, or Siberian idioms, where we still meet with tribes wdio, after a

short separation, have become unintelligible to one another, and where

but few traces remain in their idioms to enable the philologist to dis-

cover the common basis whence all proceeded. Unless such principles

can be established, all attempts to prove the common origin of nomadic

languages will fail. To transfer the rules of Arian or Semitic phi-

lology to this vast field of linguistic research, would betray an utter

ignorance of the nature of language ; it would be, as it has been well

expressed, like cutting stones with razors. To consider the few re-

maining coincidences between such idioms as the result of accident,

would be a view incompatible with the philosophy of language, which

allows indeed casual parallelisms between dialects no longer connected

by any ties of relationship, but distinguishes carefully between these,

the result of mere accident, and other congruences, which, though

few in number and small in extent, could not, like the segments of a

circle, coincide without the admission of a common centre whence all

proceeded, and from which their various distances must be measured.

Eighth Section.

Tamulic Class.

§ 1. Early Traces of the Tamulic Nishadas.

We now return through the valley of Asam to where the Brahma-

putra joins his sister, the Ganga. It is here, on the coast of Ben"-al

that we meet with the first historical traces of the Tamulic languao^es.
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Where the Goinati falls into the Bralimaputra, stood formerly the king-

dom of Tripura. As Garuc?a, the bird of Vislmu, is praised as the de-

vourer of the Kiratas, iSiva's triumph over Tripura is the continual

theme of the worshippers of iSiva. In either fable we may recognise

the signs of Arian conquest over Nishada races. In the north-west,

the Nishada had been driven into the deserts of Sugdli and Merwar

as early as the times of the Veda, where the Sarasvati marks the "iron

gate " between Aryas and Ni.shadas. In the soutli-east we see the

cities of the Nishada burnt by ^iva ; in the north-east the Kiratas are

eaten by the bird of Vish»u ; and in the south Kava?2a is punished

and destroyed by Rama, the hero of the Raniaya?/a. Now Ptolemy

knew a royal city beyond the Ganges, and he gives its name as Tri-

linga or Triglyphon. The former name is clearly Sanskrit, and

it is the same which tlie Brahmans gave to the Andhras, or the

most nortlicrn branch of the Tamulians, on the east coast of the

Dekhan ; it is Trilinga, the modern Telugu. But such could

not have been the name of these people, or of their capital before the

Brahmanic conquest. Linga may have been Arian or not, but tri

(three) is certainly Arian alone ; and if Trilinga was a Sanskrit

translation of a Tamulian word, we should in its original form

expect, instead of the Arian tri, the corresponding Telugu numeral,

which is moc?ai and moc?aga. Now we read in Pliny (H. N. vi.

21.), " Insula in Gange est magnre amplitudinis gentcm continens

unam, Modogalingam nomine. Ultra siti sunt Moduba^ (jNIutiba,

Ait. Brail.), Molindae (Pulinda, Ait. lirali.), Uberaj (6avara Ait.

Brah. or Sauvira ?), cum o])pido ejusdcm nominis magnifico ; Gal-

modroesi, Preti, Calissaa (Kalinga ?), »Sasuri, Passalto, Coluba2 (Kau-

lubha, La.^scn, ii. 206.), Orxulte, Abali, Talukta3. Rex horum. pe-

ditum L. M., cquitum IV. I\I., clephantorum CCCC in armis habct.

Validior deinde gens Andara; (Andhra, Ait. Brah.), plurimis vicis,

XXX. oppidis, quce muris turribusque muniuntur," etc. Should not

this one nation, inhabiting what is called a large island in the

Ganges, and having the name of ]\Iodogalinga, be again Trilinga,

or at least the people of the Trilingas, i. c. Telugus? There is a

difficulty about the " insula." But whatever was meant by it,

certain it is that, in Pliny's time, a national name, Modogalinga,
was known near the mouth of the Ganges, and in the immediate neigh-
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bourliood of the Audlira, or the Northern Telugus. The names of

the neighbouring nations, also, such as Mutibas and Pulindas, are

known in the Aitareya Brahraana as outcast nations on the frontiers

of Aryavarta, and as the cursed descendants of the sons of Vi^va-

mitra.* There is another word, either Tamulian, or at least a Tamu-

lian corruption of a Sanskrit original, which proves the presence of

the Tamulians in tlie Dekhan as early as the time of Solomon. Tiiat

the Ophir of the Bible is Abhira or the country near the mouth of the

Indus, is firmly established by the fact that some of the articles which

Solomon received from Ophir are indigenous to India, and in some

cases found in no other country, for instance, sandal-wood, algumim,

Sk. valgu; and that tlie names of these articles, which are foreign, or

non-Semitic, can be explained by a reference to Sanskrit. Lassen's

'"Indian Antiquities" (i. 538.) leaves no doubt on this point. Now
sandal-wood is obtained on the coast of Malabar, and therefore points to

the Dekhan. But the Hebrew name of peacocks, tuki-im, is simply

Malabar, where togei is the word for peacock. This is again derived

or corrupted from the Sk. ^ikhin, but its occurrence in the book of

Kings under its Tamulian garb, shows that at a very early period the

eastern coast of the Dekhan belonged to the Tamulian Nishadas. That

the Brahmans had driven them back beyond the mouths of the Ganges

and Lohita before the Christian era, is proved by the Sanskrit names

of these localities at the time when they were collected by the Greeks,

and it is highly significant that even the southernmost promontory

of the Dekhan, Cape Comorin, was known to Ptolemy and the author

* These outcast nations are not fixed in tlieir localities like the Arians. We
find Pulindas where the Aravali mountains join the Pariyatra, near Guzerate,

and again, where the Vindhya bends toward Pataliputra, between the Keimur

and Korair mountains we find Pulindas. Why should the Greeks not have

heard their name near the mouths of the Ganges and the Lohita? We recognise

Andhras and Trilingas to where th? Arian Oriyas drove them from the coast.

Why should the Triglypton of the Greeks, which is as near a translation of Tri-

linga as possible, be too far east for a Telugu kingdom in those early times? The

other etymology of Trilinga, which Ellis gives, and Lassen adopts, seems much

too Brahmauic, if Trilinga is an old national name. And that it was so, we can-

not doubt ; for Ptolemy knew it not only as Triglypton, but as Trilingon also.

If, therefore, to repeat, Pliny knew a nation in the immediate neighbourhood

of the Andhras by the name of Modogalinga, whatever he meant by " insula," it

fixes the Telugu name and the Telugu language near the mouths of the Gauges

and the Lohita at about the beginning of the Christian era.
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of the Peiiplus, not by a Tamulic name, but as Ko/iupta, ui^poy kcu

TToXtc ; this Kofuipia being, as Prof. AYilson has shown, the Sanskrit

name Kumaii, the Virgin, the wife of ^iva.

§ 2. Geographical Distribution of the Tamulic Nishddas.

In the Tamulic languages, therefore, we may recognise the most an-

cient dialect spoken in India; and spoken there long before the arrival

of the Arians, which, liowever, cannot be placed after 1.500 b. o.

Tliere is no reason to suppose that the peiiinsuhi j^outh of the Vin-

dhya mountains had not been occupied by these Nishadas until they

felt the pressure of the immigrating Arians in the north. Nishadas

were probably spread over the whole of India. They seem to have

had kingdoms and capitals in the most favoured spots of the

country, and the resistance they offered to the Arian gods shows

that they could not have been without a certain amount of civilisa-

tion. This stratum of native population was broken by the Arians,

absorbed in the centre, scattered towards west and east, and violently

pressed together in the south. Everything agrees with this supposi-

tion. We find the Dtkhan occupied entirely by aboriginal races,

with only a small and late sprinkling of Brahmanic blood. Civilisa-

tion there is Brahmanic, and the native languages are full of

Sanskrit vocables ; but the grammar has resisted, and language has

thus retained its independence. In the west there are traces of

Nishadas from the Sarasvati and Drishadvati down to the mouth of

tlie Indus. Lassen's map, where the Nishada races are maiked with

blue, exhibits the whole as clearly as possible. Where the Sarasvati

disappears before it could join the Indus, we have in the earliest

times traces of the Nishadas; for the Sarasvati, the sacred frontier

river of the sons of ]\Ianu, was fabled to disappear in the desert,

that the Nishtidas might not see it. j^rlong the Indus, Arian civilisa-

tion has made but little progress ; and whatever was done there,

belongs to the Vaidik times more than to the later periods of Indian

history. In later times, the Ganges and its tributaries carried off

with them toward the south-east the whole stream of Arian immi-
grants. When afterwards no longer the Sarasvati and Sindhu, but

tlie Yamuna became the frontier stream of Arian conquest, there

again, on the south-western limits of the Gangetic system in the
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valleys tributary to the Yamuna and Ganga, wc find the seats of the

Nishadas in the impermeable fastnesses of the Dandaka forest.

Even north of the Ganga a Nishada king, a vassal of the kings of

Oude, is known in the Ramayawa. Still later, when the Vindhya

also was crossed by the Aryas, and the Narmada and Tapati stood

in the place of the Ganga and Yamuna, on the Satpura mountains,

or still more south, in the Raivata chain, we again find the re-

ti-eating masses of the Nishadas, together with Mle/d/ias, and also in

the immediate neighbourhood of the Kolagiri, or the Kole mountains.

Under Greek names again, we may recognise the former more
northern stations of these Tamulians. Where the Sarasvati is sup-

posed to have joined the Indus in ancient times as the sixth river of the

Penjab, south of Bhavalpur, the «S'udra population is marked by the

name of Sydri in Ptolemy, Another well-known name of the lowest

tribes was A'andala. This also seems to have been originally an ethnic

name, for the KardaXoi were known to Ptolemy, together with the

Bhills, south of the Narmada, that is to say, in the Satpura moun-

tains—the very places where the Bhills, the Phylittse of Ptolemy, have

maintained themselves to the present day. The Paharias of Rajmahal

and Bhagalpur, have kept their homes in the Par^vanatha hills,

formerly the seat of the Pundras, and to the present day, a Paharia

of Rajmahal can converse with the Bhills and Gonds on the frontier

of Berar (Lassen, i. 368.) ; thus proving that they are all the scat-

tered fugitives of one and the same conquered army.

We may look on the watershed between the Ganges and the rivers

of the Dekhan, as the broad line where Arian civilisation made front

and halted. This Vindhya chain, however, is not to be regarded as a

straight line running from Guzerate to Orissa, but rather as a windin<T

mountain-enclosure, which beginning nearly at Delhi, runs towards the

south, as the Aravali chain— a screen against the sands of Merwar.

Near Guzerate, it turns eastward, or rather is continued in this new
direction by the Pariyatra range, which connects the Aravali with

the Vindhya proper. The Vindhya then runs in a decided angle

towards the north, and closes the basin of the Ganges near Patali-

putra. These two lines, one" drawn from Delhi to the Pariyatra, the

other from the Pariyatra to Patna, enclose a territory which sends all

its waters westward and N.-westward into the Ganges, or rather
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into its right arm, the Yamuna. For one southern stream only, the

/Sona, reaches the Gangetic basin after the junction of Ganges and

Jumna. The waters which run from the southern declivities of this

mountain range towai-ds the Dekhan, are divided, nearly in tlie centre,

by the Rikshavat (Uxentus). From the Kikshavta, two ranges run to

the west, first, the Satpura range, which forms the southern shore of

theNarmada, the northern being the Vindhya, and secondly the Rai-

vatan mountains, which collect the southern feeders of the Tapati, its

northei'n feeders being supplied by the southern side of the Satpura

range. Toward the cast, or rather north-east, the Rikshavat is con-

tinued by several mountain clusters, which stand like buttresses

to support the back of the Yindhya. They are chiefly known as

the Amaraka?i/aka, the Korair, the Bikeri, Malagiri, Gumagha^/a,

Parsvanatha or Rajmahal mountains. These stem oiF the waters

from the Ganges, and send them into the Mahanadi and Godavari.

The absence of Sanskrit names and Arian cities within the whole

territory which has for its base a line not veiy distant from the bed

of the Yamuna, and Avliich is enclosed by an arcli formed by the

Ai'avali, Pariyiitra, Vindhya and Rajmahal mountains, shows that

the main army did not press strongly on this position. Detached

forces penetrated beyond, but principally along the coasts, not in the

centre of the country. The Vindhya mountains, through which the

southern feeders of the Yamuna and Ganges break their course,

offered a safe retreat for races who disliked the contact of Arian

society. All along the Vindhya, therefore, we find in ancient times

from west to east, Sydri, Abhiri, Phylittce, Kandali, Molinda;,

and Sahara; ; in modern times, Minas, ]\Ieras, Chitas, Ahirs,

Koles, Bhills, Khonds, Gonds and Sourahs. Their strongholds are

regions composed of lofty and rugged mountains, impenetrable forests,

swampy woodlands and arid wastes, interspersed with extensive

tracts of open and productive plains, but possessing a climate in many
districts highly pestilential, like the Terais in the Subhimalayas.

Even now but little is known of these tribes, and their languages

have hardly been explored. But wherever attention has been paid

to any dialects, they betray a decided relationship with Tamu-
lic. Ellis was the first to point out that the idiom of the moun-
taineers of Rajmahal, close on the Ganges, if not of the same
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radical derivation, abounds in terms common to Tamil and Telugu.

The Rajmahali words collected by the Rev. M. Hurder, at Bhagalpur,

leave no doubt as to the correctness of this supposition ; and the

Uraon words collected by Col. Ouseley, exhibit nearly the same

dialect, though I do not know its proper habitat. It must be con-

siderably south-east of Rajmahal, almost within the Gond territory.

The language of the Gonds, which occupies so large a space comprised

between the Vindhya range on the north, the eastern chain of Ghats,

and a line connecting these, drawn from the mouth of the Godavary

to the centre of the valley of the Narmada—was first suspected of a

Tamulian origin in 1842, by M. Loesch, a German missionary. The

same subject was alluded to by Mr. D. F. McLeod, in 1844, and

the first list of words was published by Dr. Manger in the Journal of

A. S. B., in March, 1847. I have not seen either of these articles,

but the results to be obtained from them, were published in a higlily

interesting essay by Mr. W. Elliot November, 1847. The Gond

dialects will henceforth be classed together with the Taraulic

languages.

§3. Separate Class of Munda Dialects.

It has commonly been supposed that the chain of these uncultivated

Tamulic dialects could be traced across the Dekhan without interrup-

tion from the Rikshavat mountains to Pariyatra, the connecting links

being furnished by the idioms of the Koles and B hills. Of the

original Bhill dialects no specimens have as yet been published, so

far as I am aware ; nay, it seems as if the Bhills had adopted the

language of their conquerors to an extent obliterating all traces of

their original speech. Some of the Kole dialects have been collected

by Captain Haughton. But in the lists printed by Mr. Hodgson, I

observe an agreement between Rajmahal, Uraon, and Gondi words,

and, so far as words are concerned, I should say that the dialects

spoken by the Rajmahal-Koles, and the Uraons, arc of the same

family as the Gond, and, therefore, of Tamulic origin. But this

cannot be said of the Sinhbhum, Sontal, Bhumij, and Mundala

Koles, though Mr. Hodgson inclines to believe that all these dia-

lects belong to the same class. He says, " the affinities of these

F F 2
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tongues are very striking, so much so, that the five first (Sinh-

bhum, Sontal, Bhumij, Uraon, and Blundala Kole) may be safely

denominated dialects of the great Kole language ; and through the

Uraon speech we trace without difficulty the further connection of

the language of the Koles with that of the hill men of the Rajraahal

and Bhaugalpur ranges. Nor are there wanting obvious links be-

tween the several tongues above enumerated and that of the Gonds."

Here I must differ from Mr. Hodgson, although I confess the mate-

rials hardly suffice for arguing the point satisfactorily. But

taking his own lists of words, I can see indeed many coincidences

between Uraon, Rajmahali, and Gondi on one side, and Sinhbhura,

Sontal, Bhumij, and Mundala words on the other, but none whatever

between these two classes. I, therefore, suppose that in the dialects

of the last four tribes, we have traces of a language spoken in India

before the Taraulian conquest, and I feel confirmed in this suppo-

sition by finding that these dialects are the same as the Ho, on

which we possess a most interesting memoir published by Lieutenant

Tickell, in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, 1840. The

four Kole dialects and the Ho are spoken in the same locality with

the other Kole dialects belonging to the Tamulic family. But the

numerals, the pronouns, and the grammatical system (knowm of this

dialect only), differ strongly from the Tamulic ; though at the same

time, they do not show any traces of relationship with either Arian,

or Bhotiya, or Tai languages. The race by which these dialects are

used may have merged into the Tamulic in places where both have

been living together for some time. Both are, therefore, promis-

cuously called Koles. But historically as well as physiologically there

is sufficient evidence to show that two different races, the Tamulic and

an earlier race, came in contact in these regions, whither both fled

before the approach of a new civilisation.

Traces of this earlier race, as distinct from the Tamulic Koles,

have been found by Lieutenant Tickell from the jungles of Ramgurh

(near Hazaribaugh) to the south and soutliw^ard, along INIoherbunj,

Keonjur, Gangpur, down to the confines of Buna Nagpur. Here

they are distinguished from the Gonds by the name of "Kirkce."

Their colonies, as described by the Gonds, are insulated, semi-

barbarous, and confined to the wildest parts of that country. The
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country lying north and north-east of Gonclwana, and west of

Gangpur, and south of Surgujia, is in all probability inhabited by

the main stock whence these small settlements have wandered

The inhabitants of Chota Nagpur are also called Koles, but Lieutenant

Tickell describes them as a totally distinct race, ditfering from tlie

Hos not only in language, but in manners and origin. The Koles

of Chota Nagpur are properly named Oraous (the same as Hodgson's

Uraons). They are of the same lineage as the Gonds and other

uncivilised Tamulian races. The Uraons still remember their former

habitation west of the Sone, and they ascribe their transmigration

across that river towards the south-east to the inroads of Hindus

from the vicinity of the Ganges. Now the Uraons found other

people already in possession of the country into which they were

migrating. These people, called themselves " Munda," which as an

old ethnic name, I have adopted for the common appellation of the

aboriginal Koles. Kole is too general a name, because it is applied

promiscuously to uncivilised races, and has become the English term

for porters (Coolee, or Kholee, or Kuli's) all over India. It is said

that the Mundas and Uraons lived peaceably together until the

Brahraans reached their country. The political and religious op-

pression exercised by the Brahmans, drove the Mundas from their

country; a great portion traversing the hills and forests of Kojhang,

passed out eastward into the open tract now called Singbhum and

the Kolehan.

Here they found a people called Bhuians, with whom they shared

the country. A race of Bengali Brahmans, called Sarawaks, who
endeavoured to establish their supremacy on the Kolehan also, was

driven back by the Hos and Bhuians in common. But as the Kolehan

was lying in the route of hosts of pilgrims from Patna and Benares to

Jaggernath, other adventurers tried to possess themselves of these

fertile tracts of country. In this some Marwari Rajputs succeeded

at last, and after the total discomfiture of the Bhuians, the Marwari

Singbhunsis and the Hos divided the country, the Hos withdrawing

from the rich open plains, now called Singbhum, into the country

now called Hodesum or Kolehan. It is of these Mundas that Lieu-

tenant Tickell has given so accurate an account. He maintains that

they are related with the Mundas of Chutia Nagpur, although many
F F 3
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of these form part of the good-tempered, but ugly-figured Dhangurs
seen in Calcutta. The Mundas of Hodesum, on the contrary, have

preserved their face in greater purity, and are described as men emi-

nently handsome, " with figures like the Apollo Belvedere." The

Mundas of Hodesum shave the hair off the forehead, and wear it tied

behind, a custom which may account for their name " Munda," i. e. one

wlio shaves his head. The other Mundas wear their locks dishevelh'd,

or clubbed at the top of the head, transfixed with a long pin or comb,

by which they are at once distinguished. For further distinguishing

marks between the ITos and Uraons, or as they are also called, the

Lurka-Koles and Koles, I must refer to the two first portions of

Lieutenant Tickell's Memoir. My own reasons for distinguishing

between the Ho language and the Tamulian dialects are principally

derived from grammatical sources. The dictionaries of the Munda

and Tamulian languages differ more than could be the case with

cognate dialects. But it is again from the numerals and pronouns

onl}'^ that we can derive a full conviction on this point. Lastly, we

have declension and conjugation, which, as we may trust Lieutenant

Tickell's account, are decisive as to the non-Tamulic character of

these dialects.

§ 4. Languages belongmg to the Tamulic Branch.

This broken line of Tamulic outposts once crossed, we are in

the midst of the Tamulic division of languages. The encroachment

of Arian Dialects, as the Mahratti and Konkani on the western,

and the Oriya on the eastern coast, show the course which Arian

civilisation, hemmed in in the middle by the Vindhya range, took on

each side of the Dekhan. The Mahratta conquest, which belongs to a

much later period, secured to the dominion of Arian speech a large

portion of country east of the Ghats, and surrounded by the Rik-

shavat, Satpura, and Raivata mountains. After this, we have, on the

coast and in the interior of the Dekhan, the following Tamulic

dialects:— First, Tuluva; then Malayalam, on the Blalabar coast

as far as Cape Comorin ; then, in the whole tract from the western

Ghats to the eastern coast, Tamil ; and, after this, until we reach

again the territory of the Gond, the Telugu. The central portion.
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between the Tuluva in tlie west and the Telugu in the east, belongs

to the Karnata or Canarese language. Besides these large

lingual provinces, smaller districts must be assigned to several popular

dialects. In the Nilghiri hills, for instance, we find the To das,

whose language becomes the more interesting the less it has been

alFected by any influence of Sanskrit grammar and literature. In the

Tulu country the Koragas and Malekudias speak similar lan-

guages, as has been stated by Weigle in a very interesting article on

the Canarese language, published in the Journal of the German

Oriental Society. Other dialects of the same kind are mentioned by

Pi-ofessor Lassen (Indian Antiquities, i. 364.),

The geographical position of these languages and dialects, however,

is so well known, and has been so frequently discussed in the works

of Ellis, Wilkes, Wilson, and Lassen, that little of importance could

here be added.

§5. Character of the Tamulic Class of Languages.

Nor is it necessary to prove that all these languages and dialects

are held together by the ties of a close lingual relationship, for this is

one of the few facts in comparative philology, which, after it had

once been stated, has never been called into question. Only one re-

mark remains to be made on this point, and it is more of an historical

tlian philological nature. It has been pointed out once before, that

we have no right to suppose the Tamulic Nishadas to have been

mere barbarians when they first came in conflict with their Arian

conquerors ; that, on the contraiy, the destruction of their cities, and

even the character of their leaders as represented, in the most hostile

spii'it, in Sanskrit poetry*, give evidence of a former civilisation

crushed and scattered by the superior power of the Aryas. This

view is confirmed by the close relationship which unites these

numerous languages spoken over a surface as large as that of the

Romanic dialects in Europe. There is a certain kind of similarity

between languages, which can only be explained on the supposition

* Eavana, the Rakshasa king of Lanka, conquered by Rama in the Dekhan,

is a god worshipped by Sub-Himalayan tribes, as for instance, the Hay us.

J. A. S. B. 1840, p. 611

F F 4
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that tliey had once a common historical centre. Thus, even if we

had no knowledge of the former existence of Latin as a political

language, the resemhlance of the Romanic dialects would force us

to admit a political concentration of language previous to the time

when this fixed and settled speech became broken up into various

dialects. Tliis resemblance between secondary dialects is a different

one from that which may be observed between primary dialects,

such as precede the formation of every political language. These

primary dialects are earlier than the kou'//, just as mountain streams

are earlier than rivers ; the secondary dialects, on the contrary, are

later, just as channels are later than lakes. Among savage

tribes, where these primary dialects have never been called together

into a literary system, we find, as in America, Africa, and Cochin-

China, that there exists so perplexing a variety of idioms, that the

inhabitants of neighbouring villages are unintelligible to one another ;

and, in the absence of all checks on the caprices and peculiarities of

individuals, old forms are changed and new forms introduced by

every individual with such recklessness as to obscure for ever the

traces of a primitive community of speech. In the history of the

Arian family we can distinguish between several lingual centralisa-

tions. After one dialect has attracted or absorbed the floating elements

of other popular dialects, and been raised to the dignity of a classical

language, we see it again diverge into new branches. Latin first

absorbs all the idioms of Italy, and after it has become the language

of the then civilised world, it is broken up in turn into many dialects.

If this political centralisation of Italy had not intervened, and if no

Roman empire had brought the provinces of Italy under one common

sway, the dialects of the Umbrians in the north of Italy would have

developed themselves and become so different from that of the

Sabines in Lower Italy as to appear to us a totally different language,

differing from the Oscan at least as much as Greek from Slavonic.

But these two dialects, the Oscan and Umbrian, were themselves

political and literary languages, not to be compared with the unsettled

idioms of savage tribes such as we find in America. If, then, we

imagine a state of things where the different provinces, nay the

towns and villages in the separate valleys of Italy, had each retained

its lingual independence, each continuing to use its local dialect for
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centuries, without any political intercourse, or common literature,

political, religious, or legal, we should then find, as we do in

South America, almost as many distinct languages as there are settle-

ments. Kircher fixes the number of languages known to be spoken

in South America toward the end of the seventeenth century, at

five hundred ; and in most cases the people who speak such idioms

are said to be unintelligible to their nearest neighbours. Here,

therefore, in America, we should say, that the immense diversity of

dialects shows the absence of a previous political centralisation.

Now, on exactly the same ground, it follows that in the Dekhan the

great similarity between the different Tamulic dialects can only

be the result of a former period in the history of the Tamulian

speech, during which its character became fixed, grammatically and

etymologically. Such a process we can only ascribe to the influence

of a more comprehensive civilisation, and a more extended political

and literary intercourse than is generally ascribed to the aboriginal

inhabitants of India. The Tamulic dialects agree not only in roots,

not only in pronouns and numerals, but in derivative words which

must have beer known to all before they began to diverge and

grow into new dialects. Perhaps it will be possible to fix on one

of these dialects as the eldes./ of the Tamulic sisters, and derive

from it some of these words which are common to all. But even

then our conclusion would be the same ; for the adoption of words

from one dialect into another necessitates equally the admission of a

political and literary intercourse, which can only take place during

a period of advancing civilisation.

Another reason for supposing the Tamulic languages considerably

advanced in their literary capabilities before tlieir struggle with the

Sanskrit began, may be discovei-ed in their successful resistance

against the introduction of Sanski-it elements into their grammar

Although the dictionary of the Tamulic languages is as full of

Sanskrit words as English is of Norman, yet the Tamulians did not

give up their grammatical independence. And even the words which

were adopted from Sanskrit had to submit to the genius of these

dialects. With the exception of those adopted ready made, and

simply transferred from Sanskrit, as Latin expressions are in English,

the majority of Sanskrit terms in the Tamulic dialects has been
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changed to such an extent, tliat it is difhcult sometimes to discover

their foreign origin. Words simply taken from Sanskrit are, according

to Ellis, called " Tatsama," i. e. equal to Sanskrit. For instance,

sampadu in Telugu is the Sanskrit sampad (fortune).

Appa in Telugu is the Sanskrit a pah (water).

Paynsu in Telugu is the Sanskrit pay as (milk).

Words adopted from Sanskrit with considerable phonetic changes

are called "Tadbhava," i. e. produced from Sanskrit. Some of the

changes which these words have undergone must be ascribed to the

spoken or vulgar Sanskrit, for they depend on the same rules by

which Sanskrit words are modified in the Prakrit dialects. These,

the spoken or vulgar dialects of the Sanskrit, would be the most

natural channels through which Sanskrit words could have reached

the Tamulians. And as in French we find frequently the same

Latin word under two different forms, of which the one (as for

instance "redemption'') might be called a tatsama, the other (as for

instance 'ran9on") tadbhava, instances occur in the Tamulic lan-

guages where the same Sanskrit word has been adopted under two

different forms. Parva in Sanskrit means a knot or joint, and,

with particular reference to the moon, it means the day of the full

and new moon. As these were festival days, pabba and habba in

Canarese* mean a "festival." But in the learned language of the

Brahmans par van came also to signify a chapter or book, and in this

sense it is used in Canarese parva, section of a book. Instances

where Tadbhava words in Telugu seem to have passed through

Prakrit channels are the following :—
Sanshrit. Prakrit, f Tehifju.

brahma bamha (Vararu/d, v. 47.) bomma (Brahma).

brahmawas bambhadu (Abhira) bapadu (a Brahman).

* Cf. Weigle, Journal of the German Oriental Society, II. 265.

f The Prakrit forms are given on the authority of Ellis, in his introduction to

Camphell's Teloogoo grammar. Ellis must have availed himself, however, of

other sources besides VararuAi. '^\Tiere his forms agree with VararuAi I have

added a reference to the excellent edition of this grammarian by my friend Mr.

Cowell, at Oxford. "Where they differ, or where they do not occur at all in Va-

raru/ii, Ellis may have followed llonui^andra, or other authorities, as he was too

accurate a scholar to have formed them merely on general analogy.
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Sanskrit. Prakrit. Telugu.

dvipas divo (Maharashft-i) divi (island),

ya-yas </aso (Varar, II. 31.) asarau (glory),

prati^r/zatam parfi?i/2af/am ( ^Sauraseni) pannidama (promise).

nedish^/«am nedistam (Mfigadhi) nestamu (friendship),

rama lama {ibid.) lema (woman).

trilingas tilingo (Varar, vi. 56.) telugu or tenugu.

svar?^am sannam (PaisaAi) sonna (gold).

suvar;jam panno (Kulica-paisa^i) ponnu (gold).

It will appear, even from this short list, that some phonetic changes,

generally ascribed to the influence of the Telugu, can be traced back

to Prakritic corruptions, but that, at the same time, the Telugu went

beyond the limits of the Prakrit.

Sanskrit words form so large a portion of the Tamulic dictionaries,

that they are no longer considered as foi'eign words. Foreign words,

according to Telugu grammarians, are called " Anyadesiya," i. e. of

another country; and the Appakaviyam explains their origin in the

following manner :— " The natives of Andhra (i. e. Telugus) having

resided in various countries using Telugu terms conjointly with those

of other countries, these have become Andhra terms of foreign

origin."

What remains, after subtracting all these extraneous ingredients,

is called De^ya, i.e. native words. Thus it is said, in a stanza

of the Adharvana Vyakarana with regard to Telugu:— "All the

words which are in use among the several races who are aborigines

of the country of Andhra' wliich are perfectly clear and free from

all obscurity ; these shine forth to the world as the pure native

speech of Andhra (suddha . andhra . desyam)." There is only one

more distinction made, between what are called native and vulgar

words. The latter are termed gramy a, i.e. belonging to villages, and

explained by the Appakaviyam as follows :
—" Such Telugu words as

are commonly used by rustic,folk are known as gramy am; these

lose some of their regular letters, and are not found in poetry, unless,

as in abusive language, the use of them cannot be avoided."

If we now look at the grammar of the Tamulic languages, we
shall find at once that we have before us a system of declension and
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conjugation much more developed than in the Bhotiya dialects. Tlic

forms are more settled according to general grammatical categories

;

and although the cases, as in all Turanian languages, are formed

by postpositions and are, therefore, liable to great variety, yet

there exists a formal distinction between the casus rectus and

obliquus. This base of the casus obhquus and the terminations of

the cases, when brought in contact, are liable to phonetic changes

similar to the changes of Sandhi in Sanskrit and other Arian

languages, and both coalesce into one grammatical whole. This gives

rise, as in some of the more advanced members of the Finnic and

Tataric branches, to some real grammatical cases, which become

technical, and are used in preference to mere compounds: particularly

in the modern and spoken dialects, where the number of independent

postpositions expressive of case is much smaller than in the ancient

languages. A still greater advance toward grammatical forms is

made in the conjugation. Here we find moods and tenses formed by
the addition of letters and syllables which by themselves have no

more meaning than any termination in Greek or Latin. The persons

are expressed by pronominal terminations, and these terminations

vary according to the tenses, in the same manner as in Greek
and Latin. A grammar like this could only be the grammar of a

civilised people. It shows signs of wear and tear, and in what it

has retained as well as in what it has given up, we can discern the

working of a spirit of wise economy.

Ninth Section.

Comparison of the Tamulic and Ugric Languages.

If, therefore, we look for analogies to the Tamulic grammar in

other branches of the Turanian family we should naturally take

those which, like the Tamulic, have reached a certain degree of

grammatical perfection. This grammatical perfection, as was stated

before, consists first in the production of those formal elements

which are wanting altogether in family languages, such as Chinese,

and wliich are cxtrcniely scarce as yet in the lower Nomad lan-

guages, as in the Tungusic or in some of the Gangetic, the Lohitic,
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and Tai class. Secoodlj. in the reduction of these formal ele-

ments to certain limits ; in the introduction of distinct grammatical

categories ; and in the suppression of manj artifices which at fii^

suggest themselves as means of expre^ing all the minutiae of the

most complex relations, but which, in the progress of the intellect, are

found not only useless, but cumbersome, for the practical purposes of

speech. We should, therefore, naturaUj lodk to the Tataric or Ugric,

and not to the Tungudc or Mongolic branches, if we expected to

find a similaritj between the grammar of the Tamulic and that of

anJ other branch of the Turanian £unilj.

But there are other indications, which lead as in the same di-

rection.

Though it is generaOj admitted that most members of the Turanian

familj separated before their nomoids had become fixed and un-

changeable, and akhoagh, at first sight, we discover hardlj anj traces

of similaritj in the numerals of languages so nearlj allied as Turkish

and Hungarian, it is the dutj of the comparative philologist to search

for points where anj two branches of this prolific familj maj have

preserved faint indications of their formcT^ unitj. As the Finns are

the most northern, and the Tamuhans the most soothem colonies

of this Asiatic race, both were probablj the last to s^arate from

their common stock. Both, also, have been removed for manj

centuries from contact with the ever floating and changing population

of Central Asia, and thus maj each have preserved the impress of

the language as it was spoken bj the remaining nucleus of the

Turanijuis long after the separaticai of the TaL lilalaj, and Bbotija

branches in the South, and of the Tungusie, Mongolic, and Tataric

branches in the N(Hth had taken place.

Now, if we compare the Ugric and Tamulic Numerals, fhej cer-

tainlj do not seem to ofi^ much encooragement. The words for

one, two, and three, are evidentlj doived from more than one

root in the TamaHc, as well as in the Ural-Altaic lai^nages. These

three first Numerals, however, are liable to change and floctuatioa

in languages the eommon origin of whidi admits of no doobt. Thej

are, so to saj, the most concrete Numerals, exp^sdre (^ more than

abstract quantitj, and tfaoe^Ke capable of being rendered in various

manners. Thus one has two roots in most Eon^ean languages;
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Sk. ekas and prathamas; the former expressing singleness, the

latter priority. "Two," also, can be expressed by duo and am bo,

by pair, couple, twin, and the like. One, two, three, are words,

and not only numerals ; they are declinable, therefore, in languages

where, as for instance in Latin, the other numerals are so no longer.

This shows their vitality and concreteness, or, if I may so say, their

uninterrupted self-consciousness. Now, as we have frequently seen

before, words which continue to be understood by the genius of a

language are more liable to organic change and natural variation

than others whose sound and meaning must simply be taken for

granted. It is possible, therefore, that the three first numerals may
differ, owing to that power of renovation and reproduction inherent

in Turanian languages, while the rest may yet have been preserved,

or at least have been exposed only to that influence of phonetic cor-

ruption to which such mummified words are most exposed.

But although it would be in vain to attempt to I'e-cstablish the

original root from which all the names for " one " in the Ugric and the

Tamulic languages could be derived, we need not shut our eyes to

some cases where one or the other base for one, two and three, occurs

north and south of the Himalaya.

The most general base for one in the Ural-Altaic languages is

AKAT, which reminds us forcibly of the Hebrew ekhad, the Pehlevi

achad, and even the Sanskrit ekas. Professor Schott traces this

base in the Lapponic akt and akta, the Teheremiss iktii; in the

Finnish yht and yksi, changed by the Ksthonians into tits. In the

Ostiakian there remains but ot, from which the Syrianian otik may

be derived. Other Ostiakian forms are i t and i. The Tcheremissians

have, besides the full forms iktii, and iktiit, a shorter form ik, and

the same abbreviation has taken place in the ok of the Syrianes, and

the ilk of the Voguls. The egy of the Magyars, and the vaike of

the Mordvines require no explanation, the addition of an initial v

being of frequent occurrence; nor can there be any doubt that viii

and vii, which equally occur in the dialect of the Mordvines, are but

phonetical varieties of the same type. Instead of an additional v,

which we find in the Mordvinian, the Mongolian adds an initial n, and

forms nigc, one. This nige may be said to stand for an original

jige, as several words in the Finnic languages show an interchange
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of j and n at the beginning of words. In the Tungusic languages the

form jeg does really exist, and is used to form the word for nine,

as " ten minus one."

Now, in the Tamulic class we find at least the Telugu oka, which

might be compared. But, going back to the most ancient repre-

sentative of Turanian speech, we can point to the Gyami iku, the

Chinese 'i and y ut. The Mongolic forms in n (nige) find analogies

in the Tai niing and liing; and in numerous members of the Bhotiya

family the combination of guttural and dental may be traced as having,

in various combinations, the power of one. I only mention the Niiga

akhet, and kliatu, the Kuki katka, the Miri ako, as types from

which many more of these Gangetic and Lohitic numerals can be

derived. That all can not, is hardly an objection, if we consider that

the Turkish also shows in its bir (one) abase independent of the

old AKAT ; and that a thii'd radical for one must be admitted to

exist in the Tungusic um, which explains the Manju emu, and several

cognate expressions in Mongolic and Tcheremissian, where on, in,

and en occur with the general meaning of unity or separation. This

on forms again a chief element in the Tamulic names for one.

Some of the changes by which. A K A T is reduced to i may seem

violent, but they are so not in theory, but in reality. If we find that

languages so closely connected as Mordvinian and Tcheremissian allow

themselves forms like iktiit, ikta, ik, viiike and vii, and that

even in the same language such variants as ot, i, and ja occur,

all that we can do is to state the fact in order to show that the

Finnic yksi and the Hungarian egy need not be considered as

words different in their origin. Besides, although the rules affecting

the interchange of letters have not yet been brought to that degree

of completeness and certainty which in the Arian languages makes it

easy to prove with full evidence the common origin of such words as

Sanskrit AHA M and English I, yet general analogies have here

been discovered, and in following Professor Schott through his ad-

mirable analysis of the Turanian Numerals we are never left without

a precedent for the changes which he wishes us to admit.

The base which in a former paragraph was obtained as the most

likely source of all Bhotiya words for two, NYA, seems at first to

stand without any corresponding forms in the Ural-Altaic languages.
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We shall find, however, the most luculent proofs that in the earliest

state of the Ural-Altaic languages NYA was the etymon of

" two," and that it was supplanted by a secondary form (AKAT,
preceded by a guttural), in a manner that reminds us of the relation

between Sanskrit "tur" in turya, the third, and Aatur, four. This

new base for two K + AK AT, is liable to the same modifications as

AKAT, and hence it is sufficient to point out the correspondence

between Finnish yksi, one, and kaksi, two.

Esthonian iits, one, and kats, two.

Lapponian akt, one, and kvekt, two.

Lapponian oft, one, and guoft, two, Mordvin, kavto.

Vogulian ok, one, and Syrian, kik, two.

Tcherem. iktat,one, and k ok tat, two.

Ostiak. ot, one, kat, two, Vogulian, kit, Magyar ket.

The Turkish also, which has simply iki, for two, shows traces of an

original initial guttural, which, as in many other Avords, was dropped

in the progress of this language. The Turkish word for twenty, there-

fore, is not only i g i rm i, but y i g i rm i ; and y i g i r being afterwards

contracted into jir and sir, explains the Tchuwashian si rim, and

Yakute siirba, twenty.

These forms have no analogies south of the Himalaya. The only

approach to the Tamulic radical for two, which, in contra-distinction

of on, the term for one, seems to have been er, may be discovered in

Mongolic and Tungusic dialects. The Mongolic has the initial k, and

it forms its words for two, as kuyar, and contracts it into kur, in

kur-in, twenty. This kur exists in Tungusic as j ur ; in Mandshu

as j ue, 2. In the Mandshu or- in, twenty, the initial k has been lost

altogether, as before in the Turkish igir-mi. An inter-comparison,

however, of the Mongolic and Ugric words for two shows that the

characteristic and significative power lies in this k, while yar, in

Mongolic, and kta, in the Tchudic numerals, are secondary elements.

This is still further confirmed by a reference to their terms for twenty,

when, as in Syrianian ky-f, Mordvinian ko-ms, Vogulian ku-s,

Ostiakian chu-s, and Hungarian hu-sz, the simple guttural ex-

pi-esses the value of two. In Tclieremissian kok-lu, the full word for

two has been employed ; and the same applies to the Tungusic

jur-men, the Mongolic chur-in^ and the Turkish y igir-mi.
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The words for three which had preserved so many traces of a

common origin in the Chinese and Bhotiya languages allow of hardly

any inter-comparison, when we look to the Tamulic and Ural-Altaic

branches. In the latter, the primitive base of three might be repre-

sented as KR, with a tendency to add a final labial b or m. With

this base we can explain the Mongolic gur-b-an, the Magyar har-

oni and charm, the Vogulian kor-ora, and the Ostiakian kol-ym.

Again, the Lapponian, Esthonian, and Finnish kolra. The Syrianian

kuyim leads naturally to the Tcheremissian kum. Professor Schott

connects Tataric forms like ol-tuf, thirty, with the Ugric kol,

appealing to the frequent loss of an initial guttural in Tataric. The

Tungusic el- an also would thus be accounted for. The final 1,

which coi-responds to an r, and which in Ostiakian is represented by d

(chudem) and dl (kodlem and cholym), may become a palatal sound ;

because 1, taking a mouille pronunciation, has the same influence on

a preceding t as i orj in "nation," and in this manner ol or odl (ori-

ginally kodl or kor) may emerge again as the Tataric uch and uts.

Thus the Tungusic el- an, three, and got-in, thirty, would descend

from the same root, as well as the Mongolic gur-ban, three, and

g uch -in, thirty. Guch would explain the Tataric uch, three; and

Tataric ol-tuz, thirty, would receive its solution from the Tungusic

el -an, three.

Although we have seen, before, that an initial k, before it is lost

altogether, may take the sound of ch, j, sh, and s, and although the

Tcheremissian kum, three, has been traced back to KR-INI, it would

hardly be possible to take our stand on these secondary forms, and

to compare them with the Bhotiya base, SAM. The Tamulic words

also for " three " must be left unexplained, in the present state of our

knowledge, as the phonetic changes which are sanctioned by these

languages have not hitherto been explored with sufficient accuracy.

We must now compare the numerals from four to seven, which

alone can be considered as the common property of the Ugric and

Turanic races. Before their first separation these races did not count

beyond seven ; and it is, therefore, one of the most characteristic

features of the two classes of the Turanian family, that their words for

eight and nine ax-e compounds , expi-essing 10 — 2, and 10— 1, like

G G
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the Latin duodeviginti and undeviginti. Some tribes of the Bodo

never count beyond seven at the present day.*

The simplest form for "four" in the northern division of the Tu-

ranian family is found in the Tcheremissian nil. The base from

which all other words for " four '' were derived may, indeed, be repre-

sented by N I L or N A L. This explains the Mordvinian nile, and

nilen, the Vogulian nil a, and Ostiakian niil. The final / of nil

was liable to a mouille pronunciation, which is naturally expressed

by the palatal semivowel j. This explains the Finnish neljii, the

Lapponifin nielj, the Syrianian njolj. Now, we saw before that

a final /, particularly one that is liable to this palatal softening, is

interchangeable with dl and d (as kodlem, chudem, and kolym); and

this must account for the Ostiakian njedla, and njeda. The

Hungarian negy is pronounced nedj, and this, therefore, merely a

phonetic variety of nj e d 1.

The coincidences between these and the Tamulic words for " four
"

need no explanation. Tamil, Malabar, Gond, and Tuluva, have

simply the same Avord, nalu; and the Canarese nalku and Telugu

nalugu are less violent deviations than the Hungarian negy.

Professor Schott goes even beyond this, and considers the Mon-

golic, Tungusic, and Tataric words for four as derived from the

same radical. Supposing this radical to have been nalk, he allows

a transition of n into d (as in Sanskrit navan, Lithuanian devyni).

He then explains the Tungusic diig-iin (Mandshu, duin), four, as a

variety of diilg-iin; and, by substituting different final letters, he

arrives even at the Turkish diirt, four, and the Mongolic dUrb-en.

Tiie transition of a final Ij into the palatal ch being established before,

he likewise explains the Mongolic diich in diich-in, forty, as analo-

gous with Turkish uch, three, instead of'ulj. These combinations

must rest on the authority of one who is, no doubt, better acquainted

with the possible changes of Turanian words than any scholar in

Europe.

"Five," if reduced to its radical elements in the Northern or Ural-

Altaic division, is V I T. This coincides with the Lapponian v i t ;

and the Syrianian vitj, Mordvinian vatc, Ostiakian vet, are easily

* Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, 184'J, j). 720.
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traced to the same source. The loss of an initial v requires no expla-

nation in Arian or Turanian dialects. Hence Hungarian ot, Yogulian

lit, may be reconciled with the same root. A transition of t into s also

has occurred more than once, and is confirmed here by the Finnish

viisi, Esthonian wiis, and Tcheremissian vis. As in the mouth of a

Basque, vivere is bibere, the Turkish besh also may enter into the

same category. A Turkish sh is represented in Tchuvashian by 1

;

hence pil-ik also has probably passed through the forms of vit,

bit, vis, and besh.

In the Tamulic class I consider the Canarese and Telugu ay id u as

mere amplifications of ed, a form not far distant of the Ostiakian vet

and uet. The Tuluva ayinu, Tamil anju, Malabar inthu do not

differ so mucli as to warrant the admission of a different radical.

" Six " was expressed, according to Professor Schott, by a modifi-

cation £)f "three." Analogies exist in the Japan numerals mitsu,

three, and mutsu, six; and, again, fitotsu, one, futatsu, two;

jotsu, four, and jatsu, eight. Now, as the radical of three was

KR or KL, changeable into KD, KDl, and KDj, Professor Schott

maintains that this was raised to six by the addition of a final t,

which t absorbs, in most cases, the final semivowel L or R, of the

radical KR. In this manner he derives Ostiakian kut, Yo-

gulian and Lappon. kot, Tcheremissian kut, Mordvinian koto, from

a presupposed kurt or kutt, and by a transition of this final t into s,

he accounts for Finnish kuusi, and Esthonian kuus. More difficult

is the Turkish alty. As, however, in uch, three, the Turkish alone

had sacrificed the initial k, we are justified in allowing the same pro-

cess in what is only a modification of the radical three. We should then

arrive at AR or A L, and the additional t of the six would give us the

Turkish alty. If this last process is admitted, it need hardly be

pointed out that an opening is gained for the Tamulic forms, which

all point to AR as their common source.

" Seven," in its most abstract form, might be rendei'ed by S A T.

With this the Vogulian sat is identical ; the Yakute sett it nearly so;

and the assibilation of the final t would account for Mordvinian and

Syrianian sis-im, Esthonian seitse, Finnish seitse-mii. That a

final s may be pronounced like a palatal, we saw before, and by this

change we arrive at the Tchuvashian si cliche, but we requii'e the
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same admission for an initial s, in order to explain the Lappuniaii

chech. The initial letter alone has become palatal in the Turkish

yedi, and in the Hungarian there remains but an initial h in het,

seven.

Allowing the total loss of this h, we may compare the Tamil

ezhu, and Telugu edu, of which elu in Canarese and Malabar, and

a I in Tuluva, are natural varieties.

The admission of SAT as a radical for seven, does not exclude

the possibility that this SAT may be itself but a secondary form.

For, although SAT suffices to explain most of the Turanian

numerals, it does not explain such forms as the Ostiakian sabet

(tabet, tlabet); and Professor Schott points out that, as in the

Ariau family septem has taken a secondary form set, which

would suffice as the radical of French sept (pronounced set) Italian

sette, Spanish siete, SAT also may be but a secondary radical as

compared with SAB AT. This would be a most extraordinary dis-

covery, for it would actually restore the word for seven to so primi-

tive a state, that not only the Turanian, but the Arian and Semitic

languages might, in this case, be traced back to the very cradle of

human speech.

Eight inUgric is expressed by 1 —2; nine by 10— 1. The Syria-

nian kokjaamys, 8, is derived, accoixling to Sjogren, from kok^ 2,

and jaamys, the elative of jaam. It means two taken out often.

Although j a am, 10, in Syrianian is now represented by the (Russian?)

das, it has been preserved in the Ostiakian jon.* Okmys, 9,

according to Castren, is derived from otik and kym (10). The

elative of kym would be kymys, which, together with otik, is con-

tracted into okmys. In the same manner Sjogren derives the Finnisli

kahdeksan, 8, and yhde-ksan, 9, from kahde, 2, andyhde, 1, fol-

lowed by ksan, which again is explained as the Ablative in san, of

kym, lO.f I do not hesitate, therefore, to propose the same ex-

planation for the Tamulic words for 8 and 9.

* Another Finnic scholar, Dr. Europceus, derives kokjaamys from kjara,

a variety of the modern kiimen or kjemen, 10; kiimmen, iu Finnic, meaning

"hand." See Schott, p. 27.

f Professor Schott's derivation will be given hereafter. Dr. EuropsDus divides

kah-deksan, yh-deksan, and endeavours to establish deksan as one of the most

primitive words for " finger " and ten.
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Two in Canarese is er|aclu; ten hat-tu; eiglit entu.

Two in Tamil is i r| a n d u ; ten p a t - 1 a

;

eight e t u.

One in Canarese isonjilu; tenliat-tu; nine ombhattu.

One in Malabar ison|du; tenpat-thu; nine on-pat liu.

The euphonic laws of the Tamulic languages have been too little

explored to enable us to explain the contractions which have taken

place in these compounds. But that they are compounds, and com-

pounds formed on the same principles as those in Ugric, is palpable.

Even if the elisions are without analogy, it would still be possible to

go back for an explanation of these words to an earlier state of lan-

guage, in which one and two were on and ar, and in which ten Avas

tu instead of hat-tu, pat-tu, ba-da, &c. Indeed, I believe that

wherever 8 and 9 have an identical element in their names, and

where this element has any similarity with the names of ten, we
may safely apply the same principle of formation which Sjogren and

Castren have established for the Ugric. In Mandshu, for instance,

we find j uan for 10, the same root we met before in Ugric. Now,

j ue in Mandshu is 2, and j akon is 8 ; emu is 1, and ony an is 9.

Humboldt discovered a similar process for expressing eight and

nine in the Malay languages.

Professor Schott has treated this question in the most comprehen-

sive manner in an Essay " On the Numerals in the Tschudic Class of

Languages." I received one copy of it in time to avail myself of his

suggestions while my own Essay was partly in print ; and I subjoin

the following abstract, containing all the evidences that can be

brought to bear on this interesting feature of the Numerals of the

Turanian family.

The first root for Ten, in the Tchudic languages, is T- S, or D-S.

It occurs in the Syrianian DAS, 10; SIZIM-DAS, 70; KOK-
JAMYS-DAS, 80; OKMYS-DAS, 90 ; and in the Hungarian

TIZ, 10. The same root, only contracted, appears in the Hunga-

rian HAR-MIN-CZ, 30, instead of HARM IN -TIZ; and in

H U-S Z, instead of HU - T I Z, 20. The Ostiakian C HU S, 20, Vogu-

lian HU-S, and Syrianian KY-S, 20, are too like the Hungarian

HU-SZ to admit of a different etymology.

The Turks used the same root, in "thirty,' which is OL-TUZ,
and OTUZ; in Yakut OTUT; in Tchuvash VU-TUR.
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The Hungarian NYOL-CZ, 8, and KILE N-CZ, show C Z=
TIZ as the root for ten. NYOL was originally a name of "two; "

but the root NY A, well known in Chinese and Bhotiya dialects, as

the exponent of two, was used by other Turanian tribes as a Dual

to express four. Thus it became fixed as " four" in the Altaic (and

Tamulic) languages, while as " two " it was replaced by new words.

In the Ostiakian dialects, for instance, "four" is expressed by
NJETLA, NJEDLA, NJETA, NJEDA, NJET, and

NJEL.
Eight is expressed by NJIGEDL A -CH, NIDA, NIT, and

NJIL.
In NJIGEDL A- CH, the CH must be taken as the exponent of

ten, probably an abbreviation of the Finnish ksan, used for the same

purpose. In the other forms this final ch has been lost, as its etymo-

logical importance ceased to be felt.

Prof. Schott admits the possibility that the two roots for ten, T-S,

and KSAN, were originally identicah He traces ksan as ten in

Finnish, kahde-ksan, 8, and yhde-ksan, 9.

Mordvinian, kav-kso, 8, and vlij-ksc, 9.

Tcheremiss. kiindii-chse, 8, and ende-ehse, 9.

Lapponian, kak-tse, 8, and ak-tse, 9.

The original form might have been TSAN, interchangeable with

KSAN, which Prof. Schott considers as a full root for ten, while

Sjogren takes KSAN as an ablative in san from kym, ten.

What is important is the establishment of N TA in the Ural-

Altaic languages with the meaning of " two," a meaning which no

doubt it had previous to that of "four" (a dual of two, like ash^au
in Sanskrit, eight, a dual of four). NYA lost this signification of two

afterwards altogether, in the Ural-Altaic branch, but it must still

have possessed it at the time when these Ural-Altaic dialects formed

their words for eight and nine. Other traces of n i in the sense of

two, are the Ostiakian NIT SOT, which means eighty, i.e.,

20— 100; and also eight hundred, i.e. 8 x 100; nit being, in the latter

case, the usual word for eight, a corruption of NJIGEDLA-CH.
In Vogulian NJOL-SAT is eighty, i.e. 20—100. In IMongo-

lian eight is NAIMAN, i. e. 2— 10; and even the Tungusian six,
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NJUGUN is explained as 2x3. In Vogulian NJALA-LU is

eight, i. e. 10—2.

To return to tlie Hungai'ian KILEN-CZ. This is explained

by Prof. Schott as a composition of cz, ten, and kilen, an adverb,

meaning "without," or "minus." The "one" which ought to have

been added has been dropped, as in the Ostiakian, where, in the

dialect below Surgut, nine is expressed by iirch jeuug, while above

Surgut it is ej erek jong, one without ten.

In Turkish we saw the root T-S used before in o-tuz, thirty.

Prof. Schott detects the same root, which has been identified with

K-S, in the Turkish SE-KIZ, eight, and DO-KUZ, nine. In both

words, however, he supposes that K has been lost at the end of the

words of one and two ; for, according to his statement, se in sekiz

stands for jak, the Mandshu name for two as preserved in jak-on,

eight, i.e. 10—2, while do is traced back to tok, and this to okt,

one.

Another root for 'ten,' is found in the Lapponian LOKKE, and

LOGE; which in Vogulian became LAGA and LAVA; finally

LOU, and in Tcherem. LIT. From this we have the Vogulian

njala-lu, 8, i. e. 10—2; and anta-lu, 9, i.e. 10— 1; one, anta,

being the same as the Tcheremissian ende in ende-chse, 10—

1

=9. In the Tcheremissian, LIT occurs in Kum-lu, 30; inKok-la,

20; in viz-lu and viz-le, 50. In Turkish the same root is traced in

el-li, fifty, and allig ; where al would be an assimilated form of at,

Vogulian at, five.

A third root for " ten " is one of a very pliant nature if we

accept Pi-ofessor Schott's identifications. The Turkish O N, the

Ostiakian AN, and their derivatives; the Mongolian AN, in dal-

an, 70, yer-en, 90; the Mandshu IN, in orin, 20, and the mere

I in dech-i, 40, are all traced back to this root. The same root is

pointed out in Mongolian j i s-un, i. e. 10— 1 ; and Tungusian j ag-in,

9, i.e. 10— 1. Likewise in the Tungusian word for eight, jak-un,

i. e. 10—2.

In Tchuvashian, ten is VONNA, and VAN. The same root

is found again in Hungarian ha t-van, 60, and het-ven, 70; both

varieties of the same word.
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The Ostiakian JANG and JONG, and the Samoiedian JU are

likewise referred to this radical.

TheTungusicMEN, 10, and MER, ingur-mcr, 20; thcVogulian

MEN, in nali-men, 40; the Mongolian ^lAN, in nai man, 8, i.e.

10—2; the Vogulian PEN in iit-pen, 50; the Syrianian MYN in

nelja-min, 40; and MYZ in ko-myz, 80; the Turkish MYvSH in

alt-mysh, GO; the Syrianian iSl YS, in ja-mys, 8, i. e. 10—2, and

ok-mys, 9, i.e. 10— 1; and finally the Tchuvash MILJ in sit milj,

70, are also brought under the same category.

MEN is again supposed to have been changed into MA in Turkish

jer-ma, 20; Yakut, siir-ma; Tchuvash, sir-im; and Osmanli

yigir-mi.

A new change takes place in the Tungusic dialects. Here we find

this root for ten, as JAN and JUAN, as JAR and J U. Thus j u r-

jar, 20, would stand instead ofjur-men.

A fourth and fifth root for ten are added by Prof. Schott ; the one

being the Mordvinian KAMEN (gamen, kiim and kii) ; Esthonian

KUMME; Finnish KYMMENE; the other the Mongolic

ARBAN.
If in the Ural-Altaic branch "ten " is expressed by five different

roots, we need not wonder that the Tamulic branch also has fixed

upon its own root for ten, which is PAT.
The pronouns of the Ugric and Tamulian languages show but

faint traces of relationship. The characteristic letters of the personal

pronouns in the Ugric branch arc M, T, S, for the throe persons :

identical with those of the Avian languages. Whether this coin-

cidence between the Ugric and Arian pronouns should be considered

as the result of primary connection, or as a mere phonetic accident,

depends on the view which we entertain of the origin of language

in general. Certain it is that the coincidence between the Lapponic

pronouns

Mon, Todn, Sodn,

and the Swedish Min, Din, Sin, can no longer be explained by

supposing that the Lapps borrowed these pronouns from their neigh-

bours, the Swedes*; for the same pronominal bases exist in Ugric

* Gyarniathi (p. 17) considers this Swedish origin of the Lapponian pronouns as
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dialects, whicli have never been in contact with Swedish. Besides,

supposing for a moment that pronouns could thus be imported, no

one would lightly admit that the terminations of the verbs also had

been transferred from the same source ; and that the Tcheremissians,

for instance, had not distinguished the three persons of the verb,

lodam, loda^, loda^, I read, thou readest, he reads, until they

received the materials for these verbal forms from Teutonic sources.

I believe that the similarity of the pronouns in Ugric and Sanskrit

has an historical meaning, but that its explanation must be sought in

earlier times than the Finnic migration toward the north of Europe.

How early some of the Turanian pronouns began to lose their pi'i-

mitive character may be seen in the Scythic Inscriptions at Behistun,

so ably decyphered by Westergaard and Norris. In one of the last

numbers of the Journal of the Asiatic Society, the latter ingenious

and patient scholar gives, us the following pronouns as the result of

his investigations.

Hu (I), Ni (thou), Yufri (he); Niku (we),— (you), Appi
(they). Here the pronoun of the first person shows the same base

as the Arian ah am, ego, Guzerati. liun. M, as the exponent of the

first person, shows itself in the possessive mi, mini; thus bearing-

witness to the existence of the two bases of the pronoun of the first

person, which we find in all the Arian and in some Turanian dialects.

As in the Arian dialects the guttural base properly belongs to the

casus rectus, the labial base to the casus obliquus; we find in Scythic,

also, Hu for the nominative, and Mi for the possessive.

But although the pronouns in different branches of the Turanian

family have diverged so much from their original type as to render

a phonetic restitution of the Ugric and Tamulic pronouns extremely

hazardous, we may yet point out as a coincidence the absence in both

a fact. He says, " veruni equidem est, quod Pronomina personalia Lapponum men,
tod n, sod n, a Suecorum m i n, d i n, s i n, descendisse videntur." Castren (DeAfBxis,

p. 6-3) admits the same supposition, not indeed for the first and second person, but

for the Finnic pronoun of the third, han. I give his own words :
" Quod denique

ad tertias personse pronomen hiin attinet, tanta est ejus cum prisco septentrionali

pronomine hann, Svetice han, similitudo, ut videatur nobis Sjogren summo jure

originem peregrinam ei tribuere." The same grammarian goes still further, and

derives the termination of the Syrianian passive sya from the Russian CH> for

instance, y sty sya, lam sent.
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of the relative pronoun. The Tamulic languages have no relative

pronouns, and in Turkish the relative pronoun is evidently borrowed

from Persian.

There are other parts of grammar, however, which offer more

positive evidence, and have preserved a common type with so much

tenacity, that, although the people who speak these dialects are sepa-

rated by the whole continent of Asia, we can still discover that they

once resided in close proximity, and received the first impressions of

their grammatical system, as it were, in the same school.

As it would be impossible to go here through all the chapters of

the Tamulic and Ugric grammar, and as there are many points in

each of later growth and secondary importance, I shall only dwell on

those features which have been pointed out by Tamulic scholars as

essential in Tamulic grammar, and shall endeavour to show their

equivalents in the different dialects of the Ugric and Tataric speech.

I take the characteristic features of Tamulic grammar as collected by

Ellis in his Introduction to Campbell's Teloogoo Grammar, and from

Weigle's excellent sketch of Canarese grammar.

I. "Roots in Canarese," as Weigle says, " are monosyllabic, bisyl-

labic, and trisyllabic. The latter can generally be reduced to a more

simple form."

" Ugric as well as Tataric roots are originally monosyllabic, but

bisylhibic and trisyllabic exist, which generally, but not always, can

be reduced to a monosyllabic form." SeeBoethlingk,Yakute Grammar,

§ 442.; Castren, Ostiake Grammar, § 96.; Tsherem. Grammar, § 8.

" Ccterum voces polysyllabae a primitivis bisyllabis plerumque de-

rivantur."

II. " Some Tamulic roots are also used as nouns, or become nouns

by slight modifications; or, as Rhenius expresses it, verbal forms may

be declined, and nouns be conjugated in Tamil." The same feature in

the Ugric languages has been discussed bcl'ure, page 296. ; see also

Boehtlingk, Yak. Gr. §§ 235., 339., and note 71.

III. In order to avoid ambiguity, different dialects sanction either

the verbal or the nominal character of a root. Thus, it frecjucntly

happens that in one dialect a root is verbal only, in another nominal

only.

"In Tamil accarei occurs only as a substantive; for instance,
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yenac accareiyillei, it is not a want to me, i. e. I do not want.

In Canarese accariy is common only as tbe root of a verb; acca-

riyaclu, to be desired." (See Ellis, Introduction.) The same habit,

with regard to Ugric and Tataric dialects, has been discussed before,

page 303., and by Boehtlingk, in his Yakute Grammar.

IV. " Particles in the Tamulic languages show more or less clearly

their origin from simple nouns."—"The postpositions of the Ugric

languages do not constitute a sepai'ate part of speech, for with few

exceptions they are real nouns. Adverbs, like postpositions, are

derived from nouns by different inflections." See Castren, Ostiake

Grammar, §§127. 129., Yakute Grammar, § 402.

V. " Compound nouns are comparatively scarce in the Tamulic

branch; they occur in the more ancient dialects as imitations of

Sanskrit compounds." (Weigle.) "In the Ural-Altaic languages

the scantiness of compound words has led several scholars to deny

even the possibility of real composition in this family of languages.

This point has been discussed, and particularly with regard to the

Finnic languages, by Boehtlingk, p. xxxi. Kellgren, p. 31. The power

of forming compound words, though not used extensively, exists,

however, both in Tamulic and Ugric. For instance, Syrianian

ydzyd-tos'a, longa barba ornatus ;
ydzyd-koka, longis pedibus

praeditus ; kos-soja, sicca manu. — Canarese, davare gannu,

lotos-eyed. In Syrianian Castren speaks of " ma?^^/ " compound words.

§ 42. Gr. Syrian.

VI. " Canarese adjectives may either be placed before the nouns

which they determine ; in this case they have no inflections : or if they

are used as substantives, they are joined with the pronoun of the third

person, and then declined in a manner which reminds us of the

strong declension in German." (Weigle.) " Adjectiva Tsheremissa

declinari quidera possunt similiter atque substantiva ; quum vero

attributa substantivorum sunt, non declinantur. Ex. j azo, magnus ;

jazovylii, magni
;
jazo edemvyla, magni homines." See Gr.

Tsherem. § 15.; Gr. Syrian. §73.

VII. The Tamulic languages have no distinct forms to express the

comparative and superlative. The same deficiency exists in the lower

branches of the Ural-Altaic family, but has been remedied in its more

developed members. In Yakut the absence of the degrees of com-
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parison is quoted by BoeLtlingk as a "logical characteristic of this

primitive Turkic idiom."

VIII. Gender in the Tamulic languages is distinguished only by

means of pronouns ; and that only in the third person. The third person

of the verb, being formed by pronominal affixes, has three forms to

distinguish the three genders. Adjectives are not subject to any

change to denote the incidents of gender, number, or case; nor are

the distinctions of gender denoted in primitive nouns by any distinct

forms of termination. The pronouns therefore vary, not according

to the grammatical gender of the nouns to which they refer, but

according to the natural sex of the objects expressed by the noun.

The Tamulic languages admit a " sublime gender " and an " inferior

gender." All rational beings belong to the former class ; while the

latter comprises the whole of the irrational creation, whether animate

or inanimate. For the singular the sublime gender is subdivided into

masculine and feminine.

The Finnic languages have not even these remnants of gram-

matical gender. The pronoun of the third person is the same, whether

applied to male, female, or inanimate subjects; so is the third person

of the verb. " Omnes omnino lingua? Finnicas originis carent genere."

Tlie difference, therefore, between the Ugric and Tamulic languages

is only this, that the latter have three pronouns of the third person,

while the Ugric have but one. In other respects grammatical gender

is ignored by both.

IX. The plural in Canarese is expressed by the termination ar,

whether the noun implies a male or a female object. In Gond the

plural is formed by nk ; in Telugu by lu (r u) ; in Brahvi by k and t.

The termination gal, which is used for nouns expressive of inanimate

objects, has been called a neuter termination ; but in reality it is

only a secondary affix, expressive of abstract totality. Dr. Stevenson

considers the Tamil ga/, Canarese ga/u, and Telugu lu, to be ab-

breviations of the Sanskrit sakala, which in Tamil becomes sagala,

in Marathi saga^e.

The old Ugric termination of the plural is as, or, if we consider

li merely as a connecting vowel, s. This exists in the Syrianian jas
(iis). In Lapponian the s becomes h, in Finnish t, which exists in the

Ostiakian ct. According to Castren, the original form of the plural
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was t. This is changed in Hungarian and Lapponic into k, in Kamas-

sian into j e, s a xi, s a n ; in Same. Ostiakian into 1 a. In other Samoiedic

dialects it is elided, or leaves only a final aspiration. This simple

termination has frequently been replaced by secondary forms, such as

the Tsheremissian vylii. These plural terminations in the Tataric,

Mongolic, and Tungusic languages are, as Castren says, "proprias in-

dolis et recentioris ut videtur originis." In Turkish the original sign

of the plural was t or s ; this s in Osnianli became k; but ler is

now used as a secondary formation of the plural in Turkish.

While the Tamulic had retained the distinction of sex in the pro-

noun of the third person, which the Ugric has lost, the Ugric in some

of its dialects (Samoiedian, Lapponian, and Ostiakian) has preserved

traces of a dual, which has disappeared in all Tamulic dialects. In

Ostiakian the termination of the dual is kan, xan, gan ; in Yur. ha',

g', k' ; in Taw. and Kamass. gai ; in SamoTed-Ostiakian ga, ka. In

the Irtishian dialects of the Ostiakian, in Lapponian and Kamassian,

however, nouns and adjectives have lost the dual, and pronouns and

verbs only have retained it. In the Samoied-Ostiakian, it is the pro-

nouns that have lost the dual. Castren derives the termination of the

dual from a particle ka or ki, which means also ; as in weliki, fra-

terque.

X. In Canarese there is a third termination of the plural andir.

This is used only after nouns which express relationship. Weigle sup-

poses that it was originally an honorific particle, though he admits that

" this cannot be proved." Gyarmathi writes, " Habent autem tarn

Hungari quam Lappones pi-teter pluralem hunc alium adhuc numerum
pluralem, qui non in omnibus observatur vocibus, sed tantum in

nominibus cognationis (L. tyah; H. mek). Significat vero is, non

personas pluralitatem, sed consortium aut sodalitium cum ilia persona

junctum. Duplicem hunc pluralem, Hungari possessivis tantum

nominibus tribuunt, Lappones vero nominibus cognationis simplici-

bus." The nature of this Lapponic plural will perhaps serve to

explain the original meaning of the Canarese andir.

XL In the Tamulic as well as the Ugric languages, the declension

of the plural is the same as in the singular. The same terminations

which in the singular are added to the base, ai'e in the plural added

to the base after it has received the nota pluralis. A Turkish noun,
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after it has taken ler as the exponent of plurality, is considered as

a singular so far as case terminations are concerned (ler, ler | in,

ler|e, ler|i, ler|den.) The same in Hungarian. After k has been

added to the base of the noun, no further distinction is made between

the cases of plural and singular. This is a great advantage in Tura-

nian grammar, if compared with the Arian system of declension.

The same simplicity and lucidity distinguish the Tamulic declension

whei'e, after gal is added, the plural is the same as the singular.

The same system has been imitated by the Bengali and other Sans-

kritic dialects. The sign of the plural in Bengali (dig) has been

explained by Dr. Stevenson as an abbreviation of the Sanskrit adika

(adi); a dei'ivation which, tliough not yet confirmed by historical

evidence, is much more probable than one proposed by myself in a

former essay. In Asamese the signs of the plural ai'c bilak, hont,

and bur. The only irregularities which occur apply to the nomin-

ative, where in some dialects the old plural in r or n is maintained.

Occasionally, also, the contact of the terminations with the sign of

the plural gives rise to phonetic changes.

XII. But, while nothing can be more regular and intelligible than

this Turanian process of distinguishing the plural from the singular,

plurals occur particularly in the pronouns which seem not to be

formed by external addition, but (to adopt a favourite expression of

Arian grammarians) to have been produced by some unknown pro-

cess from the body of the noun. This applies particularly to the pro-

noun of the first and second person. The change of Hungarian me (I),

te (thou), into mi (we), ti (you) ; of Syrianian, me, te, into mi, ti;

of Mordvin. nion, ton, son, into m in, tin, sin; of Lapponian mon,

ton, son, into mi, ti, si; of Finnish minii, sin a, hiin, into me, te,

he; of Tsheremissian min, tin, into mii, ta ; and of several other

languages, which may be seen in the comparative table ofpronouns, is

certainly not based on agglutinative ])rinciplcs. Whether we have a

right to assume that these forms were therefore produced by an

internal revolution, an idea of which no clear conception can be

formed, remains to be proved. But if such changes as Sanskrit yas,

and Greek or, becoming in the plural ye, «'/, are considered peou-

liarly Arian, the above-mentioned Turanian forms will serve to

show that they are not so. And it should be remembered that similar
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forms exist even in the lowest and least developed of the Turanian

languages, as, for instance, in the Tai. The Kassia pronouns, nga,

I, pha, thou, become ngi, we, and phi, you.

In the Tamulic languages the plural of pronouns exhibits the same

exception. The Canarese nan, nin, tan (I, thou, himself), form their

plurals not by an additional ar, but as navu, nivu, tavu. In old

Canarese the plurals are nam and tarn, while the plural of the

second person is formed by means of the usual plural sign r ; n i r,

you. In several cases it is clear that the Turanian languages used

a different base in the plural from that used in the singular. This

is intelligible ; but about the process which raised nga into ngi, or

me into mi, we know as little as about the growth of the Sanskrit

yas into ye. "Whether we explain the change of ya into ye by an

additional i (a i = e), or whether we look upon e as an evolution of a,

in either case we assume facts which we do not know, and never can

know, either by means of analogy or induction. But if afterwards

we base further conclusions on grounds so hypothetical, if we classify

languages according to what we thus assume, to have been their

principle of formation, we really are trying to stand on our own
shoulders, and lose entirely sight of the necessary limits of our

knowledge.*

XIII. It is owing to the influence of Sanskrit grammarians, as

Weigle Says, that in early times the number of case terminations in the

Tamulic languages has been fixed at eight. Most of them are particles

attached to the noun and there is no doubt that the whole declension

could be reduced to one casus rectus and one casus obliquus.

The ancient dialects are richer in these case-particles, which express

more delicate shades of meaning, so that even a larger number of cases

might here be admitted than is usually found in grammars. It is more

practical, however, to consider these particles as separate syllables.

The same opinion is expressed by Dr. Stevenson. He writes,—" Twice

seven cases might easily be made out in the Dekhan dialects."

Exactly the same applies to the Ugric languages. I quote

Castren(Gra. Smyr. § 24.) : "Omnes omnino linguasFinnicas oi'iginis

* See some excellent remarks on a similar point in Boehtlingk's Yakute Gram-
mar, p. iii.
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varietatc casuum abundant. Casibus non solum indicant actionem,

quaj notio in lingua Syi'isena inest Nominativo, Genitivo, Dativo,

Accusativo, Infinitivo, Ablativo IL, Instructivo, atque statu m,

casibus Essivo, Factivo, et Caritivo expressum, sed etiam varias

loci relati ones quae in aliis Unguis praspositionibus reddi Solent,

at in Finnicis ipsaque Syriaena casibus AUativo et Illativo, Adessivo

ct Inessivo, Ablativo I., Elativo, Consecutivo et Prosecutivo."

The distinction which Dr. Stevenson tries to establish between a

post-position and the sign of a case, that the one is by itself sig-

nificant, while the other is not, is true in the abstract, but not always

in reality. Many post-positions in Tamulic and Ugric are no longer

intelligible as independent words, though they clearly have descended

from nominal or pronominal bases.

XIV. There are, however, some terminations in Tamulic as well

as in Ugric dialects, which, as they express the most general gram-

matical categories, have become fixed and technical. Tiiese, in either

branch, have a claim to a higher antiquity than other terminations or

affixes whose origin is more palpable. With regard to these primitive

terminations, attempts have been made to identify the corresponding

forms in Ugric, Tataric, and Tamulic languages. Dr. Stevenson

compares—
(1.) The Tamil Accusative in ai, (Malay e) with the Turkish

Dative i.

(2.) The Tamil Dative ku, Canarese ge, Telugu ki, ku, ko,

Mftlayalim ka, with the Dhimal (Bhotiya) kho, the Tibetan gya,

the Tataric ga.

(3.) The Genitives (or Adjectives) in n, such as Canarese ana, in a,

Tamil in, Telugu ni, Gond na, with the Turkish in, Lapponian en,

Finnish n, IMordvinian en. In Tchuvashian we have from man, I,

manyng, mens, man-yng-yng, raei ; again, man-yng-ki, ineus, o

fi^uog ; man yng ki nyng, mei.

XV. The Ugric languages have two classes of post-positions, simple

and compound. In Finnish, for instance, the simple Partitivus is

formed by ta, the Illalivus by s. Both together form the Prosecu-

tivus tse ; askarhu-tse, passing along the bear. The same in Canarese,

we meet with compound cases, such as maneyellinda. Locative and

Instrumental, " from within the house."
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XVI. With regard to the personal pronouns, the admission of their

apparent difference in Tamulic and Ugric has ah-eady been made.

Instead of the characteristic letters ni, t, s, we find n, n, t. The older

form of the Canarese pronoun of the first person, yan, instead of

nan (Malayalim, gnan,Uraon en), might indeed be reconciled with the

subjective base of the first person in some of the Ugric dialects ; and

the initial n of the second be derived from a t, as in Syrianian,

Ugro-Ostiakian and Samoiedic dialects the original t of the second

person has been supplanted by an n.* But as all intermediate links

are lost (except Uraon, asu, you), such comparisons would only

sliow the phonetic possibility, not the historical reality of the common
origin of the pronouns in Ugric and Tamulic.

XVII. In the Ugric and Tamulic languages the pronouns form

their plural by a modification of the base, not as in substantives, by

the addition of a sufiix expressive of plurality.

Syranian :

Me, I, and Te, thou, Sya, he, become in the plural

Mi, we, and Ti, you, Nya, they,

while the common termination of the plural is jas.

In old Canarese,

Nan, I, Nin, Thou, Tan, ipse, become

Naraf, We, (Nim, You), Tam, ipsi.

XVIII. Besides the usual personal pronouns, most Turanian lan-

guages have produced a large number of polite or conversational

pronouns, such as "Servant," " Elder Brother," "Sister," "Block-

head," &c. Their number becomes smaller with the progress of

civilisatiou and literary culture. Hence but few traces of them

remain in the Tamulic, and hardly any in the Ugric branch.

XIX. The coincidences between the numerals in the Tamulic and

the other branches of the Turanian family have been discussed before.

Besides the agreement in several radicals, it was shown there that

the Tamulic shared in the thoroughly Turanian featui-e that " seven,"

* Cf. Castren, De affixis, p. 71 ; also p. 66.

f The modern plurals are, navu, nivu, tavu, showing the same transition of m
into V which we find in the termination of the future, which is m in old, v in

modern Canarese.

H H
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is the last common numeral, the words for "eight" and "nine"

being formed by means of substraction from ten (10-2, 10-1).

XX. "Witli regard to the verb, we have first to point out in

Tamulic the double system of personal terminations, one for the

present, the other for the past. The origin of these two classes of

terminations has been discussed in the first part of this letter, and

we need only add here, that in Tamulic also the shorter terminations

belong to the past, the fuller to the present.

XXI. The radical termination of the present in Tamulic, which is

p in old Canarese and Tulu, and utt in modern Canarese, kir in

Tamil, kindr in old Tamil, must most likely be considered as a

participial suffix, like the termination er of the present in Turkish.

The coincidence between the Canarese utt, and the termination of

the present participle utt a, is sufficient to allow this hypothesis.

The termination of the preterite is actually the same in Turkish and

Canarese, d, for which in old Canarese we find i, the terminations of

the past participle in Canarese being likewise i and du.

XXII. The infinitive in Canarese was originally a 1 or a 1 ii, its modern

form ad or adu. The latter termination has been recognised by

AVeigle as the pronoun of the third person, adu. In Syrianian the

participle is formed by ysj, ys being the pronoun of the third person

preserved in the possessive suffix ys, as purt-ys, his knife. Another

form of the infinitive is va?^a or a?? a, and this reminds us of the

Syrianian infinitive in yny.

XXIIL Canarese has no passive form, but expresses this form of

thought periphrastically. For instance, " he eats a beating," instead

of " he is beaten ;" " he falls a choosing," instead of " he is chosen."

Similar contrivances arc known from Chinese, Tibetan, and other

languages which have not yet left the first stage of materialism in

their grammatical growth, and from others, like Bengali, which have

relapsed into that state after having passed through the highest

development of grammatical forms. In Chinese* they use kian, to

see ; for instance, pao, to protect ; kian pao, to be protected.

Another passive auxiliary in Chinese is pei, to receive ; for instance,

k'ian-ts'e, to punish; pel tc'ao-ti'ng k'ian-ts'e, to be punished

by the Emperor, i. e. to receive Emperor-punishment.

* EiuUichor, Chinese Grammar, § 230.
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A third root is k'i, to eat. For instance, ta, to beat ; k'i ta, to be

beaten.

In Kachari, a Bhotiya dialect, the passive voice is usually formed

by means of an auxiliary verb, signifying to be, to eat, to exist, added

to the root of the primary verb. Thus, from bu, strike, and ja, eat,

we have

—

Present tense, A'ng buja dang, I am struck.

Imperfect, A'ng bu j abili, I was struck.

Perfect, A'ng bu ja dangman, I have been struck, or I

have eaten a beating.

In Bengali I remember to have met with similar expressions, khai,

to eat, being used as the auxiliary of the passive. But though I

cannot I'efer to a Bengali authority, a reference to the spoken dialects

of Germany would suffice to prove that languages, after producing

the most abundant grammatical organisation, fall back again upon

these simple and childish expressions. As in Chinese, we may say

in German, Schliige besehn, to see blows, Prllgel kosten, to

taste a beating, in the sense of to be beaten.

In Syrianian no passive exists, except that, on the authority of

Castren, we must admit a passive borrowed from Russian. I subjoin

the ipslssima verba: " Passivi finis est —sja, l.-cja (Russ. C ), qui

adjungitur secunda3 personse imperativi. Ut forma passiva e lingua

Russica orta est, ita sa3pe vi verbi reflexivi utitur, qute vis participio

semper inest. Quare passivum etiam per verbum auxiliare redditur."

This would show Syrianian at a great disadvantage if compared

with Tamulic dialects. Both were deprived of a passive, both were

brought in contact with languages, Sanskrit and Russian, possessing

a passive form. But while the Tamulic languages supplied their

deficiency by an ingenious application of their own resources, the

Syranian stooped to borrow a grammatical form from its more power-

ful neighbour— a grammatical depravity almost Avithout a parallel in

the whole history of human speech. Other Ugric languages possess a

passive. For in Mordvinian, although the participle is used in an

active and passive sense, the terminations van, vat, vi, have always

a passive power.

XXIV. The coincidence between the Tamulic and Tataric Ian-
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guages with regard to a negative conjugation has attracted the atten-

tion of several writers.

As to the Finnic dialects, which we liave chosen as the most appro-

priate for the purpose of comparison witli the Tamulic, they share in

the same grammatical feature: " Conjugatio negativa omnibus Fin-

nicis linguis propria." (Castren, Grammat. Syria^na, § 66.)

The negative conjugation in Bengali and INIahratti is perhaps an

imitation of Tamulic, but formed in a different manner.

XXV. A causal form is produced in Canarese by appending isu

to verbal bases. In old Canarese this isu is I'epresented byichu,

in Tamil by ka. The same derivative is employed to form deno-

minative verbs, and is of frequent occurrence at the end of foreign

words thus verbalised in Canarese. It then corresponds to the

termination ize in English, iren in German.

In tlie Ugric and Turkic languages causal and denominative forms

are so frequent that they are mentioned as a characteristic feature of

tliis class of dialects. The suffixes, however, by which this modifi-

cation is expressed vary even in Ugric and Turkic. Causatives in

Finnish are formed by tan, in Lapponian by tam, in Syrianian by ta.

The Turkic dialects show a final r in tar and dar. Neither do

the terminations of verbs derived from nouns offer any coincidences,

and it is only the frequency of both these verbal forms which consti-

tutes a congruence between Tamulic and Ugric dialects. Literal

coincidences between the verbal derivatives used by the Turanians

North and South of the Himalaya, might indeed be pointed out, but

they w^ould be of little weight unless the genesis of both could be

made out at the same time, thus establishing, not an accidental

similarity of sound, but a real identity of origin. Inchoative

verbs, wliicli are a class of denominative verbs, arc formed in the

Turkic branch by a final guttural. This might provoke a comparison

with the Tamil ka. But in the Turkic branch * this guttural can be

traced back to an original palatal vowel, while in Canarese no light has

yet been thrown on the analysis of this termination. The same

remark applies to the Hungarian derivative i t, by which denomi-

native verbs are formed.

XXVI. The auxiliary verb "to bo," in the Tamulic languages, has

Cf. BuL-btlingk, Yakut Grammar, § 4'J3.
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likewise attracted attention by its great sirailiaritj with Turkisli.

There are two bases for this verb in Canarese, ir and ull. In Turkish,

one of the radicals of the auxiliary verb is ol, which is shared in

common by Turkic and Finnic dialects. It is the Syrianian voli, I

was ; the Tcheremissian olam, I am. Its radical is originally a

pronominal base, and in the same manner the Ostiakian tajem, I

am, is derived from the pronominal root ta, that.

XXVII. Before we leave this comparison of the leading grammatical

features of the Tamulic and Ugric languages, it will be necessary to ex-

hibit at least a few traits of their syntactical similarity. The arrange-

ment of words and sentences might perhaps appear so entirely a matter

of individual choice and taste, that we could hardly expect coincidences

between nations who, so far as history and tradition can reach back,

have always been distinct in their language and nationality. Yet

there are no doubt laws, powerful as any in the I'ealra of nature,

which make it impossible for certain languages to place their words

in the same succession as those of other dialects. No Semitic mind

can realize the idea of "ox-tail;" no Arian mind can break itself

into the conception of " tail-ox." The following will show how far

this influence extends, and how important an argument it is in favour

of or against the long-continued community of nations.

The syntactical characteristics of the Tamulic family are taken

from Rhenius *
; those of the Tataric languages from Schott.f

Tamulic. Tataric.

1. As to the position of the 1. Every word which determines,

parts of a sentence, the sub- and so far as it determines,

ject always precedes the finite another word, takes prece-

verb, and the latter always dence of the latter without

concludes the sentence. All exception. The object pre-

other woi'ds which depend cedes the verb, because the

upon these principal parts verb is determined by its

precede them respectively

;

object, inasmuch as it indi-

so that the most important vidualises the action of the

of the dependent words is vex'b.

placed nearest to its prin-

* Tamil Grammar, p. 117. t Essay on the Tataric Languages, p. 3.

H H 3
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Tamulic.

cipal, and the least important

farthest from it.

The adjective alwaj's precedes

the suhstantive ; as, "good-

father."

The noun precedes its govern-

ing participle or preposition;

as if " father-loving," " fa-

ther-frora."

4. The adverb precedes the verb

;

as, "I shall much love."

5. The infinitive precedes the

governing verb ; as, " to

eat go."

6. The negative branch of a sen-

tence precedes the affirma-

tive.

7. The number precedes that

which is numbered.

Tataric.

2. The adjective precedes the

substantive.

3. The object precedes the verb ;

what depends on a preposi-

tion precedes the preposition

(i. e. post -position). The

post-position is originally

a substantive standing to the

noun in the relation of a

genitive.

4. The adverb precedes the verb.

5. This Avould be included under

No. 3.

6. A relative sentence comes be-

fore the relative upon which

it depends.

7. See No. 2., and add the pos-

sessive pronominal adjective

preceding the noun.

8. The genitive precedes that

which governs it.

8. The genitive precedes the

govei-ning noun ; such as,

"king's palace."

From these general remarks it is evident that the order of the parts

of speech in Tamil is opposite to that in English, so that the Euro-

pean student has to effect an entire change in the arrangement of his

ideas.

After enumerating the organic and fundamental coincidences which

affect the formative principles of these two extreme members of the

Turanian family, we need not dwell much longer on smaller traits of

similarity. Yet, as in a picture a single line may often help to bring

out a likeness which did not strike the eye before, one feature may at
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least be mentioned, wliich, though in itself of little significance, is

3'et of interest to those who are fond of watching the wonderful

instinct of language in its various manifestations.

The Canarese * possess, for the expression of collective ideas, a

large number of what are called "pair-words," or "double words."

They resemble the English " topsy-turvy," " chit-chat," &c. In most

of them the principle of alliteration has been observed, and many

obsolete words have been preserved in these compounds only. It is

curious that, as in German many expressions of this kind have

been kept in legal documents, the Canarese law, anterior to the

Mohammedan conquest, teems with the same class of compounds. In

some cases the Canarese simply repeats the same word, changing the

first syllable into gi, in order to give it a collective or more compre-

hensive meaning. A Brahman says that he has to perform snana
gin a, which means bathing (snana) and similar ceremonies connected

with it. Niru is water; niru gtru, water and similar things.

A^a is play; a^a gi/a, play and other amusements. Matu is

speech; matu gitu, speeches and the rest. Arasu, king; arasu

girasu, the king and other magistrates. Not only Sanskrit words,

but even foreign terms taken from English, have to submit to this

process, and a Canarese cook, who has to prepare the dessert, speaks

of it as "cake gike.

Gyarniathi describes the same peculiarity in the language of the

Hungarians and Laplanders. Both, he says, delight in forming such

expressions as

Lapponian — Pekkest pekkai. Hungarian — Diribrol dai'abra, de

frusto in frustum.

,j Jepestjapai. „ Eszendorol eszendore,

de anno in annum.

„ Katest katei „ Kezrol kezre, de manu

in manum.

„ Orron orroje. Orokkcin drokke, in

ajternum.

„ Lakkas laka. „ Idebb idebb, non pro-

cul.

* Weigle, On Canarese Language and Literature, p. 276.

H H 4
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Lapponian— Pako lako. Hungarian— Pekla beszed, ada-

gium.

Ill IVIalay, again, the same feature is most prominent. It exists

there, as in Canarese and the Ugric languages, not only in isolated

cases, or, as in German, in obsolete words and expressions, but as a

grammatical principle applied in various manners, — all showing

that plastic power of language, which is able to express the intel-

lectual and merely formal by the material, and. which in the Arian

languages also has left the traces of its former existence in such

forms as the Intensive, Desiderative, and similar grammatical deriva-

tions.

In Malay* a word is sometimes simply repeated, as mata-mata,

a scout.

When, however, an inseparable prefix is annexed to a radical, this

prefix is usually omitted in the second member of the reduplication,

as barlari-lari, to run on; barturut-turut, consecutively.

When the word is a verb having a reciprocal sense, the particle

is annexed to the second member of the reduplicated word, and not

to the first, as bunoh-mambunoh, to slaughter frequently and

mutually.

Sometimes, the reduplicated word is a primitive of which the

etymology cannot be traced, as antar-antar, a rammer; rama-

rama, a butterfly.

More frequently, the etymology can be traced, although the deri-

vation is often whimsical. From api, fire; api-api, a firefl}'.

From anak, young; anak-anakan, a puppet. From kera, to

think; kera-kera, to conjecture.

Adverbs are frequently formed by the reduplication of other words,

as from kunung, sudden; kunung-kunung, suddenly. From

churi, to steal; churi-churi, stealthily. With this compare

Italian poco poco.

Often the reduplication of an adjective makes only an intensitive,

as basar-bfisar, very great; manis-manis, very sweet.

The mere love of alliteration has contributed to multiply these

rednplicatives. Thus gilang-giimilang, effulgent. So laki,

* Crawfurd, Malay Grammar, p. 57.
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a man, is most generally written and pronounced laki-laki, and

this by abbreviation becomes lal a ki, man. Similar abbreviated re-

duplicated words are, lalaba, a spider, instead of laba-laba;

papuwah, frizzly, instead of puwah -puwah. This is one of the

many cases where in a Turanian language we can watch the process

of wliicb in Arian dialects we see but the result. What better ex-

planation can be given of intensive or frequentative verbs, such as

yaya-^j to implore, from ya^, to ask, in Sanskrit, than lalaki,

man, instead of laki-laki?

What, then, it may be asked, is the diiFerence between such forms

as pointed out in Nomadic and Political languages ? It is this, that

Nomadic languages retain the consciousness of this process, and

therefore can apply it to any word, though it has never been applied

to it before. They know that lalaki is laki-laki; they still use

both; while, to a Hindu, jajkk was as little a repetition of ya^, as

TranrdWtjj and hcuh'Wu) were to a Greek, gurgulio and gingrio to

a Roman.*

CONCLUSION.

THE POSSIBILITY OF A COJOION ORIGIN OF LANGUAGE.

Here I must close for the present this communication on the Ta-

mulic languages, and their claims to be considered a branch of that

vast family of speech which should be called Nomadic or Turanicm, in

contradistinction to the two political concentrations of human speech,

the Arian and Semitic. I doubt not that the results at which I have

arrived, and the method by which I have been guided, will be ques-

tioned on ethnological as well as philological grounds. To classify

languages as such, regardless of the physiological characteristics of

the races by whom they are spoken, will appear presumptuous in the

eyes of the Ethnologist, while to me it seems to hold out the only

hope of settling eventually the conflicting claims of Ethnology and

Phonology. What we are accustomed to call " race,"t and what, as

* See Bopp's Comparative Grammar, § 753.

f If " race " is derived, not from " radix " as was hitherto supposed, but from
the Old High-German reiza, line, lineage, it might be retained as a technical term.
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Ilumboklt lias shown, should more properly be called " variety,"

may date from a period in the history of the world anterior to any

division of language. Or, on the other hand, its first effects may

have been felt long after the confusion of speech had led to the dis-

persion of mankind. In either case the classification of language

could not be expected to coincide witli the classification of the varie-

ties of man. Only on the supposition that tlie first divergence of

race took place contemporaneously with the first divulsion of lan-

guage, could a coincidence between ethnological and phonological

classes be reasonably anticipated, though even then the mysterious

intervals of so many centuries between this first parting and the later

meeting again of the world's inhabitants through war, conquests, and

migrations, would be sufiicient to account for any disturbance that

may be now observed in the parallel progress, ramification, and

intertwining of race and speech.

Physiological Ethnology has accounted for the varieties of the

human race, and removed the barriers which formerly prevented us

from viewing all mankind as the members of one family, the ofi-

spi'ing of one parent. The problem of the varieties of language is

more difiicult and has still to be solved, as we must include in our

survey the nations of America and Africa. But over the languages

of the primitive Asiatic Continent of Asia and Europe a new light

begins to dawn, which, in spite of peri^lexing apjjearanccs, reveals

more and more clearly the possibility of their common origin.

In order to perceive this, and to command this wide view, we must

put aside the microscope through which we examine the organism

and the ramifications of so small and modern a cluster of dialects as

the Arian and Semitic. Different subjects require different methods,

and because the method of Bopp and Grimm has been found appli-

cable to an analysis of Arian speech, it does not folloAV that the same

would lead to satisfactory results in higher and more comprehensive

branches of linguistic study. We must open our eyes, and ask our-

selves what, according to the nature of the case, we can expect to

scan and to comprehend, even from that distant point of view, which

we necessarily occupy in looking toward the primordial epochs of the

history of language. The millions of people who speak and have

spoken for centuries from Ceylon to Iceland tlitj innumerable dialects
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of Sanskrit, Persian, Gallic, Teutonic, Sclavonic, Italic, and Greek,

shrink here together into one small point, and are represented, as it

were, by one patriarchal individual, the first Arian, the ancestor of

the Arian race. For on all these languages, from Sanskrit to Eng-

lish, there is one common stamp — a stamp of definite individuality—
inexplicable if viewed as a product of nature, and intelligible only as

the work of one creative genius. Sanskrit, Persian, Greek, Latin, )

Sclavonic, Teutonic, and Celtic, are simply continuations of one common

spring of language, as much as Spanish and Portuguese, French and 1

Proven9al, Italian and Wallachian, are all but Latin under different I

aspects. The differences between languages, as distant geographically,

chronologically, and grammatically, as Sanskrit and English, vanish

;

and all that remains in this comprehensive view is, that one system

of grammar, and that patrimony of common roots, which we call

Arian, in opposition to Semitic. No new root has been added, no

new grammatical form been produced in any of the Arian provinces

or dependencies, of which the elements were not present at the first

foundation of this mighty empire of speech.

The Semitic languages also are all varieties of one form of speech.
^

Though we do not know that primitive language from which the
j

Semitic dialects diverged, yet we know that at one time one such I

language must have existed. In it all the peculiarities which now |

distinguish the three branches of Semitic were not yet developed,

but they must have existed potentially. We cannot account for the

coincidences between the language of Mohammed and Moses without

the admission that, before the separate existence of the oldest Hebrew

and the earliest Arabic, there was a real language to which Hebrew and

Arabic stand as French and Italian stand to Latin.

The Semitic, therefore, and the Arian languages must be viewed as

two individuals, or as the manifestations and works of two individuals

which it is impossible to derive from one another. They differ in all

that is formal, following sometimes opposite directions in the first

principles of grammatical combination. They differ even in their

radical elements, inasmuch as each adopted its own process of deter-

mining roots by reduplication of final or initial letters, or by distinct

additional elements. They differ again in the meaning of roots, be-

cause it was a matter of individual choice what power should
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become fixed and technical in i-adicals, whicli, according to their very

nature, must originally have possessed an indefinite applicability.

But, tliough in physical Ethnology we cannot derive the Negro from

the IMalay or the Malay from the Negro type, we may look upon each as

a modification of a common and more general type. The same applies

to the types of language. We cannot derive Hebrew from Sanskrit,

or Sanskrit from Hebrew, but we can well understand how both may
have proceeded from one common source. They are both channels

supplied from one river, and they carry, though not always on their

surface, floating materials of language which challenge comparison,

and have already yielded satisfactory results to careful analysers. It

is true, if there were any strong arguments against the common origin

of these two channels of speech, the coincidences between them,

hitherto pointed out, would perhaps not suffice to silence them.

But, unshackled as v^e are by any contrary evidence, and encou-

raged as we must feci by the success of physical research, there is

even now sufficient evidence with regard to a radical community

between Arian and Semitic dialects, to enable us to say that their

common origin is not only possible, but, as far as linguistic evidence

goes, probable ; while to derive the Semitic from the Arian, or the

Arian from the Semitic type, may henceforth be declared a gram-

matical impossibility.

Before we allow our eyes to swerve to still more distant regions,

we must confront those uncounted dialects of Asia and Europe, whose

grammar does not run in either an Arian or Semitic channel. They

share in none of the features which distinguish the Arian and the

Semitic types, and the first point which we can establish with regard

to them is, that at no time, after the first separation of the Arian and

Semitic types, can they have formed part of these two historical

developments of language. Nothing of what is traditional, petrified,

or individual in either Semitic or Arian grammar, can be discovered

in any of the other dialects of the Asiatic continent. General

features common to Arian, Semitic, and Turanian languages, can only

be ascribed to the very earliest period of Asiatic speech.

Thus the Turanian dialects share one thing in common, — they

all represent a state of language before its individualisation by the

Arian and Semitic types. But these Turanian languages cannot be
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considered as stcanding to each other in the same rehxtion as Hebrew
and Arabic, Sanskrit and Greek. In smaller spheres, similar families,

like the Arian or Semitic, can be established within the Turanian kino--

dom. The Tamulic dialects, for instance, are held together by the
same close ties of relationship as Greek and Latin, Hebrew and
Arabic. They necessitate the admission of a common parent, of a
long continued grammatical concentration preceding their gradual
dispersion. The same applies to the different branches, which have
been called Taic, Bhotiya, Malaic, Mongolic, Tungusic, Tataric, and
Finnic. The languages belonging to each of these branches, point to

so many parent-languages, whence they proceeded, and which they
represent under different aspects. But these branches themselves
must be viewed as separate in their beginnings, neither of them
being subordinate to any other, neither of them parent or offspring, but
all springing side by side from the same soil, though with different

powers of growth, and under circumstances more or less favourable
to their grammatical organisation.

Nor can these Turanian stems be considered as standing to one
another in the same relation as Semitic to Arian. The separation of
these two dialects and their independent growth is the result of an
individual act, unaccountable in its nature and origin, like every-
tliing individual, while the separation and divergence of the Turanian
languages can be explained as the result of a gradual, natural, and
simple process, which, out of many things that were possible in the
mechanical combinations of roots, fixed a certain number of real forms
which, under geographical and political influences, became consolidated
into national idioms. As in the formation of political societies, we do
not require the admission of any powerful individual mind to account
for the presence of governed and governing classes, or of laws against
theft and murder, but can explain these as the necessary result of
social agglutination, we see nothing in the organisation of the Tura-
nian languages that betrays the influence of some individual poetical

genius, as the framer of peculiar laws, or the author of certain gram-
matical principles. In the Semitic and Arian languages, on the
contrary, we find institutions, laws, and agreements, which, like the
laws of inheritance and succession at Rome or in India, show the
stamp of an individual will impressed on the previous traditions
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of scattered tribes. It is possible that the Semitic and Arian

languages also passed through a stage of mechanical crystallisation,

or uncontrolled conglomeration of grammatical elements ; but they

left it, and entered into a new phase of growth and decay, and that

through the agency of one creative genius grasping the floating

elements of speech, and preventing by his fiat their further atomical

concretion. It is after this had taken place, that the real life of

Arian and Semitic language begins, and all Arian and Semitic dialects

which we know are the descendants of these two languages, already

individualised to the highest degree.

In the Turanian group this individual element is wanting. Hence

the different branches, the Tungusic, Mongolic, Turkic, and Finnic

in the North, the Taic, Malaic, Bhotiya, and Tamulic in the South,

are deficient in that family likeness which is peculiar to the off'spring

of the same individual. They are radii diverging from a common

centre, not children of a common parent. This explains their simi-

larity as well as their difi'erences. They share much in common, and

shoAV that before their divergency a certain nucleus of language was

formed, in which some parts of language, the first to crystallise and

the most difficult to be analysed, had become fixed and stationary.

Numerals, pronouns, and some of the simplest applied verbal roots

belong to this class of words. But even these parts of speech had not

yei grown into a system, before the Turanian camp broke up, and

hence were not retained as a whole. We may even distinguish two

such nuclei of Turanian speech, a Northern and a Southern ; and we

may trace both back to a still higher point where their repective pe-

culiarities are merged again into one common current. Here, where

the differences between the Turanian languages cease, the first sta-

n)ina of the Arian and Semitic languages also would be found to con-

verge toward the same centre of life. Kadicals, applied to certain defi-

nite but material meanings in common by all Turanian dialects, belong

to this primitive era, <and some of them can even now be proved the

common property of the Turanian, the Semitic, and Arian branches.

And here the last question presents itself, which Comparative

Phonology has to answer. Does this common ground, where the

diiTcrences of Arian, Semitic, and Turanian dialects are neutralised,

correspond with that stage in the growth of language, where the
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vital powers of the Chinese were ari'ested, or is there still an interval,

not bridged over by any traditions of language, between this one

patriarchal utterance, and the common inheritance of the " three sons

of Feridun ? " Some few roots that could claim this primeval origin

have been pointed out. Their number will never be very great;

and their sound and meaning will always have, as Schleiermacber

remarked, " quelque chose de vague." But could this be otherwise ?

Suppose we actually found a number of definite roots, with secondary

and tertiary letters, and with complicated significations, in this common

treasury of all the languages of Asia. Should we be able to explain

such a fact ? Would it not invalidate all arguments, and entirely de-

stroy all conclusions to which a careful study of the broken traditions

of mankind has led us ? Such roots cannot, have not, and will not

be found. But if the view here proposed on the origin and growth

of language— a view according with all the evidence which the

documents of the various dialects of Asia and Europe supply—
be accepted, these vague, eff\iced, and fragmentary roots rise into im-

portance, because confirming, though not proving, our anticipations,

like the segments of a circle whose centre we have guessed.

As to the formal elements, or the grammatical growth of language,

no difficulty exists in considering the grammatical system of Sanskrit,

the most perfect of the Arian dialects, as the natural development of

Chinese— an admission made even by those who are most opposed to

the generalisations in the science of languages.

These two points, therefore. Comparative Philology has gained:—
I. Nothing necessitates the admission of different

independent beginnings for the material elements of

the Turanian, Semitic, and Arian branches of speech,

— nay, it is possible even now to point out radicals

which, under various changes and disguises, have been

current in these three branches ever since their first

separation.

II. Nothing necessitates the admission of different

beginnings for the formal elements of the Turanian,

Semitic, and Arian branches of speech— and though

it is impossible to derive the Arian system of gram-

mar from the Semitic, or the Semitic from the
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Turanian, we can perfectly understand how, either

throu"-li individual influences, or by the wear and

tear of grammar in its own continuous working, the

different systems of grammar of Asia and Europe

may have been produced.

If we translate these grammatical conclusions into historical

language, we arrive at the following facts :
—

The first migration from the common centre of mankind proceeded

eastward, where the Asiatic language was ai-rested at the first stage of

its growth, and whei*e the Chinese, as a broken link, presents to the

present day a reflection of the earliest consolidation of human speech.

The second dispersion was that of the Turanian tribes. Lan-

guage had slowly advanced, and formed certain deposits of nume-

rical, pronominal, and verbal roots, before the Turanians separated and

spread with their dialects to all the corners of the earth. Gram-

matical growth had commenced, and an abundance of forms had been

thrown out from which all took what seemed useful and necessary to

them according to their different tastes and characters. Certain

grammatical and syntactical principles also had been deeply impressed

upon the mind of the Turanian colonists before they started, and

these impart to their languages a similarity, even where the material

elements of the single dialects have since been changed and replaced.

We must admit two directions for the migrations of the Turanians,

as indicated by their languages— a northern and a southern.

The Northern Division comprehends the Tuugusic, Mon-

golic, Tataric, and Finnic branches.

The Southern Division comprehends the Tai'c, Malaic,

Bhotiya (Gangetic and Lohitic), and Tamulic branches.

These two divisions had not arrived at any social or political consoli-

dation before they were broken up respectively into different colonies.

They probably had no laws, no popular poetry or sacred songs which

might have served as a common standard. Tiiey broke up carrying

away each a portion of their common language — and hence their

similarity ; but they possessed as yet nothing traditional, nothing like

a common inheritance in language or thought, — and hence their

differences.

In foUowinjr the indications of the gradual advance which the
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ascending scale in the grammatical growth of these different branches

holds out to us, we should be led to suppose that the first migration

in the south was that of the people speaking Tai dialects, who settled

along the rivers Meikong, Meinam, Irawaddi, and Brahmaputra.

In the north the first migration was that of the Tungusic tribes,

following the course of the rivers Amur and Lena.

Both are conterminous with China, and their languages have scarcely

left the Chinese stage.

The second migration is that of the Malaic tribes in the south,

who followed the same direction as the Tai tribes, but, finding the

land occupied, pushed onward to the islands and the sea.

In the north the second migration would be that of the Mongolic
races, pressing on the Tungusic races, their predecessors ; and then

spreading westward along the chain of the Altai mountains.

Both nations are characterised by a spirit of enterprise, which

on the sea made them feared as pirates, in the desert as robbers.

Their languages are more adapted for stern and short command,

than for persuasive discussion and argument.

The third migration in the south tended toward Bliota or Tibet

and the frontiers of India. The Kamboja peninsula and the coast

being occupied, these tribes chose the high plateau, north of India,

and in later times poured into India thi'ough the mountain passes

of the Himalaya. Tlieir language, particularly where it has received

literary cultivation, is capable of expressing abstract reasoning, but

is liable to lose itself in artificial complications and polysynthetic

confusion.

The same applies to the third migration in the north. The

Turkish tribes, finding all the intermediate country taken pos-

session of, proceeded westward to the Ural and the frontier of

Europe. Their language, particularly in Turkish, arrived at so high

a degree of formal perfection as to make it almost inconvenient for

the purposes of common conversation.

The last colony in the south was the Tamulic, in the north the

Finnic— both at an early period advanced to a high degree of

civilisation, of which we find the traces even now in the wise

economy of their languages, and in the few remains of their early

institutions and literature. Both were crushed by the later con-

I I
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quests of Arian nations; so that in the south we have but vague

traditions of their former state, and even these perverted by the

jealousy of their Brahmanic conquerors ; while in the fens of Finland

oral tradition has handed down to us not only the names of these

ancient heroes, but the very songs which celebrated their deeds.

If we adopt this view of the gradual spreading of the Turanian

branches, we have to suppose that each successive migration, finding

the nearest ground occupied, pushed forward to more distant quarters.

This seems the more natural supposition ; for if we inverted the

historical order, and looked upon the last migration as the first, we should

have to account for the retrograde movement in the grammatical forma-

tion of the four southern and nortliern dialects. Finnic Avould then

represent the earliest state of Turanian grammar, while theTungusic

would correspond to the latest, — a view which might be defended in

the later history of Arian languages, but is untenable in Turanian

philology. Witli the former view, the different degrees of gram-

matical perfection, and tlie respective geographical distance of each

branch from China, would closely correspond with the histurical

separation and individualisation of each Turanian branch.

Besides these northern and southern radii of Turanian speech,

there are still several sporadic clusters of dialects, equally belonging

to the Turanian stage of language, but left to themselves, as it were,

and lost in impervious mountains and deserts. In their seclusion,

and debarred from the severe attrition which every dialect ex-

periences in intercourse with other languages, they have each pro-

duced the utmost variety of grammatical forms, and revel in a

luxuriance of verbal distinctions which small and secluded tribes

alone are able to indulge in.

These are the aboriginal languages spoken in the impenetrable

valleys of the Caucasus ; the Basque in the Pyrenees, and on the

very edge of Europe, and the Samoiedic in the still less accessible

Tundras of the north of Siberia.

In these secluded dialects, the peculiarities of individuals may
gain an inlluence which changes the whole surface of grannuar ami

dictionary. Turanian languages, particularly, are so pliant that tliey

lend themselves to endless combinations and complexities, unless a

national literature or a frequent intercourse with other tribes act as
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safeguards against dialectical schism. Tribes who liavc no litera-

ture and no sort of intellectual occupation, seem occasionally to take

a delight in working their language to the utmost limits of gram-

matical expansion. The American dialects are a well-known in-

stance : and the greater the seclusion of a tribe, the more amazing

this rank vegetation of their grammar. We can at present hardly

form a correct idea with what feeling a savage nation looks upon its

language ; whether, it may be, as a plaything, a kind of intellectual

amusement, a maze in which the mind likes to lose and to find itself.

But the result is the same everywhere. If the work of agglutination

has once commenced, and there is nothing like literature or society to

keep it within limits, two villages, separated only for a few gene-

rations, will become mutually unintelligible. This takes place in

America, as well as on the borders of China and India ; and in the

North of Asia, Messerschmidt relates, that the Ostiakes, though

really speaking the same language every where, have produced so

many words and forms peculiar to each tribe, that even within the

limits of twelve or twenty German miles, conversation between them

becomes extremely difficult. It must be remembered also, that the dic-

tionary of these languages is small if compared with a Latin or Greek

Thesaurus. The conversation of nomadic tribes moves within a narrow

circle, and with the great facility of forming new words at random,

and the great inducement that a solitary life holds out to invent for

the objects which form the world of a shepherd or huntsman, new

appellations,— half poetical, perhaps, or satirical, — we can under-

stand how, after a £ew generations, the dictionary of a nomadic

tribe may have gone, as it were, through more than one edition.

There are still a few languages which for the present must remain

unclassed, because the means are wanting for subjecting them to a

grammatical analysis. Such are the languages of Korea, of the Ko-

riiiks, Kam^adales, and of Japan. Their number is small, and in

them also some traces of a common origin with the Turanian lan-

guages have, it is probable, survived, and await the discovery of phi-

lological research.

Other branches of Turanian dialects may have existed in Asia and

Europe during times of which we have no records, and previous to

the first immigration of Arian and Semitic races. Wherever these

I I 2
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two races arrive, they find the land occupied by barbarians, repre-

sented as giants or evil spirits, and speaking languages unintelligible

to the new arrivers. They were exterminated, and their languages

silenced for ever. Here tlie links may have been broken and lost which

once united -the language of Asia and Europe with the scattered dia-

lects of Africa and America. An extension of the Turanian family

to these two continents has been hinted at by several scholars. The

Greenland language has been pointed out as showing a transition of

Turanian into American dialects, and the researches of physical

science have clearly indicated the islands east of Siberia, as the only

bridge on which the seeds of Asia could have been carried to the

New World. As to African dialects, all is still conjecture, except

this, that, besides the Semitic type of some African languages, such

as the Galla, spoken north of the equator, there is another gram-

matical character impressed on other idioms, as, for instance, the

Hottentot, which, by its mechanical perfection and artificial compli-

cation, invites a comparison with the grammatical system of the

descendants of Tur.*

What was the state of the Arian and Semitic dialects during this

early period of ethnic migration and struggle we do not know.

Their history begins only when they cease to belong to the chaotic

mass of Turanian Nomads. They appear at once on the stage of

history, fully clad in their own armour, the enemies of the barbarians,

the worshippers of brighter gods, and witli a language which has left

for ever the tumult of a Turanian arena. They are Arians, or She-

mites, inasmuch as they are no longer Turanians ; and though tlieir

antecedent growth must have jiassed through a Turanian phase, this

is overcome when they appear as the heralds of a new era in the his-

tory of man. It is only after having conquered in themselves Tura-

nianism, in every sense of the word, that they advance through Asia

and Europe as the conquerors of the descendants of Tur. Tiiis

battle is not yet ended ; and the largest share of the earth still be-

longs to its earlier occupants. The Arian and Semitic languages

occupy but four peninsulas of the primeval continent, — India,

Arabia, Asia ]\Iinor, and Europe ; all the rest belongs to the family

* See Boyce's Kaffir Grammar, Iiitroductiou, page ix.
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of Tur. But the countries reclaimed by Sheni and Japhet mark the

high road of civilisation, and comprehend the stage on which the

drama of ancient and modern history has been acted.

vShem was in advance of Japhet ; and his first colonies represent a

stage of language not yet decidedly Semitic, not yet freed from all

Turanian influences, and, hence, less distant also from the stream of

Arian speech. These were the colonists of Africa, who have fallen

back into nomadic habits, but whose language is still the language

of the people in Marocco, Algiers, Tunis, Tripoli, and Fez, wherever

it has not been supplanted by the tongue of the conquering Arabs.

A second colony, not yet decidedly Semitic, but, owing to political

influences, more settled in its grammatical system, took its abode in

Egypt. A third made its idiom the language of Babylonia and

Assyria.

These three early colonies exhibit the Semitic in its struggle

towards grammatical form and consistency ; and the individuality of

Shem has not yet in them obscured those traces of a common past

which enable us to connect the radical elements of the Semitic with

the Turanian, and through it with the Arian family.

After these three colonies, the limits of the Semitic speech were

drawn more closely together, and the three later branches, the Arabic,

Aramaic, and Hebrew, stand before us as cognate descendants of one

parent, who has left to each the sharp and decided features of his own

expression.

The Arian family has had but one generation of dialects. There

was a time when the ancestors of this race f. rmed one family, in the

proper sense of the word. Their language was then the idiom of

a hamlet, as Latin was at one time spoken by the few adventurers

who built their cottages on the hills of the Tiber. Without some

such previous concentration, as it is impossible to account for the

perpetuation of the most minute and fanciful forms in the Roman

dialects of modern Europe, it would be in vain to account for the

coincidences between the Arian dialects of the ancient world. The

Arian language, which grew, or became nationalised, into Sanscrit,

Persian, Greek, Latin, Teutonic, Slavonic, and Celtic, must have

been a language richer perhaps than any of its descendants, but a

lanwua"-e with such settled principles, and such intense individuality

II 3
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in granimai" and dictionary, that tlie national, or, as we maj' here call

it, the individual character of its descendants, though widely different

as the meditative Hindu and active Greek, could never obliterate or

efface the stamp of their common parent.

And if now we gaze from our native shores over that vast ocean of

human speech, with its waves rolling on from continent to conti-

nent, rising under the fresh breezes of the morning of history, and

slowly heaving in our own more sultry atmosphere, — witli sails

gliding over its surface and many an oar ploughing through its

surf, and the flags of all nations waving joyously together,—with its

rocks and wrecks, its storms and battles, yet reflecting serenely all

that is beneath, and above, and around it,—if we gaze, and hearken to

the strange sounds rushing past our ears in unbroken strains, it

seems no longer a wild tumult, or ayijpidiioy yiXacrfut, but we feel as

if placed within some ancient cathedral, listening to a chorus of in-

numerable voices ; and the more intensely we listen, the more all

discords melt away into higher harmonies, till at last we hear but

one majestic trichord, or a mighty unison, as at the end of a sacred

symphony.

Such visions will float through the study of the grammarian, and

in the midst of toilsome researches his heart will suddenly beat, as he

feels the conviction growing upon him that men are brethren in the

simplest sense of the word— the children of the same father— what-

ever their country, their colour, their language, and their faith.

MAX MULLER.

A^otc.— Circumstances over -which I hud no control made it impossible to carry

out a uniform system of transcription in the letter on the Turanian Language and

in the Tables appended to it.
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Tlie Langttages of Asia and Europe arranged according to their

Grammatical Principles.
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FIRST APPENDIX.

COMPAKATIVE TABLE OF SUBJECTIVE AND
PREDICATIVE COMPOUNDS.

Explanation of Letters.

Capitals are used to represent Verbal bases.

Small Letters to represent Nominal bases.

Greek Letters to represent Pronouns.

A. a. a. to represent a word in the Nominative, or as Subject.

B. b. /3. to represent a word in the Casus obliquus, or as Predicate.

For instance :

a. b.=Nominal base as subject, followed by Nominal base as

predicate: Hotel-Dieu.

a. /3.= Nominal base as subject, followed by Pronoun as predi-

cate: Hebr. El-i, God (of) I, i.e. my God. {Different

from fratelmo, i. e. fratellus meus.)

a. B.=Nominal base as subject, followed by Verbal base as predi-

cate. (Possible only if the verbal predicative base becomes

an adjective.)

The sign - is used after nominal bases.

The sign . is used after verbal bases.
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Cham.

Egypt.

\.\. a.b.
si-Ues, 40/1 (o/) his.

uskh en nub, chain
(which or v/icre)

Ifukl.i.K.cluiinofgoUt.

sutcn-tef, king {who or

as) father.

ne\.n-vn'.\\.,goddcss{n<ho

or as) motlur, tf.

queen-molhcr.

I. 2. a. J3.

si-k, son {of) thee.

Ei-f, son {of) him.

spt-ton daughter {of)

them.
(Coptic, No.)

L 3. a. B.
netor-naa, God-great.

cf. nc^er-mwt, goddess
mother, (a.b.)

II. 1. A.b.
N'liVER.

II. 2. A./3.
iri. in. a.

iri. on. i-k.

iri. en. cf.

doing where I, io.

doing uf}nr,i.e. I did,

thou didst, he did.

II. 3. A.B.
Neveu.

III. l.o. b.

Never.

III. 2. a. P.
Never.

III. 3. o. n.
No.

(Kxc. Coptic, i'i iri.

ck iri. cf iri, [.thou,
hetiutkes. cf. 11«)

SlIEM.

Palestine.

I. L a. b.

di'bar-melck, word {ofa)
king.

malki-zedck, king {of)
justice.

ben o Be'or, son he {of)
llcor.

shir(asher 15) Shelomoh,
the song {which to)

Solomon.
S)-r. nausa d sirao, cAfj<
{where) silver.

Ethiop. wald a M.iry-

am, sonwkoyto) Mary.
Etiiiop. niazmor za

Dawitli, ;««//« that {of)
David (za=he, psalm
being a masc.)

anqaz enta samay, the

gate {irhich) heaven
(enta=she, gate being

afem.)

I. 2. a. /3.

lebush-i,.rf>VM {qf) mc.

Iebush-k4, dr«s {of)',thee.

lebush-.^h, dress (of) her.

(cf. labsli-ali, she dress-

es).

I. 3. a, B.
dkm-nkq\,blood-innocent.

II. 1. A. b.

Never.

II. 2. A. p.

qathal.ti,<iatlial.l.T,qathl.

ah, kiilin'T {to) tnc.

thee, h.r, 'i.e. J killed,

thou killcdst, she killed.

II. 3. A. B.
Never.

IIL I. a. b.

Never.

III. 2. o. 8.

Never.

III. 3. a. B.
(a K"). ni.qthol, ti.qtliol.

nah, yi.qthl.u, we kill-

ing, I/Ou t, illing {fern .

)

,

they ki'liiig.

T U

China.

I 1. a. b.

I. 2. a. a.

L 3. a. B.
No.

II. L A.b.
Never.

n. 2. A. fi.

No.

L 3. A. B.
Never.

III. 1. a. h.

Never.

III. 2. a b.

Never.

IIL 3. o. B.
No.

(ng6 tS, / strike.)

(ni t.i, thou slrikc{st)).

India c.ctra Gangcm
I. \. a. b.

No.

Exc. Tai dialects.
Khamti, han^'-pa, tail

(of) fish, a fish's tail;
y>i\i=ifish.

K as si a, ka.reng-
u.bl.ing, /lom {ol )g<iat.

Siamese, kiia-khoii,
head (of) man.

Malay, kapala-orang,
head (of) man.

A n a m. tliua-nya,'nai/t'r
(o/) house.

I. 2. a.

E.xc.Kh am ti,etc.,inii-

man, hand (of) him,
i.e. his hand.

I. 3. a. B.
No?

Exc. Khamti, etc.,

kiin.ni. man good.
kini.niani, man b:id.

Miri, iiinie-aida, man
good.

Garo, mandp-namja ni,

man bad of {Geuit.).

II. I. A. b.

Never.

II. 2. A. /8.

No.
Exc. N.-xs-T dialects.

II. 3. A. B.
Never.

III. 1.

III.

1).

Never.

2. a. $.
Never.

IIL 3. a. B.
No.
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Caucasus.
I. 1. a. b.

No.

I. 2. a.

I. 3. a. B.
No?

Abcliasian and
T s li e r k e s s i a n,

aphshitsabziakhwa,
fisli good, ])lur.=goucl

Jishts.

II. 1. A. b.

Never.

II. 2. A.

II. 3. A. B.
Never.

III. 1. a. b.

Never.

III. 2. a. fi.

Never.

III. 3. a. B.
No. (cf. "'So.).

A I

Deklian,

I 1. a. b.

I. 2. a. ^.
No.

? Son tal, apa-t,

father ?

I. 3. a. B.

II. 1. A. b.

Never.

II. 2. A. /8.

No.

II. 3. A. B.
Never.

III. 1. a. b.

Never.

III. 2. a. 13.

Never.

III. 3. a. B.
No.

N.

Altai.

I. 1. a. b.

1. 2. a. ,8.

Lapp. atzya-m, atzj-a-d,

atzya-s, tiii/, thy, his

father.
H Li n g. atya-m, atya-d.at-

tya, my, thy, hisfather.
Y a k u t e, agha-m, agha-

n, agha-ta, my, thy, his

father.

I. 3. a. B.
No?

II.]. A. b.

Never.

II. 2. A. |8.

Hung. Transit, definite.
hall.om, hall.od, hall.

ja, hearing (to) me, i.e.

/ heard (it), thou, he
heard.

Ibid. Preterite indef.
var t.am, var t.al, var t,

waiting (to) me; I,

thnu, he iraited.

Yakut e. Perfect, xana-
t.em, sa at.en,sanat.a.
thinking (to) 7>ie j I,
thou, he thought.

II. 3. A. B.
Never.

III. 1. a. b.

Never.

III. 2. a. a
Never.

III. 3. a. B.
No.

Japhet.

Indo-European.
I. 1. a. b.

No.
E.xo. Pehlevi, ku;i i

Pars, muimtnin {there)
Persia, i.e. mountain
of P.

Par si, qari-Garotbm-'n,
the splendour (if) Gi-
rolhman.

Parsi, vinasii i kasm,
the sight (ii'here) the eye.

Persian, pus r i dust,
the son (where) the
friend, thefriend's .ion.

Afglian, Sardaran da
Candiihar, th^ Sar-
dars (they) Candahar,
i.e. 0/ Candahar.

Cf. Pehlevi . Zend,
gaum yim Sugdho-
sa yaiiem, regionem
(qnam) Siigdhce-situm
habnlem.

I. 2. a. P.
No.

Exc. Pe rs i an, din-em
my re/igion J din-esli,
l/iy religion ,- but not
in Parsi, exc. njter
prepositions, osaz-ash,
from him.

1. 3. a. B.
No?

nsk. pita-malia, /«-
her-graiid, i.e. grand-
ather.

Sa
ther-gr
father.

n. 1. A.b.
Never.

II. 2. A. a

IL 3. A. B.
Never.

in. 1 a. b.

Never.

ni. 2. a. i3.

Never.

ni, 3 a. B.
No.
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IV. 1

Cham.

E<j;ipt.

b. a.

No.

IV. 2. b. a.

Never.

IV. 3. b. A.
Never.

V. 1. B. a.

No.

V. 2. B. a.

I'resent :

iri. a. do. I, I do.

iri. ek. thou docs'.

iri. c(. he doi's.

(Coptic. No.)

V. 3. B. A.
Nevi.u.

VI. 1. iS. a.

No.

VI. 2. $. a.

Ne\eh.

VI. 3. P. A.
No.

SlIEM.

Palestine.

IV. 1. b. a.

No.

IV. 2. b. o.

Never.

IV. 3. b. A.
Never.

V. L B. a.

No.

V. 2. B. a.

No.

V. 3. 15. A.
Nem:h.

VI. 1. /3. a.

VI. 2. P. a.

N I \ i: r .

VI. 3. P. A.
No.

T U K A

China.

IV. 1. b. a.

1 . min-li, people's power

2. min-ti li, man-hh
power.

IV. 2. b. a.

Never.

IV. 3. b. A.
Never.

V. \. B. a.

pe.ma, white horse.

V. 2. B. a.

V. 3. B. A.
Never.

VL 1. B. a.

ngo-siii 1-heart, i.e. my
heart.

2. n^o-W sin, mine heart.

VI. 2. 3. a.

Never.

VL 3. ft. A.
No.

N I A N.

India extra Gangem.
IV. \. b. a.

1. C'lLinglo, kuita-bi,
horse's leg.

Burmese, lu-khaun^.
man's head.

2. Genitive Adjectives :

Singpho, kiiiisu-na

rung, n cow's hum (a
bovinu CO' nil).

G a ro, ambal ni kcthali,

a wooden knije.

IV. 2. b. a.

Never.

IV. 3. b. A.

V. l.B. a.

Bhot. khang-zanfj,
house-good, a good
house:

zang-mi, good man.

V. 2. B. a.

No.
Exc. Naga. Present,

thier.dng, thieii.o,

thic .a, pul-I, i.e. /
f))il, thou piittesl, he
puts.

Preterite, Ihien t.ak,

thitn t.i, thien t.a, /,

thou. In did put.

V. 3. B. A.
Nt\ER.

VLl. ft.n.

No.
E.\c. N.iga, i-lali, viij

kite.

Tlie same in Gya-
r u n g and K i r a n t i

.

2. Genitive .\iljectives :

Kachari, ang-ni
nawa, mci nomen.

N a g a, irang lah, mine
kite.

VI. 2. ft. a.

Never.

VL 3. ft. A.
No.
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R N I

Caucasus.

IV. 1. b. a.

Suiiuian, mare-shiar,
man's hands.

Abchasiati, aph-
wizba-ala, girl's do^.

2. Genitive Adjectives.

IV. 2. b. a.

Never.

IV. 3. b. A.
Never.

V. 1. B. a.

S II an i an, cilader-dcas,
daili/ bread.

T. 2. B. a.

"Bd. Lazian, Present,
b cli isk.a, chask.a.

chask.as, b rhask.at.

cliask.at, cliask.an, 1

dig I, i.e. [ dig ; dig

ikuu, i.e. //lou diggnt i

fie, JU5, i/ou, they dig.

V. 3. B. A.
Never.

VI. 1. p. a.

S u a n i a n. s-ab, w-ab,
i-.ab, li-ab, sh-.ab, r-ab,

7ny, t/ii/, /lis, our, your
their father.

2. Genitive Adjectives :

Laz ian, slikinii ill, my
spear.

S n ania n, mishawa niu,

meus pater.

VI. 2. ^. a.

Never.

VI. 3. /3. A.
Lazian, ma ma-zun, si

ga-zun, binniz a-znn+
asere, viy-ailing, i.e. /

ai/cd ; thuu, h; ailed.

Dekhan.
IV. 1. b. a.

Tam. vidu-kkatavu,
house-door.

kal-vari, stune-road.

2. Genitive- .\djectives.

IV. 2. b. a.

Never.

IV. 3. b. A.
Never.

V. 1. B. a.

V. 2. B. a.

Telugu, vaguta nn,
vaguta-vii, vaguta-dii,

vagiita-mii, vaguta-ru.
vagiita-i u, spealciiig-I,

i.e. / speak ; thou, he,

we, you, they speak.

V. 3. B. A.
Ne\er.

VI. 1. 3. a.

Telugu, na-tandri, my
.father.

Uraon, im-bas, tny
Jalher.

2. Genitive Adjectives.

VI. 2. $. a.

Never.

VI. 3. $. A.

Altai.

IV. 1. b, a.

Lapp. pana-kritjem,
tooth-ach .

H 11 n g. fog-faja«, tooth-

ache.

Y a k 11 1 e, kes-u«ug ar,

winters end in, at the

end of winter.
tas. kliarakb, stone-eye

(.spectacles).

2. Genitive-Adjectives :

M a n d s h u, irgeni amo,
populi pater.

IV. 2. b. a.

Never.

IV. 3. b. A.
'

Never.

V. 1. B. a.

Lappon. denkewes-
almats,/n; man.

Genit. denke\ves-al-
mats A, fat man of.

Hung. kover -ember,
fat man.

Genit. kover-embere,
fat man's.
Turk, altj-n-zcngirim,

my golden chain.
Gen. altj'n-zengiri-

mira, ofmy gulden chain.

V. 2. B. a.

Hung. Present intrans.

Iiali.ok, ball.asz, hall,

hearing- 1, i.e. / atyi

hearing , thou, he
hears.

Yakute, xani.bin, sani.

gin, sanar, knoiring-I,
i.e. 1 know ; thou, he
knows.

V. 3. B. A.
Never.

VI. 1 ;8. a.

No.
(;3a/3) S y r. tead-niort

ta, thine man of thee.

2. Genitive Adjectiv. s:

M a n d s h u, mi-ni amo,
mei pater.

miningge, meus.

VI. 2. ;3. o.

Never.

VI. 3. ft A.
N

Japhet.

Indo-European.
IV. 1. b. a.

Snsk. raj^a-puruslia,
king's man.

2. Genitive-Adjectives :

ilind. Kuda-ka l)eta,

God's son (diviiins

filius). Kudaki ma,
God's mother (diinna
mat. >•)

.

Latin, Dei filius, filius

Uei.

IV. 2. b. a.

IV. 3. b. A.
Never.

V. l.B. a.

Saiiskrt. maliadeva.
Great-god. (cf. malia-
nias, ?nagnify ive.)

Gen. niaha-devasya,
Great-god's..

Greek, sAsss-j^/Tan.

EXa:£«-/-T£3-Ao?.

A n glo-Sax. sin-grene,
£t'er-green.

O h g. sin-Huot, great
flood. Deluge.

V. 2. B. a.

Snsk.Perf(ct.Atm.(+a)
dad.e, dadi.she, dad.e,

dadi.mahe, dadi.dhve,
daiti re.

Present, dad e.dat.se,

dat.te, dad.malie, dad.
dhve, dada.te, iaking-I,

i.e. / take, and {con-
tinue to) take.

Greek, Perf. Pa»s. S='*a.

Pres. Pass. diio./Mii,

hido.iroci, iiSa.rat.

V. 3. B. A.
Never.

VI. 1. /8. a.

Snsk. mat-putra, tvat-
piitra, tat-putra, my,
thy, his son.

2. Genitive Adjectives :

Asma-k.im pita or asma-
kah jiita, our father,

trarr,^ ctu, ri; Tary.j.
'

VI.
Never.

VI. 3. ft A.
Snsk. /3A;3. Preterite:

[ni] a lip.am,[s]a lip. as,

[t]a lip. at, my writing,
i.e. I \eroU, thou, hi
wrote.
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SECOND

COMPARATIVE TABLE OF PERSONAL PRONOUNS,
ATTACHED TO

1. EGYPTIAN.
Kominnlive. a
Siiilus subjt'ctivus. b

[present]
Casus uhliquus. c

Status priEdicalivus. d
1. cum noin. [possessive]

2. cum verb, [preterite]

2. HEBREW.
'Nominative, a
Status subjictivus. b

[present]
Casus ohl^qnus C

Status piicriicalifus.

1. cum iioni. [possessive]

2. cum verb, [preterite]

3. SANSKRIT.
Kominative. a
Status subjcctiviis. b

[prestnl]

Castis obliquvs. c

Status prteilicaliinis. A
1. cum nom. [possessive]

2. cum verbis, [preterite]

4. GREEK
Kominative. a
Status sulijcctivus. b

[present]

Casus ohliquHS. c

Statui piccdicntivus. t\

turn verbis [preterite]

5. LATIN.
yominativr. a

Status sulijcctivus. b
[present]

Casus obliquus C

Status prwilicatii'US. (I

cum verbis [pieterite]

6. GOTHIC.
KoDiiiiatiiir. a

Slalus suhjiclivits. b
[present]

C/i.v(/s olili'/uus.

Status prwiticatii'us.

cum verbis [preterite] tie St.

First Person.

nuli. anuk.
•JA. (the same as d)

n.a(n.u) {where I, i.e. ofme)

na.(u) [the same as b)
V^eu.a. (en.u.) the same as c.

'inoki. ani.

lV-

Vti. (E till op. ku.)

aham.
Vnii.

'mama, (mamakas.)
[ me. (madiyas.)

mad n.

iyu.

iuou. (lus;.)

ego.

v/o.

niei. (mens.)

Vm.

ik.

s/o.

meina. (mcins.

)

Kute. — , Nominal base.

SiXGUL.VR.

Second Person. Third Person.

entek.
v/ek.

enta.

Vet.

Dek. net
Ven.ek. v/cn-et.

alali.

tiV.

v'ta.

tvam.
Vsi.

at(ati).

tiv/i.

Dek.
Vt.(ka.)

tava. (tavakas.)
te. (tvadiyas.)

tvad Q.
-Vs.

v/*-/.

(roZ(<r6s.)

-Vs.

tu.

tui. (tuus.)

Vs.

thu.

Vs.

tlicina (tlieiiis.)

entuf.

Vel".

entes.

V^os.

Gef.(-se.) Qes.
v/en.ef. Ven.es.

hu.

yiV.

Do.
V.

tiV.

Dah.
Vah.

svayam. sa, sa, tad.
Vti.

sve. (svas.svak.TS.)
tasya. (tadiyas.

)

svaO. tadO-
-V-

x/r/.

«!/. (o'lfis.)

ipse, liic, ha;c, line.

Vt.

tui. (suus.) liujus.

Vt.

silba. S.I, s6, thata.

Vtli.

seina. (bcins.) tliis.
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APPENDIX.

AND OF PRONOMINAL PREFIXES AND AFFIXES
NOUNS AND VERBS.

V^, Verbal base.

First Person.

V^en.

(n.en.)

Den.
Vtn.en.

aiiakhiiu. (iiakhmi.)

enu.
Vnu.

vayam.
-v'mas.

asmakam. (asmakas.)
nas. (asiiKuiiyas.)

asmail •

V,«"

nos.

Vmus.

. (Sifj.ht'os )

nostri. (noster.)

v'lnus.

VPIS.

iinsara. (unsar.)

Plural.

Second Person.
M. F.

emtuten. eiuuten.
Vten.

Dten.

atom. ati'ii. (atcnah.)
tiv'u. tiViiali-

kem. nkeii.
V tem(E t b. kcmmu) v'ten.

jOiyam.
Vvas.

yiishmakaiTi.(yaushmakas.)
VoS. (yuslimudiyas.)

yushmad.

\/t£.

U,ti«V. (w,tt£T£5«f .)

vos.

Vtis.

vostri. (vcster,)

\/US.

JUS.

x/th.

izvara. (izvar.)

Third Person.
M. F.

entesen. sen.
Vsen.

Dsen.
Ven.sen.

hcm(hLMiiah.) lien(henah.)
yiV^'- tiv/nah.

am. Dan.

svayam te, tas, tani.

\/nti.

svp. (svas. svakas.)
tesham. (tadiyas.)

svaQ- tadD-
-Vn.

ot, a.1, Toc.

-V"-

ipsl.

\/iit.

ipsorura.

v/nt.

hi, hae, ha;.

silbai. thai, thds, tha.

Sign of
Genitive Sf

Adjective.

we^theEgyp-
tian pruii.

doiiorisl.aiKl

rclat.i Of.

-s.-kas.

-iyas.

Plural.
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7. CHINF.SE (Kuanhoa).

Ktrmiualivf. a
Slalus fuhjrclifus. b
Ciisns obliii lilts. V.

Status /iiucilicativiis. (i.

8. GYAMI.
Kominativr. a
Status su'iji'clivtis. b
Casus obliqnus. c

Slatui priedicativus. d

9. TAI (Siamese).

JComintitive. a.

Slaliis siihjrclit'us. b
Casus ob/ii/mis. c

Status pmdicativus. d

10. TAI (Laos).

iJominative. a
Status subjrctivus. b
Casus obliquus. c

Status prcedicativtts. d

11. TAI (Ahoin).

Kuminalivr. a
Status S'lbji'ctivus. b.

Casus obliquus. c

Status prccdicath'us. d

12. TAI (Khamti).

Nominative, a
Status s'lliJiTtiiius. b.

Casus obliquus. c
Status prcedicativus. d

13. TAI (Kassia).

Nominative, a
Status sultjectivus . b
Casus obtiq'ius. c

Status prcedicativus. d

14. CHINESE (Kuwen).
Nominative, a
Status sulijtxiivus. b
Casus obliquus. c
Status piceUicativus. d

1.5. TKANS-HIMALAVAN
(Tibetan spokon).

Nominalivf. a
Status sn/ijtclivus. b
Casus obliquus. c
Status pitfdicutivus. d

16. THANS. HIMALAYAN
(llorpa).

Noininalivr. a
Status sulijfctivtis. b
Caius obliquus. c

Status pru'dicativus. d

2^<>A< Person.

ngo. (Isa.)

nsoV-
ngo-ti.

iigoD-

gno.
gntV-
giio-ti.

gnoQ-

kha.
khav/.
ktiang-kha.
Okliaiig-kha.

ong (kii)

kau.
kauV-

kau.
kau^.
kau.

D kau.
hang-man, /«i7 (»/) Acr.
liaiig-j)a, /ai7 (.o/)Jis/i.

jong-nga.
Djong-nga.
ukapajongngi,./a</;e)-o/f/.v.

kakartenj; jong umon, //(t

wa?«; o//Ae 7nan.

iigo.

"g-V.
ng '-tii.

iigoD-

gnya.
;;nyav'.
giia.

gnaQ.

gna.

giia-d.

Singular,

Second Person. Third Person.

niv^.
ni-ti.

niQ-

niv^.
ni-ti.

niD-

tua. (miing.)
tiiav/.

kliang-tua.

kliang-tua.

mo.
moV.

mau.
niaiiv'.

niaii.

Qniaii.

me. (plia.)

niev'.

jong-me.
Djong-me.

g'liou.

g'hoiiv'-

g'hou-tci.
g'liou D-

khye.
khviV.
klu--)i.

khc-yiD-

oi-i.

t'a.

fav/.
t'a-ti.

t'aD-

tha.

tliav'.

tha-ti.

thaQ.

klion. (man.)
khon^.
khanf;-klion.

Qkhang-khon

tan. (man)

hen.
Iieuv/.

man.
many',
m.iii.

D man

.

u. ka.

uV. kav^.
jong-u. jong-kS.
Qjong-u. rijong ka.

khi.

khiv/.
khi-lci.

khi D-

kliu.

khiiY/.
klio-yi.

kho-yi n

jya.
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First Person.

ngo-men. (tsa-men.)
ngo-menv',
ngo-men-ti.
ngo-men.

gno-rae.
gno-mev/-
gno-me-ti.
gno-me.

rau.
rauv*.
khang-rau.

"

nkhang-rau.

hau.

rau.

rauV-

hau.
hauV

.

hau.
Dhau.

ngi.

ngV.
jong-ngi.
njong-ngi.

ngo-shu.
ngo-shu\/.
ngo-shu-tci.
ngo-shu Q.

gnan-jo.
gnan-jov/-
gnan-jo-yi.
gnan-jo-yin-

gna-ni (gna-riggi)

gna-a-rigya.

Plural.

Second Person.

ni-men.
ni-men\/.
ni-men.ti.
ni-men Q.

ni-me.
ni-mev'.
ni-me-ti.

ni-men.

suV.
khang-sa

khang-su.

khaa
khauv/.

mau-su.
mau-suv/.
man-su.

mau-su.

phi.

phiV.
jong.phi.

jong-phi.

g'hou-shu.
g'hou-shuy'.
g'hou-shu-tci.
g'hou-shu.

khen-jo.
khen-joV-
khen-jo-yi.
khen-jo-yiQ.

ni-ni(riggi).

nii-rigya.

Third Person.

t'a-men.
t'a-menV.
fa-men-ti.
t'a-men.

tha-me.
tha-meV.
tha-me-ti.
tha-me.

khau-arai.
khau-araiv/«
khang-khau-arai.

khang-khau-arai.

khreu.
ktireu\/.

man-khau.
man- khau\/.
man-khau

man-khau.

ki.

kiV.
jong-ki.

jong-ki.

khi-shu.
khi-shuV-
khi-shu-tci.

khi-shuQ.

kon-jo.
kon-joV.
khon-jo-yi.
khon-jo-yi•

ji-ni (ji-riggi).

ja-a-rigya. ,

K K

Sign of
Genitive Sf

Adjective.

tl.

khang-,

Plural.

-men.
(pei.)

(mei.)

-arat.

jong-

-yl.

Elongation.

•khau.l

-shu.
(tchai.)

(teng.)

-JO.

(nam.)
(dag.)
(chag.)

-"ggi-
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17. TRAVS-HIMALAYAy
(Tliochu).

Kominalive. a
Stnttis snhjcctirus. b
Casus uhliiiuus. c
Status priedicativus. d

18. TRANS-HIMALAYAN
(Gyarung).

Nominative, a
Status su/ijfctivus. b
Casus ubliquus. c.

Status pnedicativits. d

19. TRANS-niMALAYAN
(Manyak).

Nominative, a
Status ohjrctivus. b
Casus oliliquus. c
Status prcedicativus. d

20. TRANS-HIMALAYAN
(Takpa).

Nominative, a
Status suhjectivus. b.

Casus obliquus. c

Status prcedicativus. d

BHOTIYA.
21. SUB-HIMALAYAN

(Kenaveri).
Nominative, a
Status snhjectiiivs. b
Casus obliquus. c
Status pradicativus. d

22. SUB-HIMALAYAN
(Serpa).

Nominative, a
Status sul/Jeetiviis. b
Cnstis obliquus. r.

Status priedicativus. d

23. SUB-HIMALAYAN
(Sunwar).

Nominative, a
Status suhjeciivus. b
Casus obliquus. c.

Status prcedicativus. d

24. SUB.HIMALAYAN
(Gurung).

Nominative, a
Status sulijcctivus. b
Casus oliliquus. c

Status piiCdicativus. d

25. SUB-HIMALAYAN
(Magar),

Nominative, a
Status subjfctivus. b
Casus obliquus. c
Status prcedicativus. d

2G. SUB-HIMALAYAN
(Newar).

Nominative, a
Status sulijcctivus. b

Casus obliquus. c

Status priedicativus. d

First Person.

chi. (ka.)

ka-kchi.

gna.

gnaQ-

gne. (nye.)

gne-ku.

gna. (gnarung).
giiav/ung.
gnaring-i.
gnarung Q-

gna.
gnav'.
gna-ti.

go-

gov.
a-ke.
a-ke Q.

gna.
gna-v/.
gna.la.
gnala Q-

gna.
gnaV-
gnou.
gnouO-

Singular.

Second Person.

kwa.

'

kwe-kchi.

Tliird Person.

tha-cha.

tlia-kchi. (kwana-
kchi.)

nan re. gnapos. (watu.)
nav/. (J. A. S. B.,

1853, p. 29.)
ni D- waQ-

thL

thi-i.

Ji-

jiv'.

M. & r.

jimho
I jimho Q.

Jl-RU

Ji-guD-

i-ku.

keot. (kherung.)
kpotv/ uk.
keot-ki.

kherung

khyo.
kliyoY''.

khyo-ti.

gai.

gaiv/.
i-ke.

i-ke Q.

ken.
konv'.
ken-la.
ken-la D-

nang.
nangv/.
nuwo.
nuwo.

chha.
chhaV-

ohhang-gu.
chhang-guQ.

pe.

pe-ku.

phai ; te ; khong.
phaiv' ung.
te.

phai Q.

khwo.
kliwoY/.
khwo-ti.

hari.
hari.y/.

harea-ke.
harea-keQ.

thi.
•

thiv'.
thi-la.

thi-laQ-

hos.
hns^.
hochil.

hochu•

wo.
wov^.

waya-gii.

waya-gu Q.
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First Person.

chi-ki. (cha-klar.)

chi.kuk.

^0.

a-dur.

a-dur-i

gna-ra.

gna-ra-ku.

net. (gna-tamshe.)
net\/uiig.
gnaring-i.
gnaring Q.

ni-ranf.
iii-rang\'.

ni-ra-ti.

go-vki.
go-vkiv/.

go ain-ke.
go-ain-ke D-

gni-mo.
gni-mo-y/'-

gni-mo-lo.
gni-mo-lo D-

kan-kurik.
kan-kurikv'-
kan-kurik-iim.
kan-kurik-um Q.

ji-ping.

ji-pii./V-

ji-ping-gu.
ji-piiig-gu D-

Pltjbal.

Second Person.

kweni-ko (kwani-klar).

kwani-kuk.

Tliird Person.

tha-ko. (tha-klar.)

tha-kuk.

yapos.

non-dur.

non-dur-i

i-ra.

i-ra-ku.

Sign of
I

Genitive &( \
Plural.

Adjective.
-ki.

-klar.

-kchi. -uk.

keozhuk.(kherung.tamshe.)
keozhuky' ung.
khering-i.
kherung D-

khyo-rang.
khyo-rang\/.
khye-ra-ti..

gai-vki.
gai-vki\/.

gai-ain-ke.
gai-ain-ke Q'

ken-mo.
ken-mov"-
keme-mo-lo ?

keme-mo-lo Q.

nang-kurik.'
nang-kurikv".
nang-kurik-um.
nang-kurik-um Q.

chha-ping.
chha-pingV-

chha-piiig-gu.

chha-ping-gu D-

thi-dur.

thi-dur-i.

pe-ra.

pe-ra-ku.

wateshe. (phai-tamshe.)
wateslie\/ ung.
te.

watesheD-

khwo-rang.
khwo-rangV.
khwo-ra-ti.

hare-vki.
hare-vkiV-
hari-ain-ke.
hari-aiu-ke Q-

thi-mo.
thi-mov'.
tha-me-la.
tha-me-laQ.

hos-kurik.
hos-kurik\/.
a-kurik-um.
a-kurik-um Q.

wo ping,

wo pingV"-

wo-ping-gu.

I

wo-ping-gu []•

2

ki.-i.

ti.

-ke.

• tarn she.

-rang.

-vki.

-kurik.

-ping
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27. SUB-HIMALAYAN'
(Murmi).

Kominative . a
Status subjectivus. b
Casus obliquus- c
Status prtedicalivus . d

28. SUB-HIMALAYAN
(Limbu).

Nominative, a
Status subjectivus. b
Casus obliquus. c

Status prtsdicativus. d

29. SUB-HIMALAYAN
(Kiranti).

Nominative, a
Status subjectivus. b
Casus obliquus. c.

Status prwdicativus. d

30. SUB-HIMALAYAN
(Lepcha).

Nominative, a
Status subjectivus, b
Casus obliquus. c

Status prcedicativus. d

31. SUB-HIMALAYAN
(Bhutanese).

Nominatife. a
Status subjectivus. b
Casus obliquus- c
Status prcedicativus. d

32. LOHITIC
(Burmese spoken).

Nominative, a

Status subjectivus. b
Casus obliquus. c

Status prtEdicativus. d

33. LOHITIC
(Dhimal).

Nominative, a
Status su'ijeclivus. b
Casus obliquus. c

Status pricdicatittus. d

34. LOHITIC
(Kachari-Bodo).

Nominative, a
Status subjectivus. b
Casus obliquus. c

Status prcedicativus. d

35. LOHITIC
(Garo).

Nominative, a
Status subjectivus. b
Casus obliquus. c

Status prcedicativus. d

/"iVst Person.

gna.
gnaV.
gna- la.

gna-IaD-

inga. (eruga. C.)
ingav".
inga-in.
inga-in. (also as abbrevi-
ated prefix, J. A. S. B.,

1853, p. 28.)

anka.
ankav/.
angko.
angkoQ. (also as abbrevi-

ated prefix, J. A. S. B.,

1H.53, pp. 28. 32. am-pa,
7)iyfather.)

go.

goV-
kaseusa.
kaseusan.

gna.
gnaV.
gne-yi.
gne-yi Q.

nga {superior).

ngaV-
nga-i (ngaha).
ngai Q.

ka.

kaV.
ka-ng.
ka-ng.

ang.
angv/.
ang-ni.
ang-ni Q-

ang (anga. Rob.)
angv/. ._-
ang-ni.
ang-ni Q-

SlNGTJLAR.

Second Person.

'aiV.
'ai-la.'

'ai-la'D-

khene.
khene\/.
khene-in.
kbene-in n-

khana.
khana\/.
arako.
amkoQ.

hau.
hauv'.
hadosa.
hadosa •

chhu.
ciihuV.
chhe-gi.
chhe-giQ

meng (equal);mev
(inferior) ; then.

t/ie same.
men-i.
the same.

nang.

nang-ni.

nang. (naa. R.)

nang-ni.

Third Person.

the
theV.
the-la.

the-la D-

khuna
khunev/.
khune-in.
khune-in •

moko.
mokoy'.
moso.
moso Q.

he.

heu-sa.
heu-sa .

kho.
khov/.
kheu-gi.
kneu gi Q.

thu; i (is);
(hie).

thu-1.

wa.

wa-ng.

bi.

bi-nl.

u. (ua. R.)

u-ni. (ua-ni. R.)

;
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Plural.

First Person. \ Second Person.

gna-ni.
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36. LOHITIC
(Changlo).

Kominativc. a
Status suhjcclivus. b
C'a\us obliijuus. c

Status prtedicativus. d

37. LOHITIC
(Mikir).

Nominative, a
Stiittts sul)jcctivus. b
Casus obliquus. c
Status pi'cedicativus. d

38. LOHITIC
(Dophlas).

Kominntivr. a
Status suhjcclivus. b
Casus (ibliijuus. c
Status prcedicalivus. d

39, LOHITIC
;(Ahor-Miri).

Miri (Uobertson;.

Nominative, a
Status suhjcclivus. b
Casus ohliquus. c
Status subjcctivus. d

40. LOHITIC
(Sibsagor-Miri).

r Abor (Kobertson).

Nominative, a
Status sulijcctivus. b
Ca^us ohliquus. c.

Status prtedicativus. d

41. LOHITIC
(Singplio).

Nominative, a
Status subjcctivus. b
Casus (ililir/uus. c

Status prii-dicativus. d

42. LOHITIC
(Mithau-NAga, &c.)

Nominative, a
Status subjcctivus. b
Casus ohliquus. c
Status prcudicativus. d

43. LOHITIC
{ Nainsang- Naga)

.

Nominative, a
Status subjcctivus. b
Casus ohliquus. c

Status prtedicativus. d

44. LOHITIC •

(Khyeiig).

Nominative, a
Status sulijcitivus. b
Casus uliliquus. c
Status pnedicativw. d

iwVsf Person.

J.ing.

jangv/.
jang-ga.
jang-ga Q-

nev".
ne-iiB.

ne- Q. (oi-ali, bird's nest;
iif-sal, ;h^ work.)

ngoy/.
ngo-g.
ngo-g.

11 go.

ngov'.
ngo-ke. (ngog. R.)
ngo-ke D-

ngo.
IK'Ov'.

ngo-kke.
ngo-kke Q

ngai.
ngaiv/.
nsje-na.
ng«.na Q-

ku (tail ; ni ; a),

kukuhe (tesei ; ni).

nga.
v/ang.
ngd-nang (irang).

ID-

kyi.

ki-ko.

Singular.

Second Person.

nan.

nang-ga.

nang.

nang-ne.

no (na).

no.kke. (no-g. R.)

uang (ui).

na-na.

nang (no).

nang.

nnng.

nang-nang
rang).

inaQ.

nang.

nang-ko.

(ma-

Third Person.

dan.

daa-ga.

ma.

ma-g.

bu (bil). no.

bu-kke. (bii-g. R.)

bu. (bu. R.)

bii-kke.

khi.

khi-na.

mih. (taupa ; [pau ;

me.)

ate.

Va. (e).

ati-eng (a-rang).

aQ.

nJ.

ni-ko.
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First Person.

jang-thamche.

jang-thamche-ga.

a-li.

ngo-lu.

ngo-lu-g.

ngo-lu.

ngo.lu-ke.(ngo-lu.g.R.)

n go- sin.

ngo-Iii-kke.

Plueal.

Second Person.

nan-thamche.

nan-thamche-ga.

no-lu.

no-lu-

no-lu.

no-lu-ke. (no-lu-g. U.)

a-kau (a-we).

ni-ma.

ni-ma-nang.

kin-iii.

ki-ni-ko,

no-lu-sin.

no-lu-kke.

ni-theng.

ni-khala (notoleli).

ne-ma.

ne-ma-naus

nang-ni.

nang-ni-ko.

Third Person.

dan-thamche.

dan-thamche-ga.

ma-lu.

ma-lu-

bii-lu.

bu-lii-ke. (bii-lu-g. R.)

ii-llu. bii-lU.

bii-lii-kke.

tung-khala (tothete).

se-mng.

se-ning-nang

ni-di (ni-li).

ni-di-ko.

Sign of
Genitive Sf

Adjective.

-nang.
-rang.

K K 4
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45. LOHITIC
(Kami).

Kominatii'C. a
Status siibjcclivus. b
Casus o/j/iquus. c

Status pnedicativus. d.

46. LOHITIC
(Tunglhu).

Nominative, a
Status snbjcctii'US. b
Casus ubiiquus. c

Status prccdicativus. d

47. MUNDA.
Ho. (Tickell. A. S. B.lx.)

Nominative, a
Status subjtctivus. b
Casus obliquus. c

Status pi'tedicalivus. d

48. MUNDA
(Sinhblium-Kol).

Notninnlivc. a
Status subjectirus. b
Casus obliquus. c

Status ptiBdicativus. d

49. MUNDA
(Sontal-Kol).

Nominative, a
Status subjectivus. b
Casus obliquus. c

Status prccdicativus. d

50. MUNDA
(Bhumij-Kol).

Nominative, a
Status subjectivus. b
Casus obliquus. c
Status pricdicativus. d

61. MUNDA
(Mundala-Kol).

Nominative . a
Status subjectivus. b
Casus obliquus. c

Status prtedicdtivus. d

52. TAMUI.IC
(Canaresc).

Nominative, a
Status subjectivus. b

Casus obliquus. c.

Status prcedicativus, d

53. TAMULIC
(Tamil).

Nominative, a
Status subjectivus. b
TcMUi' obliquus. c

Statu) pitrdicativus. d

JF/7.s< Person.

ka-i.

ka-i-un.

4ing (ing).
aingy/ ; or, aing\/&ing.
Singia (ing-a>.

aiiiHia D ; or abbreviated
prefix? (J. A. S. B., 1853,

p. 28.)

aing.

iyan.

SlNGULAK.

Second Person. Third Person.

nan.

nan-un.

inge.

ingrea.

ing.

inja.

ing.

jhatana.

nanu (yan. yen).
v'ene. Present.
Venu. Prcter., Fut. & Neg.
i/enu. Second future.
nanna.
nan

nfln (yAn).
\/en.
rn-a<lu [mei,

tneus).

en Q.

um.

umra-a.

um.

umma.

umge.

ami.

am.

umma.

am.

am-ataua.

nln (nl).

v/i.

v'i., lye.

ninna.
nln. D

nt (un).

v/ay.
un-adu (nin-adut.

unQ.

hana-i

hana-i-un.

aj'Xayo). (ni, iui,

this).

ay -a.

UDi.

unea.

n t. apa-t, his fa-
ther. (J. A.S. B.
1853, p. 75.)

ini.

aige.

mm.

anner-atana.

avanu, ava/u, adu.

\/ane. v^'i'^- \/ade.
v/anu. y/a/u. v'ltu.

v/anu. \/i\l\i. v^itu.
avaua. ava/a. adcra.

ivan. ivni. Idu.

\/im. v'.il. v^aJu.
ivan.adu.
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First Person.

ka.chi.

ka-chi-un.

alle.

a\l6.a.

alle>a.

allea.

allege,

ahu-atana.

navu (nam, cm).

v'eve.
Vevu.
Vevu.
namma.
namQ.

nam (nan-gal).

v/6m.
nam-adu (en-gal).

nam D-

Plural.

Second Person.

nan-chi.

nan-chi-un.

appe.

appe-a.

appe-a.

inkoghl,

api-atana.

nlvu(ulr, ir).

Vlri.

v/iri.

nlmma.
nlmD-

nir (nin-gal).
Vir-gnl.
um-adu (un-gal).

Third Person.

hun-na (hani-chi).

hani-chi-un.

wa-the.

a-ko.

ako-a.

en-ko-a.

an-ko.

anko-atana.

M. p.

avaru.

um Q.

v'are.
Varu.
Varu.
avara.

Vave.
\/avu.

V'avu.
avugala.

ivar (ivar-gal) ivei-gal.

v/ar-gal. (m. f.) v/ana. (n;

ivar-adu (ivar-gal-udeiya).

Sign of I

Genitive^ Plural.

Adjective.

-chi.

-the.

-ko.

-adu. {id.)

-udeiya.
(udei, pro-
prium.)

-gal.

-gal.
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54. TAMULIC
(Telugu).

Vominative.'A
Status stilijcctivus. b
Casus obliqitus. c

Status pradicativus. d

55. TAMULIC
(Malabar).

Nominative, a
S/atus suhjeclivus. b
Casus obliquus. c

Status prxdicativus. d

56. TAMULIC
(Malayalim).

Nominative, a
Statits suhjectivus. b
Casus ubliquus. c

Status pradicativus. d

57. TAMULIC
(Gond).

Nominative, a

Status subjectlvus. b
Casus ubliquus. c

Status prtedicalivus. d

58. TAMULIC
(Bralivi?).

Nominative, a
Status su/>jtxtivus. b
Casus obliquus. C

Status prccdicativus. d

59. TAMULIC
(Curgi and Todava).

Nominative, a
Status subjtctivus. b
Casus obliquus. c

Staltis prtsdicativus. d

60. TAMULIC
(Ur&on-Kol).

Nominalivc. a
Status siilijcclivus. b
Casus obli(/utts. c
Status prccdicativus, d.

61. TAMULIC
Rajmahali-Kol).

Nominative . a
Status subjcctivus. b
Casus suhjectii'us. c

Status prcedicalivus. d

62. UGRIC
(Finnish).

Nominative, a

Status subjcctivus. b
Casus obliquus. c
Status priedicativus. d

7^«Vs< Person.

nenu.
v/nu.
jia-yokka.

naD

nan (yan).

eon-udeyatliu, en-athu.

gnSn.
gaanv/.
en-re.
ini-kullaD.
Dative+ulla.

nanna (nak).

y'an.
no-wa.
no-wa•

v/t (ta), Vv (va).

kana.
kana .

nan, one. (T)

en-na, en-na. (T)

enan.

Singular.

Second Person. Third Person.

MIVU.

v/vu.
Mi-vi)kka.

ni Q.

ni (nir).

umm -udiathu, um-
atliu.

niv/.

nin-re.

nani-kulla Q-

Vi.
ni-wa.

nj.

v/s (sa).

na.

nin. ni. (T)

nin-na. nin-na.(T)

en-ghi.
im Q. (im-has, mt/ father,

J. A. S, li. 18r>3, p. 3'2.
;

ing-kos, mt/ child).

ong-ki.

mina

\/n (ni)

Dili

(mie.\
ma.)
ma. /

men.

nien-ghi.

nin.

Ing-ki.

vadu. adi.

v/ilu. Vdi.
vaui. daui.

avan. aval, ahthu.

avan-udeyatliu.

avan. aval. ada.

avan-re.

avanna+uUaQ.

wur, ad.

v/ur.

wunna.

sinae

v/t(s).

Ds'

il)

o;od};(dadad);e(cd)
v/k.

o-na. da-na. e-nd.

av. ad. (T)

ava-na. ada-na. (T)

asan.

as-ghi.

ath.

ahi-ki.

hiin (so ?)

V'.(hn).[v'pi,v/wl].

D nsa. n sa.
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First Person.

memu.
;

Vmu.
ma-yokka.
ma D-

nan.gal (nam).

en-gal-udejathu, em-
athu.

gnan-gal (nam).

nan-galude (namm-
ude).

gnangal-kulla Q-

raak(ivak).
mar, before verbs.

\/um.
inow-an (wo-raan)

nan.
\/a (n. na).
nana.

eng. wom.(T)

en-gal-e. emmadd.(T)

nam (om). '

nam-ki (emki).

me (met).

Vmme.

D mme.

Plural.

Second Person.

miru.
\/r\\.

ini-vokka.
mi D.

nin-gal.

un-gal-udeyathu. um-athu.

nin-gal.

nin-ga de (nin-gal-ude).

ningal-kuUa.

ima-t (me-kum)
imar, bejore verbs.

\/\r.

mi-wan.

num.
-x/re (ri;.

numa.

ning. nimma.

nin-gal-e. nimma.

asu.

ass-ghi,

nuia.

nim-ki.

varu.
V'ru.
vari.

Third Person.

avi.

Vvi

.

vaii.

aver-kal. (avei).

one (?)

ava-r. ava.

ava-ru-de. ava-yu-de.

avei-kuUa.

v/urg.
wurian.

ofk; dafk'; efk.
\/r ( re).

ofta. dafta. eftS.

avaru. adam.

te (tet).

v/tte.

D nne.

asabar (awar).

asaberi-kl.

he (het) (ne ?)

VCwatjt. (lit),

n nsa. n sa.

Sign of
Genitive Sf

Adjective.

-di.

-yokka.

-athu.

-udeyathu.

-ghi.
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63. UGRIC
(Lappoiiian: Norwegian).

Notninativc. a
Status sul)jcctivui. b
Casus ohlii/uus- c

Status pru'dicativus. d
1. cum nom.
2. cum verbis [preterite]

64. UGRIC.
(Syrianian).

Nominative, a
Status suhjcctivus . b
Casus obtiquus. c

Status prtedicativus. d

65. UGRIC
(Tsheremissian).

Nominative, a
Status siihjeetivus. b
Casus obtiquus. (genitive.) c

Status prtcdicativus. d

66. UGRIC
(Ostiakiau: Irtishian).

Nominative, a
Status subjcclivus. b
Casus obtiquus. (local.) c

Status prtrdiciitivus. d
1. cum nom.

t, 2. cum verbis transitivis

67. UGRIC
(Hungarian).

Nominative, a
Status suhjectivus. b

1. intransitive.

2. passive.
Casus obtiquus. (accusal.) c
Status pra:dicativus. d

1. cum nom.
2. cum verbis transitivis

68. UGRIC
(Mordvinian).

Nominative . a
Status suhjectivus. (indefinite.) b
Casus obtiquus. c

Status prcedicdtivus. d
1. cum nom.
2. cum verbis.

69. SAMOIEDIC
(Dialects).

Nominative, a

Characteristic consonants of mis-
cellaneous prouomiual suffixes.

First Person.

me.

me-nam.
Dm.

mm.
V^m.
niin-in.

Dra-

ma.
y/m.
niana.

Dm.

en (ma)

vA, Vra.
Vm.
engem-et.

Dm.
Vra.

mon.
Vn.

nm(n).
v/mak. (1+2) me+tu.

Vm am. (1+3) tne+tlle.

Vm isk. (1+2) mc+vos.

O. man (mat).
J. man'.
K. man.
Ja. mod'i.
T. mannan.

jm, b, p, v, u, n.

Singular.

Second Person.

toil,

-k.

-t.

-k.

v/n. V.
te-nad.

Dd.

tin.

-x/t.

tin-in.

Dt.

nen.

v/n.
ueiina.

Dn.
\/a.

x/sz, VI.

tiged-et.

Dd.
Vd.

ton.
Vt.(k).

Dt.
Vt an. (2+1)
te+ego.

v/nz at. (3+2)
ille+te.

Vd ez. (2 pi. +3)
vobit+id.

tan.

pudar.
tan (than),
tod'i.

lannan.

t,t',d,d',r, 1, lr,n.

Third Person.

sya.

V-
sy-lan.

s. (v/soim verbo
defiuito.) ,

tida.

Vs, Vz'e. V-
tida-n.

Dz'e.

teu.

-v/d.(t).

teu na.

at.
v/t.

V. v^n.
Vk.
iit-et. ;

DJa-
v/ Ja-

son,

v's (zo).

n zo (nzo).
\/a.

Vze. (3) irf.

Vnk. (3+2 plur.)

id+vos.

tarn, tap.

pu da.
di.

ni toda.

se te.

t, t', d, d', r.
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r

Plural.
First Person.

Plural.

Second Person.

-mek.
-mek.

nii-an.

n nu in.

ma.
Vna.
ma-mnan.
Dna.

men...

menna.

nu.

mi."

Vnk.

mink-et.

inin.

Vnok.

ti.

mok (nok).

^m isk (1+2) nos+tu.

v/mia (1+3) nos+illi.

me (ml).

man'a.
mi.
mo'di.
men.

•baettet (ppet).

dek.
-dek.

ti.

Vn ny d.
ti-an.

Dnyd.

ta.

Vda.
tamdan.
Dda.

net).

Vda (ta).

nena(?)

den (ten).

Vden.

Vtok. ?i

Vtok.
titek-et.

Qtok. •

VJatok.

tin.

Vdo (nk).

Dnk.

Vdezr. (?)

te.

pudara.
s'i.

to'di.

ten.

k.

-sek.

nya.
Vnys. \/s ny s.

ny-liin.

Qny s.

nina.

Vs't.Vt. [be. be-s].
nina-n.

Ds't.

Third Person.

v/t.

teg na.

Dt.

Y/nak.
Vnak.
ok-et.

DJok.
Vjak.

sin.

v/t, Vst (2).

a St.

Vnze.

v/z.

Sign of
Genitive Sf

Adjective.

'an.

-k (t).

k (t).

-k(t).
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70. TATAHIC
(Castren).

Kominalifc. a
Status suhjeclivus. b
cum verbis.

Casus ob/iquus. c

Status pricdicnlivus. d
1. cum nomin.
2. cum.verbis [preterite]

71. TATARIC
(Yakute: Boehtlingk).

Nominalivc. a

S/alus siihjcctivus. b
Casus obliguus. c

Status pncdicativus. d
1. cum nom. [possessive]
2. cum verbis [perfect]

72. TATARIC
(Osmanli).

Kominative. a
Status suhjeclivus. b
Casux obliqmts. c
Status priedicatiotcs. d

1. cum nom. [po>3Pssive]
2. cum verbis, [pietcrite]

73. MONGOLIC
(liuriatian).

Kuminativc. a
Status subjectivus. b
Casus obliguus. c

Status prmdicativus. d

74. MOXOOLIC
(.Sokpa).

Nominative, a.

Status suhjeclivus. b
Casus obliquus. c
Status prtedicativus. d

75. TUNGUSIC
(Mandshu).

Nominative, a
Status subjectivus. b

Casus obliquus. c

Status prtcdicalivus. d

76. TUNGUSIC
(Nyertshinsk).

Nominative, a
Status suhjeclivus. b
Cn.w<« Dhliquus. c
5/a/«j privdicativus. d

/stVsi Person.

ben, men, min.

I

v^man (pan-ban).

ben i, etc. w«.
ben-inki, etc. Jiieus.

Dm.
\/m.

v'ben (pen, men),
miy-iiinii {mcus).

Dm-
\/-m.

ben.
Vim.
benim. (genitive.)

Dm-

bi.

\/p, Vm.
min ^(niini, mei).

J rnni.

j
mn.

(m.
Dm.

mi (bi, abu).

mini.

bi.

his/.

fmin-i (or mi-ni ?) nwi.
tmiii-ingge (mcus).
mini.

bi.

Vbi, Vu, Vf.
min.

(Dbi.Du.DO.

SiNGrLAR,

Second Person.

6en, sin, Uu.
v/san.

Vfi.

\/ghen (gen, ken).
ay-ianU (luus).

nn.
•\/n-

sen.

-v/sen.

senin.

On.
Vn-

s'i, c'i.

v/s', Vc'.
s'in, c'in,

tin.

Ds', Dc'.

cha.

chini.

si v.
f sin-i.

i sin-ingge.

si, s'i.

\/si, Vs.
sin.

(Dsi.Ds).!

s ini.

sill.

sn.

Tliird Person.

ol, o, kini.

V-Csin, in imperat).

n i (in). D si (sin).

kini, bu (hie), 61
(ill--).

v/-
kin-ianii (suus),
mane (hunc),
onu (ilium).

nta(ten).na(en).
Va.

ol (o), bu (Aic).

onun

ni(in). Qsi (sin).

ene.

V-
eneni.

nn(nni).

tha.

thani.

'V.

i in-ingg

(i) nun in.

(y'n).
Vin.
Dn.
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First Person.

bis, bister, bisigi.

Vbis (pis, mis).

bis (pis, mis).

Vbis (pis, mis).

bijigi.

vfbet (pet, met),
bii-iiina. i

bet.

Vbet.

biz (bizler).

v/iz.

bizum (bizlerin).

-mis.

Vk.

bida.
Vtiida (bda, mda).
manai.

U manai (Qmnai).

be (muse)
be^/.
f inen-i.

X mea-ingge.

bu.
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THIKD

COMPARATIVE TABLE OF THE NUMERALS

1. CnlNESE

2. Gyami -

3. Kong-Chinese -

Canton (spoken).

I.
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APPENDIX.

IN NINETY-SEVEN LANGUAGES.
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20.



APPENDIX III NUMERALS IN NINETY-SEVEN LANGUAGES.

sang sanho gun sanho

(nie) (satchi)

20.
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43. Lomrtc.—Naga tribes

Tengsa.

41. LoiilTic.

—

Xnga tribes

Tablung, N. of Sibsagor.

45. LoHiTic.

—

Naga tribes

Khari. Jorhat.

4t). LoHiTic Naga tribes

Angami, South.

47. LoiuTic Kuki . - -

N. K of Chittagong.

48. LoHiTic.

—

K/ii/eng (S/iyu)

19° to 21° N. lat. Arakan.

49. LoHiTic Kami
Kuladan K. Arakan.

50. LoHiTic Kiimi . - -

Kuladan 11. Arakan.

51. LoHiTic Shendus . . -

22° to 23°, and 93° to 94°.

52. LoHiTic

—

Mru
Arakan. Chittagong.

iiS. LoniTic.

—

Sak l - - -

Nauf River, East.

54. LoHiTiG Tunglhu - - -

Tenasserim.

I.
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VII. VIII.

thanyet thesep thaku thelu

nith thath thu

tani sachet teku

thene thetha thaku kiirr

sarika Tiktka.; koka

she sat

sa ri ka ya

sa ru ta ya ta kau hau

pan

tarah

sumka

ko ha

ta ko ha suh

machi mesung
phutigu

niakhi rukra

makii kre

— rasa

517

sunka

kur klaat —

ku suh ta ra —

a pum re chum wari ' —

me sharri me charia me chuku me hra hlekha hie ny meku ya kha sho kha

ra iihit ri yat taku ha — _ pi ra mi — —

tha ni a tseit ta fu si su — — hun taya —

nwot that kut tahsi — — he taloyeu —

55. aya irilia

56. iya irlia

57. iair iral

58. Sk. sath ath

59. Sk. sath ath

gel gelmiad gelbarria hissi

gelea — — hissi

gel — — —

das

dasgo _ _ bis

moy hissi

monay hissi

60. elu (yelu) entu ombhattu hattu (pattu) 10+1

61. ezliu ettu onbadu patta —
6-2. erfu enimi'di tommjdi padi

63. elu ettu onpathu pat thu

64. ezha ettu ombada patta

65. yeiiu anamur urmah jiada

6fi. haft hasht iiuh dah yazda

67. al eiiamc orambo pattu

10+2 pat (ippatu) nuru savin

— irupadu nuru

— iruvai nuru —
— irupathu nuru (vanda) —

— iruvada nura —
— bisa nur

duazda bist sad

— irvo nuru —
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68. Tamuuc. — Todiiva -

69. Tamuuc. — Vraon-kol

70. UcRic. — Finnish

71. Ugkic Esthonian -

72. uGRic.

—

Lapponian -

73. UuRic. — SyrianUin

74. Ugric. — Tshcremissmn

75. Ugric. — Mordvinian -

IG- VGMC. — Ostiakian -

77. Ugric— Hungarian -

78. UcHlc yogulian

79. Samoiedian - - .

80. Tataric. — Yakut

81. Tataric Uigur

82. Tataric— 7VA«i'flsA -

83. Tataric.— Osmanli -

84. MoNOOLic— 0/A

85. MoNGOLic Sokpa

N. E. ? Tibet.

86. MoNcoLic. — Aimak -

87. TUNGOSIC— .V«7lrfi7(M

88. Caucasc. — Lazian -

89. Cal'casic. — Suitnian

90. Caucasic. — Mingrelian

91. Cal'casii^— (irnrginn

92. ''Al'CASlc— Abchaiian

OF THE TURANIAN



APPENDIX III.

VII. VIII.

G8. — ett

69. sat ate

70. seitsemiin kahdeksan

(10.2)

71. seitse kattesa

72. cec kaktse

NUMERALS IN

IX. X.

onbod pott

no das

yhdeksan kymme
(10.1) net!

iittesa kumme

aktse lokke

NINETY-SEVEN LANGUAGES.

XI. XII. XX. c.

— — ivvod onnur

bis se

yksi toista

kyinmentii

kaksi sata

kymmenta

73.
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I. 11. III. IV. V. VI.

93. Bask ...... bat bi hirur laur bortz sci

JW. Coptic - va snous somnt ftov (ftu) tiv (tu) sov

95. Hebrew ..... C'khad shnayim shlosh^h arbughah kbamlshah shishah

96. Peulevi (Coins) .... achad tarein talata arba khoma^ha shata

97. Sanskbit ..... ekas dvau trayas Aatv&ras panA-a sha<
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VII. vni. IX. X. XI. XII. XX. c. m.

93. zazpi zortzi bcderatzi hamar hameiza hamabi hogoi ehun milliun

94. sashf shmun psis m6t metva mctsnous guot she sho

S5. sliibghah shmonah tishghah ghasarah akhadghasar shnighasar ghesrim meahe eleph

9fi. sheba tomena tisha ashra yaj deh duajdeh vist sat —

97. sapta ash/au nava dasa ekadasa dvadasa vinsati satam sahasram

END OF THE FIRST VOLUME OF ''OUTLINES.
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ERRATA.
la;:c 0'^. line 9. for "e/fer" real "e:rta."

1 44. lino 3. from bottom, cklelc " and Tribes"
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A ami O. A. Sho-itisWoodk,
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